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TRUBNER'8 ORIENTAL SERIES.

" A knowledge of the commonplace, at least, of Oriental literature, philo-

sophy, and religion is as necessary to the general reader of the present day
as an acquaintance with the Latin and Greek classics was a generation or so

ago. Immense strides have been made within the present century in these

brandies of learning; Sanskrit has been brought within the range of accurate

philology, and its invaluable ancient literature thoroughly investigated ; the

language and sacred books of the Zoroastrians have been laid bare; Egyptian,

Assyrian, and other records of the remote past have been deciphered, and a

group of scholars speak of still more recondite Accadian and Hittite monu-
ments ;

but the results of all the scholarship that has been devoted to these

subjects have been almost inaccessible to the public because they were con-

tained for the most part in learned or expensive works, or scattered through-
out the numbers of scientific periodicals. Messrs. TRiiBNER & Co., in a spirit

of enterprise which does them infinite credit, have determined to supply the

constantly-increasing want, and to give in a popular, or, at least, a compre-
hensive form, all this mass of knowledge to the world.

"
Times.

Second Edition, post 8vo, pp. xxxii. 748, with Map, cloth, price 213.

THE INDIAN EMPIRE :

ITS PEOPLE, HISTORY, AND PRODUCTS.

By the HON. Si;: \V. \V. IirXTKK, K.C.s.l ., C.S.I., C.I.E., LL.D.

Memb.-i- of tin- Vireicy'-- I.. .!>'.. ,t ive Council,

Director-General of Statistics to the Government of India.

Being a Revised Edition, brought up to date, and ii the general
results of the Census of 1881.

'an 700 page*, and in a ni.-u-vrll,,,m <-,,i,ii, :
.
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TRUBNER'S ORIENTAL SERIES.

THE FOLLOWING WORKS HAVE ALREADY APPEARED:
Third Edition, post 8vo, cloth, pp. xvi. 428, price i6s.

ESSAYS ON THE SACRED LANGUAGE, WRITINGS,
AND RELIGION OF THE PARSIS.

BY MARTIN HAUG, PH.D.,

Late of the Universities of Tubingen, Gottingen, and Bonn ; Superintendent
of Sanskrit Studies, and Professor of Sanskrit in the Poona College.

EDITED AND ENLARGED BY DR. E. W. WEST.
To which is added a Biographical Memoir of the late Dr. HAUG

by Prof. E. P. EVANS.

I. History of the Researches into the Sacred Writings and Religion of the
] 'arsis, from the Earliest Times down to the Present.

II. Languages of the Parsi Scriptures.
III. The Zend-Avesta, or the Scripture of the Parsis.

IV. The Zoroastrian Religion, as to its ( >rigin and Development.
"
'Essays on the > Writings, and Religion of the Parsis,' by the

late Dr. Martin Haug, edited by Mr. K. W. West. The author intended, on his return
from India, to expand tin stained iii this \vork into 11 compraheiufal
account of the Zm-oastrian religion, but tho design was frustrated by lii.s untimely
death. We have, however, in a eoitcise and readable fi.rm, a history of the resr nvhes
into the saered writings and religion of the 1'arsis from the earliest times down to

. uages of the Parsi Scriptures, a translation

of the Zend Avot i,
or the Scripture of the Par-is, and a dissertation on the Zoio.is-

trian religion, with espeeial reference to its origin and development." Times,

Post 8vo, cloth, pp. viii. 176, price 73. 6d.

TEXTS FROM THE BUDDHIST CANON
COMMONLY KNOWN AS " DHAMMAPADA."

With Accompanying Narratives,

Translated from the Chinese by S. BEAL, B.A., Professor of Chinese,
University College, London.

The Dhammapada, as hitherto known by the Pali Text Edition, as edited

by Fausbbll, by Max Miiller's English, and Albrecht Weber's Unman
translations, consists only of twenty-six chapters or sections, whilst the

Chinese version, or rather recension-, as now translated by Mr. Beal, con-

sists of thirty-nine sections. The students of Pali who possess Fausbr.ll's

text, or either of the above-named translations, will therefore need

Mr. Beal's English rendering of the Chinese version
;
the thirteen above-

named additional sections not being accessible to them in any other form
;

for, even if they understand Chinese, the Chinese original would be un-

obtainable by them.

"Mr. Beal's rendering of the Chinese translation is a most valuable aid to the

critical study of the work. It contains authentic texts gathered from aneicnt

canonical books, and generally connected with some incident in the history of

Buddha. Their great interest, however, ron.-i>ts in the light which they throw ni>on

everyday life iu India at the remote period at which they were written, and upon
the method of teaching adopted by the founder of the religion. The method

employed was principally parable, and the simplicity of the tales and the e.\.

of the morals inculcated, as well as the strange hold which they have retained upon
the minds of millions of people, make them a very remarkable study." 1,.

"Mr. Beal, by imkinir it accessible in an English dress, has added to the p
vices he has already rendered to the comparative study of reliid' >us hi.-t ory.

" A
"Valuable as exhibiting the doctrine of the Buddhists in its pun

terated form, it brings the modern reader face to face with that simple creed and rule

of conduct which won its way over the minds of myriads, and winch is now nominally

professed by 145 millions, who have overlaid its austere simplicity with innumerable
ceremonies, forgotten its maxims, perverted its teaching, and so inverted its leading

principle that a religion whose founder denied a God, now worships that founder as

a, god himself." Scotsman.
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.I Edition, post 8vo, cloth, pp. xxiv. 360, price IDS. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF INDIAN LITERATURE.
BY ALBRECHT WEBER.

Translated from the Second German Edition by JOHN MANN, M.A., and
THEODOR ZACHAHIAE, Th.D., with the sanction of the Author.

Dr. Brm.KK. Inspector of Schools in India, writes: "When I \vasPro-
: -of Oriental Languages in Elphinstone College, I frequently felt the

want of such a work to which I could refer the students."

Professor COWELL, of Cambridge, writes : "It will be especially useful
to the students in our Indian colleges and universities. I used to long for

such a book when I was u-aching in Calcutta. Hindu students are intensely
interested in the history of Sanskrit literature, and this volume will supply
them with all they want on the subject."

Professor WIUTNKY. Yale College, Newhaven, Conn., U.S.A., writes :

"
I was one of the class to whom the work was originally given in the form

of academic lectures. At their first appearance they were by far the most
U-arm-d and aide treatment of their subject ; and with their recent additions

they still maintain decidedly the same rank."

"Is perhaps the most comprehensive an-1 lucid survey of Sanskrit literature
extant. The essays f<>nt;iim:.l in the volume were originally delivered as academic

. s, nii.l at the time of their fir.st publication were acknowledged tobel>y far

the most learned and able treatment of the subject. They have now been l.i

up to date by the addition of all the most important results of recent research."

Post 8vo, cloth, pp. xii. 198, accompanied by Two Language
Maps, price 73. 6d.

A SKETCH OF
THE MODERN LANGUAGES OF THE EAST INDIES.

UY ROBERT N. CUST.

The Author has attempted to fill up a vacuum, the inconvenience of

which pressed itself on his notice. Much had been written about the

languages of the E:ist Indies, but the extent of our present knowledge had
not even been brought to a focus. It occurred to him that it might be of
use to others to publish in an arranged form the notes which he had collected
for his own edification.

"
Supplies a deficiency which has long 1 //i.

us is then a v;ilual>lu o.nti ilmtion t< pL . 000, It

passes under review a vast nun i Kcr ; . m-i it :;ivi - to give, in

every case the sum and sutetance of the opinions and judgments of the b<

writers." Saturday Renew.

Second Corrected Edition, post 8vo, pp. xii. 116, cloth, price 51.

THE BIRTH OF THE WAR GOD.
A Poem. BY KALI I) ASA.

Translated from tint San^kiit into Kn^li.-h \YiM_- by
K.uni T. II. (ii;inmi. M.A.

ry spirited rendering of the Kvm, -l,j t h wan first publinhM
twenty-six years ago, and which we an glad to see made once more accessible."
Time*.
" Mr. Griffith's very spirited rendering is well known to most who are at all

interested h < of feeling and rich creative
imauinHtion of iU author." Iwlian AHI, -,.

"We are very glad to iwelcome a second edi
translation. Pew translations deserve a second edition better." JCAowra m.
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Post 8vo, pp. 432, cloth, price i6s.

A CLASSICAL DICTIONARY OF HINDU MYTHOLOGY
AND RELIGION, GEOGRAPHY, HISTORY, AND

LITERATURE.
BY JOHN DOWSON, M.R.A.S.,

Late Professor of Hindustani, Staff College.

"This not only forma an indispensable book of reference to students of Indian

literature, but is also of great general interest, as it gives in a concise and easily
accessible form all th:it need be known about the personages of Hindu mythology
whose names are so familiar, but of whom so little is known outside the limited

circle of savants." Times.
"

It is no slight gain when such subjects are treated fairly and fully in a moderate

space ;
and we need only add that the few wants which we may hope to see supplied

in new editions detract but little from the general excellence of Mr. Dowsou's work."

Saturday Review.

Post 8vo, with View of Mecca, pp. cxii. 172, cloth, price ga.

SELECTIONS FROM THE KORAN.
BY EDWARD WILLIAM LANE,

Translator of " The Thousand and One Nights ;

"
&c., &c.

A New Edition, Revised and Enlarged, with an Introduction by
STANLEY LANE POOLE.

"... lias been Ion? esteemed in this country as the compilation of one of the

greatest Arabic scholars of the time, the late Mr. Lane, the well-kuown translator of

the 'Arabian Nights.' . . . The present editor has enhanced the value of his

relative's work by divesting the text of a great deal of extraneous matter introduced

by way of comment, and prefixing an introduction." Times.
" Mr. Poole is both a generous and a learned biographer. . . . Mr. Poole tells us

the facts . . . so far as it is possible for industry and criticism to ascertain tlu-m.

and for literary skill to present them in a condensed and readable form." English-

man, Calcutta.

Post 8vo, pp. vi. 368, cloth, price 143.

MODERN INDIA AND THE INDIANS,
BEING A SERIES OF IMPRESSIONS, NOTES, AND ESSAYS.

l',v MONIER WILLIAMS, D.C.L.,
Hon. LL.D. of the University of Calcutta, Hon. Member of the BOTH'

Society, Bodeu Professor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford.

Third Edition, revised and augmented by considerable Additions,
with Illustrations and a Map.

" In this volume we have the thoughtful impressions of a thoughtful man on some
of the most important questions connected with our Indian Kmpire. . . . An en-

lightened observant man. travellingamong an enlightened observant people, 1'

Monier Williams lias brought before the public in a pica-mi? form more of the manners
and customs of the Queen's Indian subjects than we ever remember to

any one work. He not only deserves the thanks of every Englishman for T

contribution to the study of Modem India a subject with which we should be

specially familiar but he deserves the thanks of every Indian, Parsee or Hindu,
Buddhist and Moslem, for his clear exposition of their manners, their creeds, and
their necessities." Times.

Post 8vo, pp. xliv. 376. cloth, price 148.

METRICAL TRANSLATIONS FROM SANSKRIT
WRITERS.

With an Introduction, many Prose Versions, and Parallel Passages from
Classical Authors.

BY J. MUIR, C.I.E., D.C.L., LL.D., Ph.D.

"... An agreeable introduction to Hindu poetry." Times.

"... A volume which maybe token as a fair illustration alike of the religious
and moral sentiments and of the legendary lore of the best Sanskrit wir
Edinburgh Daily Review.
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Second Edition, post 8vo, pp. xxvi. 244, cloth, price IDS. 6d.

THE GULISTAN;
^K C.AIIDEN OF SHEKH MUSHLIU'D-DIN SADI OF SHIRAZ.

Translated for the First Time into Prose and Verse, with an Introductory
Preface, and a Life of the Author, from the Atish Kadah,

r.v KinVAUD B. EASTWICK, C.B., M.A., F.R.S., M.R.A.S.
"

It is a very fair rendering of the original. "Times.
new edition has long been desired, and will be welcomed by all who take

any interest in Oriental poetry. The Gulistan is a typical Persian verse-book of the

highest order. Mr. Eastwick's rhymed translation . . . has long established itself in
a secure position as the best version of Sadi's finest work." Academy.

It is both faithfully and gracefully executed." Tablet.

In Two Volumes, post 8vo, pp. viii. 408 and viii. 348, cloth, price 283.

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS RELATING TO INDIAN
SUBJECTS.

BY BRIAN HOUGHTON HODGSON, ESQ., F.R.S.,

Late of the Bengal Civil Service ; Corresponding Member of the Institute ; Chevalier
of the Legion of Honour ; lato British Minister at ttie Court of Nepal, c., &c.

CONTENTS Oh VOL. I.

SECTION I. On the Kocch, B6d6, and Dhimal Tribes. Part I. Vocabulary.
Part II. Grammar. Part Hi in, Location, Numbers, Creed, Customs,
Character, and Condition, with a General Description of the Climate they dwell in.

Appendix.
SECTION II. On Himalayan Ethnology. I. Comparative Vocabulary of t'

guages of the Broken Trfbea of NtfpaL IL Yo.-ahuiary of the Dialects of the Kir.inti

Language. III. G I Analysis of the Vayu Language. The Vayu Grammar.
IV. Analysis of the Balling Dialect of the Kiranti language. The Biihing Gram-

mar. V. i n Tribe of the Central Himalaya. VI. On the Kiranti
Tribe of the Central Hin,

CONTENTS OF VOL. II.

SECTION III. On the Aborigines of North-Eastern India. Comparative Vocabulary
of the Tibe' , Tongues.
SECTION IV. Aborigines of the North-Eastern Frontier.

SECTION V. Aborigines of the lvi-!e:n Frontier.

SECTION VI. The Indo-Chinese Borderers, and their connection with the Hima-
layan* and Tibetans. Comparative Vocabulary of Indo-Chinese Borderers in Arakan.
Comparative Vocabulary rim.

SECTION VII. The Mongolian Affinities of the Caucasians. Comparison and Ana-
lysis of Caucasian and Mongolian Words.

SECT; yaical Type of Tibetana.

SECTION IX. The Ab< < '..-ntml India. C< v..<-al.nlary of thu

Aboriginal Languages of - Vocal.u-

lary of some of the Dialect* of th, Hill and Wand. n the North <n n Si:

Aborigine* of the NiL'iri-, with Hi-marks on th--ir AfVimtit-s. Snpplemrn: to tho
i Ceylon.

SECTION X. Route of Nepale->e Mission to Pekin, > n the Water-
Shed and Plateau of .

SECTION XL Route of Nopal, to Darjeeling in

]&!.

8r.- .mo Account n of the Syatoma of Law and Police as recognised in
the Bute of Nepal.
SECTION XIII. The Native Method of making the I' ! ! ndiiMtan,

SECTION XIV. Pre-eminence of t irn ; or, the AngllcfcU Answered ;

Being Letters on the Education of the Peoj.l

ous ferny*' will 1.
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Third Edition, Two Vols., post 8vo, pp. viil 268 and viii. 326, cloth,

price 2i8.

THE LIFE OR LEGEND OF GAUDAMA,
THE BUDDHA OF THE BURMESE. With Annotations.

The Ways to Neibban, and Notice on the Phongyies or Burmese Monks.

BY THE RIGHT REV. P. BIGANDET,
Bishop of Ramatha, Vicar-Apostolic of Ava and Pegu.

"The work is furnished with copious notes, wnich not. only illustrate the suhject-
matter, but form a perfect encyclopedia of Buddhist lore." '/'

"A work which will furnish Kuropean students of Buddhism with a most valuable-

help in the prosecution of their investigations." /;'.//'/',<//< /'

'

Bishop Bigandet's invaluable work." Indian Ani^nnrti.
"Viewed in this li-ht, its import-nice is sufficient to place students of the subject

under a deep obligation to its author." Calcutta Review.

"This work is one of the greatest authorities upon Buddhism." Dublin Review.

Post 8vo, pp. xxiv. 420, cloth, price i8s.

CHINESE BUDDHISM.
A VOLUME OF SKETCHES, HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL.

BY J. EDKINS, D.D.

Author of
" China's Place in Philology,"

"
Religion in China," &c.. &c.

"It contain-; a vast deal of important, information on the subject, such a-

to be gained by long-cont inued .study on the spot." At),- .

"Upon the whole, we know of no work comparable to it for the extent of its

original research, and the simplicity with which this complic
'

!' philo-

sophy, religion, literature, and ritual is set forth."
" The whole volume is replete with learning. . . . It deserves most careful study

from all interested in the history of the religions of the world, and expiv.-sly of those
who are concerned in the propagation of Christianity. Dr. Kdkins notices in terms
of just condemnation the exaggerated praise bestowed upon Buddhism bv

English writers." A

Post 8vo, pp. 496, cloth, price los. 6d.

LINGUISTIC AND ORIENTAL ESSAYS.
WRITTEN FROM THE YEAR 1846 TO 1878.

BY ROBERT NEEDHAM CUST,
Late Member of Her Majesty's Indian Civil Service ; Hon. Secretary to

the Royal Asiatic Society;

% and Author of " The Modern Languages of the East Indies."

" We know none who has described Indian life, especially the life of the natives,
with so much learning, sympathy, and literary talent." Acu<i.

"
They seem to us to be full of suggestive and original remarks." St. James'

" His book contains a vast amount of information. The result of thirty-!',

of inquiry, reflection, and speculation, and that on subjects :is full of :

of food for thought." Tablet.
" Exhibit such a thorough acquaintance with the history and antiquiti.-.- of India

as to entitle him to speak as one having authority." Edinburgh l)v ,

"The author speaks with the authority of personal experience It is this

constant association with the country and the people which gives such a vividness
to many of the pages." Athenaeum.
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Post 8vo, pp. civ. 348, cloth, price i8s.

BUDDHIST BIRTH STORIES; or, Jataka Tales.
The Oldest Collection of Folk-lore Extaut :

BEING THE JATAKATTHAVANNANA,
For the first time Edited in the original Tali.

BY V. FAUSBOLL ;

And Translated by T. W. RHYS DAVIDS.

Translation. Volume I.

"These are tales supposed to have been told by the Buddha of what he liad seen
and heard in his previous births. They are probably the nearest representatives
of the original Aryan stories from which sprang the folk-lore of Europe as well as

L Tnu introduction contains a most interesting disquisition on the migrations
of these fables, tracing their reappearance in the various groups of folk-lore legends.
Among other old friends, we meet with a version of the J udgment of Solomon." Times.

now some years since Mr. Rhys Davids asserted his right to be heard on
this sul.ject I'.v his al.le article on Buddhism in the new edition of the '

Encyclopaedia
Britannica.'" Leeds Aler>-

" All who are interested in Buddhist literature ought to feel deeply indebted to
Mr. Rhys I- -:,ed reputation as a Pali scholar is a sufficient

>r the fidelity of his version, and the style of his translations is deserving
of hitfh praise." Academy.

i ore competent expositor of Buddhism could be found than Mr. Rhys Dnvi.ls.

In the Jiitaka l>ook we have, then, a priceless record of the MU ttivn

literature of our race ; and ... it presents to us a nearly complete picture of the
social life and customs and popular beliefs of the common people ot Aryan tribes,

closely related to ourselves, just as they were passing through the first stages of
i ..-11." St. James't Gazette.

Post 8vo, pp. xxviii. 362, cloth, price 148.

A TALMUDIC MISCELLANY;
On, A THOUSAND AND ONE EXTRACTS FROM THE TALMUD

Till- MIDIIASHIM, AND THE KABBALAH.

Compiled and Translated by PAUL ISAAC HERSHON,
Author of

" Genesis According to the Talmud," &c.

With Notes and Copious Indexes.

"To obtain in so concise and handy a form as this volume a general idea of the
i is a boon to Christians at least." 7

"
Its peculiar and popular character will make it attractive to general readers.

Mr. Hcrnhon is a very o .... c.ml.i . Ki<],

and indifferent, and especially extracts that throw light upon the Scriptures."
Quarterly Review.

" Will convey to English readers a i 1 truthful notion <>f the
Talmud than any other work t <i.7// fffiot.

'

ncs of the '
' ;i in Haying that this surpasses

thorn all in intercut." Edinburgh I"
" Mr. Hershon has . . . 11, .ir set

iineiin whi

M.tabookiaby far the best fit tl in thcpr. ,,nmvi. ,lKn t.-n:iM- tho

; -ii.-r.il r. fi.-r t., .- HM -i f ,n ind UnbUfl*C<l ..,:,,. t ,1 ! i, , .f 1 v nr ,!' H , i. .u~ .. -nt nl-

Of thtlTOOderftll miloeUany wliieh can onl\ )'< tiui, ;i,,,i tOOd - .1. ^ : -i.
|

won
: .0 vahio and importanc-f -n^lu

! hoso

Scriptures which aro th

t Icarncil. loving,
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Post 8vo, pp. xii. 228, cloth, price 73. 6d.

THE CLASSICAL POETRY OF THE JAPANESE.
BY BASIL HALL CHAMBERLAIN,
Author of

"
Yeigo Henkaku Shiran."

" A very curious volume. The author has manifestly devoted much labour to the
task <>f studying the poetical literature of the Japanese, and rendering characteristic

specimens into Kn_:lish, verse." Daily News.
" Mr. Chamberlain's volume is, so far as we are aware, the first attempt which has

been made to interpret the literature of the Japanese to the Western world. It is to

the classical poetry of Old Japan that we must turn for indigenous Japanese thought,
and in the volume before us we have a selection from that poetry rendered into

graceful Kn-lish verse." Tablet.

"It is undoubtedly one of the best translations of lyric literature which has

appeared during the elose of the last year." Celexti"/ /.'

"Mr. Chamberlain set himself a diilicult task when In- undertook to reproduce
y in an Knglish form. But he has evidently laboured coil umore, and

his eiforts are successful to a degree." London and China Express.

Post 8vo, pp. xii. 164, cloth, price IDS. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF ESARHADDON (Son of Sennacherib),
KING OF ASSYRIA, B.C. 681

Translated from the Cuneiform Inscriptions upon Cylinders and Tablets in

the British Museum Collection ; together witli a < inunmatical Analysis
of each Word, Explanations of the Ideographs by Extracts from the

Bi-Langual Syllabaries, and List of Eponyms, &c.

Br ERNEST A. BUDGE, B.A., M.R.A.S.,

Assyrian Exhibitioner, Christ's College, Cambridge.
"Students of scriptural archaeology will also appreciate the 'History of Esar-

haddon.' *
;'

"There is much to attract the scholar in this volume. It does not pr.

popularise studies which are yet in their infancy. Its primary object is to translate,
but it does not assume to be more than tentative, and it offers both to the pi

Assyriol.-gist and to the ordinary non-Assyriological Semitic scholar the m
controlling its results." Acadcui.
"Mr. i of coin-so, mainly addressed to Assyrian scholars and

students. They are not, it ia to be feared, a very numerous class. Hut t

thanks are due'to him on that account for the way in which he has acquitted himself
in his laborious task." Tablet.

Post 8vo, pp. 448, cloth, price 2 is.

THE MESNEVI
(Usually known as THE MESNEVIYI SHERIF, or HOLY MESNEVI)

OF

MEVLANA (OUR LORD) JELALU 'D-DIN MUHAMMED ER-RUMI.
Book the First.

Together with some Account of the Life and Acts of the Author,
of his Ancestors, and of his Descendants.

Illustrated by a Selection of Characteristic Anecdotes, as Collected

by their Historian,

MEVLANA SHEMSU-'D-DIN AHMED, EL EFLAKI, EL 'AKIFI.

Translated, and the Poetry Versified, in English,

BY JAMES W/REDHOUSE, M.R.A.S., &c.
" A complete treasury of occult Oriental lore." Saturday He-view.

"This book will be a ve7y valuable help to the reader ignorant of Persia, who in

desirous of obtaining :U7 insighr into a very important department of the literature-

extant in that language." TabUt.
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Post 8vo, pp. xvi. 280, cloth, price 6s.

EASTERN PROVERBS AND EMBLEMS
ILLUSTRATING OLD TRUTHS.

BY REV. J. LONG,
Member of the Bengal Asiatic Society, F.R.G.S.

" We regard the book as valuable, and wish for it a wide circulation and attentive
-'.

"
Record.

it is quite a feast of good things." Globe.
"

It is full of interesting matter." Antiquary.

Post 8vo, pp. viii. 270, cloth, price 73. 6d.

INDIAN POETRY;
Containing a New Edition of the "Indian Song of Songs," from the Sanscrit

of the "Gita Govinda" of Jayadeva ; Two Books from "The Iliad of

India" (Mahabharata), "Proverbial Wisdom" from the Shlokas of the

Hitopadesa, and other Oriental Poems.

BY EDWIN ARNOLD, C.S.I., Author of "The Light of Asia."

" In this new volume of Messrs. TrUbner's Oriental Series, Mr. Edwin Arnold does

good service by illustrating, ti. rough the medium of his musical English melodies,
the power of Indian poetry to atir European emotions. The ' Indian Song of Songs

'

is not unknown to scholars. Mr. Arnold will have introduced it among popular
English poems. Nothing could be more graceful and delicate than the shades by
which Krishna is portrayed in the gradual process of being weaned by the love of

' Beautiful Radha, jasmine-bosomed Radha,'

from the allurements of the forest nymphs, in whom the five senses are typified."
Timet.

her English poet has ever thrown his genius and his art so thoroughly into
the wor- ; ; as as Mr. Arnold has done in his splendid para-
phrases of language contained in these mighty epies."

- Dnili/ Telegraph." The poem abounds with imagery of Eastern luxuriousness and sensuousm ss ; the
air seems laden with the spicy odours of the tropics, and the verse has a richness and
a melody sufficient to captivate the senses of the dullest." Standard.
"The translator, while producing a very enjoyable poem, has adhered with toler-

able fidelity to the original text.
"

Overland Jfo&
" We certainly wish Mr. Arnold success in his attempt

'

to popularise Indian
classics,' that being, as his preface tells us, the goal towards which he bends his
effort*." Allen'* Indian Mail.

Post 8vo, pp. xvi. 296, cloth, price IDS. 6d.

THE MIND OF MENCIUS ;

OR, POLITICAL ECONOMY FOUNDED UPON MORAL
PHILOSOPHY.

A SYSTEMATIC DIGEST OF THE DOCTRINES OP THE CHINESE PHILOSOPHER
'IUS.

Translated from the Original T.-\t and Classified, with
Comments and Kxplanations,

J'.y th- 1: r 1 A15ER, Rhenish Mission Society.

^lated from the German, with Additional Notes,

By the REV. A. ):. IirTCIIINSON, C. M.S., Church Mission, Hong Kong.
"Mr. Pabor in already well known in the field of < IdneBO studies by MB digest of

the doctrine* o is. The value of thin work will ) parMtwd wl
remembered that nt no n . n,.-, n .ud thu
W.-nt h.m th<- fonn.-r Wen *... |.w<-rful we had almost sai'i aKk-i rssiv,- :ts now.

1,0 most
'.. of the excellent sriic* t . longn." AVUure.
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Post 8vo, pp. 336, cloth, price i6s.

THE RELIGIONS OF INDIA.

BY A. EARTH.

Translated from the French with the authority and assistance of the Author.

The author has, at the request of the publishers, considerably enlarged
the work for the translator, and has added the literature of the subject to

date
;
the translation may, therefore, be looked upon as an equivalent of a

new and improved edition of the original.

" Is not only a valuable manual of the religions of India, which marks a distinct

step in the treatment of the subject, but also a useful work of reference." Ac<"i> //<//.

"This volume is a reproduction, with corrections and additions, of an article

contributed by the learned author two years ago to the
'

Encyclopedic des Sciences

Reli^ieuses.'
It attracted much notice when it first appeared, and is generally

admitted to present the best summary extant of the vast subject with which it

deals." Tablet.
" This is not only on the whole the best but the only manual of the religions of

India, apart from Buddhism, which we have in BngUfth. The present work . . .

shows not only great knowledge of the facts and power of clear exposition, but also

great insight into the inner history and the deeper meaning of the great religion,
for it is in reality only one, which it proposes to describe." Modern Review.
"The merit of thework has been emphatically recognised by the most authoritative

Orientalists, both in this country and on the con; rope, But probably
there are few Indiauists (if we may use the word) who would not derive a good deal
of information from it, and especially from the extensive bibliography provided in
the notes." Dublin Review.
" Such a sketch M. Earth has drawn with a master-hand." Critic (New York).

Post 8vo, pp. viii. 152, cloth, price 6s.

HINDU PHILOSOPHY.

THE SANKHYA KARIKA OF IS'WARA KRISHNA.

An Exposition of the System of Kapila, with an Appendix on the

Nyaya and Vais'eshika Systems.

BY JOHN DAVIES, M.A. (Cantab.), M.RA.S.

The system of Kapila contains nearly all that India has produced in the

department of pure philosophy.

"The non-Orientalist . . . finds in Mr. Davies a patient and learned guide who
leads him into the intricacies of the philosophy of India, and supplies him with a clue
that he may not be lost in them. In the preface he states that the system of

Kapila is the 'earliest attempt on record to give an answer, from reason alone,
to the mysterious questions which arise in every thoughtful mind about the origin of
the world, the nature and relations of man and his future destiny,' and in his learned
and able notes he exhibits ' the connection of the Sankhya system with the philo-
sophy of Spinoza,' and ' the connection of the system of Kapila with that of Schopen-
hauer and Von Hartmaim." "

Foreign Church Chronicle.
" Mr. Davies's volume on Hindu Philosophy is an undoubted gain to all students

of the development of thought. The system of Kapila, which is here given in a trans-
lation from the Sankhya Karika, is the only contribution of India to pure philosophy.
. . . Presents many points of deep interest to the student of comparative philo-
sophy, and without Mr. Davies's lucid interpretation it would be difficult to appre-
ciate these points in any adequate manner." Saturday Review.
" We welcome Mr. Davies's book as a valuable addition to our philosophical

library.'' Notes and Queries.
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Post 8vo, pp. x. 130, cloth, price 6s.

A MANUAL OF HINDU PANTHEISM. VEDANTASARA.

Translated, with copious Annotations,

BY MAJOR G. A. JACOB,

Bombay Staff Corps ; Inspector of Army Schools.

The design of this little work is to provide for missionaries, and for

others who, like them, have little leisure for original research, an accurate

summary of the doctrines of the Vedanta.

" The modest title of Major Jacob's work conveys but an inadequate idea of the
vast amount of research embodied in his notes to the text of the Vedantasara. So

. indeed, are these, and so much collateral matter do they bring to bear on
the subject, that the diligent student will rise from their perusal with a fairly
adequate view of Hiudti philosophy generally. His work ... is one of the best of
its kind that we have seen." Calcutta Review.

Post 8vo, pp. xii. 154, cloth, price 78. 6d.

TSUNI I I GOAM :

THE SUPREME BEING OP THE KHOI-KHOI.

BY THEOPHILUS HAHN, Ph.D.,

Custodian of the Grey Collection, Cape Town ; Corresponding Member
of the Geegr. Society, Dresden

; Corresponding Member of the

Anthropological Society, Vienna, &c., &c.

'The first instalment of Dr. Hahn's labours will be of interest, not at the Cape
only. l>ut in c ity of Europe. It is, in fact, a most valuable contribution

uidy of religion and mythology. Accounts of their religion and
:y were scattered about in various books ; these have been carefully col-

y Dr. Hahn and printed in his second chapter, enriched and improved by
what he has been able to collect himself." Prof. Max Miiller in the Nineteenth

Century."
It is full of good things." St. James'i Oazette.

;r Volumes. Post 8vo, Vol. L, pp. xii. 392, cloth, price I2s. 6d.,

Vol. II., pp. vi. 408, cloth, price 128. 6d., Vol. III., pp. viii. 414,

cloth, price 128. 6d., Vol. IV., pp. viii. 340, cloth, price IDS. 6d.

A COMPREHENSIVE COMMENTARY TO THE QURAN.
TO WHICH is PREFIXED SAM.-, I'l.r.l.lMIXAKY DISCOURSE, WITH

ADDITIONAL NO-IKS AM> KMKM.\THN>.

Together with a Complete Index to the Text, Preliminary
urge, and Notes.

By Rev. E. M. \VHi:i;i;V, M.A., Lodiana.

" A* Mr. Whcrry'n book U intended for raiuionario* in India, it U no douU < 11

that they should be prepared to moot, if they can. the ordinary arKumonU i

preUtionn, and for thU purpoM Mr. Wherry's additions will prove useful." Saturday
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Post 8vo, pp. vi. 208, cloth, price 8s. 6d.

THE BHAGAVAD-GITA.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes.

BY JOHN DAVIES, M.A. (Cantab.)
" Let us add that his translation of the Bhagavad Gita is, as we judge, the best

that has as yet appeared in English, and that his Philological Notes are of quite
peculiar value." Dublin Review.

Post 8vo, pp. 96, cloth, price 58.

THE QUATRAINS OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
Translated by E. H. WHINFIELD, M.A..

Barrister-at-Law, late H.M. Bengal Civil Service.

Post 8vo, pp. xxxii. 336, cloth, price los. 6d.

THE QUATRAINS OF OMAR KHAYYAM.
The Persian Text, with an English Verse Translation.

By E. H. WHINFIELD, late of the Bengal Civil Service.

"Mr. Whinfield has executed a difficult task with considerable success, and his
version contains much that will be new to those who only know Mr. Fit/^erald's
delightful selection."^.
" The most prominent features in the Quatrains are their profound agin

combined with a fatalism based more on philosophic than relijjrious groun<
KpieuivaniMu nnd the spirit of universal tolerance and charity which animates them."
Calcutta R<

Post 8vo, pp. xxiv. 268, cloth, price 98.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE UPANISHADS AND
ANCIENT INDIAN METAPHYSICS.

As exhibited in a series of Articles contributed to the Calcutta Review.

By ARCHIBALD EDWARD GOUGH, M.A., Lincoln College, Oxford ;

Principal of the Calcutta Madrasa.
" For practical purposes this is perhaps the most important of the works that have

thus far appeared in ' Trubner's Oriental Series.' . . . We cannot doubt that for all

who may take it up the work must be one of profound interest." Saturday Review.

lu Two Volumes. Vol. I., post 8vo, pp. xxiv. 230, cloth, price 78. 6d.

A COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF THE EGYPTIAN AND
MESOPOTAMIAN RELIGIONS.

By DR. C. P. TIELE.

Vol. I. HISTORY OF THE EGYPTIAN RELIGION.

Translated from the Dutch with the Assistance of the Author.

By JAMES BALLINGAL.
" It places in the hands of the English readers a history of Egyptian 1

which is very complete, which is based on the best materials, and which h..

illustrated by the latest results of research. In this volume there is a great deal of

Information, as well as independent investigation, for the trustworthiness of which
Dr. Tiele's name is iu itself a guarantee; and the description of the su

I under the Old Kingdom, the Middle Kingdom, and the New Kin_
given in a m.tnncv which is scholarly and minute." Scot.-
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Post 8vo, pp. xii. 302, cloth, price 8s. 6d.

YUSUF AND ZULAIKHA.
APOEMBYJAUI.

Translated from the Persian into English Verse.

BY RALPH T. H. GRIFFITH.
" Mr. Griffith, who lias done already good service as translator into verse from the

Sanskrit, has done further g<x>u work in this translation from the Persian, and he

has evidently shown not a little skill in his rendering the quaint and very oriental

.-.hor into our more prosaic, less figurative, language. . . . The work,
;ts intrinsic merits, is of importance as being one of the most popular and

famous T ia, ami that which is read in all the independent native schools

is taught." Scotsman.

Post 8vo, pp. viii. 266, cloth, price 93.

LINGUISTIC ESSAYS.
BY CARL ABEL.

41 An entirely novel method of dealing with philosophical questions and impart a

real unman in'terest to the otherwise drv technicalities of the science." Standard.
" Dr. Abel is an opponent from whom it is pleasant to differ, for he writes with

-in and temper, and his ma.-tery over the English language fits him to be a
: unpopular doctrines." Athenaeum.

Post 8vo, pp. ix. 281, cloth, price IDS. 6d.

THE SARVA - BARSANA - SAMGRAHA ;

OB, REVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT SYSTEMS OF HINDU
PHILOSOPHY.

r,v MADHAVA ACHARYA.
Translated by E. B. COWELL. M. A.. Professor of Sanskrit in the University

of Cambridge, and A. E. GOUGH, M.A., Professor of Philosophy
iu the Presidency College, Calcutta.

This work is an interesting specimen of Hindu critical ability. The
iccessively passes in review the sixteen philosophical systems

current in the fourteenth century in the South of India ;
and he gives what

is to him to be their most important tenets.

"The translation is trustworthy throughout. A protracted sojourn in Indi:.,

where there is a living tradition, has familiarised the translators with Indian

'MM.

Post 8vo, pp. Ixv. 368, cloth, price 148.

TIBETAN TALES DERIVED FROM INDIAN SOURCES.
Translated from the Til-Man of tin- KAH-Cu'i:.

I'.v V. ANTON VON S( '1 1 1 KFNTER.

Done into En-li-h from the d-i-man. with an Introduction,

. II. S. KAIXfoN. M.A.

"Mr. RalHton. whouc name in HO familiar t.. all : issian folk 1

:r..m the Kahgyur, one of tho

i. An Iirr

give* the lea hone Rcholan who have
ntt'-nti'.n t- ,.; m,n,,- . i ..i... \i Igl of tfa 1 il t -in li: . i a! m auM lan^n:i r:-

"
0*lt*tU

Ought to interest 11 who care for the Eut, for rouing toHcs. or for comparative
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Post 8vo, pp. xvi. 224, cloth, price 93.

UDANAVARGA.
A COLLECTION OF VERSES FROM THE BUDDHIST CANON.

Compiled by DHARMATRATA.

BEING THE NORTHERN BUDDHIST VERSION OF DHAMMArADA.

Translated from the Tibetan of Bkah-hgyur, with Notes, and

Extracts from the Commentary of Pradjuavarman,

By W. WOODVILLE ROCKHILL.
" Mr. Rockh ill's present work is the first from which assistance will be gained

for a more accurate understanding of the l'ali text; it is, in fact, as yet the only
term of comparison available to us. The '

Udanavarga,' the Thibetan version, was
originally discovered by the late M. Sohiefuer, who published the Tibetan t

had intended adding a translation, an intention frustrated by his death, but which
has been carried out \<y .Mr. i;ckhill. . . . Mr. Kockhill maybe congratulated for

having well accomplished a difficult task." Saturday Review.

In Two Volumes, post 8vo, pp. xxiv. 566, cloth, accompanied by a

Language Map, price i8s.

A SKETCH OF THE MODERN LANGUAGES OF AFRICA.

BY ROBERT NEEDHAM CUST,

Barrister-at-Law, and late of Her Majesty's Indian Civil Service.

" Any one at all interested in African languages cannot do bet t IT than get Mr.
Gust's book. It is encyclopedic in its scope.
in any particular language, and is left Iree to add to the initial euni of knowledge
there collected." Jfatal Mtrcury.
"Mr. Cust has contrived to produce a work of value to linguistic students."

Nature.

Third Edition. Post 8vo, pp. xv.-25o, cloth, price 73. 6d.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF RELIGION TO THE
SPREAD OF THE UNIVERSAL RELIGIONS.

BY C. P. TIELE,

Doctor of Theology, Professor of the History of Religions in the

University of Leydun.

Translated from the Dutch by J. ESTLIN CAKPEXTKU, M.A.

" Few books of its size contain the result of so mu.-li wide thinking, able and labo-

rious -study, or enable the reader to gain a better bird's-eye view of th

f investigations into the religious history of nations. .\

says,
' In this little book are outlines pencil sketches. I might say nothing more.'

But there ar.e some men whose sketches from a thumb-nail are of far moi
than an enormous canvas covered with the crude painting of others, and it i-

see that these pa>-s, full of information, these sentences, cut an
short and clear, condou.se the fruits of long and thorough research." Scot
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Post 8vo, pp. xii. 312, with Maps and Plan, cloth, price 143.

A HISTORY OF BURMA.
Including Burma Proper, Pegu, Taungu, Tenasserim, and Arakan. From

the Earliest Time to the End of the First War with British India.

BY LIEI-T.-CEX. SIR ARTHUR P. PHAYRE, G.C.M.G., K.C.S.L, andC.B.,
Membre Correspondant de la Soci^te Academique Indo-Chinoise

de France.

\rthur Phayre's contribution to Triibner's Oriental Series supplies a recog-
nised want. :m i It* appearance has been looked forward to for many years
lie-Moral l'n ay ie dc-e-rves great credit, for the patience and indiibtry which has resulted

y of Burma." Saturday ..

Third Edition. Post 8vo, pp. 276, cloth, price 73. 6d.

RELIGION IN CHINA.
By JOSEPH EDKINS, D.D., PEKING.

Containing a Brief Account of the Three Religions of the Chinese, with
Observations on the Prospects of Christian Conversion amongst that

piw,
"

I'r. Edkins has been most careful in noting the varied and often complex phases
of opinion, so as to give an account of considerable value of the j-ubjert." >

" As a . it lias boon part of Dr. Edkins
1

duty to study the existing
- in China, and his long residence in the country has enabled him to acquire

Hiwledge of t: .it present exist." Saturday Review.
"

Dr. Edkins' valuable work, of which this is a second and revised edition, has,
from the time that it was published, been the standard authority upon the .subject
of wlii Nonconjo,

Kdkins . . . may now be fairly regarded as among the first authorities on
ao religion and language." Britisk (juurttrly Jievitw.

Post 8vo, pp. X.-274, cloth, price 93.

THE LIFE OF THE BUDDHA AND THE EARLY
HISTORY OF HIS ORDER.

v,-,l from Tibetan Works in the Bkah-hgyur and Bstan-hgyur.
Followed by notices on the Early History of Tibet and Khoteii.

Translated by W. W. ROCKHILL, Second Secretary U.S. Legation in China.

volume bears testimony to the diligence and fulness with which the author
. and tested the ancient document.- bearing upon his remarkable sub-

ject." .

" Will be appreciated by those who devote tin:: .-so Buddhist studies

ive of late years t . markabk: a d

as being derived from ancient 1 it-clan

works, s of which, 1.

theattei -...1111110 is rich in ancient stories bearing upon ti.e

t-i-iiuvation aiid the origin of castes, as recorded in these venerable autho-

rltie*." Daily Ntwt.

Third Edition. Post ovo, pp. viii. -.}"}, cloth, price 161.

THE SANKHYA APHORISMS OF KAPILA,
With Illi. \ tracts from the (

Tnuulated by .1 K i, \\.\.\ tho Benares

OoU

jfABD l!
'

work display* vast t >''>>

iv every reason to be grateful to Dr. Hall and Ui

publishers." UUcitUa Ar.e.
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In Two Volumes, post 8vo, pp. cviii.-242, and viii.-syo, cloth, price 243.

Dedicated by permission to H.R.H. the Prince of Wales.

BUDDHIST RECORDS OF THE WESTERN WORLD,
Translated from the Chinese of Hiuen Tsiang (A.D. 629).

BY SAMUEL BEAL, B.A.,

(Trin. Coll., Camb.) ;
R.N. (Retired Chaplain and N.I.) ;

Professor of Chinese,

University College, London ; Rector of Wark, Northumberland, &c.

An eminent Indian authority writes respecting this work :

"
Nothing

more can be done in elucidating the History of India until Mr. Beal's trans-

lation of the '

Si-yu-ki' appears."

"
It is ;i strange freak of historical preservation that the best account of the con-

dition of India at that ancient period has come down to us in the books of travel
written by the Chinese pilgrims, of whom 1 1 won Thsaug is the best knowu." Timet.

Post 8vo, pp. xlviii.~398, cloth, price 128.

THE ORDINANCES OF MANU.
Translated from the Sanskrit, with an Introduction.

By the late A. C. BURNELL, Ph.D., C.I.E.

Completed and Edited by E. W. HOPKINS, Ph.D.,
of Columbia College, N.Y.

" This work is full of interest ; while for the student of sociology nnd the science
of religion it is full of importance. If is a great boon to get so notable a work in so

1 1 >lc a form, admirably edited, and competently translated." Scoten>

11 Few men were more competent than Burnell to give us a really good translation
of this well-known law book, first rendered into English by Sir William .Jones.

JJurnell was not only an independent Sanskrit scholar, but an experienced lawyer,
and he joined to th-.-.-o two important (nullifications the rare faculty of being able to

express his thoughts in clear and trenchant English. . . . We ought to feel very
irrateful to Dr. Hopkins for having iriveii us all that could be published of the trans-
lation left by liuruell." F. MAX MILLER in the Ae->-

, Post 8vo, pp. xii.-234, cloth, price 93.

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF ALEXANDER
CSOMA DE KOROS,

Between 1819 and 1842. With a Short Notice of all his Published and Un-

published Works and Essays. From Original and for most part l"n-

published Documents.

By THEODORE DUKA, M.D., F.R.C.S. (Eng.), Surgeon-Major
H.M.'s Bengal Medical Service, Retired, &c.

"Not too soon have Messrs. Triibner added to their valuable Oriental Series a

history of the life and works of one of the most gifted and devoted of Oriental

sTud.-urs, Alexander Csorna de Koros. It is forty-three years since his death, and
though an account of his career was demanded soon after his decease, it has only
now appeared in the important memoir of his compatriot, Dr. Duka.

"
BookstCUr.
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MISCELLANEOUS PAPERS RELATING TO
INDO-CHINA.

R-printed from "
Dalrymple's Oriental Repertory

" "Asiatic Researches,"

and the "Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal."

CONTENTS OF VOL. I.

I. Some Accounts of Quedah. By Michael Topping.
II. Report made to the Chief aud Council of Balambangan, by Lieut. James

. of his several Surveys.

III. Sub^tanc of :i Letter to the Court of Directors from Mr. John Jesse, dated

July 20, 1775, at Borneo Proper.

IV. Formation of the Establishment of Poolo Peenang.
V. The Gold of Limong. By John Macdonald.

VI. On Three Natural Productions of Sumatra. By John Macdonald.

VII. On the Traces of the Hindu Language and Literature extant amongst the

Malays. By William Marsden.

VIII. Some Account of the Elastic Gum Vine of Prince-Wales Island. By James
Howison.

IX. - A Botanical Description of Urceola Elastica, or Caoutchouc Vine of Sumatra
and Pulo-Pinang. By William Roxburgh, M.I).

X. An Account of the Inhabitants of the Poggy, or Nassau Islands, lying off

i. By John >

XL Remarks on the Species of Pepper which are found on Prince-Wales Island.

By William Hunter, M.D.

XII. On the Languages and Literature of the Indo-Chinese Nations. By J.

Levden, M.H.

XIII Some Account of an Or ing-Outang of remarkable height found on the Island

atra. By Clarke Abel, M. I .

XIV. observations n the Geological Appearances and General Features of Por-

tions of the Malayan Peninsula. By Captain James Low.

XV. Short Sketch of the Geology of Pulo-Pinang and the Neighbouring Islands.

XVI Climate of Singapore.

XVII. Inscription on the Jetty at Sineapore.

XVII I. Extract of a Letter from Colonel J. Low.

X I X. Inscription at Singapore.

XX. An Account of Several Inscriptions found in Province Wclleslcy. By Lieut.-

CoL James Low.

XXL Note on the Inscriptions from Singapore and Province Wcllesley. By J. W.
Laidlay.
X X ! I On an Inscription from Kc<Mah. By I.icut.-Col. Low.

XXIII. V tfottoa ff thu Alphabets of the Philippine Islands.

inct Review of the Obscrvat i..i.

Rei*>rt on the Tin of tl, I'n.vin.v of Mvnrui. I'.y f-ipt. <!. 15

xxvi EUportoatba KaafUMMof Margul I'JOM

,
i i. fun t

|

i " bo added to Capt. G. 15. I
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XXIX. > Tavoy and Mergui, and of Limestone from

-Report of a VUit to the Pale s in the

ho Pakchan to Kmu. and thm.-o

acroM the Isthmus of Krau to the Gulf of Biom. By Capt. Al. Fraier and Capt J. G.

Foriong.
Tremenheore on the Price of Mciyui Tin Ore.

XXXIIL Remarks on.the Different Hpeciec of Orang-utan. By I. Ulyth.

XXX I UemarkH. By K IJlyth.
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XXXV. Catalogue of Mammalia inhabiting the Malayan Peninsula and Islands.

By Theodore Cantor, M.D.
XXXVI. On the Local and Relative Geology of Singapore. By J. R. Logan.
XXXVII. Catalogue of Reptiles inhabiting the M;dayan Peninsula and Islands.

By Theodore Cantor, M. I >.

XXXVIII. Some Account of the Botanical Collection brought from the Eastward,
in 1841, by Dr. Cantor. By the late W. Griffith.

X XX I X. On the Flat-Horned Taurine Cattle of S.E. Asia. By E. Blyth.
XL. Note, by Major-General G. B. Treuicnheere.

General Index.

Index of Vernacular Terms.

Index of Zoological Genera and Sub-Genera occurring in Vol. II.

"The papers treat of almost every aspect of In<ln-China- its philology, economy,
geography, geology an< i o>n.-titute a very material and important romrilnitinn '"

our MOMBDU information regarding that country and its people." Contemporary

Post 8vo, pp. xii.-72, cloth, price 59.

THE SATAKAS OF BHARTRIHARI.
Translated from the Sanskrit

By the REV. B. HALE WOKTHAM, M.R.A.S.,

Rector of Eggesford, North Devon.

" A very interesting addition to TrUbner's Oriental Series." Saturday II
" Many of the Maxims in the book have a Biblical ring and beauty of expression."
St. James' Gazette.

Post 8vo, pp. xii.-i8o, cloth, price 6s.

ANCIENT PROVERBS AND MAXIMS FROM BURMESE
SOURCES ;

OR, THE NITI LITERATURE OF BURMA.
BY JAMES GRAY,

Author of "Elements of Pali Grammar," "Translation of the

Dhammapada," &c.

The Sanscrit-P&li word Nlti is equivalent to "conduct" in its abstract,
and "guide" in its concrete signification. As applied to books, it is a

general term for a treatise which includes maxims, pithy sayings, and
didactic stories, intended as a guide to such matters of every-day life as

form the character of an individual and influence him in his relations to his

fellow-men. Treatises of this kind have been popular in all ages, and have
served as a most effective medium of instruction.

Post 8vo, pp. xxxii. and 330, cloth, price 73. 6d.

MASNAVI I MA' NAVI:
THE SPIRITUAL COUPLETS OF MAULANA JALALU-T>-DIN

MUHAMMAD I RUMI.

Translated and Abridged by E. H. WHINFIELD, M.A.,
Late of H.M. Bengal Civil Service.
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MANAVA-DHARMA-CASTRA:
THE CODE OF MANU.

ORIGINAL SANSKRIT TEXT, WITH CRITICAL NOTES.
BY J. JOLLY, Ph.D.,

or of Sanskrit in the University of Wurzburg ; late Tagore Professor
of Law in the University of Calcutta.

The date assigned by Sir William Jones to this Code the well-known
Great Law Book of the Hindus is 1250-500 B.C., although the rules and

- contained in it had probably existed as tradition for countless ages
before. There has been no reliable edition of the Text for Students for

many years past, and it is believed, therefore, that Prof. Jolly's work will

supply a want long felt.

Post 8vo, pp. 215, cloth, price 73. 6d.

LEAVES FROM MY CHINESE SCRAP-BOOK.
BY FREDERIC HENRY BALFOUR.

Author of "Waifs and Strays from the Far East,"
"
Taoist Texts,

'* Idiomatic Phrases in the Peking Colloquial," &c. &c.

Post 8vo, pp. xvi.~548, with Six Maps, cloth, price 2is.

LINGUISTIC AND ORIENTAL ESSAYS.
WKITTKN FI-.OM TIII-: YKAU 1847 TO 1887. Second Series.
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SECTION III.

OX THE ABORIGINES OF NORTH-EASTERN
INDIA.

PURSUANT to my plan of furnishing to the readers of the

Journal a glance at the Ethnic affinities of the Aborigines of

India, from the snows to Cape Comorin, I have now the

honour to submit a comparative vocabulary, uniform with its

precursors, of the Dhimal, Bodo, and Gdro tongues, preceded

by the written and spoken Tibetan, for a reason that will

presently appear.

I regret that I could not on a recent occasion, nor can now,

give the Che'pang vocables on this model. But it is many
s since I have had access to that secluded people, and I

tot now calculate on having it again.

As I have already, in a separate work, given the Dhimal

and Bodo languages upon a scale much ampler than the

nt one, and as I have, moreover, in that work demurred

to the sufficiency of summary vocabularies, it may be asked

\\liy I repeat myself on the present occasion, and in the very
manner I have myself objected to ? My answer to this

question is ready, and I hope will prove satisfactory. Three

years have now elapsed since I published the work alluded

M<1 in that time I have had ample opportunity to observe

ral indisposition to enter the field of Indian Ethno-

logy, bent upon serious labour like, the author of that work.

, jjen.-ral co-operation is tin- one tiling needful in this

case: and since I feel certain that there is no want of mental

;;r in this land, I am led to ascribe, the slackness I have

<1 in obtaining co- re according to the sug-

;d model, to the novelty of the subject, whence it hap]
VOL. n. A
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that few persons can perceive the extensive bearings and high

interest of that subject.

By the present series of summary vocabularies I hope to

make these points apparent, when I confidently anticipate

that many able men who could not be won to give their time

and attention to the elucidation of the barbarous jargon of this

or that insulated and petty tribe of aborigines, will yet be

stimulated to efficient exertion upon being made aware that

the question, in fact, relates to the fate and fortunes, the

migrations and improvement or deterioration, of the largest

family of human kind. No question of ethnology is insulated.

It is quite the contrary, and that by its very nature. So that

wherever we begin, even with the humblest tribe, we must

soon find that we are dealing with the history, and with a

material portion of the history, of some great mass of the

human race. Thus, the latest investigators of the general

subject of human affinities include in the great Mongolian

family not merely the high Asian Nomades, or the Turks, the

Mongols and the Tangus, but also (with daily increasing,

though not yet conclusive, evidence) the Tibetans, the Chinese,

the Indo-Chinese, and the Tamulians. The Tamulians include

the whole of the aborigines of India, whether civilised or

uncivilised, from Cape Comorin to the snows
; except the

inhabitants of the great mountainous belt confining the plains

of India towards Tibet, China, and Ava. These last are, in

the North-West, derived from the Tibetan stock
;
and in the

South-East, from the Indo-Chinese stock: the 92 of east

longitude, or the Dhansri river of Assam, apparently forming
the dividing line of the two races, which are each vastly

numerous and strikingly diversified, yet essentially one, just us

are the no less numerous and varied races of the single

Tamulian stock. Thus, we cannot take up the investigation

of a narrow and barren topic like that of the Kiiki, the Clu : -

pang, or the Gond tribe without presently finding ourselves

engaged in unravelling some, it may be, dark and intricate,

but truly important, chapter of the history of one of those

large masses of human kind, the Indo-Chinese, the Tibet

or the Tamulians. Nor can one prosecute this investigation
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far without perceiving that our subject has yet ampler rela-

tions, connecting itself by indissoluble yet varied links with

those tremendous warriors who planted their standards on the

walls of Pekin and Delhi, of Vienna and Moscow. Much of

their fate and fortunes belongs to history, but much more to

lie times, when vast bodies of these so-called Mongols

poured themselves upon India, from the North and from the

. both before and subsequent to the great immigration of

the Arian Hindus. Have you no curiosity to learn what may
unit anent these important and, for us British denizens of

India, domestic events ? Or do you doubt the validity of any
available media of proof ? If the latter, as is probable, be

the ground of your objection to such inquiries, I would say in

the first place, look steadfastly at any man of an aboriginal

race (an ubiquitarian Uhanger for instance), and say if a Mon-

gol origin is not palpably inscribed on his face ? Or, again,

a score of words of his language and compare them with

their equivalents in Hindi, U'rdu, or any other Prakrit, and

if you are not sensible of being in a foreign realm of

speech ? And what can that realm be but the North and North-

;:-\V, ->t being no way available to your purpose ?

In the second place, I would observe that every medium of

proof which has been employed to demonstrate the unity of

Iranian family is available to demonstrate the unity of the

niaii
; whilst, with regard to prima facia improbabilities,

ater ones once encompassed the now admit ted fart that

ians, Germans, English, Irish, Russians, an- mem-

:nily, viz.. tin- Iranian, than can attend any similarly

perfect demonstration, that Taim'ilians. Tibetans, Ind<>-( 'hiuese,

Mongols, and Turks are so many branches of

Le family, viz., the Turanian. Xor are these quee-
rest only to tin- speculative philosopher. Tln-v are,

on the contrary, of vital importance to the statesman who may
d into the most sei ;

: errors for want of Mich

'-asetli- . 1 will <J\v a striking ami r<

instinct-. Th- ( rv of the ( loverum* -i.i. who is

one of t 1 accomplished men in India,

in speaking of i: aimial improvability of the Hindus,
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has formally alleged the impossibility of making them worthy
and vigorous men and citizens by reason of their race,* when
it is really as certain as that 2 and 2 make 4, that the race of

the Hindus is identical with Mr. Elliot's own ! Glottology
and anatomy combine to place this great truth (and in every
educational view it is pre-eminently such for all those who are

now seeking to make this splendid country capable of adequate

British, and eventually in the fulness of time of self-government)

upon an unshakable foundation. Would that the science of

Law, national and international, stood upon an equally stable

basis of numerous, largely and irrefragably inducted facts.

Having said so much, by way of encouragement, upon the

extensive bearings and high importance of Indian ethnology,
T will now add a few words by way of caution. Mr. Eobinson,
in a recent paper upon sundry of the border tribes of Assam, f

has not scrupled confidently to assert the affinity of these

tribes (the Bodo and Garo amongst others) with the people of

Tibet. This may or may not be so. But I apprehend that

this alleged affinity demands larger and more careful investi-

gation than Mr. Robinson has yet had leisure to apply to it,

and that in thus deciding upon a most interesting and difficult

point, he has adduced maxims which are not very tenable.

In the first place, he has wholly neglected the physical and

psychical evidence which are, each of them, as important as

the glottological towards the just decision of a question of

ethnic affinity. In the next place, whilst adducing a copious

vocabulary which makes against, and a curt survey of the

mechanism of language which (we will allow) makes for, his

assertion, he proceeds to lay down the doctrine that the former

medium of proof is worthy of very little, and the latter medium
of proof (thus imperfectly used and applied) is worthy of very
much reliance. In the third place, whilst insisting upon the

indispensableness of a written and fixed standard of speech, he

lias neglected the excellent standard that was available for the

Tibetan tongue, and has proceeded to rest upon two spoken

standards, termed by him Bhotia and Changlo, but neither of

*
Preface to the Moslem Historians of India. I cordially assent nevertheless to the

justice of Mr. Elliot's strictures. But I find the cause of the actual evil elsewhere,

f Journal, No. 201, for March 1849.
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"which agrees with the written or spoken language of Lassa

and Pigarehi. In the fourth place, he speaks of Bhot, alias

Tibet, and Bhutan, alias Lho, as the same country ;
and also

- his unknown Changlo a position within the known

limits of Bhutan,* without the slightest reference to the

latter well-known country ; besides, speaking of the cis-Hima-

layans and sub-Himalayans (p. 203) as separate races !

These remarks are by no means captiously made. But

some sifting of the evidence adduced is surely indispensable

when a question of delicacy and difficulty is
(I

must think)

prejudged upon such grounds.
Mr. Robinson is possibly not aware how much of the

mechanism of the whole of the Turanian group of languages

is common to every one language of that group, nor that the

Tanmlian and Tibetan languages are held to be integral parts

of that group. Yet such are apparently the facts,t whence it

must surely result that a cursory and exclusive view of the

organisation of one of these languages, such as Mr. Eobinson

g and rests on, cannot be adequate to settle the Tibetan

aflinities of the I Judos and (iiiros (interalia), since the points of

lingual agreement cited may be neutral quantities, that is,

:acteristics common (say) to the Tamulian and Tibetan

tongues, or to the Chinese and Tibetan: and certainly some

of them are so far from being diagnostically, that is, exclu-

!y, Tiltetan, that they belong to Hindi, Urdu, and even to

Lish : We have yet much to learn touching the essentials

of the structure of the Indo-Chinese tongues, the Chinese and

Tibetan
;
and until a philosophical analysis shall have

:i made of these languages, it will be very ha/arduus to rest

upon a cursory view of the supposed distinctive (structural)

: acters of Mr. Robinson's exclusive standard, or the Tibetan
;

in regard to the structure of which tongue, moreover, he has

scarcely more fully availed himself of De Koros' grammar
than lie has in his vocabulary of !> Cdrfe

1

dictionary. Under

these circumstances I am disposed to place at least as much

reliance upon Mr. Robinson's copious list of vocables J as I

/., 92$ cut longitude. Pembtrtoni Report.

Dchard, Vol. IV. p. 199 ff., aixl P,UMMI'H K<>j><>rt.

iiic lilt seem* to gainsay Mr. R.'i theory, fur if the Dodos (for example) were
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do upon his incomplete analysis of structure
;
and with regard

to Mr. E.'s disparagement of the words of any unwritten and

uncultivated tongue as evidence of ethnic affinity, I must say
there seems to me a good deal of exaggeration.*

Whoever shall take an adequate number, not more than Mr.

Eobinson's, of well-selected words, and shall take them with

such care as to be able to reach the roots of the words and to

cast off those servile particles, whether prefixes or postfixes,

among which deviation is ever most rife, may confidently rely

upon his vocabulary for much sound information respecting
ethnic affinities, supposing, of course, that he has a good
standard and makes the proper use of it. Of course, I reject,

with Mr. Robinson, as neutral quantities, all adopted, imitative

and interjectional words. But when I find Mr. E. insisting

upon
"
casual

"
resemblances as a class of words equally worth-

less with the three above enumerated, I desire to know what

this chance means
;

for one of the highest of living authorities

on ethnology and glottology, and one, too, who insists almost

too much upon the mechanism of language,t declares that " the

chance is less than one in a million for the same combination

of sounds signifying the same precise object/' \ With these

cautionary remarks, which are given in a spirit of perfect

courtesy towards Mr. E., I now conclude, any further observa-

tions being unnecessary to explain my purpose in appending
the written and spoken Tibetan the former from De Cords, the

latter from a native of Lassa to my present series of vocables.

of Tibetan origin, it is hardly credible that their ordinary vocables should not more

plainly reveal the fact, seeing that they have never been out of actual contact with

races of the same descent as that ascribed to them. The sub-Himalayan dialects

differ from the trans-Himalayan standard : but identity is here shown in the roots

as well as in the mode of agglutinating the servile particles ;
not to mention that

the snows form such a barrier in this case as exists not in regard to the B6d6 inter-

course with tribes of Tibetan origin.

The same general result follows from a careful examination of the vocabularies

now forwarded. Apparently the Tibetan, like the Hindi, words, are adopted ones.
* Mr. Kemble has lately made most important use of the Saxon of the Heptarchy,

of its words, and words only, in his
" Saxons in England." A yet higher and strictly

ethnological use has been made of the vocables of the old Iberian tongue by the

younger Humboldt, who was yet reduced to glean these vocables from maps ! "What

would not Bunsen give for 100 plain words of the old Egyptian tongue, as spoken !

f See Bopp's remarks on the structural diagnostics of Sanscrit and Arabic.

Comp. Gram. t Bunsen's Report to the Brit. Assoc.
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SECTION IV.

ABORIGINES OF THE NORTH-EAST FRONTIER.

DARJILIXG, September i6th, 1850.

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society.

SIR, I have the honour to enclose another series of Voca-

bularies obtained for me by the Rev. N. Brown of Sibsagor, in

furtherance of my plan of exhibiting to the Society a sample
of the lingual affinities of all the Aborigines of India on an

uniform plan. The present series comprises four dialects of

the Naga tongue, the Chutia, the Ahom, the Khamti, the

Laos, and the Siamese. My valuable correspondent Mr.

vn has favoured me with the following remarks on the

present occasion :

" The first four columns of the table complete the variations,

priorly given, of the strangely corrupted Naga language. This

tongue affords an extraordinary exemplification of the manner
in which an unwritten language may be broken up even upon
a small extent of territory. On the other hand, in the great
Tai family we have a not less striking instance of the pre-
servation of a language in almost its original integrity and

purity through many centuries, and in despite of a vast

:->rial diffusion; for, from Bankok to Sudiva, along tin;

Meinam, Salwen, Irawadi, and Kyumhven rivers, up to tin*

sources of the Irawadi, through fourteen degrees of latitude,

there is but one language, notwithstanding tin- diversity of

governments under whieh the speakers of it live.

"The Mithun and Tallinn^ Nagds (see table) reside on the

hills east and north of Sibsagor. The Kharis descend upon
the plains near Jorhat. They are much superior to the other
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Ntigas. The Jabokas and Banferas are the neighbours of the

Mithans, with nearly similar tongues. The Angamis occupy

the southern end of the Naga country. The Chiitia is the

language of one of the old tribes of Assam, now nearly extinct.

The Ahom also is nearly extinct as a spoken tongue. The

present Ahoms of Assam, descendants of the conquerors, still

form one of the largest portions of its population. But their

language, as well as their religion, has been relinquished for

those of the Hindus. Their ancient creed had little resem-

blance to Buddhism or to Brahmanism. The Khamtis retain

their tongue, but have lost their creed. They have accepted

Buddhism from the Burmas, from whom they have likewise

borrowed many new words.
" In answer to your queries I can but say, at present, that

I highly appreciate the importance of a standard for the Indo-

Chinese tongues ;
but which language has the best claim to

be constituted such I do not know. I should be inclined,

however, to assume the Burmese, which is at least Jialf-lrotJu r

to the Tibetan. This would bring the Tibetan, the Lliopa or

Bhiitanese, the Burmese, the Singhpho, the Naga, &c., into

a kind of family union. The Siamese Shyan, or, as the people
themselves call it, the Tai, cannot be brought into the same

category. It has little or no affinity with the neighbouring

dialects, and may represent another whole class of languages
not yet ascertained. It is probably allied to the Chinese, and

is in importance not inferior to the Burmese."
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SECTION V.

ON THE

ABORIGINES OF THE EASTERN FRONTIER.

Ix continuation of my papers already submitted to the

Society having in view to exhibit summarily the affinities of

all the aborigines of India, I now submit vocabularies, uniform

with their precursors, of the written and spoken Burman, the

Singpho, the Naga in three dialects, the Abor and the Miri

tongues.

For this series I am indebted to the Eev. N. Brown, of

Sibsagor, who, in forwarding it to me, favoured me with the

following remarks :

" These specimens appear fully to establish the fact that the

Burman, Singpho, Ndgd, and Abor languages are very close

relatives, and ought not to be separated into different families,

as they sometimes have been. The Burman and Singpho, it

is true, have been regarded as nearly related
;
but I am not

aware of its ever having been supposed that the Naga or Abor
were closely related to the Buniian, or that there was any very
intimate connection between the two. The Naga tribes are

very numerous, and every village appears to have its own
'Ct.

'

I have not inserted the Kluimti or Shyan, because I am
not convinced that there is any very close radical connection

between (-itlH-r and the Burmese. This allinity seems alv.

to have been taken for granted as a matter of course, but

without any just ground. It is true there are a considerable

number of Burman words in the Khainti, but they bear the
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marks of recent introduction, and are not to be found in the

old Ahom, the parent Shyan, nor in the Siamese, with which

the Ahom was nearly, if not exactly, identical. I have inserted

the Burmese as written, together with the spoken form. The

Mags of Arakan, it is said, pronounce it as it is written, and

not like the Burmese. It appears to resemble the Tibetan

considerably. The first column of Abor Miri I have collected

from a vocabulary published a year or two ago by Captain
E. P. Smith (of the Bengal Native Infantry), commanding at

Sadiya; the last column I got from a Miri residing at this

place.
" In Burman I have used tli to express the sound of tli in

think. Also a stroke under the initial letter of a syllable to

denote the falling tone, and a dot under the final vowel to

denote the short, abrupt tone. The Singpho and Namsang
N:':4';i are taken from a vocabulary published several years ago

by the LVv. M. Bronson, and may be depended on as correct.

The other two Naga dialects are given by two men from

villages near Nowgong the only Nagas I can find in the

station just now; and as they do not understand Asamese

very well, I may have introduced some errors from them. At
all events, the words are evidently encumbered with affixes

and prefixes that do not properly belong here. I have not,

however, ventured to remove any of them, as you will be

better able to do this. I am inclined to think that the radical

forms in all these languages are monosyllabic, as the Burmese

unquestionably is. The verbs, &c., would probably show ;i

much greater resemblance if we had all the terms for each

idea, as there will generally be many verbs nearly synonymous ;

consequently the lists do not always exhibit the corresponding

forms, thus creating an apparent difference when there is none

in reality."

As it is not my purpose to anticipate the results of the

present inquiry, I will add nothing on this occasion to the

above obliging and sensible remarks of Mr. Brown.
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SECTION VI.

ON THE INDO-CHINESE BORDERERS

AND THEIR CONNECTION WITH

THE HIMALAYANS AND TIBETANS.

To the Secretary of the Asiatic Society.

SIR, In further prosecution of my purpose of recording in

the pages of our Journal a complete set of comparative vocabu-

laries on an uniform plan, I have now the honour to transmit

to you two fresh series, one for Arrakan, and the other for the

Tenasserim provinces. The first comprises six tongues, viz.,

the Burmese, the Khyeng, the Kami, the Kumi, the Mru, and

the Sak
;
the second five, viz., the Burmese, the Talien, the

_-lhu, the Shan, and the Siamese.

It is needless, I presume, to apologise for thus recording

provincial dialects of well-known languages such as the

Burmese and Siamese, because such deviations of a known
kind afford inestimable means of testing those which are

unknown, and of thus approximating to a just appreciation
of the interminable varieties of speech that characterise the

enormously-extended family of the Mongol it la-.

I am indebted for these vocabularies to Captain Phayre,
whose name is a warrant for lli.-ir authenticity, and who has

kindly added to their value by the subjoined explanatory
note upon the Arrakan tribes. On those of the Tenasserim

-inces the only elucidatory addition is the important one

tho Tinig-lliu arc
"
Hillim-n," that is, dislocated nl

jn to the wilds, or, in other words, broken and dispersed
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tribes, like the Khyeng, and Kami, and Kiimi, and Mni, and

Sak of Arrakan, whose vocables constitute the greatest part of

the first half of the vocabularies herewith forwarded.

In the course of recording in our Journal these numerous

vocabularies, I have purposely avoided any remarks on the

affinities they suggest or demonstrate, intending to take up
that subject when they should be completed; but the hi.^h

interest
*

excited by my Himalayan series, in connection with

the bold and skilful researches which are now demonstrating
the unparalleled diffusion over the earth of that branch of the

human family to which the Himalayans belong, has induced

me on the present occasion to deviate partially from that rule,

and to at once compare Captain Phayre's Arrakanese vocables

with my own Himalayan t and Tibetan ones. Having been

so fortunate as lately to procure an ample Sifanese series,

comprising the tongues of the several peoples bordering on

China and Tibet between Konkoniir and Yunan, and having,

moreover, made some progress in a careful analysis of a normal

and of an abnormal sample of the Himalayan tongues, with a

view to determining the amounts of the Turanian and Ariun

elements, I shall ere long find occasion to recur to the general

affinities of the Indian Mongolidae. In the meanwhile, the

subjoined comparison of several Arrakanese tongues with

those of Tibet and of the Eastern Himalaya will be read with

surprise and pleasure by many who, accustomed to regard the

Himalayans as Hindus, and the Indo-Chinese, like the Chinese,

as distinct from the people of Asie Centrale, and from the

Tibetans, will be astonished to find one type of language pre-

vailing from the Kali to the Koladan, and from Ladakh to

Malacca, so as to bring the Himalayans, Indo-Chinese, and

Tibetans into the same family.

That such, however, even in the rigid ethnological sense, is

the fact will hardly be denied by him who carefully examines

the subjoined table, or the documents from which it is taken,

because not only are the roots of the nouns and verbs similar

* Latham's History of Man and Ethnology of British Colonies,

t My own Himalayan series will be found in the Journal, No. 185, for December

1847. The Arrakanese series is annexed hereto.
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to identity, but the servile particles are so likewise, and that

as well in themselves as in the uses made of them, and in the

mutations
*

to which they are liable. It should be added that

the resemblances cited are drawn not from "
ransacked diction-

aries," but from vocabularies of less than 300 words for each

tongue.

To those who, not content with this abstract, shall refer to

the original documents, I may offer two remarks suggested by
their study to myself, ist. The extraordinary extent to which

the presently contemplated affinities hold good has been made
out by the helps afforded by the series of cognate tongues,

whereby the synonyma defective in one tongue are obtained

from another, whilst the varying degrees and shades of devia-

tion are a clue to the root or basis.t 2d. The other remark

suggested by the comparison of the vocabularies is, that it is

the nouns and verbs, and not the pronouns and numerals, which

constitute the enduring part of these languages ;
and that con-

sequently, whatever may be the case in regard to the Arian

group of tongues, we must not always expect to find tin*.

best evidence of family connection in regard to the Turanian

languages among the pronouns and numerals. Indeed the

coni'us. -d character of these parts of speech seems to be a

conspicuous feature of the Mongolian tongues.

Comparison of Tibetan and Himalayan tongues on one hand,

and of the Indo-Chinese on the other.

Blood. Tliak in Bhotia, Thyak in Lhopa, Vi in Lepcha.J
Thwi' in Burmese, ThcS in Sak, Ka-thi in Khyeng, A-ti

in Kami, Wi in Mn'i.

Boat. Tim in S.'rj.a.

in Burmese.

'
I iata this remark and to trace the element* of the

Me analytic observation* of the following paper on Caucasian and Mongolian Word*,
nded to the list of those words.

lake the radical word for dog, as a sample. We have kliyi. kin

khwe, kwe, kwi, kii, kf-cha, ku-<-lni, kli', ky... clm-i. For t

and their mutations I must refer to the original documents, and to the future con-

i. inesc series of words.

The finit line given t n series, the second the Sou:;
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Cat. Si-mi in Bliotia, Si-mi in Sokpa.
Min in Khyeng, Min in Kami.

Crow. O'-la in Lhopa, A'-wa in Limbu.

O'-a in Kiimi, Wa a in Kami and in Mrii.

Day. Nyi-ma in Bhotia, Nhi in Newari, Nyim in Lhopa.
Nd in Burmese, Ni in Mrii.

Dog. Khyi in Bhotia, Khi in Lhopa, Kii-clni in Kiranti,

Ki-cha in Newari, Khia in Dhimali.

Khwe' in Burmese, Ta-kwi in Mrii, Kii in Sak.

Ear. Na in Bhotia, Na-vo in Lhopa.
Na in Burmese, Ka-na in Sak.

Eye. Mig in Bhotia, A-mik in Lepcha, Mo in Miirmi and

Guriing.

Mye-tsi in Burmese, A-mi in Kami and Sak, Min in

Mrii.

Father. Pha in Bhotia, Amba in Limbu.

Pha e* in Burmese, Ampa in Kiimi.

Fire. Me* or Mi in Bhotia, and' in all Himalayan tongues.

Mi, Ma, Ma i, in Burmese, Kami, and Mm.
F'ish. Nya in Bhotia, Ngya in Lhopa, Ngo in Lepcha, Nyau in

Siinwar.

Nga in Burmese, Ngii in Khyeng, Ngho in Kami.

Foot. Kaiig in Bhotia, Kang in Lhopa, Khwe-li in Sunwar.

Khye' in Burmese, Ka-ko in Khyeng, Khou in Kiimi.

Goat. Ea in Bhotia.

Ta-ra in Mrii.

Hair. A-chom in Lepcha, Chiim in Magar.
A-sham in Kami, Sham in Mrii and Kiimi.

Head. Go in Bhotia.

Ghong in Burmese.

Hog. Phak in Bhotia and Lhopa and Kiranti, Wak in Magar.

Ta-pak in Mrii and Vak in Sak.

Horn. Ar-kyok in Se*rpa, A-rong in Lepcha.
A kyi in Khyeng, A-riing in Sak.

Horse. Ta in Bhotia and Lhopa, Sa la in Newari.

Ta-phu (phii,male suffix) in Kami, Sapii in Sak (piiidem).

House. Khyim in Bhotia and Lepcha. Yum in Magar.

Kyim in Sak, Kim in Mrii, Um in KiirnL
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Man. Mi in Bliotia and most Himalayan tongues, Maro in

Lepcha, Miirii in Simwar.

Ka-mi in Kami, Mni in Mm dialect.

(Ka-mi in Newari means craftsman.)

Moon. La-va in Bliotia, Lhopa, Lepcha, &c., &c.

La in Burmese and Khyeng, Pii-la in Mru.

Mountain. Gun in Newari.

Ta-kiin in Kami.

Xarne. Ming in Bhotia and Lhopa and Limbii and Murmi,

Nang in Newari.

A-mi in Burmese, A-mfn in Kami, Na-mi in Khyeng.

Xiglit. Sa-nap in Lepcha.

Nya in Burmese.

Oil. Si-di in Magar.
Shi in Burmese and Kami and Mru, Si-dak in Sak.

Road. Lam in Bhotia, and all the Himalayan tongues.

Lam in Burmese, Khyeng, Kami, and Sak.

Salt. Tsha in Bhotia and Lhopa, Chha in Himalayan tongues

(most) Siing in Bodd*
Sha in Burmese, Tsi in Khyeng, Siing in Sak.

Skin. Pa-ko in Lhopa, Dhi in Giirung, Di in Murmi.

in Kumi, Pi in Mru.

Sky. Mu in Murmi, Miin in Giiriing.

Mu in Mru, Mo in Burmese.

Snake. Bui in Magar, Bii-sa in Siinwar.

Phiil in Khyeng, Pii-vi in Kumi.

Stone. Long in Lepcha, Liing in Limbii, Lliiing in Magar.
Liin in Khyeng, Ka-liin in Kdrni, Ta-liin in Sak.

In the verbs, again, we have

. S;i in Llii'ipa, Z6, So, in Bhotia, Ch(5 in Limbii, Clio in

Kiiiinti.

in Burmese, Tsd in Kiiini, Tsa in Kumi.

k. Thung in Bhotia, Tln'm^ in Lliojia, Tln'm- in Limbu

and Miirmi, &c.

Thouk in Burmese.
* My IVxlo nnd Dhim&l vocabularies will be found in <!.< .Tntnuril. ns \vdl MS the

i.ijan KcricH. I take this occaiiion t<> intinntti- n > ili.'it ilic

B6d6, Dbim&l, aid K betaa and HimAlftjaa
to the Tamilian ; tliat is, with reference to India, to the mure recent race of

Tartar immigrants, not to the more ancient and more altered.
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Sleep. I'p in Siinwar, I'p in Limbii, Im in Kiranti.

I'p in Khyeng, T in Kami, I' in Kumi.

Laugh. Ye* in Limbii, Nye in Miirmi, Nhyii in Newari!

Ye* in Burmese, A-nwi in Khyeng, Am-nhwi in Kumi.

Weep. Nii, ngo, in Bhotia, ngii in Lhopa and Se'rpa, Khwo in

Newari.

Ngo in Burmese, and Kha in Kami.

Say, tell. Shod in Bhotia.

Sho in Burmese.

Come. Wa in Newari.

Va in Kdmi.

Go. Lau in Siinwar.

La in Kdmi and in Kumi.

Sit down. Det in Se'rpa, Ngii-na in Magar.
Tat in Kumi, Ngun-ge

1

in Khyeng.
Move, Walk. Dyu in Lhopa.

Kyii in Burmese.

Eun. Chong in Se'rpa, Loya in Kiranti.

Cho-ne in Khyeng, Lei in Kiimi.

Give. Bin in Bhotia and Lhopa, Pi in Limbii, Pai in Kiranti,

Pen in Giiriing.

Pe* in Burmese, P^ g^ in Khyeng, Pei in Kumi.

(Na pii in Kami= Nang in Bhotia, asks for self.)

Take. Ya in Bhotia, Lyo in Lepcha, U in Limbii.

Yu in Burmese, Ld in Kami, Lo in Kiimi.

Kill. Thod in Giiriing, That in Bodo.

Tliat in Burmese.

Hear, attend. Nyen in Bhotia and Lhopa and Lepcha, Nyo in

Newin,
N4 in Khyeng, Ka-na-i in Kami.

Eemark, the materials for the above striking comparative

view are derived from my own original vocabularies for the

Northern tongues, as published in the Journal, No. 185, for

December 1847, and from Captain Phayre's for the Southern

tongues, hereto appended.
It is seldom that vocabularies so trustworthy can be had,

and had in series, for comparison ;
and yet it is abundantly
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demonstrable that everything in regard to the discovery of

the larger etlmic affinities of dispersed races depends upon
such a presentation of these materials, the distinction of roots

and of servile particles, as well as the range of synonymous
variation, in each of these classes of words, being thus only

testable, and these points being all important as diagnostics,

even more so than grammatical peculiarities which, at least in

our sense, are apt to be excessively vague, or else palpably

borrowed, among the Mongolidse. Syntactic poverty and

crudity and etymological refinement and abundance seem to

be the characteristics of this vast group of tongues, and hence

the importance of its vocables and the necessity of obtaining
them in a state accurate enough for analysis, and copious

enough to embrace the average range of synonyms.
A common stock of primitive roots and of serviles, similarly

employed, indicates unmistakably a common lineage and origin

among the several races to which such stock belongs; pre-

ference for this or that synonym among the radicals, as well

as various degrees and modes in the employment of serviles,

whether prefixed, infixed, or postfixed, indicates as unmis-

takably the several branches from the same family stem with

the relative ages and distances of their segregation. By the

above comparison of vocabularies I purpose to illustrate the

common lineage of tribes now and for ages most widely dis-

persed, and of which the intimate relationship is ordinarily

overlooked; by a subsequent and more detailed examination

somewhat differently conducted, I will endeavour to illustrate

true character of the minor distinctions of race, showing
these distinctions are by no means inconsistent with the

common lineage and family relationship now exhibited.

VOL. II.
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NOTE TO ACCOMPANY YOCABULAKIES OF LANGUAGES
SPOKEN BY TRIBES IN ABAKAN.

i. BURMESE.

This is the language of the Arakanese people, who for the

most part live in the lowlands and on the sea-coast of the

country called Arakan. Provincial words occur in this lan-

guage, differing from those of Burmah proper, and the pro-

nunciation in Arakan varies considerably from that current in

the valley of the
"
Irrawaddy ;

"
yet the written languages of

both countries are for the most part alike. Thus the word

for a day written is
G|'Q$ pronounced Kak by the Arakanese,

but by the Burmese is softened to Yet : the word for water is

called by the Arakanese Kf, by the Burmese Ye. It is written

with the same letters by both people. The Arakanese and

Burmese are of the same race, and have the common national

name of Afyam-md, which is however a comparatively modern

appellation for the several tribes, into which the race was

originally divided. The term Mug is applied by the people of

India to the Arakanese. It is exclusively a foreign epithet,

unknown to the Arakanese themselves. It probably takes its

origin from the tradition of a tribe of Brahmans, termed Mayas,

said to have emigrated Eastward from Bengal.

2. KHYEXG.

This name is given by the Burmese and Arakanese to a

numerous race of people who live in the high range of moun-

tains called Yo-md (that is
"
great ridge," or " back-bone "),

which separates Arakan from the valley of the Irrawaddy.

These people call themselves Shyou or SJiyu. The word

Khyeng (pronounced Khyang or Kyang by the Arakanese) is

probably a corruption of Kldng* their word for man; and

*
Perhaps so ;

but Kysing or Khijlng is a well-known ethnic designation to the

Northward, where, by the way, with Chinese and Tibetans, many of the ethnic

designations of the Indo-Chinese religion are familiar terms of their own, as Mi>n,

Lho, Lao, Sa"k, Ky;ing, Myau. Nearer at hand we have, as terms allied to

Khyeng, Rakheng (whence our Arakan for "the Mugs"); Khyi for the " Cos-

siahs," Kho or Kyo and Kd for Kambojian tribes, and Kd Khyen for "the
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their own present distinctive name for their tribe is no doubt

recently adopted. An Arakanese in writing down for me
words from the mouth of a man of this race, wrote Khydng
for what appeared to me to have the sound of Klang. The

Khyeng country extends along the Yo-ma range (which runs

nearly N.X.W. and S.S.E.) from about the nineteenth to the

twenty-first degree of north latitude. The people inhabit both

the Burmese and British side of the range. The ascertained

number of this race under British rule in Arakan is 13,708
souls. An equal number probably reside within the Burmese

territory. There are also a large number of Khyeng tribes,

which, though living within the nominal British frontier, yet,

from the rugged inaccessible nature of their country, are really

independent, and which have never yet submitted to any

foreign Government, whether Arakanese, Burmese, or British.

Their language is unwritten. There appears to be some differ-

ence of dialect between the Northern and Southern tribes of

Kliyeng. The words here given were taken from a man

belonging to the Northern tribes. The Khyengs believe them-

selves to be of the same lineage as the Burmese and Ara-

kanese, the stragglers from armies or moving hordes left in

the mountains.*

3. KAMI' OR KU'MI'.

This race of people, of which there are two divisions called

by themselves Kami vel Kimi and Kiimf, and by Arakanese

respectively Awa Kiimi and Aphya Kiimf, inhabits the hills

bordering the river which is named by the Arakanese Kvl'i-

ddn (that is, limit or border of the Kula or Western foreigner),

n," whilst the Kambojian Kyo or Oyo reappears in the Kho of the

Koladyne river, and in the "Moitay
"
of Munipur we have the combined appel-

lations of the Siamese Tai and the Kochin Chinese "
Moy." In other words,

Unipurian tribe, called Cosaiahs by the Bengdlis, belong to the Mo! *

great tribe called Tai by themselves and Shdn or Sydn by the Burmese,
the sectional name being also foreign, and equivalent to the native. Khyi or

Khydng of Chinese and Khyeng of Burmese.
* This native tradition and opinion accord with what follows relative t<> tho

Khyau and Mrung in corroborating the doctrine which assigns the whole of the

border mountaineers towards Ava, or inhabitants of the Yo-xnd range from Assam
to Arakan, to the Rakheng division of the Myara-ma.
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and by the Kamis Ye-man, by the Kumfs Yan pan. It is the

chief river of Arakan. It is probable that the Kamis and

Kumis have not been settled in their present seat for more

than five or six generations. They gradually expelled there-

from a tribe called Mm or Myii. The Kami clans are now
themselves being disturbed in their possessions by more power-
ful tribes, and are being gradually driven Westward and South-

ward. They state that they once dwelt on the hills now

possessed by the Khyengs, and portions of the tribe have been

driven out by the latter within the memory of man. The

language of the Kami portion of this interesting race has lately

been reduced to writing by the Rev. Mr. Stilson of the Ameri-

can Baptist Mission. The Kami words entered in this vocabu-

lary have been chiefly furnished by an intelligent Kami young
man educated by that gentleman, and are more to be depended

upon than the other portions. For it is exceedingly difficult

to acquire from savages, through the medium of a language

foreign to them, any words but those which they use to

designate some object or quality. The number of Kamis with-

in the British territory amounts to 4129 souls. They are

divided into several clans, each having a distinctive name.

The dialects of these clans differ more or less from each other.

Many clans are independent.

4. MRU' OR TOUNG MBIT.

This is a hill tribe now much reduced from its ancient state.

They once dwelt on the river Kuladan and its feeders, but

have been gradually driven out by the Kami tribe. They
have therefore emigrated to the West, and occupy hills on the

border between Arakan and Chittagong. The Eadzaweng, or

history of the Arakanese kings, refers to this tribe as already
in the country when the Myam-ma race entered it. It states

also that one of this tribe was chosen king of Arakan about

the fourteenth century of the Christian era. The traditions

recorded in the same work also imply that the Mrii and Myam-
ma races are of the same lineage, though this connection is

denied by the Arakanese of the present day, who regard the
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Mru tribe as
" wild men "

living in a degraded state, and con-

sider that it would be disgraceful to associate with them. The

number of the Mm tribe in Arakan amounts to about 2800
souls. Their language is unwritten. They call themselves

Mru. Toung Mru* is a name given to some of their clans by
the Arakanese. Mru is also used by the Arakanese as a

generic term for all the hill tribes of their country. The word

Khyeng is occasionally used in the same sense.

5. SA'K.

This is a very small tribe mentioned by Buchanan in his

paper On the Eeligion and Literature of the Burmese, "Asiatic

[Researches," vol. vi. p. 229. He calls them " Thcek
"

(that

being the Burmese pronunciation of the word), and states that

they are
"
the people inhabiting the eastern

"
branch of the

Nauf river, and are called by the Bengalis Chatn and
" Chatnmas." Chatn is no doubt meant for Sdk

t
which is the

name these people now give themselves. Their language is

unwritten.

There are other tribes in Arakan who have languages or

dialects peculiar to themselves. They consist of but a few

families, and some no doubt are the descendants of captives

brought into the country several generations back by the

Arakanese in their warlike expeditions against the adjoining
countries. Of these, the language of the tribe called Dding-
ndk appears to be a rude corrupt dialect of Bengali. The

tribe called Mrung state that their ancestors were brought as

captives from the Tripura hills. There is also a curious tribe

called Khyau\ in the Kuldddn country, consisting of not

*
Toung means wild, uncultured, as " hill-men

" with us, and Pahari or Par-

batia with Hindu*. Mru alias Myu = Myau of Chinese, which again = Kyrtng.

t Kyo aforesaid f The tradition would ally them with the Kuki and Khyf,
whence Kyo, Khyen, Khyi, and Kuki may be conjectured to be radically one and

the same term, and to be an opprobrious epithet bestowed by the now dominant

races of Indo-China upon the prior races whom they have driven to the wilds, for

Ki, Ku has the widespread sense of dog. Not one of these tribes is

known abroad by its own name. Kami may be readily resolved into
" men .

Ka tribe," the Ka being a proper name or merely an emphatic particle,

mutable to Ki and Ku, U a prefix as widely prevalent in the Himiilaya and Tibet
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more than from fifty to sixty families. I have not yet been

able to obtain satisfactory vocabularies of the languages of these

last-named three tribes, but they will be procured on the first

opportunity. I regret that there are so few words of the Mru
and Sdk languages given, but as some time might probably

elapse before more could be procured, I considered it best to

forward them in their present state.

MEMO.
%

Scheme of vowels, &c., &c., a to be sounded as a in America.

a- . . . . . . a in father.

i . . . . . i in in.

i . . . . . . i in police.
u . . . . . . u in push.
u . . . . . . oo in foot.

e . . . . . . e in yet.
e" . . . . . . e in there.

ui . . . . . . ai in air.

ei . . . . . . i in mind.

on . . . . . . ou in ounce.

au . . . . . . au in audience.

o . . . . . . o in note.

th . . . . . . th in thin.

th . . . . . . the aspirate of t.

I have endeavoured to express the sounds of the Khycng
and Kami languages as near as I can, but there are a few

which I could not exactly convey through any combination of

European letters.

N.B. In the next or Tenasserim series of words the system
of spelling followed is the common English. I have not

deemed it prudent to alter it. These words were taken down

by Dr. Morton, not Captain Phayre, as above inadvertently

stated. Valuable as they are, they lack the extreme accuracy

of Captain Phayre's series, and hence I have not extended my
comparisons over them.

as the word mi for man. The Kamis themselves understand the word in the latter

sense a very significant circumstance quoad affinities. Ka prefix is interchange-

able with Ta (Ka-va or Ta-va, a bird in Kami, and so in most of these tongues),

and Ta varies its vowel like Ka
; and thus, in Gyarung, Tir-mi, a man, answers to

Kimi, a man. Ex his disce alia.
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SECTION VII.

ON THE

MONGOLIAN AFFINITIES OF THE CAUCASIANS.

ALL residents in the East who take an interest in the more

general topics of Ethnology must have been exceedingly struck

by Dr. Latham's recent imposing exhibition of the vast ethnic

domain of the Mongolidae. From Easter Island to Archangel,
from Tasmania and Madagascar to Kamtchatka and the mouths

of the Lena, all is Mongolian ! Caucasus itself, the Arian

Ararat, is Mongolian ! India, the time-honoured Aryavartta, is

Mongolian ! Granting that this remarkable sketch* is in good

part anticipatory with reference to demonstrative proofs, it is

yet, I believe, one which the progress of research has already

done, and is now doing much, and will do yet more, to sub-

stantiate as a whole
; though I think the learned author might

have facilitated the acceptance of his splendid paradoxes, if,

leaving the Osetif and the Brdhmans in unquestioned posses-

sion of their Arian honours, he had contented himself with

maintaining that the mass of Caucasian and Indian population
is nevertheless of Turanian, not Arian, blood and breed

;
and if,

ul <>f laying so much stress upon a special Turanian type

Seriform), he had been more sensible that the technical

uostics, which have been set upon the several subdivisions

of the Mongolidse, are hindrances, not helps, to a ready percep-
of the common characteristics of the whole race.

Natural History of Man : London, 1850.
t It will be seen in the sequel that in the course of those investigations which

gave the "
Comparative Analysis

"
its present amplitude, I satisfied myself that

the Oseti are Mongolian.
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I do not propose on the present occasion to advert to what

has been lately done in India demonstrative of the facts, that

the great mass of the Indian population, whether now using
the Tamulian or the Prakritic tongues, whether now following
or not following the Hindu creed and customs, is essentially

non-Arian as to origin and race, but that this mass has been

acted upon and altered to an amazing extent by an Arian

element, numerically small, yet of wonderful energy and of

high antiquity. These are indubitable facts, the validity of

which I am prepared with a large body of evidence to estab-

lish
;
and they are facts which, so far from being inconsistent

with each other, as Latham virtually assumes, are such that

their joint operation during ages and up to this hour is alone

capable of explaining those physical and lingual characteristics

of the Indian population, which Dr. Latham's theory leaves not

merely wholly unexplained, but wholly inexplicable. I must

however postpone their discussion till I come to treat of the

Newdr and Khas tribes of Ne*pal. In the meanwhile, and with

reference to Dr. Latham's crowning heresy that the most Cau-

casian of Caucasians (the Iron or Oseti) are
" more Chinese

than Indo-European," I have a remarkable statement to submit

in confirmation of his general, though not his special, position ;

my agreement with him being still general, not special

His general position quoad Caucasus is, that the Caucasian

races are Mongolidan; and, availing himself with unusual

alertness of the results of local Indian research, he has, at

pp. 123-128, given copious extracts from Brown's Indo-

Chinese Vocabularies, as printed in our Journal
;
and he has

then compared these vocables with others proper to the

Caucasian races. My recent paper upon the close affinity of

the Indo-Chinese tongues with those of the Himalaya and

of Tibet, will show how infinitely the so-called
" Chinese

"

element of this comparison may be extended and confirmed
;

and my Sifanese series, now nearly ready, will yet further

augment this element of the comparison, which in these its

fuller dimensions certainly displays an extraordinary identity

in many of the commonest and most needful words of the

languages of Caucasus on the one hand, and of Tibet, Sifan,
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the Himalaya, Indo-Clrina, and China on the other. There is

no escaping, as I conceive, from the conclusion that the

Caucasian region, as a whole, is decidedly Mongolian, what I

have now to add in the shape of grammatical or structural

correspondences affording so striking a confirmation of that

heterodox belief, whilst Bopp's somewhat strained exposition
of the Arian characteristics of the Iron (as of the Malayo-

Polynesian) provokes a doubt even as to them, despite the

iinburgh Review." *
It is the fashion of the age to stickle,

somewhat overmuch perhaps, for structural or grammatical

correspondences, as the only or best evidence of ethnic affinity.

I am by no means insensible of the value of such evidence ;

and, though I may conceive it to be less important in reference

to the extremely inartificial class of languages now in question
than in reference to the Indo-European class, I proceed to

submit with great pleasure a telling sample of structural

identity between the Gyaruug tongue, which is spoken on the

extreme east or Chinese frontier of Tibet, equidistant from

Khokhonur and Yunan, and the Circassian language, which is

spoken in the west of Caucasus.

The Gyarung sample is the fruit of my own research into

a group of tongues heretofore unknown, even by name : the

Caucasian sample is derived from Rosen apud Latham, pp.
1 20- 1 2 2.

Rosen, who was the first to penetrate the mysteries of Cau-

casian Glossology, states, ist, that the Circassian pronouns Lave

two forms, a complete and separable one, and an incomplete
and inseparable one. 2d, That in their incomplete or contracted

and concreted form, the pronouns blend themselves alike with

the nouns and with the verbs. 3d, That these pronouns, like

192, article Bopp's Comp. Grammar a work that cannot be too highly

rated, though its style of demonstration is not equally applicable beyond the

Indo-Germanic pale. Its spirit may pass that pale, but not its letter, as when
the Georgian sami is identified with the Sanscrit tri, Greek rpta, and Latin tres.

My doubt respects the Oseti, not the Malayo-Polynesians, for I am satisfied that

they are Mongolian, and would now add a striking and novel statement in sii]

it opinion, but that I must by so doing go too far ahead of my yet iinpro-

duced Sifan vocabularies. The true and endless Mongolian equivalents for the

Georgian numeral may be seen iu the Appendix to this Essay.
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the nouns, have no inflectional or other case signs ;
in other

words, are immutable."* 4th, That the complete form of the

pronouns is distinguished by the suffix Ra. Now, every one

of these very arbitrary peculiarities belongs to the pronouns in

the Gyariing language not less than in that of Circassia, as the

following examples will show
;
and I should add that by how

much the development of this part of speech is anomalous

throughout the Tartar or Mongolian tongues, by so much is the

instanced coincidence with the Circassian more significant, the

anomalous or irregular character of the pronouns of both not

sufficing to conceal the coincidence, and therefore doubly illus-

trating it.

Circassian. Ab, father. "VVara, thou, the full pronoun. Wa,
the contracted form, used in composition.

Hence Wab or Wa-ab, thy father.

Gydrung. Pe*, father. Nanre", thou, the full pronoun. Na,

the contracted form, used in composition.

Hence Nape* or Na-pe*, thy father.

VERBAL USE.

Circassian. Ward, < ^a
\ kwisloit, thou ridest.

Gydrting. Nanre* na syo, thou knowest.

I have changed the Gydrung verb, because I do not possess

the equivalent in that tongue for to ride. It matters not, how-

ever, as the sample shows the grammatical form to be absolutely

the same in both sentences, just as well as if ride were the

verb used in both.

The other rules and examples (scanty, I admit) given by
Latham from Eosen may be matched in each instance by

* I have now ascertained that the same principles prevail, with slight varia-

tions, in the Hdyu, Kuswdr, Kirdnti, and Limbu languages of the Himdlaya, in

the U'raon, Ho, Sontdl, and Gondi tongues of Tamulian India, and in the Tagala

and Malayu languages of the Pelasgian group, though passing out of use in the

last-named tongue as in several of the Himdlayan tongues. See remarks in the

Supplement. I may add that in the Hdyu language (of which I have a detailed

account nearly completed) the verbs are distinguished into the two classes of

transitives and intransitives precisely as in Malay.
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rung rule and sample, as will be seen in the sequel. But

there is this difference in respect to the Ea suffix, that it is

applied to the first and second pronouns in Circassian, though
not to the third

;
and to the second only in Gydrimg."*

This, however, is in complete conformity with the other and

typical Mongolian tongues; for in Mantchu, and in Mongol
aho, the Ea suffix is found, but attaching only to the third

personal ;
and if we compare the Te're' of those tongues t with

the Chinese Tii and the Sokpo Tha, we shall perceive the

perfect analogy of the suffix throughout these tongues, in spite

of its varying applications.

But is there no clue to the irregularities, none to the real

force and signification, of this pronominal suffix ? Clearly

there is
;
for in the Tibetan language, the word rang, meaning

self, and attaching to all the personal pronouns alike, J affords

u< that clue, though the people of Circassia and the Gyarung,
whose common and familiar use of this suffix is so perfectly

analogous, seem equally unaware of the fact, and can neither

explain the meaning nor the. partial application of their suffix,

any more than can the Mantchiis and Mongols. This I infer

from the silence of authors, and should add that the explana-
tions are wholly my own, my Gyariing interpreter being able

only to express very unsophisticated surprise when asked to

analyse a word.

But I have not yet done with the analogy of Circassian and

Gyariing pronouns, having still to notice that the third personal
in Circassian, which drops the Ra suffix, is not really a personal
but a demonstrative, equivalent to ille, iste. Now, the (Jyuruii^

uage has a third personal, which the Circassian lacks
;
but

is also a demonstrative, and that demonstrative is the very

The first and second pronouns are so nearly alike in Gydrung (nga, na), that

the rd suffix has probably been reserved to the second, in order to difference it

more plainly.

t Recherches snr les langues Tartaren, pp. 173, 183. I cannot thus revert to

the thoughts of my old antagonist (voce Buddhism) without a fresh tear dropped
on the untimely grave of that truly amiable and learned man.

Vga, I, ngarang, I myself, egomet ;
and so khdrang, khoVang. Kdmusat

has sadly confused the Tibetan pronouns, and, as I MIS]. <, those of the other
"
langues Tartares," though hi* work be a marvel for the time and circumstances

of its publication. Rdmusat ut supra, p. 365.
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same as the Circassian one
;
that is, u or w

;
and this pronoun

has, in both tongues alike, a separate, full, and a concrete con-

tracted form. Moreover, in the Gyarung tongue the forms and

uses of this demonstrative afford a perfect elucidation both

of its strange metamorphosis (w to t) and of its anomalous

suffix (i) in Circassian
;

for
" watii

"
is the complete separate

form in Gyarung ;
whilst "

wa," the contracted form, alone used

in composition, constantly takes i, which is really a genitive

sign and recognised as such in Tibetan, but is a mere "
particule

morte
"

in Gyarung as in Circassian. Take the following

samples from Gyarung : Watii, he, iste, ille : Wape, his father :

Worno,
1*

his mother : Waimyek, wa-i-myek, his eye (myek,

eye) : Shaimek, shai-i-mek, leaf of tree (shi, tree, mek, leaf) ;

and then turn to the Circassian samples in Latham, li-i, he
;

t-ab, his father
;
t i-kwisloit, he rides, and you will perceive

that (u being the same with w) the nominal t and the verbal

i of Circassian are the secondary or suffix portions of the full

Gyarung pronoun exalted into primaries in order to difference

the third person from the second, the second already having
the wa or u (wab, thy father

; u-kwisloit, thou ridest) form.

And that such substitution of the secondary for the primary

part of a word is no arbitrary assumption of mine, but a regu-

lar principle of the Caucasian and of the Mongolian tongues,

may be seen by the numerous examples of it occurring in the

subjoined list of vocables. The above elucidations of Circassian

pronouns for which I am entirely answerable, are so thoroughly
in the spirit of Bopp's system that I trust they may find favour

* The change of wa into wo, in wap6 and wonao, is an instance of that vocalic

harmony which these languages so much affect, and which has been erroneously

supposed to be peculiar to Turki. We have abundant alliteration both vocalic

and consonantal out of, or beyond the Turki branch of, the Mongolian tongues.

Shaimek, from shi and mek, has other peculiarities precisely similar to what

occur in the Altaic tongues, teste Remusat.

t In the supplement co this paper will be found an exact and beautiful pendant
for this Circassian sample, derived from the Tarnulian tongues, the Sontal

language having u and i for the third personal, and these commutable in com-

position into the conjunct form of td, precisely as in the Circassian tongue.
From the Qondi tongue is there given another example of the commutation of u
to t, so that my exposition from the Gydrung instance is placed beyond doubt,
whilst some fresh and beautiful links are added to the chain of affinities, as to

which see prior note.
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in his eyes, though I have ventured to demur to his Arianising
of the Tartars by too strained applications of that system.

I know not if Kosen at all explains the peculiarities of the

pronouns in Circassian, but Latham does not; and it will

therefore be felt as a truly interesting circumstance that the

explanation just given, like that of the Ka suffix, have been

fetched from Lhasa and Lithdng ! The cultivated tongue of

Tibet proper continues, it will be seen, to afford the clue to

the labyrinth ;
and that it does so, is surely a strong pre-

sumptive proof, as well of its superior antiquity as of its

superior completeness. So judging, I cannot moreover doubt

that the Circassian preterite sign is the same with the Tibetan

preterite sign (chen-tshar), though this be beside the mark of

pronominal expositions and to these I must confine myself,

or I shall not know where to stop, so constantly do these

Tartarian illustrations of the Caucasian tongue flow in upon
me. I am unaware whether the Circassian language is dis-

tinguished, like the Gyaning, by a very ample employment of

those prefixes which, as more or less employed, characterise so

many of the Mongolian tongues, and which are dropped in

composition, like the Ra suffix. Thus, tarti, a cap, in

rung, is compounded of ti the root, and tar
* the prefix ;

but if we join a noun or pronoun to this word the prefix

disappears, and "
his cap," for example, is warti, compounded of

the wa above mentioned and the radical ti. In like manner

taimek, a leaf, when compounded with shf, a tree, drops the ta

prefix and becomes shaimek, as tripi', father, becomes ngapo,

my lather.t Kosen, should this paper fall under his eye, or

Ta, the common form, becomes tar, differentially as timi, fire ; tirmi, man,
root mi, used in both senses. In tirmi, tarti, warti, we have the ra particle,

which remains in its conjunct form as a medial, whilst the usual prefix ta dis-

appear*. The ra, too, would disappear in a compound of roots if not needed to

-ntials and mark the special sense of such roots, or one of them, or if tho

root commenced with other than a labial consonant, its prefix being servile,

t It has been queried whether the polyaynthetic words of the American

-s quoad th-ir principle of construction, as to which there is so much

doubt, be not compiled from radical particles only. Judging by the method <>f

forming ordinary compound* in Gyarung and its allies, I should say, Yes, cei

re to a great extent, though not exclusively, for the cumulative prii

ill brook* control, revelling in reiterations and transpositions of root alike, and of
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Latham perhaps, whose quick eye will not fail to catch it, will

be able to tell whether the same peculiarity distinguishes the

Circassian tongue. For myself I doubt not it will so prove,

because the rule for nouns is but another phase of the rule for

pronouns.
In the meantime, the striking grammatical analogies

*
I have

pointed out stand in no need of further elucidation, and these

analogies, together with the explanation from the Tibetan of

the widely-used but heretofore unexplained Ea suffix, constitute

in themselves, and as sustaining all those numerous identities

of the primitive vocables which have been adverted to, some-

thing very like a demonstration of the Mongolidan affinities of

the Caucasians, though I would be understood to speak with

a due sense of the disqualifications inseparable from my
secluded position and want of access to books. I subjoin

Latham's sample of the construction of the Circassian language,
with its equivalent in Gyarung.

"
I give to my father the horse."

Circassian. Sara s-ab ace" istap
I my father horse give

Gydr&ng. Ngaret nga-pe boroh dovong
I my father horse give

" In the house are two doors
"

is, in like manner,
" house

two doors
"
in the Circassian and Gyaning tongues.

its servile adjuncts, though clearly, as to simple compounds, constantly observing
the rules of contraction and of substitution noted in the text. In the Gydrung
sentence, Tize'caze' papun, he summoned them to feast, the word for to feast

shows the root repeated twice, and each time with a separate servile, though we
have here only one verb, not two verbs

;
and in kalarlar, round, still no com-

pound, we have the root repeated, but yet with a servile, though only one, being
the prefix ka. In such cases that servile is usually omitted, as kaka, sky ;

pyepye, bird
; chacha, hot.

* Those analogies might now be largely extended did health and time permit.
Take the following instances : Tarn-bus, father

; imbas, my father, in Ifraon.

Sampa, father
; ampa, my father, in Kirdnti, Ku-kos, child

; ing-kos, my child,

U'raon. Tarn, sam, ku, s^rviles, replaced by the pronouns ; compare Malayan

sain-piyan, san-diri, kan-diri, ka-manus, k'anak, &c.

t Ra suffix subjoined for illustration though not in use with this person. See

prior note.
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The plural sign, kwe in Circassian, my<$ or kamyd
* in

rung, is in both languages alike
" the beginning and end of

declension."

The following list of Circassian and Gyariing pronouns may
facilitate the reader's apprehension.

Circassian pronouns Sa-ra

Gyariing pronouns Ngd

Thvu
Wa-ra

He
U-i

Wa-tu

The same conjoined with a noun.

Circassian.tS-ab W-ab T-ab

GyArtng.-Nga.pd

) M T1 rr f^
/
M* T1^ Hls

>
father'

COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF CAUCASIAN AND
MONGOLIAN WOEDS.

Man. K'mari in Georgian
Marc in Suauic

Maro in Lepcha
Muru in Sunwar
M'r\i in Mru
Mano in NewaYi
Mansi in Bodo
Miia-rndre nomen gentis

Man. L6-s in Osetic

Ix5-ng in Burmese

Len-ja in Magar
Lu in Burmese

L<5-k in Tai

L<S-g-nya in Khaa

-: inK'lun

Boy. Lap-pa in Osetic

Lok-pa in Tai

K, prefix, servile, as in Indo-Chinese k'lun, a

man, and Malayan k'anak, a child
;
a sort

of article and equivalent to the suffixed k.

Ma", with the customary change of vowel (see
on to mo-i and mi), is the root throughout,
and it takes the common ra suffix, likewise

with the usual vocalic diversity. But
observe that in m'ru this servile absorbs
the vowel of the root, as in m'se, Georgian
for md-se, voce fire.

This is the first of numerous samples in which
the name of the species is that of a tribe.

Means husband.
Means male, especially human, Idn, the root,

having the sense of mankind, or both sexe.
K suffix, servile articular like the g in 16-g
and 16-g.

Nya, a synonym.
Compare k'amari and k'anak. Lu root. No-
men gentis necnon hoiuinis.

Pu suffix, a diminutive. L<5, Id, 1<5, the root,
as in in.-in.

Pa, diminutive = pu. 1x5, root.

Ka In the prefix, appended an unual. I have already remarked that the Gytfnta
dUtingulshed among it* allies by iu extcn.ive em '

akw UM nae of them, and in ito my
or k-my6. The Buaoic mar* and

t ..f tills clam of particle*,

a, much, many, we have the Qya>
ka-my*. The Buaoic mar* and Georgian k'mari for man, affonl

valent quoad the acrvilo ka, showing it to be dropped or retained
to circumstance* or to dialect* in Caucasus.

At* father pi, father, less the prefix.

plural .ign.
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Ltik-wan in Tai

Young
in Geor-

Bo-shi in Mingrelian

Bo-zo in Lazic

Bisha, Bishi in Bodo

Bu-cha in Takpa

Pu-sa in Maplu
Po-ze in Pasuko

Man. Moi in Osetic

Moi in Kong

Pu-moi in Pie

Moi-tai

Mo-n

Mo-cha in Newdri

Mui-bu in Takpa

Mu-ru in Sunwdr

Man. Tsd-s in Georgian

Tse* in Chinese

Man. Zo-zi in Osetic

Ka-zi in Georgian
V-zi in Horpa
D-zi in Chinese

Woman. U's in Osetic

U's-res in Gydruug

Woman. Swa-n in Osetic

Swa-s-ni in Khas

Brother
GeorgiaQ

Dd in Kuswdr
Da-s, Dd in l/raon
A-da in B6d<5

Dd-ni in Dhirndli

D'si in Chinese

Ego = Homo. Mi in Stianic

Md in Georgian
Me" in Mingrelian
Md in Osetic

Lu root with articular, k suffixed. Wan,
doubtful. Compare wak, in Armenian, sd-

wak, a child; sa in Burmese having the
root only.

Shi, euphonised aha = sa and cha and za, in

the following words
;
or it may be bi, bo,

bu, junior, and shi, human.
Means daughter.
Zo za = sa and cha, the common diminu-

tive, euphonised to vowel of root.

Male and female respectively.
The diminutive cha is seen in the conjunct
form in Osetic sa-ch voce earth.

Zo servile, as in Lazic bo-zo.

Z = S, alike in Caucasian and Mongolian
series.

I' servile. M<5, = md supra et mi infra, is the
root.

Means sister.

Means woman, pu being a feminine sign. Moi
therefore is man.

Nomina gentium. See note at end of supple-
ment.

Means child, cha being a diminutive, = sa,

supra.
Mu is the root. For change of vowel therein,

see note, voce dog.
Rii, the ra suffix, with its vowel harmonised

to that of root.

j
Means boy, owing to the sa suffix. Tse' there-

) fore is man.

Zi, = si and shi, is the root. The latter ap-

pears in bit-shi, tse", &c. It is a very widely-
spread man root, signifying adults as well

as juniors.

The root is u, meaning man. The conjunct s

is the feminising suffix. U'-er-ti, u-sbi, &c.
have the same root. Re's is the ra suffix,

with the sa particle repeated.

Means girl.

Mean boy and girl.

Means virgin.

Mean I, the pronoun. No fact ia better
established in Glossology than the frequent
equivalency of the roots for man and I, and
it is of much importance to note them here.
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Mi in Tibetan
Mi in Lhopa
Mi in Muruii
Mi in Moitai
Mhi in Gurung
Bhar-mi in Magar
Bar-ma, nomeu gentia
Tir-mi in Gyarting
Mi-va in G;iro

Yap-mi in Limbu
Mih-pa in Kuki

Ka-mi in Kiimi
Kxi-mi in Kiiuii

Pu-mi in Pie"

Mi-jang in NewaY
Mi-sa in Newdr
Mi-ya in NewaV
Miyau-lau in Roinga

Mim-ma in Burmese

Sa-tni in Burmese

in Horpa
Se-me" in Kulun

Md-jing in Lau

/. Sa in Circassian

Sa-ya in Malay

Sa in Tagalan

Sa in Malay

Su-m in Vayu

in Osetic

M:i in Mingrelian

. :i Snanio
Ma in Tinnio

Mo-n in Sap

Mi in Mongol
Mi in Mantchu

/. ,T.'-3 in Armenian
Ji in Newari
vJa in Horpa

This and all the following mean man. It is

remarkable how far the pronominal sense
of mi prevails in Caucasus, and the nominal
in the regions east of it. But they run
into each other, and the root very generally
is further employed to designate tribes from
Caucasus to Indo-China, as mi-shi-mi, from,

the mi and shi roots, mu-r-mi, from the
mu and mi roots, &c., &c.

Tribe names derived from name of Bpecies a

very extensively diffused principle. The
etymology of Burma or the Burmese is thus
recovered. See Supplement.

Mi, the species ; jang and sa sexual adjuncts.

Jang = mas. Sa = fern.

Means girl. Ya, differential servile with refer-

ence to the various senses of the mi root.*

Means woman. Root mi. Ma is a feminine
and maternal sign.

Means girl. See note in sequel.
S'tne" means girl, like sa-mi and se'-me. The

sa particle in various phases, added to ini

root.

Ya, a differential servile.

An article. See Crawford's work for proof
how these so-called articles blend with the

pronouns.
'Means one. Smidt wittily remarks on the

perpetual coincidence of the first personal
pronoun, and the first numeral, which is

also constantly equivalent to the indefinite

article, where wanting.
In composition only, as ha-sum, give to me.

Compare moi, man, in Osetic and mon the
Indo-Chinese tribe name.

/ Deduced from the derivatives mi-ni and mi-
1 ning-ge. So mi in the sense of man is

, need from mim-ma and sa-mi in Bur-

( mese.

marks, voce dog, on the vocalic changes
{ to which all roots nearly are subject.

* The bAis of nil these tongues from Cauc.i*u to Oceanic* is a small nmni rr of mono*
lyllabic root* bearing necessarily many senses. H nee to distinguish lot -.cml
tenses in the chief function of the Mrfffa adjuncts of the roots, lu this language, fur example,
the rout wa means come, tooth, tice, rain, throw, and be.
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I. A'-z, A-s in Osetic

An-ka in Kirdnti

A-ku, A' in Malay
A' in Mauyak
Kd in Dhimdli

Thou. She-n in Georgian
Si in Mingrelian
Si in Suanic
T'shi in Mongol
Se-n in Turki
Sa-n in Onigur
Sa in Finnic

Child in Newdri
(hd in Sokpa
Su in Tai

He. Nd in Armenian
Nd in Chhfese
Nd in Malay
Ni in Khyeng
No in Anam
Ha-nd-i

H'nd-i

He. U'-i in Circassian

U'-i in S<5ntdl

0'6 in Magyar
U' in Circassian

U' in Gdr6
0' in Onigur and Turki
Wo in Newdri and Gondi
Wa in Gurung, in Dhimdli, and in Tunglhu

lie. I' in Circassian

I' in Mantchu
I' in Burmese
I' in Dhekra
I' in Malay and Tagala

A' is the root throughout, za, sa, ka, ku, being
serviles, though some of them, as ka, fre-

quently take the place of the root.

Si, 8hi
; sd, she* ; sd, shd, su, are the several

phases of the root, or cycle of customary
variation, just as in the nouns. See re-

marks on " kha "
voce dog.

The plural, Ye.

Ha prefix and f suffix, servile.

lie. Ta in Circassian

Ta in S<5ntdl

Ta in Gondi
To" in Mongol
To" in Mantchu
Te'-un in Dhekra
Td in Esthonian
Thd in Gyami
Thi in Gurung
The* in Murmi

Thu in Burmese
Td-i in Dhekra

He. I'-s in Georgian
I-ti-na iu Mingrelian
I-te" in Dhekra

Deduced from i-ti, i-tu, &c.
'

In composition as conjunct prefix or suffix or
as disjunct, e,g., t-ap, his father; apa-t, his

father ; handa-ta-r, he went. See Rosen,
Phillips, and Driberg. With regard to the

transposed pronoun, see note voce fire.

The law of transposition is so important
that I add the following samples to show
that even where the actual practice haa

ceased, analogy supports its quondam use.

Suffix Possessive.

Baba-ku, Malay.
Aba-im, Kuswar.

Apa-ing, Suutdl.
= my father.

In i-thu, ithi.

Means she.

Prefix Possessive.

Ang-upa, Vdyu.
Im-bas, U'raon.

Nga-pe, Gydrung.

See Remarks in Supplement.
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j

Mean this, this very one, this one here.

Iste qui.

Means here.

Means here and there.*

llle qui.

SKhd

is the aspirate, and ka-ka the reduplicate
state of the root. K final is an articular

servile, as in talak, bik, &c., &c.

[ For nam compare nam-sin. It is frequently
\ omitted. Khd is the place, metaphorically
1 sky or heaven. Rang is an emphatic servile,
'

for which see supplement to this paper.

5

La, root. Ta, the common prefix, and k, the
articular suffix.

( Doubtful, and can mean sky only metaphori-
j cally.
Means sun.

( Ta, as before. Ang, a form of the na suffix.

{ Compare pett-aug.
Means air.

The nude root whereof the phases are Id, Id,

li.

Valuable illustrations of the system of serviles,
the root being palpable. Its general sense

is air, sky, by metaphor. For k' prefix of

kli, see k'mari.

Zhi, s6, zd, are three conjunct suffix forms of

the sd particle which is seen in manyak in

its separate unaltered form as a prefix. Here
it is altered, 1st, by dropping its own har-

monised vowel (see zhi, infra), 2d, by ab-

sorbing the vowel of the root. Din, den,
for di-ni, day, and smd for sdmd, girl, are

parallel instances of change as of transposi-
tion are mi-sa and sa-mi,f voce man. See
note below ; and that on the ma particle,
voce "

day."
These are introduced to show the servile

particle of mizh, mza, and to show it super-

seding the root, as in fa for ma, here, and
in ba for sa, voce cow, and in di for bi,

voce skin.

I-ti in Malay
Se-i-ti in Koch
Sd i in Dhekra
l'-ta in Khas

Si-ni, si-tu, in Malay
Si-ya in Malay

Sky. Khd-k in Absne*

Kd in Lazic

Ka-ka in Akush
Khd kbau in Kdmi

Kb<5-rang in Bddo*

Nam-khd in Tibetan
Nam-khan in Magar

Sty. Ta-la-k in Tshettshentsh

Ta-li in Georgian
A-li in Georgian
Ta-la-k in Ostiac

Ta-li-ang in Lepcha

Ta-li in Gyarung
Le in Burmese
A-li in Kumi
K'li in Khyeng
Ga-li in Kdmi
La-k in Sak
Li in Kukheng

Fire. Mizh in Suanic = Mi-zhi

Msd in Georgian = Md-sd
Mzd in Absnd - Ma-za

Zhi in Kudnchua
Zi in Dido
Za in Chunsag

because the third personal it BO perpetually identical with the demonstratives, of
which the direct and exclusive principle is contrast, that the same elements come to express
the contrasts <>f place and time and manner (hero there ; now then : us, m). Ho who would
trace the remoter affinities of race, must treat languages in this thought ml man

t Nor*. The mi-sa, sa-mi, sample of transposition of the sa particle, cited nhovo to m.itoh
the me-se. Georgian, sa-me, Manyak, sample here compared with it, is from my lib- t.-llima*-

lus in ful"vocabularies; thus lU, mi-sa, wonrm, in Nowari, aa-mi, girl, in Hunnone and
V, and sme, in Horna, root mi, me, mankind, and sa, a feminine and diminutive sign.

In hort. the sa particle, like all others, may be prefix or suffix, and separate or blended.
Hence m*e. Georgian = sa-me, Manyak. With regard to the suffixed chi. /i, or ea, clearly =
sa, it would seem as if mi were the sun or great fire, of which mi-sa is the diminutive, junt
as sa is the earth, or terrestrial globe, and sa-ch (cha= sa) earth, soil. See "uth 1

in
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Md-fa in Circassian

Me* in Tibetan
Me" in Limbu
M6 in Serpa
Me* in Murrni
Me* in Kolun
Mhd in Magor
Mi in Lepcba
Mi in Kirdnti
Mi in Newdri
Mi in Gurung
Mi in Sunwdr
Mi in Burmese

'

Mi in Khyeng
Mi in Moitai

Mi-ung in Maplu
Ma-i in Kdmi
Mba-i in Kumi

Fa-i in Khamti
Fd-i in Tai
Fo in Kong

Me"-n in Dbimdli
Meh in Takpa
Meh in Tboohu

Sa-meh in Manyak
Sa-rni in Sdk

E'-me* in Abor
Ti-mi in Gydrting
U-ma in H rpa
Um-ma in Aka

Day. Di-ni in Tshettshentsh

D e"n, De"-n in Ingush

Ki-ni in Kasi Kamak

Ki-na in Makash

Fa servile. We shall presently see it usurp-
ing the place of the root.

These abundant instances from the Mongolian
series plainly prove the root in the Cau-
casian series, and they show that root pre-

cisely such in every phase (mi, me", md) as
it is seen in the Caucasian series. We thus

securely proceed to the serviles or rather

servile, and this the Manyak word, below,
gives in the primitive state, unaltered by
blending or by euphony. We are therefore
certified as to its various altered forms (zhi,

zd, s6) in the Caucasian series. Observe
also in the Mongolian series that all the

tongues which use the mi root in the sense
of man have md instead of mi for fire.

Turn to ma-fd, supra, and note again how the
servile supersedes tbe root, as in zi for mi,
fire. So also Tibetan ba for Circassian bsa,
voce cow, and Anamese di for Dido bi, voce
skin ; the last so decisively proved by the
Murmi form of the word wherein root and
servile both appear, di-bi. Thus the Cir-

cassian word ma-fa supplements and ex-

pounds the Tai and Khdmti word fa-i
;
and

this the Manyak word sameh supplements
and expounds the Georgian word mse* and
its Suanic and Absn^ equivalents. The
languages must have a deep and radical

affinity which can thus be made mutually
to illustrate each other.

Return to the simple root again.

Here we have the sa particle above cited in its

pure unaltered state. The Georgian mse"
shows it transposed and blended.

Timi recurs to the mi form of the root, with
the inseparable Gydrung prefix (ta) harmon-
ised in its vowel, ii servile, like 6, in e'-me'.

These last words of the fire series afford

excellent illustration of the wide scope of

. servile adjuncts.

Di is the da prefix harmonised in its vowel to

that of the root ni.

'Den shows the above prefix conjunct, and the
ni root altered to ne*, become e"n per metasta-
sin. Or, if we read de'-n, then the particle
takes the harmonised vowel of the root
which is absorbed, as in din for di-ni, below.

Has the ka prefix harmonised in its vowel to

ni root.

Means to-day. Ki, as above. N"a, a new
phases of the root, as ma for mi, fire.
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Di-ni in Magar
Di-ni in Gurung
Di-ni in Bodo
D-in in Khas
Ka-ni iu Kuuii

Ka-nbi in Khyeng
Ko-ni in Kolun

gNa in Hdrpa

Si-ni in Singpho

Nam-sin in Sunwdr

Sak-ni in Lepcha

Nhi in Newdri

1*6 in Burmese
Ni in Mrii

Ni-n in Koreng

taNi-n in Mrii

Nd in Sunwdr

Na-m in Limbu
Na-m in Kirdnti

in Serpa
Ni-bha in Newdri

Nhi-ga in Newdri
Ka-nhd in Newdri
Ba-ha-ni in Newdri
Ha-ni in Newdri
Tha-ni in Newdri

Mi-nd-k in Burmese

Ma-ni in Edmi

Nyima in Tibetan

Nyi-m in Lepcha

Na-ni in DLimdli

( Tally exactly, root and servile, with the
Tshettshentsh word, and similarly analysed

(
of course.

Tallies with the den instance.

Means day and sun.

i

Means sun. The roots for sun and day run
into each other to a great extent. Nhi, vel

ni, vel iid, is the root.

Si servile is the sa particle with harmonised
vowel.

( Compare nam-kha, voce sky. Sin for si-ni is

(
like din for dini, ni being the root.

Sak, like nam, is a servile or particule mort
;

*

not, however, so utterly dead that its radical

sense of "sun" cannot be recovered.

Shows the root again, free of all adjuncts, but
varied by an aspirate, as khd for kd, voce

sky ; mlie" for md, voce fire.

( Means "sun." Day, sun, and aky run into

| each other perpetually. 9

!

Compare nam-kha, voce sky ;
mean sun or

parent (ma) of day (na) ; or,
" m" being ser-

vile, na = ni, will be sun vel day.
Means day and sun.

Means sun.

Mean respectively to-morrow and yesterday,

evening, then, and to-day, and are most
valuable exponents of the function of the

particles as well as of the flexibility of the
roots nhi, nhd, ni, being as surely phases of

one root as mhe, m<5, ma, mi are, voce

I fire.

(Means

morning, from the roots ma, mother,
and nd, day, with the articular k suffix, as in

kha-k, sky. The Chinese in like manner
name the day the sun's son. Or the prefix
ma may be a servile as in the next word.

{The

meaning here being simply day, from the

root ni, ina must be a servile, no more

affecting the sense of the root than the
i

v, and sa prefixes in Dini, Kani, and
Sini.

Here the ma particle becomes a suffix, and, as

before, without touching the sense of the

root.

Ma suffix conjunct = ma in the preceding
word. Seema conjunct in tsari chim, voce

water.

Means then. Na, servile.

Obnerre therefore that what is aald of the universal vitality of all the particle* of these

tongues, TOCO dog, Ls only true la the oomprtlMiuive view of the language*.

VOL. II. E
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Nyi-ti-ma
*
in Dhimdli

Snyi in Gydrting
Pish-nyi in Gydrting

Sos-nyi in Gydrung

Ti and ma, both servile differential. For ma
suffix, see chi-m, voce water, si-ma, voce

tree, &c. For ti suffix, see purti, voce bird,

bi-t, voce cow, &c.

Sa prefix, conjunct.

[
Mean respectively to-day and yesterday.

Night. Ak-sa" in Osetic

K'she'-r in Armenian

Se'ri in Mingrelian

T'shd-n in Tibetan

Ch<$-n, spoken Tibetan

Se'n-li in Takpa

Chd-i in Chinese

Cha-i in Buret

Ak servile as in akra, voce horn. Sa root

sha, Tibetan.

K prefix = ak, and the final r, the common ra

particle, conjunct.
Ri suffix, servile = r in ksher. See Supple-

ment.
Initial t' and final n serviles.

Final n servile.

Ku prefix and dik suffix serviles. S^ root.

Li servile, as in che'-li, Georgian, voce hand,
and kue"-li, Surawdr, voce hand.

Tally exactly with the spoken Tibetan.

Summer. Ach-kd in Mizjeji

Cha-ko in Tushi

g j-Ua
Chi-a in Chinese

Chd-ko in Dhimdli
Sd-ko in Dhimdli

Chd-n-gu-la in Newdri

Sun. bSha* in Mingrelian
Sha" in Tushi.

Ta-chan in Tushi

Sha-n in B<5d6

Sa-n in Gird
Sd-ne in Dhimdli

Sd-cha-k in Lepcha

Ach = cha, per metastasin. K6 servile.

K6 servile, like ke" and kzL For vocalic

changes, see "dog."
Mean spring. Medial r and d serviles, for

which see the Supplement of this paper.
Final a servile.

Cha is hot and so* summer,t Yet the adjective
and substantive are really but one word.

"The hot months." La" means month, and

gu is a servile = ka, ko, supra.

Means day. Final n, servile as in the follow-

ing words.

N servile, as in the prior word and subsequent
one.

Means sunshine.

( Sa-cha", sing, song, repetition of the root. K,
/ articular servile.

( Compare tagalan Ta-vo and Bugis tau, mean-
Moon. Twaiin Suanic=Ta*-va-i < ing man, for proof of the wide prevalence of

( disjunct and conjunct styles. Final i, servile.

* Mani compare with nyima and nyitima afford further illustrations of the rule of trans-

position already illustrated from the mse and sameh instance, voce fire, as well as from the
inisa and sami sample, voce man. In fact, no law of these languages can be more certain than
this of transposition, passing frequently into substitution (of servile for root), of which also
we have seen various instances. The rationale is that every element is, in general, equally
available in a primary or secondary sense, though there will of course be exceptions if the
view be narrowed to one or two of the tongues, and more especially if these be regarded
merely in statu quo.'

t Compare Malay cha-bi and Endo sa, meaning pepper. Sense, sound, and system seem
to tally with ours, the added or omitted servile and the change of root I !
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Tw6* in Georgian
mTwd-re in Georgian
Tw6 in Newdri
Dd-va in Tibetan
Dd-u in Lhopa
Td in Tai

Td-li in Dhimdli

Rd servile, the common ra suffix.

Epithet from colour, white.

Li servile, as in .cheli, sen-li, supra.

Earth. T'she-do in Dido

T'shi in Georgian
Tshi-git in Osetic

T'shi-git in Dugoian
T'se" in Georgian.

Sd-ch in Osetic

Sd-ch in Osetic

Mit-za in Georgian

Mi-sd in Andi
Mu-sd in Akush

Di-cha" in Mingrelian

M'shd in Hdrpa

Ha-sd in S<5ntdl

Se*h in Gydrting
Sd in Tibetan
Sd in Lhopa
Sdh in Takpa
Cha in Newdri

Kat-ch<$ in Karen

( Initial t', servile, and do suffix. For the

\ suffix see remarks in Supplement.

( Initial t', the common ta particle ; git, doubt-

( ful.

SCh

suffix, a phase of the diminutive particle

cha, sa.

Sa, the root, is the earth. Sach, earth, soil,

a little of.

Mi-t, double servile, modified like git.

'Mi and mu are indubitable serviles, sd being
the root. They serve excellently to show
how these particles attach to the roots.

The mi prefix is very common in the Magar
tongue, as mi-rong, misya-ros, &c.

Chd, the root, tallies exactly with Newdri.
Di is the common da prefix.

K' is the ka particle conjunct, aa in k'mari,

k'li, k'anak, &c. &c.
Ha servile, or a synonymous root.

( These numerous samples from the Mongolian
1 tongues plainly demonstrate the root of the

J Caucasian words as before remarked in refer-

ence to the fire series.

Compare kat'shti, voce hand, and observe that
the form is identical in the Caucasian and

Mongolian sample (andi and pie"). We have
here the very same compound servile (ka-ta)

similarly employed (prefix). Such perfect
coincidence of all the elements of speech
could result only from identity of origin
and family unity.

Za-ch in Osetic

Se-ch in Wogal
D'z<$ in Akush,
Zi-o in Dido

Dd-wS in Dhimdli
D4 in Kolunj

The word is radically the same as that for

earth, as proved by the Osetic and Wogul
terms. The prefix also is the same, and
hence a suffix is required to difference the

senses. It is thus we learn the real function

of the serviles. See note, voce ego =
homo.

See Earth.

( Comparing this word with the Akush d'sd, we
see the equivalency of the conjunct and

( disjunct serviles.
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T'si in Khyeng
T'ed in Takpa
T'sha in Tibetan
Sha" in Burmese

Wi-sha" in Mru

Cha"-cha* in Gya>ung
Chhci in Lh<5pa
Chha* in Serpa
Chi in Newdri
Chk6 in Manyak
Child" in Horpa
Chlie" in Gydrung

Su-ng in Sdk

Sytz-ng in Bodo

Dab-su-.n in Mantclm
Da-ba-su in Mongol

:Wi=
water? sha = salt. The salt procured

from water. Else wi bi, the common
servile.

Root repeated as in kd-kd, voce sky.

( This aspirate ch is equivalent to the Tibetan

\ and Kabitsh tsh.

( Final nasal servile. Intercalate y, very com-
< mon as ni, nyi, voce day. Khi, khyi, voce

( dog-
( We cannot doubt that su is here the root.

1 Da-ba, therefore, are servile prefixes, though

J
the existence of such has been denied to

( these tongues.

River. O'r in Osetic

Hor in Avar

Or-(kyure') in Akush

Wd-ran in Osetic

sg-Wd in Georgian
0' in Sale

O'ng in Lepcha

U'-(su) in Sokpa

Wd in Newdri

A'u in Mru
Wd-i in Dbimdli

Hra in Hdrpa

Hyung in Serpa
O'ng-kyong
W6-h6ng in Limbu
Khydng in Lau

Khw<5ng in Gtirung
Khyong in Burmese

0', u, tlie root, r servile.

The same aspirated.
For Kyure* see on to "rain."
Means rain. W root ; ran servile. See

Supplement.
Means a lake

;
wa" the root.

( 0' is the nude root. O'ng the same, with the

( common nasal addition,

j U', another phase of the water root. For su

(
see on.

Same as u ; means water.

Prefixes h and k servile.

Unites the 6 and u roots.

Means rain.

Hra ho-ra, ho-r, with the vowel of the root

absorbed as in mse", voce fire, &c.

Compound of yti and ong, synonymous roots.

Compound of kyti (see rain) and <5ng, supra.

S

Obvious compounds from the precedent ele-

ments. River, rain, water, so run into

each other that no justice could be done to

the real synonyms by technical separation.

Rain. Ku-a, Kwa" in Abassian

(Or) Kyu-rd in Akush

Ku-i, Kwi, in Murmi
Kyu in Gurung

Li-ku in Sunwdr

Khu-(si) in Newdri

( For re" suffix see the Supplement.
" Or "

dis-

< posed of above. Kyu is ku with the inter-

( calate y as in nyi for ni and khyi for khi.

Li may be a root = sky, and then liku is sky
water, or it may be the li servile.

Compound of two synonyms Abassian kti and
Kubitsh si ! For si, apart, see on.
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Lake. D'zo in Armenian
T'so in Tibetan

Water. Du in Ingush
D<5-u in Armenian

Du-n, d5-n, in Gaelic

Du-i in Singpho
D(5-i in B(5d6

Do-i in GaY6
Dd in S6ntul

D& in Moasi
]>i in Ma^ar
Ti'i-i in Khyeng
Tii-i in Kdmi
Tu-i in Mrii

Chi hi Mizjiji

Shi-n in Kubitsh
Shi-n in Kasikumak
She-n in Akush

pSbi in Tsherkesik
dZdk in Absn6
T'cha-ri in Miugrelian

Chi-m in Tshari

S6 in Altekesek

Chi in Card
Chi in Dhiiuuli

Ti-chi in Gyarung

T'cW in Mopla
mChi-n in Jili

Cho-du-k in Mongol
f-si-ng in Khyi

.a Ugorian

ntSin in Singpho

Chd-wa in Kinlnti

Cha in Thochu

r in Armenian

T-su-en hi Samoiede

i Tibetan
Chhu in Lhdpa
Chhu-a in Limbu

tatf

8hu-i in Gyami
Su in Anam
8u in Turki

Voce "dog." We have summarised the changes
to which the elements of words are liable

when taken singly or when a single element
constitutes a word : we may here take oc-

casion of the great water root (or of avail-

able space, rather) to summarise the changes
those elements are liable to in conjunction,
or when more than one goes to the com-

position of a word. They are

1st. By reiteration, as kfi-kfi, voce sky, cha"-

cM, voce salt.

2d. By cumulation, as na-ma, si-ni, voce day,
i-s5-ua, voce he.

3d. By contraction, as nt-sin, voce water; bb-

se", voce tongue ; mse", voce fire .

4th. By permutation (euphonic of vowels and

consonants), as kach-churfor katas kyur, voce
sour.

5th. By transposition, as mim-ma and mi-sa,
versus sa-mi, and s-rnd, voce man.

6th. By substitution, as fa for ma, voce fire,

di for bi, voce skin.

Final n servile. This is easily said by way of

disposing of an inconvenient particle. But
I appeal to the uniform tenor of the whole
of my paper for my proofs.

M conjunct, ma suffix, 'as in Lepcha, nyim,
voce day, and in Mru sham, voce hair.

Often cited with the du suffix as is dz^ in

Absne. See remarks on tshe-do, voce

earth.

( Has the inseparable ta prefix harmonised in

| its vowel.

The same prefix conjunct.
Initial m and final n serviles.

!

Means "
spring." Observe that the du suffix

i frequently attached to Absnd z6 and
Altekesek so*, though omitted here.

Compound of two synonymous roots.

N-t prefix, and n suffix, serviles, si being the

root.

Zu = BU = chu, the root.

H final, the common ra suffix, conjunct.
Cited to illustrate tzu just n-niarked on ;

final en is metastatic ne, a servile.

Aspirate chh = ta and tah by numerous ex-

atnplen, though the Tibetan alphabet has

both letters.
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iT-su in Sokpa

Chta-rd in Kalmak
Ch<5-du-k in Mongol

Cow. bSa" in Circassian

Sd'in Newdri
Sa"-lo in Sokpa
Sha-r in Mongol
Sha-r in Khyeng

Ed-shd in

Bd in Tibetan

Bi in Sunwdr
Bi-t in Limbu
Bi-k in Lepcba

K-chu-g in Osetic

Md-shu in B6d6

Md-chti, spoken Tibetan

Dog. Ch<5-i in Avar
Ch6-i in Andi
Ch6-i in Cbansag
Chu-a" in Akush

K-chu-d in Osetic

Shu-n in Armenian
Ch<5-i in B<5d<5

Chu in Magar
Chi-ta in Moasi

S<S-ta in S<5nta"l

Kh in Circassian

K<5-a in Kubitsh
Gwai in Dido
Gwi in Dugoric
Khi-d in Dhimdli
Kbi-d in Limbu
Khi in Lh<5pa
Khi in Gurung
Kbwd in Thochu
Khwe" in Burmese

Kbyi in Tibetan

Geu, gyu, in Chinese

Na gyu in Gurung
Kd in H6rpa
Kd-i in Ga~r<5

Kou in Gyami
Ku in Sak

If and su, are synonyms. IT is, in fact, the

basis of a whole series of words for water.

Mean rain. The ra suffix = du, to which is

added the articular k. Du, however, may
here be a root and synonym.

Turn to the Tibetan word, and mark how root

and servile are commutable.

Lo, servile. La, li, 16, its phases ; r, the

common ra suffix.

Note how the surplus silent b of Circassian

here becomes a regular prefix.
Takes up the servile b of the Circassian and
makes root of it as already noted in various

other instances.

K and g serviles ; chu, root.

Mil, feminine sign.

Ma", as before.

!

Initial k and final d, servileg. The latter is

the conjunct form of the da, du, do, suffix

remarked on in the Supplement.

Ta, the common servile, which, like all others,

may be prefixed or suffixed.

We may take occasion of the cycle of changes
seen in this word to make a general remark :

that homogeneousness and vitality belong
to all the elements (roots and serviles) of

words in these tongues is a very important
truth, as well for the illustration of general

philology as for the explanation of the ex-

traordinary extent to which transposition
and substitution among those radical and
servile elements are carried. It is likewise

true that these elements and the words

resulting from them are less flexible and
mutable than among the Arian tongues.
But it is by no means generally or strictly
true that "all the words are invariable."

On the contrary, the words, whether con-

sisting of monosyllable roots, or of such

roots and their servile adjuncts, are con-

stantly subjected to changes, which are

clearly systematic, which belong alike to

the radical and servile particles, and which

may be summarised as follows :

1st, by aspiration, as khi for ki.

2d, by change of vowel, ko, ku, ke, ka for ki.

3d, by intercalation of y, khyi for kbi.

4th, by metastasis, ain for nai, voce ear, &c.
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Ta-kwi in Mru
Kut-chik in Kurd
Khi-cha in Newari
Ko-chu in Kiranti

Ku-chung in Sunwdr
Dog. Hue" in Chunsay

Hw<5 in Tunglhu
l/-i in Kumi
U-yo in spoken Tibetan

Tret. K-Cha-d in Osetic

Che* in Mizjeji

dSe"-g in Circassian

dSd in Lazic

Se-k in Suanic
Shi in Gydrung
Si-ng in Moasi

Shi-ug in B<5d<5

Shi-ng in Dhimdli

Shi-ng in Lhtfpa

Si-ng in Magar

Si-u-du in Qurdng

Sd-ng in Anam
Si-ma in Newdri

T-sing in Mru

Forett. Dish-chd in Mingrelian
Din-cha in Dhimdli

Bird. Pu-r-ti in Andi

Pdt-tang in Avar

Pyd in Gydrung

Pyd in Takpa.

Byu in Tibetan

Bu in Limbu
Pho in Lepcha

Pi$h.bZb6h in Circassian

gZhdh in Thochu

Di-sho" in Magar

Kwi root = Ku-i.

Tbese are compounds of the two preceding
words a sort of term very common in all

countries wberein many tongues prevail.

Tbe root varies from cbd to che", and sa to s^,

to si, to sbi. Tbe suffixes have occurred

too often to call for further remark in this

place.

Here is a Mongolian sample of the du suffix,

so frequent in the Caucasian series. Ka-n-

du, ka-do-t, &c., voce foot, are further

samples.
Sd, si, the root, ut supra. Of ma suffix we

have had samples in nhi-ti-ma, voce day,

chi-m, voce water, cha-m, voce hair, &c.

j
The Osetic chd = tree is clearly the basis of

(
these two words for forest.

( Compare ta-r-ti, a cap, ti-r-mi, a man, nyi-ti,

day, of the Mongolian series, and the pu
f root will be easily apprehended.

'

Tang, servile, is the ta particle with the

common nasal addition. How common it

is may be seen by consulting my Himdlayan
vocabulary. P6 is the root, borrowing the

t from the servile suffix.

y6 = pe\ The frequent intercalation of

j y has been already noted in ui, uyi, khi,

( kbyi, &c.

( Abstract the intercalate y, and the root re-

| produces that of the Andi pu-r-ti.
Andi pu.

Turn to the word for flesh, and you will see

the differential function of the prefix b.

Initial g = b supra. These are merely the con-

junct forms of the ba and ga prefixes. The

conjunct and disjunct system of prefixed, at

of infixed and pobtfixed serviles, prevail alike

in the Caucasian and Mongolian tongues, M
evidenced by this paper throughout ;

and

the prevalence of both systems is a:

striking feature of that perfect analogy
which pervadea these tongues.

Di servile.
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Flesh. Zhe*h in Abassian
Je*-chu in Suanic
Li-chd in Finnic
Sbd in Tibetan
Slid in Takpa
Ta-shd in Gydrung
A-sd in Burmese

Egg. Du-khi in Akush
To-kbd in Gdr<5

Tou-chi in Gdr<5

Tou-d6ii in B<5d<5

T<5-i in Khyeng
Du-i in Mrti
Du in Kilmi

Tu-i in Dhimdli
I/ in Burmese

Ear. Nd in Armenian.
A in in Tshari

Ain in Avar
Nd in BQrmese
rNii in Tibetan
Nd in Singpho
Nd-vo in Lh6pa
Nd-ko in Limbu
Nd-ku in Karien

Nd-pe in Murrai
Nd-be" in Gurdng
A-ga-nd in Kdiui
Kd-ne" in Sdk
A-kha-nd in Tankul

Nd-i-pong in Newdri

Nhd-tong in Dhiiudli

Hair. T-sbd-r in Kasikumak

Sd-b in Avar
Sdb in Anzukh
Sd-b in Tsbari

Sbd-ben in Burmese
Shd-m in Mru
Cbd-m in Magar
A-sh<5-m in Lepcha
A-sbd-m in Kami
Lu-sd-m in Kbyeng
Lu-sd-m in Kbyeng

Head. Td-wi in Georgian

Td-u in Kbas.
Thd-bo in Murmi

Td-ng in Kiranti

Thd-gek in Limbu

Tbau in Gyami

Li servile. Chd root.

) Tbe prefix ta is as common in Gydrung as is

\
d in Lepcba and Burmese.

Du, Water? Kbi, fowl.

To, blood, and kba, fowl.

Tou, fowl, and cbi, blood.

Tou, fowl, and doi, water.

,17, Burmese, meaning originally "water, "is
tbe root of all tbe otber words, for which
see "Water." Tbe metaphorical and now

! only current sense of tbe word is even more
\ singular than that of the preceding terms,

j
amongst which tbe first is determined ana-

logically. The literal sense of u is lost in
\ Burmese, like mi for man.

Ain = nd-i, per metastasin.

Nd, the root, speaks for itself. Vo = bo =
be = pe are phases of one and tbe same
servile which = ko, ku. De Coros calls

these "articles," and, like all tbe serviles,

they often perform the articular function of

specification or emphasisatiou.

'A rich fund of illustration of the serviles, the

nd root being unquestionable. My Himd-

layan vocabulary affords numerous samples
of the pong and tong suffixes, which are but

pa and ta with the frequent nasal addition.

Shd the root, t' prefix, and r suffix, as before
in endless examples.

b final, the conjunct form of the ba, bo, suf-

fix, so common in Tibetan.

M servile = b, and constantly commutable
with it.

A prefix and m suffix, so common in Lepcha
that almost every adjective in particular is

thus formed.
Lu man. Hence lusam is human hair.

Wi servile = bi, vi, infra, compare wi-shd,
voce salt.

Aspirate form of root, with bo suffix.

Ng servile, the customary nasal appendage
often superseded to other serviles.

Gek servile. Compare git in Tsbigit, voce
earth.

Aspirate root as in Murmi.
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Ka-tau in Mou

Kdh. A-kdh in Absnd

Za-kd in Altekesek

A-kd in Tangkul
Kd-ng in Burmese

\

Da kii-m in Ii;ir6

K-ra in Gurung

Kho-ro in Bodo

,
j

Ra-k-ka in Tsari
Horn

Bone.
R-ka in Georgian
Rd-g-s in Lettic

Ru-g in Slavie

Ak-rd in Lazic

Rd, and Ru in Tibetan

Rd-k in Thochu
A-ro in Rukheng

Rou in Lbupa

Re*-ra in H6rpa
in SoutfQ

Am-rd in Sdk

A-ro-ng in Lepcha
116 in Gurung

R<5-s, Rd-ng in Magar

Bone. tLu-na in Dido
i in Shan

Tai-zyu in Suanic

Gy<5 in Burmese
Guru in Sunwar

JfoiiM. Mtf-W in Kubitsh
Mu-ra in I.

Mu-r in Kboibu

Mbu-tu in Kewari

Ka, tbe common prefix. Note tbat, in
I general, a servile may be known by tbe

I

absence of accent, or of broad vowel where

writing is used.

A servile, as in a-sbom, a-sa, &c.
Za servile, tbe sa prefix in its usual Caucasian

phase.

Ng servile.

Prefix da and suffix m, serviles.

Compare bra for bora, mse for me-se. So kra
for kd-ra, the ra sufiix absorbing the vowel
of tbe root.

Ro servile with harmonised vowel.

Ra root, ka servile adds k to it.

Servile ka absorbs the vowel of the root rd.

G and s servile.

G servile.

Ak servile as in ak-sa. It is the ka suffix

changed per metastasin.

Pure root, of which rd, rd, ro, rd, are the

phases.

Jo servile, and ka also, differential addenda.

K final, conjunct form of ka suffix = pre-
fixed k' in ak, which itself is merely metas-
tatic ka.

Rd servile, or sing-song repetition of root.

De* servile, the da particle harmonised to

vowel of root.

"Am "
servile, metastatic ma.

A prefix, and ng suffix, serviles.

Pure root.

The roots for horn and bone are constantly
the same, both in the Caucasian and Mon-

golian tongues. The senses are sometimes

distinguished by an additional particle, as

in Magar, which uses the prefix mi = human
to demark bone. Just such is the form in

lusau, voce hair.

'The root is lu, which is really only a varied

pronunciation of Tibetan n'i. J'.ut note

how tbe servile t stands equally as prefix
and suffix, just as does the servile r, voce
tone.

Tsi = magar mi, just remarked on ; ryi root,

( compare lusan, voce hair.

R<5 servile.

M<5 the root, 16 servile.

M u the root
; rti servile.

The same with ra conjunct.
tte form of root, as mbd for me*,

j
fire

;
uhi for ni, day, &c., Ac,
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Tooth. dZe"h in Circassian

Zi-vi in Avar
Si-bi in Lesgian
T-shi in Chinese
So* in Lb6paW in Newan
S-wa" in Murmi
S-we" in Thochu

Ti-swi in Gydrung

Th-wa" in Burmese
S6 in Tibetan
S<5 in Serpa

A-tha-wd in Sdk

Sa-k in Gurung
Sya-k in Magar

Si-tong in Dhiuidli

Syd in H<5rpa

D servile.

Z = B. Observe that in the Mongolian
samples the conjunct form is used, swi, swa*.

T' servile = d Circassian.

( Ti, the usual Gydrung prefix harmonised to

j
the root.

Th servile.

( Repeats the Burmese prefix with an additional

| one.

K servile, the quasi article so often noticed.

Tong is the ta suffix, with the nasal addition

before noted.

Intercalate y, as in khyi for khi, voce dog ;

nha for na, voce ear.

1/orw. t'She* in Circassian

A-se
1

in Tuwash
z-Che*-ni in Georgian
She", 86 in Tibetan
She" in Khyeng
Sa" in Sdk
Sd-la in Newdri
Sa-dom in S<5nta"l

Sd, changing to so", is the root, the aspiration

being neutral as to sense. Thus we have
mhe or me, nhe* or nd, khi or ki, &c.

Dom, suffix, is the sexual sign.

in Georgian

Pe'-t-che' in Mantchu

Po-g in Lesgian
Pa-g in Chunsag
Pa-g in Anzukh
Pa-g in Khas
Pd-li in Newdri

in Gurung
in Murmi

T'shd-ka in Andi
Chhd in Horpa
Che"-n in Anam
Lip-chd in Manyak
Lap-che in Manyak hand

Chap-lap in Gitro

Chhd in Gyami
Kd-ch in Osetic

Ko-ch in Tshetshentah

Ko-g in Ingush
Ko-g, ko-ek, kwek in y,

Mizjeji

K<5-da in Kabitsh

K<5-ng in Khyi
Ka-ng in Tibetan

Note the marvellous correspondence of this

word with its Mantchu equivalent, roots and
servilea tallying, as in katshu, voce hand.

The manner in which the words for hand and
foot run into each other, alike in the Mon-

golian and in the Circassian series, is truly

remarkable, so much so that it is difficult

to distinguish the terms. The Georgian
pe"-che", like the Mantchu pe't-che', in fact,

blends the more special names for the lower
and upper members, and so do the Manyak
lipche" and lapche", the latter word meaning
hand, whilst che"li, hand, in Georgian, has

the che" root of foot, with li servile.

d, k<5, is the root in all these words and in

the next one. Yet the two latter mean
hand a sufficient confirmation of what just
said !

For da" suffix, see remarks on tshedii, voce

earth, and compare ka-do and ka-do-t,
infra.

Final ng servile, as in many prior instances.
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Kd-ng-lep in Lh<5pa

Ka-n-du in Pie

Kd-do-t in Mon
Ka-do in Pasuko

K<5 in Hdrpa

A-kho in Kdmi

Kh6-kh<5-i in Dhimdli

Khyd in Burmese
Khau in Tunglhu
Khu-t in Khoibu
Khu-t in Khaa

Khd-ng in Newdri
Td-i in Kubitsh.

Td-ra in Moasi

A-td-r in Sdk

Td-rni in Gydning
Ka-td in Soutdl

( Lep may be servile, or it may be the radical

| lip, lap, of lipche", lapche", &c.

Du servile, also the annectant n.

SMean

leg, yet have indubitably the same root

as the foregone, the do being servile, as in

tshedo, voce earth.

j
The nude root, vast numbers of such words

\
occur in all the tongues alike.

A servile ; kho, the mere aspirate phase of ko.

Root repeated, as in kd-kd, sky ; cho-cho,

hot, &c.

Means leg.

Ra, the common suffix.

A, the servile, so frequent in Lepcha and
Burmese

;
r = ra.

Mi, servile, means human.
Ta root. Ka, the common prefix.

Hand. Kd-r in Tshari

Ku-ch in Osetic

Kwd-r in Anzug
Kd-r in Sokpa
Ga-r in Mongol

Kd in Kumi
A-ka in Edmi
Ta-ku in 86k

Kwd-li in Sunwdr

Kat-shu in Andi
K.it-shA in PW
Che"-li in Georgian
Cbd in Mingreliau
Shi in Suanic
Shd in Gyami
Pat-ahu in Pusako
Chu-a-sd in Pie

R servile, conjunct ra, as in the following
words.

Ch servile
; compare s^-ch, &c.

R final servile. Ku-er, observe here that ku,

kd, gd, is the root throughout the whole

series, and note the identity of the word in

Sunwdr and Anzak with reference to the

alleged Greek etymon of kwdr.
The pure root.

A and ta prefixes, serviles.

Li servile, as in chd-li, Georgian for hand.
The word, therefore, is identically anzug, li

being = r.

Shu, the root. Kat, a double servile ; ka-ta,

f a marvellous accord !

( Such samples leave no doubt as to li being a

| servile.

Pat, double servile, pa-ta.

Compound of Andi BUU and Mingrelian chd ! !

Blood.-Tshd, shd in Absnd
Shd in Manyak
8dh in Thochu
S6h in Hdrpa
3yd in Gyami

Ta-fthi in Gydrung

/Compare the conjunct servile in the Absnd

word, and observe that the so-called mono-
< syllabic and polysyllabic character of lan-

guages baa been made to rest on this frail

V foundation !
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Thti in Osetic

Thw in Burmese
Thd in Sdk

Thd in Kasswi
Th(5-i in Gdr6
Ka-thi in Khyeng
A-thi in Kdmi
Thd-k spoken Tibetan

r, 6 in Dido
Hi-n in Andi
r in Khyi
Hi in Newdri
Hi-t in Kong
Hi-ki in Dhitndli

Hi in Khoibu
Hi in Maning
Hyu in Magar
Zi in Tshetshentsli

Zi in Ingush
Zi in Mezjiji
LT-si in Suuwdr
Chi in Gdro
A-zi in Champhang
A-zye" in Maram
Bi, pi in Avar
Vi in Lepcha
Wi in Mru

Skin.fF6 in Circassian

t'Chd-bi in Mingrelian
Ga-shi in Armenian
P6 in Kdmi
Pi in Chinese
Fi in Gyami
Pi in Mru
Che'-gu in Newdri
Pd-ko in Lhdpa
Pa-g in Tibetan

Skin. Kd-ni in Georgian
Ka-n in Suanic

Kdm-pa in Lho"pa

Bi-k in Dido
Di-bi in Murmi
Di in Anam

Bi-gur in B<5d6

Tongue. Bb s6 in Circassian

rdZhe' in Tibetan
She* in Chinese

Stone. D<5-r in Osetic

rD<5 in Tibetan

/'Observe that the change of root from thti to

I taws' is exactly similar to that of ku to kw,
/ voce hand. This identity of plan prevailing

throughout speaks trumpet-tongued for the

^ truth of the affinity of races contended for.

Ka servile.

A servile.

K, the articular suffix.

N servile.

T' servile.

Ki servile, the ka suffix harmonised.

17 servile as in u-ind, voce fire.

Gu servile, as in chan-gu, hot.

'Ka is the root passim. Ni and n, two phases
of the same servile.

The "m" in kampa, a euphonic copula with
reference to the labial of the root.

Pa, servile, the common ba, pa suffix of Tibetan.

Here is another sample of the substitution

of servile for root, as fd for ma, voce fire,

&c.

Gu-ra, double servile. See remarks, voce

ego = homo.

These repeated serviles bear direct reference

to the very numerous senses of the se' root,
and thus we learn the differential function

of the serviles. See remarks, voce man.

Note again how the suffixed and prefixed ser-

viles tally, the root (d6) being here in-

dubitable. So Tsari chi-m and Jili m-chi,
TOCO water.
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D<5h in Lhdpa
D6h in Serj.a

Dun-ga in Khas
Ld-di in Georgian
Lti-n iu Khyeng
Lu-ng in Limbu
Ta-lu-n in Sdk

L6-ng in Lepcha
Ka-lu-u iu Kami

Ga suffix, and annectant n, both servile.

Root is id, Iu. The serviles have been too fre-

quently remarked on to need repetition.
But note well how congruous they are, ab
initio usque ad fiuem !

Great. Di-di in Georgian
Di-di in Mingreliau
Di in Tai.

Ge'-dd-t in Bddd
Da" in Kuanchua
Dd-i in Anam
Dd in Pis'

ta-Dhi in Newdri

Three. Sami in Georgian
Sami in Mingrelian
Jum in Lazic.

Sum, ahum, earn, song, san,

thani, turn, in all the

Tibeto - Himalayan and
Indo-Chinese tongues

, &c., &c.I Root repeated as in cho-cho,

G^, the gd prefix euphonised ; t, conjunct ta.

I final servile.

( Ta, the common prefix, and dhi, the aspirate

| form of the root, aa ruhe for m6, &c.

Four. pSi in Circassian

pShi in Abassian
bZhi in Tibetan
Zhi in Lhdpa
Zhyi in Serpa
Si, Si-ku in Gyami
T'si in Siamese
Tft6 in Shan
Si in Tai

/Both root and servile are identical in all five

words
;
another marvellous instance of con-

< cord, capable, like the rest, of only cue

explanation.

\ Intercalate y, as in the nouns.

Ku, a servile.

T' servile, the common ta particle, conjunct.

The nude root.

Five. Chu-ba in Circassian

Pat-elm in Talien

( Chu, the root. Pat, a double servile, as in

\ the Pasuko word for hand.

Eight. Yat-sh in Tshetahenteh
in Limbu

in Takpa
Ka-yd in K;imi

Ba-yjt in Tangus
t in Mru

ya in Riranti
M Sunwdr

Or-y6t in Gydrung
Rwa in Georgian
Jlu-a in Mingrelian
K<; nti

'

inni
n Hdrpa

lli-nit in Mru

j
Final sh' servile. Another beautiful sample

j
of affinity.

G servile =: v, d, p, below.

Ya\ the root throughout the whole aeries, with
the common vocalic changes.

Or servile, in Gydrung.

Rd, n'l, re'-, is the root beyond doubt, though
the Kir.mti H.-imj.lo under both this a:

ling head shows how readily roota be*

come servile*, and rice vcrsd.
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Nine. bGfi in Circassian

dGu in Tibetan

rGu-re* in Thochu

Gu-bi in Manyak
Gun in SunwaV
Gu-n in Newdri
G<5 in Hdrpa

Kan-gu in Gyarung

Ten. pShe'-n in Circassian

Zhe'-ba in Abassian
Swd-ba in Circassian = Su-a

bChu in Tibetan
tSha-i in Burmese
hSu in Ka"mi
Chi in Ga>6
ta-Chi in GyaYung
Shi in Chinese
Sha-i in Tangus
ta-Shi in Tunghlhu
Si-su in Sdk
t-Sa-u in Talien

p-Chi in Takpa
Chu in Serpa
Chi in Gurung
Cha" in Lh<5pa
Sd-n-ho in Newdri

Chi-chi-bi in Manyak

Note again the wonderful accord of root and
servile.

The ra particle here appears both as prefix
and suffix.

Bi servile, as in Circassian.

The pure root.

N final, servile.

Nude root again.

Kan, double servile, ka-na = kam in kampa,
voce skin.

Sa", cha", is the root with the usual cycle of

changes by aspiration and by alteration

of the vowel ;
and to the root, moreover,

are added the usual variety of servile

appendages in some cases, whilst in others

we have the nude root. All this is perfectly
conformable to what has been seen in the

nouns, and it follows, therefore, that the

peculiarities commonly ascribed to the
numbers do not really exist. The nature
of the error, as derived from the examination
of a few only of these tongues, may be

appreciated by adverting to the remarks in

the next paper on the differences presented
to all tuck observations.

'Root repeated with ba suffix harmonised and
serial as in Circassian. This feature of the

numeral serviles is of frequent occurrence.

See Essay on B<5d<5 and Dhimdli for two

good samples.

P.S. The above paper has been considerably augmented in

number of vocables, and in the analysis of them, since it was first

presented to the Society, though not to the extent I had hoped and

purposed if health had not failed me. If, however, the principles
of the analysis (sufficiently revealed in their application and in the

observations of this and the following paper) be sound, they may
be easily carried as much further as is desired.

With regard to the soundness of those principles, I am fully

prepared for censure of the presumption of attempting to analyse
unknown tongues; prepared also to see many errors of detail

detected, to afford apparent justification of such censure.

I can but solicit the particular attention of the candid to the

perfect uniformity of the phenomena presented by the vocables,
whether nouns, pronouns, or numerals, from the very beginning to

the very end of my paper, and ask how this is to be explained, except

upon those principles which a comparison of the numerous Hima-

layan tongues with each other and with that of Tibet led me first

to detect, and which my opportunities of novel exploration beyond
the Himalaya afforded me great advantages for testing the more
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extended application of? I have to regret that my investigations
have been interrupted just when they were beginning to produce
their ripest fruit, and to solicit the Society's favourable construction

of what is now submitted as it is, rather than trust to an uncertain

future for its improvement.

Supplement to the paper on the Mongolian Affinities of the

Caucasians.

Since the above paper was hastily written I have obtained

through the courteous aid of our Secretary the loan of the

Mithridates and Asia Polyglotta. The ampler stock of Cau-

casian and Mongolian vocables thus placed within my reach

(and illustrated too by occasional analytical notices) has needed

only to be compared with my own large stores from the Hima-

laya, Tibet, Sifan, Indo-China, and Tamulian India, to satisfy

me that the widest assumed scope of allophylian affinities

ini^ht be placed on an unassailable basis. Again, a renewed

reference to well-known works'" has equally satisfied me that

nothing short of a careful analytical demonstration would be

accepted after the frequent insufficiently supported assertions

and more or less superficial investigations that have been given
to the world, even Dr. Latham's splendid panoramic view of

subject, though in fact well grounded on the opinions at

least of numerous scholars,t and fortified, moreover, by the

adduction of some special evidence J either priorly overlooked

or only recently accessible, having met with a cold, not to say
a scoffing, reception.^

I tliT.'fniv leg permission to withhold for the present the

comi list of Caucasian and Mongolian vocables which

1 prepared to accompany the above paper on the resem-

blance of Circassian and Gyaiuni; pronouns, pledging myself

richard, III. 13, et teq.; IV. 384 ti teq. Report of the British Association for

1850, p. 174, rt ttq. Madras Journal for July 1837, and January, June, 1850.

t Klaproth, Dobrosky, Rak, Rolt, Norria, &c. t &c.

t Brown's Indo-Chinese Vocabularies, and Rosen's Caucasian Researches.
"
Edinburgh Review." Article, Bopp's Grammar.
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that that list shall ere long be submitted to the Society, so

amplified and analysed as to enable the scholar both to test

and to extend the analogies sampled by the list.*

In the meanwhile, and with reference to the above paper,

I subjoin some farther explanations which will not only serve

to illustrate more fully its special topic (pronouns), but to show

how continued attention to the general topic teems with fresh

proofs of the soundness of the opinion that Caucasus is essen-

tially Tartaric, and that the widest sense of the word Tartaric

is the truest.

Klaproth, who was too well informed on the subject to

insist on the Arian origin of the Caucasians generally, yet con-

tended that the Osi were Indo-Germanic.

I shall soon be able, I think, to show that the elements and

the mechanism of words in the Osetic tongue are purely Tartar,

and that the very name of the race (0-sit), like that of the

Georgians (Swan), proves their Tartaric progeniture, these

names being significant, and significant in the special mode in

use among the Tartar races. How Bopp could contend for the

Arian origin of a race styling themselves Swan, and go to

Sanscrit for Georgian etymologies, I am the more surprised, as

swan in Sanscrit means dog, and we can hardly suppose that

the Georgians or any other people would call themselves dogs,

though their neighbours might so compliment them. Not to

travel, however, beyond pronouns, I may mention that I have

a long list of Mongolian equivalents for the Caucasian pro-

nouns, and that, for instance, the ma root in all its phases

(ma, mi, mo, mu), and in both its senses (nominal and pro-

nominal), will be exactly matched by a long series of Tartaric

equivalents. Nor are the so-called inflections or declensional

signs less Tartaric than the roots
;

for instance, i or ni for the

genitive ; an, ang, nang, for the dative case
;

the i being

Tibetan, Takpa, Horpa, &c.; the ni, Mongol, Mantchu, Turki,

Bodo; the an or ang, nan or nang, Dhimali, Turki, Ouigiir,

&c. Here is a sample :

* This has been done, I hope tolerably effectually, in the list as it now stands,

t See the note in the sequel on words with the 6 and si roots, o-as, o-su-ri,

o-zu-r-ka, &c.
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Pronoun I.

Ouigtir. Osetic.

N. Ma, ma-n Ma, ma-n
G. Ma-ni-ng Ma-ni

In Ouigur the first na suffix is often dropped in the dative,

and the second reiterated
;
and thus we have mangge* for ma

nang. Both changes are thoroughly consonant to the genius

of these tongues, and are in perfect harmony with the alterna-

tive nominative form ma, or ma-n. The n final is here simply

emphatic, and is the conjunct form of the na suffix. All these

particles, in either their servile or radical character and function,

may be used conjunctly and disjunctly, that is, with or without

their vowel ;* and all may be also augmented by various new
elements or by reiteration, without affecting the sense in either

case. Here are some samples of the disjunct and reiterated,

or added na, with one of these singular equivalents.

Pronouns I. Thou. He.

Tibetan Na, nani Kh, kh6na Kh6, kh6na
Esthonian Ma, minna Si, sinna Ta, temina

"We see here that the suffix m is equal to the suffix na.

So also is the suffix ra, which has been noticed as common, in

i and function, to the Circassian and Gyariing tongues, but

which in fact has a wide and almost universal prevalence

among these tongues, being attached like all the other serviles

alike to pronouns, nouns, numerals, adverbs, and changing or

dropping its vowel as well as taking the sur-suffix n, ng, with-

out more alteration in its meaning than in the other cases of

* Here are some examples k' tna-ri, man in Georgian, ka-mi, man in Kami ;

mti-rti, man in Sunwar, m-ru man in Mru (root, mi, ma, inn) ; m-/i, lire in

AUnd, mi-xa, fire in Avar (root mi) ; B-IIM', nirl in Horpa, so" md, girl in Thunglhu,

sa-mi, girl in Burmese (root md, mi). Note also the vonilir. changes of roots and

servile ra in ma ri and mu-ru-nn<l m-rfi
; ka, servile of Georgian kniari, is

: >ed in Suanic mard, where again the servile ri becomes rd. In the Indo-

je tongue* we have the ka prefix present and absent in this very word man,

just as in the Caucasian, witness k* lun in kolun, bc-in^ Inn in Burmese. I may
add 1-o-k in Tai and ld-g in Osctic, with the k vel g suffix (root, Id, lo, Id).

. II. F
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reiteration and elision and vocalic changes above illustrated in

the pronominal roots and serviles, and in the nominal ones

also, by the subjoined note.

In fact, such and much greater reiteration, cumulation,
substitution and vocalic change, with concomitant contractions

medial and final, affecting roots as well as serviles, are chief

almost among the fundamental laws of these languages, and

constitute the veil that has so long concealed their complete

affinity. Who, for instance, would suppose namasini, or con-

tractedly namsin, day, to be the same with ni, nyi, or nin ?

Show him, however, the intermediate forms nani, mani, and

sini, and show him also this intercalate y and final 11 of the

root, as well as this cumulation and these changes of the

serviles, holding good in a great number of other instances, and

you will carry him with you in this one and the rest, as I

hope to do my readers by and by.

Here are some further pronominal illustrations of the ra suffix.

It attaches, as ra, to the first and second singular in Cir-

cassian, exclusively ;
to the second singular only in Gyariing,

as re
;
to the third singular only in Mongol and Mantchu and

Sokpo, as r
;

to the third singular only in Gondi, as r
;

to the

third plural only in Turki, as re"
;
to all three plurals, and to

no singular in Rukheng, as ro
;
to the same in Burmese as do

(local difference and of pronunciation merely) ;
to the first and

third plural in Mongol as da and de* respectively ;
to all three

plurals in Takpa, and to them only, as ra
;

to all the persons

singular and plural in Tibetan, as rang, usually rendered by
self; to the first and third plural in Ouigiir, as ar vel lar.

The usual reading of olar, they, is o-lar, making lar a so-called

plural sign. But if ol be "
he," in Ouigiir and Turki, ol-ar

must be "
they." However, o is undoubtedly the root, as

provable by numberless instances in the cognate tongues ;
and

la is an infix, and o-la-ra the true etymological analysis, as of

the Turkish anlar and anlare", the analysis is a-na-la-ra, a being
here

w
the root (angge*, to him, a-ning, his), and na-la-ra, ser-

* The change of the root from 6 to & in Turki and Ouigiir is continued in

Mantchti, wherein it becomes i. Precisely in like manner w have uii, vel ma" vel

md, for five, and ni, vel na, vel nd, for day, in Caucasus.
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viles, whereof the first is the emphatic na above illustrated ;

and ar, vel ra, vel la-ra, the so-called plural sign or signs,

though in my judgment it is to mistake the true genius and

character of these tongues to give to any of their particles,

except with extreme reserve, the attributes of strict grammar

(declensional marks), or a precise independent signification

such as self for rang in Tibetan. Rang is a compound of the

ra and ang particles. The phases of the latter are a, an, ang,

and the reflective or egoistic sense, such as it is (it is most like

that of the Sanscrit swa), attaches, not to the compound rang,

but to the simple ang. In Bodo and Garo and Hayu ang
stands for the first personal pronoun ;

in Limbu and many
other allied tongues it is the first possessive, in the form of a.

In Tagala and Malayu a and aku represent the first personal,

and ang is an articular prefix of the same drift. The first

personal is an-ka in Kiranti and a-za in Osetic, prefix in

all these instances, in others^even of the same tongues it is a

suffix ;* but still, whether attached to pronouns, verbs, or nouns,

and whether prefixed or postfixed or standing alone, as root or

servile, it is apt to indicate a reflective character. This is the

reason why it so constantly marks the possessive case, with or

without a proposed particle ;
but if with one, usually the na

conjunct, which is only one phase, as ang-ge is another phase,

of the repetition of itself; and this is also the reason why in

so many of these tongues the ang suffix, when appended to

verbs and their participles, designates the first person. Thus

kaziing, I eat, kazangti, I who eat, I the eater, I eating, from

the root za, zo, in Gyarung. Fire", give ; pi-rang or pirang-gd
or pirdng-nd, give to me, in Limbu, from the root pi ; davo, give,

davong, give to me, in Gyairing, from the root va, vo. These

forms are imperative. The indicative ones are similar, thus

and dovo mean, you or he (quivis praeter meipsum) gives ;

and pining, dovong, I myself give, ang-n6 and ang-ge* are

equal, and are reiterations of the a, an, or ang particle. t Com-
* At ang it prefix or suffix, so is any other servile

;
for instance, the kd of anka,

here cited
; thus, k* mnri, man in Georgian (tn.iri in Suauic), and osurka, maid

relian (osuri in Lazlc). See on to further note.

t In Sontal, Uraon, Ho, and Hayu, the ang becomes ing, and eng with th

very tame emphatic reiteration, viz., eng gna and ing ga.
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pare ang-gd to me, in Turki and Ouigiir ;
and mang-ge' to me

in Ouigur, with their equivalent ma-nan in Osetic. Fire and

Pirdng show very pointedly that the reflective virtue resides

not in the ra particle but in the ang particle. This case also

exemplifies their conjunction. Ma-nang is the disjunct form
;

niang, the conjunct; and mang-ge is the same, only more

emphatic; mang, to me, mang-ge, to myself; and mang-ne
and mdng-r4 are both equivalents and emphasisers merely. So

mini is mine
;
and mining-ge', my own, in Mongol and Mant-

chii
;
the nang becoming m'ng euphonically to harmonise with

the mi root. And, by the way, we may here, as in all the

other derivatives, note the forthcomingness of the widely pre-

valent mi root, though obsolete as a nominative in these two

tongues, just as it is in the analogous sense of man (ego=
homo plur. exem.) in Burmese, wherein, however, we similarly

gather it from its derivatives, woman and child, minima* and

sa mi.

I have illustrated the pronominal and verbal uses of the ra

particle, as well as explained its relation to rang. Here are

some exemplifications of its nominal and other uses. I fear I

shall weary the reader, but he must remember that what is

true of this particle is true of all the particles ;
and that,

whereas a confined view of the character and functions of this

grand element of these tongues has led to very erroneous

notions as to their general affinity, so a complete conception

of the nature of the particles is the best guide to a just

perception of that affinity. For instance, Rosen has dwelt on

the unique character of the Circassian pronouns arising in

good part out of the operation of the ra particle, and I, follow-

ing him, have announced with reasonable surprise the fact that

the same peculiarities are attached to the Gyarung pronouns,

whereas, in very truth, whatever he or I noticed in this

respect as to the pronouns is equally true as to the nouns,

adverbs, &c., and that not merely in the languages of the

*
Compare Esthonian temma, supra, where suffix ma = emphatic na. All

these tongues affect illiteration and consonantal as well as vocalic harmony to an

extent quite perplexing, siuce each tongue has its fancies in this respect. Here

ma" is a root.
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Circassia and Gyariing, but in every tongue from Caucasus to

the Pacific. Here is the enumeration.

Ma-re, man, Suanic
; ma-ri, man,* Georgian ; ma-ro, man,

Lepcha ; mu-ru, man, Sunwar
; m-rii, man, Mrii

; ile*-ru, before,

Turki
; uz-rd, upon, Turki

; herel-ri, man, Sontal.

Lan-re, once, Tibetan; kyu-re', river, Akush; tho-re, to-

morrow, Tibetan
; wa-ran, rain, Osetic

; mu-ran, river, Turki
;

mai-ran, arm, Mantchu; kool-ron, child, Mongol; kho-rang,

sky, Bodo
; chak-reng, hand, Garo

; di-rang, this, Serpa ;

dd-ring, to-day, Tibetan
; re*-m-bu, man, Limbu

; res-ga, where,
Tibetan (samples of prefix) ; us-res, man, Gydrung (sa added) ;

rgu-re, nine, Manyak ; ma-r, horse, spoken Chinese
; ma-rhi,

horse, Sokpa ; ga-r, where, Tibetan
; ga-rd, where, Tibetan

;

de-r and de*-ni, there, Tibetan
; ta-r-ti, cap, Gyariing ; ti-r-mi,

man, Gyurung; ok-ur, ox, Magyar; o-zu-r-ka, maid, Mingreliau

(ka added, see note) ; o-sii-ri, maid, Lazic
; u-er-ti, boy,

Armenian
; pu-r-ti, bird, Andi (ti, added, the rati suffix) ; do-r,

stone, Osetic
; teng-er, sea, Magyar ; sha-r, ox, Mongol ; khor,

river, Avar
; kii-er, hand, Anziig ; ka-r, hand, Tshari

; ka-r,

hand, Sokpo.
We thus see that the ra particle changes its vowel to the

*
I here omit the ka prefix, with full warrant from usage :

See prior note oa kmari and klun ;
ka suffix in ozurka is the same thing and

similarly omissible, witness osuri. Here 6 is the root, = u, meaning man, and it

also takes the k prefix. Su is the sa particle harmonised in its vowel to the root.

It is a diminutive, so that o-sa, u-sa, oru-a-sa is child, and kusa is equally child.

We have kusa and a-sa in Limbu, and u-a-sa in Aver, u-s in Osetic, u-as in

Wogul, u-er in Armenian
;
sa in its capacity of diminutive mtans woman as well

as child when added to any root for man, as u or mi ; and hence Osetic u-sd wo-

man mi-sa, Ncwari. Such and so concordant are all the elements. In Ar-

menian uerti, child, erti vel rati being servile, it follows that the u root for man

may express juniors as well as adults, whilst the Gydrung us, man, and Osetic

us, woman, prove that the u root expresses both sexes, meaning man-kind or the

species man, and also that sa is nut uniformly a diminutive but a synonym.
will be amply proved by and by, when the o-u-w and the sa, si, shi, roots

id are arrayed, and then it will be also seen that the name of the Osetic

people is derived from two synonyms fur man, and that, like td-td, or tshe-tshe-

nsh, it is = Allenmnni. The Caucasian puzzle as to us, ush, ushi, u-as, u-as-sa,

u-er, o-su, o-zu, is solved by this explanation, and if we add the Murrni bu root

.in (supra), we have the clue to the Caucasian bo-zo, bo-shi, bit-shi, bi-slii,

for all which I have numerous Mongolian equivalent*, thus po-zo in Pasuko,

pu-sa in Karen, bu-cha in Tekpa, bi-sha and bi-shi in Bo*d<5.
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utmost (ra, r<$, ri, ro, rii), takes the ang or other additional

particle (ti, ka, sa), occupies the initial (res-ga), medial

(pii-r-ti), or final (ka-r) position, or even both (r gii-re), with

reference to the root, and lastly, blends itself with that root,

dropping its vowel (gar), or stands apart, retaining its vowel

(ga-ru) ;
and all this without change or even modification of

the meaning of the word as derived from the root further than

a certain emphasising can be so termed, as kho-rang, the sky ;

ka-r, the hand.

Such elements of speech and all the serviles are essentially

alike, can with little propriety be designated by our grammar
terms or alleged to be conjugational or declensional marks,

except with extreme caution. The essence of a grammatical
rule or part of speech is generalisation ;

the essence of the

function of these particles is the very opposite of specialisa-

tion
;
and thus it is that unlimited change of place and

change of form belong to the latter, whilst nothing of the sort

does or can belong to the former.

Of the habit of applying our grammatical terms to the

elements of these tongues in central Asia without any apparent

perception of their true character,* as noted in the south-

eastern islands, I will give a sample from the Altaic group of

languages.

The plurals of the Mantchu personal pronouns are thus

stated and commented upon.

We. Ye. They.

Moo*

To this statement of the pronouns it is added that be*, sou

we*, and te'se't constitute the ordinary series ;
that mouse* is a

sample of the dualistic form, and that it is regularly derived

from mou, I, by the addition of the plural sign se. Now it is

quite true that the existence of a dual or rather of an inclusive

* To prove this it suffices to advert to Vater's derivation of the Caucasian kar

and kwer, hand, from x/>, &nd Klaproth's of Waran rainm for uy V and M^
from

<^-.
I shall give numerous Tartar equivalents for all three, and thus prove

their roota to be respectively ka, \va, and ma, the ra, re", and ran being serviles,

or rather phases of one servile.
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plural
*

is one of the characteristics of these tongues, and one

that prevails very generally from the Pacific to Caucasus. But

how it can be said that in the Mantchii tongue this inclusive

plural is formed regularly from the singular mou by means of

the plural sign sd, I cannot conceive, since a regular pluralising

particle would be uniformly applied and wear one shape,

whereas there is here in the three persons of the pronouns no

vestige of such attributes in the sd particle. The ordinary
" we "

(be*) has no trace of this or other pluralising suffix
;
the

ordinary
"
ye

"
(sou we*) has quite a different augment (we) ;

and, lastly, the third person shows the sd particle indeed,

but with a foreign element or suffixed t (set). Now surely a

grammatical rule must have some identity of character, what

it includes must be similar in form and application. But that

in the Mantchu pronouns the plurals cannot be said to be

regularly formed by the addition of sd, is self-apparent ;
and if

we turn to any collated list of the pronouns of the Altaic

tongues generally, we shall immediately perceive the same

anomalies prevailing throughout this group of languages, and

affecting both the form and the application of all the particles ;

the ang suffix, for instance, being at once a genitive and a

dative sign in a single tongue (sangge, of thee
; manggd, to

me, in Ouigur), and also changing its form entirely in the same

case (meaning, of me
; sanggd, of thee) in that single tongue.

Look again beyond the Altaic group and you will see the

same anomalies. Everybody had noticed them in this or that

instance, and I have on this account myself demurred to the

use of the pronouns at all as a test of ethnic affinity. I am
now aware that I was misled by the authority of great names,

looking at these particles from a too grammatical point of

view. We first make the particles grammatical, and then we
declare them to be utterly anomalous

;
the facts being, that

they are not strictly or uniformly grammatical, generally

speaking, nor perhaps anywhere so, except as the result of

This remarkable and arbitrary feature of a dual and two plurals I have already
detected in the Kimwar, Hayu, and Kiranti tongues of the Hinutlnya, nml in the

Sontdl, and Uraon tongues of Tamnlian Imlia. I need hardly add that the

same peculiarity belongs to the Tagalan and Alforian languages, as well as the

AlUic.
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Arian influences (Tibetan, Newarese, cultivated Tamulian, and

so in Caucasus) ;
and that they obey their own law with

perfect uniformity, and equally so when they attach to pro-

nouns as to nouns and to verbs. That they are not strictly

grammatical may be shown as well by their inconsistency
with any intelligible conception of grammar,* as by the har-

monious and simple elucidation they admit of according to

their own norma loquendi or mechanism of speech.

Look, for instance, at the following explication of the

Mantchu plurals above cited, or mouse, souwd, and teset.

Mou-se, we = I and thou
;
thus mou is the ma, mi, mo, root

for I, obsolete as an ordinary nominative in this tongue, but

found as such in most of the cognate series of tongues, and

forthcoming even in Mantchu in all the oblique cases (mi-ni ;

mi-ninggd ; mi-nde*) ; se, again, is the sa, se, si, so root for thou,

still extant as si in this tongue, as s6* in Turki, as sa in Ouigur,

Finnic, and Esthonian, not to cite more instances from my
ample store. Therefore mouse* is beyond dispute a compound
of two roots meaning I and thou. In like manner precisely

is sou-we, ye, a compound of the root above cited for thou, and

of the o, u, root for he
;
which latter, though obsolete in Mant-

chu, is extant in Turki and in Ouigur as o
;
in Magyar as 6c

or we*
;
in Circassian as in' or wi

;
in Garo as u

;
in Dhimali,

in Gyaning, and in Thunglhu, as wa
;
in Newari, as wo, &c. &c.

Sou-we, ye, is therefore palpably a compound of the roots

expressing thou and he
;
so changing to sou, as mo to mou,

and 6e" to we*
;

the moreover being a synonym of 6, and

a phase of the i root, found alike in this very Mantchu tongue
and in Circassian

;
so that the Magyar oe", Circassian m, and

Mantchu i, with other instances just cited, lead irresistibly to

* There should be, though there is not, a higher sort of grammar capable of

reconciling Tartaric forms of speech with our own
;
that is, of showing the equiva-

lency of each to the other. In the meanwhile the use of our technical terms in

discussing the Tartar tongues is natural, almost inevitable ; and at all events I

l>eg earnestly to disclaim all purpose of censure whilst attempting to elucidate.

There is much grammar in these tongues, but, as I think, borrowed, and shown to

be so as well by reference to the much larger and unchanged portion of the

languages as by the unharmonising character which the grammatical element

wears when it exists.
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we= he in Mantclrii. Therefore souwd, ye, is literally thou

and he
;
as mouse*, we", is literally I and thou. In like manner

the third plural or they, te'se't, is undoubtedly a compound of

te = he, and so* = thou. The sd root has the ta particle

added as a conjunct servile (se'-t), according to a rule of

universal operation in these tongues. Te is extant in Mant-

chii in the sense of he. It has the ra particle suffixed and

harmonised in its vowel to the vowel of the root (terd), also

according to a universal rule governing these particles ;
and

se, in the sense of thou, is likewise extant, as si in Mantchu,

as sd in Turki, as sa in some one of its phases, in short (sa,

sd, si, so, su) in twenty of these tongues. Therefore te'-se'-t, or

they, is literally he and thou
;
and the whole of the three

plurals are constructed upon precisely the same principle

thus :

Mou-se" = we = I and thou.

Sou-we" = ye = thou and he.

Te'-se'-t = they = he and thou.

In like manner the Mongolian plurals, bi-da, ta, and te*-de*-t,

might be analysed by means of the Tibetan demonstratives, di

and do", with their analogues in allied tongues, and shown to

be nothing more than reiterate pronouns of the singular

number, and also that the da, de* is no more a plural sign

than the third phase of this particle or dou (da, d<$, di, do) is

a dative sign, though widely as erroneously so regarded (just

as De Coros regards the equivalent ra* particle), witness

t sd-do, to the earth
; ko-da, to the foot, &c., in the Caucasian

^roup, according to Vater. In truth, the da particle is in

these latter instances a servile, not a radical, as is the so

re given ;
but apparently neither radical nor servile can be

regarded in strictness as a declensional sign of case or of

* De Cords, pursuant to his view of the rd particle, as a dative case sign, trans-

lates natngar in one instance and another, to heaven. Now, natn is the sun, and

kha vel g;i is place ;
and that the ra suffix only emphasises the sense of khd vel

g may be shown by a familiar pair of examples. Gdr vel gdro and takla-khdr

are the names of two well-known places in Nari, gdr meaning the place <>r f

headquarters of its district
;
and takla-khdr, the place, or fort, or sadr, of Takla.

Again, the thirteenth divisions of the spire of a chaitya are called chuksum-klidr

in Tibetan = trayodas bhuvan in Sunacrit, i.e., the thirteenth mansion.
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number. Nor in the great majority of these tongues from

Caucasus to Oceanica do these or the other particles
*

ordi-

narily fulfil the necessary conditions of such a sign, with the

scant and obvious exceptions before noted. The sd radical

and the da servile are both alike particles, and as such subject

to the laws regulating particles, according to which all their

alleged anomalies in either character can be explained, includ-

ing not only every vocalic change incident to them in both

capacities alike, but also that substitution whereby they inter-

change functions and the root becomes a servile, or the servile

a root. Thus, for example, the se particle is undoubtedly a

root in the instances cited above, and it is as undoubtedly a

servile in the Magar tongue, wherein i-se means this, and o-se',

that
;

i and 6 being the near and remote demonstratives, with

se as a servile affix, answering exactly to the Georgian s in i-s,

he. Compare Circassian i with Georgian i-s, and the servile

and equivalent character of the sa suffix in these instances

drawn from the Magyar and Georgian tongues will be at once

apparent, and it will be also perceived how the alleged plural

sense is here neither admissible nor possible, though the

particle be assuredly the identical one to which in the

Mantchii tongue the plural quality is attributed.

In explaining the Mantchu pronouns I have included

almost all that need be said of the Circassian third personal

singular, or u, i, with its change to t' conjunct, as in t-ab, his

father.

If we consider the u, the i, and the t as all radicals, we

may yet find numerous equivalents for each in that sense
;

and if, again, we regard the t' as a servile superseding the

radical lii or wi, we may find abundant instances of such

supersession alike among the Caucasian and the Mongolian

tongues, as ma, ma- fa, fa, fire; bi, di-bi, di, skin; sa, ba-sa, lui,

cow; and many more for which I must refer to the forth-

coming analysed list of vocables.

With regard to Mongolian equivalents for the radicals u, i,

* The cha" suffix in ma-cli, we, Osetic, is called a plural sign. What is it in

a-ch, earth? Probably what it is in a-ch, one, Circassian; viz., a servile with

the usual differential function.
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and ta, in the sense of he, the third personal, the subjoined

enumeration must suffice at present.

U', Circassian= u in Gar6
;
u in Sontal

;
6 (6e*) in Magyar ;

6 in Ouigur and Turki
;
wo in Newdri

;
wa in Gyariing, in

Dhimali,* and in Thunglhu. I', Circassian= i in Mantchu
;

i in Sontal
;

i in Burmese (this) ;
e* in Magyar (oe*) ;

e* in

Kalmak
;

e in Lazig ;
i-s in Georgian ;

i-se* in Magar ;
i-tu in

ilan. Ta, Circassian= t in Mongol; te* in Mantchu; til

in Esthonian; ta in Chinese; tha in Gyami; tin in Giirung ;

the in Murmi
;

thii in Burmese.

If, again, we take the Circassian u, i, as one root and word,

we have parallels for it in the Magyar 6d, similarly taken, and

in all the wa roots should we read wi (w for u).

"With regard to the Gyariing wa, tii, which I have com-

pared with the Circassian li, f, changing in composition to ta,

it is very important to observe that if wa, tii, and li, i, be con-

sidered as compounds of two synonymous roots, according to

the above detailed exposition of roots, then that such reiterated

pronouns are completely conformable to the genius of these

tongues, and as such harmonise perfectly with the preceding

exposition of the plurals. These tongues, in fact, revel in

cumulation, pronominal and nominal, varying as to the exact

applications of the emphasised or reiterated pronouns, t but

* The perfect agreement of the Circassian and Dhimali in regard to the singu-

lar of the third personal, u being he, in both tongues, renders the proximate

agreement of the perplexing plural, u-bert and u-bal, very interesting. I have

tried the analysis in several ways, but have not succeeded to my own satisfaction ;

but I submit the following.

:.a-rt = they = he and he
;
one he being the u above elucidated, and the

other, a synonymous bd, be*, bi root, such as bi actually is in BoMo" ; rt, servile ;

the ra and ta suffixes conjunct.
U'-ba-l = they = he and he, as before. The juxtaposition of the B<5d6 and

,vl tribes renders the adoption of the bi root from Bo"do likely in this instance.

It is, however, a word and root widely diffused, and used as a noun and pronoun

also. Final 1', servile. The Suanic al, he, and the Ouigur and Turki ol,

he, and ol-ar, they, are very suggestive, as also the Turkish and Ouigur bi, AIM!

the Sokpo bu in abu, with all the numerous words for man having the bi root,

as bi-shi, juvenis, alike in Turki and in B<5d<5. Nominal and pronominal roots are

PO apt to coincide that I have a long list of coincident root* for ego = homo : for

mi root, and U root, and sa root, and ba root.

t See Mith. voce Turki, i. 467 et $tq., and Essay on Koch, B6d<5, and Diurnal,

p. 120, and De Cores' Grammar, p. 65, Crawfurd's Malayan Grammar, Phillips'

Sontal Grammar, and BrownVAcam Grammar.
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preserving a general overruling similitude, of which the follow-

ing instance from a Himalayan and a Caucasian tongue is too

singular to be omitted. In Georgian the i root for the third

personal singular, or he, becomes, by such accretion gradually

augmenting, first i-s, and then i-ti-na; and in Magar the

same root with the same sense (ille iste) becomes i-se

and f-se'-na, according as more or less of emphasis and dis-

crimination is needed. Again, the Georgian ti in iti na is

the Burmese thi in i-thi, a word compounded of two syno-

nyms, both meaning this (ille), and conjointly equivalent

precisely to isena as well as itina in Magar and Georgian

respectively. Thu, again, means he, the third personal, in

Burmese, and this word, which is merely another phase of the

tha particle (tha, thi, thii, tho which last signifies that, and

is Tibetan), brings us back to the Tagalan i-tu and the

Gyarung wa-tii, every particle, whether used in a primary or

secondary sense, taking the aspirate indifferently (me, nine*,

fire
; ni, nhi, day ; ka, kha, sky ;

et caet., ad libitum).

Now, if we look again at the Gyarung wa tii through the

medium of the Malayan and Tagalan i tu and the Circassian

rf i and ta, all but the last equally involving a double pro-

nominal root and single sense, we shall see in this identical

composition and identical idiomatic use of the third personal

pronoun, illustrated on all sides as they are by Altaic, Hima-

layan, and Indo-Chinese equivalents, reproducing every form

and phase of the roots, a marvellous proof of the affinity of all

the tongues. But this is not all, for the Circassian u and i,

commutable to t, derives the highest and complete illustration

from another and most interesting quarter, to wit, the unculti-

vated Tamulian tongues of India, amongst which the Sontal

exhibits both 11 and i for the third personal pronoun, as well

as their commutation into t,"''" whilst the Gondi has u (w)

similarly commutable. For the proof of these most remark-

* The transposableness of the particles in these tongues baa been already stated

and abundantly proved. With this hint, look at the following wonderful sample
of analogous structure : t-ab, his father, in Circassian ; apa-t, his father, in Sontdl.

It ia needless almost to add that the word for father is ab in the former tongue,

apa in the latter. Not one of Bopp'a celebrated Arian affinities surpasses the

above in beauty and interest.
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able coincidences I refer the student to the works of Phillips

and Driberg, merely observing in conclusion that it is but a

sample of those analogies derivable from the same interesting

quarter which I have already made good progress in the

development of, and which when fully exhibited will go far to

confirm the conviction that the Tartaric family is one and

indivisible from the Caucasus to the Pacific.

The prospect of a reunion of all the Tartars suggests the

consideration of a fitting designation for the whole; and,

whatever my leaning towards the term Scythian,"" from

veneration for the father of history who first introduced this

mighty herd to our view, I prefer upon the whole the more

familiar appellation Tartar; first, because it has a sense as

ample as our present requirement, in which respect it has no

advantage over Scythian ; second, because it has an etymo-

logical significance thoroughly indigenous and in the highest

degree appropriate, as well with reference to the structure

of those tongues by the dissection of which we have come at

a knowledge of the whole scope of Tartar affinities, as with

regard to that characteristic idiom according to which the

name of a tribe is the name of our species. Ta means man
in a score of extant tongues ;

and ta designates numerous

extant tribes stretching from the Altai to the Gulf of Siam,

whilst the same or equivalent names prevail throughout the

Mongolian countries and in Caucasus ;t and, lastly, the reitera-

*
Essay on Koch, BoVltf, and Dhimal, preface, pages 8, 9, where the reader may

ee that seven years ago I had a strong presentiment of what I now hope to

demon-

f Tshd ri, tshe*-tshd-nsh, Ac., come from the td and sd roots for man, and are

seen in similar combination, being synonyms, in the Chinese and Georgian ted"

meaning man, whereof tse'-s is a diminutive. The Chinese call the Tartars

indifferently tha-thd and tbd-tsc", and so do the Newdrs of Ndpdl, whilst ta-i, ta-

ta-i-lunp, ta-Und, ta-i-yd, names of tribes from Asam to the Ocean, are

all not only id but td-td, since the second syllable is in all a synonym, and there-

fore at equivalent as tshd-tshd and td-td, which are reiterations. As instances,

ir to us in India, of a tribe-name signifying also man in the language of that

tribe, I may mention a-nam, mm, k Inn, ka mi, ku-mi, kong, lau, ino-n, mo-i,

bar-ma. These are simple. Mi-fthi-ini, um-r-nii, &c., are compound. Occasion*

ally, as in Burmese, the root may be obsolete in the human sense ;
but it will

always be found in its derivatives or in the proximate tongues, leaving the

principle of gentile nomenclature indisputable. In Miehimi we have the mi and
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tion whereby the Ta, or Zenghis' clansmen came to be called

ta-ta, vel tha-thd (men pre-eminently, quasi Allemanni) is a

normal sample of one of the chief constructive principles of

these tongues. Wherefore I would abide by that mediaeval

designation by which all the races beyond the confines of

Europe have been known to Europe in modern times, and

which from and after the middle ages superseded the classical

term Scythian a term of as wide import as the other and so

far equally fitting, but now laid aside, and never so etymo-

logically just as Tartar, the very r of which word, though

carped at by half-informed critics, is in fact thoroughly in

accordance with the jus et norma of Tartaric speech, every-

where from Oceanic to the Caucasian region.

shi roots for man, the former reiterated. In Murmi we have the mi root reiter-

ated in different phases (tnu and mi). In Burma we have a third phase of the

same root (md) with the bd root and synonym preceding it
; and lest this etymo-

logy should startle my readers, I will add that this very word barma means man
in the Magar tongue, that is, in one of those Himdlayau tongues whose close

affinity to the Burmese language I have lately shown.



SECTION VIII.

PHYSICAL TYPE OF TIBETANS

Penjiir of Lliassa, 30 years old.

Total height, .

Length of head, .

Girth of head, .

Crown of head to hip,

Hip to heel, .

Breadth of chest only,

Sh. point to sh. point,

Arm and hand, .

Girth of chest, .

Girth of arm, .

Girth of forearm, .

Girth of thigh, .

Girth of calf, .

L-ngth of foot, .

Breadth of foot, .

Length of head, .

Breadth of head, .

5 9:

9;

1 10;

2 5

3 4iJ
1 4 by curve.

5 \

2 61

3 o

O II

9 J

1 6J
i i^

O IO

o 3

o 7l
o 4 /

A fine young man, but low in flesh from sickness, and the

muscles flaccid. Colour a clear ruddy brownish or brunette

rather deep hued, as dark as any of the Cis-Himulayans and

as most high-caste Hindus. No red on cheeks, which are

sunk and hollow. Hair moderately coarse, black, copious,

straight, shining, worn long and loose, divided from the top of

head. Moustache very small, black. No symptom of beard

any hair on chest
;

sufficient on mons martis, where it is

black, and on armpits also. No whiskers. Face moderately
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large, sub-ovoid, widest between angles of jaws, less between

cheek-bones, which are prominent, but not very. Forehead

rather low and narrowing somewhat upwards ;
narrowed also

transversely, and much less wide than the back of head.

Frontal sinus large, and brows heavy. Hair of eyebrows and

lashes sufficient. Former not arched, but obliquely descendant

towards the base of nose. Eyes of good size and shape, but

the inner angle decidedly dipped or inclined downwards, though
the outer not curved up. Iris a fine deep, clear, chestnut

brown. Eyes wide apart, but well and distinctly separated by
the basal ridge of nose

;
not well opened, cavity being filled

with flesh. Nose sufficiently long and well raised even at base,

straight, thick, and fleshy towards the end, with large wide

nares nearly round. Zygomce large and salient, but moderately
so. Angles of the jaws prominent, more so than zygomse, and

face widest below the ears. Mouth moderate, well formed,

with well-made closed lips hiding the fine, regular, and no way
prominent teeth. Upper lip long. Chin rather small, round,

well formed, not retiring. Vertical line of the face very good,

not at all bulging at the mouth, nor retiring below, and not

much above, but more so there towards the roots of the hair.

Jaws large. Ears moderate, well made, and not starting from

the head. Head well formed and round, but larger a parte

post than & parte ante or in the frontal region, which is some-

what contracted crosswise, and somewhat narrowed pyramidally

upwards. Body well made and well proportioned. Head well

set on the neck, neither too short nor too thick. Chest wide,

deep, well arched. Shoulders falling, fine. Trunk not in

excess of proportionate length compared with the extremities,

nor they compared with the trunk and whole stature. Arms
rather long, within four inches of knees. Legs and arms defi-

cient in muscular development from sickness. Hands and feet

small and well formed, with instep hollow and heel moderate.

Toes not spread, nor splay foot. Mongolian cast of features

decided, but not extremely so, and expression intelligent and

amiable.

DARJEELINO, y>th April 1848.



SECTION IX.

THE ABORIGINES OF CENTRAL INDIA.

AT the close of last year I had the honour to submit to the

Society a summary view of the affinities of the sub-Himalayan
aborigines. I have now the honour to submit a similar view of

the affinities of the aborigines of Central India. The extra

copies of the former paper which were sent to me by the Society
I forwarded to Colonels Ouseley and Sleeman, to Major Naple-
ton, Mr. Elliot of Madras, and other gentlemen, with a request
that they would get the vocabulary filled up from the languages
of the several aborigines of their respective neighbourhoods.
The three former gentlemen have obligingly attended to my
wishes, and I am assured that Mr. Elliot also is busy with the
work. Of the seven languages which I now forward the com-

parative vocabulary of, the three first came from Chyebossa,
where Colonel Ouseley's assistant, Captain Haughton, prepared
tliL-iii

;
the fourth and fifth direct from Colonel Ouseley himself

iiota Nagpur; the sixth from Bhaugalpur, prepared by the
. Mr. Hurder; and the seventh from Jabbalpur, where

Colonel Sleeman's principal assistant drew it up for me.
The affinities of these tongues are very striking, so much so

that the five first may be safely denominated dialects of the

great K61 language ;
and through the U'raott speech we trace

ut dilliculty the further connection of the language of the

s with that of the
"
bill men" of the Ilajiiuilial ami Lliau-

galpur ranges. Nor are there wanting obvious links between
tin- several tongues above enumerated all which we may class

:io head K61 and that of the G6nds of the Vindhia,
whose speech again has been lately shown by Mr. Elliot to have
much resemblance both in vocables and structure to tin; culti-

i tongues of the Deccan. Thus we are already rapidly

approaching to the realisation of the hyp<. tin-sis put forth in

ossay on the Koch, Lkklu, and Dhima'l, to wit, that all the

VOL/ 1 1. o
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Tamulians of India have a common fountain and origin, like all

the Arians
;
and that the innumerable diversities of spoken

language characterising the former race are but the more or less

superficial effects of their long and utter dispersion and segre-

gation, owing to the savage tyranny of the latter race in days
when the rights of conquest were synonymous with a license

to destroy, spoil, and enslave. That the Arian population of

India descended into it about 3000 years ago from the north-

west as conquerors, and that they completely subdued all the

open and cultivated parts of Hindostan, Bengal, and the most

adjacent tracts of the Deccan,* but failed to extend their effec-

tive sway and colonisation further south, are quasi-historical
deductions f confirmed daily more and more by the results of

ethnological research. And we thus find an easy and natural

explanation of the facts that in the Deccan, where the original
tenants of the soil have been able to hold together in possession
of it, the aboriginal languages exhibit a deal of integrity and

refinement, whilst in the north, where the pristine population
has been hunted into jungly and malarious recesses, the abori-

ginal tongues are broken into innumerable rude and shapeless

fragments. Nevertheless those fragments may yet be brought

together by large and careful induction
;
for modern ethnology

has actually accomplished elsewhere yet more brilliant feats

than this, throwing upon the great antehistoric movements of

nations a light as splendid as useful. But if I hold forth,

beforehand, the probable result of this investigation in the

shape of a striking hypothesis in order to stimulate the pains-

taking accumulator of facts, and even intimate that our present
materials already offer the most encouraging earnest of success,

I trust that the whole tenor and substance of my essay on the

Koch, B6d6, and Dhimal will suffice to assure all candid persons
that I am no advocate for sweeping conclusions from insufficient

premises, and that I desire to see the ethnology of India con-

ducted upon the most extended scale, with careful weighing of

every available item of evidence that is calculated to demon-
strate the unityj or otherwise, of the Tamulian race.

*
Telingana, Gujerat, and Maharashtra, or the Maratta country.

t Braclimaiies noraeii gentis diffusissimse cujus maxima pars in montibus (Ariana
Cabul) degit, reliqui circa Gangem. Cellarius, Geogr.
J This unity can, of course, only touch the grander classifications of language, and

be analogous to that which aggregates, for example, Sanscrit, Greek, Teutonic, and
Celtic.
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ABORIGINES OF THE EASTERN GHATS.

To the Secretary of the Bengal Asiatic Society.

SIR, Pursuant to my purpose of submitting to the Society,

upon a uniform plan and in successive series, samples of all

the languages of the non-Arian races of India and of the

adjacent countries, I have now the honour to transmit six more

vocabularies, for which I am indebted to Mr. H. Newill, of the

Madras Civil Service, at present employed in Vizagapatam.
These six comprise the Kondh, Savara, Gadaba, Yerukala, and

Chentsu tongues. In forwarding them to me, Mr. Newill, a

very good Telugu scholar, has noted by an annexed asterical

mark such words of these tongues, and particularly of Yerukala,

as coincide with Telugu. He has also remarked that many of

the Chentsu vocables resemble the U'rdu.

Having, as you are aware, a purpose of submitting to the

Society an analytical dissection of the whole of the voca-

bularies collected by me, I shall be sparing of remarks on the

present occasion. But I may add to M. NewilTs brief notes a

few words, as follows :

The Chentsu tribe, whose language, as here exhibited, is

almost entirely corrupt Hindi and U'rdu, with a few additions

from Bengali, affords one more example to the many forth-

coming of an uncultivated aboriginal race having abandoned

their own tongue. Such relinquishment of the mother-tongue
has been so general that throughout Hindustan Proper and the

Western Himalaya, as well as throughout the whole of the

vast Sub-Himalayan tract denominated the Tarai, not excluding
the contiguous valley of Assam, there are but a few exceptions

to this the general state of the case
;
whilst in the Central

Himalaya the aboriginal tongues are daily giving way before

the Khas language, which, though originally and still traceably

Tartaric, has been yet more altered by Arian influences than

even the cultivated Dravirian tongues. The very significant

cause of this phenomenon it will be our business to explain

by and by. In the meanwhile the fact is well deserving of
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this passing notice, with reference to the erroneous impression
abroad as to the relative amounts of Arian and non-Arian

elements in the population of India an impression deepened
and propagated by the further fact, still demonstrable among
many of these altered aborigines, of the abandonment of their

creed and customs, as well as tongue, for those of the Arians.

"\Vi> thence learn the value, in all ethnological researches, of

physiological evidence, which, in regard to all these altered

tribes, is sufficient to decide their non-Arian lineage, and to

link them, past doubt, with the Himalayan and Indo-Chinese

conterminous tribes on the east and north. It should be added,

however, that, in a sheerly philological point of view, it becomes

much more difficult to determine who are the borrowers and

who the borrowed from, when both are non-Arians, than

when one is Arian and the other non-Arian; and that, for

instance, and in reference to the present vocabularies, we can

decide at once that the Kondh numerals (save the two first) are

borrowed from the Arian vernaculars, whereas it is by no means

so certain that the Gadada and Yerukala numerals are borrowed

from the Telugu and Karnata respectively, merely because they
coincide ;

and so also of the pronouns where the same coinci-

dence recurs. All such questions, however, are subordinate

and secondary ;
and if we succeed in determining with preci-

sion by physiological, lingual, and other helps the entire

Turanian element of our population, we shall then be able to

advance another step and show the respective special affinities

of the several cultivated and uncultivated Turanian tribes of

India to each other and to certain of the tribes lying beyond
India towards Bunnah and Tibet, with at least an approxima-

te the relative antiquity of the successive immigrations
India.

>rd in defence of these vocabularies, of which the utility

has been impugned, and impugned by special comparison with

irrammatical outlines.

When I commenced this series of vocabularies I expressed
as strongly as any one could do the opinion that their utility

must be circumscribed
;
and that the ethnology of India would

only then be done complete justice to when every branch of

VOL. II. II
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the subject should be carefully and simultaneously studied,

upon the plan exemplified in my work on the Koch, Bodo, and

Dhirnal. Much and toilsome labour has, however, since then,

convinced me that inquiries confined wholly to India and its

immediate vicinity would yield results far less satisfactory than

such as should be greatly more extended even if they were less

complete ;
whilst these continued labours have more and more

satisfied me that limited grammatical comparisons are much
more apt to give rise to error than limited glossarial ones.

Perhaps the fascination of such extended inquiry may have

somewhat biassed my judgment; but I am still decidedly of

the opinion that the true relations of the most shifting and

erratic, the most anciently and widely dispersed, branch of the

human family cannot be reasonably investigated upon a con-

tracted scale, while the subject is so vast that one must needs

seek for some feasible means of grasping it in sufficient ampli-
tude to comprehend its normal character (a thing rather of

surface than of depth), at the same time that one neglects not

more complete and searching investigation of certain actual or

supposed characteristic samples. Such is the course I have

been pursuing for some time past. I have examined, and am
still examining, the complete grammatical structure of several

of the Himalayan tongues ;
and I have at the same time sub-

mitted the whole of my vocabularies to the alembic of extended

comparative analysis. I hope soon to be able to present the

results to the Society. Those of the analysis have been fruitful

beyond my hopes, owing to the extraordinary analogy pervad-

ing the Tartaric tongues in regard to the laws which govern
the construction of all their vocables, save, of course, the mono-

syllabic ones, which, however, are very rare. Even a superficial

examination of the vocabularies suffices to indicate this preva-
lence of common constructive principles ;

and to such persons
as have neither time nor skill to trace and demonstrate those

principles, the mere collocation of the terms as they stand, if

done on a sufficiently ample scale, will afford such evidence of

general relationship and family union between the whole of the

Indian aborigines and the populations of Indo-China, Sifiin,

Tibet, and Himalaya, aye, and of China also, as philological
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superciliousness will seek in vain to ignore ; and still more so

will the results of the analysis, empirical though that analysis

must, to some extent, be admitted to be. It may be conceded

ace that these vocabularies must necessarily contain a good
deal of error, which could only be completely avoided by a

perfect knowledge of each recorded tongue on the part of its

recorder. But as the languages are counted by hundreds, and

as very few of them ever were or ever will be cultivated, either

by those who speak them or by others, it is obvious that such

precision can never be reached. On the other hand, it is

certain that practical results of great value have been reached

by a much less superfine process than that insisted on
;
and

that if we suppose some thousands of facts, so simple in their

nature as the mere vocables of a language are, collected with

ordinary care, their failing to subserve effectually some of the

highest ends of ethnological science, more particularly if taken

in connection with other available evidence, must result rather

from the incompetency of him to whom they are submitted

than from their own intrinsic deficiency. Vocabularies illus-

trate one another, and furnish to the skilful no small means of

correction of palpable errors, if sufficiently numerous. They
also furnish means of sound induction from analogy, as I hope
to prove by and by beyond the possibility of caviL

In a word, vocabularies seem to me very much like the little

: ument which Hamlet puts into the hands of Polonius
;
a

mere bit of perforated wood, which yet in competent hands can

be made to discourse sweet music. Nor can I avoid some

emotions of surprise and pain (for to disparage vocabularies is

to discourage their collection) when I see learned men citing

with applause the inferences built upon a few doubtful words

d out of a classic writer, or perchance out of some old map,
and which yet are supposed to furnish sufficient evidence of

affinity of a lost tribe, renowned in the history of past

s, whilst these same learned and eminent men allow them-

"3 to speak of vocabularies containing some hundreds of

words, carefully selected and deliberately set down from the

mouths of those to whom they are mother-tongues, as if these

vocabularies could nut furnish any legitimate basis for inference
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respecting ethnological affinities. But the objection adverted

to is sufficiently answered by the valuable purposes which my
series of vocabularies, long before completion, and with little or

no resort to analysis, has been made actually to subserve
;
and

therefore, I trust, it is no presumption in me to expect to be

able to educe yet more ample and important results from their

careful analysis
*

after completion. Fresh ones continue to flow

in upon me still, and I have obtained not less than thirty,

almost all new, since my analysis was nearly completed. This

is the reason why it has been withheld this, and the daily

* I subjoin a sample or two of my method of dealing with the vocables, to

demonstrate, 1st, identity of roots; 2d, identity of adjuncts; 3d, identity of

constructive principles :

Sa (vel chd) is the root. It means a

Ka vel ga is the indefiniteSd, Burmese, a son
"* )Limbu) achild

Ku-ua, | j
a son

KU-BU, Karnatak, a child

Ku-s<$, Mikir, ditto

Ku-ko-s', Oraon, ditto

Ta-ng-ko-s', ditto, ditto

Pd, passim, father

Ta-pd, Gyarung, ditto

Ka-pd, Kassia, ditto

Ta-ga-pd-n, Tamil, ditto]

Wa-pe', Gyarung, ditto

U-pd, Hayu, ditto

W-ab, Circassian, ditto

U-pd, Chintang, ditto

O-pd, Rangchhen, ditto

U-pd-p, Thulung, ditto

U-ka-pd, Kassia, ditto

Ap-<5, Chowrasi, ditto

A-pa, Waling, my father

Yi-n
j Ch

.

I
Mankind, the

Yu-n j

Chmese
j species |

E-yd-n, Toder, father

You-k, Burmese, man, the male

Y<5, Bhramu, a man]
K-yd-ga, Tibetan, ditto

Y<5, Savara, woman, mother

Yu-m, Tibetan, ditto

Ta-yi, Karnatak and Yerukala, a mother

Ta-ng-y<5, Oraon, a mother
Ta-i ) Khyi or Kassia ) a mother

;
i^:

Tha-i (
Malabar j yi

non-adult,

article, and a, the definite, or its equiva-
lent = my, so that ku-sa is any child,
and a-sa my child. Ta is = ka, and
both take the nasal appendage, n, ng,
or m. Oraon iterates the prefix and
elides the vowel of its root ta-ka-a =
^ta-ga-pa below

The root speaks for itself. Gyarung
has the ta and Kassia the ka prefix.

They are commutable ta vel da and ka
vel ga and the use of both is normal.

Tamil exhibits both, and also the nasal

suffix. The ta vel ka, used as an inde-

finite article, is a contraction of the third

pronoun, another form of which is u vel

6 vel w. Hence u-pd, o-pd, wd-b vel

wd-p, ta-pd, and ka-pd = pater illius vel

istius, pater cujusvis, a father, whilst

d-pd = my father, as above. Thulung
iterates the root, and Kassia the arti-

cular prefix, like Tamil u-ka-pd = ta-

ga-pd. 1

Yd, yu, yi, the root,= man, the species,
or the male or female, or the emphatic
female, viz., mother. Chinese, Bur-

mese, and Tibetan have the suflixual

definitive m = n, as in Chinese and
Tamil supra ;

k suffix, the same as k
vel g prefix supra, such transposition

being normal and exemplified in ap-<5

u-pd = wd-b, supra. Observe that the

use of the prefixual a and ta, as respec-

tively definite and indefinite articles, is

common to Tamil, Lepcha, and Limbu.
I might add Burmese, &c., &c. Malabar
has ta prefix aspirated.
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increasing skill in the use of that most potent of instruments,

extended comparative analysis. But I cannot now expect, and

Er = Re", Ouigur, man
Ar = Rd, Mikir, ditto

Ir = Ri, Bhaskir and Nogay, ditto

A-ir' A-ri, Armenian, ditto

E-ri-1, H6, ditto

!, Sontdl, ditto

E-ru-s, Hungarian, virilis

Wi-r6, Scythic, man
U-ri, Kasikumak, man

Ivocch and Dhimdl, Paterfamilias

G-rd, Bod6, head of Pagus
E-ri-n, Kasikumak, man
T-ri-u, Shan, ditto

The rd, re", ri root for^mankind is pal-

pable throughout, and the prefixes and

suffixes, as well as the cumulation of the

former, are normal, and therefore har-

monise with the preceding samples ;

thus, t-ri, g-ri, ta-g-ri, respond precisely
to ta-pd, ka-pd, td-gd-pd, aforegone,
while n suffix of the Shan tri-n = the
Tamil n in ta-ga-pd-n not less than the

Telugu n in ta-n-d-ri. A vel e and
u rel w prefixes recur just as in a-s;i,

a-pa, a-yu, e-yd-n, u-pd, and o-pd ;
BO

also the nasal infix, whilst the suffixed

labial and sibilant are as normal as the

V other adjuncts.

Ta-n-d ri, Telugu, father

Ta-g-ri, Lepcha, man, father

The above samples are selected out of thousands, whereby, collectively, perfect

proof is afforded that Tartaric vocables are everywhere subject to identical laws
of construction and built out of identical materials. In the absence of books of

authority to cite, the demonstration must of necessity be par la voie du fait, and

depend on the fitness and number of instances. I am prepared with thousands
of instances whose applicability or fitness will, I think, be allowed to be irresist-

ibly convincing. Though we have good grammars, dictionaries, and books on
some few of the many tongues I cite, I am not aware that the composition of

vocables has at all engaged the attention of their authors. It is the rock I build on.

Addenda. Under the head "
Sd," Burmese, a son, add

The prefix da vel ta, by elision d', t',

is as common a definitive as ka vel ga,
with which it is constantly interchange-
able ; or both are given, as in ta-pd, ka-

pd, ta-ga-pd ;
and a vel e prefix has often

the indefinite-article sense, and thus also

is used indifferently with ta and ka ;

thus Burmese a-ye"n vel ka-ydn, an

aborigine ;
and thus ta-vo vel ka-v<5, a

bird in Bugis. The most common of

definitives, which are tantamount to ar-

ticles usually indefinite, are t vel d, k
vel g; n, ng, vel m ; p, b, v, vel w

;
r

vel 1, and the vowels i, e, n, u, o, which
are all nearly commutable, as being in

origin = ille, into. And all are liable

to transposition, and thus to become

suffixes, as well as to be repeated both

]>n'fixually and suffixually, as in Chinese
t-Be"-i and Mantchu d-chu-i, where arx v.-l

cha = little, is the crude, and t-ed-i vel

d-chu-i precisely <>nr English "a little

one." That this is so, compare Chin*H*
td great and BO" = small with Newari
td and chi having the same sense*.

Newari takes the ka, ga suffix, like
1

'i
; tlmn, chi-ki, small; and

d-chd-ka, a thing, in those tongue*

^respectively.

Sd-u, Thai, a son

0-su, U-sd, Lazic, a child

vel D-zS, Kuanchua, a son

T-se", T-se"-i, Kong, a child

D-chu-i, Mantchu, ditto

, Kocch, ditto

Ko-a,* H<5, a child

* Sd = chd on one hand, and kd on
the other. The soft sa passes into za

or zya (French j), and the hard cha
into ka, as in church = kirk. Thus Ho
k6 = Kocch cho as surely as tha suffix

i, = the prefix a, whether used as a de-

finitely or indefinitely definitive article.

. Lepcha, a wife, shows it a* quasi-
definite, whilst d-kdp, a child, gives the
a an indefinite sense rather ; and a-nak
in Lepcha and Burmese, = the black,
or a black one, U used either way.
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hardly desire, any more new materials
;
and I hope, therefore,

soon to be able to submit my examination of the whole.

Under the head "
Yu-n," mankind, after the word "

You-k," add the word

, Tibetan k-y<5-ga, from the yd, yu, 36
crude, shows the ka vel ga definitive in

both forms (soft and hard) and in both

positions (prefix and suffix). The corre-

spondent word for the female is ki-mi=
ka-mi in Kassia, and not less = ka-nii

and ku-mi in the tongues so named,
after the name for our species, in them.
The sexual distributive use of ka and u

prefixes in Kassia is only of secondary
value, like the prefixual or postfixual

position of the definitives
;
thus ap-<5 in

Chourasi and o-pd in Rungchhen, = pater
istiua or ejus pater, viz., a father, any
one's father, are from mere dialects of

the same tongue, Kirdnti. Thus also

sa"-u, Thai, filius ejus = u-sjC, o-su, Lazic.

Compare yo and k-yo with mari and

k-mari, lu-n and k-lu-n, &c., apucl

Mongol Affin. of Caucasians, Journal
-for January 1853 ;

or above, pp. 51 ff.

K-yd-ga, Tibetan, a man-, the male
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ABORIGINES OF THE NILGIRIS, WITH REMARKS
ON THEIR AFFINITIES.

In the autumn of last year I forwarded to the Society a

series of Nilgirian vocabularies. This paper was printed soon

after in the Journal, but without the accompanying prefatory

remarks, which seem to have been accidentally mislaid and

omitted.

I now forward some corrections and additions to that paper,
and shall take the opportunity to mention what, in substance,

those prefatory remarks contained.

The Nilgirian vocabularies were prepared for me by the

German missionaries at Kaity, particularly Mr. Metz, and

were then examined and approved by the venerable Schmid,
who is now residing at Utakamund, and who added some

remarks, partly referring to his own valuable labours in Indian

Ethnology, and partly consisting of corrections of my Ceylonese
series of vocables. The latter are appended to the present

paper.

When the Nilgirian vocabularies reached me, I immediately

perceived that the verbs were not uniformly given in the

imperative mood as required ;
and I therefore wrote again to

Utakamund desiring that this anomaly might be rectified, and

also supplying some further forms, the filling up of which

might furnish ine with some few essentials of the grammar of

the tongues in question.

The subjoined paper exhibits the result, and from it and

from some further remarks furnished by Mr. Metz and others

I derive the following particulars relative to the people, and to

rammar and affinities of their speech.

form and countenance of the Xil^irians, and especially
of the Todas, have now been spoken of for years as though
these people differed essentially in ty]>" from the neighbouring

races, and had nothing of the Tartar in their appearance. The
has been said also of the H6 or Lerka of Singhbhum. I

have always been inclined to doubt both these assertions, and

I have lately had opportunity to confirm my doubt. My
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friend Sir J. Colvile, our Society's able President, having lately

visited the Nilgiris, I requested his attention to the point,

desiring him to procure me, if he could, some skulls* and

photographic portraits. Of the latter he obtained for me two,

which are herewith transmitted, and which Sir James sent me
with the following remarks :

"
I am not much versed in

these matters, and I confess I was at first insensible (like

others) of the Tartaric traits you speak of, the Eoman nose

and long beard of the Todas more especially making me fancy
there was something Semitic in their lineage. But when I

showed the passage in your letter to Dr. M'Cosh, he said you
were right, and that, in spite of the high nose, there were

strong Tartaric marks, particularly in the women. The

Badagas, who are considered to be of as old date in the hills

as the Todas, have a very uniform cast of countenance, not

easily distinguishable from the ordinary inhabitants of the

plains below the hills." These last are of course Dravidian or

Tamulian, and the comparison drawn is therefore instructive,

and doubly so when we advert to the indubitable evidence of

language, which leaves no doubt as to the common origin of

the highland and lowland, the uncultivated and the cultivated,

races of Southern India, as we shall presently see.

Upon the origin and affinity of the highlanders Sir James

observes, "People who know a good deal of the Todas say,

that wherever they may have originally come from, they have

less claim to be considered aborigines of these hills than the

Kotas, not more than the Badagas, and are thought not to date

higher than some four hundred years in their present abode."

Mr. Metz, the resident missionary, who furnished the vocabu-

laries, observes on this head,
" The Kotas have so much inter-

course with the Badagas that they are often not conscious

whether they speak Badaga or their own language. Their

original home was Kollimale, a mountainous tract in Mysore.
The Kotas understand the Todas perfectly when they speak
in the Toda tongue, but answer them always in the Kota

dialect, which the Todas perfectly understand."

* Neither Sir Jatnea nor any of the other parties I applied to could obtain for

me any skulls.
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"A Toda tradition states that the Todas, Kotas, and Kurumbas
had lived a long time together on the hills before the Badagas
came. I know places on the hills where formerly Kurumba

villages existed, but where none are now found. It is well

known that the Kurumbas were driven down from the health-

ful summit to the malarious slopes of the hills, and I have

strong reasons for believing that the cromlechs and cairns of

the hills were made by the ancestors of the Kurumbas, and

not by those of the Todas, as is generally supposed by

Europeans." In entire conformity with those views of the

aspect and origin of the Nilgirians is the evidence of language,

which palpably demonstrates the relationship of the highland
races to the lowland races around them. The amply-experi-
enced and well-informed Schmid has no doubt of that relation-

ship, which indeed he who runs may read on the face of the

vocabularies formerly and now submitted.
* And it is well

deserving of note that whilst that vocabular evidence bears

equally upon the question of the affinity of the cultivated

tribes around the Nilgiris, this latter affinity is now maintained

as an unquestionable fact by the united voices of Ellis,

Campbell, Westergaard, Schmid, Elliot in short, of all the

highest authorities.

AY.- may thus perceive the value of the evidence in question
with reference to the uncultivated tribes, as to whose affinity

to each other and to the cultivated tribes Mr. Metz writes

thus,
" When I came up to the hills, the Badagas told me

that the language I used, which was Canarese, was the

Kurumba language." This reminds us of what we are told

by another of that valuable class of ethnological pioneers, the

missionaries, who reports that "Speaking Tamulian of the

;me south, he was understood by the Gonds beyond the

udda." Nor can one fail to remark how this latter observa-

points to the great fact that Turanian affinities are not to be

imscribed by the Deccan, nor by the Deccan and Central

a, nor, I may here add, by the whole continent of India, but

spread beyond it into Indo-China, Himalaya, and tho unit

regions beyond Himdlaya, irrespectively of any of those

* See the Tamulian proper, the Ceyluuese and the Nilgiriau proper.
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specially marked barriers and lines of separation which Logan
and Miiller have attempted to establish the former, on

physical and lingual grounds; the latter, on lingual only.

My own conviction is, that we find everywhere throughout the

regions now tenanted by the progeny of Tur a large range of

variation, physical and lingual, but one not inconsistent with

essential unity of type, though the unity is liable, nay, almost

certain to be overlooked, whether our point of view be

anatomical, physiological, or philological, unless we carefully

eschew confined observation such as misled Captain Harkness

about the appearance of the Todas, and not less Captain
Tickell about the appearance of the Ho. I have adverted to

Harkness' mistake above. I will now add a few words as to

my brother-in-law Tickell's. Last season Captain Ogilvie,

TickelTs successor, in the charge of that very district wherein

the latter studied the Ho physical and lingual characteristics,

came to Darjiling. I questioned him regarding the alleged
fairness and beauty of the Ho, and well knowing that, without

samples before him, Captain Ogilvie must be unable to give a

definite answer, produced, from among the many always here,

four no doubt unusually fair, well-made, and well-featured

U'raoTi and Miinrfa men, but still all in the service of one

gentleman, and I then interrogated him. Captain Ogilvie's

answer was distinct, that the men before him were nearly
or quite as fair and handsome as the Ho of Singhbhum, and
not either in feature or in form essentially distinguishable
from the Ho, whose lingual characteristics, again, we now

know, are so far from being peculiar that they are completely
shared by the wide-spread tribe of Sontal, and almost as

completely by the Miinda, Bhumij, U'raxw, Male, and Gond,
not to speak of other and remoter tribes of Himalaya and

Indo-China having the widely diffused pronomenalised verb

type of the Turanian tongues.* Not that I would lay the

same stress upon these nicer characteristics of language, as

*
Viz., the Naga, Dhlmdli, Hrtyu, KuswaV, Botia, Kira*nti, Limbu, Chepdng,

Kuaunda, and Bhrdmu, of all which I hope soon to speak. All these tongues, of

which the first is Indo-Chinese and the rest are Himalayan, belong to the pro-

nominalised class.
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seems at present to be so much the fashion in high quarters.

But, on the contrary, I would choose, as a Turanian philologist,

to rely rather upon extent than depth of observation, still

remembering that by far the greatest number of Turanian

tribes are not merely unlettered, but too many of them also,

ijes past, broken and dispersed, barbarously ignorant and

rably segregated, like the Nilgirians.

The niceties of such men's languages can never be accurately

reached by us, unless we would devote a whole life to the

research
; and, moreover, these niceties are certain to exhibit

-at many anomalies, and to be now present, now absent,

under circumstances which, whether the absence were origi-

nally caused by impatient rejection, by casual non-development,
or by spontaneous or factitious decomposition, must detract

,tly from the value and certainty of any inferences founded

thereon; whilst in regard to the more civilised tribes, we
often positively know and may always prudently suspect that

lingual refinements, when they differ from those of the

ruder tribes, are so far from being special illustrations of the

true norma loquendi .of the Tartars that they are exotic and

borrowed traits. From this digression (which has reference to

Midler's remarks on the relative value of vocabular and gram-
matical evidence) I return to my subject by giving the

following observation of Mr. Metz upon the affinity of the

_irian tongues now before us, merely premising

ii]
H in the interesting subject of the character and habits of

-Q tribes what Sir James Colvile in his recent visit heard

and observed.
"
They are idle, dirty, intemperate, and un-

Pnlyundry has always existed amoiuj them, and their

women are now addicted to general prostitution with me:

other races, so that they must soon die out; and, in fact, I

think tin-, population is scantier than it was when I WBfl

Upon this I may remark

ryed in the Xil^ir., Bie thoroughly Tartar,

and Bfl .-n. -h an; widely prevalent in the Himalaya and Tibet.

of the Newars, wlm, 1,\ the way, have

a recorded tradition uniting them with the Mala n a

. they say, with Xey;ir or Newar (y and w
VOL. IL 1
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being intercalary letters) were once polyandrists, and are still

regardless of female chastity, whilst the Tibetans were and

are notoriously both.

Mr. Metz, on the subject of the dialectic differences of the

Nilgirian tongues, observes :

" The differences of the several languages of the hill tribes

consist, not so much in idiom as in mere pronunciation. But

that is so great that the same or nearly the same word in the

mouth of a Toda, with his pectoral pronunciation, can scarcely

be recognised as the same in the mouth of a Kota, with his

dental pronunciation. The Badaga and Kurumba dialects are

midway between the former two with regard to pronunciation,

only the Badaga is a little more guttural than the Kurumba.
" There is some difference even in the speech of the several

branches, or remotely located groups, of any one tribe. For

instance, those of the Badaga tribe who, like the Kangaru or

Lingaits, emigrated from Targuru and came to the hills at a

later period than the others, speak a purer Canarese than the

common Badagas. So also the Todas among themselves have

differences of pronunciation according to the different districts

they inhabit
;

for instance, some pronounce the s quite pure,

others like z, and others again like the English th. And in

like manner the Kurumbas round the slopes of the hills have

so many little variations in their speech according to the

situation of their villages (Motta) on the south, east, or west

side of the hills, that it is difficult to say what the real

Kurumba tongue is. In Malli, the chief Kurumba place on

the south slope, the language is much mixed with Tamil."

I will now conclude with a few remarks on the grammatical
traits exhibited by the subjoined papers.

PHONOLOGY.

As much as is forthcoming on this head has been expressed

in the vocabular part of this paper and the remarks appended

to it. It may be advisable, however, to repeat here that the

presence of the English th, and its frequent substitution for

s and z, and the equivalence of the two latter, are so far from
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being exclusively Toda, as Schmid supposed, that they are com-

mon in Indo-China, Himalaya, and Tibet. Tibetan abounds

in sibilants, having, besides the s, ch series, an equivalent z,

dz series. The former is possibly borrowed. At all

its, z, zy, dz, and ts, tch are very much commoner in use

than the Arian s, ch, series. The second z, represented by
me by zy, and equal to the French j in jeu, is the same with

Tamil zh of Ellis and Elliot. It is a very prevalent sound,

and equally prevalent is the French u, or eu in jeu aforesaid.

Neither is ever heard from an Arian mouth
;
but the Himd-

layans most infected with Arian ways and habits are now

aially substituting Arian j for their own z, and Arian u for

their own eu. D is also taking the place of their hard and

rated z (dz and zh), arid thus the Tibetan word zhi-ka-tse?i

and Newari Zhi-kha-chhen,* the name of the capital of TsaiiLj,

become Digarche with those who use the popular and

x 1 las language, which language we hereby perceive

also preferring sonants to surds (g for k), whereas the written

Tibetan and Newari, like the Tamil and Toda, having a pre-
< e for surds.

]iut Tibetan is spoken with all the variety of hard and soft

.unciution noticed by Mr. Metz as characterising spoken
t and indeed the whole of the Nilgiri dialects; and as

there are few things more normally Turanian than the wide

nt of legitimate, habitual comniutability between the con-

sonants and between the vowels also of the languages of the

family, so I consider that to lay so much stress as is often

* The etymology of this word is curious and important with reference to the

;.t identity of the term Tibet.-in. And it is hardly too much to say that the

family identity of the two tongues (Newari and Tibetan) might be rested on it.

It meting in Newdri "the four-h<u.-.-d," /hi or /yi 1-einj; four, kh;{ the coneric

sign for house*, and chhdn being houe. De Koros has Raid nothing about that

most fundamental sign of the Tuninian tongues, the generic or segregative s

i have good reason to assume that thi* is one of the several serious def

bis grammar, and that Tibetan kd is = Newdri khd, an zhi = zhi, and tsdn = -

h khyim be now the commoner form i n Titatan.

or Zhi-kd-t<<n Turanice = Digarcli
il of Tsdng why styled "the four-housed

"
I cannot Irani. Hut tlu< r rucl*

element*, composing one word identical in form MM! in sense in two separate

languages, involve the family oneness of these languages.
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done on merely phonetic peculiarities is a great mistake on the

part of Turanian ethnologists, and one apt to lead them much

astray when in search of ethnic affinities. For example, the

Myamma is questionless one language, notwithstanding that its

phonetic peculiarities in Ava and in Arrakan are very marked
;

and a particular friend of mine, who is
"
genuinely Saxon, by

the soul of Hengist," can by no means deal fairly by r, sh, or

th, but calls hash has
; shoes, soes or toes or thoes

; brilliant,

bwilliant; there, dere; thought, tought, &c.* A Londoner is

not less Saxon, surely, because he is wont to
" wow that weal,

wine, and winegar are wery good wittals."

ARTICLE.

Mr. Metz says there is none whatever, but I feel pretty sure

that the usual equivalents are recognised, viz., the numeral one,

or the indefinite pronoun some, any, in lieu of the indefinite

article
;
and the demonstratives in lieu of the definite, as also

the segregatives van, val, and du, or an, al, and ad, for the three

genders, or al and pe* for the major of gender, used as suffixes,

and widely applicable to nouns (qualitives) less widely and

uniformly to verbs. We should always remember that the

so-called segregatives or generic signs are essentially articles,

definite or indefinite according to the context.

ADJECTIVES.

All qualitives which seem to embrace, as usual, the nominal

(genitive), pronominal, participial, numeral, and adjectival,

appear to be used both substantially and adjectivally, and,

when employed in the former way, to add to their crude, as a

suffix, the appropriate generic sign, which, in the case of the

participle, gives it a relative sense or an agentive, just as in

English, tlie or a striker, or the or a striking person (or thing),

and the or a hard thing, are equivalent respectively to the

person who strikes and the thing which is hard. But the latter

form of speech is quite Anti-Turanian.

* "Three fresh fishes in the dishes" is, in the mouth of the same friend,
" Tree fes fisea in the dises."
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Qualitives are always prefixed when not used affirmatively

or substantially. If placed after the noun they become

affirmative, including in their sense the substantive verb. Man

(is) mortal. TJtat (is) mine. This the striker = this is the person
strikes* He (is) loving one or lover = one who loves. That

(

is) the Had: = that is the black one. Give me the Hack =

the Hack Icing or thin<i a difference which must be expressed,
and with the sign of gender, too (an, al), in the former event.

-on two person
= this one is the second person (rend-al),

<

f
>

Gender is fully marked in qualitives by the use of the

suffixes van, val, du, or an, al, ad =
hie, hsec, hoc. But these

forms are very imperfectly reproduced in the verb, indeed can

hardly be traced except in Badaga and Kurumba, where the

following is unmistakable evidence of them.

English. Jiadaga. Kurumba.

He strikes Ilui-d-an Hui-t-an

Siie strikes Hui-d-al Huiyu-t-al

It strikes Hui-d-ad Huiyu-t-ad

The major and minor of gender in beings, not things, seem to

De denoted by al and pd suffixes words having still the inde-

ient signification of man and woman. In Toda, moreover,

adum marks the common gender as a separate pronoun, and

tan J as a conjunct prefix. I am not sure as to the major and

minor of gender, because the verb does not exhibit them in

peculiar manner of the cultivated Dravidian tongues or

other

* In Newdri it would be, u-hma ddya-hma, which is in every particular of

!, hina being the van or dl suffix of the above tongues, and its

affixing to the verbal form rendering that a relative participle.

f H'-re final dl ia not the contracted sign of the feminine suffix aval, but ia the

fr man used as a suffix.

i'iie prefix ta, with or without the nasalisation tan, tang, and with or without

.insulate equivalent ka vel ga, in widely prevalent to the north and south, as

.e. noticed in a recent, i 1 so also the other equivalent a vel e. witness

ta-pe, ka-pa, ta-ga-pa-n, a-pa-e-ri, p-ri, ta-g-ri. tan-d-ri, a

man and woman in GyarmiK, KasaLt, Kirinti, B6du, K.'.r.-h. Tamil, I,< :-;... I

Ac. Those who deny family conixct i<>n between the Himdlayan an:

tongues are requested to pause over ta-g-ri (Lepcha), and tau-d-ri (Tclugu), for

man, and a-yi vel ta-ye, iu both tongues, for woman roots, ri aud yi, rel i.
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The papers furnish no sample of declension, but it may bo

safely inferred that it is simply postpositional with cases ad

libitum, or none at all, according to the view taken of declension.

Gender is marked either by separate words, such as mn-n,

woman; cock, hen; or by sexual prefixes like our he-goat and

she-goat; or, lastly, the generic word bears also a male or

iVmale sense, when the feminine or masculine gender, as the

case may be, is distinguished by the fitting sign prefixed. So

IJurmese sa means child and boy, and mi-sa, or female chi/>?,

means girl* I know not whether the suffixes van, val, and du,

or ill and pe* (pen, pern the latter equal major of gender), are

added to substantives as well as to qualitives, but I think

not. Instances occur in Telegu, but not generally in the

Dravidian tongues, nor in the northern.

The major and minor of gender (quasi, hie et hocc facilis;

hoc, facile) are common in the Himalaya, Indo-China, and

Tibet, but I have nowhere in the north found the fully-

(h-VL'luped masculine, feminine, and neuter of the south.

In regard to number, the Nilgirian nouns are very defective,

having no distinct and uniformly employed dual or plural

inflexion or sign. But they seem to follow the cultivated

Dravidian in so far as having no dual, but having the double,

or exclusive and inclusive, plural at least in the separate

pronouns and in the personal endings of the verb. Irula has

not even the latter. In the Himalayan tongues it is often

difficult to make out disjunct dual and plural forms of the

substantive, even when the distinct and conjunct pronouns
exhibit an exclusive and inclusive form both of the dual and of

the plural of the first person, with correspondent verb forms as

is the case in the Kiranti language. The source of the defective

plural sign of nouns is to be sought in the fact that Turanian

vocables generally, in their crude state, bear the largest and

specific or generic meaning a peculiarity well exemplified by
the English word sheep. In the Nilgiri tongues neuter nouns

* The mi is often suffixed. Thus ta and ta-wa, a child, ia tu-mi, a girl, iu

ITayu and Kiiduti.
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always lack, says Mr. Metz, a plural form. So also in Newdri,

which further agrees with the Dravidian tongues in annexing
the generic signs to all qualitives, whereas the Himalayan

tongues, even those of the pronomenalised type, often omit the

sign with pronouns and participles, though they annex it to

other qualitives. Masculine nouns form it occasionally by

changing final n into r in Toda (kullan, a thief; kullar, thieves),

or by adding the plural sign kal vel gal in Badaga and Irula.

PRONOUNS.

Pronouns and pronominal forms are greatly developed in the

Xilgirian languages,* as in all the Turanian tongues, reminding

us, when viewed in connection with the paucity of true con-

tional forms, of the fine remark that "rude people think

much more of the actors than of the action." We have in the

Nilgiris, 1st, personal and possessive forms
; 2d, among the

former forms excluding and including the person addressed

(we not you, and we including you) ; 3d, among the latter,

or possessives, two complete series, according as the pronouns
are used conjunctively or disjunctively. I have given all these

;

and their forms, changes of form and uses, would alone suffice

to prove the perfect identity of the Nilgirian tongues with

those of the cultivated Dravidian class. The conjunct pro-
nouns are prefixed to nouns, suffixed to verbs. But those

which denote genders (proper to the third person only) are

generally used suffixually with all qualitive nouns, which thus

pass from the adjectival to the substantival category. This

T peculiarity is common to the Himalaya and Tibet, and is

found even among the non-pronomenalised tongues, such as

len Tibetan and Newari,-f- and likewise among the Ind<>-

*
Kintnti, VaVu, &c. t of Himalaya, show a wonderful agreement with \\ 1 >t,

Miiller calls the Munda class of languages in Central India. In all these tot

alike not only the agents (singular, dual, and plural, and inclusive and exclusive

two latter), but the objects, are welded into the v-H>, thus phoning the

maximum nalisatiuti, whereas the action is nearly smothered by the

actors, who, moreover, all reappear in the participial forms.

t ffj., Sinv.vlitiia, UP- w<>< -Ion one (fin idol), nominal (sin = wood, y* = geni-

iie that-pronominal; chha-htna, the one-numeral; dd-hma, the

striker, participial ; hydku-bma, the black-adjectival
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Chinese tongues, whose wong, pong is clearly the Dravidian

van. The former also is found in the Himalaya, but, of course,

among the pronomenalised languages only. But among them
we have samples of the conjunct pronoun being used prefixually
with nouns, and suffixually with verbs, as in the Dravidian

tongues,* and others of the use of both suffixually, as in the

West Altaic and Ugrofmnic groups of languages.* Separate

* Two forms :
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words, meaning two and all, can be added to pronouns and to

nouns, to form duals and plurals, and are often added to a true

inflective plural pronoun to mark that distinction; thus, nani

= we ; naniella = ice all, plural; nam rendalu = we tico, dual.

Sometimes the pronominal inflexion is repeated, as in emellam,

we (or we all) ;
niv ellam, ye ; avar ellam, they, of Toda.

VERB.

The verbal forms of the Nilgiri tongues clearly place them in

the same category with the cultivated Dravidian
;
that is, the

pronomenalised class. But, whether from non-development or

from decomposition, the pronomenalisation is very imperfect
on the whole. Nor is it easy to discern in the one or other

group of these southern tongues those generic and temporal
ia which are still so palpably traceable as a distinct element

of the northern tongue verbs. All of the pronomenalised class,

and some that can hardly be ranged in that class, in the

Himalaya, as in Altaic and Ugrofinnic, have the verbal root or

imperative followed by the transitive or intransitive (often

with many subdivisions) sign> and that, again, in the pronome-
nalised class, by the personal ending, which, too, is sometimes

:itive, sometimes objective (equivalent to active and passive
e respectively), and sometimes both, in which case the

.live iurin always follows the other and makes the ending.
. even in the northern tongues, the transitive or intransitive

latter in the contracted, as in the Altaic tongues, and not less in Sontdl and Hu,
and indeed in all. Thus, in Ivuswar, my father i b;iba-im, or inalmna baba-im

(maha, tgo, ma-ha-na, the genitive). Kuswar beautifully demonstrates the

character of the infixed ]>ronoun as a mark of the transitive verb, and it will la-

teen that this language inverts the order of the ngentive and objective, and

adds a common termination or an. The neuter verb, of course, omits the

transitive sign, and runs thus : walg-en-im, wnlg-en-ir, wnlg-en, I, (li.-u. he. f. 11.

-i possibly the participial particle. But it in more probably the neuter sign
>e causal = transitive, whilst it resumes the transitive sign

"
ik," drops the

neuter sign "en," thus, walg-im-ik-an, I cause to fall. In t.j.nniii, tiptoug, and

knp, the Ui vel dd root of Chinese, Newdri, Sontdl, &c., is palpably

traceable, despite its own modifications (to, ti, tha) and its numerous accessories,

all, as usual, suffixed with the single and most interesting exception of the second

person in Bontdwa, where ta-mo-vu shows U prefixed, mo-v-ung, ta-mo-vu,

mo-v-en, mo being the root.
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sign is constantly confounded with the temporal sign, whilst

the personal endings likewise sometimes exhibit as much irre-

gularity and defectiveness as they do in the Nilgirian verbs.

Nevertheless, judging by analogy, and resting on the wonderful

similarity of genius and character pervading all the languages
of the sons of Tiir, I should not hesitate to say that the culti-

vated Dravidian and the Nilgirian tongues are framed on the

same model as that above described as belonging to the

northern, and that the samples above cited from Badaga and

Kurumba are palpable proofs of it, notwithstanding the silence

of all Dravidian grammarians touching the generic or class sign

(transitive, intransitive, &c.) of their verbs. For example :

I have no doubt whatever about

Badaga liui-d-an ) T * ^ n \

Kurumba huiyu-t-an }
I 'truck fliim)

Kurumba mad-id-en I made (it)

May be analysed precisely as are . Active voice.

Turkic sever-d-im I loved (him)
HuiiLr:uian var-t-am 1 waited for (him) I

Kiranti (Dulling) tip-t-ong I struck (him) /

H;iyu t>p-t-um struck him ) Active and

Hayu *ha-t-um gave him / Passive voice.

Kuswar tha-tha-im- ) T . i /i \ A ..

jk au
> I struck (him) Active.

and numberless others of which I shall have, ere long, to speak
in full. That is to say, I hold it for certain that all these

verbal forms consist of, 1st, the root or crude; 2d, the transi-

tive and preterite sign; 3d, the personal ending; and that,

moreover, the second of these elements may, in every case, be

* Ha*tum is active and passive in ITdyu, and is regularly derived from the im-

perative transitive ha-t-o, give to him or give it, which is common to Kluimti and

Ilayu ;
and this leads me to add that the so-called monosyllabic tongues, like the

simplest Himtllayan ones, and the Tibetan and Burmese, exhibit in their impera-
tives the compound structure instanced in hitto, e.g., shat shod = kill, i.e., kill

him or it, in Lepcha and Burmese, where final t vel d is the well-known objective

pronoun seen in all the above samples taken from the highest-structured class.

Xewiiri has shata for the preterite second and third persons active and for all

persons passive ; expressly because the " t" denotes the object or transit!veness

of the action. So also Hayu has si-t- in the same sen.-e, and si (sh) to in its

imperative, which ia modified by an enunciative sibilant, but shows the transi-

tive "
t
"

as before.
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resolved into the third pronoun, current or obsolete, and used

objectively. Kuswar baba-ik = his father, compared with tha-

tha-ik = strike (i.e., him, the object), settles the last point even

more clearly than Sainoiede lata-da = his stick, and Magyar
Cicero-t = Ciccroncm*

Having mentioned the wonderful analogy of these tongues,

I will give a telling instance. In the Hayu language of the

Central Himalaya and in the Mantchu we have khwachambi

or khwachammi = I feed, that is to say, feed myself ; for khwd,
vel khoa is the root, cha the reflex sign, and mbi vel mmi the

personal ending, and one, too, that in both tongues is invariable,

though Hayu appears sometimes to drop the iteration in the

second and third persons, khwachammi, khwa-clui-m, khwa-

clui-m, /, thou, he, feed (self). Now, that root, reflex sign, and

personal ending should thus concur to absolute identity, and

that sense also should be as identical as form in two uncon-

nected languages, is simply impossible. It follows, therefore,

that we have people of the Mantchu race forthcoming now in

the Central Himalaya close on the verge of the plains ! And,

again, what shall we say to such grammatical coincidences as

Turki baba-im = my father, sever-im = I love.

Kuswar baba-im = my father, saken-im = I can.

The answer is clear, that we have people of the Turkic stem

in the Central Himalaya, close to the verge of the plains

of India, Nor need we doubt that such is the case in regard

both to :

' churic and Turkic relations of the 1 1 imala vans,

though the precise degree of such family connections can hardly

become demonstrable until wo have (what is now, alas! wholly

wanting) a just definition of the Tuniiiian family, and of its

several sub-families, to test our Himalayan jinalc-i.-s by.

.tchuric and Mongolic groups of tongues were long all.

to show no sign of pronomenalisation. It is now known that

was a mistake.

Other still maintained distinctions will, I anticipate dis-

the light of full* r knowledge, when it will

;ily appear that not men; and recent neighbours, such as

Mlillerapud Bunsen, I. 319.
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are alleged to be the Tibetans proper of our day (Bodpas), or

they and the Ugrians, formed the Turanian element of Indian

population, from the Himalaya to the Carnatic, but successive

swarms from the one and same great northern hive whether

Turkic, Mongolic, Mantchuric, Ugric,* or these and others

who passed into Indo-China as well as India, and directly into

the latter, as well as through the former into the latter, by
;ill the hundred gates of the Himalaya and its southern off-

shoots. Simple as the Mongolic and Mantchuric languages
are wont to be called, they seem to me to possess entirely
the essential Turanian characteristics

;
that is, in like manner

as they have endless noun-relational marks without any dis-

tinct declension, so they have a rich variety of sorts of verb

(but all reduceable into the two great classes of action, or that

of things and that of beings, equal neuter and transitive),

and this peculiar richness united with great poverty of voice,

mood, and tense, whilst tli3 participles partake fully of this

character of the noun and of the verb
;
that is, they are poor on

one side but luxuriant on the other, and throughout the whole

Turanian area perform the very same function or that of con-

tinuatives, being employed to supply the place of conjunctions
and conjunctive (relative) pronouns.
The Central Himalayan languages, but perhaps more espe-

cially those of the pronomenalised type, all present these

characteristics with perfect general fidelity and with some
instances of minute accord, besides those cited above, among
which may be mentioned the hyper-luxuriant participial growtli

of Kiranti and of Mantchu, both of which have ten or rather

eleven forms of the gerund, and these obtained by the very
same grammatical expedient !

There is another very noticeable peculiarity common to the

Himalayan and Kilgirian tongues, which is the emphatic dis-

tinction of the first person in conjugation, thus, piuthtstini,

Toda, / strike, stands apart from puithtsti, thou, lie, she, or it

strikes, which are all the same. So Newari has daya in the

present and dayu in the past for / strike, I struck, as opposed
* Are not Ugric, Uighur, or Igur, the same? and would not the identical name

with the common characteristics (pronomenalised) of the tongues go far to identify

the Ugriaus with the E. Turks ?
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to the common terminations yu and la respectively for all

striking present and past of every other kind save by the first

person, da-yu, da-la, any body or thing save me strikes or struck.

Hence these forms are used to constitute the passive, as in jita

diila, of the sequel Again, the hardening or doubling of the

sign consonant of the intransitive verb in order to make it

transitive, a principle supposed to be so peculiarly Dravidian,

is quite familiar to the Hayu and Kiranti tongues. And again,

the Bulling dialect of Kiranti is fully characterised by that

indiscriminate use of the transitive and neuter signs for which

the Tamil language is so remarkable. Another common
characteristic of the Dravidian and Himalayan tongues is the

double causal, e.g., bokko = get up; pokko = cause to get up ;

pongpato = cause to cause to get up in Bahing. Dun = become ;

thun = to cause to become ; thumpingko = cause to cause to become

in Vayu.
Another common and radical feature of the Dravidian and

Himalayan tongues is the amorphous character of their vocables,

which become distinct parts of speech, as noun or verb, by the

suffixing of appropriate particles. Thus kan, the eye, and to see ;

so neu, goodness, to be good, good, whence neu-gna, / am good ;

neu-ba, the good one, &c. of Bahing. I, however, at present

forbear to touch on more of these common characteristics of the

. idian and Himalayan tongues, because they are so apt to

run into the common property of all the Turanian tongues.

But I may just add that Hoisington's Tamulian traits (in the

"American Or. Journal") are nearly all found characterizing the

northern languages.

The general absence of a passive, the partial or total absence

of tense distinctions, and the combination of the present uiul

future when there is such partial distinction, as well as the.

denoting of tense by annexed adverbs (to-day, yesterday, uiul

to-morrow) when there is none, are Turanian traits common t<>

the (not to go further) Altaic., Himalayan, Indo-Chinese, and

Tamulian tongues. Thus the Toda and Kota verba are a!

:

illy aoristic, und the three tenses a rasaed by

above adverbs of time, used preiixuallv. Precisely such is th>

case with the Bontiiwa, dialect of Kiranti and with the II
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whilst the Bahing dialect of Kiranti discriminates the past
tense from the other two by the use of an appropriate infix,

which is at once the transitive and temporal sign. If such be

not visibly the case with the Badaga, Kurumba, and Irula

dialects, we may yet discern the cause, partly in the careless-

ness of barbarians, partly in that fusion of transitive and

preterite signs which cultivated Dravidian also exhibits, and

not less Ugrofinnic and Turkic. But in the tin-d-e of Badaga
and Kurumba, and tid-d-e* of Kota = / ate, as in the mad-id-^

of Kurumba = / made, not to cite more instances, I perceive
that identical preterite sign (t, vel, d) which marks it in Bahing

(tib-a, he striJces; tib-d-a, or tip-^-a, he struck), as in endless

other northern and north-western tongues.
I will add a few more words on these important points, for I

conceive that the passive of the cultivated Dravidian tongues
is clearly factitious, and suggested by contact with Arianism.

There are still extant long works in Canarese, says Mr. Metz,
in which hardly one instance of the use of the passive voice

occurs, and the fact that the uncultivated Dravidian tongues
have it not, is, I think, decisive as to its adopted character in

the cultivated. Again, there can be no doubt that the negative

conjugation of the cultivated Dravidian tongues presents the

primitive form, and that form is aoristic; e.g., mad-en, / do,

did, or will, not make. In Himalaya and Tibet and SifYm tin;

passive is wanting. Its absence is wholly or partially supplied

by the use of the instrumentive and objective cases of the

pronouns for the active and passive forms respectively. Even
Khas still adheres to this primitive and indigenous form, over-

laid as that tongue is by Arian forms and vocables
;
and I have

myself not the least doubt that the anomalous nd of the

preterite of Hindi and Urdu is nothing but the commutative

equivalent of the Khas instrumental sign le*. A Khas of

Ne*pal invariably says, ly me struck for I struck, and me struck

for / was struck; and, moreover, there is still the strongest

presumptive proof, internal and external, that this, the present

preterite, was a primitive aorist, and the only tense in Khas.

Those who are fully conversant with the spoken Prakrits of

the plains can testify that the same traits still cleave to the
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vernaculars of the so-called Arian class of tongues in the

plains traces, I conceive, of primitive Turanianisrn. as palpable
as are to be found in the secondary terms (bhat-ttol, mar-^r/

(vide infra), kapra-/atfa, &c.) of the Prakrits, and which their

grammarians can only explain by calling them tautological

sing-song. That all such terms are really genuine samples of

the double words so common throughout the Turanian area,

and that the latter member of each term is Turanian, I trust

by and by to have time to show. Meanwhile, and with

reference to the Tartar substitute for the voices, here are a

few examples :

By ilia struck = I struck, active voice.

Tibetan, ugagi diinjr ; Newari, jing daye ; Hayu, g'ha toli'mi
;

Klias, maile kutyo ; Urdu, mai?i ne kuta.

Me struck = I was struck, passive voice.

Tibetan, ngala diing; Newari, jita dala; Hayu, go toh'mi;

Khas, manlai kiityo ; Urdu, mujh ko kuta (subaudi, usne).
The languages which employ conjunct suffix pronouns have

a form precisely equivalent to the latter, e.g., Sontal dal-eng,
and Hayu toh'-miim = struck me. And observe that Sontal

diil, to xtrikc, reproduces not only the widespread da vel til

root of the north, but also the 1 of Newari dala,* as to which

see remarks on the transitive and preterite sign aforegone, and

Urdu m;ir-f/tt/, with its comment.

With regard to the personal endings or pronominal suffixes

of the Nilgirian verbs, their obscurity is sufficiently conform-

able to the cultivated Dravirian models, with due allowance

for mistakes on the part of the rude speakers of the former

tongues. Something may also be ascribed with probability to

decomposition and disuetude. But upon the whole we cannot

doubt that these tongues belong to the pronornenalised class,

and that, for example, the ni and mi of Toda tinsbi-ni, / eat ;

* Observe also tbat Jita ddla reproduces the objective sign, ta vel da, above

spoken of. Compare latacia and Cicero t. As a transitive sign of verbs it is most

widely diffused, and nearly as widely are ka vel go, and pa, vel ba, vel va. Sa vel

cha is a very widely diffused neuter sign which also can be traced indubitably to

the third pronoun used to denote the object in this cane, the agent himself or

it^lf. The French forms, Je leve and Je me 16ve, &c., very well serve to indicate

the latter form, though nut the former of Tutduian verbs.
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tinsbi-mi, we eat ; with the an, al, ad of nidre-madut-an, madut-

al, madut-ad, he, she, it sleeps, of Kurumba, are instances of

suffixed pronouns. And now, having already remarked suffi-

ciently upon the other peculiarities of the Nilgiri pronouns
under the head of

"
pronoun," I shall here bring these remarks,

suggested by the Nilgirian vocabularies, to a close.

P.S. Of the many resembling or identical words in the Hima-

layan and Dravidian tongues I say nothing at present. Those \vlio

meanwhile wish to see them, have only to consult the several

vocabularies printed in the Journal.

But with reference to what I have stated above, that there exists

an authentic tradition (reduced to writing some five hundred years

back) identifying the people of the Malabar coast with those of

Nepal proper (or the Newar tribe), I may just point to such words

as wa vel va = come, and sumaka =
silent, as perfectly the same in

form and meaning both in the Newar language and in that of the

Nilgirians.
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ON THE ABORIGINES OF SOUTHERN INDIA

AND CEYLON.

To the Secretaries of the Asiatic Society.

GENTLEMEN, In prosecution of the steps already taken by
me, and recorded in our Journal, for obtaining ready and effec-

tive means of comparing the affinities of all the various abori-

ginal races tenanting the whole continent of India, I have now
the honour to submit a comparative vocabulary of seven of the

Southern tongues. Five of them belong to the cultivated class

of these tongues, viz., Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu, Carnataka,

Tulava
;
and two to the uncultivated class, viz., Curgi and

Todava. The former are given both in the ancient and modern

form, and care has been taken to procure the genuine vocables

instead of those words of Sanscrit origin which are now so apt
to be substituted for them, especially in intercourse with Euro-

peans. I am indebted for these vocabularies to Mr. Walter

Elliot of Madras, whose name is a sufficient warrant for their

perfect accuracy.

In regard to these cultivated tongues of the south, Mr.

Elliot observes that the aptitude of the people at present to

substitute prdkritic words for aboriginal ones is such a stum-

bling-block in the search for affinities as it requires pains and

knowledge to avoid; and he instances (among others) the

common use of the borrowed word rakta, for blood, in lieu of

the native te rm nethar, by which latter alone we are enabled

to trace the unquestionable ethnic relationship of the Gonds

(even those north of the Vindhia) with the remote southerns

speaking Telugu, Cannadi, and Tulava.

On the subject of the local limits and mutual influence at

the present day of the cultivated languages of the south upon
each other, Mr. Elliot has the following remarks :

" All the

Southern dialects become considerably intermixed as they

approach each other's limits. Thus the three words for egg

used indifferently by the people speaking Canarese (matte,

tetti, gaefc?a), are evidently obtained, the first from the Tamulian,
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matta
;
the last, from the Telugu, gadrfa. This intermixture,

which is of ordinary occurrence in all cognate tongues, is here

promoted specially by extensive colonisation of different races,

as of the Telugus into Southern India under the Bijaynagar

dynasty, where they still exist as distinct communities and

of the followers of Eamanuja A'charj into Mysore, where they
still are to be seen as a separate class speaking Tamil in their

families, and Carnataka in public. The Eeddies also, an enter-

prising race of agriculturists, have migrated from their original

seats near Rajahmandiy over the whole of Southern India,

and even into the Maharashtra country, where they are con-

sidered the most thriving ryots, and are met with as far north

as Poona

Of the uncultivated tongues of Southern India, Mr. Elliot

has been able to procure me on the present occasion only in-

complete vocabularies of two, viz., the Curgi and Todava. But

further assistance may be looked for from him in regard to

this class of tongues, as to which he observes that "
the dialects

of the Kurumbers and Irulers and other mountain races of the

south are well worth exploring." I have likewise myself made
fresh application to Colonel Low, to our residents at Baroda and

Sattara, and to other parties residing at Giimsar, the Mlgiris, and

Ceylon, with a view to completing the comparative vocabulary
of all the Continental and Insular aboriginal languages ;

and

to our authorities in Assam and in various parts of the chain

of mountains dividing our provinces from those of Ava, in

order to obtain the Indo-Chinese series of border languages
all upon one uniform plan.

These shall be hereafter forwarded as received, with such

remarks as the study of the whole may suggest.

* For the ordinary and proper locale of the several cultivated tongues of

Southern India, see Ellis' Dissertation and Wilson's Mackenzie Manuscripts. Mr.

Elliot speaks in illustration of the general and well-known facts of the case.
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SECTION X.

ROUTE OF NEPALESE MISSION TO PEKIN,

WITH

REMARKS ON THE WATER-SHED AND PLATEAU

OF TIBET.

THE two following papers (it may be as well to state, in order

to show their trustworthiness) were presented to me by the

Mahu Rajah of Nepal in 1843, when I took my leave of him,

after having resided at his Court for ten years in the capacity
of British Minister. His Highness was pleased to say he desired

to give me something which, not being of monied value, I

should be permitted to retain, and which he knew I should set

especial store by, and all the more because I was aware that

the communicating of any such information to the "Feringe"

(European) was contrary to the fixed policy of his Government.

And theniwit.ii His Highness gave me these two documents, as

well as several others of equal interest. The papers now in

question comprise official summaries of the routes of two of

those embassies of tribute and dependence, which, since the war

of 1792 with Tibet (aided by China), Ndpal has been bound by

treaty to send to Pekin once every five years. It is customary
for these embassies always to keep nearly or quite to the same

A, they being conducted through Tibet and China at. the.

expense of the Celestial Empire and under the guidance of

cllicers appointed by it.

The time of departure from Kathmandii is determined by the

opening of the passes over i I! \\ .alaya, which takes place

illy during the first half of June by the melting of the

snows
;
and that accordingly is the regular period for the .setting
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out of the ambassador, who usually reaches Pekin about the

middle of the following January. The ambassador's suite is

rigidly fixed as to number, and as to every other detail
; and,

well or ill, tired or not, His Excellency is obliged by his prag-
matical Chinese conductor (perhaps we should add in candour,

by the character also of the country to be traversed) to push
on towards his destination with only one halt of about a month
and a half at Lhasa, where, luckily for him, there is always
some necessary business to transact, the Nepalese having long

had commercial establishments in that city. The ambassador,

who is always a man of high rank (Hindu of course) and rather

advanced in life, can take his own time, and cook and eat his

own food, and use his own comfortable sedan chair or more

comfortable litter (dandi, hammock) as far as Tingri. But there

the inexorable Chinese Mehmandar (honorary conductor) meets

him with the assigned set of ponies for himself and suite, and

His Excellency must now mount, and unceasingly, as inflexibly,

pursue his journey through a country lamentably deficient in

food, fuel, and water, by pretty long stages and without a halt

save that above named, on horseback, over a very rough

country, for some one thousand seven hundred miles, and then

only exchange his pony for the still worse conveyance of a

Chinese carriage (more properly cart), which is to convey him

with like persistency some seven hundred miles further, fatigue

and bad weather notwithstanding, and the high-caste Hindu's

cuisine (horresco referens) all the while entirely in the hands of

filthy Bhotias and as filthy Chinese ! Of course there is a grand
lustration after each embassy's return home, which usually

happens about two years from the time of its departure for

Pekin
;
and many a sad and moving story (but all reserved for

friends) the several members of these embassies then have to

tell of poisonous compounds of so-called tea* and rancid lard

or suet given them for drink in lieu of their accustomed pure

lymph or milk
;
of heaps of sun-dried flesh incessantly substi-

tuted for the farinaceous and vegetable food of all decent

Pagans ; nay, of puppies served up to them for kids, and cats

* The so-called brick tea, which is composed of the sweepings of the tea manu-

factories, cemented by some coarse kind of gluten.
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for hares, by stolid beastly cooks of Bhot (Tibet), under the

orders of a seemingly insouciant and really pragmatical China-

man, who answers all objections with " Orders of the emperor,"

<>d of the country,"
" You nicer than us, forsooth,"

" Fed or

unfed, you start at such an hour." It is singular to observe the

Celestial Empire treating Asiatics with like impertinence as

Europeans, and it is satisfactory to think that the recent

i >iil with Tibet has put an end to these and other

impertinences.
I proceed now to a few remarks on the form and substance

of the papers. The form is such as might be expected from

men, of a nation of soldiers and statesmen, scant of words and

having an eye to business in the survey of a country. Blucher

regarded London merely as a huge storehouse of valuables, fit,

and haply destined, to make spoil for a conquering army. And
uilese regards Tibet and China, not from a picturesque or

scientific point of view, but with reference to the obstacles their

natural features oppose to a daring invader having an eye to

business in Blucher's line. The chief item, therefore, of both

itineraries, and the only one of the shorter, is an enumeration

of the mountain ridges or ranges intersecting the way (a most

valuable piece of information, as we shall soon see) ;
and to this

the longer paper adds a similar enumeration of the intervening

rivers, with the means of passing them, or the ferries and

bridges ;
the forts occurring all along the route

; and, lastly, the

I and tanks where drinking-water can be had a commodity
most scarce in those regions, where half the lakes are brackish.

The sev- MS, together with the stages and the distances

(computed by marching-time as well as by reference to the

6 k6s of 2j miles each), comprise the whole information

conveyed. But it will nevertheless be allowed that so authentic

an ion of so many important particulars, relating to

so vast an extent of country so little known, is of no small

value; and tlmujli here park.-! into the smallest compass, that

information mi^ht, in the hands of a skilful bookmaker, sullico

to furnish forth a goodly volume lint l)ookmakin^ is in no

-entry of NY pal. It In -longs solely to pan
.ic class of official scribes is devolved the task of
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recording all useful information, which they are strictly required
to embody in the fewest possible words and smallest space. I

will only add on this head of the form of the papers
ist. That the records of the two embassies having been made

at the several times of those missions, and quite independently
of each other, the statements of one may be used to correct and

explain those of the other
;
and that, where discrepancies occur,

the longer paper, which is complete in its details, is probably,
on the whole, more correct than the one which is not complete
in its details, though I confess a strong leaning to the Chountra

statement, because of its sound discrimination of interesting

facts.

2d. That the assigned distances, though not measured but

computed, yet having a double basis of computation* by march-

ing time under given assigned circumstances, and by k6s accord-

ing also to a given standard in use in Ndpal, ought, I should

think, to be capable of very definite determination in com-

petent hands.

3d That both papers are literal translations, and that the

additional information procured by myself, and embodied for

convenience in the documents, is carefully distinguished by the

use of brackets
;
the rest of such information being thrown into

foot-notes.

The Chountra's embassy, as I learnt before I left Kathmandu,
set out in 1817; that of the Kaji in 1822, as appears on the

face of the document. Chountra and Kaji are titles of ministers

of state in Ne'pal. I proceed now to the substance of the

documents
;
and here, in imitation of my friends, I shall be as

curt as possible, and endeavour, in a few words, to bring together

the most generally interesting items of information furnished

by the two papers. The total distance from Kathmandu to

Pekin, according to the Kaji, is 1268^ kos; according to the

Chountra, 12 50 kos; and in that space occur, according to the

former authority, 106 mountain-ranges, which are crossed;

according to the latter, 104. The Kaji's paper gives us the

further information, that 150 lakes and tanks occur in the

* I have heard that the whole road is measured and marked by the Chinese ;
and

if so, the Nepaiese could never be much out, the only thing required of them being

the conversion of Chinese li into kos.
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route; 652 rivers,* crossed by 607 bridges and 23 ferries; and

lastly, 100 forts.

It would be very desirable, in dividing the whole space into

the political and natural limits of the several countries traversed,

to make the Chountra's and Kaji's papers coincide. But I have

attempted this in vain, owing to the different names cited in

the two papers and the different methods of citation. In regard

to political limits, they concur sufficiently, but not in regard to

natural limits. I therefore give the former according to both

papers; the latter according to the Chountra's only, it being

quite clear on that head. I annex the langurs or mountain-

ranges to both statements.
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document is
" on tins side of Tacliindo

;

"
in the remarks

appended to it
"
beyond Tacliindo

;

"
whereas the Kaji's paper

specifies Tachindo itself.

III. From the iron bridge of Tachindo to Pekin the differ-

ence is only half a k6s, which is not worth mentioning.

Natural limits from the Chountras paper.
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common frontier of China and Tibet. It occurs at the iO4th

stage of the Ktiji's paper. The native name of Tibet is Pot vel

Bod. The Sanskrit name is Bh6t. This is Tibet Proper, or the

country between the Himalaya and the Nyenchhen-thangla,
which latter name means (and the meaning is worth quoting
for its significance) pass of (to and from) the plains of the

Great Nyen or Ovis Ammon, or rather, Great Ammon pass of

the plains. That portion of Tibet which lies north of the

uchhen-thangla (as far as the Kwanleun) is denominated

lie Tibetans the Western half, Horyeul ;
and the Eastern

half, Sokyeul, after the Hor and S6k tribes respectively. The

great lake Namtso demarks Northern Tibet in the same way
that the great lake Yamdotso denotes Southern.

A word more about the Bhairav langur, which is equivalent
to Mount Everest, as recently explained to the Society. The

Chountra's paper makes it 50 k6s from Kathmandii
;
the Kaji's,

52.\ kos. But to obtain the latter result you must not blindly
follow the entry in the itinerary, but remember that his

"
huge

snow mass
" * covers a large space of the road, which must be

understood as commencing soon after leaving the I4th stage
or Tholung, and not after leaving the I5th stage or Tingri

Langkot.
The documents now submitted themselves suffice to prove

the meaning of langur, since they show it to be equivalent to

hi of Tibetan and the shan of Chinese ; consequently also

(as we know from other sources) to the Turkic tagh and the

Mongolic ula. It may therefore be rendered "mountain" as

well as
"
mountain-pass," and this is the reason, perhaps, why

the Nepalese often do not discriminate between the name of

the pass and of the peak of Bhairava, but blend them both

under t; <>f Uhai'rav langur, which is equivalent to the

:h;im or Nyaiiam tli;iiiLr l;i of the Tibetans. Colonel Waugh,
therefore, may be assured that his Mount Everest is far from

g, and I will add that I would venture in

any case of a signal natural object occurring in Ne*pal to

Thi* great mass i visiMe alike from the confined of X. i-.il proper (the vnll.-y)

nd from those of Sikim, and all the inr<> uniniiitakaWy !<

petitor for notice in the whole intervening apace. It is precisely half-way between

Goaain-than which overlooks Nrjwl Proper and Kangchan which overlooks Sikim.
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furnish the Colonel with its true native name (nay, several, for

the country is very polyglottic), upon his furnishing me with

the distance and bearings of that object, although neither I nor

any European had gone near it.* For the rest, I cannot with-

hold my congratulations upon this second splendid result of

Colonel W.'s labours, though, alack ! it would seem fatal to my
pet theory of sub-Himalayan water-sheds a term carefully to

be discriminated from the Himdlayan water-shed to which I

nj\v purpose briefly to advert.

Since I presented to the Society in 1849 my paper on the

Physical Geography of the Himalaya, a good deal of new
information has been published, mixed with the inevitable

quantum of speculation, touching the true character of that

chain, and the true position of its water-shed, with their

inseparable concomitants, the general elevation and surface

character of the plateau of Tibet.

After an attentive perusal of these interesting speculations,

I must, however, confess that I retain my priorly expressed

opinion, that the great points in question are inextricably

involved with, and consequently can never be settled inde-

pendently of, the larger question of the true physical features

of the whole of the Bam-i-dunya of Asiatics and the Asie

Centrale of Humboldt.

It may be that the Himalaya is not a chain at all, but an

exemplification of the truth of Elie de Beaumont's theory, that

so-called mountain chains are only parallel dispositions of a

series of geological nceuds, which, if laid side by side, constitute

the semblance of a chain of longitude, and if laid one over the

other constitute the semblance of a chain of latitude.

It may be that the Himalaya is not a latitudinal but a

meridional chain, and that the geological back-bone of the

* It is obvious to remark that no European has ever approached Dhavalagiri,

which yet lacks not a native name known to Europeans ; and, in fact, I myself have

been twice as near to Devadhunga, vel Bhairav than, vel Bhairav langur, vel Gual-

ham thangla, as any European ever was to Dhavalagiri. The Bhotias often call the

Bhairav langur Thangla, or "
pass of the plain," viz., of Tingri, omitting the more

specific designation,f Gnalham, which also might alone designate the object, nay,

which is the name of the snowy mass as opposed to the pass over it and the plain

beyond it.

t Potius Nyanam.
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whole continent of Asia does not run parallel to the greatest

development of that continent or east and west, but trans-

ely to that development or north and south, and that the

Khin Ljan iila is an indication of the northern extremity of this

hack-bone, the Gangri or water-shed of the Indus and Brahma-

putra an indication of its southern extremity.
It may be that the question of the water-shed is not to be

regarded with reference to the adjacent countries only, but, as

(iuyot and others affirm, with reference to the whole eastern

half of the continent of Asia; and that the northern part of

Tibet, inclusive of the Himalaya, is to be regarded as shedding
the waters of Eastern Asia from the Arctic to the Indian

Ocean. Such things, or some one of them, I repeat, may be
y

and one of the theories just enumerated may involve the

true solution of questions for some time past investigated and

debated on the frontier of India, though without any sufficiently

net reference to those theories, prior though they all be

in date, liut the mere statement of them suffices, I should

say, to show that they will not find their solution on that

frontier, but only when the whole Bam-i-diinya (dome of the

world, a fine Orientalism) has become accessible to science.

In the meanwhile, without seeking to deny that many facts*

seem to indicate that the axial line of the Himalaya lies beyond
the ghat line,-)- it is obvious to remark that this assumed line is

still parallel to the ghat line, though beyond it, and conse-

quently cannot be reconciled with an essentially meridional axis,

such as the Gangri range presents. And, upon the whole, and

with reference to organic phenomena especially, the ghat line

still
]
tresents itself to me as the best deviser of the Indian and

-Indian regions and climates, though I am not unaware

* These facts are ist, That several of the Himalayan rivers (beside the Satluj,

Indus, and lJraijni:i|.utr;i, which cannot be so reckoned) have more or less of Trans-

^.nyan courses an the Ganges, Karnali, S;ilikr;inii, ol<l Cumluk of Hamilton,
;i:is. ad, That soim- of thrsn, after flowing a good way east or

west over the plateau of Tibet, are at length deflected southwards. : pass*

ing north into the Kni, or other stream or lake of 'I

t !' r contra, the numerous determinations of the height of the ghats at far-

distant points seem to warrant our assuming 17,000 feot for the mean elevation of

the ghat line ; and it may well be questioned if any line of equal height and extent

xists north of that line. It is the closing of the yhdlt that annually stops all

to Tibet, not any obstacle beyond them.
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that Brahmanic geography has, from remote times, carried the

Indian frontier up to Mansarovar and Ravanhrad, to the

Brahmaputra and Indus line in Tibet. And, again, though I

do not, nor ever did, doubt that Tibet is a very mountainous

country, yet I conceive that there are good reasons for admitting
the propriety of Humboldt's general designation for it. He
calls it a plateau or elevated plain, and all those I have con-

versed with, who have passed from various parts of the Hima-

layan countries into those of Tibet, have expressed themselves

in terms implying a strong distinction, at least, between the

physiognomy of the former and the latter regions. I would

add, that nothing can be juster or finer than Turner's original

contrast of the two.

No one acquainted, as I have long been, with the native

descriptions of Tibet,* or with the general and special delinea-

tions of the country by Danville, based entirely upon native

materials, or with such enumerations of mountain ranges

occurring between the Ne*palese and Chinese frontiers, as the

accompanying documents contain, could for a moment question
that mountains abound in Tibet. On the other hand, there are

several reasons of a general nature, besides the specific allega-

tions of the fact by the people, to prove that widespread plains

also abound there. It may be worth while to enumerate these

reasons. They are as follows :

ist. One language only prevails throughout all the provinces
of Southern Tibet, that is to say, throughout Balti, Ladak, Nari,

Utsang, and Kham
; or,*)-

in other words, from the Bolor nearly
to the Yiinling, whilst in the same extent of country in the

Himalaya very many languages are found.

2d. The language of Tibet has express and familiar terms

for plain and valley, which are respectively called thang and

Ihung in Tibetan, whereas the Himalayan tongues have no word

at all for a plain, no distinct one for a valley.

$d. It is well known that there are very many lakes in

Tibet, and several of them of great size a fact which involves

the existence of large level tracts also, as the contrary fact in

* Journal No. TV. for April 1832, Article I.

t Journal No. IV. for April 1832, Article I.
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the Himalaya involves (what is notorious) the absence of wide-

spread levels.

4th. The numerous names of places in Tibet which are com-

pounded with the word thang, a plain, as Chyan thang in Nan,
Pe*khe'ii thang in Tsang, Nar thang in U', and Pa thang in

Kluim, would alone suffice to prove that the general surface of

Tibet is very different from that of the Himalaya.

$th. The numerous names of places similarly compounded
with the word lining, a valley, as Te'shu lining, Lhasa lining,

Phemba lining, &c.

6th. Tibet is the permanent habitat of wild animals of the

true ox, deer, and antelope types all creatures of the plain and

not of the mountain, and none therefore found in the Himalaya.

'jtli.
Tibet is annually the seasonal resort of vast numbers

of the wading and swimming tribes of birds, which pass from

the plains of India to those of Tibet every spring, and stay in

the latter till the setting-in of winter, whilst the whole of these

birds entirely avoid the Himalaya.
" The storks know their

appointed seasons in the heavens," and their skilfully-disposed

phalanxes periodically afford one of the finest sights we have.

Kangchdn is swept over as if it were a molehill !

*

There are few of the Tibetan plains more noticeable than that

which occurs immediately on passing the Himalaya by the

irav langiir or Nyanamla few contrasts more palpable than

that of the Cis- and Trans-Himalayan regions at this well-known

and central point; and when I lately requested Major Ramsay,
the Resident in Nepal, to get for me a confirmation or refutation

of my opinion, he answered " Dr. Hooker must be in error

n he says there are no extensive plains in Tibet, because

ri maidan (plain), for example, is fully sixty miles in length
and fifteen to twenty in breadth. Til bikram Thapa assures

me that, in the recent war, he marched along that plain for

several days and passed a lake three days in circumference, and

which lie estimates to be as large as the valley of Nepdl/'f
n asked if Tingri maidan was anything like the valley of

il, he said "No! horsemen could not gallop about Nr]>:il.

* See my paper on the Migration of I'.inN in Bengal Asiatic Society
'

Researches

t The valley of Nepal is about sixteen miles in diameter, or fifty in ciicuit.

. II. M
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They would have to keep to the roads and pathways. But

numerous regiments of cavalry could gallop at large over the

plain of Tingri."* In a like spirit the Tibetans themselves

compare the vast province of Kham to a "
field," and that of

Utsang to
"
four channels "( both expressions plainly imply-

ing abundance of flat land
;
and the latter also indicating those

ranges parallel to and North of the Himalaya, which all native

authorities attest the existence of in Tibet, not only in Nari,

but also in Utsang and Kham. The most remarkable of these

parallel chains, and that which divides settled from nomadic,
and North from South Tibet, is the Nye'nchhe'n-thangla, of

which I spoke in my paper on the H6rsok { and of which I am
now enabled pretty confidently to assert that the Karakorum
is merely the Western prolongation, but tending gradually
towards the Kwanleun to the Westward. But these parallel

ranges imply extensive level tracts between them, which is the

meaning of the "
four channels

"
of Utsang, whilst the East and

West directions of these ranges sustain Humboldt's conception
of the direction of all the greater chains of Asie Centrale, or the

Himalaya, Kwanleun, Thian, and Altai, as also of that of the

backbone of the whole Asiatic continent, which he supposes to

be a continuation Westward of the second of these four chains.

Upon the whole, I conceive, there can be no doubt that Tibet

Proper, that is, Tibet South of the Nye'nchhe'n-thangla range,

is, as compared with the Himalaya, a level country. It may
be very well defined by saying it comprises the basins of the

Indus (cum Satlaj) and Brahmaputra ; or, if you please, of the

Mapham, PekheX and Yamdo Lakes.

In this limited sense of Tibet which the native geographers
divide into Western, Central, and Eastern Tibet, called by them-

selves Nari, Utsang, and Kham, or, when they would be more

*
Tingri is the name of the town. The district is called Pe"kheu or Pekheu thang,

and the lake Pekhcu tso. By referring to the Itineraries, it will be seen that the

plain of Pekheu extends sixty-eight miles in the line of the route, and is succeeded

by a still larger plain reaching to Digarchi from Tasyachola (see Chountra's route).

f Journal at supra cit.

Journal, No. II. of 1853. Essays II., 65.

See Cooper in Bengal Asiatic Society's Journal, No. 5, for May 1869, and Royal
Asiatic Society's Report of the Soiree of March 1870, wherein is given the report of

Montgomerie's Pandit, who states that the Mukhtinath pass, 13,100 feet, is reached

from the North by a long smooth grassy slope varied by occasional cultivation.
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precise, Balti, Maryul vel Ladak, Nari, Tsang, U', and Kham
Gangri is the watershed of Tibet.

The region called Tso tso in Tibetan, or that of the lakes

Mapham and Lanag, equal to the Mansarovar and Ravanhrad

of Sanskrit geography, is situated around Gangri, where the

elevation of the plateau is 15,250 feet. From this region the

fall of the plateau to the points where the rivers (Indus and

Brahmaputra, or Singkhu-bab and E'ni) quit the plateau is

great, as we sufficiently know from the productions of Balti and

of Khtim at and around those points. In Lower Balti snow

never falls
;
there are two crops of grain each year, and many

excellent fruits, as we learn from native writers;* whilst my
own information, received vivd voce from natives of those parts,

assures me that the country towards the gorge of the E'ni or

Brahmaputra is, like Balti, free of snow and yields two crops

a year ;
that rice is produced, and silk and cotton

;
and that

these last articles form the ordinary materials of the people's

dress. These points cannot therefore exceed four to five thou-

sand feet in elevation, which gives a fall of above ten thousand

feet from the watershed, both ways.

I will conclude these hurried remarks, suggested by the am-

bassadorial routes from Kathmandu to Pekin now submitted

to the Society, with a statement, which I think the Society will

perceive the high interest of, with reference to those recent

ethnological researches, the whole tendency of which is more

and more completely to identify the Turanians of India and

Indo-China with those of the Trans-Himalayan countries.

It is this E'ru tsangpo is the name of the river of Tibet :

i, that of the river of Western Indo-China or Ava: E'ni

vel A'n'i, that of a river in the Tamil and Teliigu languages,
we remember that Tsangbo is a mere local appen-

dage to i \vord,-f and Wadi vd Y;iti ;i UHMV 1'rakritic

6 totlic r.urmese word; and further, that the Turanian^

of Tibet, the Himalaya, and Indo-China are still constantly
* Journal for Aj.ril 1832.

t Tuangpo, of or belonging to Ts&ng, the province of which I >i archils the capital,

find by which place the river (Eru) flown. K\m the prefixing of a Y (Ycru Yaru)
TihcUn (in upeerh) and Dmvidian ! Turin r' is the f;rst and correctcst

writing of the * to wit, fur Chutnbu is the soft-spoken sound of

Taangpo. ;id eru passim).
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wont to denominate their chief river by the general term for

river in their respective languages (teste Meinam, Likhu, &c.),

we shall hardly be disposed to hesitate in admitting that the

Northmen, as they moved Southwards into the tropical swamps
of India and Indo-China, clung to and perpetuated, even amid

various changes of language,* that name of the river of their

Northern home (viz., the river, /car efo^rji/)
with which was

associated in their minds the memory of their fatherland.

"
By the waters of Babylon they sat down and wept."

P. S. Before I went to England in 1853, I had been so for-

tunate as to gain access to some Gyarungs and Takpas or

inhabitants of Sifan and of the South-Eastern confines of Tibet.

In my paper on the H6rs6k I gave the substance of their

information about Sifan. I will here add a few scattered par-

ticulars about the countiy lying above Asam, and the rather

because, from the date of my return to India up to this hour,

I have never again been able to get access to these people. The

Tibetans and Sifanese are wholly unacquainted with the terms

Daphla, Abor, Bor, Aka, Miri, Mishmi, Khamti, by which we
denominate the tribes lying East of Bhutan. They recognise

Chang vel Sang (Changlo of Eobinson) as the name of a Bhii-

tanese tribe or rather profession. They say that above Palyeul
or Ne"pal (Easternmost part alone known to my informants)
is Tingri : above Deunjong or Sikim is Trinsam (the Dingcham
of Hooker and Damsen of myself) : above Lh6 or Bhutan is

Nyero : above Towang or Takyeul is Chona or Jhang chona :

above Lhokhapta is Kwombo: above Tsarung is Chozogon.
These are said to be the respective Cis and Trans-Himalayan
districts occurring from the position of Kiiti in Ne'pal Eastwards

to beyond that of Saddia in Asam. It is added that the river

E'rii vel Yam (Brahmaputra) passes, from Kwombo into Lhok-

hapta, beneath the great snowy mountain called Kwombochiiri,
and that a great mela or mart is held there every twelve years.

Lhokhapta, or Lho of the cut lips, is so called to distinguish it

* The word for river in De Koros's Dictionary is certainly erroneous, derived from
a misapprehension of the attached descriptive epithet of the great river of Tibet.

The common word for river is chu = water. But I am assured that a great river is

as frequently called E'ru, A'ru, or with the prefix Yeru, Yaru, as in India a great

river is called Ganga.
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from Lh6 Proper, because the people have the habit of making
a permanent cleft in their lip.

^ province is said to be bounded on the South by the

Chimera ridge, on the West by Mount Ghundala, on the North

and East by the Kambala range; the province of U to be

bounded East by Sangwagyamda, West by the river Tamchok-

hamba, South by the Kambala range, and North by the Nye'n-

chlien-tluinglii. Beyond the last-named great snowy range is

situated the immense lake of Nam tso, which is said to bear

the same relation to Northern Tibet that the Yamdo* tso (Palte

or Yiirbrokyu) lake does to Southern. The former is the Terkiri

and Te'ngri mir-f- of our maps, as to which maps we have the

following further identifications: Ghamda = Gyamda. Batang
= Pathiing. Kywadzd = Eewach^. Lari = Lha ringo. Kiang,
added to great rivers = Gyarang. Eiver Takin = Gyamo gniil-

chu, and river Yang-tse = Nya chu. Pampou of Hue =
Phemba : river and valley both so called. Galdeso river =
Galden, and is the East boundary of Phemba and Lhasa valleys,

as the Tolong river is their Western boundary.

Abstract of Diary of Route from Kdihrndndti to Pekin, as taken

during the Embassy of Chountra Pduskker Sdh, showing the

number and position of tJie mountains passed.

Position of the mountain passes with the names
of some of them.
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Position of the mountain passes, with the names
of some of them.
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Tosition of the mountain passes, with the names
of some of them.
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Position of the mountain passes with the names
of some of them.
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SECTION XL

ROUTE FROM KATMANDU, THE CAPITAL OF NEPAL,

TO DARJEELING IN SIKIM,

INTERSPERSED WITH REMARKS ON THE PEOPLE AND
COUNTRY.

First Stage to ChouM, East, 7J fafe.

PROCEEDING rid Mangal, which is within a quarter of a mile

of the city, we came to Nangsal, at the like distance from

Mangal. Both are petty suburban Ne*war villages. Thence to

Deopatan, distance three-quarters of a k6s, a large pakka
*

village inhabited by NeVars. Thence to The'mi, one and a

quarter kos. Themi is a considerable pakka town of NeVdrs,

and is famous for its pottery. Thence to Bhatgaon, distant one

;ion is a large handsome NeVar town situated near

Eastern end of the valley of Ndpal, and is said to contain

12,000 houses. Its palace, temples, and tanks are very striking

structures. Thence to Sangd, two k6s. This bridge-like place

stands on a low ridge separating the great valley of Nc'pdl

Proper f from the subordinate valley of Ban(5pa. It is a small

it the houses are all pakka, as usual with the Newars.

* Pakka here means built of burnt bricks. This word and its correlative kachcha

are most convenient terras, for which I know no English equivalents.

t The valley of Nepal is about sixteen miles in either diameter, of shape between

oval and lozenge, cultivated throughout, and yields two crops per annum, a spring

one of wheat and an autumn one of rice. It is very densely peopled with a popu-
lation ly 350,ooosouls, distributed in three principal and many subordinate

towns, all of burnt lri<-k and tiled roof, in tbe tent style of architecture so prevalent
in China. Equidistant from snows and plains, elevation 4500. Centrally ]>'.

with reference to the length (E. and W.) and breadth (N. and S.) of the kingdom.
For iU people tee on to p. 196 infra.

Compare note at exordium of voL on Buddhism, and separate paper therein

on Sambu Puran, (Easayt I., 115), noticet of Valley and Terti of Nepalya Kallyana
in Bcnga's A. S. Journal.
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Thence to Bane*pa, one k6s. Bane'pa is a small pakka town
inhabited by NeVars, and situated in the vale of the same name.

Thence to Khanarpii, one k6s. It is a nice little NeVar village,

situated near the point where the dales of Bane'pa and Panouti

blend with each other. Thence to Chouk6t, a quarter kos,

ascending a low ridge and quitting the level country thus far

traversed, and all of which is highly cultivated, yielding
autumn crops of rice and spring ones of wheat.

2nd Stage to Kdldpdni, East, 6 k6s.

Ascend the large ridge of Batasia and come to the mountain

village of Phulbari, which is somewhat less than one kos from

Kalapani. Thence along the ridge two and a quarter k6s to

Syampati, another small village of Parbattias. Thence to

Salancho, one kos. Salancho is a third small hill village, and

it overlooks the glen of Kashi Khand on the left. Thence to

Kanpur, a Parbattia village, close to which is the halting-place,
at a tank called Kalapani, distant from Mithya K6t one and a

quarter k6s.

3rd Stage to Jhdngd-jhdli, South-East, 6J k6s.

This stage runs along the same ridge of Batasia. But it is

here called Te*nnal. Half a k6s to' the hill village of Bhoatia,

and another half a k6s to that of Gimti, both inhabited by
Miirmis. Thence half a k6s to Pokri, another similar village

of Murmis. Thence to Chap Khar, about three-quarters of a

k6s, a fourth Murmi village. Thence to Garcha, another hamlet

of Murmis, distant from the last rather less than two kos : a

quarter kos more brings one to the descent into the Bidsi or

vale of Dumja, on the banks- of the Eosi and Sun Cosi. The

Biasi is low, hot, and malarious, but fertile in rice, triangular in

shape, and about a mile in greatest width. The Bar, Pipal,

Semal, and Khair trees* grow here, and large Dhaneses (Buceros

Homrai) are seen eating the fruit of the Pipal. The Sun Cosi

at Dumja flows freely over a wide bed of sand, and is about

* The occurrence of the Indian figs, cotton-tree, and acacia, so far within the

mountains, shows that the Biusis, wherever situated, have a tropical climate. See

on.
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forty yards broad and one foot deep. This river, if the Milanchi

be regarded as its remotest feeder, arises from the eastern side

of Gosain-tluin, the great snowy peak overlooking the valley of

XL' pal, and is the first of the "seven Cosi" (sapt Cosi) of the

( )thers contend that the true Sun Cosi is that which

arises at Kalingchok, east of Kuti.* There are several upper
feeders of the Sun Cosi, which form a delta of perhaps thirty

,v, between Malanchi, Kalingchok, and Dallalgluit,

wliere the feeders are all united. From Dumja, which lies a

little below Dallalghiit, proceed along the right bank of the

lliver Sun Cosi to Jhanga-jholi, by the rugged glen of the river

two kos, the road impeded by huge masses of rock lying half in

the water.

4th Stage to Sitalpdti, East, 4 k6s,

Leaving the river on the left, you ascend the ridge of Sidhak

and travel along its side, far from the top, to the village of

iJharma, inhabited by Murinis. It is one and a half kos from

Jhan;ja-jhuli. Thence half a k6s to Jhampar, a village of

Murmis. Thence descending again to the bed of the Sun Cosi,

; proceed along the right bank for one kos to Chyanpur-

phedi, or the base of the Chayanpur range. Thence an ascent

of one kos to the top of Chayanpur, wliere stands the Powa or

'.1 Dharamsiila of Sitalpati, the halting-place, and which is

close to the village of Choupur.

$th Stage to Lidng, East, 6 kds.

Two kos along the heights of Chayanpur bring you to the

confluence of the Tamba Cosi and Sun Cosi, wliere the united

rivers, of nearly equal size before their junction, are passed at

It, a little below* the San^am or junction. The Tiiniba

C6si, or second C6si of the NY-pah-Hr, has its course at the base

, 'hallak, a Himalayan peak situated some ten kos perhaps
east of the Kuti Pass, which is on t!.< eastern highroad
from . i to Lhasa. From Selia-hat the. mail makes a

1 ascent of one k6s to the high level or plateau of (lum-

ounia, one kos along which conducts you to lUial uyo, which is

* See annexed Memorandum and Sketch .M

. II. N
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only another name for the same plateau. From Bhalaiyo-danra,
one kos to Be'taini village, still along the plateau. Thence one

ko"s along the same high level to the halting-place or Liang-

liiing, which is a large village well inhabited chiefly by No*wars.

Some Parbattias also dwell there, and there is plenty of

cultivation and water on the flat top of this low ridge, which is

neither mountain nor plain.* The rice, called
"
touli

"
by the

Newars, grows well, and wheat and generally all the field and

garden produce of the valley of Nepal.

6th Stage to Narkatia, South-East, 4^ k6s.

One and a half kos along the plateau of Liang-liang, you
come to Bhirpani, having the Dapacha and Manthali glens on

the left, by which there is another road, used chiefly in the

cold season. Thence at half a k6s you descend slightly to

AYadi Khola, a small hill stream, and passing it make the

great ascent of Hiliapani and reach Lamagaon after one kos of

climbing. Close to the village of Lamagaon is another called

Salu, inhabited by Parbattias.f Thence one kos to the Likhu

Khola, a slight descent. Thence a small ascent to Bhalu-danra,

or the Bear's Ridge, half a kos along, which brings it to the

village of Nigalia or Narkatia, the halting-place. The Likhu

Khola is the third Cosi of the Nepalese. It is a large unford-

able river, which is crossed by a bridge, but is smaller than the

Sun Cosi or Tamba C6si. It comes nearly due south from the

snows at Khali Miingali, and forms one of the seven chief

feeders of the great Cosi.

Jth Stage to Bdjlisotinia, East, 3 k6s.

Still along the Bear's Eidge a quarter kos to a small village

of Liichia, and another half a kos to the village of Chuplu.
Thence quit the ridge, and by a slight descent reach Phedi

Khola, at one and a quarter k6s. Phedi Khola is a small

feeder of the Molang. Pass the stream, and ascending slightly

* See note at stnge the ninth.

t For tribes of Ncnal, see Journal for December 1847.
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for one kos, reach the halting-place, which is a village of good

size, where plenty of provisions may be had.

Sth Stage to Bungndm Kot, East, 4 Teds.

Along the same low ridge to the village of Sailiani, close to

which you come successively to the villages of Chilounia and

rokhalia and Aisiahi, all within the compass of less than

one kos. Beyond Aisialii, one and a half kos, is a small pond,

the water of which, though not rising from rock, never fails.

Its name is Dhimilopani, and on its left runs the ridge of

Tharia-danra and Katonjia village; on its right, the Bhanda

e and the village of Jaljalia. Beyond Dhimilopani com-

mence a descent of somewhat less than half a kos, leading to

the Molang or Morang Khola, before named. Cross the Khola

and ascend one kos to Bungnam Kot, a large village and

residence of the rural authority, having the smaller village of

Bari on its right.

gth Stage to Chtirkkti,, East, 6 k6s.

After one k6s of descent reach the Lipia Khola, which stream

ynu cross at once and ascend the Lipia-danra, or ridge, travelling

along which you soon come to Okal-dhunga, a village of Brdh-

mans and Khas. Thence to Jya-miria, another village close by
on the right. Thence going a k6s you reacli Charkhu-danra,

ly another name for the Lipia ridge. Descending slightly

uicing one kos you come to Rumjatar, a celebrated and

extensive pasture-tract, where the G lining tribe feed large

.3 of sheep (Ovis Barual).* Thence two and three-quar

of a k6s of slight descent to Dhans\v;ir, the head village of tin 1

1 arrondissement, where the Dwaria, or deputy of Uankrsar

v. ho holds the village in private property, resides. 11

village belonged to the first, it would have been called, as

: I
> :ia's abode, not Dh;in-\v,ir, but

'

* The more general character of Tan is <! snii.r .1 in the sequel. This one rmut

be very unusually lofty and n>l. else neither Gurungs nor their sheep could dwell

ilily only a cold weather place of resort, otherwise it must be 5000
to 6000 fet high, like the plateau of Lian?. spoken of at Stage 5. Both are <-

1 features of the country, which ncvi rtli. -II-HB. with :ill its j.r.-cij.itousness, hits

more namerotu, divers, and extensive level tracts than is commonly supposed
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iQtli Stage to Hdchika, East, 6 k6s.

After half a k6s of descent, we arrived at Thotnia Khola, a

hill torrent which joins the Dud C6si about three miles ahead.

Proceeded down the rugged stony glen of the Thotnia to the

junction, which is reached at Ilasua Ghat. Thence down the

right bank of the Dud C6si for two kos to Katahar Biasi, where

the river, which had thus far run through a narrow glen, encum-

bered with boulders, has a wider space on either bank, capable
of cultivation, and yielding fine crops of wet rice, but hot and

malarious. This sort of tract is what is called in the Parbattiu

language a Biasi. Katahar Bla.si belongs to Bniliinaiis, who
dwell on the heights above. The road leads down the Bidsi,

which is above half a kos wide for more than one kos, and then

ascends the ridge of Kuviudia for one k6s to the halting-place,

or Hiichika, which is a village inhabited by Kinintis, whose

country of Kirant is bounded on the west by the Dud (

and begins on this route, where the Dhanswar estate ends. The

Arun is the eastern boundary of Kirant. The Dud Cosi is the

fourth great feeder of the Maha C6si, which latter enters the

plains as one river at "Varaha Kshetra above Nathpur in Pur-

neah. We have already passed three of these great tributaries,

or the Sun Cosi, the Tamba C6si, and the Likhu Cosi. The

remaining ones are three, or the Anin Cosi, Banin Cosi, and

Tamor Cosi.* Thus there are seven in all
;
and Eastern Xi'pal,

or the country between the great valley and Sikim, is called

Sapt Cousika, or region of the seven Cosis, from being watered

by these seven great tributaries of the Maha Cosi. Kirant and

Linibuan are subdivisions of the Sapt Cousika, so called from

the tribes respectively inhabiting them
;
the Kirantis dwelling

from the Dud Cosi to the Arun, and the Linibiis from the Ari'in

to the Tamor. The country between the great valley and the

Dud C6si is not so especially designated after the tribes inha-

biting it
;
but the Newars and Murmis of Nepal Proper are the

chief races dwelling there. Of all these tribes, the Xewars are

by much the most advanced in civilisation. They have letters

and literature, and are well skilled in the useful and fine arts.

* See Memorandum at the end of the Itinerary and annexed Sketch.
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Their agriculture is unrivalled
;
their towns, temples, and images

of the gods are beautiful for materials and workmanship ;
and

they are a steady, industrious people, equally skilled in handi-

crafts, commerce, and the culture of the earth. The rest of the

hiuhland tribes of people are fickle, lazy races, who have no

TS or literature, no towns, no temples nor images of the gods,

no commerce, no handicrafts. All dwell in small rude villages

or hamlets. Some are fixed, others migratory, cultivators per-

ully changing their abodes as soon as they have raised

:

>p ,r two amid the ashes of the burnt forest. And some,

\\, prefer the rearing of sheep to agriculture, with which

latter they seldom meddle. Such are the Gurungs, whose vast

flocks of sheep constitute all their wealth. The Murmis and

irs are fixed cultivators
;
the Kirantis and Limbiis, for the

most part, migratory ones
;
and the Lepchas of Sikim still more

completely so. The more you go eastward, the more the several

tribes resemble the Jilukias of Tibet, whose religion and manners

prevail greatly among all the tribes east of the valley of Nepal,

though most of them have a rude priesthood and religion of

their own, independent of the Lamas.

I ith Stage to S6lmd, South-East, 3 k6s.

Leaving Hachika, which is itself lofty, you ascend for two k6s

thro- vy forest by a bad road, exceedingly steep, to the

:iti village of Dor]);!, which is situated just over the brow
of the vast hill of Hdehika, the opposite side of which, however,

teep. Going half a kos alon^ the shoulder of the

hill, you then descend for half a kos to the village of Solma, the

halting-place.

1 2th Stage to Ldmdkhti, East, 2J Jc6s.

An easy ,,f one kos loads to Lapche Kin-la. a small

stream, "ssed, you ascend tl. at Limakhu
'. a Kiranti village situate-1 D68T its bate, Tlienn- tin:

accl: ;he hill i the way to tin- halting-].:.

i ODe and a i

:;g. Limakhu is a Kiranti village like Gwuliing,
but smaller.
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i^tli Stage to Khika-mdcchd, East, 4 Ms.

Descend half a kos to the Sapsii Khola, a petty stream, which,

however, the Kirantis esteem sacred. Cross it, and commence

ascending the great mountain Tyam Kya. Climb for one kus

by a bad road to the village of Khawa, and another kos equally
severe to Chakhe'va-bhanjang, or the ridge, and then make an

easy descent of one and a half k<5s to Khikamaccha, the halting-

place. It is a village of Kmintis, in which a mint for coining

copper is established by the Durbar of Nepal. The workmen
are Bandas (Bandyas) of the valley of Ne'pal, of whom there

may be fifty or sixty. There is also a Taksari or mint master,

and a squad of twenty-five soldiers under a jemadar.

Stage to Jinikhe'sdng, East, 5 k6s.

After a k6s of tolerably easy travelling, you come to Jukya
Khola, a petty stream, which passed you arrive in half a mile

at Pakri, a village situated at the base of the Klmkan rid-,-.

Thence slightly descending for half a kos, reach Pikhiia Khola.

Cross it, and ascend the hill of Bhaktani for one kos and reach

Murkiahiihik, a post-station of the Government close to the

66th* mile-stone of the great military road leading from Kath-

iiuindu nearly to the frontier. Thence a descent of one kos to

the Khesarig Khola, one of the innumerable small mountain

streams. Cross the Khola, and ascend the ridge of Thaklia for

half a kos to Banskim and Powagaon, two small conjunct vil-

lages of Kirantis. Thence along the ridge of Khesang for one

and a quarter kos to Jinikhesang, a large Kiranti village, the

head of which is Balbhadra Eai, and whence there is a very fine

view of the snows.

i$th Stage to Jarai Tdr, South-East, 5J k6s.

Descending slightly for one and a half kos reach Yakii village,

and then descending more abruptly for one kos, come to the

Ghongaria Khola, a small stream. Cross it, and proceed along

the nearly level base of the Yaku ridge for two and a half kos

* The route gives 61. The difference of five k6s is owing to the travellers making
an occasional short cut, for they kept, generally, the great military highway.
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to Jarai Tdr, a large village inhabited by Kirantis, Khas, and

Unihmans, and situated at the opening of an extensive and

cultivated Hat running along the right bank of the Ariin Biver,

and raised some thirty or forty cubits above the level of its bed.

Such an elevated Hat is called in the Khas tongue a Tar, where-

as a low Hat, or one on the level of the river, is termed a Biasi.

ry great river has here and there Tars, or Biasis, or both.*

B, from being raised, are usually too dry for rice, but some
can be well irrigated from the adjacent mountain, and then

they will produce rice as well as Biasis. If not constantly

irrigable, wheat, barley, millets, pulse, and cotton are grown in

them. The elevation of Tars is too inconsiderable to exempt
them from malaria, though they are usually rather more whole-

some than the lower and often swampy Biasis. Jarai Tar is an

extensive one, being one and a half kos wide, and, as is said,

several miles long, following the river. The soil is red but

fertile, and the whole of it is under cultivation. The village is

large for the mountains, and has some fifty to sixty houses,

some of which are pakka, as a caravansery, here called Dharain-

s;ila or lNwa, and one or two more. The site of the village is

higher than the rest of the Tar. The Pinus longifolia abounds

in Jarai Tar, and peacocks are very numerous. Also Jungle-
fowl f and Kaliches (Gallophasis melanoleucos).

* It is remarkable how universally this phenomenon of high and low levels of the

land, indicating change in the relative heights of the land ami water, prevails wher-

ever obvious sedimentary deposits are found in definite locations. Herbert and

Hutton, in their Reports of the Geology of the Western sub-Himalayas, perpetually

peak of the phenomenon as occurring in the mountains, and, in-cording to Herbert,
also in the Duns and even I'.haver

;
and Darwin (''Naturalist's Journal ") constantly

records it in the course of his long survey of South America from Rio Janeiro to the

point of Chili.

The tame thing is very observable in the great valley of Nepal, \\!I,.M- whole sur-

face is almost equally divided into high and low lev* Is, though the operating cau-e

must here have been modified in its action, as indeed is perpetually the ca-e in

different localities. Tho high and low levels of Tar and I'.iaai I consider to i

sent the pristine and present beds of the rivers, whose constant erosion has during

mg*s created thin differ* n<t> of level, often amounting to 150 orzoofeet. Tin- 1>\\ 1. \el

of the valley of Nepal I have been suddenly scooped out. when the .

of the pristine lake (for such tno valley was) escaped in one tremendous rush under

the action of an earthquake, which rent the containing rock and let off the waters

at once.

t From these indications, which are altogether exceptional an regards the moun-

tains, it may be confidently stated that Jarai Tdr is not more than 1500 feet above

the 1-r,.
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i6tli Stage to Pdkharibds, South-East, i\ kos.

Proceeding half a kos you come to the ferry of the Ariin,

which is a large river rising in Bhot, passing the Himachal

above Hathia, and forming the main branch of the great Cosi.

It is also the conterminal limit of Kirant and Limbuan. It is

passed at Liguaghat by boat, and is there very rapid and deep,
and some thirty to forty yards wide. Thence down the left

It; ink of the Anin for one k6s to Mangma, a village inhabited by
Kirantis and Limbus, being on the common frontier of both

tribes. Thence quitting the Arun, you reach the Mangma Khnla

in a quarter kos, and crossing it proceed half a kos along the

mountain-side (manjh) to Ghuili Khurak, which is the name of

a small village, and also of a celebrated iron mine, the workers

of which dwell above the line of road. A vast quantity of fine

iron is procured. This mine, like all others in Nc'pal, is the

property of the Government Iron and copper abound in Nepal.
]\ I * >st of the iron is consumed in the magazines for the army, or

otherwise within the country ;
but a deal of the copper is ex-

ported, and forms a good part of the pice currency of the plains

on this side the Ganges. The Nepalese are very military. Kims,

Magar, Giirung, and even Brahmans, except those of the pri

hood, constantly wear side-arms of home manufacture
;
and the

large army of the State is furnished with muskets, swords, and

khukris from native ore. Thus much iron is consumed, so that

none is exported, at least none in the unwrought state, possibly

because from defective smelting the ore becomes hardened by
the accession of fumes of charcoal, and is thus rendered unfit

for those uses to which soft iron is applied. From Ghorli

Kliarak, an ascent of a quarter kos to Pakharibiis, the halting-

place, which is a Gurung village, large but scattered, according

to the wont of that tribe.

Stage to Dhankuta, South-East, 2\ kos.

After a severe ascent of one and a half kos, a wide flat-topped

mountain is gained, whence there is a fine view of the plains,

and on the top of which is a small lake, very deep, and about

half a kos in circumference. Its name is Hilial, and the water
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is clear and sweet. Thence a steep descent of one kos brings

you to Dhankuta, distant from Kathmandu seventy-eight stan-

dard* kos by the great military road, as recorded on the mile-

stone at Dhankuta. Dhankuta is the largest and most important

place in Eastern NY-pal, and the head-quarters of the civil and

military administrator of all the country east of the Dud Cosif

to the Sikim frontier, excepting only what is under the inferior

and subordinate officer stationed at Iliim, who has a separate

district bounded towards Dhankuta by the Tamur Paver. Bi-

jaypur, Chdyanpiir, Mdnjli-Kirdnt, and a great part of the

Limbuun, are subject to Dhankuta, where usually resides a Kaji

or minister of the first rank, who likewise commands the troops

stationed there. After defraying the local expenses, he remits

annually nine lakhs of revenue to Kathmandu. Towards the

plains the jurisdiction of Dhankuta extends over the old Bijay-

piir principality, and towards the hills, over the country of the

Kirdnts and Limbiis. But both the latter tribes are poor at

once and impatient of control, so that the Nepal Government

is content with a lax general submission and a light revenue,

levied and paid through the Piais or native heads of those tribf-.

And this is the reason why only nine lakhs are remitted from

Dhankuta to Kdtlimdndii. The present Governor of Dhankuta

is a colonel, and brother to the Premier Jang Jiahadur Ko invar.

:e is a cantonment, a powder manufactory, a parade-ground
at Dhankuta, where the Sri J;.ng regiment, five hundred strong,

is ii'.u stationed. The place owes its origin to the Gorkhdli

. and is therefore recent
;
but it is growing fast into a

:i, the pakka houses being already numerous, and the trades-

men and craftsmen abundant, active, and skilful. Provibions are

:;;ul ami cheap, and the workers in Kdnsa (mixed metal)

are - ! fur the excellence of their oomiBttlities, many of

so far oil as Kdthmdndu. The Kirdntis and

Limi.us who n.iistitiite the soldiery or militia of the. iVrnier

Lijaypiir state, pay to the Goikhdli (loveii.iiK nt annually, in

* The Itinerary gives seventy-one and a half kfo. Tho difference hns !> t

explained in a prior note. The standard kos of Nrjal in ]u:>l t t\\ ..;.! OIK>-

third l.is'lidh miles.

t Tlie central ndminintrnr say on the I

and Legal
'

.1 in the Transactions of the Society, V.-l. .\

and Sec 'i-.n XII. <>f iliis volume.
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lieu of all other taxes and claims, seven and a half rupees per
house or family. The houses or families are large, so that each

can cultivate a great extent of ground. But how much (or

little) soever they may raise, each family is free on payment of

the annual fixed assessment, which the Eais above noticed col-

lect and deliver. The Rais also administer police and justice

among their own people in all ordinary cases. Capital crimes

are referred to the Governor of Dhankiita, who must have the

Durbar's sanction for every sentence of death or confiscation.

Dhankiita overlooks Bijaypiir, the old capital of the Eastern

Makwjini or Bijaypiir principality, which stands on the skirts of

the Tarai of Morang, but within the hills
;
and no part of the

lowlands (Madhfc) is subject to the Governor of Dhankiita.

The Madhe's is administered by Siibahs, of whom there are seven

for the whole.*

i&th, Stage to Bhdinsidtdr, South-East, 6 kds.

A sharp descent of one k6s brings you to the banks of the

Tamor, which is a large river, though less than the Anin. It is

never fordable, and is crossed in boats. It is very deep, rapid,

but not clear, and about thirty cubits wide between the hot-

weather banks. This is the seventh and last of the great

feeders of the Cosi, which it joins at Tirbeni, a holy place of

pilgrimage, so called from its being the point of union of the

three rivers, Tamor, Anin, and Sun C6si.t The Tamor rises

from the western aspect of Kang-chan-jiinga. We crossed the

Tamor in a boat, and then proceeded half a kos down its left

bank. Thence quitting the river, you skirt the base of the M;tdi

hill for one kos to the Tankhuda-nadi, a small hill stream. Cross

it to Miimaga Tar, and then travel through this fine extensive

flat for two kos. The whole is cultivable, and the most part

cultivated by Denwars and Manjliis,{ and it is situated on the

* The seven zillahs of the N^palese lowlands, which extend from the M^chi to the

Arrah, are Morang, Saptari, Mahotari, Rotahat, Bara, Parsa, and Chitwan. These

seven constitute the Eastern Tarai. The Western Tarai extends from the Arrah to

the Ghagra. It has lately been restored to Nepal, which lost it in the war of 1416.

t Of the seven Cosis, the Tamba and Likhu are lost in the Sun C6si, and the

Barun in the Arun, the latter four above the route. Tirbeni is immediately above

Varaha Kshetra before noticed, as the point where, or close to which, the united

Cosis issue into the plains.

J See Essays (1874), Part II., p. 60.
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banks of the Tamor, to which the winding of the road

brings you. Quitting the Tar you advance a quarter of a kos to

the Easua Khola, which forded, you proceed along the base of

the Te*lia ridge for one and a quarter kos to another Tirbeni and

place of pilgrimage, where the Cherwa and Telia rivers join the

Tumor at Cherwa Ghat. A great fair is annually held at Cherwa,
to which traders go even from Kathmandu. Thence proceeding
a quarter kos, you reach the halting-place or, Bhainsia Tar. The
Tar may be half a kos wide and one kos long ;

it is very hot

and malarious, and is inhabited by the Manjhi tribe.

igth Staffe to Lakshmipur, E.N.E., 5 k6s.

A quarter kos of slight ascent brings you to the Nawa Khola,
a moderate-sized stream, which is ascended for three k6s by

ry bad road that crosses the bouldery bed of the river many
times. Thence quitting the Khola, you commence the severe

ascent of Lakshmi-churia, which is climbed incessantly till you
reach the halting-place near the hill top. Lakshmipur is a large
and flourishing village of Limbiis, where men and goods abound,
and the climate is fine and the water cold a great relief after

the burning Tars recently traversed.

2Oth Stage to Illiang, East, 3 k6s.

After a slight descent of one and a half k6s, you come to

Tokhaiia Khola, a small stream, which is at once crossed.

Thence a slight ascent of one kos up the ridge of Nangi, along
the top of which another half kos brings you to the halting-

place, which is a Klias village of large size.

21 st Stage to Khdndrdng, East, 4 k6s.

A slight ascent of a quarter k6s to the village of Mulei, in-

habited by Khas. Thence a great descent of one k6s to Kok
. or the Magpie's Glen, which is watered by the Doc'-mai,

a small stream. Cross it, and ascend the ridge of Tiinkya a short

way, and then skirting along : (inanjh) for one an

quarter kos come tothclx'wa K hula, another of the limnim-rublc

streamlets of the hills. Cross it, and proceed fur one and a half
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kos along the base of the ridge of Khandrang to the village of

the same name, which is the halting-place and a small village

of Brahmans.

22d Stage to fldm, East, 5 k6s.

Descend the Khandrang ridge for half a kos, and come to a

.small stream called the Eatia Khola. Cross it, and then make
a severe ascent of one k6s up to the ridge of Golakharak, whence

Karphok, the great ridge dividing Ndpal from Sikim, is visible.

Thence an equally difficult descent of one kos to the lldm

Khola, a small stream. Thence, crossing the stream, make
the severe ascent of Tilkiani ridyo for one and a quarter kos.

Thence skirt along the side of the hill (mi'injh) for one kos to

the halting-place of Ham, which is a small fort designed to

guard 11. :i frontier of Nepal. The Chatelain is a captain,

and has a hundred soldiers under him, with eight artilleryman

and one cannon of small calibre. This officer is also the civil

authority of the arrondissement, and raises the extraordinary

revenues thereof to meet the local expenses, sending the balance,

if any, to Kathnuindii. The laud revenue is wholly assigned to

his troops in pay.

Stage to Godkak, East, 2 k6s.

After a steep descent of one kos you come to the Jogmai or

Mai Piiver, a small stream, which passed, you commence the

steep ascent of Godhak, and continue ascending to the halting-

place, which is a small village of Brahmans, half-way up the

hill.

24th Stage to Siddhi, N.E., 3 kds.

Detained much by rain to-day and yesterday, and therefore

made short marches. Leaving Godhak, ascended by a very bad

road, loaded with dense vegetation, for one and a quarter kos to

Karphok-chouki, a frontier Gorkhali post, where eight soldiers

always reside. Thence one kos along the ridge or Lekh to

Slidddng, which is but another name for the ridge. Thence

a slight descent of one kos to the Siddhi Khola, a small stream,

on the banks of which we halted on account of the rain.
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2$th Stage to the English Clwuki, N.E., *]\ kos.

Crossed the Siddhi stream, and proceeded one and a half kos

of slight ascent and skirting the mountain bases to Thapliu.

Thence half a kos of descent to the small streamlet of Se"chideu.

Thence a quarter kos over low hills to the Mechi Eiver. The

:d is the present boundary of Nepal and Sikim. It is a

.1 stivani which rises in the Singalelah ridge, a spur of

Karphok. Crossed it and ascended the hill of Nagri, by a very
road and severe ascent of one and a quarter kos to the top.

Thence a severe ascent of one kos to the smaller Rangbhang
Khola, a streamlet merely. Thence along the glen to the great

liaiigbhang, distant one kos. Thence a steep ascent of one kos

to Nagri Kut, an old fort in ruins. Thence a painful descent of

half a kos to the Balas'on Paver. It is a moderate-sized stream,

larger than the Mt-chi. Thence half a kos of rather uneven

travelling to the halting-place.

26th Stage to Darjeeling, North, 4 k6s.

A severe ascent of one k6s, and then an easy half k6s along
a ridge, brought us to the Company's high-road, along which we

xlled for two and a half k6s to Jellapahar and Herbert Hill

at Darjeeling.
Total k6s 109.

At 2j miles per kos = 254 miles.

E. The N^p&lese standard k6s is equal to 2^ English miles, and the travellers

had this standard to refer to along a great part of their way, as being coincident

generally with the measured military road several times adverted to on the route.

their distances from stage to stage may be perfectly relied on, though in the

details of each stage the same accuracy cannot be expected.
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MEMORANDUM RELATIVE TO THE SEVEN COSTS

OF NfiPiL.

The enumeration of the seven Cosis by the Itinerists is

doubtless the accredited one, and what I have myself often

heard at Kathmandu. Nevertheless, names are not always

applied in strict correspondence with things in geography.
Witness the neglected Jahnavi, the true and transnivean

source of the Ganges ! Now, if we are to estimate the seven

chief feeders of the Great C6si according to the length of their

courses, or their effect on the physiognomy of the country, the

enumerations ought seemingly to be as follows :

i.sV. The Milamchi
2d. The Bh6tia C6si

$d. The T4mba Cosi

4th. The Likhd C6si

5*A. The Diid C6si

6th. The Arun

1th. The Tam6r

Local series beginning from the West

This list omits the Barun of the usual enumeration, and

substitutes the Bh6tia C6si for the Sun Cosi, and not without

Ne*palese authority for both changes ;
for it is generally allowed

that the Barun hardly belongs to the sub-Himalayas, and that

Sun Cosi is rather the name of the general receptacle of the

C6sis till joined by the Arun, than that of a separate Cosi.

The following remarks on each river will make this apparent :

ist. The Milamchi rises .above the Bhotia village of that

name, and at or near to the eastern base of Gosain-than, the great

snowy peak overlooking the valley of Nepal. From the snows,

the Milamchi has a south-eastern course of probably sixty

miles to Dallalghat. It is joined from the west by the Sindhu,

the Tand, and the Chak
;
and from the north and north-east by

the Indnivati, the Balamphi, and the Jhari. The three former

are petty streams, but the three latter are considerable ones,

one of them rising in the snowy region, and another having
two subordinate affluents. The Indravati comes from the

Hemachal at Panchpokri, and flows nearly due south into the
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Milamclii below Helmu. The Balamphi and Jhari have only

sub-Himalayan sources, situated south-east of Panchpokri, but

they have longer independent courses than the Indravati before

they unite, after which they presently join the Milamclii not

far above the confluence of the Chak. The subordinate feeders

of the Balamphi, above adverted to, are the Boksia and Lipsia.

They have short parallel courses W.S.W. into their parent

stream. Thus the Milamclii is a notable river, and it is the

more so as forming very distinctly the western boundary of the

basin of the great Cosi, of which the equally distinct eastern

limit is the Tamor.

2d. The Bhotia C6si has its sources at Deodhiinga, a vast

Himalayan peak, situated some sixty or seventy miles east of

Gosain-than and a little north and east of the Kiiti Pass, being

probably the nameless peak which Colonel "VVaugh conjectures

may rival Kangchanjiinga in height. The river flows from the

base of Deodhunga past the town of Kiiti, and has a south-west

direction from Kiiti to Dalliilghat, where it joins the Milamclii

after a course about as long as the Milamchi's
;
the two rivers

of nearly equal size forming a deltic basin. In about its mid-

course, the Bhotia Cosi is joined by the Sun Cosi from Kdling-
chok But Kalingchok is no part of the true Hemachal, nor is

the stream thence ilowing equal to that coming from the snows

at Deodhunga. Consequently the name Bhotia Cosi should

prevail over that of Sun C6si as the designation of one of the

separate seven Cos is, and the name Sun Cosi be reserved for

the general receptacle, within the mountains as far east as

Tirbeni. The Bhotia Cosi is joined at Listi by the Jiim Khola,
whilst from the Manga ridge another feeder is supplied to it,

much low. r down or below the confluence of the Sun Cosi from

east. But as the Milamclii, below the junction of the

Balainj.hi and . I liari, is often called the. Indravati vel Indliani,

so tin- liln'.:.' In-low the junction of the Sun C6si, is

frequently styled by the latter name, which others again \\ith

; reason confine to the more general confluence helnw

T/icre no doubt the name Sun (Vsi brains to be

: universally the designation of the -ir.-it

ptacle of waters running west and east from Diimja to
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Tirbe'ni. At Diimja, which is only a few miles south of Dallal-

ghat, the Sun Cosi receives a considerable affluent from the

west. This affluent is called the Eosi. It rises on the external

skirts of the great valley under the names Biyabar and Panouti,

from the respective dales watered by the two streamlets.

3<1 The Tamba C6si. It rises at Phallak in the snowy

region, about two journeys east and a little north of Kiiling-

chok, or the fount of the upper and pseudo Sun Cosi. The

Tamba Cosi's course from Phallak to Se'laghat, where it falls

into the receptacle, is nearly south, and, as far as I know, it

has only one considerable affluent, which is the Khimti. The

Khimti rises in the Jiri ridge, and flowing nearly south,

parallel to the Tamba Cosi, joins the latter in its mid-course

at Chisapdni.

4th. The Likhii. This river is less than the Tamba C6si, and

seems to rise somewhat beneath the snows, though its place of

origin at Khali Mungali is said to be a ridge connected there-

with. Its course is still more directly south than that of the

T;imba C6si, to which, however, its general direction is very

parallel. I know but one of its feeders, the Khani, .vhich

comes from the Chaplu ridge on the east of the main river.

$th. The Dud Cosi. It is a large stream, larger even than

the Tamba Cosi, though inferior to the Aruu or Tamof. It

rises amid the perpetual snows, but at what exact spot I do

not know, and it has a southern course to the Sun Cosi at

Easua. Its feeders are numerous, but I know only those near

Easua, which are the Thotia and the Sisnia on the west and

the Eao on the east.

6th. The Anin or Ariin CosL It is the largest by much of

the whole, and consequently the main source of the Mahti

Cosi, having several feeders in Tibet, one from Darra on the

north, another from Tingri on the west, and the third from the

east from a lake. The Anin is not only the greatest of the

Cosis, but of all the sub-Himalayan rivers, if the Karniili be

not its equal. None other can compete with it. The IVinin,

often reckoned a separate Cosi, is a mere feeder of the Anin,
and joins it so high up that there is little propriety in admitting
the Bdrdn as a member of the Sapt Cosi. The Barun is lost in
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the Ariin in the Alpine region at Hatia, the great mart for the

barter trade of the cis and transniveans by the very accessible

pass of the Anin. Lower down the Ariin receives many tribu-

taries, from the west, the Salpa and Ikhua; from the east,

the Sawai, the Hengwa, the Pilwa, the Ligua, and the Mamaga.
Its course on this side the Himalaya is generally north and

south
;
but in Tibet it spreads to the west and east also, cover-

ing and draining a deal of ground there.

'jili. The Tarn6r C6si. The Tamor, also, is a very fine river,

inferior only to the Ariiu. It is alleged to have more than one

Trans-Himalayan source. It passes the snows at Wallungchung,
or rises there from the snows. Its course from Wallung to the

<Tal junction at Tirbe'ni is south-west, and it receives many
allluents on the way, as the Wallung, the Chung, the Yiingma,
the Mewa, the Kabaili, the Khawa, the Nhabo, the Tankhua,
the Telia, the Nava, the Ch^rwa, the Kokaya.





SECTION XII.

SOME ACCOUNT
OF THE

SYSTEMS OF LAW AND POLICE AS RECOGNISED IN

THE STATE OF NEPAL

INTRODUCTION.

[WITH a view to obtain correct and authentic information on the subject

-e law, both in its theoretical principles and practical admini>tra-

.>on addressed a series of questions to several individual.-

who 1 mo-t capable of replying to them in a full and satisfactory

manner. Copies of these series of interrogatories, with their respective

U-eii communicated by him to the Royal Asiatic Society

:her with a separate paper on crimes ami punishments) ;
and the

article has been drawn up from a careful comparison of the

whole, excluding as much as possible the repetitions unavoidably occurring.

in many instances, in the various answers to any particular question. A
reference to the works of Kirkpatrick, Hamilton, and others will show

how little has hitherto hern contributed to the knowledge of European.-
.us ofjurisprudence, as far as regards the kingdom

: it is therefore particularly gratifying to be enuMed to produce
new "f the subject as has been furnished by Mr. Hod

and t-m-rgy in obtaining an acquaintance with the.-e

and '

rs hitherto kept sacred from all strangers, are only equalled
'nt and librral manner in which he communicates to the

public the information he In* acquired. ED. JoUR. llOYAL ASIATIC SoC.]

I 'ART I.

OK Tin: LAW AND roLlCE OF KI './/..

-How many courts of law n

- '

ifl the name of r.-idi '

AT.I:. '\ :lic first and chief
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of which is called K6t Linga ; the second, Into, Chapli ; the

third, Taksdr ; and the fourth, Dhansdr. [Another answer

mentions four additional courts, viz., the K6si* the Bdnyya-

bit'hdkj the Daftar Khdna, and the Chibhdndel. In the Kosi,

the Sirkdrl itself administers justice. The Bdngya-lit'hdk is

the general record-office of the fisc, and a separate dit'ha pre-

sides over it. It is also a Mahal-Addlat.\\ The K6t Lin<j<i,

Into, Chapli, Taksdr, and Dhansdr are the proper Addlats,

exercising both civil and criminal jurisdiction. In the Daftar
Khdna the disputes of the soldiers relative to the lands as-

signed them for pay are investigated, and the Chibhdndel is a

tribunal for the settlement of all disputes relating to houses
;

neither of these courts possesses criminal jurisdiction; and

whatever penal matters may arise out of the cases brought

before them are carried to the Inta Chapli. All these Add/a fx

are situated in the city of Kathmandii, and within eighty or

ninety paces of each other.]

QUESTION II. What are the territorial limits of the juris-

diction of each court ? If

ANSWER. There are no limits expressly assigned. Any
citizen of Kathmandu or Bhatgaon, or any subject dwelling
in the provinces, may carry his cause to any court, provincial

or superior, that he pleases. [Another answer says, that

whencesoever a civil suit comes, and whatever may be its

amount, it may be heard in any of the four courts of the capital

at the plaintiffs pleasure ;
but that grave penal cases must be

carried to the Inta Chapli.]

* Also called Bhdraddr Sabhd, or great council of state.

t Also culled Kumar i Ch6k.

% The Government, or its representative.

A superintending minister of justice, who does not try causes, but watches over

the conduct of the court. B. HAMILTON.

||
A court for questions relating to land revenue. ED.

TT See note at Ques. LXXVI. The Sadr courts' jurisdiction (ordinary) extends east

to the Dud Cosi, west to the TrisuL Beyond these limits there are a class of royal

judges called mountain bicharis to whom, in assigned lands (and all nearly are

assigned), there is an appeal from the decisions of the assignee. Every assignee, save

the sipahis and inferior officers, has a good deal of magisterial and judicial authority,

nnd the fines he inflicts, particularly for breach of the law of caste, are a part of his

usual income. But grave cases can always be appealed to the capital, and sen-

tences involving death or confiscation must be so, however high the local authority

passing such sentences. See p. 200. Palpa and Doti are administered like Dhankuta.
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QITSTION III. Are the four Addlats of the capital of equal
and co-ordinate authority, or how far is one subjected to

another ?

AT. K. The other courts of the capital are subject to the

Limja, in which the supreme judicial officer or dit'ha per-

lly presides.

3TION IV. Do the courts of the capital always sit, or

have they terms and vacations ?

AT.K. They always sit, with the exception of fifteen days
in the twelve months, viz., ten days at the Dasahrd, and five

at the Dfu'tili* during which the courts are closed.

QUESTION V. Are the courts of the capital permanently
fixed there

;
or do their judges, or any of them, make circuits,

civil or criminal ?

'AT.K. They are fixed, nor does any judicial authority of

the capital ever quit it. When necessary, the dit'ha sends

special judges (lichari) into the provinces.

QUESTION VI. In what cases does an appeal lie from the

supreme or provincial courts to the Bhdraddr Sdbhd ?

ATK. If any one is dissatisfied with the decision of the

courts of the capital on his case, he may petition the Govern-

un-nt, win 'ii the b/idraddrs (ministers) assembled in the nhdlcha

ace) receive his appeal and finally decide. [Another respon-

says :

"
If the matter be grave, and the party, one or other,

be dissatisfied with the judgment of the courts of law, he applies

premier; and if he fails in obtaining satisfaction

from him, lie then proceeds to the palace gate, and calls out,

'Justice! justice!' which app'-al, when it reaches the rdjd's

ears, is thus met: four kdjis, four sirdars, four eminent panch-
/r, and one birhdri are assembled together in the

].alac<-, and to them the matter is referred, their award being

final"]

-TION VII. Are the iff, 01 ministers, assisted in

< ial cases by the chief judicial authorities of the capital,

u they hear appeals in the Widraddr SabJul?

'h,a, the bichdris, and the dhar-

sit with the ministers in such cases.

Dasahrd and DcwUi, public festival*. t A hi-h law officer ; the chancellor.
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QUESTION VIII. What concern lias the dharmddhikdri with

the courts of law in civil and penal cases
;
and of a hundred

cases brought before the courts, what number will corne in any

way under the cognisance of the dharmddhikdri ?

ANSWER. Eating with those with whom you ought not to

eat
;
sexual commerce with those between whom it is forbidden

;

drinking water from the hands of those not entitled to offer it

in a word, doing anything from negligence, inadvertence, or

licentiousness, by which loss of caste is incurred, renders the

sinner liable to the censure of the dharmddhikdri. He must

]>ay the fine called Gdo-ddn to the dharmddhikdri, who will

muse him to perform the prdyaschitta* In such matters only
has the dharmddhiJcdri any concern.

QUESTION IX. Is any pursuer-general or defender-general

recognised in the system ?

ANSWER. No
;
none whatever.

QUESTION X. If the prosecutor fail to appear at the trial of

an offender confined at his instance, is the offender dismissed,

or what course is taken ?

'

ANSWER. The offender is not dismissed, but remanded to

confinement, and the trial is deferred.

QUESTION XI. What, and how many, provincial courts are

there ?

ANSWER. For the provinces west of the capital there are

two courts constituted by the supreme judicial authority there
;

that is, the dit'ha ; and the provinces east of the capital have

also two courts similarly constituted.-)-

QUESTION XII. Is the regular appeal from the provincial
courts of justice to the ordinary courts of the capital, or to the

Bhdraddr Sabhd ?

* See Question XXX.
f Talpa and Doti (and Kir&nt also, see page 200) are viceroyalties, and their viceroys

appoint the judicial establishment
; the other districts beyond the ordinary limits of

the Sadr courts' jurisdiction (Dud Cosi and Trisul) are administered by mountain

bicharis nominated by the Rajah. There is no dit'ha in the provinces, but an appeal
lies from all the mountain liicharis to the dit'ha of the supreme metropolitan court.

To the westward there are eight, and to the eastward four mountain bicharis, besides

which every assignee of superior grade exercises a good deal of indefinite magisterial

and judicial power in the lands assigned to him for pay by the State. From the

ppcision of such assignees there is an appeal to the court of the adjacent mountain

bicharis and thence to the dit'ha of the Kot Linga.
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vr.R. To tlie supreme court of the capital, or K6t Linga.

CJi/KSTinN XIII. Arc not the powers of the provincial courts

regulated with reference to the rank of the officer who happens
to be nominated to the charge of the province ? In other words,

what are the limits of a provincial court, of a suba, of a sirddr,

and of a kdji ?

AN<WKII. They are not; whatever maybe the rank of the

otlicer mmmanding in the province for the time being, the

authority of the provincial court is always the same. [Another

^tates, that generally all grave criminal cases are carried

to the Sadr Addlats ; and the officer receiving charge of a pro-

vince lias a clause inserted in his commission prohibiting him
from exercising judicial authority in certain offences. These

are termed Panch-khdt? viz., 1, Brahmahatya, or slaying &Brah-

( ; 2, QouhatyOj or killing a cow
; 3, Strihatya, or killing a

woman : 4, J!dlit/ififi/a, or killing children; and ~>, 7V///,-/, and

all unlawful intercourse of the sexes, such as incest, adultery,

or whatever involves a loss of caste by the higher party. All

penal cases, with the exception of these five, which must be

reported for the direction of the Sirkdr, and all civil cases what-

soever, are within the jurisdiction of the provincial authorities.]

on.siii IN X I V. When a suba, sirddr, or kdji, is appointed to

the government of a province, does the dharmddhikdri of Katli-

niandii send a deputy dharmddhikdri with him ? or the dit'ha

or bicJidri of Kathiiuindu send a deputy bichdri with him ? or

does the provincial governor appoint his own judicial officers,

or does he himself administer justice in his own province ?

AXSWF.U. The provincial governor appoints his own judicial

authority, called usually foitjddr, who transacts other business

for the governor besides the administration of justice. The

appointment must, however, be ratified by the JJnrbdr.

QUESTION XV. What are the names and functions of every

r, from the highest to the lowest, attached to each ,
v

and provincial court '.

-At the capital, one dit'lia for all the four courts
;

for each of them two bichdris, one jdmaddr, t \venty-f iv-

ripdhis, t ,ve mahdnias, and five cJiaprdssis. The diCha

/Mm/s "fire," and the Arabic Ua-^
" a crime, a gin, fault."
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orders to the bichdri, the bichdri to t\\e jdmaddr ; and tlie

jdmaddr to the sipdkis and mahdnias, who serve processes, ami
see that all persons are forthcoming when required for the pur-

pose of justice. [Another authority adds the following to the

list of officers, after the bichdri, viz., the bahiddr, arz-begi, and

two naikid. The dit'ka (he says) decides
;
the bichdri conducts

the interrogation of the parties, and ascertains the truth of their

statements; the bahiddr writes the kail-mdma, which the bichdri s

interrogation has forced from the party in the wrong ;
the arz-

begi is the superintendent of the jail, and sheriff or officer who

presides over, and is answerable for, executions. The naikids,

with their mahdnias, inflict the kord * when needed, and they
are also subordinate to the arz-begi.]

QUESTION XVI. How are the judges and other persons
attached to the courts paid ? By fees or salary, or both ?

ANSNYKK. liy both; they receive salaries from Government,
and take fees also.

QUESTION XVII. Are there separate courts for the cities of

I'atan and Bluitgaon,t or do the inhabitants of those places
resort to the courts of Kathimiiidii ?

ANSWER. There are separate courts for Patan and Bhatgaon,
one for each city ;

and each court has the following function-

aries attached to it, viz : one dicdria, one bichdri, four pradhdns,
and fifty mahdnias. There is an appeal from these courts to

the chief court at Kuthmandu, and important causes are sent

i>Y them to that court in the first instance.

QUESTION XVIII. How far, and in what cases, do the Sadr

courts use Panchdyets ? in civil and criminal cases, or in the

former only ?

ANSWER. Both civil and criminal cases are referred to Pan-

chdycts, in any or every instance, at the discretion of the court

or the wish of the parties. [The answer of another respondent

is as follows :

" With the exception of cases of life destroyed,

all matters may be referred to a Panchdyet, at the desire of the

parties ;
but cases of assault and battery are not usually referred

to Panchdyets."}

* A kind of whip. ED.

t Both places are situated in the jrreat valley, the former at the distance of eight,

the lutter at that of only two miles from Kathmdudu. B. H. H.
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QUESTION XIX. Are the persons composing the Panchdyct

appointed by the parties to the suit, or by the Government ? or

does each party nominate its own members and the Govern-

ment add a president or casting-vote, or how ?

AT.K. The members of the Panchdyct are never appointed

by the Government, but by the judge (dit'ha), at the solicitation

of the parties ;
and no man can sit on a Panchdyet without the

consent of both parties. [Another reply adds, that the judge
takes from the parties an obligation to abide by the award of

the Puni-hdyd when given, and that the court or Government

r volunteers to appoint a Panchdyct ; but if the parties

expressly solicit it by a petition, declaring that they can get no

-faction from their own nominees, the Government will then

int a Panchdyet to sit on the case. A third respondent says

generally, in answer to the query,
" The parties each name five

members, and the Government adds five to their ten."]

-TICK XX. What means are adopted to hasten the

decision of the Panchdyet, if it be very dilatory ?

AT.I!. In such cases the matter is taken out of the hands

of the Panchdyet, and decided by the court which appointed it

to sit. [The answer given by another of the respondents states

that there never can be needless delay in the decision of causes

by Piini-ht'iiids, as these tribunals assemble in the courts out of

which they issue, and officers of the court are appointed to see

that the members attend regularly and constantly.]

mOM XXI. With what powers are the PancJidyets
sted to enforce the attendance of parties and witnesses,

and the production of papers, and to give validity to their

decrees ?

vi i;. Tin- Panrhiiyct has no authority of its own to

summon or compel the attendance of any person, to make an
unwillii. ia depose, or to secure the production of neces-

sary papers ;
all such executive aid being afforded by the court

: and, in like manner, the decision of

the Panchdyet is : to the court to i d into effect.

:.ot give orders, far l<-ss enforce them, but

communicates its judgment to the court, by \\ is put in

execution.

\II.-Areali
;
uired to be unanimous,
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or is a simple majority sufficient ? and what course is adopted
if there be one or two resolute dissentients ?

ANSWER. The whole of the Pancli must be unanimous.

QUESTION XXIII. Are there any persons at Kathmandu who
are regularly employed as members or presidents of Panchdyets,
or are persons indiscriminately selected for each occasion ?

Answer. There are no permanent individual members of

the Panchdyet ; but in all cases wherein Parbattias are con-

cerned, it is necessary to choose the panch-men out of the

following distinguished tribes, viz. : Arjdl Khandal or Rhamd,
Pande", Parat'h, B6hara, and Rana ; one person being selected

from each tribe. And among the Ndwdrs a similar regulation

is observed, the tribes from which the individuals are chosen

being the Maikd, Bhanil, Achar, and Srisht. In matters affect-

ing persons who are neither Parbattias nor Ndwdrs, there is no

restriction as to the selection of the jwi?ic7i-inen by the respective

parties.

QUESTION XXIV. Are the Panclidycts allowed travelling

expenses or diet so long as they attend, or not ? If allowed, by
whom are these expenses paid? Does each party defray its

own, or how ?

ANSWER. Persons who sit on Panchdyets are never paid any

sum, either as compensation for travelling expenses, loss of

time, or on any other account whatsoever.

QUESTION XXV. What is the nature of the dit'ha's authority

in those three courts of the capital over which he does not

personally preside ?

ANSWER. The bichdris, or judges of these courts, cannot decide

independently of the dit'ha of the K6t Linga : the bichdris of

those courts are not independent. [Another answer is as

follows :

" In those two courts in which the dit'ha personally

presides, causes are decided by the joint wisdom of himself and

colleagues (bichdris'). In those in which he is not personally

present, the bicJidris decide small matters absolutely, but their

investigations of grave ones are reported to the dit'ha, and they
decide according to his directions."]

QUESTION XXVI. What officers of the court are there to

search for and apprehend criminals, to bring them and the
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evidences of their guilt before the courts, and to see sentence

executed on them ?

ANSWER. The officers enumerated in the answer to QUESTION

XV., as beiii' T attached to the courts of the dit'ha and theO

Qr X XVII. What officers are there to serve processes

in civil suits, to see that the parties and witnesses in such suits

forthcoming, and to carry the decisions of the courts into

t?

ANSWER. Those last mentioned, as being employed in crimi-

nal c

BSTION XXVIII. If the plaintiff or defendant in a civil

suit neglect to attend at any stage of the trial before decision,

he plaintiff non-suited, the defendant cast, the parties

forcibly made to appear, the decision suspended or pronounced

iitionally, or what course is adopted?
ANSWKK. If the plaintiff be absent and the defendant present,

the custom to take security from the defendant to appear
wh'-n tailed upon at some future time, and to let him depart:
no decision is come to in such cases. If the plaintiff be present,

and the defendant absent, the latter is not therefore cast
;
he is

:ched for, and until he is found, no decision can be pro-

noun

QUESTION XXIX. What security is provided in criminal

cases, that offenders, when apprehended, shall be prosecuted to

11 : and how are prosecutors and witnesses made forth-

:iing at the time of trial?

ANSWER. Mat zainini and hazn zdmini are taken from prose-

cutors and \viti i>

XX. What are prdyaschitta, c/tatitlrdytni, and

ATI: I'ri'tiHisrli'tit,! : the ceremonies necessary to be per-

i>y an individual for recovering his lost caste. CJian-

drdyan: expiatory ceremonies performed by the, whole city or

atonement for the commission of some heinous sin

"iiMMjui-nces of which have affected a con-

siderable body of the citizens. Aptali escheats : the lapse of

property to the prince, for want of heirs to the last possessor.
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QUESTION XXXI. Is the Kumdri Ch6k an offence of record

and registry for all branches of the Government, or for judicial

affairs only ;
and has it any judicial authority ?

ANSWER. It is an offence of record and registry for the fisc;

and has no connection with the courts of law, nor does it con-

tain their records. [Another respondent, in answer to QUESTION

I., reckons it among the courts of law Addlats.]

QUESTION XXXII. Describe the forms of procedure in a civil

cause, step by step.

ANSWER. If a person comes into court and states that

another person owes him a certain sum of money, which lie

refuses to pay, the bichdri of the court immediately asks him

for the particulars of the debt, which he accordingly furnishes.

The birhdi'i then commands the jdmaddr of the court to send

one of his sipdhis to fetch the debtor
;
the creditor accompanies

the sipdhi to point out the debtor, and pays him two annas per

diem, until he has arrested the latter and brought him into court.

^Yllen he is there produced, the dit'ha and bichdris interrogate

the parties fae to face. The debtor is asked if he acknowledges
the debt alleged against him, and will immediately discharge
it. The debtor may answer by acknowledging the debt, and

stating his willingness to pay it as soon as he can collect the

niL-uns, which he hopes to do in a few days. In this case, the

bichdri will desire the creditor to wait a few days. The creditor

may reply that he cannot wait, having immediate need of the

money ;
and if so one of the chaprdssis of the court is attached

to the debtor, with directions to see to the producing of the

money in court, by any means. The debtor must then produce

money or goods, or whatever property he has, and bring it into

court. The dit'hd and bichdris then, calling to their assistance

three or four merchants, proceed to appraise the goods produced
in satisfaction of the debt, and immediately discharge it

;
nor

can the creditor object to their appraisement of the debtor's

goods and chattels. In matters thus arranged, that is, where

the defendants admit the cause of action to be valid, five per cent,

of the property litigated is taken from the one party, and ten per

cent, from the other, and no more.* If the defendant, when

* This fine or tax is called das-6nd-bis-6nd.
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produced in court in the manner above described, denies, instead

of confessing, the debt, then the plaintiffs proofs are called

for
;
and if he has only a simple note of hand unattested, or an

attested acknowledgment, the witnesses to which are dead, then

the diClia and lichdris interrogate the plaintiff thus,
" This

paper is of no use as evidence
;
how do you propose to establish

claim?" The plaintiff may answer, "I lent the money
to the father of the defendant; the note produced is in his

hand-writing, and my claim is a just claim." Hereupon the

plaintiff is required to pledge himself formally to prosecute his

claim in the court in which he is, and in no other. The

words enjoining the plaintiff thus to gage himself are " B4ri

and the mode is by the plaintiff's taking a rupee in his

hand, which he closes, and strikes the ground, exclaiming at

the same time,
" My claim is just, and I gage myself to prove

it so !

" The defendant is then commanded to take up the gage
of the plaintiff, or to pledge himself in a similar manner to

nd the court duly to the conclusion of the trial, which he

does by formally denying the authenticity of the document

produced against him, as well as the validity of the debt
;
ami

upon this denial he likewise strikes the earth with his hand

closed on a rupee. The rupee of the plaintiff and that of the

defendant, which are called Idri, are now deposited in court.

.t step is for the court to take the fee called karpan,
or five rupees, from each party. The amount of both bdri and

is the perquisite of the various officers of the court, and

does not go to the Government. The giving of karpan by the

parties implies their desire to defer the dispute to the decision

<f the ordeal; and accordingly, as soon as the karpan is paid
M. thf f/if'/.rt acquaints the Government that the parties in a

;i to undergo the ordeal. The necessary order

Led from tiM- Jii',-l<ir; but when it has reached

the cour; :id bichdris iiist of all exhort the parties to

come to an understanding and affect a settlement of their dispute

by some otli- :, they will not consent, tin-

roceed. The ordeal is called ?///">'. aid

the form of it is as follows : Tin- naiin < of tin- respective p;ii

are described on two pieces of
\ aper, which are rolled up into
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balls, and then have pfy'd
* offered to them. From each party a

fine or fee | of one rupee is taken
;
the balls are then affixed to

staffs of reed, and two annas J more are taken from eacli party.

The reeds are then entrusted to two of the havilddrs of the court

to take to the Queen's Tank
;
and with the havilddrs, a lichdri

of the court, a Brahman, and the parties proceed thither, as also

two men of the Chdmdkhalak (or Chamdra) caste. On arriving

at the tank, the bichdri again exhorts the parties to avoid the

ordeal by adopting some other mode of settling the business,

the merits of which are only known to themselves. If they
continue to insist on the ordeal, the two havilddrs, each holding
one of the reeds, go, one to the east and the other to the west

side of the tank, entering the water about knee deep. The

Urti/umtti, the parties, and the t'hdmdkhalaks all at this moment
liter the water a little way; and the Brahman performs pujd to

VARUNA in the name of the parties, and repeats a sacred i

the meaning of which is, that mankind know not what passes in

the minds of each other, but that all inward thoughts and past

acts are known to the gods SU'RYA, CHANDRA, VAUTNA, and

YAM A :

||
and that they will do justice between the parties in this

cause. When tlwpujd is over, the Brahman gives the tilak to the

two ChdmdkhalaLs, and says to them,
'* Let the champion of

truth win, and let the false one's champion lose 1

"
This being

said, the Brahman and the parties come out of the water, and the

Chdmdkhalaks separate, one going to each place where a reed is

erected. They then enter the deep water, and at a signal given,

both immerse themselves in the water at the same instant.

"Whichever of them first rises from the water, the reed nearest

to him is instantly destroyed, together with the scroll attached

to it. The other reed is carried back to the court, where the ball

of paper is opened, and the name read. If the scroll bear the

plaintiffs name he wins the cause
;

if it be that of the defen-

dant, the latter is victorious. The fine called jit'houri is then

paid by the winner, and that called harmiri by the loser; If

besides which, five rupees are demanded from the winner in

*
Pujd, worship adoration. ED. t Called g6la.

This fee is called narkouh. A very low tribe.

!| SU'RYA, the sun
; CHANDRA, the moon

; VARUNA, the regent of the ocean ;

YAMA. the deity presiding over the infernal regions. ED.

U Vide answer to Question LXI 1 1.
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return for a turban which he gets,* and the same sum, under

the name of sabkdsuddka (or purification of the court), from

the loser. The above four demands on the parties, viz., jit'hour i,

harouri, payri, and sabhdsuddha, are Government taxes
; and,

exclusive of these, eight annas must be paid to the malidnias of

the court, eight annas more to the Jcotmdl, eight more to the
:"ilmul-las

t and, lastly, eight more to the kliarddr or registrar.

In this manner multitudes of causes are decided by nydya

(ordeal), when the parties cannot be brought to agree upon the

subject- matter of dispute, and have neither documentary nor

1 evidence to adduce.

(JIT.STIOX XXXIII. Describe the forms of procedure in a

criminal cause, step by step.

ANSWKR. If any one comes into court, and states that such

an one has killed such another by poison, sword, dagger, or

otherwise, the informant is instantly interrogated by the court

thus : How ? Who ? When ? Before whom ? The Cor
L
m*

Where ? &c., &c. He answers by stating all these

ioulars according to his knowledge of the facts
; adducing

the names of the witnesses, or saying, that though he has no

other witnesses than himself to the fact of murder, he pledges

himself to prove it, or abide the consequences of a failure in

proof. This last engagement, when tendered by the accuser,

is immediately reduced to writing to bind him more effectually ;

after which, one or more sipdhis of the court are sent with the

informant to secure the murderer, and produce him and the

testimony of the deed in court, which, when produced accord-

y, is followed by an interrogation of the accused. If the

accused confesses the murder, there is no necessity to call for

evidence
;
but if he deny it, evidence is then gone into

;
and if

.esses depose positively to their having seen the accused

the lath in asked what In- has t<

say; and if he still refuses to confess, he is whipped until h-

does; the c<> wrhen "humicd, is rcduerd to writing an

attested by the murdeivr, who is thru put in irons and sent t

jail. Cases of theft, robbery, incest, &c., are also thus deal.

with in and the convicts sent to
\
risun. When tin

*
Hence this fee or tax Is called pagri (turban).
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number amounts to twenty or thirty, the dit'ha makes out a

calendar of their crimes, to which he appends their confession,

and a specification of the punishment usually inflicted in such

cases. This list the ditha carries to the Bhdraddr SabJid

(council of state), whence it is taken by the premier to the

prince, after the dit'ha's allotment of punishment to each

convict has been ratified, or some other punishment substituted.

The list, so altered or confirmed in the council of state, a?id

referred by the premier to the prince, is, as a matter of form,

sanctioned by the latter, after which it is redelivered to the

dit'ha, who makes it over to the arz-begi. The latter, taking

the prisoners, the mahd-ndikiaa, and some men of the P6rya
caste * with him, proceeds to the banks of the Bislien-mati,

where the sentence of the law is inflicted by the hands of the

J'l'n-f/tix, and in the presence of the and the maJui-

ndikias. Grave offences, involving the penalty of life or limb,

are thus treated. With respect to mutual revilings and quarrels,

false evidence, false accusation of moral delinquency, and such

like minor crimes and offences, punishment is apportioned with

reference to the caste of the offender or offenders.

QUESTION XXXIV. Do the parties plead vivd voce, or by
written statements ?

ANSWER. They state their own cases invariably vivd voce.

QUESTION XXXV. Do parties tell their own tales or employ
ralctts ?

ANSWER. They tell their own tale vakils are unknown.

[Another respondent says, that instances of a pleader (mukhsdr)

being employed have occurred
;

it is usually a near relation,

and only when the principal was incapable. Professional or

permanent pleaders are unknown.]
QUESTION XXXVI. In penal cases, are witnesses compellable

to attend to the summons of the accused, and to depose with all

the usual sanctions ?

ANSWER. Yes
;
the court compels the attendance and deposi-

tion, in the usual way, of the witnesses for the accused.

QUESTION XXXVII. Who defrays the expenses of witnesses

in criminal cases ? Are such witnesses obliged to feed them-

* The vilest of the vile.
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selves during their attendance on the court, and journey to and

fro, or does the Government support them ?

ANSWER. The witnesses in penal cases support themselves
;

no allowance for food, travelling expenses, &c., is made them

ny one.

QUESTION XXXVIII. In criminal cases, if the prisoner volun-

teers a confession, does his confession supersede the necessity

of trial ?

ANSWER. It does, entirely.

QUESTION XXXIX. If the prisoner be fully convicted by
evidence, must his confession nevertheless be had ?

ANSWER. It must.

STION XL If he be sullenly silent, how is his confession

ned?

ANSWER. He is scolded, beaten, and frightened.

STION XLI. May the prisoner demand to be confronted

with his accuser, and cross-examine the witnesses against him ?

SWER. He has both privileges always granted to him.

QUESTION XLIL In civil cases, are witnesses allowed their

travelling expenses and subsistence, or not? and when, and

how?
swr.u. Witnesses must in all cases bear their own expenses.

QUESTION XLIIL Must the expenses of a witness in a civil

case be tendered to him by the party as soon as he is desired to

attend, or may they be tendered after the witness has presented
If in court ?

nesses must attend without any allowance

1, sooner or later.

QUESTION XL1V. In civil cases, how are costs, exclusive of

expenses for witnesses, distributed and realised ? Does each

party always bear his own, or are all the costs ever laid as a

penalty on the losing party when he is to blame ?

All costs whatever arc distributed between the

parties, after the decision, according to fixed rules.

L V'. I f a witness in a civil cause refuse to attend

o depone, what is the course adopted with respect to him ?

May the summoning p.'irty recover dam ut-s proportioned to the

loss sustained by the witness' absence or silence ? and may any
nt be inflicted on such contumacious witness ?

ii. p
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ANSWER. The court will always compel the attendance of a

witness required, and will compel his deposition too; and if

there be reason to suppose he is prevaricating or concealing
some part of what he knows, he is imprisoned until he makes a

full revelation.

QUESTION XLVI. What is the punishment for perjury and

subornation of perjury ?

ANSWER. In trifling cases, the perjurer and suborner are

fined
;
in grave matters, they are corporally punished, and even

capitally, according to the mischief done.

QUESTION XLVII. How many sorts of evidence are admis-

sible oral testimony writings decisory oaths oaths of pur-

gation and imprecation ordeals ?

ANSWER. In civil cases, the Hari-vansa is put on the head

of the witness preparing to depose, and he is solemnly reminded

of the sanctity of truth. [Another respondent says : "Evidence

of external witnesses is the first and best sort
;
but if there are

none, then an oath is tendered on the Hari-vansa to both parties,

and they are required to make their statements over again under

the sanction of this oath
; by these statements, so taken, the

court will sometimes decide, or one party in such a case may
tender the other a decisory oath, and, if he will take it, the

tenderer must submit/']

QUESTION XLVIII. Is oral testimony taken on oath or with-

out oath ? what are the forms ?

ANSWER. On oath
;
the form is given above. [By another

respondent: "If the witness be a Sivamdrgi or Brahmanical

Hindu, he is sworn on the Hari-vansa; if a Buddhist, on the

Pancha-rakshd ; if a Moslem, on the Kor&n?]
QUESTION XLIX. In civil causes, if testimony of men and

writings is forthcoming, may either party call for ordeal, or is

it only a pis alter? and if one party demands, is the other

bound to assent ?

ANSWER. Ordeals are only a substitute, the best that can be

had when oral and writing testimony are both wanting.

QUESTION L. May the prisoner in a penal cause rebut evidence

by the ordeal, and are the ordeals allowed to any persons under

accusation of crime ?

ANSWER. If the prisoner be convicted by evidence, but still
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refuses to confess, and asserts his innocence, his demand for the

ordeal must be allowed.

STION LI. Do parties ever depose iii their own causes,

and under the same sanctions as external witnesses ?

ANSWER. In all causes, civil and criminal, the parties may
depose like external witnesses, and under the same penalties

for falsehood.

>TION LI I. How are writings signed or sealed, and

attested or proved ? are the attesting parties summoned, or, if

dead, is their hand-writing proved, or how ?

ANSWER. In cases of bonds, &c., the witnesses to which are

dead, and no other satisfactory evidence is forthcoming, ordeal

is resorted to.

QUESTION LIII. How are unattested or casual writings

proved \ Must the writer be produced, or will evidence of his

hand-writing be admitted ?

ANSWER. If the writer be forthcoming, he must be produced ;

if not, evidence of his hand-writing is admitted, and any other

sort of evidence whatever that can be had
;
but if the result of

the whole is unsatisfactory to the court, it will direct an ordeal.

QUESTION LIV. Are tradesmen allowed to adduce their

entries in their books to prove debts to them ? and must the

shopman or enterer of the items be produced to prove the

entries ?

AHBWIB. The value of entries in merchants' books, and

in general mercantile affairs, are referred by the court to a

Panchdyet of merchants.

QUESTION LV. How is the evidence of a man of rank taken ?

;:. I!.- must go into court and depose like any other

person. [Another authority, however, states, on the contrary,
that such a person is not ix-quiri'd to go into court and depone;
but an oilicer of the court is deputed to wait on him at his

house, and to procure his evidence by interrogatories.]

QUESTION LVI. How is the i-vidmce of a wnm.in of rank

AN court deputes a female to hear the evidence

of a lady of rank, and to report it to the court

QUESTION LVI I. Is oral evidence taken down as uttered, by
rapid writers, and enrolled on record ?
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ANSWER. In general, oral evidence is not taken down or

preserved, nor is it ever taken in whole. In trifling matters,

no record whatever of the evidence is made
;
but in grave

affairs, the substance of the more material depositions is pre-

served and recorded.

QUESTION LVIIL Is written evidence, when adduced, re-

corded
; and, if so, is it in full or in abstract ?

ANSWER. Important writings are copied, and the copies are

recorded after the decision of the case.

QUESTION LIX. Is the decree recorded, and a copy of it

given to the winning party ?

ANSWER. The decree is written, the original is given to the

winner of the cause, and a copy is deposited in the record-office

of the court. [Another respondent states :

" The decree is not

written or recorded."]

QUESTION LX. Do the decrees record the cause in full or in

abstract ?

ANSWER. In full, with respect to whatever they profess to

record, which, however (as stated above), is not every stage of

the proceeding.

QUESTION LXI. Are the records of the several courts of

justice preserved in the Kum&ri Chok, and sent there immedi-

ately after the causes are decided ?

ANSWER. The Kurndri Ch6k is the general and ultimate

place of deposit, whither the records of each court of justice are

sent after explanation, and account of receipts rendered to the

Government at the close of each year. In the interim, the

records stay in the courts where the affairs are decided.

QUESTION LXIL Where the party in a civil cause enters a

suit, does he pay any fee, or when he exhibits a document
;
and

in short, upon what occasions is anything demanded of him ?

ANSWER. There is no fee paid on any of the occasions alluded

to
;
what is taken is taken when the cause is decided.

QUESTION LXIII. What are jit'kouri and harouri ? in what

proportion and on what principle are they taken ?

ANSWER. Jit'houri is what is paid to the Government by the

winner of a cause, and Jmrouri what is paid by the loser. They
are proportioned to the amount litigated.

QUESTION LXIV. What is dhunyd-chudyi ?
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ANSWER. A stone (dhunga), the image of VISHNU, is placed

before the loser when he has lost, and he is commanded

to touch it; he places one rupee and one pice on the stone,

and then salutes it with a bow, and retires, leaving the

offering.

QUESTION LXY. Besides jifhouri, harouri, and dhungd-

i, what other expenses fall on the litigant ?

AT.II. Half as much as is taken as harouri is taken as

iit'houri ; both go to the Sirkdr, and are proportioned in amount

to the property litigated. Dhungd-chudyi is one rupee per

cause taken from the loser
;
sabhdsuddha is one or two rupees

per cause, according to circumstances
; dliungd-cliudyi is the

perquisite of the bichdri.

-Ti"N LKVL Can a civil action or damages be brought for

assault, battery, defamation, c.
;
or must the party complained

against be of necessity prosecuted criminally ?

VKI;. A civil action may be brought by the injured

party in any of the four courts of the capital.

QUESTION LXVII. If the defendant in any case as above

be cast, is he ever made to pay the plaintiff's expenses in

prosecuting him ?

ANSWT.U. In cases of that sort, no expenses fall on the

plaintiff, for the Sirkdr takes no fines or taxes from him
;

witnesses have no allowance, and vakils are unknown.

QUESTION LXVIII. What is the jail-delivery at the Dasahrd ?

Are not offenders tried and punished at the time of offence ?

. with courts always sitting and competent to hear all

causes, how comes it that multitudes of prisoners are collected

for the Dasahrd ?

ANSWER. The jail-delivery is a mere removal of prisoners

from the city into an adjacent village, in order that the city

may be fully lustruted and purified at that season. The usage

no special reference to judicial matters; but so many
offenders as ought about that time to be heard and dismissed, or

executed, are so heard an<; li.

X Is the j
iil delivered at t\\Q Dasahrd by the

diClia's court, or by the council of b/idraddrs ?

Win -11 the Dasahrd approaches, the dit'ha takes

"ddr Sabkd the < r of those whoso
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offences have been tried, and states the crime of each, the

evidence, and the punishment he conceives applicable. The

Ihdraddrs, according to their judgment on the dit'has report,

set down the punishment to be inflicted on each offender, and

return the list to the dit'ha, who makes it over to the arz-begt

or sheriff, and he sees execution done accordingly through the

medium of the mahd-ndikias.

QUESTION LXX. What is the prisoner's daily allowance ?

in id what is the system of prison discipline ?

ANSWER. Each prisoner receives daily a seer of parched rice

nnd a few condiments. [Another respondent states that

prisoners of the common class get one and a half annas per
diem

; persons above that class receive, according to their con-

dition, from four annas to one rupee per diem.]

QUESTION LXX I. What is the preventive establishment in

cities ?

ANSWER. There is no civil establishment of watchmen, but

the military patrol the streets throughout the night at intervals.

QUESTION LXXII. To whom are night-brawls, and riots, and

disturbances reported ?

ANSWER. The night-watch of the city belongs to the soldiery,

who go their rounds at stated times. If they apprehend any
persons in their rounds, they keep them till morning in the

guard-room, and then deliver them to the mahdnias, by whom
they are produced in court, when their affairs are summarily
heard, and they are released or committed to prison, as the case

may be.

QUESTION LXXII1. What are the village establishments of

the preventive and detective kind ?

ANSWER. In each village one dwdria, four pradhdns, four

ndikias, and from five to ten mahdnias.

QUESTION LXXIV. In the villages of Nepal is there any
establishment similar to the village economy of the plains ?

any bard alotaya, or bard balotaya ?

ANSWER. No; there is neither pattel, nor patwari, nor mirdlid*

nor garait, nor blacksmith, nor carpenter, nor chamdr, nor

washerman, nor barber, nor potter, nor kdndu, on the public
establishment of any village of Nopal.

QUESTION LXXV. Is the managing zcminddr of each village,
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or are the principal landholders collectively, bound to Govern

inent, in cases of theft, to produce the thief, or restore the

stolen property ?

ANSWER. No
;
there is no such usage.

QUESTION LXXVI. Is the village mdlguzdr usually a farmer

of the revenues, or only a collector? the principal resident

ryot or a stranger ? and how do these fiscal arrangements affect

those for police purposes ?

ANSWER. The duxiria and pradhdns above mentioned collect

the revenues, and the same persons superintend the police, keep
the peace and punish with small fines and whipping trifling

breaches of it. The dwdria is chiefly an official person, and the

representative of Government or its assignee; the pradhdns are

the most substantial landowners of the village, and chiefly

represent the community. They act together for purposes of

detection and apprehension the four pradhdns under the

QUESTION LXXVI I. How much of the law depends on

custom, and how much on the Shdstras ?

ANSWER. Many of the decisions of the court are founded on

customary laws only ; many also on written and sacred canons.

[By another respondent :

" There is no code of laws, no written

body of public enactments. If a question turn upon a caste of

a Brahman or a JRdjptit, then reference is made to the guru

(rdj guru), who consults the Shdstra, and enjoins the cere-

monies needful for the recovery of the caste or the punishment
of him who has lost it. If a question before the courts affect a

!

>attia, or Ntwdr, or Bh6tia
t

it is referred to the customs

lished in the time of JATA Turn MA'I, K'AJA, for each

separate tribe
; dkunyd-chtidyi being performed as directed by

*
Notefi'om Mr. Hodnson'tRtmarkt on thr Orrat Military /,'</ irliich Tranrsftthc

'lorn of Ntpdl.
" This State, instead of collecting its revenues and paying

iU nUbliahrnents out of them, prcfns tin- method of assigning its revemial claim*

!y to its functionaries, and 1 n to collect the amount; while, as judi-

cial follows revenual administrations in \< i>.il. the < iovernment feels little concern

bout territorial divisions: in the whole country, westward from Kathmandu n*

far as the Narnyani River, nd eastward as far as the l>ud K< v. Kiver, there is n<>

specific arrotidissemrnt district, < i .-/////. These large tracts of country are assigned

lally to the Compti, or army stationed in the capital ; imd their judicial

administration is for the most v !irt i" tho hand* ^ of the officer*, super.
vised by certain migratory royal judges, called mountain bichdrit."
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those customs. Since the Gdrkhdli conquests of Nepal Proper,
the ordeal by immersion in the Queen's Tank has become the

prevalent mode of settling knotty points."
*

QUESTION LXXVIII. In general, what sort of causes are

governed by the Shdstras, and what by customary laws ?

ANSWER. Infringements of the law of caste in any and every

way fall under the Shdstra ; other matters are almost entirely

governed by customary law (dts-dclidr).

QUESTION LXXIX. Do the Ntwdrs and Parbattias follow the

same or different law Shdstras ?

ANSWER. The customs of the Bauddha portion of the Ntwdrs
are peculiar to themselves.

QUESTION LXXX. With respect to inheritance, adoption, and

wills, do you follow the Mitdkshard, the Ddydbhdya, or any other

Shdstra of the plains ;
or have you only a customary law in such

matters ?

ANSWER. We constantly refer to those books in the decision

of such cases.

QUESTION LXXXI. How do sons divide among the Khas

tribe ? sons by wives and those by concubines
;
also unmarried

daughters ? What is the widow's share, if there be sons and

daughters ? What if there be none ?o
ANSWER. Among the Khas, sons by concubines get a third

of what constitutes the share of a son by a wife. [Another

respondent says in addition :

"
If a Khas lias a son born in wed-

lock, that son is his heir
;

if he has no such son, his brother

and his brother's male descendants are his heirs : his married

daughters and their progeny never. If he has a virgin

daughter, she is entitled to a marriage portion, and no more."]

QUESTION LXXXI I. Can the Khas adopt an heir not of their

kindred, if they have near male relations ?

ANSWER. No; they must choose for adoption the child of

some one of their nearest relatives.

QUESTION LXXXIII. Are wills in force among the Khas ?

and how much of ancestral and of acquired property can a Khas

alienate by will from his sons or daughters ?

* Dr. Buchanan Hamilton observes that ordeals were selrlom used until the

family seized the Government, since which time they have become very

-Account of Nepal, p. 103.
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ANSWER. If a Khas has a son, he cannot alienate a rupee from

him by will, save only, and in moderation, to pious uses.

QUESTION LXXX1 V. Do the Magars and Gtirungs, and other

Parbattias differ from the Khas in respect to inheritance, adop-

tion, and wills ?

AN>WKR. In general, they agree closely.

QUESTION LXXXV. How is it with respect to the Ntwdrs,

Sivamdrgi, and Buddha-mdrgi ?

ANSWER. The former section agrees mostly with the Parbattias

on all three heads
;
the latter section have some rules of their

own.

QUESTION LXXXVI. How is it with regard to the Murmi

tribe, and the Kirdnti?

ANSWER. Answered above : in regard to inheritance, all

tribes agree.

QUESTION LXXXVI I. Are the customs of the several tribes

above mentioned, in respect to inheritance, &c., reduced to

writing, collected, and methodised ? If not, can they be ascer-

tained with sufficient ease in cases of dispute before the courts ?

ANSWER. The customary law on those heads is reduced to

writin-j, and the book containing it is studied by the bicJidris

and others whom it may concern. [Another respondent, on the

other hand, says, with reference to the customary laws :

"
They

are not reduced to writing; nor are the dit'has or bichdris

regularly educated to the law. A dit'ha or bichdri has nothing
to do witli the courts till he receives from the Government the

turban of investiture
;

but that is never conferred, save on

>i\s conversant with the customs of the country, and the

usage of its various tribes; and this general conversancy witli

, aided by the opinions of elders in any particular

cases of difficulty, is his sole stay on the judgment-seat, unless

it is that the ci-dcvant dit'ha or bichdri, when r -moved by
rotation or otherwise, cannot retire until he has imparted to his

successor a knowledge of the state of the court, and the. p-neral

routine of procedures." A third n ply is as follows: "When
cases of dispute on these topics are brought into the court,

judge calls for the sentiments of a few of the most respectable
is of the tribe to which the

"iig, and follows

their statement of the custom of tl.
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QUESTION LXXXVIII. Are the bichdris regularly educated to

the law ?

ANSWER. Those who understand dliarma and adharma, who
are well educated and practised in law affairs, are alone made
bichdris. [By another authority :

" Those who are well educated,

of high character, and practically acquainted with the law, are

alone made bichdris. It is not indispensable that they should

have read the law Shdstra, though, if they have, so much the

better."]

QUESTION LXXXIX. The dit'ha is not often a professed

lawyer ; yet, is he not president of the supreme court ? How
is this ?

ANSWER. Whether the dit'ha has read the Nydya Shdstra or

not, he must understand nydya (justice-law), and be a man of

high respectability.

QUESTION XC. Are there separate bichdris for the investiga-

tion of the civil causes of Ntivdrs and of Parlattias ?

ANSWER. There are in it.

QUESTION XCI. In the dit'ha's court, if the dit'ha be the

judge, the investigator, and decider, what is the function of the

bichdris?

ANSWER, The investigation is the joint work of the dit'has

and the bichdris. [Another respondent says: "They both act

together ;
the decree proceeds from the ditka."]

QUESTION XCI I. In courts where no dit'ha presides, do the

bichdris act in his stead ?

ANSWER. See the answer to Question XXV.

QUESTION XCIII. Among Ndwdrs and Parbaltias, may not

the creditor seize and detain the debtor in his own house, and

beat and misuse him also ? and to what extent ?

ANSWER. The creditor may attach duns to the debtor, to

follow and dun him wherever lie goes. The creditor may also stop

the debtor wherever he finds him
;
take him home, confine, beat,

and abuse him
;
so that he does him no serious injury in health

or limbs. [Another answer states that the creditor may seize

upon the debtor, confine him in his own house, place him under

the spout that discharges the filthy wash of the house, and such

like
;
but he has no further power over him.]

QUESTION XCIV. Is sitting dhdmd in use in Nepal ?
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ANSWER. It is.

(
V
U T.STION XCV. Give a contrasted catalogue of the principal

crimes and their punishments ?

ANSWER. Destruction of human life, with or without malice,

. in whatever way, must he atoned for by loss of life. Kill-

ing a cow is another capital crime. Incest is a third. Deflower-

ing a female of the sacred tribe subjects a man of a lower caste

to capital punishment, and the confiscation of all his property.

liobbery is a capital crime. Burglary is punished by cutting

off the burglar's hands. [The subjoined scale is furnished by
another respondent :

Killing in an affray. The principal is hanged ;
the acces-

sories before the fact severely fined.

Killing by some accident. Long imprisonment and fining,

besides undergoing prdyaschitta*

Theft and petty burglary. For the first offence, one hand is

cut off; for the second, the other; the third is capital.

Petty thefts. Whipping, fining, and imprisonment for short

periods.

Treason and petty treason. Death and confiscation : women
and Brahmans are never done to death, but degraded in every

possible way, and then expelled the country.]

QUESTION XCVI. If a AV?mrwife commit adultery, does she

forfeit her stridhan f to her husband, or not ? and how is it if she

seek a divorce from him from mere caprice ? If, on the other

hand, he divorces her from a similar motive, what follows as to

the stridhan ?

If a Ne'icdr husband divorce himself from his wife,

she carries away her stridhan with her; if a Ndw&r wife divorce

herself, she may then also carry off with her her own property
or portion. Adultery the Ne'wdrs heed not.

:i"N XCVII. Among the Parbattia tribes, when the

injured husband discovers or suspects the fact, must he inform

the courts or the Sirkdr before or afterwards ? and must he

o the adultery in court subsequently ? What, if he then

fails in the proof ?

ANSWER. When a Parbattia has satisfied himself of the

adultery, and the identity of the male adulterer, lie may kill

aniwer to Question XXX. t StH-lhan, dowry.
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him before giving any information to the court or to the Sirkdr ;

he must afterwards prove the adultery, and if he fails in the

proof, he will be hanged.

QUESTION XCVIII. Are such cases investigated in the courts

of law, or in the Bhdraddr Sabhd ?

ANSWER. The investigation is conducted in the dit'has

court; but when completed, the dit'ha refers it to the Bh&r-

addr Sabhd for instructions, or a final decree.

PART II.

ON THE LAW AND LEGAL PRACTICE OF N^P^L AS
REGARDS FAMILIAR INTERCOURSE BETWEEN A
HINDU AND AN OUTCAST.

THE Penal Law of Ne*pal, a Hindu state, is necessarily
founded on the Skdstras; nor is there anything material in

its marvellous crimes, and more marvellous proofs, for which

abundance of justificatory texts may not be produced out of

the Code of MENU and others equally well known on the plains.

The only exceptions to the truth of the above general
remarks are, first, that, by the law of Nepal, the Parbattia

husband retains the natural privilege of avenging, with his

own hand, the violation of his marriage bed
; and, secondly, that

this law expressly confounds Mohammedans with the outcasts

of its own community. But it may be remarked, in regard to

the first point, that the husband's privilege is rather a licensed

violation of the law than a part of the law
;
and that all nations

have tolerated, and do still, some such privilege.

Nor can it be denied, in reference to the second point, that

if the followers of Islam are not expressly ranged with ordinary

outcasts by the Hindu law Slidstras, it is merely because

the antiquity of the books transcends the appearance of the
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Moslems in India; since, by the whole spirit and tenor of

those books,
"

all who are not Greeks are barbarians
"

all

strangers to Hinduism, Mltchchlias.

If, then, there be any material difference between the Hin-

duism of Nepal, considered as a public institution, and that of

the Hindu states of the plains, the cause of it must be sought,

not in any difference of the law, the sanctity and immutability
of which are alike acknowledged here and there; but in the

different spirit and integrity with which the sacred guides,

common to both, are followed in the mountains and in the

plains.

The Hindu princes of the plains, subject for ages to the

dominion or dictation of Mohammedan and European powers,

have, by a necessity more or less palpable and direct, ceased to

take public judicial cognisance of acts, which they must con-

tinue to regard as crimes of the deepest dye, but the sacredly

prescribed penalties of which they dare not judicially enforce;

and thus have been long since dismissed to domestic tribunals

and the forums of conscience, all the most essential but revolt-

ing dogmata of Hindu jurisprudence.

\Y must not, however, forget the blander influence of per-

suasion and mutual concession, operating through a long tract

of time. The Moslems, though the conquerors, gradually laid

aside their most offensive maxims : the Hindu princes, their

allies and dependants, could not do otherwise than imitate this

:iple; and hence, if there is much diversity between the

Hindu laws and Hindu judgments, now and for ages past given
in the public tribunals of the Hindu princes of the plains, tin-re

is no less between the law of the Koran and its first com-

mentators, and the judgments of AKBAK and his successors.

t neither persuasion nor example, nor coercion, has had
room to operate such a change in these mountains

;
the demi-

ses of the inhabitants of which, originally refugees
from Mohammedan bigotry, have in their seclusion nursed their

here* of Niimism, whilst they bade defiance to its

power; and they have latterly come Very naturally to r<

themselv -ho sole remaining depositaries of undefihd,
national Hiii'iuism. Hence tli-ir enthusiasm, which burns all

the fiercer for a secret consciousness that their particular and,
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as it were, personal pretensions, as Hindus, are and must bo
but lowly rated at Benares.

The proud Khas, the soi-disant Kshatriyas of Ne'pal, and the

Parlattia Brahmans, with all their pharasaical assertions of

ceremonial purity, take water from the hands of the Kacluir

Bhotias men who, though they dare not kill the cow under
their present Hindu rulers, greedily devour the carrion carcase

left by disease men, whose whole lives are as much opposed
to practical, as their whole tenets are to speculative, Hinduism.

In very truth, the genius of Polytheism, everywhere accom-

modating, is peculiarly so to its professors and their like in

Ne'pal. Here, religious opinions are utterly disregarded; and

even practice is suffered among the privileged to deviate in a

thousand ways from the prescribed standard. The Ne'wdrs, or

aborigines of the valley of Ne'pal, are, for the most part,

Buddhists
;
but they are deemed very good Hindus neverthe-

less, pretty much in the same way as R'AM MOHUN RAY A

passes for a good Hindu at Calcutta. A variety of practices,

too, which would not be tolerated even in a Hindu below, are

here notoriously and avowedly followed. They are omissions,
not commissions, for the most part. But there are daily acts

of the positive kind done in the hills which could not be done

openly in the plains.*

Still these are matters which the Darbcir would not brook

the discussion of with us
;
and I am afraid that their known

deviations, in many respects, would only make them more

punctilious and obstinate in regard to those few which it is so

much our interest and duty to get compromised, if we can, with

reference to our followers. Unfortunately, these few topics

are the salient points of Hinduism
;
are precisely those points

which it is the pride and glory of this state to maintain from

the throne and judgment-seat, as the chief features of tho

public law; because, nowhere else throughout India can they
be maintained in the same public and authentic manner, or any
otherwise than by the domestic tribunals of the people. The

* The gallant soldiers of these hills cannot endure the tedious ceremonial of

Hinduism. When preparing to cook, they satisfy the law by washing their hands

and face, instead of their whole bodies
; by taking off their turbans, instead of their

whole dress. Nor are they at all afraid of bein? degraded to k&Hs if they should

curry tea days' provisions, in time of wur, on their backs. Et sic de ccctci'is.
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distinction between Hindus on the one hand, and, on the other,

outcasts of their own race, as well as all strangers indis-

criminately, it is the special duty of the judges of the land to

ponder upon day and night, to pursue it through all its prac-
tical consequences, as infinitely diversified by the ceremonial

observances created to guard and perpetuate it; and to visit,

with the utmost vengeance of the Penal Code, every act by
which this cardinal distinction is knowingly and essentially

violated.

Of all these acts, the most severely regarded is intercourse

between the sexes of such parties ;
because of its leading directly

to the confusion of all castes, of the greatness of the tempta-

tion, and of the strong inducement to concealment; and the

concealment is deemed almost as bad as the crime itself
;
for

the Hindu agent or subject will, of course, proceed, till detected,

to communicate as usual with his or her relations, who again
will communicate with theirs, until the foul contamination has

reached the ends of the city and kingdom, and imposed upon
all (besides the sin) the necessity of submitting themselves to

a variety of tedious and expensive purificatory processes, pend-

ing the fulfilment of which all their pursuits of business or

pleasure are necessarily suspended, and themselves rendered,

for the time, outcasts. This, to be sure, is a great and real evil,

deserving of severe repressive measures. But is not the evil

self-created ? True : but so we may not argue at Kathmandu.
The law of caste is the corner-stone of Hinduism. Hence the

innumerable ceremonial observances, penetrating into every act

of life, whic-li have been erected to perpetuate this law
;
and

readful inflictions with which the breach of it is

:ed. Of all breaches of it, intercourse between a Hindu and

an outcast of different sexes is the most enormous
;
but it is

not, by many, the only one deemed worthy of punishment bv

mutilation or death. The Codes of MENU and other Hindu

sages are full of these strange enormities; but it is in Ni'pal
alone (for reasons already stated) that the sword of public

justice is now wielded to realise them. It is in N i ;il alone,
of all Hindu states, that two-thirds of the time of the judges is

employed in the discussion of cases bettor littrd fur th- con-

fessional, or the tribuual of public opinion, or some domestic
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court, such as the Panch&yet of brethren or fellow- craftsmen,

than for a King's Court of justice. Not such, however, is the

opinion of the Nepalese, who, while they are forcing confessions

from young men and young women, by dint of scolding and

whipping, in order to visit them afterwards with ridiculous

penances or savage punishments, instead of discharging such

functions with a sigh or a smile, glorify themselves in that they
are thus maintaining the holy will of BRAHMA, enforcing from

the judgment-seat those sacred institutes, which elsewhere the

magistrate (shame upon him
!) neglects through fear, or despises

as an infidel.

When the banner of Hinduism dropped from the hands of

the Mahrattas in 1817, they solemnly conjured the Nepalese
to take it up, and wave it proudly, till it could be again un-

furled in the plains by the expulsion of the vile Feringis, and

the subjection of the insolent followers of Islam. But surely

the British Government, so justly famous for its liberality,

cannot be fairly subjected to insinuations such as this ? So it

may seem
;
but let any one turn over the pages of MENU,

observe the conspicuous station assigned to the public magistrate
as a censor morum under the immensely extensive and com-

plicate system of morals there laid down, and remember, that

whilst it is the Hindu magistrate's first duty to enforce them,
to the British magistrate they are and have been a dead letter :

let him look to the variety of dreadful inflictions assigned to

violations of the law of caste, and remember, that whilst their

literal fulfilment is the Hindu magistrate's most sacred obligation,

British magistrates shrink with horror and disgust at the very

thought of them
;
and he will be better prepared to appreciate

and make allowance for the sentiments of Hindu sovereigns

and Hindii magistrates. The Hindu sovereigns dare not, and

we will not, obey the sacred mandate. But in Nepal, it is the

pride and glory of the magistrate to obey it, literally, blindly,

unbiassed by foreign example, unawed by foreign power.
An eminent old bichdri or judge of the chief court of Kath-

mandu, to whom I am indebted for an excellent sketch of the

judicial system of Ne'pal, after answering all my questions on

the subject, concluded with some voluntary observations of his

own. from which I extract the following passage :
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"Below, let man and woman commit what sin they will,

there is no punishment provided, no expiatory right enjoined.*

Hence Hinduism is destroyed ;
the customs are Mohammedan

;

the distinctions of caste are obliterated. Here, on the contrary,
all those distinctions are religiously preserved by the public
courts of justice, which punish according to caste, and never

destroy the life of a Brahman. If a female of the sacred order

go astray, and her paramour be not a Brahman, he is capitally

punished ;
but if he be a Brahman he is degraded from his rank,

and banished. If a female of the soldier tribes be seduced, the

husband, with his own hand, kills the seducer, and cuts off the

nose of the female, and expels her from his house. Then the

<man or soldier-husband must perform the purificatory rites

enjoined, after which he is restored to his caste. Bdow, the

Iras are things to talk of: here, they are acted up to"

I have, by the above remarks, endeavoured to convey an idea

of the sort of feeling relative to them which prevails in Nej>;il.

ill serve, I hope, as a sort of apology for the Nepalese ;
but

will, I fear, also serve to demonstrate the small probability there

3 of our inducing the Darbar to waive in our favour so

cherished a point of religion, and, I may add, of policy ;
for they

are well aware of the effect of this rigour, intending to facilitate

the restricted intercourse between the Ndpalese and our fol-

lowers, a restriction which they seek to maintain with Chinese

i nacity. Besides, the Shdstras are holy things, and frail

as holy ;
and no Hindu of tolerable shrewdness will submit a

le text of them, if he can avoid it, to the calm, free glance

rn].. -an intellect.

II iving already given the most abundant materials
)

for

of the general tenor of the judicial proceedings and of

laws of Nepal, it will not be necessary (or possible), in this

paper, to do more than lriefly apply them, as regards that inter-

course between a Hindu, and a non-Hindu, at present under

discussion.

The customary law or license which permits the injured

It it the exclusive duty of one of the highest functionaries of this Government
(the Dkarr to prescribe the fitting penance and purificatory rites for each

tie ceremonial law of purity,

f In allusion to other papers l>y Mr Hodgson. ED.
II. Q
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husband in Nepal to be his own avenger, is confined to tho

Parbattias, the principal divisions of whom are the Brahmans,
the Khas, the Magars, and the Gurunys. The Newdrs, Murmis*
Kachdr-Bhotias, Kirdntis,^ and other inhabitants of Ne*pal, pos-

sess no such privilege. They must seek redress from the courts

of justice, which, guiding themselves by the custom of these

tribes prior to the conquest, award to the injured husband a

small pecuniary compensation, which the injurer is compelled
to pay.

Nothing further, therefore, need at present be said of them.

In regard to the Parbattias, every injured husband has the

option, if he please, of appealing to the courts, instead of using
his own sword

;
but any one save a learned Brahman or a

helpless boy, who should do so, would be covered with eternal

disgrace. A Brahman who follows his holy calling cannot, con-

sistently with usage, play the avenger; but a Brahman carrying
arms must act like his brethren in arms. A boy, whose wife

has been seduced, may employ the arm of his grown-up brother

or cousin to avenge him. But if he have none such, lie, as well

as the learned Brahman, may appeal to the prince, who, through
his courts of justice, comes forward to avenge the wrong (such

is the sentiment here), and to wipe out the stain with blood
;

death, whether by law or extra-judicially, being the doom of all

adulterers with the wives of Parbattias. Brahmans, indeed, by
a law superior to all laws, may not be done to death by sentence

of a court of justice. But no one will care to question the

Parbattia, who, with his own hand, destroys an adulterer, Brah-

man though that adulterer be. If the law be required to judge
a Brahman for this crime, the sentence is, to be degraded from

his caste, and banished for ever, with every mark of infamy.

If a Parbattia marry into a tribe such as the Ntwdr, which

claims no privilege of licensed revenge, he may not, in regard to

such wife, exercise the privilege.

But must not a Parbattia, before he proceed to avenge him-

self, prove the fact and the identity of the offender, in a court

of justice ? No ! To appeal to a court would afford a warning
to the delinquents to escape, and so foil him. He may pursue

* Kachfir = cis-Xivean.

t See above, Vol. I., pp. 176 ff. 397 ff
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his revenge without a thought of the magistrate ;
he may watch

his opportunity for years, till he can safely execute his design ;

and when he has, at last, found it, he may use it to the adul-

terer's destruction. But he may not spare the adulteress : he

must cut off her nose, and drive her with ignominy from his

house
;
her caste and station for ever gone. If the wife have

notoriously sinned with many, the husband may not destroy

any but the first seducer, and though the husband need prove

nothing beforehand, he must be prepared with legal proof after-

wards, in case the wife should deny the fact, and summon
him before the courts (no other person can) for murder and

mutilation.

And what is deemed legal proof in this case ? The wife's

confession made in the presence of two witnesses. But who is

to warrant us that the confession is free ? This, it must be

confessed, is an awkward question ; since, by the law of Ndpal,
the husband's power over his wife is extreme. He may beat

her
;
lock her up ;

starve her ad libitum, so long as he endanger
not her life or limbs

;
and that he will do all this and more

}

when his whole soul is bent upon procuring the necessary

acknowledgment of her frailty, is too probable. But still, her

honour, her station, and her beauty are dear to a woman
;
and

ever}" Parbattia wife knows, that the terrible avowal once made,

she becomes in an instant a noseless and infamous outcast.

There is little real danger, therefore, that a true woman should

be false to herself, by confessing, where there was no sin, for

fear of her husband ; and no danger at all, I apprehend, that, as

lias been imagined, she could be won to become the tool of some
/ malice of her husband, or of the covert political spleen of

There are, indeed, some married Brahmans among
f Ni']i;il; and the wife of a Brahman may not be

1. But in proportion as the station of a Brahmani is

.er than that of all others, so must its prer
- arer

to IHT
;
and all these she must lose if she confess. Sin; must be

y her husband, and : aded and

banished the kingdom by the State. 1 Jut, t here is certainly a con-

nt hazard to our followers, ari>in.u
r out of the circumstance

of the adulteress, if she have sinned \\ith nun, rr^uin-.l

to name her first lover; for since she must, in every court, sullc-i
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the full penalties of her crime, it rnay well be supposed that,

under various circumstances, she might be led to name, as her

first paramour, one of our sipdhis, instead of a country fellow.

This, however, seems to me a vague and barely possible con-

tingency.

PROCEDURE.

The proofs and procedure before the Ne*pal tribunals will fall

more naturally under consideration, when we proceed to the

next case. Suffice it here to say, that if, when the husband

would cut off his wife's nose, or afterwards, the wife should

hurry to a court of justice, and deny her guilt, the husband

must be brought up to answer. In ninety-nine cases out of a

hundred, the husband's answer consists in simply producing the

two witnesses to his wife's confession of guilt. She, of course,

affirms that the confession was extorted by unwarrantable

cruelty towards her; and if she can support such a plea (it is

hard to do so, for the husband's legal power covers a multitude

of sins), in a manner satisfactory to the court, and if the

husband have no counter-evidence to this plea, nor any circum-

stantial or general evidence of the guilt which he affirms, he

may be condemned to death, But, in the vast majority of cases,

his two witnesses to the confession, with such circumstantial

evidence as the case, if a true bill, can hardly want, will suffice

for his justification*

INTERCOURSE BETWEEN A IIINDtf AND A NON-HINDIJ THE LAW.

He who may give water to a pure Hindu, to drink, is within

the pale of Hinduism
;
he whose water may not be drunk by

a pure Hindu, is an outcast, an unutterably vile creature, whose

intimate contact with one within the pale is foul contamination,

communicable to the pure by the slightest and most necessary
intercourse held with them, and, through them, to all others.

If trivial and involuntary, it may be expiated by the individual,

if he alone be affected
;
or by all with whom he and they com-

municated before the discovery of the taint, if any such persons

there be. The expiation is, by a world of purificatory rites, as

tedious as expensive ;
and the tainted must segregate themselves

from society till these rites are completed. But there are many
sorts of contact between a Hindu and a non-Hindu, or outcast,
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the sin of which is inexpiable, and the penalty, death. Such is

intercourse between the sexes. But, by a primary law, the lives

and members of Brahmans, and the lives of women, are sacred.

Subject to the modification of this primary law, the utmost

vengeance of the Code is reserved for this enormous sin. Men
so offending are done to death. Women have their noses

amputated, are rendered outcasts, if they have castes to lose,

and are banished the kingdom.
A male outcast, who has intercourse, under any circumstances,

with a pure Hindu female, and whether the female be the

seducer or the seduced, be maid, wife, or widow, chaste, or a

wanton, is adjudged to die
;
and the female is rendered noseless

and an outcast; unless of the sacred order, when her nose is

spared. If an outcast female pass herself off for one of a pure

caste, and have commerce with a Hindu, she shall have her nose

cut off; and he, if he confess his sin so soon as he discovers it,

shall be restored to caste by penance and purification ;
but if he

have connection knowingly with such a female, he shall be

emasculated, and made an outcast. If a Sudra, or one of lower

degree, but still within the pale, have commerce with a Brah-

mani, he shall suffer death, unless the Brahmani be a prostitute,

and then he shall go free.

If any such Hindu have commerce with a Khasni, she having
been a chaste widow up to that time,* he shall die. If she

were a maid, and willing, he shall be heavily fined
;

if a wanton,
he shall go free.

Hindus, however low, whose water will pass from hand to

hand, are in no danger of life or limb from such commerce with

any others than Brahman and Khas females. The latter are

the KsJiatriyas of NY-j-ul and wear the thread.

The following are the outcasts of Ne*pal :

PAUBATTIAS.

Chdmdklialak, Kdmi. A>/n, or Gdin.

Pui or r/i iii' J> nidi. D/iobi.

Kastai. Dung, or Ditni. ^<\rl:i. Miisdlmdns.

Utah. Sangat. JJlidr, or Bhdnr.

ChMte widows are supposed to he <1<1 to tl.o worl.l. nnd devoted to religious
exercises. Most of them burn with their husbands' corpses.
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The above enumeration of outcast N6ivdrs may serve to intro-

duce the remark, that the distinctions of caste, and their penal

consequences, do not owe their existence in Ne'pal to the G6rUid

dynasty. It is true that before that event the majority of the

Ne*palese proper were Budd'hists, having a law of their own ;

but so they are still. And when we advert to the facts, that the

Budd'hism of the most distinguished tribe of them (the Ne'wdrs)

admitted the dogma of caste
;
that the sovereigns of Kiithnuindii

and Patan, though belonging to this tribe, were, for three or

four ages before the conquest, with many of their subjects,

Brahmanical Hindus; that the Ntwdrs and others, since the

conquest, have all, as far as they were allowed, by availing

themselves of the privileges of Hinduism, confessed its obliga-

tions to be binding on them
;
and that lastly, all tribes have

now for seventy years acknowledged the paramountship, quoad
Jwcy

of the Hindu law of the conquerors ;
when I say, we

recollect all these things, it will appear clear, I think, that we

are not at liberty to question the equitableness of the applica-

tion of this law to our followers in Ne'pal, inasmuch as it is the

unquestioned law of tlie land*

THE PROCEDURE.

The round of operations by which a judgment is reached in a

Ne'palese court of justice is precisely such as a man of sense, at

the head of his family, would apply to the investigation of a

domestic offence
;
and the contracted range of all rights and

wrongs in Ne'pal renders this sort of procedure as feasible as it

is expeditious and effectual. The pleasing spectacle is, however,
defaced by the occasional rigour arising out of the maxim, that

confession is indispensable; and by the intervention, in the

absence of ordinary proof, of ordeals and decisory oaths.

An open court, mvd voce examination in the presence of the

judge, confrontation of the accuser, aid of counsel to the prisoner,

and liberty to summon and have examined, under all usual

sanctions, the witnesses for the defence these are the ordinary

* The objection that maybe raised to this law, in reference to our followers, on the

ground of its inconsistency with the general principles of justice aud humanity, is

altogether another question, with which I presume not to meddle.
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attributes of penal justice in Xe'pal ;
and these would amply

suffice for the prisoner's just protection, but for the vehemence

with which confessions are sought, even when they are utterly

superfluous, but for the fatal efficacy of those confessions and

but for the intervention of ordeals. Ordeals, however, are more

frequently asked for than commanded
;
and perhaps it is true

that role nt i non fit injuria : at all events, with reference to

enforced confessions, it must not be supposed that the infamous

ingenuity of Europe has any parallel in Nepal, or that terrible

engines are ever employed in secret to extort confessions. No !

the only torture known to these tribunals is that of stern inter-

rogation and brow-beating, and, more rarely, the application of

the kdrd :
* but all this is done in the face of day, under the

judge's eye, and in an open tribunal
;
and though it may some-

times compromise innocence, its by far more common effect is

to reach guilt. Besides, with respect to ourselves, the mere

presence of the Residency Munshi, pending the trial of one of

our followers, would prevent its use, or at least abuse, in regard
to him. Or, ere submitting our followers to the Ndpalese

tribunals, we might bargain successfully with the Darbar for the

waiving of this coercion, as well as for the non-intervention of

the proof ordeal, unless with the consent of the party. And if

these two points were conceded to us, I should, I confess, have

no more hesitation in committing one of our followers to a

Ne'palese tribunal at Kathniandu, than I should in making him
: to our own courts. I have mentioned, that the prisoner is

allowed the assistance of counsel
;
but the expression must be

understood to refer to the aid of friends and relatives, for there

are no professional pleaders in Nepal.
re are no common spies and informers attached to the

courts of justice, nor any public prosecutors in the name of the

State. The casual informer is made prosecutor, and he acts

under a fearful responsibility ;
for if he fails to prove the guilt

he changes, if he have no eye-witnesses to the principal fact

besides himself, and the accused resolutely persevere in denial,

a man of respectability must clear his character by demanding
if he be cast, the judgment upon him may

be to suffer all, or the greater part of that evil which the la\v

A kind of w
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assigns to the offence he charged. At all events, deep disgrace,

and fines more or less heavy, are his certain portion ;
and if it

seem that he was actuated by malice, he shall surely suffer the

doom he would have inflicted on the accused, be it greater or

be it less. Informers and prosecutors, who have evidently no

personal interest in the matter those who are the retainers of

the Darbar, or of the Minister are expected and required,

under a Hindu Government, to bring under judicial cognisance

such breaches of the law of caste, and of the ritual purity of

Hinduism, as they may chance to discover, and they are, of

course, more considered than other informers; but they are

liable, like ordinary informers, to the predicament of seeing their

credit in society ruined, unless they dare the perilous event of

purification by ordeal, with its contingency of ignominy and

fines. Ordeals, however, whether for proof of innocence or for

the clearing of the accuser, are rare, extraordinary, and seldom

or never admitted where there is sufficient testimony of witnesses

to be had. But whatever quantity of testimony be adduced, the

confession of the accused must still be had. That confession

is singly sufficient : without it, no quantity and quality of evi-

dence will justify a condemnation
;
a strange prejudice, produc-

ing all that harshness towards the accused, which (omitting the

folly of ordeals, and that the people seem to love more than their

rulers) is the only grave defect in the criminal judicatures of

the country.

In Ne"pal, when the arraignment of the prisoner is completed,
he is asked for his answer

;
and if he confess, his confession is

recorded, he is requested to sign it, and judgment is at once

passed. If he deny the fact, the assessors of the judge call

upon the prosecutor to come forward and establish his charge.

A very animated scene then ensues, in which the parties are

suffered to try their strength against each other to produce
their witnesses and counter-witnesses, their presumptions and

counter-presumptions. The result of this conflict is usually to

make the guilt of the accused very evident; and he commonly
confesses when the trial is closed. But if the accused persist

in refusing confession, the assessors of the judge then go

formally into the evidence, and urge upon the accused all the

criminative circumstances, and all the weight of testimony. If
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these be strong and decisive, and he still deny, he is brow-

beaten, abused, whipped till he confess; or, if all will not do,

he is remanded indefinitely to prison.*

If there be no eye-witness but the informer, or if the informer

be not himself an eye-witness to the crime, and have no ex-

ternal witness to back his charge, he must, at all events, be

furnished with strong presumptive proof (for woe betide him

as he well knows, if he have neither
!)
wherewith to confirm his

accusation. This proof is vehemently urged upon the prisoner

by the court and by the accuser
;
and if the accused prevaricate

or be sullen, he is scolded and whipped as before, till he con-

fess. If he cannot be thus brought to confess, and there be but

the accuser's assertion to the denial of the accused, the accuser,

if he profess to have been an eye-witness, is now expected, for

his own credit's sake, to make the appeal to the God of Truth,

that is, to demand the ordeal. But if he be a man of eminent

respectability, the court will probably, in such circumstances,

instead of permitting the ordeal, administer to the accuser,

being an eye-witness, a very solemn oath (witnesses and parties

are not ordinarily sworn), under the sanction of which he will

be required to depose afresh
;
and if his evidence be positive

and circumstantial, and in harmony with the probabilities of the

case, his single testimony will suffice for the conviction of

the court, which will commit the prisoner indefinitely till ho

confess.

In matters of illicit intercourse between the sexes, where

there are two parties under accusation, if the one confess and

other deny ;
and there is no positive testimony, and all the

circumstantial evidence, however sternly urged upon the non-

confessing party, fails to draw forth an acknowledgment, the

court, as a last resort, may command that the issue be referred

to ordeal of the parties; or that the contumacious party be

.uided to prison for a time, whence he is again brought
before the court, and urged, as before, to confV , And if this

second attempt to obtain the sitie qvd non of judgment be

ineffectual, the gods must decide where men could not; ord<-;.l

must cut the Gordian knot.

This, in capital cutet, it exactly the mode of prnrro.liiifj formerly observed in

the Dutch court*, und probably in many others in Europe.- 1
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tTpon the whole, though it be a strange spectacle, and a

revolting, to see the judge urging the unhappy prisoner, with

threats, abuse, and whipping,
"
to confess and be hanged ;

"
yet

it is clearly true, that whippings and hard words are light in

the balance, compared with hanging.
A capital felon, therefore, will seldom indeed be thus driven

to confess a crime he has not committed, when he is sustained

and aided by all those favourable circumstances, in the consti-

tution of the tribunal, and in the forms of procedure already
enumerated. Nor should it be forgotten, that if much rigour is

sometimes used to procure a confession, the confession itself is

most usually superfluous to justice; and is sought rather to

satisfy a scruple of conscience, than as a substitute for deficient

evidence.



SECTION XIII.

ON THE NATIVE METHOD OF MAKING THE PAPEK,

DENOMINATED IN HINDUSTAN, NEPALESE.

FOR the manufacture of the Ne*palese paper, the following

implements are necessary, but a very rude construction of them

suffices for the end in view :

i st. A stone mortar, of shallow and wide cavity, or a large

block of stone, slightly but smoothly excavated.

2d. A mallet or pestle of hard wood, such as oak, and size

proportioned to the mortar, and to the quantity of boiled rind

of the paper plant which it is desired to pound into pulp.

3d. A basket of close wicker work, to put the ashes in, and

through which water will pass, only drop by drop.

4th. An earthen vessel or receiver, to receive the juice of

the ashes after they have been watered.

5th. A metallic open-mouthed pot, to boil the rind of the

plant in. It may be of iron, or copper, or brass, indifferently ;

an earthen one would hardly bear the requisite degree of fire.

6th. A sieve, the reticulation of the bottom of which is -wide

and open, so as to let all the pulp pass through it, save only
the lumpy parts of it.

7th. A frame, with stout wooden sides, so that it will float

well in water, and with a bottom of cloth, only so porous, that

the meshes of it will stay all the pulp, even when dilated and

diffused in water; but will let the water pass nfi; \vheii tin-

frame is raised out of the cistern
;
the operator must also ha\c

the command of a cistern of clear water, plenty of fire-wood,

ashes of oak (thouji I fancy other ashes might answer as well),

a fire-place, however rude, and lastly, a sufficient quantity of

slips of the inner bark of the pni such as is peeled oft
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the plant by the paper-makers, who commonly use the peelings
when fresh from the plant ;

but that is not indispensable. With
these "

appliances and means to boot," suppose you take four

seers of ashes of oak
; put them into the basket above mentioned,

place the earthen receiver or vessel beneath the basket, and

then gradually pour five seers of clear water upon the ashes,

and let the water drip slowly through the ashes, and fall into

the receiver. This juice of ashes must be strong, or a dark-like

red colour, and in quantity about two Ibs., and if the first filtering

yield not such a produce, pass the juice through the ashes a

second time. Next, pour this extract of ashes into the metal

pot, already described, and boil the extract ;
and so soon as it

begins to boil, throw into it as many slips or peelings of the

inner bark of the paper plant as you can easily grasp ;
each slip

being about a cubit long, and an inch wide (in fact, the quan-

tity of the slips of bark should be to the quantity of juice of

ashes, such that the former shall float freely in the latter, and

that the juice shall not be absorbed and evaporated with less

than half an hour's boiling). Boil the slips for about half an

hour, at the expiration of which time the juice will be nearly

absorbed, and the slips quite soft. Then take the softened slips

and put them into the stone mortar, and beat them with the

oaken mallet, till they are reduced to a homogeneous or uniform

pulp, like so much dough. Take this pulp, put it into any wide-

mouthed vessel, add a little pure water to it, and churn it with

a wooden instrument, like a chocolate mill, for ten minutes, or

until it lose all stringiness, and will spread itself out, when
shaken about under water. Next, take as much of this pre-

pared pulp as will cover your paper frame (with a thicker or

thinner coat, according to the strength of the paper you need),

toss it into such a sieve as I have described, and lay the sieve

upon the paper frame, and let both sieve and frame float in the

cistern : agitate them, and the pulp will spread itself over the

sieve
;
the grosser and knotty parts of the pulp will remain in

the sieve, but all the rest of it will ooze through into the frame.

Then put away the sieve, and taking the frame in your left

hand, as it floats on the water, and pulp smartly with your right

hand, and the pulp will readily diffuse itself in an uniform

manner over the bottom of the frame. When it is thus pro-
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perly diffused, raise the frame out of the water, easing off the

water in such a manner, that the uniformity of the pulp spread

shall continue after the frame is clear of the water and the

paper is made.

To dry it, the frame is set endwise, near a large fire
;
and so

soon as it is dry, the sheet is peeled off the bottom of the frame

and folded up. When (which seldom is the case) it is deemed

needful to smooth and polish the surface of the paper, the dry
sheets are laid on wooden boards and rubbed, with the convex

entire side of the conch-shell
;
or in case of the sheets of paper

being large, with the flat surface of a large rubber of hard and

smooth grained wood
;
no sort of size is ever needed or applied,

to prevent the ink from running. It would, probably, surprise

the paper-makers of England, to hear that the Kachar Bhoteahs

can make up this paper into fine smooth sheets of several yards

square. This paper may be purchased at Kathmandu in almost

any quantity, at the price of 17 annas sicca per dharni of three

seers; and the bricks of dried pulp may be had* at the same

place, for from 8 to 10 annas sicca per dharni. Though called

Ne*palese, the paper is not in fact made in Nepal proper. It is

manufactured exclusively in Cis-Himalayan Bhote, and by the

race of Bhoteahs, denominated, in their own tongue, Eangbo, in

contradistinction to the Trans-Himalayan Bhoteahs, whose ver-

nacular name is Sokhpo.f The Eangbo or Cis-Himalayan
; falis are divided into several tribes (such as Murmi, Lap-

cha, &c., &c.), who do not generally intermarry, and who speak
dialects of the Bhote or Tibet language so diverse, that ignorant
as t . several of them cannot effectually communicate

together. They are all somewhat ruder, darker, and smalK-r

i the Sokhpos or Tr.n Himalayan llhoiralis, by whom they
are all alike held in slight esteem, though most evidently essen-

v one and the same with themselves in race and in language,
11 as in religion.

* The pulp is dried and made up into the shape of bricks or tiles, for the con-

venience of transport. In this form it is admirably adapted for transmission to

England. See the P.S.

f The Ncwar language has terras precisely equivalent to these. The Rangbo
being called in Ncw&ri, Paloo Sen ; and the Sokhpo here spoken of is not really a

different being from the Boghpoun nomade, the name ordinarily :t]>;>li<
,1 in I'.hote to

the Mongols. But this word has, at least, a different s^nse in the mouths of the

Tibetans, towards this frontier, on both sides of the snows.
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To return to our paper-making, most of the Cis-Himalayan

Bhoteahs, east of the Kali river, make the Ne'palese paper; but

the greatest part of it is manufactured in the tract above Nepal

proper, and the best market for it is afforded by the Ne'palese

people ;
hence probably it derived its name : a great quantity

is annually made and exported southwards, to Ne'pal and Hin-

dustan, and northwards, to Sokya-Guinba, Digarchi, and other

places in Tramontane Bhote. The manufactories are mere

sheds, established in the midst of the immense forest of Cis-

Himalayan Bhote, which affords to the paper-makers an inex-

haustible supply, on the very spot, of the firewood and ashes,

which they consume so largely ;
abundance of clear water

(another requisite) is likewise procurable everywhere in the

same region. I cannot learn by whom or when the valuable

properties of the paper plant were discovered
;
but the Xepalese

say that any of their books now existent, which is made of

Palmira leaves, may be safely pronounced, on that account, to

be 500 years old : whence we may, perhaps, infer that the paper
manufacture was founded about that time. I conjecture that

the art of paper-making was got by the Cis-Himalayan Bho-

teahs, via Lhassa, from China
;
a paper of the very same sort

being manufactured at Lhassa
;
and most of the useful arts of

these regions having flowed upon them, through Tibet, from

China ;
and not from Hindustan.

Ntpdl Residency, November 1831.

P.S. Dr. Wallich having fully described the paper plant, it

would be superfluous to say a word about it. The raw produce
or pulp (beat up into bricks) has been sent to England, and

declared by the ablest persons to be of unrivalled excellence, as

a material for the manufacture of that sort of paper upon which

proof engravings are taken off. The manufactured produce of

Nepal is, for office records, incomparably better than any Indian

paper, being as strong and durable as leather almost, and quite

smooth enough to write on. It has been adopted in one or two

offices in the plains, and ought to be generally substituted for

the flimsy friable material to which we commit all our records.

A. CAMPBELL.



SECTION XIV.

PRE-EMINENCE OF THE VERNACULARS; OR,

THE ANGLICISTS ANSWERED:

BEING FOUR LETTERS OX THE EDUCATION OP THE
PEOPLE OF INDIA.*

PEEFACE.

THREE of the four following letters were first published several

years back, and lest it should be supposed that the course of time

has antiquated their reasonings, I beg leave to suggest that argu-

ments so general are not so rapidly affected by time, and that in

point of fact the Macaulayism of one cycle is but the Trevelyanism t

* "In Alsace and Lorraine the peasantry after two centuries of subjection to

France do not know one word of French. In Wales, in Sleswic, and everywhere
in Austria and Russia, we see all efforts to force the ruling language on a subject

race resented, even when light, civilisation, and enjoyment of equal rights follow

in the train of this denationalising schoolmaster." Times, April 25, 1872.

"There are in almost every department vast hoards of truth which do not exist

n an available form, and which, however necessary for us, form no part of our

ordinary teaching. When our school-books have been rewritten, and when the

proved results of research have been incorporated with them, the benefit will !.<

in every way immense." Article on Mr. Gladstone's Address to the King's College
. July 10, 1876.

"I! ito the English people have begun at the wrong end, nnd have been

educating downwards instead of upwards. What is of real importance in to teach

the poor man to do the best for himself, to enlighten the ignorance, and to dissipate

the prejudices which make his life so much haul, r than it nrod be. We h:ivc

confidence in English good sense, and expect the traininy-achool to do much good/'

*, May 35, 1874.

t These words are used with all honour and respect as the readiest means of

speaking of well-known acla ct in-ipta of well known nxn.of whom th<; gri;:

the one and the ben tho other command my unfeigned homage. Mr.

Mncaulay's Minute is but a scco: isc.
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of another, and that the recent practical measures of Lord Hardinge
are but the effectuation of the doctrines contended against in these

letters. I admit the sagacity and decision with which Lord Hardinge
lias carried out the most accredited educational maxims of his prede-

cessors; I admit the possibility of these measures of our revered

Governor-General supplying the public service with a superior class

of native functionaries, though I confess the apprehension that this

new class of functionaries may prove competent in our special

acquirements only by losing all competency in their own ! But I

contend that anything worthy the name of national education, as

being addressed to remedy the intellectual and moral wants of the

mass of the people, is not comprised in these measures which

address themselves only or chiefly to the wants of the public
service

;
and I would add with submission that the principles and

reasonings upon which rest that avowed preference for English,
which dates its present ascendancy from the days of Lord Bentinck

and Mr. Macaulay, are very far inferior in philosophic compre-

hensiveness, as well as in benevolence and expediency, to the

principles and reasonings whence were deduced, according to the

wants of that age, the educational maxims of a Hastings (Warren)
and a Wellesley. I confess an unlimited preference for the latter,

not only because it is infinitely more practicable to make Europeans
familiar with the words and things of India, than to make Indians

familiar with the words and things of Europe, but also because the

former course tends perpetually to rebuke and subdue, the latter

course to excuse and foster, those peccant idiosyncrasies of the

haughty island race to whom God has committed this land, which

half neutralise the blessings derived from the no less characteristic

integrity and energy of that race. The vivifying spirit of our

sound knowledge, which it is so desirable to diffuse throughout

India, is no way inseparably connected with its lingual vehicle;

and, whilst every step we make in the grand project of idigenating

that knowledge in India by means of vernacularisation will prove
a bond of blessed union between ourselves and the mass of our

subjects, and a safe, a sure, and an universally operative agent of

the desiderated change in them, the contrary project of Anglicisa-

tion will help to widen the existing lamentable gulf that divides us

from the mass of the people, and put into the hands of the few

among themselves an exclusive and dangerous power, quite similar

in essential character to that power which for ages past the scribes

and priests of the East have wielded, to the deplorable detriment
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of the spiritual and temporal welfare of their fellows, and therefore

possibly destined only to perpetuate in a new phase the ancient

curse of this land, or exclusive learning ! Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian,

have proved the curse of this land, not so much by reason of the

false doctrines they have inculcated as by reason of the administra-

tive mystery they have created and upheld ;
and I hold it to

surpass the wit of man to demonstrate that that terrible mystery
will not be perpetuated by English ; for, long ages must elapse

before public institutions and public opinion become omnipotent
in the interior of this land, and in the meanwhile, all those who

possess the exclusive knowledge will find but too ample a field for

the exercise of its power in prosecution of the selfish ends of

ambition and avarice, and in despite of our best efforts at pre-

vention. But, without saying more in repetition of the letters

themselves upon the dangers incident to an English organ of know-

ledge, I may glance at the objection founded upon its difficulty of

acquisition and consequent unsuitableness to the wants and necessi-

ties of the many. But this topic also having been amply treated in

the letters, I notice it here only to call attention to the essential

fact that in the practical proposition I have deduced from my
general reasonings, there is nothing whatever savouring of preference

for one aver another organ of instruction. The learned languages of

the East and of the West, English and the vernaculars of India, all

meet with equal favour in the proposed Normal College; and,

whilst it is assumed that the vast project of Europeanising the

Indian mind calls for express specific measures subsidiary to educa-

tion properly so called, it is endeavoured so to shape those measures

as to reconcile the adequate cultivation of difficult knowledge by the

few with an incessant supply of improved means of (v/xy kmncledge for

the many. It seems to me that English, not less than Sanskrit or

Arabic, is far too difficult for the many ;
that such studies to pro-

duce the expected fruit must form the life-Ion^ labour of an appro-
e body, the pioneers of a new literature ; and that if this corps

be adequately equipped and provided for, and dedicated to the

specific functions of translating and of teaching, in the manner

expressed in my fourth letter, the interests of deep learning will

be duly attended to without any risk of its running into monastic

dreaminess or subtilty, and at the Fame time that the two great
wants of ordinary education, or good teachers and good books, will

be systematically provided for. Thus the advocate for English and

the advocate for the learned orient tongues, and the advocate fur

VOL. ii. i:
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the vernaculars, may all find equal motive and inducement to

uphold the proposition of a Normal College ;
and those who con-

sider the extent of the work to be done in the way of education

with the inadequacy of all our means and appliances, will do well

to reflect that every ripe scholar trained in this college will not be

a mere well-taught individual, at liberty so soon as he is free of his

educational course to forget or misapply those gifts which the

public has bestowed upon him for better ends, but a teacher, and a

permanent teacher or translator, and consequently one to whom
thousands may, and hundreds must, be indebted for the elements of

learning at least. Mark, then, the diffusable energy, the expansive
force of the institution suggested, and support it with active

exertion if you deem it worthy of support.

1843.

Since the following letters were written vernacular and normal

teaching have made much way in public estimation. But still,

even in England, if we may credit frequent leaders in the "
Times,"

and how much more in India ! there has been a fearful waste of

time and money with very inadequate results, owing to the want of

fitting books and teachers. Such consequences of the want of

system in providing these indispensable pre-requisites were long

ago foreseen in India by Dr. Ballantyne, and if we may trust the

language of the recent native petition to the Governor-General of

India, to say nothing of further evidence of the same fact, there is

an abiding sense among the people of India of the necessity of

adopting those means for supplying adequately, and systematically,

and enduringly, good books and good teachers, which the following

letters point out. This, perhaps, may excuse the reproduction of

the letters here.

LONDON, Feb. 1876.
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" For as for that our tongue is called barbarouse, is but a fantasye ; for

so is, as every learned man knoweth, every strange language to other : and

if they would call it barren of wordes, there is no doubt but it is plenteouse

enough to express our myndes in any things whereof one man hath used to

speke with another." SIR T. MORE.

LETTER I.

To THE EDITOR OF THE " FRIEND OF INDIA."

SIR, In the question now under discussion, whether it is

better to convey European knowledge to the natives, indirectly,

through the medium of their own languages and literature, or

directly, through that of ours I observe with some surprise

that you seem to prefer the latter alternative.* You have, too,

with the majority of the Anglomaniasts, whilst disclaiming all

express purpose of annihilating the indigenous literature,

advocated the justice as well as expediency of the so-called

negative course of withdrawing all public patronage from it.*

But, sir, have you considered the paramount influence of

Government acts in the East, and the consequent imperative
effect of even those which profess to be merely negative ? Have

you considered the extent to which the spread of the British

rule from province to province, and kingdom to kingdom, has

(Affect of closing the native seminaries throughout India,

er by the political extinction of their patrons, or by the

absorption of their resources ? Have you considered the

people's title to be consulted on a question of this sort ? or do

you doubt that if their sentiments were d< to they would

claim from our Government that protection of their own litera-

ture wlii cli is conceded to it by every native state ? Thank
.

I am no lawyer; but to my plain umlcr>tan<lin'_r
.

Mature, when it decreed a small pittance for the

native le had in \ making of some

small atonement for that fiscal rapacity which hal merged in

the ocean of revenue so many streamlets of national education :

* So far the worthy editors in question are concerned, this is a mistake which
I joyfully retract.
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Vested rights are the cry of the West. Let the Anglomaniasts

inquire how many of these, appropriated to native instruction,

have been violated directly by our indiscriminating resump-

tions, or indirectly by our levelling system of rule, and they
will be better prepared to judge of the justice of Lord William

Bentinck's sudden refusal of the Parliamentary dole! The

Government's discretion in India is, like the Parliamentary

omnipotence in England, sufficient for all things but the

changing of wrong into right; and whether I advert to the

absorption of native seminaries by the progress of our sway, to

the enormous portion of the annual produce of industry which

we sweep into the Exchequer, or to our obligation to consult

the sentiments of the people (let them square with our own or

not) upon a question of this sort, I must equally deny the title

of the Governor-General in Council, to withhold public patronage
from the indigenous literature of our subjects. This is my view

of the question, as one of right ;
but as I have no wish to push

the plea of merum jus on behalf of the people, to the extent of

injuring them by compliance with their wishes, I shall proceed

to assign some reasons for the opinion I entertain, that their

essential welfare, not less than their rights, may be urged against

the scheme implied by Lord William Bentinck's decretum. It

may be granted at once, as a general proposition, that that

sound knowledge, to diffuse which throughout India is our

purpose, is to be found in the European languages, and not in

those of the East. What we want is the best instrument for

the free and equal diffusion of that knowledge. One party

contends that English is the desideratum, the other party that

the vernacular languages are. It is assumed by the former that

the English language is a perfect and singly sufficient organ,

whilst the native languages are equally objectionable from

their plurality and their intrinsic feebleness. These assump-
tions appear to me somewhat hasty and unfounded. A large

portion of the sound knowledge of Europe is not to be found in

the English language, but must be sought in those of France

and Germany to go no further. Does not every educated

Englishman daily resort to the languages of France and

Germany for those useful and important ideas which are

strangers to his own tongue ;
and must not, therefore, the
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assumption that English is coequal with sound knowledge be

received with great reserve ? Certainly it must
;
and without

pushing the argument beyond due limits, it will be found to be

worth something, when placed fairly in the scales against that

plurality which is so extravagantly objected to the colloquial

media of India, for Bengalee is the speech of at least thirty-

seven millions of people, and Hindee is everywhere current from

the northern frontiers of Bengal to the Indus and the Himalaya,
not to mention the ubiquitarian Hindoostanee ! This surely

is a range of language enough to satisfy the most ardent of

reasonable reformers *
is a range rather above than below the

average of Europe. With like cautious circumspection let us

now endeavour to ascertain the real extent of that intrinsic

force, as an instrument for the communication of thought,

which is ascribed to English by those who insist so much upon
the feebleness of the native languages.

Truth and precision require, that, in making this estimate of

lish, we should exclude the consideration of the unmixed

sciences, as well as of most of the applied ones which are

strictly physical. Those sciences have a language of their

own, which is admitted on all hands to be highly efficient, and

which is disconnected with all ordinary colloquial media, as

well as with the passions and prejudices the ordinary habits

and sentiments, of mankind. These circumstances, coupled
with the fact that in reference to the sciences in question the

native mind is almost a carte blanche, induce me to join those

who propose, as the general rule, to convey our knowledge of

them to the people of India directly: and that in all senses

of directness, lingual as well as others.f But the case is

far otherwise with the moral sciences: for, blended as these

uches of knowledge are, from their very natmv, with the

daily pursuits and thoughts, and quickly responsive as they are

to the strongest prejudices and passions, of mankind
; appealing,

too, as they do, f<>r th-ir ultimate, evidence, to universal con-

sciousness, or to almost universal experience, powerful intrinsical

* See noU at the end of these paper*.

t The exception of astronomy rests, and rents well, on the conversancy of the

people with thit 1>ranch of physical science and on tl nt t<> their own
achievements in it We should avail ourselves of that attachment as far at
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reasons may come in aid of the lingual considerations I am
about to show, against the direct communication of our superior

lights to the Indians. To those intrinsical reasons I propose to

revert in the sequel,* and meanwhile proceed to observe, that,

of the lingual considerations, the first I shall note amounts to a

demur to the asserted perfectness of our language ;
and I would

request the particular attention of those who lay such undue

stress upon the imperfection of the vernacular tongues of India,

to the following quotations from two of the most enlightened of

English philosophers on the subject.
" The inadequacy of the words of our ordinary language for

the communication, as well as for the discovery of truth, is a

frequent complaint of which the justice will be felt by all who
consider the state to which some of the most important arts

would be reduced, if the coarse tools of the common labourer

were the only instruments available in the most delicate opera-

tions of manual expertness. The watchmaker, the optician, and

the surgeon are provided with instruments which are fitted by
careful ingenuity to second their skill : the philosopher alone is

doomed to use the rudest tools for the most refined purposes.
He must reason in words of which the looseness and vagueness
are almost as remote from the extreme exactness and precision

required, not only in the conveyance, but in the search of

truth, as the hammer and axe would be unfit for the finest

exertions of skilful handiwork. He may be compared with an

arithmetician compelled to employ numerals not only cumbrous
but used so irregularly to denote different quantities, that they
not only deceive others, but himself." Again,

" In a mathema-
tical definition, although the words in which it is expressed may
vary, the meaning which it is intended to convey is always the

same. The case is not the same with the definitions of the less

strict sciences. In those of morals and politics it is most diffi-

cult to use terms which may not be understood differently by
different persons. The terms virtue, morality, equity, charity, are

in every day use : yet it is by no means agreed what are the par-
ticular acts which ought to be classed under these different heads.

* See Letter No. II. on the use that may, and should, be made of the Indian

literature as a means of diffusing our sounder knowledge. The present letter is

devoted to the consideration of languages.
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The terms liberty, constitutional liberty, civil liberty, political

liberty, political economy, are frequently understood in a different

sense by different persons. The sense of the words wealth,

capital, productive labour, value, labour, profits, demand, has

been lately called in question, though I think without sufficient

reason. As a remedy for these difficulties it has been proposed

that a new and more perfect nomenclature should be introduced.

But in such sciences as morals, politics, and political economy, it

is impossible to suppose that a new nomenclature would be sub-

mitted to, or, if it were, that it would render the same service

to these sciences as the nomenclatures of LinnaBus, Lavoisier,

and Cuvier, did to the sciences to which they were respectively

applied."

These quotations are from works which were among the last

and maturest labours of a Mackintosh and a Malthus
;
and

though their tenor be not entirely correspondent, I apprehend
that Maltlms's not less than Mackintosh's sentiments demon-

strate the inaccuracy and scarcity of our specific terms, or, in

other words, the poverty of our language ;
whilst those of the

former have other bearings upon this question, which will be

recurred to in the sequel. Those who are disposed to object
t<> UK- re authority, however high, are requested to advert to the

prominent facts, that terminology occupies a large portion of the

t and ablest works on the theory of Government, on juris-

prudence, on political economy, on mental and on moral phi-

losophy in a word, on every branch of knowledge beyond the

limits of the exact sciences
;
and that the new vocables and

definitions of one philosopher are continually r<j<rfcd by another.

And such inquirers will find that they can only excuse our

language (if determined so to do), at the expense of our ideas

or knowledge. If, then, we begin by a fair estimate of the

:<j of our own language as an instrument of thought; and

forbear, in proceeding to compare it with the vernacular tongues
of India, from undi:< ation of thnn, I conceive that as

li exaggeration will I.e. found to have prevailed relative to

the pove: -he latter, as to their mulliplieity. When VC

speak of the multitude of Indian s we are sadly apt to

t the extent of its territory and population; n..r Irs

,:np<>itant distinction between ;ial, and
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essential, differences of language. "When, again, we speak of

the poverty of those languages, as though they neither were,

nor could be easily made, competent vehicles of European

knowledge, we assume with equal rashness the power of our

own speech, and the powerlessness of those of India alike

inattentive to facts directly bearing upon the matter, and to

those general considerations which, unless I am much mistaken,

may be made to demonstrate the necessary capacity of the Indian

spoken languages to bear any weight of knowledge coming home
to the business and bosoms of mankind that we can lay on

them. I call upon you, sir, and upon your fraternity (which
is best able to do so), to explain distinctly and to unfold my
general assertions, that Bengalee, the language of thirty-seven

millions, has good dictionaries and grammars, as well as works

which, quoad language, exhibit a respectable share of precision

and compass; whilst its connection with Sanskrit, and the

peculiar genius of the latter, afford extraordinary means of

enrichment by new terms competent to express any imaginable
modification of thought. I call upon you, sir, to explain and

unfold in detail my further assertions, that throughout the

Bengal Presidency wherever Bengalee is not spoken, Hindee is

the basis of that almost single vernacular language which is

common to all Hindoos and all rural Moslems; that Hindee

possesses books which in point of language exhibit very consider-

able actual and latent power; that the latter may be educed

and extended to any requisite degree through the connection of

Hindee with Sanskrit; and that, lastly, scarcely any part of

the population of our vast presidency, which uses not Bengalee
or Hindee, has other language than Hindoostanee a language
rich in grammars, dictionaries, and written works

;
and from its

flexible genius capable of amalgamating with its existing wealth

any and every variety of new terms and vocables which Sanskrit

and Arabic can furnish from their inexhaustible fountains.

Let us now, for a moment, advert to those more general con-

siderations above glanced at. That language is an express

image of thought is an old and exploded error.* Words do

not expressly embody ideas the function of language being

limited to putting and keeping two minds in the same train

* Stewart's Phil Essays, pp. 201- 21L
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of thought. If the precision of mathematical expression seem

to contradict this important truth, the semblance is nothing
more than a real independence upon language, properly so

called. It is, further, possibly the fact that philosophy, from

its very nature, is incapable of that conciseness which belongs
to the exact sciences

; and, at all events, it cannot be denied

that it is very far indeed from now possessing such conciseness

in Europe, whether from comparative defect of knowledge on

our part, or from more intrinsical peculiarities. Indeed, the

signal failure of those great men who have again and again

attempted to subject moral discussions to mathematical re-

straints would seem to prove that loth the above conjectures

are sound.

Hence, not less than because of the necessary connection of

philosophy with our ordinary thoughts and feelings, the diffi-

culty perhaps impossibility of creating such a language as

our philosophers deplore the want of. Whether Mackintosh's

anticipation that some future Bacon will raise our philosophical

language to the level of our scientific * be better grounded
than Malthus's idea of the vanity of such a hope, I shall not

presume further to indicate. But I assert without fear of

contradiction, that the existing extreme inaccuracy of all

European languages, as instruments of thought, in reference

to the principles of every department of that portion of human
lore coming home to the business and bosoms of mankind at

', is notorious and undenied ; and that it is precisely in

this view that our own language, no way distinguished from

the rest, has nevertheless been assumed to possess such wonder-

ful efficiency! So far, however, is it from the truth that it

does possess such efficiency that the fact is, it is solely by
means of ample definition, of much circumlocution, that tlic

:sh language at present represents the English knowledge
on these subjects.

, whoever will advert to the nature and extent of this

utous coimininication of ideas in our tongue (whether

14 A nystom of names may be imagined, indicating the ol>jcct of knowledge,
and showing the relation of the parti to each other- an i language some-
what resembling those by which the objects of Hotany and Chemistry have, in the
18th century, been denuted. But to groat an un.i<Mt:kin K must be reserved fora
econd Bacon and a future generation. "-Mackintosh's Eih. I'M. n>. 5, 6.
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cause, be the nature of language and the dependence of philo-

sophy upon it, or, the nature of philosophy, or, our imperfect

knowledge of the latter), can have no further room to doubt

that the same ideas may be conveyed to Indian minds, in

their own languages, without muck further circumlocution.

To put two minds in the same train of thought is all that

it is ever given to language to accomplish : to effect this by
the cumbrous expedient of definitions, amounting almost to

dissertation upon the most ordinary and necessary vocables,

is all that it has yet been given to philosophic* language to

achieve in Europe. Such being the case, is it possible to

advert to that universal consciousness, or almost universal

experience, which form the basis and evidence of all the

truths of philosophy,* in connection with the long-sustained
and literary character of Indian civilisation, without reaching
the conviction that the alleged incapacity of the Indian

vernacular lun^ua'^s cannot relate to the ordinary topics and

functions of language, but must respect that peculiar function

and those special topics in reference to which the feebleness

of our own language is confessed
; or, that the cure of this

particular defect of the oriental vernaculars need excite the

despair of those only who are hopeless about its cure in refer-

ence to their own ?

We must exaggerate the perfection of our own language as

much as we do the imperfection of those of India we must

further shut our eyes to the essential nature and function of

speech, to the connection of philosophy with life, and to the

high date of Indian civilisation, before we can admit the

assertion that the Indian languages neither are, nor can readily

be made, competent to express our knowledge. Their present

competency is great, in most ordinary views
;
and if a very

moderate degree of public patronage continue to be bestowed

on the learned languages whence they are derived, the efficient

lexicographical and grammatical labours of the past upon the

vulgar tongues may be completed so as, without extraordinary

pains, delay, or expense, to reuder the latter as much more

* It may be as well, once for all, to say that by this term I mean to express all

knowledge beyond the limits of mathematics and strict physics. The latter I

indicate by the word science.
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effective as can be required, or can be expected by those \vlio

either understand the real state of the English language at

present, or the nature of language in general.

Any number of new terms, as clear to the mind and as little

startling to the ear, as the oldest words in the languages, may
be introduced into Hindee and Bengalee from Sanskrit, owing
to the peculiar genius of the latter,* with much more facility

than we can introduce new terms into English : nor does the

. of introducing such new terms into the Indian vernaculars

imply or exact more than the most ordinary skill or labour on

the part of the conductors of education, so long as they dis-

connect not themselves wholly from Indian literature. With
such views of the nature of language in general, and of the

existing comparative value of the languages of Europe and of

India, I foresee that I may be set down for a lingual sceptic, or,

be, perchance, enlisted under the banners of that party

which, without substituting English for the living tongues of

India, would improve the latter by directly grafting English
s upon them, in preference to resorting to Sanskrit and

Arabic. So far, however, from the truth is it, that my views

of the general question are sceptical, that I am thoroughly
convinced there is such a thing as idiosyncracy and genius in

every cognate group of languages, and that this genius is of

so rigid and commanding a nature that it is indispensably

necessary humbly to bow to it, in all schemes for the improve-
ment of any given tongue : for, if not, how happened it that

inlerful men who flourished in England between the

and the la-volution, placed as they were close to

sources of our language, and endowed as they were with

highest faculties, yet fail- d utterly in becoming models of

style ? and how happened it that the wits of Queen Anne,
ii remoter as they were placed from the sources of our

language, and incomparably inferior as were their mental

powers, became so at oiice and for ever ? The sole reason is

that the- opposed, and the latter yielded to, the genius
of our tongue, both in their terms and in their sentences.

I borrow this idea, in hi* words, from Mackintosh, who applies it to German.

Every scholar knows, and knows why, it is singularly applicable to the Iiulun

IVakrits, through Sanskrit.
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If, again, it be not necessary to consult idiomatic law, the

usage of society, and vernacular euphony, whence arises a great

part of that difficulty in respect to the introduction of a more

copious and precise phraseology into English, which as we have

seen, Malthus deemed it impossible to conquer ;
and Mackintosh

but faintly hoped some future Bacon might subdue ? And how,

yet again, are we to account for the steady and successful resis-

tance which our language has made, for the last fifty years,

against incorporation with either the peculiar nomenclature of

science, or that of fashion ? In that period, to go no further, a

thousand modish ephemeral phrases have striven in vain to mix

themselves with the great stream of our language ;
nor has the

unusual popularity of the physical sciences, in the same era, en-

abled them, dignified and valuable as they are, to wed their

phraseology to our common speech ?

Facts like the above will satisfy all those who are capable of

appreciating them, that the people of India would never endure

such an olla podrida as Anglo-Hindee or Anglo-Hindoosthanee ;

and that if the vernacular languages of this country are to be

preserved, their improvement, so far as it is requisite to convey

European ideas, must be effected in the manner exacted by the

genius of these languages.

The vague declamation, with which we are overwhelmed upon
the subject of the feebleness and inefficiency of the native

languages, is partly caused by the unfairness of that controversial

spirit, which has laid hold of this question of the best vehicle

for communicating our knowledge to India, and partly also by
the difficulty of procuring and applying a measure of the value

of languages. Standard works, dictionaries and grammars,

certainly furnish a relative measure
; yet is it one which few

persons can, and many fewer will, apply, even when there is

room to apply it. If, however, we look back to the state of our

own language three centuries ago, nobody, I presume, will be

found hardy enough to assert its superiority, as an organ for the

communication of knowledge, to the Bengalee, Hindee, or

Hindoostanee of the present day. Now should we be able to

adduce express evidence, that the most competent of judges

deemed the English of 1530 entirely capable of performing that

very function which the Indian vernaculars of 1835 are alleged
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to be incapable of performing, such an evidence, it might be

hoped, would convince many who cannot, or will not, examine

the question more deeply. It is thus then that Sir Thomas
More expresses himself in 1530 :

" For as for that our tongue
is called barbarouse, is but a fantasye, for so is, as every learned

man knoweth, every strange language to other : And if they
would call it barren of wordes, there is no doubt but it is

plenteouse enough to express our myndes in any thinge where-

fore one man hath used to speke with another." May we not,

after this, say, for that the Indian vernaculars are called barbar-

ouse and barren of wordes, it is but a fantasye ? No one, at least,

can pretend to assert that the English language of 1530 had, or

that the vernaculars of India at present, have not, dictionaries and

grammars ;
and he must be lost to all sense of impartiality who

would maintain that the English chronicles and romances of

the Middle Ages are superior in matter or style to such works

as are now extant in Bengalee, Hindee and Hindoostanee.

And as for capacity of rapid and facile improvement, who shall

venture to deny it to the Indian vernaculars who considers

with what a giant's pace his own tongue advanced to almost nil

the power it yet possesses, when the impulse to improvement
had once been given ?

The English works of the age immediately following that of

Sir T. More yet excite our wonder, and despair of rivalling

their characteristic excellences. No one has confessed this more

freely than that very writer, himself a master of our language

(Mackintosh), whose complaints of its poverty and inefficiency,

in other respects, were exhibited in the preceding part of this

letter. Should not contrasted facts such as these warn us to

forbear from dogmatic opinions upon the prospective or latent

power of foreign languages ? Should they not teach us to ex-

amine the question modestly and carefully ? Let us awake the

popular mind in India, and assuredly tlie natives, with our aid

and example, will soon demonstrate that their languages possess

capabilities equal to any demand. The history, not only of our

own language, but f .-very vnl-ar tonkin- in Kurope, jnstili-.s

the presumption that, so soon as effort is directed towards their

improvement, the Indian vernaculars will almost immediately
and spontaneously put forth the ordinary strength of language ;
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and as for what may be called its extraordinary strength, T

think I have shown that our own tongue has not yet put it forth.

Our inability to express without extreme periphrasis the

recently-elaborated truths of all departments of the philosophy
of life is confessed, as we have seen, by the greatest men of the

age. In respect to the remedy of this peculiar defect of all

known languages, so far as it is remediable, the Hindoos will

enjoy, in the genius of the Sanskrit, and in their freedom from

our conventional embarrassments, a liberty denied to us
; and

they will in the meanwhile probably be able to express, as we
shall for them, all this class of ideas without more circumlocu-

tion than we are now compelled by our poverty of direct terms

to use in English.
But it may be urged that SirT. More's assertion in 1530, rela-

tive to the then power of our language, was confined to its capa-

city for colloquial purposes, and did not contemplate its per-
manent prospective use as an instrument of thought and medium
for the communication of knowledge. No, indeed ! Let us then

advert to the circumstances under which these remarkable words

of More were uttered, and see how the case stands.

The proposition of that age in England was the general diffu-

sion of sound knowledge. The existing stock of such knowledge
possessed by the few, and which it was proposed to make the

heritage of the many, was derived from without. The language
of that without (Latin or Greek, or both, it matters not to the

argument) was a highly-wrought instrument of thought, whilst

the English vernacular was a comparatively rude one. Hence
arose the question, whether the end to be accomplished (that

is, the general diffusion of sound knowledge) might be more

readily and happily attained by setting aside the homely Saxon,

and diffusing the new ideas directly through their appropriate

tongue (a ready-made and powerful instrument), or, by adhe-

rence to, and improvement of, the unfashioned vernacular. One

party took the former side of the question ;
Sir T. More and his

friends, the latter
;
and it was with express reference to this state

of things that Sir T. More expressed himself in the words I

have quoted. Now I apprehend, that the question at issue

between the Oriental and Occidental parties in India at this

moment, is precisely that which was proposed to the regenerators
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of England in 1530. And whilst I do but glance at the speedy

and triumphant confirmation of More's views, I proceed to

insist that unless the Occidentalists can show, either that the

feebleness and plurality of the Indian vernaculars are greater

than those of the English vernaculars of three centuries back,

or that the power of our present English exceeds the force, as

an instrument of thought, of Greek and Latin, they will be

required to demonstrate one or other of these further points, vi/..

that our means of spreading English in India are superior to

those possessed by the regenerators of England for the diffu-

sion of Greek and Latin, or, that the more general grounds upon
which More so wisely rested his main defence of the vernacu-

lars, are unsound or inapplicable.

More did not deny that the English of his day was an inac-

curate organ for the communication of knowledge, as compared
wi;h Greek and Latin. He only denied that it was anything
like so much so as was asserted. Such (mutatis mutandis) is

the argument of the Oriental party to the present debate. More
asserted that whatever present obstacles to the general diffusion

of knowledge might occur from the use of an imperfect instru-

ment, much greater present obstacles must arise from the resort

to an unknown one. More further asserted that whatever

cost and trouble might be requisite for making English pros-

pectively an adequate organ of thought, a hundred-fold greater

cost and trouble would be required to change the national organ.

"\Vith More the Orientalists make the like assertions, in refer-

ence to the Indian tongues and to the substitution of English.

The first of the assertions demonstrates itself, and is not denied

by the Occidentalists, however much they overlook its practical

importance. .e then on to the second Is it easier i<

improve the Indian vernacular. <> r to sultituic English for

MI? Towards the decision of thisqursfion we possess advan-

tages denied to MO i.. To us tin- wonderfully ra]. id and facile

improvement of the vernaculars of Kur
>].(>, so soon as effort

directed that way, is matter of historic fact.

To US too th> Mr tenacity of tin' habit of language is

not less matter of historic fact.* Those only who shall venture

to deny the merit of our earliest writers, after the revival of Ict-

See "Tlm "
of April 25, 1872, nml <-f M c of 187fl.
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ters, can dispute the first position, or the facility of improvement.
Those only who shall venture to deny that the immutability of

language has served, by its clear and broad light, to guide us to

the determination of many most important points relative to

the affiliation and connection of the various families of the

human race points which not even the strong impress of dis-

tinctive physical conformation could help us to decide can

challenge the second position, or the difficulty of change. Let us

attend for a moment to the nature of this evidence demonstrat-

ing the truth of the latter position. In the last age it was

thought, that those striking differences of physiognomy, which

contradistinguish and designate the varieties of our species, are

less changeable than differences of language, how permanent
soever the latter were admitted to be. The further and completer
researches of the present age have proved the contrary. In the

almost Georgian features of the modern descendants of the

western Turks, we look in vain for the physical signs of their

origin ;
whilst we find that origin still distinctly imprinted on

their speech. Here is a familiar instance : others may be found

in the works of those still living authors, who, from a survey
of the whole old world, have deduced the general and uncon-

tested inference, that of all the mutable characteristics of

mankind national language is the most obstinately adhesive !

Sir T. More was reduced to argue the comparative feasibility

of change and of improvement upon far less strong data than

the course of events and knowledge has enabled us now to rest

it on
;

arid looking at this point from the vantage ground of

present experience, I maintain, that, quoad feasibility, an incal-

culable preponderance of reason belongs to the argument of the

Orientalists, who hold that, whatever the difficulty of improving
the popular languages, the change of them in other words the

conquest of the most tenacious of habits amongst that people

which, of all upon the face of the Earth, is most wedded to habit

is a hundred times more difficult.

Lest I should swell my letter to inconvenient bounds I forbear

to press a detailed comparison of those means of influencing

the popular mind to the adoption of a new speech, which were

possessed by the antivernacular party in England in 1530, and

which are now at the disposal of the same party in India. Upon
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this point, I assume, as I am well entitled to do, that the former

had preponderant advantages in their compatriotism with the

objects of the proposed experiment, which the latter are wholly
devoid of. If, then, the antivernacular party in England failed

to answer the following cardinal objection to their scheme, and

having failed, lost their cause, I may still hope that the ultimate

defeat of the antivernacular party in India is certain
;
since the

objection, great and vital in itself, applies with double force,

here and now.

Both parties in England admitted that the end in view was

the making of knowledge the portion of the many : but unless

the instrument of its communication were generally acquired,
the thing communicated must be perpetually restricted to the

few. Now, Sir T. More contended, that the inspiring of a general

love of knowledge, in itself most difficult, would be rendered

hopeless, if the aditus of the temple were rendered so steep and

thorny as the necessary acquisition of a difficult foreign language
must make it; and that, therefore, in all human probability, the

practical consequence of Greek or Latin becoming the sole organ
for the communication of truth would be, the defeat of the end

by the means; and that, not simply with the loss of the ban-jit

sought, but with the entailing in perpetuity on England those

worst of evils resultingfrom monopolised and misapplied It-urn'iny.

:i a consequence flowed directly and necessarily from the

partial prevalence of a foreign medium and no general preva-

lence could reasonably be anticipated. But even that anticipa-

could not be entertained unaccompanied by apprehensions
lest such a slavish imitation of foreign models should extinguish

freedom of thought, and all the generous impulses bound up
with the speech of our fatherland. The success, therefore, as

wdl as th'- failure of the antivernacular oriran, was liable to

;ce mischiefs f<>r which knowledge itself could poorly com-

Lte ;
rind as the vernacular or^an was five from such

damning liabilities, the latter was preferred in>< n this
j ivj.oii-

derant ground of preference! In reference to the question as

it occur: IK! in tl. :;e Kith century,

no scheme so extravagant as the change of the national laiiL-'

was openly or, at all, willingly, limached l.y the ai.iiviTiiarular

party: and it was only More's far-reaching s; liich, by
VOL. II. 8
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demonstrating this to be a pre-requisite to the success of the

antivernacular plan (if,
as was pretended, the general spread of

knowledge were the object), brought the question to that issue,

there. It was reserved for our Indian regenerators to cope

directly with such a difficulty to make nothing of it to shut

their eyes to the consequences of failure : and that under cir-

cumstances multiplying infinitessimally the chances of failure,

and peculiarly aggravative of its consequences !

Does any one mean to deny, that the researches of the last

and present age have demonstrated the extraordinary tenacity
of the habit of language?* Does any one mean to deny the

peculiar subserviency of the people of India to the dominion of

habit ? And if not, then I would further ask, whether, few as

we are in India, and limited as are the pecuniary means at our

disposal to this end, our absolute inconimunity of sentiment

with the people does not strip of all the semblance of probability

a successful attempt by us to vanquish the most rooted of

human habits amongst a people entirely wedded to custom ?

To me it appears that nothing short of a miracle could avert

failure from such an attempt; and that therefore it is peculiarly

incumbent on those w.ho have the permanent weal of India at

heart, to inquire into the consequences of failure. The proposal

is to make English the sole organ of sound knowledge the

sole instrument of its communication : and it needs no words

to prove that, if the organ be but very partially adopted, the

knowledge must be restricted in the same degree. Either, then,

we must succeed in anglicising the speech of the Indians, or we

must, by such an attempt, create a small exclusive body of pro-

licients in our lore. But knowledge is power : English know-

ledge is in India power of the most formidable character : and

if that power do but get associated with office, is it possible to

doubt its becoming, in the hands of those natives who possess

it, an instrument for the oppression of their fellows more for-

midable even than the present priestly monopoly of learning ?

Now it so happens that all the advocates for making our lan-

guage the medium of education, have likewise contended for

making it the instrument of administration. Such was Mr.

Grant's doctrine in 1/92: and such is the doctrine of the

* See "Times " above referred to.
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present day. It is needless, therefore, to argue tendencies : the

association of anglicised education to anglicised administration,

is avowed, and declared to be a grand desideratum ! This is,

indeed, taking the bull by the horns ;
for the worst exacerbations

of the antivernacular organ must doubtless flow from such

association, how mischievous soever its effects might be, unaided

by such direct connection with power. Were the question,

indeed, a political, and not a philanthropical one
;
did we seek

the stabilitation of our dominion over India, and in this view

seek to measure the effects of an English compared with a

Persian organ of administration, there might be some room for

hesitation perhaps for even the preference claimed for our

language. Such, however, is not the question : our aim is the

people's increase in happiness through increase in knowledge.
We seek to regenerate India

;
and to lay the foundations of a

social system which time and God's blessing on the labours of

the founders shall mature, perhaps long after we are no longer

forthcoming on the scene. Let, then, the foundations be broad

and solid enough to support the vast superstructure. Let us

bey in in the right way, or fifty years hence we may have to

retrace our steps, and commence anew! Sound knowledge

generally diffused is the greatest of all blessings : but the sound-

ness of knowledge has ever depended, and ever will, on its free,

and equal, and large communication. Partially diffused it is

not only no good, but a bitter and lasting curse the special

curse which hath blighted the fairest portion of Asia from time

immemorial, and which for hundreds of years made even Chris-

tianity a poison to the people of Europe I Would you inchoate

plans of education liable to produce such a result ? Do you
in to deny the liability ? or to contend that it is not a

.j
one ? No one asserts that it is impossible to change

speech of this vast continent. It is only contended that

the attempt is of all others the most difficult, and one for which

r means are enormously disproportionate to the end. You
are a drop, literally, in the ocean, and a drop, too, separated from
the mass of waters by the strongest antipathy. So circum-

stanced, should you not consider that the many are unapt to

seek knowledge : -. though the few can always be won to

pursue, thrwjk it, the path of profit and of power? and should
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you not reflect that to wrap up knowledge in a mysterious garb
and to connect it directly with authority, is the sure way to

cause it to be turned into an engine of oppression of the many
by the few ? True, Persian is such an instrument at present,
and perhaps working more mischief than English could do :

true, were English the language of administration, it would tend

greatly to the strengthening of our power, in every sense but

that large and ultimate one, which identifies the security of

dominion with the happiness of the mass of its objects. But
the cardinal and overruling truth is, that dominion as well as

knowledge should have no secrets. Now, foreign organs of com-
munication universally tend to create and maintain such secrets;

whilst all the circumstances of our situation in India are preg-
nant with aptitude to educe that tendency ;

and as the evils

flowing from the existence of those secrets are proved by the

experience of all ages and countries to be the direst to which

a nation can be exposed, this damning liability suffices for the

rejection of such organs. It sufficed in England in all Europe
in the hour of its regeneration : far more should it suffice in

India, where the one thing to be eschewed by those who have the

happiness of its countless millions at stake, is the hazard of

making knowledge an official monopoly in the hands of a small

number of the people. Any plan for regenerating India which

involves such a hazard should be rejected at once on that single

ground ;
and the preference of the vernacular over the English

instrument of knowledge is sufficiently established by the

exemption of the former, and the non-exemption of the latter,

from this hazard. Compare the character and effects of Greek

and Eoman civilisation (amongst those nations themselves I

mean) with Chaldean, Egyptian, old Persian, and Indian civi-

lisation
;
and tell me precisely why the one called forth all the

sublime energies of our kind, whilst the other debased even

whilst it refined the nations ? Why, but because knowledge
associated with power was made a monopoly with the latter,

and expressly so by means of an inscrutable medium, whilst

with the former it was the common heritage of all, because

linked to common use by its vernacular organ.

We are told that but for the incessant motion and unrestrained

range of the waters of the ocean, they would become a mass of
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corruption which would speedily poison the world. Have not

the waters of knowledge, wherever restrained in their circulation,

become corrupt themselves, and corruptive of all else ? And
are there any facts better established by the history of all ages

and nations, than first, that it is almost better for a nation to

have no knowledge at all than one which is denied a free and

general circulation ? And, secondly, that the strong tendency
of knowledge is to centre in the few, who, as surely as they

possess, abuse the monopoly ?

Leisure and ease are the parents of knowledge, which reveals

not its charms to the neophyte: hence the inability and the

disinclination of the many an inability and a disinclination so

deeply founded in the nature of things, that he who overlooks

them, or fails to make the obviation of them the basis of a

national scheme of education, may, if there be any truth in

history, any reliance on human nature, be pronounced a mis-

chievous friend or traitorous enemy of the many, who, under

the pretence of benefiting, would inflict the direst evils on them.

It would seem that a certain degree of ease in the circumstances

of a people, and a certain degree of popularity in their public

institutions, must conspire with the facility and aptitude to

common use of vernacular media of education, before knowledge
can become a blessing, by becoming the heritage of the many,
identified with their household wants and familiar experiences,

and deriving from such identity the power of influencing and

being influenced by them, in an easy and effectual manner.

Tli is, I say, would seem to be the case: but there can be no

question that, under any conceivable circumstances of the

:-le of India in relation to us, for the next fifty years, any

attempt to make our difficult and strange language the organ of

the communication of our effective knowledge is infinitely more

likely to entail on tho country the curse of a monopolised and

'.-rted, than the blessing of a diffused and justly applied,

learning. Win-iv shall we find among the people of India the

leisure and the ease for anything like a general and disinterested

[iiest of the vast and odious obstacle we thus place at th<>

threshold of the temple of knowledge, obscuring all the beauty
1 what more certain than that such obstacle, if it

exist, will only be vanquished by the few who are sustaiiu-d in
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their efforts, not by the quiet impulse of a love of truth, hut by
the lust of profit and power combined? Let us do nothing
rather than do this : and let us consider that the regeneration
of India must be so essayed as to avoid the possibility of inflict-

ing on the people evils so great, at once, and so incident to every
feature of our situation as their teachers and rulers, as those

which have never yet failed to flow from knowledge monopolised
and associated with office !

The mystification of knowledge and of administration, sepa-

rately evil, are dreadful when combined
;
and were we to

anglicise our courts and our schools, we could scarcely fail,

under all the circumstances of the case, to fix on India the

curse of this double iniquity. There would soon be no want of

English officials among the natives, who would rush to our

schools like vultures to the battle-field: but the end of such

a system would be worse than the beginning : nor can I find

words to express my surprise, that those, who deplore the evils

of a Persian organ of administration, should fail to perceive

that an English one would perpetuate the greater part of the

mischief flowing from the former : for, though the inexpertness

of the governors in the use of that instrument work no doubt

much evil, by far the largest share of the mischief proceeds
from its use being utterly unknown to the governed a condition

of things which the substitution of English would leave where

it was before, if it did not even aggravate it. Why did we
immortalise our Edward for vernacularising the language* of

the courts of law ? because it is of the last importance to the

happiness of nations, that the people the many should have

the readiest possible means of rightly appreciating legal pro-

ceedings. And is it not, indeed, perfectly monstrous to impose
on the many, who are stripped of all the appliances for its

accomplishment, a task which the few alone can perform, by
reason of their exclusive possession of those appliances ? But

what else than this is it to anglicise the administration in India,

in order that our functionaries may be spared the labour of

learning the speech of the people, who are thereby obliged to

* Remember too Whitelock's noble speech, -when the question went further and

involved the vernacularisation of the whole language of the law, and not merely the

pleadings as in King Edward's time.
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learn ours ? To us, with our leisure, and formed capacity to

learn, the acquisition of their speech is most easy; and the

knowledge of one suffices to meet the need of thousands, nay,

millions. To them, doomed to daily toil from their youth up-

wards, the acquisition of our language is next to impossible ;

nor can the knowledge of one be made subservient to the need

of another.

This, the essential view of the case, is not less applicable to

educational than to administrative organs : and yet, because of

the obvious and comparatively trivial fact, that, so long as a

native has not learnt our language, his knowledge must be

bounded by the extent of our translations into his, it is coolly

so id, that for us to put our knowledge into the native garb is

a "confined and ineffectual" manner of enlightening the count-

less myriads of our poverty-stricken subjects, in comparison of

that of requiring them to master the prodigious difficulties of our

speech, ere they shall be allowed to gather a particle of our

knowledge! Folly methinks could scarcely go further than

this
;
for I need not say that such a mastery of our language as

should empower a native of India to use it safely as an instru-

ment of thought, is a far different thing from such a knowledge
of it as suffices to enable him to make his bread as a copyist.

]'ad Ki!'_r lisli scholars will make little effectual use of the stores

of English meditation : and whoever adverts, but for a moment,
to the relative capacity and means of the natives and of our-

selves to make a right use of the languages, each of the other,

in the communication and search of truth, and yet insists that

they should be required to adopt our instruments, and not \\<;

rs, may be safely said to be either too shallow, or too la/y,

to understand the subject. It is, however, no less an authority
than Mr. (Jrant who propounds this notable maxim, instancing

(to crown the absurdity) in religion! Now, since the immntlt!c.

lis of relL'ion are all bound up in one small volume, llie

labour of one competent translator may, it is obvious, sufl'nv,

t In- aid of the press, to make those truths for ever accessible

.1 who can read their mother tongue ;
nor is it less obvious

that such a translator may be reared in our ranks with a tithe

of the labour which would be requisite to unseal the original

volume to one single native. Compare thLs state of things with
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that flowing from the opposite plan of making English the sine

qua non of knowledge ;
no single native can learn the truths of

your religion till he has mastered your difficult language
mastered it, I say, and not merely learnt to parrot it ! Nor can

the knowledge of one suffice, in strictness and in truth, for more

than himself unless he take on himself the office of translator
;

and in such event the reiterative labour objected to the ver-

nacular plan equally attaches to the antivernacular only

stripped of all its power and energy! No instance could be

more unfortunate than the special one selected by Mr. Grant to

illustrate his doctrine
;
and which, I humbly submit, is the very

one that the skilful adversary would seize for its reductio ad

absurdum, for the strongest illustration of its falseness.

Without taking undue advantage of the instance of religion, let

us use it merely to throw light upon the principle contended for,

viz., that as a good translation, once made, directly opens the

knowledge contained in the work translated to millions of the

people, whereas the teaching of our language can only tell

quoad the individual taught, the objection that the knowledge

conveyed by the first mode must be limited by the extent of

our translations, is cast entirely into the shade by the necessaiy

regard for those cardinal difficulties, springing out of the con-

dition of the people, which absolutely preclude them from
availing themselves of the second mode. WE, who have leisure

and ease, and minds highly trained, and practical conversancy
with divers tongues, can, therefore, readily master the languages
of India

;
and provide, with no insuperable labour or cost a

sufficiency of translation to convey the substance of our know-

ledge to all its millions. They, who have neither leisure, nor

ease, nor minds highly trained, nor practical conversancy with

any language differing from their mother tongues, can scarcely,

by possibility, master your speech. Yet you would put off the

weight from your own shoulders and lay it upon theirs !

would make their acquisition of your most difficult and utterly

alien tongue the indispensable preliminary to the communication

of your blessed gifts of truth and science : And, lest the still

and quiet impulse of a love of knowledge should fail to animate

the toil-doomed and custom-ridden multitude to so vast and

irksome and apparently useless a preliminary labour, you would
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anglicise your administration of the country, in order to make

palpably intelligible the connection of English with popular

utility ! And wherefore would you do all this ? because, because

1 say translations reveal no truths that are untranslated, and

because (but this by way of appendix)
"
community of feeling

through the medium of a common language
"
is an acknowledged

tie of subject to sovereign, and one which your barbarian prede-
cessors in dominion thought it proper to knit, for their own
convenience and safety, without wasting a moment to consider

the effects of such a constrained bond upon the happiness of

their people !

So feeble an argument as the former is aptly backed by so

iniquitous a one as the latter.

Compare the means and opportunities of learning possessed by
the few and by the many ;

and then, unless you hold that know-

ledge and administration should be mystified for the sole benefit

of the former, and in despite of the most terrible consequences
to the latter, you will have no difficulty in perceiving that the

few, who rule and who teach, have no duty comparable to that

of laying open the secrets of both, as far as possible, to those

whose ignorance and necessities are but too apt, under the most

favourable circumstances, to make them bitter sufferers by such

secrets ! The aptitude of knowledge to become a fraudful mys-
, as well as the miserable consequences to the weal of the

many of its becoming such, are, I repeat, facts attested by all

history ;
and facts of which the causes may be at once found

in the difficulties inseparable from the acquisition of knowledge,
the overwhelming pressure of those difficulties on the

leisureless and necessitous multitude. All history proclaims,

too, that of all the circumstances which facilitate and confirm

the growth and duration of this evil, an unvernacular medium
is the most operative ;

as of all those which prevent or destroy

evil, u vernacular medium is so. Why? Because the

former at once carries away knowledge (in itself an abstraction)

beyond the pale of those household and imminent cares whirli

necessarily engross almost the whole attention of the m.

1st the latter tends incessantly to approximate, to recon

and, ;<, to identify thrm. (Ilorious approxima-
tion

;
thrice glorious reconciliation, to which alone the too
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helpless and too little heeded many owe their exemption from

the curse of knowledge, as well their partial admission to its

blessing !

This is the commanding and overruling view of the question
of the best instrument for the communication arid search of

truth, as it occurs to us at present in relation to the people of

India. Their numbers, their necessities, their prejudices pre-

scribe the sole use of the most facile and popular instrument,

imposing the whole labour of facilitation upon us. Every
circumstance of our situation, as joint teachers and rulers,

prescribes the sole use of the safest instrument. But the

welcome, and easy, and safe instrument is the vernacular. The

unwelcome, and difficult, and unsafe, is the English. On each

of the three counts, but especially on the last, the preference is

due to the former, and would be still so, though its intrinsical

feebleness as an organ of thought were considerably greater, in

comparison of the English instrument, than it can be allowed

to be.

I do not deny the reality of those objections to the vernacular

I'Lui which consist in the necessary reiteration of translation,

and in the augmented difficulty of it, arising out of the inunity
and inaccuracy of the living languages. On the contrary, I say
of such objections, valea?it quantum valeant. Let those difficul-

ties be duly considered
;
but let them not be exaggerated ;

and

above all, let them not be pushed forward so as to exclude from

view the difficulties and hazards which are inseparable from the

antivernacular plan of education.

The one class of difficulties principally falls on ourselves, as

the teachers
;
the other class, principally on the people, as the

learners. Now because our appliances are, in comparison of

those of the people, as infinity almost to unity, I therefore lay
the burden where it can best be borne. But it is because the

vernacular is free from all liability to do mischief, whereas the

antivernacular scheme threatens to make " the food of one the

poison of many," that I abandon all hesitation in my preference

of the former. Let us do no harm, at least, if we do but little

good. Learning is not, in itself, a blessing: it is so only accord-

ing to its use and application. Generally diffused, and identified

with the ordinary pursuits, and thoughts, and wants, of society at
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large* it is beneficent power power at once incapable of mis-

application to the purposes of tyranny, and capable of aiding,

in the highest degree, the accomplishment of every useful and

generous aim and end. But not so identified, it becomes stale

and unprofitable: not so diffused, it becomes noxious, and

noxious in the highest degree the certain engine of deception
and oppression !

Adopt the vernacular organ, and you may at least hope for

such general diffusion, and such household identification; be-

cause the strong tendency of the instrument itself is to work

them out, despite of all obstacles. Adopt the antivernacular

organ, and you may not hope for either; because the strong

tendency of the instrument selected is to counteract their

development, by favouring that natural proneness of knowledge
to contraction and perversion, which results but too easily from

the necessities of the many and the temptations of the few!

Consider, above all things, those necessities of the many:
ire, above all things, of those temptations of the few: for

the whole circumstances of the people of India, as well as all

those of our relation to them, tend to give those temptations a

1 strength, and to direct it point blank against those

necessities. The whole of the circumstances in question consti-

tute in themselves, and in despite of your protective prerogatives,

an invitation to the few to turn their gifts against the helpless

multitude. Would you, indirectly but effectually, sanction and

ratify that invitation, anglicise your courts and your schools:

would you do all that human prudence can suggest to reverse

doom of Asiatic sovereignty, vernacidarise your courts aiul

ools, and draw the mass of the people yet nearer to ymi

by the largest possible association of themselves to the task of

governing them. But ye have heard that the people, like tlu-ir

3, are inefficient instruments: 1 deny it not; but

! say unto you there is a holy aim ami end in Midi

courses far beyond insfrinum' /'//, and whidi thus only
shall and that end is to lift the from tin;

dust, and to breathe that generous fire into their t<>ypid souls,

the kindling of wliidi must !< the beginning of their ivgen

tion ! Why does Elphinstone observe that if Providence should

8e
" Time*

"
of April 25, 1672. Note of 1876.
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ev2r bless the Affghans with a wise lawgiver, they might bo far

more easily regenerated than the people of India ? Because the

former possess, and the latter want, intellectual and moral

stamina those seeds of character which alone admit of culture.

It is this deplorable want which in India defies the best

efforts of education and of administration, and ever will do so

till both are principally directed to supply the deficiency, instead

of (as at present) compassing inferior ends. The aim is high
its perfect realisation far distant and probably not reserved for

us. But let us do nothing to counteract it to render its reali-

sation yet more impossible : and if we take the direct road to

this chief object, let us be encouraged to proceed by the double

reflection upon our own abjectness in time gone by, and of our

present noble and universal erectiiess of spirit.

Now, I object to the antivernacular organ of education, and

of administration, not merely as aiding and confirming the

tendency of knowledge itself to become monopolised and per-

verted to the uses of oppression, but also because, firstly, it is

apt to generate or confirm servile intellectual habits, especially

when combined with the absence of political liberty ;
and be-

cause, secondly, it is not less apt to divorce speculation from

experience, theory from practice, abstraction from life.

Those who are accustomed to consider the despotic in-

fluence of words over ideas an influence which even that

intellectual giant Locke declared his frequent inability to

subdue when it was connected with a foreign language, save by

rendering the passage into his own tongue will be able to

appreciate the nature of the first objection ; or, if not, they have

only to consider the effects upon national character of the

servile adoption of the Greek and Koman learning by the Gauls,

and Iberians, and Britons
; and, in later times, by those nations

who, having thrown down the Eoman colossus, were content for

ages to crouch beneath its literature.

Those whom Eome subdued, became twice subject by their

slavish acceptance of her language: and those who subdued

Rome were only saved from vassalage to her learning by the

free genius of their political institutions.

If, again, you would appreciate the quality of the second

objection, look at the character of learning in modern Europe,
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until it became vernacularised. It consisted entirely of thorny

dialectics, or of flowery mysticism : and this, notwithstanding
that its stock and root was the eminently useful and practical

lore of Greece and of Eome ! Can proof more strong be offered

or required as to the debasing and disutilitising tendency of a

foreign medium, however valuable itself, that is, as an organ of

thought ! I think not : and therefore would I not employ such

a medium in India !

Had it been possible to emasculate the Teutonic national

character, the Greek and Eoman languages would have laid their

chains on it : had it been possible among those energetic races

of men to divorce learning from every species of utility, again
the Greek and Roman languages would have accomplished the

divorce. And yet those languages, in their natal soils, were the

very heralds of liberty and of utility !

To the Greeks and Romans themselves, the breathing words

lent double power to the burning thoughts ;
because those words

were autochthonous, were the heritage of every single Greek and

Roman, blended inseparably with his daily experiences, as well

as with every movement of those more generous impulses, which

made all Greek and Roman weal and woe a part of his own.

The very same noble and useful ideas when transplanted to

foreign soils were stripped of their nobility and their usefulness,

by that very same instrument of their communication, which at

home had so well sustained and diffused the energy of both those

splendid qualities.

And how was change so singular wrought ? for the instru-

ment, as an instrument, retained its identical character. Was
it that the Teutons, the Franks and Saxons, had in their own
hearts no chord responsive to the majesty of Greek and Roman

ideas, to all compact of liberty and of practical usefulness ?

imposition could be less true I Wliat was it, then ? It

was that the difficulty of acquiring the use of the instrument

coinciding with the intrinsic difficulty of knowledge, coiuprlh'd

the many to abandon the pursuit of knowledge altogether, and

thus enabled tin- few to turn it into an engine of deception: it

was tliat the unfamiliar nature of the instrument coinciding with

intrinsic tendency of knowledge to abstraction, speedily shut

out utility from the view of scholars, and left them, a, se
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and separate caste, with the sole alternative of becoming syllo-

gists or mystics. If we may trust the concurrent experience of

the Middle Ages in Europe, and of all ages in Asia, it would

seem that a vernacular medium is the only expedient for pre-

serving either the generous, or the simply useful, properties of

knowledge. Would you, then, make English knowledge a

wholesome food would you prevent its speedily becoming
innutritive or poisonous to the people of India, give it a

vernacular organ ;
for by such an organ only can it acquire and

preserve those vital principles of accessibility, and of proneness

to identification with household experiences, upon which it must

wholly depend, whether that knowledge shall ever be a blessing,

and shall not presently be a curse, to this land.

August 1835.

LETTEE II.

SIR, Should the picture I have drawn of the difficulties and

hazards inseparable from the adoption of the English language as

the organ of education (and of administration) be allowed to be,

upon the whole, correct, it will follow that paramount consider-

ations connected with the weal of the many enjoin and enforce

the rejection of that organ. Should, on the other hand, the indica-

tion I have given of the advantages inseparable from the adoption
of the vernaculars as the media of education (and of administra-

tion) be allowed to be, on the whole, accurate, it will follow

that paramount considerations connected with the weal of the

many enjoin and enforce the acceptance of those media.

Before considerations weighty as those adverted to, the ques-
tion of merely instrumental efficiency sinks into an insignificance
from which nothing could redeem it, but demonstrative proof of

such an utter and extreme degree of feebleness attaching to the

vernacular languages, in this view, as absolutely to compel a

resort, at whatever risk, to other instruments. But that no sem-

blance of such proofs has been, or can be adduced, I think I have

satisfactorily shown in my preceding letter
;
and by so doing, I

have, I trust, placed the preference due to a vernacular organ
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upon unassailable grounds. It can scarcely be necessary for me
to say, that my objections to an English organ of instruction are,

in substance, not less applicable to a Sanskrit or an Arabic one.

And, as I freely admit that the latter languages, notwithstanding
their difficulty, lead to nothing deserving of general study, but to

much, the even partial study of which, as heretofore, is on every

higher account to be deplored, it may be asked with what pos-

sible aims I can seek to uphold the dead languages and literature

of India, and to uphold them by public patronage ?

I answer distinctly that those aims are, 1st. The improve-
ment and literary application of the living languages, considered

as the principal organs and instruments of general instruction in

European lore. 2d. Means of facilitation and inducement, suited

to the prejudices and ineptitude of the unlearned many, and of

conciliation and check, adapted to the adverse interests and un-

bounded influence of the learned few, with reference to the

introduction and establishment of our knowledge, considered

as the sole subject matter of general instruction. The use of

the learned languages of the country I contemplate merely as

subsidiary to the first purposes ;
that of its literature sheerly as

conducive to the last
;
and whilst I concede that these purposes

are entirely preliminary, I expect, in the course of this letter, to

be able to prove their indispensableness in that view.

If I have succeeded in demonstrating by my precedent letter

the cardinal importance and necessity of vernacularising our

knowledge, it would seem that systematic means to that end

form an indispensable feature of our plans for the regeneration
of India : And unless it be meant to be asserted, that the most

rooted maxims and most cherished opinions of Indian society do

not necessarily militate against the direct and unqualified accept-
ance of our staple truths, it would seem that systematic means of

accommodation and compromise constitute another indispensable"
f those plans. I shall recur to these features of eduea-

fore so miserably obscured with dust and
!sh ,, in the sequel, in order to prove tin; obligation of

icnt to fix them in a collegiate establishment having for

its o :enco to them, of

'.earned languages and literature of the rnmtry. Meanwhile,

:ig 1 tn;. ,ailarisation,and
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its dependence upon the dead languages, I proceed to consider

the necessity of accommodation and conciliation, with their de-

pendence upon the literature.

In approaching this topic, I feel a singular perplexity arising,

not out of the difficulty of the subject, but out of that hardihood

of assertion which has, of late, attempted to confuse and invali-

date the clearest, largest, best-grounded inductions from our

experience of the character and condition of the people of India.

Until recently, the extremity of their poverty had been as little

liable to question as the extremity of their prejudices. But

now, it seems, the general acquisition of the English language is

as entirely compatible with their means, as the direct adoption
of English ideas with their inclinations. Fie upon such stulti-

fying extravagances ! for, who not wholly blinded by his impetu-
ous pursuit of some favourite theory, can fail to perceive that

were the people indeed so easy in their circumstances, and so

liberal in their minds, as is here assumed, there could be little

or no occasion for our educational interference ? Nay, were the

assumption in question anything but the very reverse of truth,

we towering Europeans should be ourselves demonstrably reduced

to take shelter under the most grovelling scepticism, entirely

without motive to amend others or ourselves, how much soever

they or we might need it. Because if extreme moral and

physical evil and hindrance did not practically flow from such

notions as prevail in this land, the relative value of all con-

ceivable human notions, must be reduced, universally, to such

stuff as reveries are made of ! How comes it that the advocates

of these extremely liberal opinions do not perceive, that their

tenets lead distinctly to the conclusion that all opinions whatever

are matters of indifference ? Take away from gross error its

practical malignity and impotence, and you take away, at the

same time, the practical importance of truth ! God forbid that I

should dwell upon the hostility, the alienation, the imbecility, of

the natives with a view to make them objects of execration or

contempt. But for the physician to deny the disease at the very
moment of prescribing the remedy, js surely too monstrous a

procedure to be attended with advantages. Familiar as I am, and

long have been, with the deep seat, and the wide spreading

taint, of the disease, I could as soon dismiss the conscious-
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ness of my own identity as the awfully solemn impression I enter-

tain, that if this malady be at all remediable with the means at

our disposal, it can be so only by a treatment as nicely as possible

adapted to the constitution and habits of the particular patient,

whilst it is, at the same time, consistent with the general rules

of the healing art. I oppose myself unwillingly to the opinions

of those who have recently so much distinguished themselves

by philanthropical efforts on behalf of the people of India. But,

the more I consider the drift and scope of these opinions, the more

am I convinced that the great cause of native regeneration

would be retarded, not advanced, by their adoption into general

practice ;
and that in proportion to the unparalleled obstacles

which exist to the mental emancipation of Indians by Britons, is

the inexpediency of direct measures to that end. If we would

indigenate a European plant to the plains of India, it is univer-

sally admitted that the first stock must be sent to the Hills in

the hope of procuring seed
;
that there, to the advantage of cli-

mate the utmost care must be superadded, if we would realise

that hope ;
and that, in the retransfer of the gradually-acclimated

produce to the plains, we must redouble our previous pains in

order to be ultimately successful in the experiment. And will

those who make this admission, assert that the moral and intel-

lectual regeneration of the people of India by the people of Eng-
land is an experiment which may be safely and successfully

essayed vjithout any sort of preparation ? Yet what but this is the

assertion the proposition of those, who, having in view the dis-

semination of our knowledge throughout India, contemptuously

repudiate all connection with its literature, or with its living lan-

guages ? Our institutions, civil and religious political, social,

i ml domestic, are not merely dissimilar from, but the very anti-

podes of, those of the Hindoos. And our knowledge what is it

but : 1 extract of our institutions ? And is not their know-
<j the same of theirs ? And is the prodigious gulf which now

separates the ! from ours, to be, indeed, bridged over by
measures involving an equal and utter neglect of the pride and

r of tli 1, of the necessities and imbecility of tlu-

unl' !il of all the prepossessions, prejudices, and ac-

med thoughts and feelings, of both? Surely not: nor,

in a choice of difficulties, can tin- adaption of such : s be,
VOL. II. T
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for an instant, admitted to be a closing with the lesser ones.

Once for all, I would distinctly state, that I conceive the question
to relate to the plan and outline of a system of general* education

for the people of India. It is high time that some such plan
should be devised, and having been devised, should be steadily
adhered to by the majority of private educational establishments,

as well as by the Government, quoad the extent of its patronage
of education. Nor can I fail to deplore that bias towards the

fashionable Anglomania which led Lord William Bentinck, when
his attention had been momentarily arrested by this question, to

proceed per saltum from the obvious absurdities of Orientalism

to the obvious excellences of Occidentalism, without perceiving

that, as usual, the real practical case involving of necessity the

consideration of local fitness as well as of abstract perfection, and
of means as well as of ends could have little affinity with such

a vulgar palpable extreme. How long are we to go on picking

up straggling students, and instructing them according to the un-

aided dictates of individual caprice ? The smaller the funds at

the disposal of Government to this end, the more carefully should

they be husbanded by uniform system steadily prosecuted. I

admit, at once and freely, the folly of squandering any portion

of those funds upon oriental literature considered as, per se, the

matter of instruction or upon the learned languages considered

as, in any way, its media. But if the most insuperable obstacles

exist to the unqualified transmission of English ideas in the

English language, are we not necessarily thrown upon those

languages and that literature for the indirect means of removing
such obstacles, through vernacularisation and through the coun-

tenance and sanction of established notions ? And to what

source save the public exchequer can we look for the adequate,

and steady supply of these appliances and helps of the only sort

of education in European lore which the people or can or will

accept ? If the obstacles to direct measures be real, of what use

can be the hardy denial of them ? And is not their reality at-

tested by the concurrent testimony of history, of the laws and in-

* This is the point, a general system or what is needful to lay the foundation

of such : for particular cases, as of princes and men of rank, the question is dif-

ferent, or rather there is here no question of admissible exceptions to the general

plan, and it may he readily admitted that such persons should he taught in the

English language or rather taught that language as well as other things.
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stitutions of the land, and of our daily and hourly experience of

the people's conduct, towards us and towards one another ?
*

And is it not most unworthy of us to oppose to such testimony as

the above, which is co-equal with the magnitude of what is testi-

fied to, the favourable state of our schools at Calcutta and at

one or two other little Gosh ens, bearing some such proportion to

that magnitude as the contribution of a single river to the mass

of the oceanic waters ?

Let me ask you, sir, as a Christian missionary, what you think

of the general result of those efforts at sowing the seed without

^ing the ground, which belong to the story of religious mis-

sions in the East generally, during the last two and a half centu-

ries ? The miserable failure of these efforts, after so much appa-
rent promise, I have always heard ascribed principally to their

unprepared and exotic character, incapable of striking root into

the household wants and habits of the instructed. As it is with

religious, so is it with temporal, Truth : the difficulty is to work

it into the warp and woof of the popular mind : and until it is so

interwoven, it can neither have durability nor efficacy, let zealots

affirm what they please. How often was not Europe amused, for

a century, with the tale that the East was rapidly and generally

evangelising ? Such as were those assurances, such are the pre-

sent allegations about the ability and the eagerness of the people

of India to drink our knowledge undiluted from the fountain head

of English. They cannot, and they may not, so drink : they have

her the means, nor the will, nor the permission so to do.

The English language is too costly for them
;

sheer English
truth-; are too alien to their distorted judgments, narrow experi-

ences and immediate wants, as well as too repugnant to that do-

minant influence presiding over their minds, to find unprepared
mission. Let it be granted that the first object is to disenchant

tin- popular mind of India! Do you propose to break the spell

whi-'li now binds it by the facilities and attractions of the

tnage? Or, do yon ima-jim- tint those musicians to

uhom the spell is power and wealth and honour unboimde.l, an-l

whose vigilance has maintained its unabat. d influence for 3000

1 >f the 100 Bnthmans and Kulictriyo* composing my escort, no ten will eat

her; no ten of the one or of the other tribe. Yet the native* bare DO
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years, have, merely to serve your ends, been suddenly stricken

with infatuation ? To them belong the parents' minds ;
to those

of the parents, the minds of the children. Say that the children

were yours for six hours per diem
;
would not the rest of their

time be necessarily passed at home amid home's habitual associa-

tions
; which, of what nature they are, may, I trust, be briefly-

indicated without offence, by a glance at the seemingly forgotten

frame work of Indian society.

Two circumstances remarkably distinguish and designate the

social system of India : one, its inseparable connection with a

recondite literature : the other, the universal precurrency of its

divine sanctions through all the offices of life, so as to leave no

corner of the field of human action as neutral ground.
Can these premises be denied ? And, if not denied, can it be

necessary to deduce from them a demonstration of the unbounded

power of the men of letters in such a society ? or of the conse-

quent necessity for procuring, as far as possible, their neutrality
in respect to the indication of measures, the whole virtual ten-

dency of which is to destroy that power ? Touch what spring
of human action you please, you must touch, at the same time,

the established system. Touch the spring with any just and

generous view of removing the pressure which that system
has laid on its native elasticity ;

and you must, at the same

moment, challenge the hostility of that tremendous phalanx
of priestly sages which wields an inscrutable literature for the

express purpose of perpetuating the enthralment of the popular
mind.

However much the splendour of our political power may seem

to have abashed these dark men, the fact is that their empire
over the hearts and understandings of the people has been and

is almost entirely unaffected by it. With the Saga of Pompeii

they say,
' The body to Caesar, the mind to us.' A profound

ambition, suited to the subtile genius of their whole devices,

and which I fear some of us commit the lordly absurdity of

misinterpreting into impotency or indifference ! Before we have

set foot almost upon their empire, it is somewhat premature
to question their resources for its defence against intrusion.

Their tactics are no vulgar ones
;
nor will they commit them-

selves or sooner or further than is needful. We now purpose to
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spread our knowledge ; they know it, and they know the con-

sequence. But so have we, for half a century, purposed the

spread of our religion! The purpose must become act, and

the act become, or seem likely to become, generally successful,

ere these subtile men will confront us openly; and perhaps not

then, if heaven inspire us with the prudence to conciliate, check,

and awe them by the freest possible resort to that sacred litera-

ture which they dare not deny the authority of, however used ;

and which assuredly is capable of being largely used for the

diffusion of Truth!* Time has set its solemn impress on

that literature : the last rays of the national integrity and glory

of this land are reflected from its pages : consummate art has

interwoven with its meaner materials all those golden threads

which nature liberally furnishes from the whole stock of the

domestic and social affections and duties. To the people it is

the very echo of their heart's sweetest music : to their pastors

their dangerous and powerful pastors it is the sole efficient

source of that unbounded authority which they possess. To

deny the existence of that authority is mere moon-struck idiocy.

To admit it is, I conceive, to admit the necessity of compromise
and conciliation, so far as may be.

Facillimc julctur exemplo. The text is in Seneca. Now for

the commentary. The Moslems, our immediate predecessors in

dominion, swayed the sceptre of India, with all the pomp and

resources of domestic rule, for 500 years. They had a national

system of opinions ;
and millions of immigrants flowed into the

adopted land to back the precepts of imperial pleasure in recom-

mending that system to general adoption.

They colonised
; they naturalised

; they bade the administra-

tion adopt their speech ; and, from first to last, nor prince nor

among them forgot that their first duty to their m-\v

to make it consentaneous in doctrine with them-

selves. "What was the ultimate result?

That India cleaved to its own institutions, and half imposed

conquerors ! Now, sir, let me ask you seriously,

*
Reasoning may be refused attention. Wherefore I propose for consideration

the '
'

success. Can the fact be <l-ni.-.l ? Mr. Wilkinson
ami myself are now about to extend the experiment by printing Ashu Uhoslm's

argument from the Shnstras against caste.
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whether, with such an instance staring us in the face, it be not

the very extremity of fraud or folly to allege that the people of

this country have no material prejudices in favour of the lan-

guage, the literature, or the customs, of their fathers ?

I am sorry, as I have said, to dissent from the prevalent dicta

of well-disposed and active friends of India. But I believe a

deep and abiding sense of the nature and extent of existing pre-

judices to be a cardinal maxim never to be lost sight of, by those

who would safely and successfully rebaptize the Indian mind in

the fount of European knowledge. And when I see and hear

the proceedings of our native schools daily urged in proof that

no such prejudices exist, and the Government lending itself,

quoad the resources at its disposal, to a system of education im-

plying their non-existence, by reason of this supposed proof, I am
lost in astonishment. Granting the premises, the conclusion has

no more just proportion to them, than a molehill to the Hima-

laya ! I admit that our knowledge is better fitted, by its superior

practical utility, to make way in India, than that of the Moslems.

I admit that our technical means of diffusion (the press), are

vastly more efficient than any they could employ. But, sir,

schools and scholastic lessons are neither the only, nor the most

potent, media for the inculcation of new modes of thought and

action among nations : And when I contrast the plenitude of

those other and more operative means in the hands of the Moslems

with their penury in our hands, I am compelled by superior

evidence to own that where they failed, success cannot crown our

efforts, unless consummate prudence in the use of all local appli-

ances be added to the intrinsic efficacy of our knowledge and of

the aid of the press. I point solemnly to the uniform language
of the laws, the unchanging voice of history, and the general

tenor of what we daily see and hear among the people, as con-

curring to prove beyond a question, that the prejudices and

prepossessions of this land are the profoundest, most exclusive,

and most pervading through all acts and motives, of any upon
record ! And such being the case, I ask in God's name what

probability is there that we, few as we are and miserably insulated

as we are, should make any durable beneficial or general impres-

sion upon those prejudices and prepossessions, by means of such

an abstraction as knowledge, without deliberate measures of gene-
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ral instruction combining the utmost modal facility with the

furthest practicable use of existing sanctions of opinion ? Our

knowledge itself militates necessarily, plainly, and directly, with

the highest interests of the few, and with the warmest affections

of the many. How, then, are we to procure acceptance for it

without preliminary measures calculated to neutralise the hos-

tility of the former, and to draw the sympathies of the latter ?

Let our knowledge have come fairly into the field against the

knowledge of the East; and who could doubt the result? Not we;
nor, assuredly, those who are so deeply interested in maintain-

ing the present mental darkness of the land ! Tlie difficulty is to

bring our knowledge into action, in despite of popular penury
and imbecility, backed by the utmost covert opposition of those

dark men ! How is it to be done generally and effectually
done ? And, mind you, I speak not of the perfect realisation

be that the care of the Almighty but of such inchoative mea-

sures as shall be not unworthy of His blessing from their prud-
ence as well as benevolence, and, above all, from their being

grounded in a due preference for the superior claims and ex-

treme helplessness of the many ! To seek to spread our

knowledge directly through an English organ is to fling away
every species of facilitation, conciliation, and compromise. Is this

the way for a few insulated strangers to make a durable or useful

.1 impression upon a country in which the whole mass of

opinions has been welded by consummate fraud into one compact
in bearing the highest of possible sanctions, which it derives

from a sacred literature, the monopolisers of which wield at will

the hearts and understandings of the people ? Those formidable

>rs of the flock are the apostles of mental thraldom : We
are the missionaries of mental liberty. Is it necessary to insist

further on their hostility to us ? Surely not : How, then, shall

we foil th'-m? Let us give to our eminently generous and

a the facility and homely aptitude of vernacular

media. S", and so only, may we Dually to draw over

the multitude to our side.* And let us, in the mean while

ralise the hostility of the learned, and smooth the passage
Our* is "the poor man'* Raj." It is < really mich that the truth has already

passed into a proverb. Thc/cir hate and fear us, with and without cause. Let us,

then, bind the many to ouraelvri. . nitv nf language : lot us vernacularism

ourtdiKt and oar knowledge for their and our coniiuuii bci
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of Truth into minds so biassed against it, by borrowing, as

often, and as far as possible, the maxims and examples of that

sacred literature which in our hands is the only charm to con-

ciliate confidence, lull suspicion, and paralyse opposition. The

many cannot, and the few dare not, resist its spell. To the

former it recalls the long-past ages of their national great-

ness : to the latter, it is all things, the source of their power, the

mystery of their iniquity ; enabling him who knows it to com-

mand their willing and unwilling homage ! I have spent many
years in India, remote from the Presidencies and large towns

and almost entirely amongst the natives, whom consequently it

was ever an object with me to conciliate for my own comfort,

and whom I trust I always felt anxious to win, in order the

better to accomplish my public duties, as well as to influence

the people to their own advantage and improvement. Yes ! I

say I have so spent many, many years, during which I solemnly
declare that the only unequivocal voluntary testimonies I have

received of influence over either the hearts or heads of the

people have been owing entirely to some little knowledge on my
part of their literature ! With this instrument I have warmed
hearts and controlled heads which were utterly impassive to

kindness, to reason, and to bribery ;
and deeply am. I persuaded,

by experience and reflection, that the use of this instrument is

indispensable in paving the way for any general, effective, and

safe measures of educational regeneration.

It is a splendid compliment we pay to the people to master

their difficult literature. The memory of better days connected

with it elevates their lowliness to something like a communi-

cable distance from our loftiness. Their shy and shrinking affec-

tions, to which we have no direct access of any description, may
be poured out to us through this indirect and modest chan-

nel which carries the whole waters of their hearts, reflecting

from its tranquil bosom every rite and custom, and thought and

feeling, of the land ! Hence its influence, with the many, in our

hands : and, as for the few, with them to know it is to have been

initiated into those mysteries, the participation of which is the

ne plus ultra of authority ! they may tremble, but must obey,

and, ample as is the ground occupied by this all-pervading lite-

rature, we may use its sanctions for general truths to a vast ex-
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tent as righteously as efficaciously. Could anything surprise

me in reference to the manner in which this all-important ques-

tion has heretofore been treated, it would he the strange incon-

sistency of those whose extravagant applause of the people is com-

bined with no less extravagant censure of their literature
;
and

the scarcely less strange inconsistency of those others who would

borrow the sanction of that literature for our physical truths, but

on no account for our moral ones.

The people, say the former, have no material prejudices or

prepossessions : for, if they Jiad, it might be necessary to consider

them when a handful of insulated strangers purposed to lay an

absolutely new bias on the popular mind ! The literature of

the people (they add) is sheer folly and iniquity : for if it were

not, its pervading and mighty authority might seem to suggest
it as a necessary means of laying that new bias on the people's

mind ! To a reflecting mind such propositions as the above

evidently cannot consist together: whatever be the merits of

the people, those merits cannot have been forgotten in that

deliberate portraiture of themselves which they have embodied

in their literature ! The character of that literature is mixed :

but it is more faithful to their virtues than to their vices
;
else

the limners had not been men. For the rest, those conductors

of education who seek that literature not as an end but as a

us nor for itself but for its inducements may safely

borrow many of its precepts, examples, and illustrations to re-

.Mi'.-nd to general attention the substance of a higher know-

Of this obvious truth the second class of objectors to

which I have just alluded have not been unaware. But they have

drawn a strange distinction between the licitness of such recom-

mendation of our physical science, and its illicitness in reference

to the other and more important branch of our knowledge,*
foui. tion upon what I conceive to !>,> a false

the subject. "Much as I approve of Mr.

Wilkinson's suggestion to teach the natives astronomy by means
of the Siddhantas, I am very far Cmm thinking that anv good
use could be made of their mmal system. This is a very dii

ent question from the former : for the truths of astronomy are

i mathematical demonstration, \vhc:<>as morality,
'

Calcutta Christian Observer,
1

for August, 1>
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when disjointed from revelation, is not so indisputable : but is,

even in material points, open to objection : witness the different

systems that have been formed concerning the principle of moral

approbation." This is, I confess, language such as I never

expected to hear at the present day, and which is certainly

opposed to the sentiments of the greatest and best men of

Europe. With them the Divine geometrician is likewise the

universal lawgiver and judge, whose moral attributes and ours

alone cause it to le that there is, or hath been, such a thing as

lleligion in the world. That those attributes, on our part, are

His work, is a proof that they are immutable and universal :

that they are indispensable to His honour and our happiness, is

a proof that they are indisputably vouched to all human appre-
hension. Were morality disputable there could be no religion :

were there no religion there could be no Kevelation. Have not

the mass of mankind in all ages and countries by the general

tenor of their lives demonstrated the practical indisputableness

of morals ? Conscience ! does it speak one language at Benares

and another at Canterbury ? Or is that to which it testifies

less satisfactorily evidenced, than that two and two make four ?

Certainly not !

"
If we bear in mind that the question relates to the coinci-

dence of all men in considering the same qualities as virtues,

and not to the preference of one class of virtues by some, and of

another class by others, the exceptions from the universal agree-

ment of mankind in their system of practical morality will be

reduced to absolute insignificance."*
" On convient le plus souvens de ces instincts de la conscience.

La plus grande partie du genre humain leur rend temoinage.

Les Orientaux, et les Grecs et les Remains conviennent en

cela."f

As to the speculative disputes respecting the principle of

moral approbation and disapprobation, they have no more to do

with the fact that mankind naturally approve what is right, and

disapprove what is wrong, or with the practical system of ethics

resting on that fact, than have the laws of motion and their

*
Mackintosh, Eth.Phi.

f Leibnitz, (Euvres Phil. To the same effect might be quoted Butler, Berkeley,

and all the greatest lights of the Anglican Church.
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practical consequences, and axioms with the question whether

space be a plenum or a vacuum. Let the sense of right ami

wrong be a rational or sensitive principle, an original or a deri-

vative one, it will still be the very same sense after these doubts

are solved as it was before they were started
;
and it is indeed

surprising that an intelligent writer should cite such doubts to

bear witness against that which they have no earthly relation

to, viz., the immutability and universality of moral distinctions,

and the consequent harmony of the moral precepts thence

derived by the sages of all nations and of all times. But it is

obvious that, beyond the limits of ethics, strictly so called, there

is a very large and most important field which the most captious

must concede to be neutral ground, quoad objections on our side

to the use of Oriental sanctions of opinion.

The elemental laws of thought, including a designation of

the necessary boundaries of human inquiry, and the best rules

of investigation within those limits the law of population, the

philosophy of wealth, the general principles of jurisprudence,

of judicature and of reformative police ! How are we to incul-

cate the elements of our knowledge upon these topics, which

are at once infinitely more essential to the welfare of the people
of India than mathematical and physical science, and infinitely

more liable to the adverse influence of prejudice and preposses-
sion?

Physical science is almost unknown in India, and hence there

will be little for us to undo : it stands almost wholly aloof from

the turmoil of the passions and interests of men, and hence

11 be little difficulty in removing obstructions to fair

and patient attention.

liut the philosophy of life, however ill it is yet understood,

been an object of study in tin's land for 3000 years, in all

which time the falsest interests, and the most turbulent pas-

sions, and the most fantastic opinions, have contributed the

warp, as nature and experience have the woof, to its ni \\oik.

To leave the woof as it is, and to supply a now wan>

the schools of Kun-pcan wisdom hoc opus, hie labor cst ! To

attempt to remove both warp and woof were, I believe, to dis-

i nise society, and to insure our own destruction in its disor-

isation! Here it is, certainly, that the countenance and
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support, real or seeming, of established maxims and example?,
is most needed and most readily to be had most needed, be-

cause- of the prejudices and passions that are indissolubly bound

up with the topics most easily to be had, because of that

universal consciousness, and almost universal experience, which

necessarily supply the ultimate evidence of such topics. High
dated and literary as is the character of Indian civilisation, it

could not be that their literature should have failed to gather

ample materials for the just illustration, in some way or other,

of most, if not of all, parts of the philosophy of life. And, with

respect to the fact, you, sir, need not be told that it has not

failed to gather them.

In mathematical science, again, the premises must be abso-

lutely known or unknown; and there is a long and rigorous

process intervening between them and the conclusion. It is

otherwise in the philosophy of life, not to mention that examples
furnish their own illustration, data carrying pretty obviously
their consequences with them; and just data are deducible, to

an astonishing extent, from every cultivated nation's existing
stock of ideas, merely by superior arrangement and larger

generalisation. But, on the other hand, the whole host of preju-
dices compasses this latter class of ideas prejudices of opinion,

of affection, and of interest, so much so that, even in the most

enlightened part of Europe, it is accepted as a maxim, that "
it

is impossible to make too much allowance for friction."

If the immediately preceding remarks be tolerably well

grounded, I think it can scarcely be denied that the induce-

ments and sanctions derivable from Oriental literature are at

once infinitely more requisite and more procurable, in reference

to the diffusion of our moral than of our physical sciences.

Nor can I here avoid the expression of my surprise, that those

who have been compelled to acknowledge the success of Mr.

Wilkinson in removing, by means of the Indian astronomy,
those formidable obstacles which stand round the threshold of

the native mind, resisting the entrance of our knowledge,
should refuse to attend to his repeated declarations, that his

object is general, not particular, is moral, not scientific, is

mediate, not ultimate !

Mr. Wilkinson's experience of the people of India is of that
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genuine sort which arises out of close intercourse with them,

remote from our Presidencies and large towns. Tliere he learnt

the necessity of preparation, conciliation, and compromise ;
and

there he found the means of them all the means of closing

that gulf which separates European and Indian affection and

intellect in the u*c of that literature which, I shall venture to

cannot be dispensed with, and least of all in relation to that

very department of our knowledge from which there would seem

to be a disposition to exclude its instrumentality upon grounds
eiToneous as far as they go, and which fail yet more by defect

than by error. Whatever may be the case at the Presidency,

I trust I have now assigned some solid reasons for the conclu-

sion that the general acceptance, as well as the safe and beneficial

and durable operation, of our knowledge must depend upon the

facilities of the living, and the inducements of the dead, lan-

_-es of the country : and even with respect to the Presidency,
it would seem that the apparent anxiety to Anglicise, which is

there manifested by the people, is nothing more than a pestilent

craving after the profit and power to be derived from the

perverted use of our language.

The following is an extract from " The Englishman
"
of the 7th

September :

" A report of the Hindoo Free School has been

lying on our table several days. We should have noticed it

sooner could we have brought ourselves to view with calmness

this further testimony to the disgusting and culpable indiffer-

ence of the wealthy Hindoos to the solid interests and intellec-

tual advancement of their poorer countrymen. "Will it be

believed, out of Calcutta, that a school containing 250 scholars

has not received pecuniary assistance from more than seven

men? Were we to tell the story that all the

good service rendered to 80 millions in the way of education

proceeds froii, men. and from poor students, whose par
sham rfnil i/ stint //////. and whose intelligence is laughed at, we
should obtain no credit for our narrative." Tin- K< liter's sur]

: but beyond all question his story, were it tol<I,

would obtain univc-r ice everywh.-iv without tin- limits

of Calcutta, as far as the Himalaya and the Indus, both from

the whole native community, and from all Kuroj.rans accurately
conversant with the means and habits and sentiments of that
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community ! To those means and habits and sentiments, sheer

English knowledge in an English garb has some such relation

of fitness, as have the English ball-room habiliments to the

persons of the 80 millions in the pursuit of their ordinary

avocations ! Ah ! would we, instead of circling round and

round the pale of the Presidency, but elevate our contemplation

to the physical and moral condition of those 80 millions, and to

the possible means of influencing it beneficially, through our

knowledge, with due advertence to our scanty numbers nnl

miserable insulation, then should we perceive the indispensable

necessity of a deliberate, systematic, and uniform plan of educa-

tion, combining the utmost facilities with the utmost induce-

ments to change. And then would the small funds at the dis-

posal of Government to this end be devoted entirely to the

steady and adequate supply of those facilities and inducements,

leaving their application and use to the public. One of the most

philosophic writers upon the progress of society in Europe has

remarked,* that the vernacularisation of learning produced a

greater effect in disabusing the general intellect of the prejudices

of books, and of those of existing institutions and opinions, than

Jill the rest of the glorious events and discoveries of that age
which witnessed it, including among those events the invention

of printing ! Now, is it not the alpha and omega of our hopes,

to produce such an effect upon the general intellect in India ? Is

not our knowledge itself but a means to that end ? And shall we
overlook vernacularisation in India, when neither availability,

nor safety, nor adequacy, can belong to the instrument of our

knowledge, save by and through it ? If there be but a tolerable

warranty for the truth of that pre-eminent liberalising influence

ascribed to the vernacularisation of learning in Europe by the

author I have adverted to and he must be a bold man who will

dispute the judgment of the finest intellect in Britain vernacu-

larisation should be our chief engine in India, apart from all ad-

vertence to its instrumental indispensableness towards the diffu-

sion of our knowledge. But if we combine the consideration of

its independent moral agency with that of its unequalled energy
in spreading abroad any particular truths, what on earth should

lead us to overlook its title to be made the corner-stone of the

* "
Edinburgh Review," vol. xxvii. p. 203.
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edifice of public instruction ? It is argued that there is no say-

ing whence the moral spark may be elicited
;
and that therefore

it is expedient to teach our language, in the hope that the seed

of our knowledge, thence procurable, may fall on some happy

spot where it may take root, and whence it may be generally

propagated. Now, I would observe, in the first place, that, as

the fructifying power belongs to our knowledge and not to our

speech, the chance of the seed falling upon a congenial soil must
1 > .

1 -roportioned to the extent of the experimental ground em-

ployed to raise it. But the vernacular intrument may convey the

seed to hundreds of thousands of minds, whilst the English one

must limit it to a few hundreds at most. Need I make the appli-

cation, according to the arithmetical rule of chances ? This,

however, is but half the answer to the argument I have stated
;

for, in the second place, it is beyond a question that sound know-

ledge may be accepted, taught, and studied, for ag( s, without
"
awaking the strong man" without stirring the deep waters of

a nation's intellect
;
and that universal experience strongly indi-

s the entire dependence, in a national sense, of this vivifying
- LT of knowledge upon that complete fusion of its precepts

with a nation's familiar experiences and wants which neither

hath been, nor can be, without a vernacular medium !

If, then, it be our object to free the Indian mind from the

thraldom of prejudice, by means of knowledge, the chances of

success from the use of an antivernacular and of a vernacular

process are, according to the first of the above modes of com-

;tion, as very many to one in favour of the latter and, ac-

cording to the second mode of estimation, the unit disnppc

.ironed, l-t us once reach and move, by English or

r media, tin- Indian intellect; and the people, will presently

tat movement into tin- vernacular channels of communica-

tion. I do imt deny th- possibility: but, with respect to the pro-
: k, is there not the strongest prejudice in this country

against popular 1- And is not iiiu'.-h ]>recious time ami

to be lost by reason of this prejudice, if we our-

selves do not set the example of deriding it if wc.svw//<>?/ it by

the use of an antivermicular myan > More than that: obvious

causes, always and everywhere, so much tend to make the cul-

uon of knowledge the special business of the few, and at
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the same time to lay so many conscious and unconscious biasses

on the minds of those few, disposing them to mystify, if not to

abuse, it, that the history of letters since the dawn of civili-

sation on earth, hardly yields a few solitary exceptions to the

general issue of the monopoly of knowledge in impotency or in

knavery. And is it in India, and in respect to our knowledge,
that we are to presume an easy, voluntary, and necessary trans-

mission from the few to the many ? Never was presumption

made, so plainly opposed to reason and to history !

* Nor is it,

by any means, necessary to suppose an artificial and deliberately

fraudful monopoly of our knowledge though that is too pro-

bable, if it wear an English dress since the natural monopoly,

resulting from its difficulty, and from the incompetency of the

means and wit of the many to cope with that difficulty, may
abundantly suffice to strip our knowledge of all useful energy,

and reduce it to the character of an idle curiosity in the possession

of a small number of the people. The noble science of Greece

and Rome, what else was it but an idle curiosity to all modern

Europe for more than a thousand years ? And why ? Because of

its costliness, and because of its disconnection from ordinary use

and experience, partly by reason of its lingual, and partly by
reason of its essential, incongruity with existing modes of thought
and sentiment. And do we really imagine that there are more

points of contact (so to speak) between English knowledge in an

English dress, and the existing means and modes of thought and

feeling in India, than there were between those means and modes

in modern Europe from the fifth to the fifteenth century, and

Greek and Roman knowledge in their respective lingual garbs ?

Do we really imagine that Anglicised Indians will presently and

readily acquire either thepower so justly to appreciate the philo-

sophy of speech and thought as to do justice to English words

and ideas in their transfusion to the Indian vernaculars
;
or the

will so utterly to set their country's prejudice at defiance, as to

bend their efforts to the peculiarly painful and compensating

task of working out the literary application of those tongues to

the substance of an alien knowledge ?

* It cost us AGES to shake off the prejudice in favour of learned knowledge ! Is

this tlu reason why Mr. T. affects to underrate the hazard of perpetuating this

prejudice in India?
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If we do cherish such fond imaginations, we are destined to be

miserably disappointed : nor can there be a question that all those

noble preliminary toils, by which alone European knowledge can

be indigenated in India, must owe their entire design and plan, as

well as the superior tendency of their execution, to ourselves.

To enlarge, strengthen, and purify the common Indian chan-

nels of thought to pour into them the strong waters of our know-

ledge, duly tempered to the feeble stomachs of the people to

lead them on from truth to truth under the seeming guidance
of their own venerated lore, till they have insensibly learnt to

perceive its folly and iniquity these are labours as much above

the unassisted capacity of the people of India as contrary to their

unguided inclinations !

The moral and intellectual fetters of thirty centuries are not to

be sundered by unprepared and random efforts. To suppose so,

is utterly to overlook the strength of those principles which hold

society together, alike under the worst as under the best social

systems. Pas d pas on va lien loin. If, in India, the whole

mass of opinions bear the most authoritative of sanctions if the

affections of the many and the interests of the few combine to

root that sanction in the very core of all hearts we must borrow

it, as often and as far as we can : so only shall we check the few,

and attract the many, especially in the first stages of our progress.

Hut to employ the indispensable sanction (the literature of the

land) sufficiently freely, and yet so as not to counteract our ulti-

mate object of discrediting and dispensing with it does it not

imply system, perseverance, cost, with such an habitual concur-

rence of native learning and European direction and control as

we may look for in vain, if Government stand aloof ?

If, again, the moral energy of knowledge depend wholly or

chiefly upon its intimate fusion with the household thoughts and

ople, whilst there exists in India the strongest bias

lowering the dignity of learning, whence but from

patronage of Government to the systematic, persevering, and

costly concurrence of native learning and European superinten-

dency, in the improvement and literary application of the vulgar

tongues, can we look for the adequate development of this moral

energy ? It was because the Moslem scorned the aid of the estab-

lished sanctions of opinion, in a land where their force was as
VOL. ii. u
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pervading as imperative ;
and because he knew not whence

springs the reformative vigour of knowledge, and therefore never

poured his own into the popular channels of Indian thought, that

the Moslem failed to make the least moral impression on India,

despite his vast command over the influences of example, of time,

and of domestic sway.
To us, those potent influences are wanting : and, few and in-

sulated as we are, it cannot be that such an abstraction as know-

ledge should in our hands work out that impression unless we

give to the agent its maximum of moral power by systematic

vernacularisation, removing at the same time all obstacles to its

incipient operation by systematic compromise with existing pre-

judices. With these ends and aims the continued public patron-

age of the learned languages and literature of India is not only

legitimate but desirable not only desirable but indispensable.

Indispensable for what ? for the moral and intellectual regene-

ration of India ! How ? by the communication of general truths !

How, again ? solely through the living languages of the country !

How, once again ? with all the recommendation of acknowledged

precepts and examples that can be safely borrowed from the vast

and various literature of the country !

Until these views be realised in a public college of translators

and vernacularisers, it is impossible that the business of educa-

tion should progress steadily and safely throughout the country,

for want of the requisite means and appliances in the hands of

the teachers.

But how, it will be asked, are we to realise the uses of the

study of Oriental lore, and to prevent the abuse of that study
to pristine purposes, on the part of those scholars who are to

be educated in such a college ? make the privilege of learning

Arabic or Sanskrit at the public expense contingent upon the

learning simultaneously of other things English, for example,
or anatomy and chemistry : and you ensure the mental

superiority of these favoured scholars to the errors of their

country, fitting them at the same time either to go forth as the

accomplished apostles
* of truth, or, more usually, to remain

*
They should go forth, specifically, as schoolmasters ; and the college spoken of

should be appropriated to training schoolmasters only, and translators. See Letter

No. IV.
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about you, engaged in concert with yourselves in such lexi-

cographical and grammarian labours as are required for the

improvement of the vernaculars, or for transfusing our know-

ledge into these channels, or for recommending it to general

acceptance under the cover of admitted sanctions of opinion,

preceptive or exemplary !

If the moral energy of knowledge can be shown to be com-

patible with an antivernacular organ: if the learning of the

lish language can be shown to be compatible with the means

of the people of India : if the very partial spread of our know-

ledge can be shown to be consistent with their welfare : or

lastly, if a voluntary and unaided disposition, on their own

part, to popularise our knowledge by identifying it with the

cultivation and literary use of the vulgar tongues can be shown
to be probably deducible from their own unaided views and

habits in respect of letters I am content to give up my argument.
But as for proofs of the contrary of any one of these propositions

drawn from the alleged eagerness of the people to Anglicise,

as manifested in our own schools, I must again repeat that

were the particular premises granted they are no more adequate
to support the general conclusion than I am to poise the Andes

in the palm of my hand ! And not merely so : for let the

number of those scholars be quintupled, and the whole might
still be presumed to belong to that pestilent class which seeks

merely the means of turning the power of our knowledge

against the universal helplessness ! Where is the stress of

education now laid in Europe ? upon facilitation ! Wherefore ?

because the procuring of the blessing, as well as the averting

of the curse, of knowledge depends upon the free access and

ual participation of the many ; which may not be without

the utmost facilities of all kinds. So long as the acquisition of

:ge is difficult, so long must it centre in the few; and

so long as it centres in the few, so long will it lapse into useless

ticism or subtility, if it be not turned into an

j
>ression.

n<J the quality of knowledge, how good soever, which

makes i: its identification with familial-

general thoughts and feelings in tin- land \vh.n it is plan:

and if Greek and Kuinaii knowledge attained no such identi-
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fication in modern Europe for a thousand years, and conse-

quently stirred not the slumber of the strong man (according to

Milton's noble allegory) ;
whence is derived the presumption

that European knowledge is so capable of allying itself to the

familiar thoughts and feelings of India, that we may dispense
with all facilities in the mode of propagating it ? a proposition
more directly opposed to reason and to history was never, I

conceive, hazarded.

For knowledge to produce any moral effect, it must be

wedded to general sympathy : for knowledge to produce any
intellectual effect, it must be wedded to general practical

experience. And that a handful of strangers, shut out from

popular sympathies and from all the intimate things of local

experience, should cause these banns to be celebrated in India

by the sheer agency of European science, without deliberate,

systematic, public measures of education exclusively directed

to the one end of creating a popular disposition and means to-

wards their celebration, appears to me a chimera !

But such popular means entirely, and such popular disposition

mainly, ever have depended, and ever will, upon the use o

vernacular media : and that part of popular disposition which

hath not hinged upon those media, where shall we look for its

subjection to the moral influence of learning, save in the use

of acknowledged sanctions of opinion.

To enable the people to think, have not the great minds of

Europe forced themselves to think with the people ? To induce

them to think, have not those minds, in all ages, deferred to

prejudice? Christ Himself and His favourite disciples were "all

things to all men :

"
nor, if we exclude the agency of uncon-

trolled enthusiasm an energy which we neither dare nor

purpose to employ has one great and happy moral change
been effected in the world except by long and careful com-

promise and conciliation and preparation ? Now, no case can

be imagined in which compromise and conciliation are more

requisite than in the present one : and because all personal
means of either are almost wholly denied to us, I point to those

ample means which the sacred literature of the land can afford

us. True, its employment is liable to objections: but what

then?
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It is necessary it is indispensable : it sways all interests

it hallows all opinions : and the Babel of thirty centuries, resting

upon its foundations, will stand for ever, in despite of our know-

ledge, unless that knowledge be worked into the people's hearts

and understandings with the precepts and examples of this

omnipotent make-way I As to religious or moral scruples on

our part, they are more than answered by the conduct and

sentiments of the founder of our creed
;
and by the innocuous

use of classic paganism by Europe for ages. There is, or recently

9, somewhat more pith in the objection from expediency,
that to protect the study of the learned languages and literature

by public patronage tended to maintain their influence and that

of the evils they support. I admit the force of this objection

as it applied to the system of instruction in the public schools

prior to Lord William Bentinck's reform. That system made
Sanskrit and Arabic the direct means, and Oriental lore the

direct end, of instruction
;
and it sought further to recommend

those languages by conveying into them the treasures of our

knowledge I Such a plan of education, acting under the con-

tinuance of the jurisprudential sanction of those languages,
and under the disadvantages of so difficult and alien an instru-

ment for the general communication of European truths as

the English language, might indeed have realised the appre-
hension adverted to.

But these measures, except the last, belong to obsolete follies :

and, in respect to retrospective censure of the first of them, it

should not be forgotten that so long as the ultimate reference

in all legal questions was to Oriental lore, the public could

scarcely be excused from the obligation of protecting the study
of those difficult languages which formed its sole depositaries,

The great question still remaining to be settled is, whether.

assuming our knowledge to be the sole subject-matter of instruc-

:,tri lilies of vernacular media
with the inducements of established opinion? and, if n<>:,

:her the public patronage of the learned languages ami

in such a college as I i ad the necessity

of, be not indispensable to the adequate and steady supply of

those facilities and inducements to all those who shall In-

directly engaged in the of education { With that
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business the college of translation and vernacularisation would

have no direct concern, the sole function of its masters and

students being the conjoint preparation for our teachers, public
and private, of those indirect means and appliances of education

without the fullest aid of which it is believed that the tree

of European knowledge can never take root in this land; and

the adequate furnishing of which appliances and helps implies

labours as much above individual means and leisure on our part,

as transcending the capacity, and repugnant to the fixed bias,

of the native mind.

The higher uses and influences of vernacularisation have here-

tofore failed entirely to attract attention. Knowledge itself,

even sound knowledge, owes its moral energy to this instru-

ment. If the word of Junius * be an insufficient warrant for

this cardinal truth, let reference be had to any and all the great

writers of Europe who have expounded the causes of the pro-

gress of society : there is no difference of opinion amongst them

on this point. But, if vernacularisation be indispensable, it can

scarcely be denied that the highly skilful, steadily continuous,

and purely preliminary labours involved in the successful

effectuation of it in reference to the substance of our kiiowle

are pre-eminently European in the whole conception and

direction
;
and at the same time, so remarkably the business of

no one, as to fall, quoad cost, to the care of the State. Hence

my impression of the necessity of public patronage of these

labours involving, of course, such patronage of the study of

the learned languages and literature of the country : but their

study directed to ends how different, and by methods how

remote, from those lately in practice, I need not further explain.

I may remark, however, in reference to the applicability of the

objection just stated, to the protected pursuit of Orientalism that,

thus restricted and directed, it could not, by possibility, produce the

apprehended effects, were, as I propose, our eminently useful and

generous knowledge recommended to general attention by the

facility and aptitude to common use and experience of verna-

cularisation including in that term the accommodation of

* These letters were first published under this signature.
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thoughts as uvll as of words to the state of popular intellect and

affection in this land.

September, 1835.

P. S. I have perused an article on the education of the people
in the third No. of the Meerut Magazine. So far as I understand

the writer's views, it would seem that he considers their edu-

cation ought to consist in a very extended application of legal

sanctions to the enforcement of moral duties. If this he the

real scope of the essay as I suppose I would suggest to its

author, 1st, that we are too few and too ignorant of the intimate

framework of Indian society, to play the censor's part, magis-

terially or judicially, with much probability of success. 2d,

That the glory of morality consists in its perfect voluntariness

a truth the neglect of which by Eastern lawgivers has led

them to extend public coercion over the whole field of human
action with no better general consequence than the dwarfing
and emasculation of the national character ! I fully admit, with

this writer, the importance of the " concurrence and co-operation
of the people themselves

"
in the business of education. Upon

that rock I too build, laying the corner-stones of my edifice in

facilitation, and conciliation, with reference to their penury and

prepossessions. Pity so vigorous a writer will have nothing to

do with the first half of the maxim, Svaviter in modo : fortiter

in re !

It is scarcely practically convenient to give so unlimited a sense

to the idea of education as does the writer in question. But I

not hesitated to say, incidentally in my first letter, that I

consider the general association of the people to the business of

administration, through Juries,* to be, educationally, at least as

important as the gem -ml admission of them into the circle of

pean speculation, through vrrnarularisation. Sound doc-

oa are not everything : neither are they nothing ; and I think

the author of tin- paper adverted to will admit, upon reflection,

that his notion of creating a general spirit of industry by pub-
lic means of coercion or punishment in other words, by

Punchayett are, in a Urge riew, essentially the name thing, viz., a qualification

of the sheerly official administration of justice by certain popular elements.
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instrumentality of the laws is a sad mistake. Mitius juletur
doctrina. In respect of industry, in particular, it is universally

allowed that the operation of the laws of all Europe has been

from the times adverted to by this writer up to our own day
almost singularly injurious ;

so much so that the celebrated
'
laissez nousfaire

'

has passed into a proverb.

LETTER IIL

MY reason for reverting to the subject of these letters, is to be

found in the following extract from the "Friend of India:" "It is

a truism, which we almost fear to hazard, that our only chance

of effecting permanent and extensive good in India, must arise

from the adoption of a system of vernacular education
;
and yet>

viewing the apathy which prevails on this subject, it would

almost appear as though this fact was not yet received into the

number of truths. It is now nearly twenty-five years since

Parliament appropriated a large grant for educational purposes
in India, and to this moment no single effort has been made to

give the great body of the people the benefit of this grant. It

has been invariably applied in succession to the encouragement
of some foreign language or other, the Arabic, the Persian, the

Sanskrit, the English ;
never to that of the vernacular lan-

guages. It is a twelvemonth since the Education Board stated

in their Eeport, that the creation of a national literature and of

a national system of education, was the ultimate object to which

all their labours were directed. "What step has been taken to

attain this ultimate object what book has been translated into

Bengalee or Hindustani what indigenous school erected ?

Of what system of education has even the foundation been laid ?

Mr. Adam's report of his researches, which it was understood

would form the basis of an educational structure, has now been

before Government a twelvemonth. What single measure has

grown out of his labours and researches? The answer is

lamentably simple ;
none. The stillness of death reigns in the

department of vernacular education." This is a lamentable
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statement : but as I have an unabating and full confidence in

the cause, so I believe that further discussion must and will

eventually open the eyes of the public.

AVith the hope of conducing to that end, I now reprint my
two first letters, and add some further remarks suited to the

changing and I think improving aspect of the subject, though
there is, alas, but too much room for amendment still, and for

continued revertence to first principles.

The letters are an answer to Mr. Trevelyan's Essay
* on the

us of communicating the civilisation of Europe to India.

No other person has yet attempted formally to justify by argu-
ment the novel and exclusive measures of the Education Com-
mittee. Wherefore an answer to Mr. Trevelyan's Essay is an

answer to all that has, thus far, been deliberately advanced in

favour of Anglomania.
In the last Eeport of the Committee there are, indeed, a few

stray sentences mentioning the vernaculars with respect : but

those
"
epea pteroenta

"
are so foreign to the general scope of

that Eeport, are so signally at variance with the whole previous

sayings and doings of the Committee, and are so belied by the

subsequent acts and attempts (buried in the archives of the

Council Eoom
S)

of that body, that charity must seek to cover

these egregious sentences with oblivion.

Such persons, however, as are content to be thankful for

small mercies, may congratulate the vernacularists upon their

iiig at least compelled the other party to speak respectfully

of the languages of the people ! Should Mr. Trevelyan feel

iiii-lim-l tn favour me with a response, now that I avow my
letters (challenging him directly to appear and answer), I would

beg of him to address himself exclusively to the main topic of

the letters, or the pre-eminent and overruling importance of

i, universally, or in all times and ]>laces. I have

the largest and most pervading reasons deducible

from history and from the nature of man. for that transce!)'!

energy which I have ascribed to such media
;
and I have endea-

red to show that, were the objections made to the vernacular

languages of India, in their present state, much stronger than

Mr. Grant's essay on the Mine subject mny be considcicd aa the basis of 31 r.

Trevelyan's. I have studied them both.
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they really are, the reasons above alluded to would still suffice

to justify a present practical preference on the part of Govern-

ment of the vernaculars to English if our object be really to

renerve, and to give a right direction to, the mental vigour of

this land, safely, gradually, and with a reasonable prospect of

producing expansive and durable effects. Let, then, Mr. T.

address himself to the express grounds and reasons upon which

the paramountship of the vernaculars is rested. If the cory-

pheus of the Anglicists (whose active benevolence I honour and

love) can show that these grounds are less comprehensive, or

less firm than I assume, well and good ; but, if he cannot show

it, let him be assured that less comprehensive ones, though just

as far as they go, must yet leave the vital merits of this great

question untouched. And let him remember, too, that the real

question is the regeneration of this land, or the means of break-

ing its intellectual torpor by a fresh and vigorous impulsion
from sound knowledge, that is, from European knowledge.
As a practical measure for the immediate adoption of Govern-

ment, I have no hesitation in saying that to found a college for

the rearing of a competent body of translators and of school-

masters in other words, for the systematic supply of good
vernacular books and good vernacular teachers (leaving the

public to employ both, in case the Government fund be adequate
to no more than the maintenance of such college), would be an

infinitely better disposal of the Parliamentary grant than the

present application of it to the training of a promiscuous crowd

of English smatterers, whose average period of schooling cannot,

by possibility, fit them to be the regenerators of their country,

yet for whose further and efficient prosecution of studies so

difficult and so alien to ordinary uses, there is no provision nor

inducement whatever ! !
*

Mr. Trevelyan seems to have thought it enough for his argu-

* Note of 1846. These have been partially afforded by Lord Hardinge. I trust

the experiment may work well for the country beyond meeting the calls of the

Government for native functionaries, and that these may be found sufficiently at

home in the appropriate knowledge of their class in addition to their European
lore. My proposed college, it will be seen in the sequel (Letter IV.), makes no

distinction between mental culture in the English and vernacular languages. It

proposes to combine the two and to give the combination the most definite at once

and most effective form with reference to the general intellectual wants of the

people of India.
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merit (see Essay passim} to cite the bare fact that knowledge
has been generally communicated and spread through exotic

organs. I shall not attempt at present to bring any fresh proofs

that Mr. Trevelyan's historical examples may be easily turned

solemn and fearful warnings : I shall not attempt further

to show that the general history of knowledge is,
"
propter hanc

causam exotici medii," a disgraceful and lamentable story ; that

(not to travel for illustrations out of the limits of Europe) it

the practically, if not necessarily, exclusive genius of this

>-m of learning, which turned our beautiful religion into a

scandal and curse
;
our noble liberty into slavery : I shall not

attempt to trace the waste of time and of means generated by
this adherence to foreign media

; nor, lastly, to urge the very

legitimate presumption that, after all,
"
the strong man "

was

awakened in Europe from the lethargy of ages not by, but in

'fe of, exotic lore.

All these general topics I reserve till Mr. T. appear in his

justification.

Meanwhile, and with express reference to his present notion

that the best way of exciting the Indian intellect, and of creat-

ing a genuine literary spirit, is to scatter the small Educational

fund at Government's disposal amongst the seventy millions of our

subjects, by picking up at random pauper pupils, teaching them

to prate English for five or six years, and then dismissing them,

to regenerate their country ! living themselves, I suppose, upon
and increasing their store of this facile knowledge by cer-

tain inspirations of which it were mere impiety to doubt the

probability ! ! !

Such a plan appears to me radically and hopelessly futile
;

and, certainly, no anticipation of success in this method of

naturalising Kuropeaii knowledge in India can be drawn from

the fact of the success which attended the incorporation of Greek
;: -nnan knowledge with our familiar words and thoughts.

True, tin- diflicult and inapt science of Greece and Home toas,

in modern Europe, first mastered in itself, and eventually
worked into our own speech and minds. But how ? by the

employment of means adequate to the < -nd, and by the existence

of circumstances most powerfully nici.-nt. to forward that end.

A thousand predisposing causes led a nobility to seek
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in tins lore the appropriate ornament of their rank and station.

A church, which monopolised a third of the wealth of the con-

tinent, called Eome its mother and Greece its foster mother :

and throughout the great part of that continent, the Law,
ecclesiastic and civil, was even lingually Eoman. Hence the

magnificent endowments and establishments and permanent
inducements of all kinds by which a difficult and exotic learn-

ing was at length effectually naturalised amongst us. Hence

the scholar, if he pleased, might pursue in retirement letters as

a profession, assured of a comfortable provision for life ; or, if

he pleased, he might devote himself to the task of instructing

the scions of a most influential and wealthy nobility, all of them,

from peculiar associations, necessitated to become his pupils

whether they profited by his lessons or not, and thereby afford-

ing him the certainty of an enduring means of livelihood; or, if

he pleased, he might pass from the cloister or the college into the

world, and there find the greater part of its most important con-

cerns subservient (by virtue of special causes that had operated

upon the social system since its very genesis) to the uses and

abuses of his peculiar gifts.

If these things be so, we see at least that, in modern Europe,
due provision and inducement existed for the steady pursuit

throughout a long succession of laborious lives, of Greek and

Eoman knowledge: in other words, means were forthcoming

adequate to achieve (in the lapse of ages !
!)

the difficult end

proposed to be accomplished. Now, unless Mr. Trevelyan can

demonstrate that it is much less difficult for the people of India

to master our speech and to transmute its treasures into their

own, I think he will find in the total absence of those vast appli-

ances, or of those most potent favouring predispositions, by
virtue of which alone Europe was Eomanised, a decisive objec-

tion to his scheme of direct Anglicisation, being no less than a

demonstration of the utter present and prospective futility of

that scheme. Mr. Trevelyan has insisted, throughout and always,

on the parallel case of European progression by virtue of dead

tongues. The above is my answer, quoad his present specific

plan of operations: the parallel is utterly naught; and the plan,

palpably baseless. Let me add, that I take this plan in its last

and freshest form, or that indicated in and by the memorable
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paragraphs of the Education Committee's Report* already
adverted to. And, if I make no allusions to ground-shifting
between the dates of the Essay and of the Report, I may yet
remind Mr. Trevelyan that the recent vernacularisation of our

Courts has, by sundering the last possible link between sheer

English learning and any material local usefulness, doubled the

cogency of all arguments like that just used against the feasi-

bility of the presently alleged plan. Neither in the associations

nor in the wants of the native society, nor yet in the public or

private institutions of the country, is there sufficient basis

whereon to rest Mr. Trevelyan's argument and scheme.-f-

With respect to my own suggestion of an establishment

devoted to the regular supply of good vernacular books and

good vernacular teachers, I have to observe that, if I have not

very much overstated the overruling and absorbing importance
of the vulgar tongues as media for the communication of all

and any knowledge, it will follow, pretty obviously, from the

admission of that importance, that to inchoate and organise a

system of vernacularisation must be the best employment of the

small Educational fund in the hands of Government.

It is obvious that any such measure as the one just suggested

surpasses all individual efforts : but I am very certain that did

Government, by the organisation of the college proposed, pro-
vide an enduring and wholesome stock of the appliances of

popular education, there are hundreds of individuals who
would hasten to use and employ that stock (a function quite
within their power), in district schools of their own founding.

udy and everywhere there is a call for vernacular books

and teachers, in very defiance of the Anglicists! Nor need

the seemingly Herculean labour of translating our knowledge
into the vulgar tongues of India, alarm a rational and unpre-

judiced person; for, it is just as certain that not one English
work in 50,000 would require or even justify translation, as

that Hi:: in-!; mi, Hindi and Bengali (and it were folly to

7k., the paragraph* in which it is asserted that however exclusive the Com-
mittee's patronage of English in the meanwhile, it is all with ultimate views to the

formation of a vernacular literature !

t I need hardly remark that Mr. T.'s scheme is the Committee's scheme, and that

those who would know what the Committee have done and purpose to do, must con-

sult Mr. T.'s writings.
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perpetuate more media) are competent, each and all, to sustain

the weight proposed to be laid on them.*

There is another consideration which, whilst it is well

worthy of attention in itself, is calculated to show that the

extent of necessary translation is by no means such as the

enemies of vernacular media have tried to make it. In edu-

cating the people of India it should be our object, not so much
to imprint in detail all our express thoughts or facts on their

minds, as to instil, generally, our methods of reasoning, our

mathematical and inductive processes, together with that yet
small essence of indisputable truths in science, philosophy, and

history, which has been eliminated by those processes, and

which forms with us, and should do with them, but the starting-

point of fresh and vigorous research.

By the one course we should be apt to trammel the Indian

intellect for several generations, if not for ever, assuming that

we succeeded in conveying to it, totidem verbis, our exotic lore :

by the other course, we should at once and at small cost of

books set it free to take a vigorous but discriminating range
over those topical idiosyncrasies of nature and experience

which, in every large section of the globe, exist by God's ap-

pointment, subject only to man's modification, but not oblitera-

tion.

In the most enlightened parts of Europe the general opinion
now is that schools for teachers have, in the present century,
created a new era in the practical science of education. Why
then is Government inattentive to so noble and successful an

experiment? Especially since there is about this method of

normal instruction, or teaching of teachers, just that sort of

definiteness which may be compassed by limited public funds,

with yet a concomitant prospect of great and diffusive benefits

to the country from the adoption of the measure. But work-

* In recently translating Prinsep's Transactions into Hindi, I found no difficulty

arising out of the alleged poverty of this vernacular ; and I suspect that those who
have clamoured most about the feebleness of the Indian vulgar tongues, know as

little about the express facts as they do about the inferred capabilities or rather

incapabilities.

Dante found the Italian language cruder than any Indian vernacular now is
; and

yet this single man, by a single work, made the vulgar tongue of his country capable

of supporting the most sublime, novel, and abstract ideas. Ex uno disce ornnes.
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men must have tools
;
and good workmen, good tools : where-

fore, to a nursery for the regular supply of competent vernacular

Schoolmasters, should be added one for the equally regular supply
of sound looks in the three prime vulgar tongues of our * Presi-

dency, books embodying the substance, only of our really useful

knowledge, with stimuli and directions for the various sorts of

mental exertion ;
so that, in the result, there might exist, for the

people at large, the easy and obvious bridge of the vulgar tongues,

leading from exotic principles to local practices, from European

theory to Indian experience !

The incalculable importance to the public weal of the bridge

just adverted to, even when principles and theories have been

chiefly deduced from local experience and practice, is the last

and greatest discovery of Western meditation upon the many
methods of intellectual culture which have been used by
nations in the past 3000 years; and as whatever is exotic in

theory becomes on that account less easily marriageable with

home practices and observations, it is doubly incumbent upon
us so to indoctrinate the people of this country, that those who
learn may pass from our schools to life with alert, instead of

with encumbered, minds.

Again, in laying the foundation of the educational regenera-
tion of this land, it is well worthy of the attention of a fore-

casting Government to avoid coincidence with existing and

most injurious prepossessions.

Now, this land is absolutely saturated with dead learning ;

absolutely bloated with the false pride of that learning ; so

much so, that there is no prepossession stronger than that which

consigns to contempt all knowledge, however valuable in itself,

of which the medium is the vernacular, or, as it is significantly

said, the vulgar tongues. If, then, in taking our first measures,

dually, though unintentionally, countenance this prejudice,
what hope that the people will spontaneously, as is alleged, lay
it aside

; and will, no sooner than they have imbibed, vernacu-

lars, our lore ? I see no rational prospect of the kind, and
conceive that the old style of l-aniin^ (tlimudi exotic media)
\vill perpetuate the old pride of learn HILT, be the substance of

Viz., Urdu, Hindi, and Bengali
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that learning Orient or Occident. I am, too, quite certain that

the true mystery of vernacularisation (challenge to all minds to

think, and to think purpose-like on what comes home to the

business and bosoms of the community) must, in that event, con-

tinue for ages as much out of the range of Indian contemplation
as it now is.

I say that the solution of this mystery, in relation to the

happiness and vigour of nations, is the last and noblest result of

European cogitation upon the general effects of all the various

systems of education that have anywhere and at any time pre-
vailed in the world : and by so much as both the materials and

the lidbit of suck cogitations are peculiarly beyond the reach of

Asiatics, by so much is it folly in us to assert any such readi-

ness at spontaneous vernacularisation !

Though no admirer of the prima philosophia of the Anglicists,

I am yet ready to admit that they are far ahead of the people

they would proselyte : and since the former have not yet dis-

covered the sublime mystery (it may well be called so) to which

I allude, I cannot subscribe to the doctrine that it is level to

the understanding or will of the latter.

July, 1837.

LETTEE IV.

You ask me to give, in a condensed form, my ideas on the

general subject of education in India, together with their express

application to the proposed Normal College. With regard to the

general subject, from much experience of the sentiments and

habits of natives, I conclude that the real uses of book learning

are unknown to them
;
that they dream not of the great objects

of arousing the many to think purpose-like on the actual business

of life, and of making an easy bridge from theory to practice, so

that the millions shall have a chance of producing a Bacon or a

Newton from among their vast number, whilst every practical

farmer, trader, and craftsman, is placed within reach of the prin-

ciples lying at the bottom of his daily toil, and men following
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letters cis a craft are made to come under the wholesome influ-

ence of common sense. These, the real objects of national edu-

cation, are, I think, undreamt of in India, as they were till lately

in Europe ;
and thus I account for the deplorable (as indubitable)

fact that natives are habitually neglectful of their mother

tongue, and are eager to acquire English, Sanskrit, or Persian,

solely for the power or pelf, thence directly derivable by the in-

dividual acquirer of one or the other. Now, I consider that if

we would benefit India by book learning, it must be as we bene-

fit her by our government and laws that is, by reaching the

many, by discasting book lore or enfranchising it, in fact
;
and

that, with the objects above spoken of, as the only real and sound

ones, we should make knowledge the handmaid of everyday

iitility, and give its acquisition the utmost possible facilities.

Such are my wishes, and therefore I give an unlimited prefer-

ence to a vernacular medium both for its facility and for its

aptitude, to make the knowledge conveyed through it practically

effective in a beneficial way, and also for its diffusible quality,

book-knowledge being so apt to pass away from utility, or to be

abused as a mere engine of selfish aggrandisement. But though
I give the mother tongues of the people the first and second

place, I give English the third ; and in my Normal College,

which is not so much an educational establishment as an in-

direct means of making all such establishments efficient, I would

have the alumni equally versed in both tongues their own
and ours. Again, I think that to indigenate a sound literature

in India, to kindle a wholesome spirit of knowledge and to fit

the spoken tongues of the land for being its organs, are mighty

projects that call for express systematic measures, subsidiary
to education ordinarily so called, but which alone can make sue'

..tion valuable and effective; and in my college I want to

establish and realise such measures: I want to locate therein a

set of able men of the West, who shall he <<
'iiipeteiit to give to

India the essence of our iNDlSPUTAiu.i: knowledge; and to asso-

ciate with them other mm of this land, Kn-lMi and native.

who, together with th m, shall transfer this essence into the

vul-jar tongues of India in the most attractive and eflirimt man-

wliilst both classes, as professors and originators of the

great change, shall have under them a set of pupils, chosen
VOL. n. x
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from the best alumni of all our seminaries, for the express and

perpetual purpose of diffusing the labours of the professors, in

the capacities of teachers and of translators, and of replacing

those professors gradually as heads of the college : these alumni

to have scholarships and to be devoted for their lives as the

pioneers of a new literature; bound to translating within the

college, and to teaching abroad
; giving their undivided time

and talents to indigenate European lore
;
and being to the usual

educational establishments a perpetual fount for the supply of

good books and good teachers. Well begun is half done, empha-

tically : let us once set the people of India in the right path,

and they will follow it successfully. But to accomplish this we
must produce the essence of our indisputable knowledge in the

most attractive form, and spread it with systematic skill
;
the

books and the teachers should be excellent : and yet we have

in India now not only not either of the desiderata, but no ade-

quate means of reaching them, except through a wasteful series

of failures. No man among us is competent to select the very
best books and parts of books : no man among us nor institution

is competent to furnish the best translation that might be had

goon on system : no man among us can set afoot in India, with-

out system, the splendid methods of teaching now in use in

Europe. As for the alumni we now raise, it is passing absurd

to suppose that they either can or will put their shoulders to

the wheel of a radical change in knowledge and education.

We must devote a set of select instruments to that work, making
them the pioneers of the new literature, providing for them for

life, and binding them to teaching and translating for life. We
must also give them exemplars of what is wanted and how to

remedy the defect, in the professors of the central or Normal

College, and we must choose those professors from among the

really able of England and of India, so that their books and

their teaching shall be first-rate, and fitted to set going the vast

and noble project of the Europeanisation of the Indian mind.

It is idle for any of us in India to fancy we are masters of any
one branch of science, or that, not being so, we can transfuse its

essence into Indian tongues in the most effective mode : and it is

still idler to suppose that our random pupils of ordinary schools

will ever, voluntarily and unpaid, devote themselves to the
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profitless and painful walks of instruction and literature, either

as book makers or book expounders.* Yet we must have the

best books best translated ;
we must have a steady supply of

able teachers
;
we must have a corps of native pioneers of the

new knowledge ;
and the professors and alumni of my Normal

College are to furnish and to be these
;
the alumni being pro-

vided for well for life and bound for life to letters as their vocation

and glory ;
and the professors, picked men of England and of

India, European and native, masters of the most essential branches

of knowledge, and capable of attractively transfusing its vital

spirit into the spoken Umgues of India, through their books

and through their alumni, fully trained by them in the art and

science of teaching, one of the most noble and most difficult of

the arts and sciences and the handmaid of them all, yet supposed
"
to come naturally

"
like the Frenchman's discovery of prose ! !

Ecce totum ! behold my college in its professors and its alumni

the latter the normal teachers of any and every school that

wants them, and the heirs of the original professors in their own
institution whenever fit to direct it. Abroad, these alumni are

to teach in English or in the vernaculars (Hindi, Urdu, or Ben-

gali^ and no more), as the institution which sends for them,
and for the time pays them, shall please. At home they are to

study the genius of both tongues, Western and Eastern, and to

labour subordinately as translators or transfusers (in original

works as they are able), whilst they resume their scholarship

allowance, suspended so long as they were abroad
;
their con-

stant, suggestive, and useful labours as translators or as teachers

preventing idleness or dreamy habits, and their perpetual scholar-

ship being liable to forfeiture for proven indolence, incapacity,

or bad conduct.

Let us thus systematically and adequately set to work, and
* These avocations are never remuncratory till the public has become their

patrons, and the public will never become so till a clone reference to life and its

active aims govern letters and education, a result we are just reaching in Europe,
slowly and painfully. Bat yesterday, there, men of letters and teachers were poor
and despised! Can you read my riddle now? I want to make literature and educa-

tion uch in India that the native public will become their munificent patron*, and
thus anticipate the work of timeof ages lost in India, as in Europe, for want of

rational and adequate foundation-laying.
t N.R. Our proposed college was suggested for what used to be called the

Bengal Presidency. We would, of course, now include any other generally used
vernacular.
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we shall lay a solid foundation. Let us fiddle-faddle, as at

present, and fifty years hence that foundation will have to be

laid with a nearly sheer loss of all ad interim labours. Believe

me, &c., B. H. HODGSON.

N&>AL, April, 1843.

P. S. You perceive that the plan above suggested has nothing
exclusive about it

;
that it aims at establishing a really national

system of education for the benefit of the mass of the people ;

that it has an expansive energy about it not inadequate to

realise its great end, for it proposes to train only thosa who as

teachers or translators will each of them be a certain nucleus

of knowledge whence it may reach hundreds
;
that it proposes

to supply the two great wants of good books and good teachers,

and that in laying an adequate foundation for the efficient work-

ing of education all over the land, it reconciles the policy of

upholding deep lore with the necessity of adequate facilities, in

regard to the general diffusion of such lore by giving the learned

tongues of East and West to the lifelong student, and the best

fruits of their study to the many in the shape of improved
vernacular instruction. Such an institution seems to deserve

the attention of the conductors of education : for though Lord

Hardinge's measures may result in supplying the country with

an able body of native functionaries, they seem little calculated

to meet the wants of the mass of the people, their design

indeed being to meet those of the Government only.

LETTER V.

SIR, As you have recently noticed the new edition of my
Letters on Education, I take leave through your journal to call

public attention to two striking historical confirmations of the

great principle I have contended for; viz., that if European

knowledge is to be indigenated in India, and brought home

effectively through the medium of the vernaculars to the busi-

ness and bosoms of the many in this vast country, itself so

anciently lettered and cultivated, the object can only be attained

by systematic preliminary measures, which must precede all

educational labours in the ordinary sense, and which alone can
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make such labours fructify in India. The historical facts I

allude to are as follows :

First. When it was proposed to transfer the Buddhist religion

and literature from India to Tibet, that is, to indigenate Indian

ideas in a soil entirely alien to them, how was this most difficult

design set about, so as to ensure that perfect success which has

given an entirely new character to the fierce Nomades of High
Asia ? Why, a college of translators was created, and a set of

ripe scholars (Lotsava), men of India and Tibet, were devoted

to the work, and directed, first, to bring together all the leading

terms, or terminology, of the subject in the original Sanskrit,

and next to ascertain and fix adequate equivalents for each of

those Sanskrit terms in the language of Tibet
;
which was or-

dained to be the medium of conveying the new light.

And those glossaries of equivalents exist to this hour, per-

petual monuments of the good sense and sincerity, the adequacy
and sound direction of exertion, whereby the greatest moral

change that Asia has ever known was accomplished on the soil

where it was first attempted, and whence it has been since

similarly propagated (such is the expansive vigour of wholesome

projects) throughout the vast extent of Central Asia, everywhere

transforming the immemorial devastators of the earth into

settled, peaceful agriculturists and shepherds ! Now, if we

consider, on the one hand, the great difficulties opposed to the

success of this project by the totally different character and

genius of the Cis and Trans-Himalayan tongues and ideas, and,

on the other hand, the enduring completeness of that success,

in a field, too, where Christianity itself with an excellent start

yet failed
* to achieve anything beyond an ephemeral triumph,

we must, if impressible at all, be strongly impressed by this first

>rical instance of the value of adequate preliminaries in the

case of every great project of change and reform. I proceed
now to the other instance.

Second. \ .a Chinese towards the close of the last cen-

tury had established their political dominion as far west as the

; e forced by the sad experience of repeated
failures upon the reflection how much easier it is to overrun and

The lout relics of the Christian miwrioni of High Asia have juit been recorcred

and trautmtted to hi* Iloliueis the Pop*.
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subdue, than to retain peacefully, and administer successfully,

territories inhabited by numerous races differing widely from

each other and from their conquerors in language as in other

points. In order to master the difficulties that beset the Chinese,

how did this sagacious nation proceed ? They assembled able

men of the several vanquished tribes, Tungus, Mongol, Turk,

Tangutian and Tibetan
;
and these persons they caused to con-

struct a pentaglot (answering to the five grand distinctions of

nations) glossary of all the chief geographic, topographic, and

administrative terms, in the shape of a table of equivalents which

was completed by a Chinese column, leaving no one material

topical feature or administrative function, though cited by what-

ever people, thereafter liable to possible misconstruction on the

part of the Government or of its servants or subjects; the

language of administration being at the same time ordained to

be the vernacular of each grand ethnical division of the country.

The Chinese dominion, theretofore, precarious in High Asia, has

since the completion of this wise measure been stably fixed;

nor does any one conversant with those countries doubt that

this stability has been and is greatly owing to the wisdom of

my second instance of the value of deliberate adequate pre-

liminaries to every great change. These polyglot official glos-

saries of the Chinese have lately fallen into the hands of

European scholars: a Guizot has paused over the political

sagacity which suggested their compilation; a Klaproth, a

Remusat, a Julien and a Humboldt* have thence learned to

deal effectively, as philosophers, with that same confused mass

of human kind which had priorly so frustrated the efforts of the

Chinese as statesmen. I will not weaken the force of these

historical examples by a single word of commentary, but go on

to point the moral of my tales, by remarking that the prevalent

mere lip tribute to the value of the vernaculars, I for one repu-

diate as a mischievous delusion. We are told that the vernaculars

now at least are allowed fair play, and are on their trial.f I

deny it utterly, and maintain that the experiment of educating

* Vide Asia Polyglotta, Me"moires relatifs a 1'Asie, Melanges Asiatiques et Asie

Centrale.

f A distinguished and valued member of the Education Committee lately told

me BO, himself convinced that the fact was as stated. Happily he now has some

pregnant doubts.
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the people of India in their own tongues never can have fair

play, never can have a chance, until those preliminary measures

are carried out upon which alone vernacular education must

rest as its foundation. What those measures are, and how they
should be effected, are points explained in the fourth letter

with the utmost care and precision; and for my part, from much
recent correspondence with the most experienced men in the

interior, I am convinced that thus, or thus wise, only, can ver-

nacular education be furnished with the "indispensable pre-

requisites of an adequate steady supply of good books and good
teachers." Let vernacularisation be but accepted in good faith

and truth, and those who shall be nominated to effect the object

will, I trust, not be slow to adopt the sage measure of the

Tibetans and Chinese as above described
;
for that is obviously

the first light move on the right road; and that vernacularisation

is the right road, and the only right road, what better proofs
can be asked for, or given, than the two signal ones just cited ?

None ! None ! But honest acceptance and adequate inchoa-

tion are indispensable to the success of any and every project ;

and what these mean, in the project before us, let my historical

examples tell !

The same correspondence has likewise deepened my prior

conviction as to the prevalent notion that Lord Hardinge's
measures will result in furnishing at least a "

superior class of

subordinate native functionaries." That notion is founded upon
want of intimate information of the interior economy of this

country. In India the rights and duties of all classes have long
i minutely systematised and reduced to written forms of the

most complex kind.* And this complicity of its relations and

records, added to the circumstance of its having been for ages
under the dominion of foreigners very little really versed in

B relations and records, has given rise to a vast class of

subordinate functionaries, whose astonishing practical readiness

alone it is that, in the absence of such helps as mechanical

science (printing) and other European devices (shorthand, &c.;,

:<e to the daily transaction of business, keeps t lie-

Indian administrative machine in motion.

*
I beg to refer the stronger to the Ayin-i Akbari and Gladwin'i Revenue accounts,

both forthcoming in English.
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Xow our new aspirants to office know nothing of the wheel

within wheel of this machine, and still less are they able to work

the machine with that prompt facility which results from a life

devoted to that sole task. "Whilst the old class are toiling in

their vocation from youth upwards, andthus slowly attaining that

exquisite skill in details which needs only the general know-

ledge of Europeans for purposes of superintendence, the new
class are learning Shakespeare and Milton, Bacon and Newton

;

and with that sort of training only they are despatched into

the interior to become officials, possessed of but a poor and

mimicked semblance of our own peculiar knowledge, though

purchased at the expense of all their own ! Yet it is expected
that grave men, responsible for the weal of the country, should

prefer the claims to office of one of these young parrots to the

claims of person^ growing grey in the constant discharge of the

complex peculiar duties of this all-important body of function-

aries, the professional scribes of the East, upon whose shoulders

from time immemorial has ever rested the real burden of

administration.* If justice did not forbid such supercession,

expedience would: the Europeans cannot possibly dispense

with the old class of functionaries
;
cannot possibly get through

the work with the help of the new class : and thus the scheme

which looks so well at Calcutta, finds no serious approver or

adopter in the interior. Inquire, Mr. Editor, and I think you
will find the matter so

; reflect, and you will have the rational

of the fact. But then if the fact be so, I pray you tell me
whether the metropolitan expectation of thus creating a new
and superior class of native functionaries (not to speak of thus

indigenating a new knowledge f) be not a mere delusion ?

Young Bengal is notoriously malcontent; and for my part I

cannot help thinking that the dilettante as well as exotic char-

acter of the steps we have taken in the educational department

* In all ages in the East, wise China excepted, the noblesse de V ipi, the nobles and

gentry or dominant classes, have been haughty and ignorant contemners of letters;

and this explains at once the low rank and high qualifications of the subordinate

functionaries, whose qualifications we are certainly in no condition to dispense with,

and are unwise to suffer dilettante educationists to tamper with, even for a moment.
What is to become of the country if the subordinate functionaries be allowed to

become as vaguely conversant with its intimate affairs as are now the superior

functionaries?

f llisum teneatis, amici !
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could not have had any other result than that of sending forth

a host of grandiloquent grumblers, as able to clamour as unable

to work. What has been taught them has as little reference to

the real work before the scholars when they set foot in the

world of business, to the living wants and affairs, public or

private, of the land they live in, as has the language in which

that teaching has been conveyed ;
and we have in these

doings a fresh and glaring proof of the "
inevitable tendency

of unvernacular media to divorce learning from utility." I

know nothing so like it as those contemporaneous Encyclopedic
labours which have reproduced for the benefit of India the

childish fables just exploded by the scholars of Europe ! ! Let

me add, I have no desire or purpose to speak harshly, but only
to impress the necessity for deliberately building on right

foundations. I honour all the labourers in the vineyard of

philanthropy. But the grand projects of Europeanising the

Indian mind, and of meeting the practical wants of this land

and day, by educational means, are, and will be, retarded, not

advanced, by misdirected uusystematised efforts. Considering
how little difference of opinion exists upon these points among
men of the highest experience in the interior, it has been

remarked to me with surprise how singular it is that Calcutta

lias not yet begun to suspect the unsoundness of her favourite

educational maxims. But there is no room, alas ! for surprise,

nor much for blame
;
and so long as amour propre holds its usual

sway in human affairs, so long will Calcutta be biassed against

every vernacular view of the education question, and in favour

of every English one : for at Calcutta the great body of influen-

tial men, influential from their stations, their talents, and their

knowledge, are, have been, and must continue to be, strangers

to India, and of course (like all human kind) inclined favour-

ably towards all such projects relating to the commonwealth

as may consist with their predominant weight of opinion and

judgment thereon, and by the same rule averse from all such

projects touching the commonwealth as may not consist

:i that same predominant weight. This is plain speaking:
but in a matter of such vast moment, I trust that it will be

pardoned ai 1 by. Since this letter was com-

menced I have seen the last report of the Education Committee.
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The President in Council is made to deplore the wretched state

of vernacular education and to censure tartly its nominal

controllers. But I would ask, Can a carriage go without

wheels ? Can a workman labour without tools ? Can a work
advance without workmen or tools? And if not, how can

vernacular education advance without books, without teachers,

and without any arrangement to furnish either, even prospec-

tively ? Yet it is now said that " the vernaculars are allowed

a fair trial
;

" and I foresee it will ere long be said that "
the

trial has proved a failure." What is now doing is doing nearly
in sheer waste, at the rate of 15,000 per annum. That sum,

multiplied by the number of years since I backed a proposition
of an institution that was to furnish a steady adequate supply
of good books and good teachers with the tender of 35,000 Ks.

raised by private subscription, would by this time have sufficed

to place vernacular education, the one grand stay of a nation's

intellectual life, upon an indestructible basis !

The English department of education has obtained a Normal

School, that is the means of procuring abundance of good
teachers, whilst abundance of good books were, from the

circumstances of the case, priorly forthcoming in this depart-
ment. On the other hand, the vernacular department is kept
devoid of organised means of procuring either of these appli-

ances of education. And yet it is clear to demonstration that

in the former department there was not any indispensable

necessity for creative machinery, since books and teachers were

forthcoming without it, whilst in the latter department it is

as clear that there was and is that indispensable necessity, since

neither books nor teachers were, are, or can be, forthcoming
without it. That is, where little or no need existed, much has

been done
;
and where the utmost need, nothing ! And, to

cap the contrast, the former state of things respects the case

of the comparatively able and greedy few, the latter, that of the

wholly helpless many, among the objects of these partial

proceedings !

Let me add, in conclusion, that in the above two historical

examples it has been my more immediate object to show how
sincere approvers of vernacularisation proceed to effectuate it.

But the examples equally demonstrate the intrinsic value and
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power of vernacular media : and, if more historic illustration

of the latter point be sought, it may be found in the diffusion

of Buddhism in India, and in the character of Chinese, as

compared with every other Asiatic, mental culture. Why are

the Chinese so remarkable as a people for their good sense,

and their Government for its stability, in the fantastic and

mutable East ? Because their knowledge, and their knowledge

only, is vernacular ! How did the Buddhists, despite the

drawbacks of their mischievous monachism and their sceptical

speculative principles, yet contrive to assail and carry the

strongholds of Brahmanism, and for fifteen centuries to maintain

the ground they had won the sole successful assailants of
Hinduism to this hour ! Why, expressly by vernacularisation !

by teaching and preaching in the vulgar tongues, and by

opposing this method of indoctrination to the anti-vernacular

instructions of their rivals ! These are two remarkable

instances of the power and value of living learning as opposed
to dead, and, with the other two before cited, embrace the

citation of the efficient cause of every great moral change and

lasting benefit the East has known. Yet this is the infant

Hercules to which the Education Committee plays the part of

the cruel stepmother.

B. H. HODGSON.

DARJEELLXG,
" Friend of India/' March 16, 1848.

LETTER VL

VERNACULAR EDUCATION.

SIR, I have read with attention your remarks upon tht

subject of education, as called forth by my letter to you which

you published in your paper of the 1 'ant. No one is

better aware than yourself that all practical reforms of moment

proceed on the g-utta ca
\ rinciple. Wherefore I

shall make no apology for recurring to this most important

topic.

I am very anxious not to be nii>understood upon the point

of education in the English language, to which you and others
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seem to fancy me entirely opposed. And yet so far is this

from being the case, that I can as little sympathise as you can

with any wish to abandon the support of English education
"
for those who are able to profit by it

;

"
and I am surprised

that you should have inferred anything to the contrary from

my writings. Credit me, the only questions on which you and

I are at issue, are, Who are those likely to profit by such studies?

and How shall we enable them really to reap the benefit with

due regard to the educational claims of the masses ? For the

rest, and speaking as an individual about what an individual

may and can do in his own humble sphere in reference to

the weal of millions, I beg leave to say distinctly that I have

throughout my Indian career uniformly given all the support
in my power to the study of English by all those who were at

all likely to profit by it
;
that at Kathmandu I took ceaseless

pains, for many years, to make two persons, selected by the

Minister Bhim Sen for the purpose, competent English scholars,

and to induce them to establish a school for the instruction of

the sons of the Bharadars or chiefs
;
that Karbir Khatri, one of

the two selected teachers, is yet forthcoming to bear witness by
his attainments to the unwearied pains bestowed on him, though
the political convulsions of Ndpal since my departure have had

the necessary effect of closing his school; and, lastly, that

though my employment as a diplomatic functionary in foreign

realms necessarily restricted my exertions to promote the study
of our language in the British territories, yet have I done what-

ever I could there also. Only so lately as last month I sent

a present of books to the eldest son of the Rajah of Bettiah in

testimony of my approbation of his continued application to

English, according to my suggestion to him and his father in

1843. And I have always, where opportunity permitted, given
similar advice and encouragement to our substantial Zamindara

along the whole extended frontier of Ndpal. So much for acts.

Then for writings ;
is not the practical result deduced from my

reasonings the suggestion of an institution, all the professors

and alumni of which are to be thorough English scholars, per-

petually engaged, as teachers, translators, and transfusers, in

works the whole conception and execution of which imply and

exact a complete mastery of our language, and also an assiduous
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diffusion of its stores, directly and indirectly, according to the

wants and demands of the country ? This, sir, is very careful

provision for profitable English studies more careful and

effective, too, than I can perceive in the present system ! And
such having been the tenor of my doings and sayings (I must

crave pardon for such egotistic allusion to them), I think I may
claim as clear an exemption as yourself from the absurd char-

acter of an exclusionist; and if any detached part of my writings,

which extend over a period of fifteen years, seems to coun-

tenance such an imputation, you must remember, sir, that this

vast topic has many parts and aspects ;
that I commenced this

discussion in opposition to real and violent exclusives
;

* and

that when a very undue bias has been laid on one side, the

equilibrium cannot well be restored without some apparently
undue weighting of the other scale. What I first complained
of and with reason, as you have often affirmed was the pro-

scription alike of the learning and of the living languages of

the country. "What I have since complained of, and still do

and again with reason, as you have often admitted and yet do

is a practical adherence to this same proscription, only veiled

from scrutiny at present by various unfair devices, such as

merely ostensible concessions, barren lip service, antagonistic

projects pushed the length of virtual nullification of all things

else, and, lastly, damning with faint praise. Is this exaggera-
tion ? Let us see. The system of education adverted to, is

that dictated by authority and supported by the public funds.

It is the only thing like national education which we possess,

and it is uniformly styled the system of education of the country.

Well ! the country lias some seventy millions of inhabitants ;

and, whilst nine-tenths of the whole educational funds derived

from the seventy millions and designed for the seventy mil-

lions' benefit, are appropriated to the training of
" 2000 actual,

and 5000 prospective scholars" in the KiiLrlish (Irj.artment,

the remaining fraction of those funds is all that is allotted to the

countless host who are concerned solely with the i-Hic-iency of

the vernacular department. The one hundred schools nominally
* Remember the denunciation of native literature in the "w.v Hot,

and ' tongue*, on all sorts of occasions, as being impractical,
1

,

and irredeemably inefficient a style of talk which, hy the way, ntill 1 inborn in some

and, it may be, in high ones, though no longer enunciated ex cathedra.
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assigned to the vernacular department have necessarily, under

such circumstances, been " starved to death
;

"
and whilst addi-

tional funds were and are being constantly assigned to the

English, department, in order to give the highest perfection to

its books and its te&chers, the official controllers of the verna-

cular schools have been in vain reporting the utter and complete
want of those indispensable appliances of education (teachers

and books) in all our seminaries for the many. But this is not

all
; for, whilst the actual and necessary expenses of teaching in

the English department are from ten to twenty times as great as

in the other department, the injudicious selection and disposal

of the recipients of this very costly training necessitate a total

waste of the money in reference to "four-fifths" of those taught,

because that large proportion of them does not, and cannot,

acquire more than a "
useless smattering which they can turn

to no account." And all this, sir, has had and has place under

the auspices of those who profess to have solely in view the

fostering and founding of home-bred learning,
" the formation

of a vernacular literature," according to the memorable Report
of 1837 ! ! ! I quote the very words of that Report, leaving the

task of comment thereon to you. The above statistics, sir, are

derived from yourself : they are also conformable to my own

knowledge ;
and with regard to the last important point, or the

class of pupils in the English department, I say, let all such

gentlemen as are now subject to the delusion that these pupils

belong to the highest or to the central grade of native society,

call for the muster rolls and interrogate the boys, when they
will find that these boys, with hardly an exception, belong most

distinctly to neither of those grades, and consequently are not

amongst those whom the decus et decorum of English literature

can for one moment be rationally supposed to befit. This is

the reason why "four-fifths" (you should have said nine-tenths)
of those who are instructed in English, are taught to no earthly

purpose, are taught in sheer waste, though at such an extreme

cost as to entail necessary helplessness in the vernacular depart-

ment. And it is because there is nothing in the existing insti-

tutions or wants of native society at all in harmony with siwh

attainments on the part of such persons, that the Education

Committee have been driven, by the clamour of their Sieves,
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to seek to thrust them all upon the Government, lest they should

starve ! In my last letter I have given my reasons for the

opinion I entertain that this expedient the last plank of

Anglomania will fail. I may now add that with its failure

will come a material augmentation of that significant
"
discon-

tent
"
which is certainly at present a far more palpable char-

acteristic of Young Bengal, of the Chukerbutties, or Cameronians,

as I hoar the youths are now dubbed, than is any real tincture

of the mind and heart of Europe on their part.

Else, what means the pitiful insincerity of the demonstrations

they were lately led (unwisely led) to make in behalf of their

most amiable and able, though on this point deluded, patrons ?

I note the hollowness of those demonstrations as one of the signs

of the times ! What, sir, say you to this sign ? or to that other

associated sign, to wit, the proven indifference of the native

community, generally, for what they were asserted so authorita-

tively to take deep and real interest in, namely, the fashionable

educational follies of the day ?

I most earnestly desire to see the upper, wealthy, and influ-

ential classes of native society instructed in English : but those

classes have not sent, nor are likely to send, as you well knmv,

one single child to our schools
; nor, if they did, could much

be looked for from those " children of ease
"

in the way of

such severe and abiding labours as can alone originate
"
the

regenerating and elevating of the nation," though English may
well serve to grace their rank, refine their taste, and facilitate

their social intercourse with their masters.

Look to those whose names are now associated with the

revival of letters in Europe, and you will find that the pioneers
of knowledge in our quarter of the globe were all men of life-

: devotion to incredible toils ! Now, the more carefully I

rt to the constitution and spirit of native society in India

and I have studied them for a quarter of a century the

;

er becomes my conviction, that thU indispensable oorpa of

pioneers will never pick up any effective recruits among the

itient class of paupers cravin- only for oilicc, which singly
and solely fills our English schools. From the same premises
I deduce the further conclusions that men of :i higher inde-

pendent st'imp will neither seek our schools, nor, if they did so,
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would they perform the required work. And thence, sir, I

derive my general conception as to what English teaching is

likely to prove profitable to the recipient or the public, as well

as my special impression of the value of the corps above adverted

to. But that corps must, according to the same premises, be

raised, trained, recruited, equipped, and employed as a standing

body, by ourselves, with enduring adherence to the lofty end in

view, and in some such manner as I have indicated in my fourth

letter, my object, as therein explained, being to reconcile the

interests of deep lore (the implanting of a novel and healthful

stock of learning) with the current claims of ordinary education,

and to ensure satisfactory results by providing that both pur-

poses shall be adequately and harmoniously worked out without

waste. That you should have found anything savouring of the

rejection of profitable English studies in that letter, I con:

surprises me not a little
;
for my only rejection is of studies

almost wholly profitless, yet eating up all our educational funds !

Nor less is my wonder that with such just ideas as you entertain

of the greatness and difficulty of the objects aimed at, and of

the consequent necessity there exists for a " Normal vernacular

school, well-trained vernacular teachers, a vernacular library,

and a travelling inspector of vernacular seminaries
"

you
should have anything to object to my proposition : for, sir, in

very truth, the desiderata you have enumerated (in the above

quotation) comprise the substance of whatever I have con-

tended for for years, or do now still contend for ! My proposi-

tion is only so far peculiar that it also involves the exposition

of definite adequate means to the ends you insist upon, but

insist with hardly admissible oblivion of that excessively waste-

ful antagonism inseparable from the dominant system, which,

so long as that system stands on its present footing, must

render all the professions of its partizans in favour of vernacu-

larisation a delusion and a snare. All I say of instruction in

English is, that its extreme costliness and no less extreme

inappropriateness to ordinary uses, prescribe its employment
at the public cost* in a special, instead of a general or pro-

* Observe the limitation, at the public cost. For the rest, if there be any rent

spontaneous demands for an education in "Shakespeare and Milton, JJacon ni.d

Newton," private schools of that stamp will flourish, and I heartily wish them
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miscuous manner, as at present; and this, as well to ensure

efficient or profitable study as to prevent such excessive waste

of funds as has heretofore totally crippled, and must still do

so, that sort of education which alone is suitable to ordinary
wants and therefore primarily entitled to public support.

If, sir, you can persuade the Government to double or quad-

ruple the funds appropriated to education, then I am content

to see the present system in the English department
"
go hand

in hand
"
with such a system in the vernacular department as

you have sketched. But if you cannot so persuade the Govern-

ment, then, sir, it behoves you to consider whether the existing

inevitable as total sacrifice of the latter to the former, be defen-

sible
;
for the two are demonstrably incompatible, without a

vast addition to the funds now assigned to the promotion of

education by the State. I, sir, expect no such addition
;
and

as I know that under the existing constitution of native society

men of rank and wealth will never send their children to our

schools but abide by domestic education, whilst I feel convinced

that in regard to the only sort of children frequenting our

schools, so costly, difficult, and peculiar an education as that

now in vogue, can neither yield its appropriate fruits in ripe

maturity, nor yet find any adequate market for those fruits

i if matured,* I would grant no such an education at the

public cost to the promiscuous herd of comers, but only to

such persons as would consent to thorough training and to the

dedication of their rare attainments to the permanent service

< f the public as normal teachers and translators. Such, sir,

is my proposition, and such the grounds of it.

I

1

.. II. HODGSON.

DAKJEELING, 28th March 1848.

access. Bat their success is too ]ir<>l>lcinntical, their sphere of possible utility too

.unl their necessary cost too enormous, to warrant the primary or gem t.il

application of that system, at the public cost, to the necessary annihilation of all

effectire teaching in the only style suited to the ordinary wants of the people.

On this point see above, p. 317, f., showing by comparison what means an

effective demand for exotic learning.

VOL.
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LETTER VII.

SIR, In your issue of the 28th ult., you have some observa-

tions on Mr. Hodgson's letters on education, in the general tenor

of whose views you concur, but say that some of his doctrines

are repugnant to your judgment. If, however, you will look

more closely into the treatise, you will find that there is really

no difference between you and it, for Mr. Hodgson not only does

not eschew English, but purposes special and costly means for

its cultivation. Mr. Hodgson distinguishes between education

for the many education in any ordinary sense, and all those

subsidiary measures which, however connected with the general

question as it occurs for consideration and decision in India, yet

really belong rather to the literary than educational phase of the

question. Mr. Hodgson desires to make ordinary education for

the many efficient, and extraordinary education for the few no

less efficient. He considers the English language and its higher
literature to be fit only for the few, and that studies so difficult

cannot possibly yield their appropriate fruit without adequuto
and special provision for their enduring and effective prosecu-
tion. But he holds that neither in the wants of native society
nor in the resources at the disposal of our Government, is there

anything like a foundation for such costly and enduring studies

as the ordinary system of education
;
that therefore any general

system for their prosecution must prove a failure, at the sain

time that it absorbs all the funds that are available ; and he

would therefore limit such studies, so far as they depend on

public support, in such a way as to conform with existing wants

and means
;
whilst whatever is learnt is learnt adequately, and

these special studies of the few are made perpetually to minister

to the universally allowed requirements of instruction for the

many.
I think Mr. Hodgson is right in insisting that to create a fresh

literary spirit in India requires a special body of pioneers of the

new learning ;
and also that the improvement of the vernaculars

is indispensable to the efficient working of the most ordinary

system of vernacular education : inquire and you will find that

vernacular education is languishing to death for want of books and
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teachers : inquire again and you will find that the Chakerbutty
class of promiscuous smatterers in European languages and lore,

neither do nor can make any efficient use of their acquirements.

Now, Mr. Hodgson's plan ensures the steady prosecution of Eng-
lish studies to a point that will enable them to yield their appro-

priate fruit
;
and that fruit is to assume systematically a shape

and flavour suite"d to the popular stomach. The lifelong teachers

and translators the pioneers of the new literature are to be

equally accomplished in our and their learning are to study Eng-
lish throughout their learned lives are to teach in English when-

ever required so to do are to translate and transfuse from

English whenever not employed in teaching ;
and thus, while

their own adequate studies and teachings must tend effectively

to the propagation of a knowledge so difficult as that of our

language and literature, the people the many will be per-

petually reaping all the advantage from such knowledge that

they are now capable of
;
and in this way our noble language

and literature will be gradually and surely worked more and

more into the frame of the Indian mind. Mr. Hodgson contends

only for adequacy of study and due regard to the general wants

and means of existing society. Yours, &c.,

VERXACULARIS.

February 10, 1848.

LETTER VIII.

VERNACULAR EDUCATION.

SIR, I have attentively followed the course of your i

lucubrations on the education question, as afresh stirred by Mr.

II :i's letters; and I should probably ere this have attem:

a rejoinder had not your rather eccentric movements rendered

the task difficult. To avoid labour in waste it seems indispen-

sable to revert to the state of tin- question.

Now, sir, the subject of debate is at present, and Las be<

twelve years past, this Is the existing exclusive patronage of

l>y the Education Committee,
" with a view to the foi

tion of a vernacular literature" (Report of 1836), wisely t-
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and honestly worked out.? Or, does it sin against wisdom in

origin and fair dealing in progress ? Such, I say, has been, and

is, the state of the question ;
and therefore you, who ridicule the

very idea of the formation of a vernacular literature, are not

precisely in a position to judge reasonably of the aptness or

otherwise of those historical illustrations of Mr. Hodgson, which

necessarily assume the question as it really is, and not as you

conceive, it is, or ought to be. This, sir, is a long-standing debate

upon a most extensive topic ;
and if, as would seem, the contro-

versy be new to you, I would recommend your consulting Mr.

Trevelyan's treatise or Mr. Macaulay's minute, in connection

with the statistics and reports of the department, when I con-

jecture you may discover that Mr. Hodgson's array of facts and

reasonings against the ruling system of education has a pertin-

ency you are now little aware of. I say, sir, I so conjecture,

and I will tell you why : because you have never approved Mr.

Cameron's parting address to his alumni, nor yet, that Chaker-

buttyism with which your city is plagued said addresses being

nothing but a rifacimento of the doctrines I have just referred

you to, and said Chakerbuttyism nothing but the characteristic

and inevitable result of those doctrines doctrines to which, I

need but add, Mr. Cameron has remorselessly sacrificed* any
and every system of vernacular instruction, as well the system

which you contend for, as that Mr. Hodgson has advocated !

You will observe, sir, that the Education Committee's end,

and Mr. Hodgson's end, are one and the same
; viz., the formation

of a vernacular literature, or the literary application of the spoken

tongues of India to the substance of European knowledge.

Now, this end may be wise or it may be foolish : you and I

cannot discuss that point at present. But I think you must

allow that, if the wisdom of the end be granted, the Committee's

practical means of realising it are as unfit as Mr. Hodgson's are

lit ! What can we reason but from what we know ? Well, we
know by the uniform tenor of the Committee's 'doings for fifteen

years past, that the vernaculars are utterly and hopelessly

ne-lected, sacrificed to a vehement determination to push English

* Take a recent item as a sample of all
;
establishment for normal teaching, English

department 900 rupees; vernacular department 50 rupees that is, 18 to 1 against

the latter.
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all lengths and primarily. Thence Mr. Hodgson infers want of

judgment and want of sincerity on the Committee's part ;
and his

suggestion for the promotion of vernacularisation amounts to this,

primary, direct, systematic, and adequate but not exclusive atten-

tion to the object professedly aimed at. And now, sir, if you
revert to Mr. Hodgson's recent historical illustrations, you will

find them, I think, sufficiently pertinent ;
for what are they ?

Four signal instances, drawn from Asiatic story, of the vigour
and efficacy of living tongues, no more cultivated than those of

modern India, as instruments for the successful diffusion of

knowledge, two of the instances being, further, successful exem-

plifications on the largest scale of that very method of procedure
in the effectuation of the object for which Mr. Hodgson contends !

Now, sir, quot Jwmines tot sentcnticc: you and I and others may
differ till doomsday as to the efficacy of transfused knowledge,
as to the best method of transfusion, or as to the adequacy of

the express channel or medium of transfusion in the given case.

But, sir, it is because such differences of individual opinion on

points so weighty are as inevitable as they are obstructive, that

adequate precedents prerogative instances, as Bacon would

have called them, of the soundness of what an individual may
urge, become so valuable : and where shall we find those over-

ruling precedents save in history ? And with all due submission

1 take leave to say that the diffusion of Buddhism throughout
HL'h Asia, and the stabilitation of Chinese dominion there, are,

as stated by Mr. Hodgson, in all the recorded circumstances and

results of either event, signal demonstrations both of the feasibi-

lity and of the desirableness of Mr. Hodgson's proposed means

and end, in reference to the diffusion of Europeanlore through tin*

medium of the vulgar tongues of India. The historical illustra-

tions, sir. ) of direct, systematic, combined, and autho-

ritative measures of vernaculari<a!i<.n, conducted by a body of

. skilled thoroughly in the transfusing and : ! media,

commenced by that most admirable sU'i, tin- lixatimi <>f the true

i-cjni valency of the leading and essential terms,* and compl-
and applied over vast realms with perfect success. Now, Mr.

If you will refer to the reports of the Delhi and Benares College*, you will fin 1

k lament ov>r the perpetual obstruction* caused by the want of these glossaries

try equivalents.
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Hodgson had priorly contended for directness, system, combina-

tion, and authoritative support and sanction in this very way,
as essential to the succe-s of vernacularisation

;
had denounced

the total absence of every one of these characteristics in the

Committee's plan of vernacularisation, as inevitably nullificatory

of the alleged end : and depend upon it, sir, you must resort to

some one of your own hypotheses, damnatory of that end, ere you
can blemish the pertinency of Mr. Hodgson's historical proofs ;

for proofs they are, and not merely illustrations
;
and when I

add that they likewise furnish the strongest presumptions against
one and all of your hypotheses, I but state without exaggeration
the full force and effect of the two historical facts more specially

rested on. Those hypotheses of yours are, that translated

knowledge is valueless, and that the spoken tongues of India from

their feebleness and plurality are impracticable media for the

communication of the knowledge of Europe. I will not irk you
by further insisting upon the demonstration involved in the

historical instances, all the four, of the fallacy of both your

assumptions. I will, instead thereof, refer you to the opinions
and the practices of the most eminent men in the educational

department the workmen, I mean, not the talkers beyond
the ditch; and I answer you, without fear of refutation that

the Keports and the works of the Principals of the Benares, Delhi,

and (I think also) Dacca Colleges gainsay your assertions

one and the other of them with all the irresistible authority of

ample direct experience supported by correspondent realising

labours. These most able men, equally familiar with Western

and Eastern learning, whilst they contend for systematic im-

provement of the vernaculars considered as organs of European

knowledge, uphold by word and deed their improvability to any
needful extent

;
Dr. Ballantyne expressly arguing that

" he who
cannot convey a European idea through the vernaculars, in

conjunction with their founts, may very well suspect that he

himself possesses only the shadow, not the substance, of such

idea," and all three agreeing that for every practical purpose there

are throughout the vast Bengal Presidency but three* vulgar

tongues. What say you, sir, to such opinions of such men as

* Each of these languages is spoken by a population far more numerous than that

using English in Britain ! What is your answer to this fact ?
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Drs. Ballantyne and Sprenger ? And with regard to the innumer

able tongues you are fain to talk of fifty to wit how comes it

that you are insensible to the broad fact that whilst the adminis-

trations of justice, revenue, and police are avowedly vernacular,

only three tongues are used in our courts ? Wherefore, then,

more in our schools ? In a word, sir, if you can spare time to

look into the whole matter a little more calmly and clearly, I

feel convinced you will not again consent to re-echo the old

exploded cry of the Anglomaniacs against all sorts of vernacular

instruction yours alike and Mr. Hodgson's to wit, that the

living tongues of the people are so numerous and so feeble as to

be presently and prospectively unavailable.

I proceed now briefly to notice one or two heresies more

peculiarly your own. You insist that learning for the masses

ought to be confined to the merest elements of knowledge, con-

veyed in the unaltered spoken tongues of those masses
;
and

you instance the example of England of Europe in support
of this notable maxim. But, sir, you are therein citing an

exemplar really and deplorably irrelevant, as, without more recon-

dite research, you may satisfy yourself by turning to the " Edin-

burgh Keview," No. 174, Article 10, and to the "
Westminster,"

No. 95, Article 8, or to the " Calcutta Keview," No. 16, p. 303 et

seq. Your notion that the unimproved language of the masses

can be employed at all for educational purposes is a fallacy of

which you will be aware if you reflect that the most imperfect

colloquial medium (even that of brutes) may very well serve

for its customary colloquial ends, and yet prove totally unequal
to a new end, such as education, according to any sane concep-
tion of it, is and must be. And, accordingly, whilst the

opinion and the practice of all the enlightened parts of Europe
are daily becoming more decided and consentaneous as to the

indispensable necessity of education for the masses of a sort

very superior to what you insist is enough, the novel extended

measures of popular education pidly luin^in^ into

operation in Switzerland, England, Holland, I' :ul Scot-

land, are expressly based upon the proven worthlessness of si

elements, attempted to be communicated, as of old, through so

uttei: quate a medium as the uufashioned speech of

iiiy.
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Of all this you will find abundant and various confirmation

in the recent educational doings of Europe, as cited and referred

to in the periodicals above-named
;
and I think, sir, you will be

a little startled to find, upon perusal of the articles specified,

that you have recklessly put forth an educational dogma upon

alleged European warranty than which none is more utterly

and expressly repudiated by all the best and latest words and

deeds of Europe !

" A total reform
"

of that old apparatus of

popular teaching to which you cling is there
"
imperatively

called for ;" and in the recent "Peoples' Colleges" at Sheffield and

at Birmingham we have ("Westminster," No. 95, p. 437, 8) express

samples of that sort of education for the working classes which

is now deemed to be alone efficacious for them
;
and so deemed

all over enlightened Europe, as you may learn from Cousin's

Reports.

Your notion, however, of elemental education for the masses

seems rather vague; for you now insist that it should be

limited to "sheer reading, writing, and accounts," and anon

you require that the masses aforesaid should be instructed
" how

best to turn their time and talents to account in industrial

pursuits and mechanical arts," and that they should also "be

made acquainted with the history of their own country." I

agree with you in these latter conceptions, so far as they go.

But I ask you, sir, whether such ends can by possibility be

achieved or attempted in the unfashioned colloquials of the

vulgar ? And, again, whether the attainment of the former end

does not most expressly imply and exact, not only cultivation

of the Indian vernaculars, but the conveyance into them by
translation and transfusion of European knowledge ?

You cannot, I should say, avoid answering these questions so

as to make you well nigh a convert to Mr. Hodgson's plan of

vernacularisation
;

for where, save in the stores of European

knowledge, will you find any portion of that lore which turns

the peasant into a Briareus, the craftsman into a magician, the

trader into an instrument of Providence for the practical diffu-

sion of
"
peace and good-will upon earth," and the farmer into

a servant and interpreter of Nature, performing miracles of pro-

duction merely by right interpretation of her occult signs ? I

love to dwell upon this special phase of a vast topic, and with
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reference to it I pray you to observe, that in order to render this

fine country capable of supporting full and adequate European
administration (it is now not half administered) we must call

forth the industrial energies of the people ;
that beyond doubt

we can do so only by communicating largely and freely the

substance of our special and recent knowledge ;

* that that com-

munication can be effected solely through the ready and familiar

channel of the native languages, duly improved and systemati-

cally applied to that object; and that the substance of all our

really useful and indisputable knowledge can be most efficiently

conveyed to the masses through that channel ! You speak, sir,

as if all translation must prove "useless, impossible, mis-

chievous :

"
and yet you are a Protestant Christian, knowing what

the translation of the Bible has done ! and yet you are a scholar

who cannot have failed to learn that "in the consentaneous

judgment of the highest minds of Europe the vernacularisation

of learning did more there in disabusing the general intellect

of the prejudices of existing institutions and opinions, than all

the rest of the glorious events and discoveries of that age
which witnessed it, including among those events the invention

of printing !

"
and yet you are a gentleman of the press, and

by the special power of the instrument you daily wield should

be prepared to recognise the perfectly analogous diffusive vigour
of vernacularisation ! Why, then, write and speak in the style

and spirit of 150 years back, as if all these things were beyond

your ken ? and as if that sound knowledge, which is the common

product and inheritance of all the race of man,f were inseparably
connected with this or that particular language ? Why, sir, I

have but to raise my head from the paper I am now driving my
quill over to see opposite me on the shelves of a moderate

ry fifty books of History, Political Economy, Literature,

Philosophy and Science, so translated that their whole treasures

of original knowledge are completely secured in the traduction,

one-half of them, moreover, preserving uniinpaiivl all the

manner as well as matter of tin- original- ! K i;rege, Sabine's

Cosmos, of which the second part has just reached me. There

To wit, the economic application! of chemistry and of mechanics to agriculture,
and to the useful arts of primary importance.

t See the splendid concluding paragraphs of Cosmos, vol. 1.
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are even some in which the redacteur has been a vast improver,

as Dumont's Bentham. Your objections to translations, sir,

have no semblance of validity save in the departments of poetry
and oratory ;

and in those departments you overlook the unques-
tionable fact that the very same causes which make translations

inefficient, debar the foreigner equally almost from adequate

appreciation of the original ! Your Chakerbutties and their

proners may hold forth, as they will, touching the beauties of

Shakespeare and Milton, Burke and Fox and Sheridan. But

unless the greatest critics of poetry and of oratory be dolts,

said Chakerbutties are, after all, mere
" learned pigs

"
in such

matters
;
because the soul of eloquence in verse or prose is

autocthonous, is so much bound up with the peculiar domestic,

social, and political institutions and habits of each land, with its

traditional glories and its infantine associations and myths, that

a Hindu can scarcely more really appreciate the English masters

of song and of oratory in our tongue than he could in his

own ! Thus, you perceive, sir, that your objection to transla-

tions in general, deduced from the worthlessness of translations

in the Homeric and Demosthenian departments of human know-

ledge, is every way inadmissible, not being really sound even in

the special view, and having little or no relevancy in a general view.

But sound knowledge, sir, generally speaking, is so far from

being
"
cribbed, cabined, and confined

"
to the lingual organ

which first happened to enshrine it, that nearly every month's

mail brings us translations, little, if at all, inferior to the

originals, whether those originals be German, Italian, or French.

Now, sir, the mere fact that such works are constantly coming
to us under the sanction of the highest names, and are in

daily profitable use amongst us, is a sufficient answer to your

general doctrine of the uselessness of
" second-hand works

;

" *

* In reference to this superficial dogma of pedagogues and pedants, let me beg

your attention to the justly world-renowned apophthegm of Hobbes, "Words are

the counters of wise men and the money of fools." It may be safely said that he who

has a correct notion of the real nature and function of all language will not allow

his efforts for the national diffusion of the benefits of knowledge to be impeded by

guch pedantic hypercriticisms. Leave them, sir, I pray, to the Anglomaniacs, and

when they next dun their nonsense in your ears, ask them if those historical works

which are now commanding the best attention of themselves and their countrymen

be not simply
" second-hand "

Niebuhrs, and Rankes, and Michelets, and Thiers,

und Lamartiues, aud Guizots, and Tuierries? And civilly entreat them for a response !
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whilst in reply to your incautious reiteration of the Anglomania*)

cry against the communication of the same benefits to our

sable brethren through their tongues, I can only state that it

has been proved, over and over again, by sound induction from

philosophy and history, by recent facts, by cogent arguments
and by express experiments, that the substance of all really

useful English lore can be conveyed into the spoken tongues
of India with perfect success, -provided only that the known

and demonstrated conditions of such success be not neglected.

Yours, &c., VERNACULARIS.

March 30, 1848.

APPENDIX.

PROPOSAL OF A NORMAL VERNACULAR COLLEGE FOR SCHOOL-

MASTERS AND TRANSLATORS.

IT is believed that very many of the best friends of the cause

of education in India, who ardently seek India's regeneration

through European knowledge, are yet satisfied that all sound

effective national instruction must be conveyed by and through
the living languages of the people; that those languages in

India a country so anciently and eminently literary cannot l>e

and are not inadequate to the communication of European know-

ledge ; and, lastly, that however ardent our zeal in this cause,

we must be convinced we cannot directly provide for the mental

wants of a population so vastly numerous as that of India. From
the above simple premises, when viewed in connection with the

i.-vcd lately in Europe by the regular teaching of

teachers, results very obviously the course we should adopt for

the educational regeneration of India. Let us not meddle directly

with the education of the people in their own tongues; bn

us establish an institution having for its object systematically
and ad (juatdy to furnish the means of such education, to pro-

vide a succession of good vernacular books and good vernacular

teachers.

to incipient education in European lore in India
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appliances, and that lore cannot fail to take root and flourish,

naturally and wholesomely in this soil : withhold these appliances
from such education, and it can never so take root and flourish,

but will prove a sickly and unwholesome exotic.

Let us then have a school of indigenation a school to make

all other schools succeed a school to furnish good books and good
teachers in the living tongues of the people a school to rear

translators, who by staying within its walls, and schoolmasters,

who by going abroad, shall together give a solid and safe begin-

ning to the Europeanisation of India.

Good books and good teachers ! are you not assured that these

are what we want
; well, then, let us bend our efforts, firstly and

chiefly, to their attainment by founding the Normal Institution I

have spoken of, and the plan of which may be easily settled by
and by in Committee. Meanwhile let us manifest our sincerity
and earnestness by coming forward with the requisite funds, and
be assured, my friends, that we have but to show the way in order

soon to behold it crowded with followers, wondering that these

tilings had never before occurred to them.
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BRITAIN AND IRELAND, from the Commencement to 1863. First Scries, com-

plete in 20 Vols. 8vo., with many Plates. Price 10; or, in Single Numbers,
as follows: Nos. 1 to 14, 6*. each; No. 15, 2 Parts, 4*. each

;
No. 16, 2 Parts,

4*. each; No. 17, 2 Parts, 4. each, No. 18, 6*. These IS Numbers form

Vols. I. to IX. Vol. X., Part 1, op.; Part 2, 5*.; Part 3, 5*. Vol. XI.,

Part 1, 6*.
;
Part 2 not published. Vol. XII., 2 Parts, 6s. each Vol. XI II.,

2 Parts, 6*. each. Vol. XIV., Parti, 5s.; Part 2 not published. Vol. XV.,

Part 1, 6s.; Part 2, with 3 Maps, 2 2*. Vol. XVI., 2 Parts, 6*. each. Vol.

XVII., 2 Parts, 6*. each. Vol. XVIIL, 2 Parts, 6*. each. Vol. XIX., Parts 1

to 4, 16*. Vol. XX., Parts 1 and 2, 4s. each. Part 3, Is. 6d.

Asiatic Society. JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF GREAT
BRITAIN AND IRELAND. New Series. Vol. I. In Two Parts, pp. iv. and

490, sewed. 1861-5. 16*.

CONTKNTS 1. Vajra-chhedika, the "Kin Konp Kinp," or Diamond Su'ra. Translated fr<

the Chinese by the Rev. S. Heal, Chaplain, R.N. II. The PSramita-hridaya Sutra, or, in n
" Mo ho-po-ye-po-lo-niih-to-sin-king," i.e. "The Great Paramita Heart Sutra." Translated
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from the Chinese by the Rev. S. Beal, Chaplain, R.N. III. On the Preservation of National
Literature in the East. By Colonel F. J. Goldsuiid. IV. On tue Agricultural, Commercial,
Financial, and Military Statistics of Ceylon. By E. R. Power, Esq. V. Contributions to a
Knowledge of the Vedic Theoiiony and Mythology. By J. Muir, D.C.L., LL.D. VI. A Tabular
List of Original Works and Translations, published by the late Dutch Government of Ceylon at
their Printing Press at Colombo. Compiled by Mr. Mat. P. J. Ondaatje, of Colombo. VII
Assyr ronology compared, with a \iew of showing the extent to which the
Hebrew Chronology of I'ssher must be modified, in conformity with the Assyrian Canon. By
J. W. B.i-.inquet, Esq. VIII. On the existing Dictionaries of the Malay Language. By Dr.

rik. IX. Bilingual Readings: Cuneiform and Phoenician. Notes on some
Tablets in the British Museum, containing Bilingual Legends (Assyrian and Phoenician). By
Major- v linson. K.C.B., Director R.A.S. X. Translations of Three Copper-plate

f the Fourth Century A.I). , and Notices of the Chalukya and Gurjjara Dynasties
By Professor J. Dowson. Staff College, Sandhurst. XI. Yama and'the Doctrine of a Future

:ie Rig-Yajur-, aud Atharva-Vedas. By J. Muir. Esq., D.C.L., LL.D. XII.
On tl> ,n of the Place of the Colures,"and the Date derivable from it. By

t Sanskrit in Yale College, New Haven, U.S. Note on
the p: I'.T sir Edward Colebrooke, Bart., M.P., President R.A.S. XIII. Pro-
gress of the Vedic Religion towards Abstract Conceptions of the Deity. By J. Muir, Esq.,

, V. Brief Notes on the Ag and Authenticity of the Work of Aryabhata,
Varahamihira, BrahSMfrupta, Bliattotpala, and BhA^karacharya. By Dr. Bhau> Daji, Hone-

- -XV. Outlines of a Grammar of the Malagasy Language. By H. N. Van
der Tuuk. XVI. On the Identity of Xandrames and Krananda. By Edward Thomas, Esq.

Vol. II. In Two Parts, pp. 522, sewed. 1866-7. 16s.

COXTKXTS. I. Contributions to a Knowledge of Vedic Theogony and Mythology. No. 2.

By J. M !I. Miscellaneous Hymns from the Rig- and Atharva-Vedas. By J. Muir,
Esq. III. Five hundred questions on the Social Condition of the Natives of Bengal. By the
Rev. J. Long. IV. >hort account of the Malay Manuscripts belonging to the Royal Asiatic

Society. By Dr. H. N. v.m der Tuuk. V. Translation of the Amitabha Sutra from the Chinese.

By the Rev.' -
Navy. VI. The initial coinage of Bengal. By Edward

Thomas, E*q. Vli. ,;

'

;m Assyrian Dictionary. By Edwin Norris, Esq. VIII. On
the Relations of the Prie>t* to the other cusses of Indian Society in the Vedic age By J. Muir,

In the Interpretation of the Veda. By the same. X. An attempt to Translate
from the Chinese a work known as the Confessional Services of the great compassionate Kwan
Yin. possessing 1000 hands and looo eyes. By the Rev. S. Beal, Chaplain Roval Navy.

XI. -lend of King Asamati. By Professor Max
Mailer. M. A '>'. XII. Specimen Chapters of an Assyrian
Grammar. By the Rev. E. llinck.-, b. D., Honorary Member Royal Asiatic Society.

Vol. III. IB Two Parts, pp. 516, sewed. With Photograph. 1868. 22*.

-I. Contributions towi.rds a Glossary of the As-yrian Language. By H. F. Talbot.
II. Ketirtrks .,ri the Indo-Chinese Alphabets. By Dr. A. Bastian.- III. The poetrv of

iH Rabadan. By the Hon. H. E. .1. Stanley. IV. Catalogue of the (>

-'C, Cambridge. By Edward Henry Palmer, B.A ,

if the Royal Asiatic Society, Membre de la

SociC-:. don ol the Amravati lope in Guntur. By J. Fergusson,
VI. Remarks on 1' ..tion of the K .:i . !\

XVIII. By Dr. li .lit in the t'niversity of Leydeii. VII. The
Hindu Widow." By Fit/edward Hall, Esq.,
nf proofs that folehrooke's E*say, "On the

iiied to the Vivadalihaiigarnava* By V\\s-

lymn of the Fir.-t I'.ook of the KILT Ved.i. I

imba*y from Morocco to Spain in 1690 i,l i M By Hie Hon. 11 I.

f" Mohamed Rabad B] the lion. H. E. .1. Mulsrf. \ll.

Mntf-n-iU f'>r the llMorv <>( Indi.i f.,r tin- Six Hundred Years of Moliaminadan rule. previ,.u* to

tho Ko.ji.d.tion of i I..- .:. -., 1 . , . I ;., ie. By Major W. Na^au I H. LL.D.. Ph.D. XIII.
! concerning the Hill people-

.iff Corpn, M the BU'-jpurf Dialnct of

BBssil, spoken in Western Bebar. By John Beames, Esq., B.C.8., Magistrate of Chumparun.

so Parts, pp. 621, sewed.

ry Ol

Mohamed ftabadan of ArraffOO. Hv'the H'.II. II. I.. J. M.inl. y. IV. On the M:i k-.,r L.uu-iMk'r
.

from Chin.'-e |uw, L. \\ n, I ,. :. nrk M.,j, r-. 1 -,...,( H. B M. Consu :,t S. o ,
,-. ( Ir.na.-

,a I'atha.

Hurme.r I apit.,1. in ;i M- :.. .t,.; .:., '> ,;,! 1. II -!,,-. I :,.,] \ rf , nt ,t M .,,,:,,. I :.

'.

iBystem of Natural Astrolofy of Vartha-Mlbira. TranUied from 8m.

ffi.Kern.-X
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Justice in India. By N. B. E. Baillie, Esq. XIII. The Mohammedan Law of Evidence in con-
nection with the Administration of Justice to Foreigners. By N. B. E. Baillie, Esq. XIV. A
Translation of a Bactrian Pali Inscription. By Prof. J. Dowson. XV. Indo-Parthian Coins

By E. Thomas, Esq.

Vol. V. In Two Parts, pp. 463, sewed. With 10 full-page and folding Plates.

1871-2. 18*.6rf.

CONTENTS. I. Two Jdtakas. The original Pali Text, with an English Translation. By V.
FausboTl. II. On an Ancient Buddhist Inscription at Keu-j ung kwan, in North China. By A.

"Wylie. III. The Brhat Sanhita; or, Complete System of Natural Astrology of Varaba-Mihira
Translated from Sanskrit into English by Dr. H. Kern. IV. The Pongol Festival in Southern
India. By Charles E. Cover. V. '1 lie Potto? of Moliained Rabadan, of Arragon. By the Right
Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley. VI. Essay on the Creed and Customs of the Jangams. By
Charles P. Brown. VII. On ".Malabar, Cor'omandel, Quilon, etc. By C. P. Brown. VIII. On
the Treatment of the Nexus in the Nco-Aryan Languages of India. By .John I'.eaines, B.c.s.

IX. Some Remarks on the(ireat Tope at Sanchi. By the Rev. 8. Beal. X. Ancient Inscriptions
from Mathura. Translated by Professor J. Dowson. Note to the Mathura Inscriptions. By
Major-General A. Cunningham. XL Specimen of a Translation of the Adi (.ninth. By Dr.
Ernest Trumpp. X II. Notes on Dhauunapada, with Special Reference to the Question of Nir-
vana. By R. C. Clr.lders, late of the Ceylon Civil Service. XIII. The Brhat-Sanhita ; or,

Complete System of Natural Astrology of Varaha-mihira. Translated from Sanskrit into English

by Dr. H. Kern. XIV. On the Origin of the Buddhis: Arthakathas. By the Mudliar L.Comrilla

Vijasinha, (Jovernment Interpreter to the Katnapura Court, Ceylon. With an Introduction by
R. C. Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Service. XV. The Poetry of Mohamed Rabadan, of

Arragon. By the Right lion. Lord Mauley of Alderley. -XVI. Proverbia Communia Syriaea.

By Captain R. F. B*rton. XVII. Notes on an Ancient' Indian Vase, with an Account of ti

graving thereupon. By Chaihs Home, M. R. A .S., late of the B.nual Civil Service. X VIII.
The Bbar Tiibe. Bv the U< v. M . A. shcrring, LL.D . Benares. Communicated by C. Home,
M.K A.x, latfl B.C.S. - XIX. Of Jibuti in Mohammedan Law, and its application to British

India. By N. B. E. Baillie. XX. ( 'oiinnents on Recent Pehlvi Decipherments. With an Inci-

dental Sketch of the Derivation of Aryan Alphabets. And Contributions to the Early History
and Geography of Tabaristan. Illustrated by Coins. By E. Thomas, F.R.S.

Vol. VI., Part 1, pp. 212, sewed, with two plates and a map. 1872. 8*.

CONTKNTS. The Ishmaelites, and the Arabic Tribes who Conquered their Country. By A.

Sprenger. A Brief Account of Pour Arabic Works on the History and Geography of Arabia.

By Captain S. B. Miles On the Methods of Disposing of the Dead at Llassa, Thibet, el

Charles Home, late B.C.S. The Brhat-Sanhita; or, Complete System of Nati.ral Astrology of

Varaha-mihira, Translated from Sanskrit into English by Dr. II. Kern. Notes on Hwen
Thcang's Account of the Principalities of Tokhaii>t;in, in which some 1'n ;>hical

Identifications are Reconsidered. By Colonel Yule, C.B. The Campaign of ^L'lius dallus in

Arabia. By A. Sprenger. An Account ot .In m-almi. Translated for the late sir H.M.Elliott
from the Persian Text of NMsir ibn Khusru's Safanamah by the late Major A. R. Fuller. The

Poetry of Mohamed Rabadan, of Arragon. By the Right Hon. Lord Stanley of Alderley.

Vol. VI., Part II., pp. 213 to 400 and Ixxxiv., sewed. Illustrated with a Map,
Plates, and Woodcuts. 1873. 8*.

OONTKNTS. On Iliouen-'l hsang's Journey from Patna to Ballabhi. By James Ferguson,
D.C.L., F.R S. Northern Buddhism. [Note from Colonel H. Yule, addressed to the secretary.]

liven Thsang's Account of the Principalities of Tokharistan, etc. By Colonel II. YD
The Brhat-Sanhita ; or, Complete System of Natural Astrology of Varaha-mihira. Translated

from Sanskrit into English by Dr. 11. Kern. The Initial Coinage of Bengal, under the Early
Muhammadan Conquerors. Part II. Embracing the preliminary period between A.H. 014-034

(A.D. 1217-1236-7). By Edward Thomas, F.R. S. The Legend of Dipankara Buddha. '1 ranslated

from the Chinese (and' intended to illustrate Plates xxix. and L., 'Tree and Serpent Worship ').

By S. Beal. Note on Art. IX., ant pp. 213-274 on Hiouen-Thsang's Journey from Patna to

Ballabhi. By James Fergusson D.C.L., F.R.S. Contributions towards a Glossary of the

Assyrian Language. By H. F. Talbot.

Vol. VTf., Parti., pp. 170 and 24, sewed. With a plate. 1874. 8*.

CONTKNTS. The Upeuampad6-Kainmav&cd, being the Buddhist Manual of the Form and
Manner of Ordering of Priests and Deacons. The Pali Text, with a Translation and v

-

By J. F. Dicksun, B.A., sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford, now of the Ceylon Civil

Service. Notes on the Megalithic Monuments of the Coimbatore District, Madras. By M. J.

AValhouse. late Madras C.S. Notes on the Sinhalese Language. No. 1. On the Formation of

the Plural of Neuter Nouns. By R. C. Childers, late of the Ceylon Civil Srrvice.-Tl

Text of the JfahdparinibbSna Sut'a and Commentary, with a Translation. By R. C. didders,
late of the Ceylon Civil Service The Brihat-Sanhita ; or, Complete System of Natural

of Varaha-mihira. Translated from Sanskrit into Engli>h by Dr. II. Kern. Note on the

Valley of Choombi. By Dr. A. Campbell, late Superintendent of Darjeeling. The Nam.
Twelfth Imam on the" Coinage of Egypt. By H. Sanvaire and Mauley Lane PooK Three

Inscriptions of Parakrama Bnliu the Great from Pula-tipuru, Ceylon (date circa 11s

T. W. Rhys Davids. Of the Kharaj or Muhammadan land Tax; its Application to 1

India, and' Effect on the Tenure of Land. By N. B. I- . Baillie. Appendix : A Specimen of a
|

Sjriac Version of the Kalilah wa-Dinmah, with an English Translation. By W. Wright.
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Vol. VII.. Part II., pp. 191 to 394, sewed. "With seven plates and a map. 1875. 8*.

:, the Lion Rock, near Pulastipura, Ceylon; and the Thirty-ninth Chapter
of the By T. W. Khys Davids. The Northern Frontagers of China. Tart 1.

The Originee of the Mongols. By II. H. ILiworth. Inedited Arabic Coins. By Stanley Lane
Poole. Notice on the Dinars of the Abbasside Dynasty. By Edward Thomas Rogers. The
Northern Frontagers of China. I'.irt II. The Origine- of the Manchus. By H. H. Howorth-

. Mongolian Capital of Shangtu. By S. W. Bushell, B.Sc., M.D. Oriental
Proverbs in their Relations to Folklore, History, Sociology ; with Suggestions for their Collec.

ration. By the Rev. J. Long. Two Old Simhalese Inscriptions. The
-'. "ii, d.ite 12iM) A n , and the Ruwanwa'li Dagaba Inscription, date 1191 A.D.

i'.y T. W. Rhys Davids. -Notes on a Bactnan Pali Inscription
and th . By Prof. J. Ihnvson. Note on a Jade Drinking Vessel of the Emperor
Jahangfr. By Kdward Themas, F.R.S.

\"IIL, Part I., pp. 156, sewed, with three plates and a plan. 1876. 8*.

CONTEXTS. Catalogue of Buddhist Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Possession of the Royal
D Collection). By Professors K. B. Cowell and J. Eggeling. On the

Ruins of Sigiri in LVyl-n. By T. H. I'.lakesley, Esq., Public Works Department, Ceylon. -The
Patiruokkha, being the Buddhist Office of the ContVssion of Priests. The Pali Text, with a

ition, and Notes. By J F. Dickson, M.A., sometime Student of Christ Church, Oxford,
the Ceylon Civil Service. Notes on the Sinhalese Language. No. 2. Proofs of the

Sanskritic Origin of Sinhale>e. By R. C. Childere, late of the Ceylon Civil Service.

Vol. VIII
,
Part II., pp. 157-308, sewed. 1876. 8*.

-An Account of the Island of Bali By R. Friederich. The Pali Text of the Maha-
parim .:id Commentary, with a Trans'lation. By R C. Childers, late of the Ceylon
Civil Service. The Northern Frontagers of China. Part ill. The Kara Khitai. By H. H.
Howorth. Inedited Arabic Coins. II. By Stanley Lane Poole. On the Form of Government
under .11. By A. de Silva Kkaaayaka, Mudaliyar of the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, Ceylon.

Vol. IX.. Part I., pp. 156, sewed, with a plate. 1877. 8*.

CONTEXTS. Bactrian Coins and Indian Dates. By E. Thomas, F.R.S. The Tenses of the
b. By the Rev. A. H Save.-, M.A. An Account of the Island of B.i;i. By R.

Fried- : i'.-d from Vol. VIII. s.s. p. 21S;. On Ruins in Makran. By Major Muckler.
Int-i. III. By Stanlc v I.anc I'.iole, Further Note on a Bactrian Pali Inscrip-

L. By Prof. J. Downon. Notes oil Pcisian Beliichistan. Froua the
Persian of Mirza Mehdy Khan. By A. H. Schindler.

Vol IX., Part II., pp. 292, sewed, with, three plates. 1877. 10*. 3d.

Thomas, F.R.S. The Northern Frontagers
:.i. Part II. The Manchus (Supplementary Notie.-). By II. II. II iworth. The Northern

Kin or Golden Tatars. ByH.H. Howorth. On a Treatise
\ ;i. ly M II. Sauvaire. On Imperial

\ilinities of the Dialects of the Chopang
and K .ose of the Hill Trihes of Am :am C. J. F.

Forbc- tes on Some Antiquities found in a Mound near

Damghan. By \. II. N.-:I Midler.

V<>1 X . I'.irt I.. ,,,,. 156, sewed, with two plates and a map. 1378. 8.
lagi-H of In ! . Br.indr.-ili. F.-I. A Dialogue

rr.iuiadi Dasa Mittra, 1 .

-Unpublwhcd Ulaw Weights and Measure*.

. wal. By J. II . B.i: !' n. I'. K.I i

Betired, formerly Commissioner of Kumaon.

;.. 146, sewed. 1878. 6r

Geography ..-nornl

Maldivc Itlttnds;

Pyrard de Lsval. 16021007. y A. Gray, Ute of the C. '

..f the
f Prgii wi:

.pally fr'n Chinese Sources. Bj Thorn*. W. King

Vol. \ .. i .. 'J04. ewcd. 1H7H. 8.
mM Easterly ftoulemcnt of the Turk Rsce.

By Egbert B. fthsw. QtotoffiflMl Not.

Basil Hall Chamberlain, Esq., M.R.A.S. Oo tUt
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the Names Sub-hi-K&zib, etc., etc. By J. W. Redhouse, M.R.A.S., Hon. Memb. R.S.L. On
a Chinese Version of the S&nkhya Karikfi, etc., found among the Buddhist Books comprising
the Tripitaka and two other works. Hy the Rev. Samuel Real, M.A. The Rock-cut Phrygian
Inscriptions at Doganlu. By Edward Thomas, F.R.S. Index.

Vol. XL, Part. I., pp. 128, sewed. 5*.

CONTENTS. On the Position of Women in the East in the Olden Time. By Edward Thomas,
F.R.S. Notice of the Scholars who have Contributed to the Extension of our Knowledge of the

Languages of British India during the last Thirty Years. Hy Robert N. rust, Hon. Librarian
H.A.S. Ancient Arabic Poetry: its Genuineness and Authenticity. By Sir William Muir, K. C.S.I.,
LL.D. Note on Manrique's Mission and the Catholics in the time of Shah Julian. By II. G.
Keene, Esq. On Sandhi in Pali. By the late R. C. Childers. On Arabic Amulets and Mottoes.
By E. T. Rogers, M.R.A.S.

Asiatic Society. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY OF
GKEAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND. Complete in 3 vols. 4to., 80 Plates of Fac-

similes, etc., cloth. London, 1827 to 1835. Published at 9 5s.
;
reduced to

5 5s.

The above contains contributions by Prwfessor Wilson, G. C. Haughton, Davis, Morrison,
Colebrooke, Humboldt, Dora, Grotefend, and other eminent Oriental scholars.

Asiatic Society of Bengal. JOURNAL OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY OF
BENGAL. Edited by tire Honorary Secretaries. 8vo. 8 numbers per annum,
4*. each number.

Asiatic Society of Bengal. PROCEEDINGS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY
OF BENGAL. Published .Monthly. Is. each number.

Asiatic Society. THE JOURNAL OF THE BOMBAY BRANCH OF TOE
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY. Edited by the Secretary. Nos. 1 to 35. 7. 6rf.

to 10*. 6d. each number.

Asiatic Society. JOURNAL OF THE CEYLON BRANCH OF THE ROYAL
ASIATIC SOCIETY. 8vo. Published irregularly. 7s. 6d. each part.

Asiatic Society of Japan. TRANSACTIONS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIKTY
OF JAPAN. Vol. I. From 30th October, 1872, to 9th October, 1873. 8vo.

pp. 110, with plates. 1874. Vol. II. From 22nd October, 1873, to loth

July, 1874. 8vo. pp. 249. 1874. Vol. III. Part I. From 16th July, 1874,
to December, 1874, 1873. Vol. III. Part II. From 13th January, 1875, to

30th June, 1875. Vol. IV. From 20th October, 1875, to 12th July, 1876.
Erch Part 7*. 6rf.

Asiatic Society. JOURNAL OF THE NORTH CHINA BRANCH OF THI
ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY. New Series. Parts 1 to 11.

Aston. A GRAMMAR OF THE JAPANESE WRITTEN LANGUAGE. By "W. G.

ASTON, M.A., Assistant Japanese Secretary, H B.M.'s Legation, Yedo, Japan.
Second edition, Enlarged and Improved. Royal 8vo. pp. 306. 28s.

Aston. A SHORT GRAMMAR OF THE JAPANESE SPOKEN LANGUAGE. By
W. G. ASTON, M.A., H. B. M.'s Legation, Yedo, Japan. Third edition.

12mo. cloth, pp. 96. 12*.

Athar-ul-Adhur TRACES OF CENTURIES; or, Geographical and Historical

Arabic Dictionary, by SELIM KHVRI and SEI.IM SH-HADE. Geographical
Parts I. to IV., Historical Parts I. and II. 4to. pp. 788 and 384. Price

7s. 6d. each part. [In course of publication.

Atharva Veda Pratic/ikhya. See under WHITNEY.

Auctores Sanscriti. Edited for the Sanskrit Text Society, under the

supervision of THEODOR GOLDSTUCKER. Vol. I., containing the Jaiminiya-

Nyaya-Mala-Vistara. Parts I. to VII., pp. 582, large 4to. sewed. 10*.

each part. Complete in one vol , cloth, 3 13*. 6d. Vol. II. The Institutes

of Gautama. Edited with an Index of Words, by A. F. SIIN/IIK. Ph.D.,

Professor of Oriental Languages in the University of Breslau. <Svo. rlcth,

pp. iv. 78. 4s. 6d. Vol. 111. Vaitana Sutra The Ritual of the Atharva

Veda. Edited with Critical JN'otes and Indices, by Dn. RICHARD GAHBE.
8vo. sewed, pp. 119. 5.
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Axon. THE LITERATURE OF THE LANCASHIRE DIALECT. A Biblio-

graphical Essay. By WILLIAM E. A. AXON, F.R.S.L. Fcap. 8vo. sewed.

1870. 1*.

Baba Ax KLKMKM UIY GRAMMAR OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE, with

Easy Progressive Exercises. By TATUI BABA. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and
!'-'. 5*.

Bachmaier. PASIGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY AND GRAMMAR. By ANTON
BACHMAIER, President of the Central Pasigraphical Society at Munich. 18tno.

cloth, pp. viii. ;
-26

; 160. 1870. 3*.

Bachmaier. PASIGRAPHISCHES WORTERBUCH ZUM GEBRAUCHE FUR DIE
\CHE. Verfasst von ANTON BACHMAIER, Vorsitzendem des

Central- Vereins fiir Pasigraphie in Miinchen. I8mo. cloth, pp. viii.
;
32 ; 128 ;

1870. -2$. 6d

Bachmaier. DICTIOXXAIRE PASIGRAPHIQUE, PRECEDE DE LA GRAMMAIRE.
_-J par AXTOIXE BACUMAIEU, President de la Socie'te' Centrale de Pi-

graphie u Munich. 18mo. cloth, pp. vi. 26
; 168; 150. 1870. 2s. 6d.

Baldwin. A MANUAL OF THE FOOCHOW DIALECT. By Rev. C. C.

BALDWIN, of the American Board Mission. 8vo. pp. viii.-256. 18*.

Balfour. WAIFS AND SIKVYS IK<>M Tin: FAK EAST; being a Series of
niit-cted Essays on Matters relating to China. By FKEUKRIC HENRY

BALFUUK. 1 vol. demy 8vo. cloth, pp. 224. 10*. 6rf.

Ballad Society (The). Subscription Small paper, one guinea, and
Ln-c p;q>cr, three guineas, per annum. List of publications
on application.

Ballantyne. A GRAMMAR OF THE MAHRATTA LANGUAGE. For the
use of the East India College at Haileybury. By JAMES R. BALLANTYNB, of
the Scottish Naval and Military Academy. 4to. cloth, pp. 56. 5*-.

Ballantyne. Ki I:MIM- <>i HIMU'AND BRAJ BHAKA GRAMMAR. By the
MI- It. I'.ALLANTYNE, LL.D. Second edition, revised and corrected

., pp. 44, cloth. 5*.

Ballantyne. -SONS IN SANSKRIT GRAMMAR; together with an
Introduction to the Hitopadesa. Second edition. Second Impression. By
JAMK> R. HAI i LL.D., Librarian of the India Office. 8vo. pp. viii.

and 110, doth. 1873. 3*. tid.

Ballantyne. II: ELECTIONS IN THE NASKHI AND DEVANAGABI
With a Vocabulary of the Words. Prepared for the use of the

ival and Military Academy, by JAMES R. BALLANTYNK. Royal 8vo.

. pp. 74. 3*. 6rf.

Ballantyne. PIMM i! i 'I:USIAN CALIOKAI in, illustrate! by
ilt- of tli<- TA"1.1K ( h.iractrrs, the OIK- u.-ually rm]ilo)c-d in

-liiii :ind tin- I liii(lu-.t.ini. >i-cond edition. Pn-pun-d lor th

use of the S ..al and Military Academy, by JAMI.S R. H.\: i LMTTNB.
4to. cloth, j.p. 1 f, i,

pl.it.-s. 2t, '"/.

Banerjea.
- 'I'm. AI.I \\ \\"IIM>->. or t: !.m Snij-*

Indo-

Arian*. By the Her. K. M. BAKBRJEA. 8ro. MW. s*.6rf.

Bate A I)i. \NOUAOK. Compilrd by J.

D. BATR. 8vu. cloth, pp. .v . 6rf.

Beal. TK\VKI> OK ]MI Ilivs LJfD S, rims
to India (400 .

" A
i>.) Trannlutr<l : iiinesc,

in of
\ni;(li:ilia Sutra t

Lxiiii. and J1U, cloth, ornamental, with a coloured map. 10*
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Beal. A CATENA OP BUDDHIST SCRIPTURES FROM THE CHINESE. By S.

BEAL, B. A., Trinity College, Cambridge; a Chaplain in Her Majesty's Fleet,

etc. 8vo. cloth, pp. xiv. and 436. 1871. 15s.

Beal. THE ROMANTIC LEGEND OF SAKHYA BUDDHA. From the
Chinese-Sanscrit by the Rev. SAMUEL BEAL, Author of " Buddhist Pilgrims,"
etc. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 400. 1875. 12s.

Beal. THE BUDDHIST TRIPITAKA, as it is known in China and Japan.
A Catalogue and Compendious Report. By SAMUEL BEAL, B.A. Folio, sewed,

pp. 117. 7*. 6d.

Beal. TEXTS FROM THE BUDDHIST CANON, commonly known as

DHAMMAPADA. Translated from the Chinese by S. BEAL, B.A., Professor of

Chinese, University of London. With accompanying Narrative. Post 8vo.

pp. viii. and 176, cloth. 7*. 6rf.

Beames. On LINKS OF INDIAN PHILOLOGY. With a Map, showing the
I>i-:rilmti<>n of the Indian Languages. By JOHN BEAMES. Second enlarged and
revised edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 96. 5s.

Beames. NOTES ox THE BUOJPURI DIALECT OF HINDI, spoken in

Wrstern Behar. By JOHN BEAMES, Esq., B.C.S., Magistrate of Chumparun.
8vo. pp. 26, sewed. 1868. 1*. (/.

Beames. A COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF THE MODERN ARYAN LANGUAGES
op INDIA (to wit), Hindi, Panjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati. Marathi, Uriya, and

Bengali. By JOHN BEAMES, Bengal C.S.. M.R.A.S., &c.
Vol. I. On Sounds. 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi and 360. 16s.

Vol. II. The Noun and the Pronoun. 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 348. 16*.

Vol III. The Verb. 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 316. [Just ready.

Bede. VKXEKABILIS BEDJS HISTORIA ECCLESIASTICA GENTIS ANGLORUM.
Ad Fidem Codd. MSS. recensuit JOSKI-MTS STKVKNSON. With plan of the

English Historical Society, by the late John Miller 8v. pp. xxxv., xxi. and

424, and 2 facsimiles. 7s. 6d.

The same, in royal 8vo., uniform with the publications of the Master of the Rolls.

10s. 6d.

Bellairs. A GRAMMAR OF THE MARATHI LANGUAGE. By H. S. K.
BELLAIRS, M.A., and LAXMAN Y. ASHKEDKAR, B.A. 12mo. cloth, pp. 90. 5s.

Bellew. A DICTIONARY OF THE PUKKHTO, OR PUKSHTO LANGUAGE, on a
New and Improved System. With a reversed Part, or English and Pukkhto,

By H. W. BELLEW, Assistant Surgeon, Bengal Army. Super Royal 8vo.

Dp. xii. and 356, cloth. 42*.

Bellew. A GRAMMAR OF THE PUKKHTO OR PUKSHTO LANGUAGE, on a
New and Improved System. Combining Brevity with Utility, and Illustrated by
Exercises and Dialogues. By H. W. BELLEW, Assistant Surgeon, Bengal Army.
Super-royal 8vo.,pp. xii. and 156, cloth. 21*.

Bellew. FROM THE INDUS TO THE TIGRIS: a Narrative of a Journey
through the Countries of Balochistan, Afghanistan, Khorassan, and Iran, in

1872 ; together with a Synoptical Grammar and Vocabulary of the Brahoe

Language, and a Record of the Meteorological Observations and Altitudes on
the March from the Indus to the Tigris. By H. W. BELLEW, C.S.I., Surgeon
Bengal Staff Corps, Author of " A Journal of a Mission to Afghanistan in

1857-58," and "A Grammar and Dictionary of the Pukkhto Language."
Demy 8vo. cloth. 14*.

Bellew. KASHMIR AND KASHGHAR. A Narrative of the Journc^

the Embassy to Kashghar in 1873-74. By H. W. BELLEW, C.S.I. Demy
8vo. cl., pp. xxxii. and 420. 16*.

Bellows. ENGLISH OUTLINE VOCABULARY, for the use of Students of the

Chinese, Japanese, and other Languages. Arranged by JOHN BELLOAVS. With
Notes on the writing of Chinese with Roman Letters. By Professor SUMMERS,
King's College, London. Crown 8vo., pp. 6 and 368, cloth. 6*.
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Bellows. OriLixK DICTIOXARY,FORTHE USE OF MISSIONARIES, Explorers,
and Students of Language. By MAX MULLER, M.A.,Taylorian Professor in the

University of Oxford. With an Introduction on the proper use of the ordinary

English Alphabet in transcribing Foreign Languages. The Vocabulary compiled
by JOHN DELI fW8. Crown 8vo. Limp morocco, pp. xxxi. and 368. 7s. Gd.

Bellows. DicnoxuiY FOR THE POCKET, French and English, English
and F iv n eh. Both Divisions on same page. By JOHN BELLOWS. Masculine

and Feminine Words shown by Distinguishing Types. Conjugations of all the

m.-irki'd in French Part, and Hints to aid Pronunciation.

\ith Tables and Maps. Revised by ALEXJLXDRB BELJAMK, M.A.,
v of the University, Faris. Second Edition. 32nio. roan, with tuck,

gilt edges. 10*. 6d. Persian, 10s. Gd. Morocco, 12*. 6d.

Benfey. A UKAIIMAII OF THE LANGUAGE OF THE YEDAS. By Dr.
THKUDOH BENFEY. In 1 vol. 8vo., of about 6'50 pages. [/in preparation.

Benfey. A PRACTICAL GRAMMAR OF THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE, for the
use of Early Students. By THEODOR BEN FEY, Professor of Sanskrit in the

University of Gdttingen. Second, revised and enlarged, edition. Royal 8vo.

pp. viii. and 296', cloth. 10*. 6d.

Benfey. VI:II.-A UND VERWANDTES. Yon THEODOR BENFEY. Cr.

8vo. 7*. &d.

Beschi. CLAVIS HUMANIORUM LITTERARUM SUBLIMIORIS TAMULICI IDIO-
MATI> K. 1'. CONSTANTIO Jo- HID. Soc. Je>u, in M ulurcnsi

H'liano. Edited by the Rev. K. IIILMKLU, and printed for A.

BuriH-11, Esq., Tranquebar. 8vo. sewed, pp. 171. 10*. 6rf.

Beveridge. Tin; DISTRICT OF BAKAIK.ANJ; its History and Statistics.

DOE, B.C. S. 8vo. cloth, pp. xx. and 460. 21s.

Bhagavat-Geeta. See under WILKIN-.

Bibliotheca Indica. A Collection of Oriental Works published by
the Asiatic Society of Bengal. Old Series. Fasc. 1 to 235. New Series.

Fasc. 1 to 408. (Special List of Contents to be had on application.) Each
Fsc in STO.. IN.

;
in Ito., 4*.

Bibliotheca Orientalis: or, a Complete List of Books, Pamphlets,
Essays, and Journals, published in France, Germany, England, and the

lies, on the History and the Geography, the Ki-li^ioiis, tlu; Antiquities,

Literature, and Languages of the East. Kdited by CHAI <KKICI.

wed, pp. 8ti, 2*. Gd. Part II., 18/7, sewed, pp. 100, '2s. Or/.

Bibliotheca Sanskrita. See 1 i:i

Bickell. OITI.I\I> or i IM\I:. By GUSTAVUS
1> I. Kerwed - \MI r.i, IVBS

mior, 1'h.D. With a Lithographic Table oj tun by
Dr. Cr. 8vo. sd., pp. xiv. and 140. 1877. 3*.

Bigandet TIIK LIFE OR LEGEND OP GAUDAMA, the Itmldha of the
I'.u nurse, with Annotations. The ways ( . Notice on the

.KB. By the Right Kevr: hop of

Rama \postolicofAvaandregu. 8l 538, and v. 1 ll.6rf.

Bleek vMMAK OF S()U1 \\OUAOK8. By
U II. I. BLBKK, Ph.D. Volume I. I I'l,..,,,,!,,, 1C Concord.

The Noun. 8vo. pp. xxxvi. and 3"2, cloth. \ KM.

Bleek. A I'.KIEF Aooot - IK L.UIK AM> OTHER TEXTS.
\V. ||. 1 I:,.K.HC. rh.D., etc., etc. Folio M!., pp. . . 2*. 6rf.

Bleek. Hi:YNARD IK SOUTH AFRICA; or, Hot
lated from the Original Manunc r George Grey's Library. By Dr.
N\ . II. I. I::.IK, Librann y, Cape Town, Cape ut

Hope. In one volume, small 8vo., pp. xxxi. and 1/4, cloth. 3. G^.
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Blochmann. THE PBOSODY OF THE PERSIANS, according to Saifi, Jami,
and other Writers. By H. BLOCHMANN, M.A. Assistant Professor, Calcutta

Madrasah. 8vo. sewed, pp. 166. 10*. Gd.

Blochmann. SCHOOL GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA AND BRITISH BURMAH. By
H. BLOCHMANN, M.A. 12mo. pp. vi. and 100. 2*. Gd.

Blochmann. A TREATISE ON THE RUBA'I entitled Risalah i Taranah.
By AGUA AHMAD 'ALL With an Introduction and Explanatory Notes, by H.
BLOCHMANN, M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp. 11 and 17. 2*. Grf.

Blochmann. THE PERSIAN METRES BY SAIFI, and a Treatise on Persian

Rhyme by Jami. Edited in Persian, by H. BLOCHMANN, M.A. 8vo. sewed

pp. 62. 3*. Gd.

Bombay Sanskrit Series. Edited under the superintendence of G.
UUHLKK, Ph. D., Professor of Oriental Languages, Elphinstone College, and
F. KIKLHORN, Ph. D., Superintendent of Sanskrit Studies, Deccan College.
1868-70.

1. PANCHATANTRA iv. AND T. Edited, with Notes, by G. BUHLER,
Ph. D. Pp. 84, 16. t>.

2. NlGOJiBHATrA's PARiBHASHENDiTSEKHARA. Edited and explained
by F. KII.I.HOHN, Ph. D. Part I., the Sanskrit Text and Various Headings.
pp. 116. 10*. 6rf.

3. PANCIIATANTKA n. AND in. Edited, with Notes, by G. BUHLER, Ph.D.
1'].. M>, II, _>. 7. Gd.

4. PANCHATANTRA i. Edited, with Notes, by F. KIELHORN, Ph.D.
Pp. 1H, 53. 7*. Gd.

5. KALIDASA'S RAGHTJVAMSA. With the Commentary of Mallindtha.

Edited, with Notes, by SHANKARP. PANDIT, M.A. Part I. Cantos I.-VI. Ws.Gd.

6. KALIDASA'S MALAYIKA.GNIMITRA. Edited, with Notes, by SHANKAR
P. PANDIT, M.A. 10*. Gd.

7. NIGOJIBHATTA'S PARIBHASHENDUSEXHARA Edited and explained
by F. KIELHORN, Ph.D. Part II. Translation and Notes. (Paribhushus,
i.-xxxvii.) pp. 184. 10*. Gd.

8. KALIDASA'S RAGHUVAMSA. With the Commentary of Mallim'itha.

Edited, with Notes, by SHANKAR P. PANDIT, M.A. Part II. Cantos VII.-
XIII. 10*. 6d.

9. NAGOjfBHATTA's PARiBHisHENDUSEKHARA. Edited and exj)lained
by F. KIELHOHN. Part II Translation and Notes. (Paribhashus xxxviii.-

Ixix.) 7*. Gd.

10. DANDIN'S PASAKUMARACHARITA. Edited with critical and explana-
tory Notes by G. Biihler. Part I. 7s. Gd.

11. BHABTBIHABI'S KITISATAKA AND YAIRAGYASATAKA, with Extracts
from Two Sanskrit Commentaries. Edited, with Notes, by KASINATH T.
TELANG. 9*.

12. NAGOJIBHATTA'S PARIBHASHENDTTSEKHARA. Edited and exjilained
by F. KIELHORN. Part II. Translation and Notes. (Paribhat-bas Ixx.-

cxxii.) 7*. Gd.

13. KALIDASA'S RAGHT:YA:MSA, with the Commentary of Mallinatha.

Edited, with Notes, by SHANKAR P. PANDIT. Part III. Cantos XIV.-
XIX. 10*. Gd.

14. VIKRAMANKADKVACHARITA. Edited, with an Introduction, by G.
BUHLKK. 7 *'. Gd.

15. BuAVABHtm's MALATI-MADHAVA. With the Commentary of

Jagaddhara, edited by KAMKRISHNA GOPAL BHANDARKAR. 14s.
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Borooah. A PRACTICAL ENGLISH-SANSKRIT DICTIONARY. By ANUN-
DOKAM BOROOAH, B.A., B.C.S., of the Middle Temple, Barrister- at- Law.

Vol. I. A to Falseness, pp. xx.-580-lO. 1 11*. 6rf.

Borooah. A (.VMTAXIOX TO THE SANSKRIT-READING UNDERGRADUATES
of the Calcutta University, being a few notes on the Sanskrit Texts selected

for examination, and their Commentaries. By AXUNDOUAM BOKOOAH. 8vo.

pp. 64. 3*. 6d.

Borooah. BUAVABHUTI AND HIS PLACE IN SANSKRIT LITERATURE. By
MX>RAM BOROOAH. &vo. sewed, pp. 70. 5a.

Bottrell. TRADITIONS AND HEARTHSIDE STORIES OF WEST CORNWALL.
By \\". BOTTRELL (an old Celt). Demy 1-Jrno. pp. vi. 292, cloth. 1 870. Scarce.

Bottrell. TRADITIONS AND HEARTHSIDE STORIES OF WEST CORNWALL.
By WILLIAM BOTTRELL. With Illustrations by Mr. JOSEPH BLIGHT. Second
Series. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. iv. and 300. u'.v.

Bowditch. SUFFOLK SURNAMES. My JS". I, BOWDITCH. Third Edition,
8vo. pp. xxvi. and 758, cloth. 7*. 6d.

Bretschneider. ON THI: KNOWLEDGE POSSESSED BY THE ANCIENT
CHINESE OF THE ARABS AND ARABIAN COLONIES, and other We.strru Coun-
tries mentioned in Chinese Books. By E. BKETSCHNKIDEK, M.D., Physician
of the Hussian Legation at Peking. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed. 1871. 1*.

Bretschneider. XDTKS ox (TNNI>I: MKDI.KVAL TKAYKLLERS TO THE
\\ IM-. By E. BiiKTscuxEiiiEu, M.D. Demy 8vo. sd., pp. 130. 5*.

Bretschneider. A UCH/KOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL RESEARCHES ON
D pw Bmnsom. I'y E. BRETSCHNEIUER, M.D., I'liysician to the

a at Peking. Imp. 8vo. sewed, pp. 64, with 4 Maps. 5s.

Bretschneider. NOTICES OF THE MEDIAEVAL GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
OF CENTRAL AND WKMKUN ASIA. Drawn from Chinese and Mongol Writings,
and (driipanil with the Observations of Western Authors in the Midd!<

-'HNJiDiu, M.I). 8vo. sewed, pp. 233, with two Maps. 12s. 6d.

Brhat-Sanhita (The). See under Kern.

Brinton. TIN: MYTHS or TIN-: Xi:w WORLD. A Tiv;itiso on the
. aild Mythology of tin- Kd K icr nf AllI'liiM.

l!_V
DANIEL G.

\.M., M J. >,'cond Editi" Cr. 8vo. doth, pp. viii. and
Us. 6rf.

British Museum. <

5 ir AND I'M.I I;.M,KX in iho
1'iintid hy JH rnii->inn ,,( ill.- TIU-IMS

i-h .MnMim. 4tn pp. viii. an<l 1SS, hoards, jt'l L,

British Museum Publications (List of) on Sale by TKUIM K \- Co.

[Oil ,!/>/>/<

British Archaeological Association (Journal of The). Y..lmms 1 to

1 1>. (t. -rf( h. (ii-in-ral liuli I to 30. 8vo. cloth.

l';irt> Uuarlcrly. ^.v. <

Brockie. I M'l VN rim.<>-<.niY. Introduct-.i y hipn. |;\ \\\-

, the Land
ewcd. 1^7-.'. </.

Bronson A -SAMESE A- H. Cini|iih I

Brown. 1 m. In KTKHI {
.

( rrtnry and Dragoman of the Legation : tin I'mixl Matrs of

America at ( 'ontantinu|ile.
\ r llluBtrations. 8?o.

j>j..
MM .'ui.i 1 1 .. ;

Brown.- By
Inn n l',i. OWN. Autli. ;

fessor of Telugu in ibe University of London. Demy M ,-nh. 3. 64.
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Biihler. ELEVEN LAND-GRANTS OF THE CHAFLTJKYAS OF ANHILVAD.
A Contribution to the History of Gujarat. By G. BUHLEK. 16mo. sewed,

pp. 126, with Facsimile. 3*. 6rf.

Biihler. THREE NEW EDICTS OF ASOKA. By G. BUHLER. 16mo.
sewed, with Two Facsimiles. 2*. Gd.

Burgess. ARCH^OLOGICAL SURVEY OF WESTERN INDIA. Vol. 1. Report
of the First Season's Operations in the Belgam and Kaladgi Districts. Jan. to

May, 1874. By JAMES BUKGESS. With 56 photographs and lith. plates.

Royal 4to. pp. viii. and 45. 2 2*.

Vol. 2. Report of the Second Season's Operations. Report on the Antiquities of

KuthifiwfuljindKachh. 1874-5. By JAMES BURGESS, F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S., etc.

With Map, Inscriptions, Photographs, etc. Roy. 4to. half bound, pp. x. aud
242. 3 3.

Vol. 3. Report of the Third Season's Operations. 1875-76. Report on the

Antiquities in the Bidar and Aurangabad District. Royal 4to. half bound

pp. viii. and 138, with 66 photographic and lithographic plates. 2 2s.

Burnell. CATALOGUE OF A COLLECTION OF SANSKRIT MANUSCRIPTS. By
A. C. BUUNM.L, M.R.A.S., Madras Civil Service. PART 1. /'<'/ Muntixcrijitit.

Fcap. 8vo. pp. 64, sewed. 1870. 2*.

Burnell. DAYADA9A9LOKr. Ti:x SLOKAS IN SANSKRIT, with English
Translation. By A. C. BURNELL. 8vo. pp. 11. 2s.

Burnell. KLKMEXTS OF SOUTH INDIAN- PALAEOGRAPHY. From the

Fourth to the Seventeenth Century A. D. By A. C. BUKNKLL. Second Corrected

and Enlarged Edition, 3t Plates and Map, in One Vol. 4to. pp. xiv.-148.

JL* 12. b'rf.

Burnell. ON THE AINDRA SCHOOL OF SANSKRIT GRAMMARIANS. Their
Place in the Sanskrit and Subordinate Literatures. By A. C. BURNELL. 8vo.

pp. 120. 10*. (id.

Burnell. THE SAMAVIDHANABRAHMANA (being the Third Brahmana)
of the Sanaa Veda. Edited, together with the Commentary of Sayana, an

English Translation, Introduction, and Index of Words, by A. C. BUKNELL.
Volume I. Text and Commentary, with Introduction. 8vo. pp. xxxviii. and

104. 12*. 6rf.

Burnell. THE AHSHEYABRAHMANA (being the fourth Brahmana) OF

THE SAMA VEDA. The Sanskrit Text. Edited, together with Extracts from the

Commentary of Sayana, etc. An Introduction and Index of Words. By A. C.

BUKNELL, Ph.D. 8vo, pp. 51 and 109. 10*. Gd.

Burnell. THE DEYATaDHYaYABRaHMANA (being the Fifth Brahmana)
of the Sama Veda. The Sanskrit Text edited, with the Commentary of Suyana,
an Index of Words, etc., by A. C. BURNELL, M.R.A.S. 8vo. and Trans.,

pp. 31. 5*.

Burnell. THE JAIMINIYA TEXT OF THE ARSHEYABRAHMANA OF THE
fciiraa Veda. Edited in Sanskrit by A. C. BUKNELL, Ph. D. bvo. sewed, pp.
56'. 7. Gd.

Burnell. THE SAMHITOPANISHADBRAHMANA (Being the Seventh

Brahmana) of the Suma Veda. The Sanskrit Text. With a Commentary, an

Index of Words, etc. Edited by A. C. BUKNELL, Ph.D. 8vo. stiff boards,

pp. 86. 7*. Gd.

Burnell. THE VAMC.ABRAHMANA (being the Eighth Brahmana) of the

Sanaa Veda. Edited, together with the Commentary of Sayana, a Preface and

Index of Words, by A. C. BURNELL, M.H.A.S., etc. 8vo. sewed, pp. xliii.,

12, and xii., with 2 coloured plates. 10s. 6d.
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Butler. TIuxcAKiAx POKM^ AND FABLES FOR ENGLISH HEADERS.
Selected aud translated by E. D. BUTLER, of the British Museum. With
Illustrations by A.. G. BUTLER. Fcap. limp cloth, pp. vi.-88. 1877. 2#.

Buttmann. A GKAMMVH OF THE XKW TKSTAMKXT GREEK. By A.
BUTTM\NN. Authorized translation by Prof J. H. Thayer, with numerous
additions and corrections by the author. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xx. and 47*.
1873. 14.v.

Butrus-al-Bustuny. cJ, lx*! \

gSVj
c_>li An Arabic Encylopoedia

of Universal Knowledge, by BUTRUS-AL-BUSTAXY, the celebrated compiler

of Mohit ul Mohit kM la-^s** and Katr el Mohit

This work will be completed in from 12 to 15 Vols., of which Vols. I. to III.

are ready, Vol. I. contains letter \ to C-^
;

Vol. II. C >1 to J\ ;
Vol. III.

j\
to c! . Small folio, cloth, pp. 800 each. 1 Us. 6d. per Vol.

Byington. GRAMMAR OF THE CHOCTAW LANGUAGE. By the Rev. CYRUS
BYINGTOX. Kdited from the Original MSS. in Library of the American

Philosophical Society, by D. G. BRINTUN, M.D. Cr. 8vo. sewed, pp. 56. 7s. bV.

Calcutta Review (THE). Published Quarterly. Price 8s. 6d. per
number.

Caldwell. A CMMI-ARATIVK (M:\MMAK OF THE DRAVIDIAN, OR SOUTH-
LM FAMILY OF LANGUAGES. By the Rev. R. CALDWELL, I, L.I). A

Second, corrected, and enlarged Edition. Demy 8vo. pp. 805. 1875. 28*.

Callaway. I/IXUAXKKWAXK, XKVSIMANSUMANE, NEZINDABA, ZABAXTU
(Nursery Tales, Traditions, and Histories of the Zulus). In their own words,
with a Translation into English, and Notes. By the Kev. Hi NHY CAI.I.AWAY,
M.D. Volume I., 8vo. pp. xiv. and 378, cloth. Natal, 1866 and 1867. 16*.

Callaway. THK UI.LIGIOUS SYSTEM OF THE AMAZULU.
Parti. Tnkulunkulu; or, the Tradition of Creation as existing among the

Amazulu and other Tribes of South Africa,in their own words, with a translation

ii. and Notes. By the Rev. Canon CALLAWAY, M.D. 8vo. pp. 128,
sewed. 1H68. 4s.

Part II. Amatongo; or, Ancestor Worship, as existing among the Amazulu, in

their own words, with a translation into English, and Notes. Hy the Ilev.

WAV. .M.I). IV.'.t. JIvo. j.p. l'J7. scwrd. l.Mi!). 4.v.

Part III. IzinyangaZokubula; or, Divination, as existing among the Ann/uln, in

own words. With a Translation into Kni;li>h. and N..ir>. By the Rev.
Canon CALLAWAY, M.D. 8vo. pp. 150, sewed. 1870. 4*.

Part IV. Abatakati, or Medical Magic and Witchcraft. 8vo. j.p. 10. s, \\< d. 1. 6<f.

Calligaris. I. lovoa IT. 'I'm-s, ou Dicri"N\\n:i POLTGL
Par!- \ HIS, G rand Officier. etc. (French

-h Modern Greek Arabic Turkish.^

Turin. 4 4.

Campbell IMH\, tneluding '!':

rovinces, and the Eastern Krontur. Hy
:;08. 1874. 1 11*

Carletti. -tion <!. la V.'iii,'- do El-hage
lUhiiiat-ii nn den OetoendanU

'Affan). Traduit de 1'Arabe, par m ite de

TIKI!--. Hi MI sur le textr. il'unc

preface it d'un
;

Carpenter. THE I n I:\MMI.IMN

By MARY CARPEMUR, of Bristol. Illustrations. 8vo. pp.
. cloth. 7*. 6rf.
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Carr.*3- over's jurors'. A COLLECTION OF TELUGTJ PROVERBS,
Translated, Illustrated, and Explained ; together with some Sanscrit Proverbs

printed in the Devnagari and Tt-lugu Characters. By Captain M. \V. CAHR,
Madras Staff Corps. One Vol. and Supplemnt, royal 8vo. pp. 488 and 148. 31*. 6d

Catlin. O-KEE-PA. A Religious Ceremony of the Mandans. By
GEORGE CATLIN. With 13 Coloured Illustrations. 4to pp. 60, bound in cloth,

gilt edges. 14*.

Chalmers. A CONCISE KHANG-IISI CHINESE DICTIONARY. By the Rev.
J. CHALMERS, LL.D., Canton. Three Vols. Royal 8vo. bound in Chinese-

style, pp. 1000. 21*.

Chalmers. THE ORIGIN OF THE CHINESE; an Attempt to Trace the
connection of the Chinese with Western Nations in their Religion, Superstitions,
Arts, Language, and Traditions. By JOHN CHALMERS, A.M. Foolscap 8vo.

cloth, pp. 78. 5*.

Chalmers. THE SPECULATIONS ON METAPHYSICS, POLITY, AND MORALITY
OF " Tin: OLD PHILOSOPHER" LAU TS/K. Translated from the Chinese, with
an Introduction by John Chalmers, M.A. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, xx. and 62. 4*. 6d.

Charnock. LFDUS PATRONYMICTJS
; or, the Etymology of Curious Sur-

names. By Kini.uu) SM i HI.N CHAKNOIK, Ph.D., F.S.A., F.Il.G.S. Crown
8vo.. pp. 182, cloth. 7*. 6d.

Charnock. \'I.KUA NOMINALIA
;
or Words derived from Proper Names.

I3y Jxu-iiAUu STKPHKN CHAKNOCK, Ph. Dr. F.S.A., etc. 8vo. pp. 32U, cloth. 14*.

Charnock. Tin: I'KH-LKS OF TRANSYLVANIA. Founded on a Paper
rt-a.l before THE ANTHKOI-OLOGICAL SOCIETY OP LONDON, on the 1th of May,
I86fl. l',y RiciiAKD Sn nii.N CHAKNOCK, Ph.D., F.S.A., F.K.G.S. Demy
8vo. pp. 36, *ewed. 1870. 2*. 6rf.

Chaucer Society's (The). Subscription, two guineas per annum.
List of Publications on application.

Childers. A PALI-ENGLISH DICTIONARY, \vith Sanskrit Equivalents,
and with numerous Quotations, Extracts, and References. Compiled by the late

Prof. R. C. CHII.IIKKS. late of the Ceylon Civil Service. Imperial Hvo. Double
Columns. Complete in 1 Vol.. pp. \\ii. ami (i_"J. cloth. 1875. 3 3*.

The first Pali Dictionary ever published.

Childers. NOTES ON THI: SINHALESE LANGUAGE. No. 1. On the
Formation of the Plural of Neuter Nouns. By the late Prof. R. C. CHILDERS.

Demy Bvo. sd., pp. 16. 1873. 1*.

Childers. ON SANDHI IN PALI. By the late Prof. R. C. CHILDERS.
8vo. sewed, pp. 22. 1*.

Childers. THE MAHAPARINIBBANASUTTA OF THE SUTTA-PITAKA. The
Pali Text. Edited by the late Professor R. C. CIIILDEHS. 8vo. cloth, pp.
72. 5s.

China Review; OR, NOTES AND QUERIES ON THE FAR EAST. Pub-
lished bi-monthly. Edited by E. J. EITEL. 4to. Subscription, \ 10*.

per volume.

Chintamon. A COMMENTARY ON THE TEXT OE THE BHAGAVAD-GITA
;

or, the Discourse between Krishna and Arjuna of Divine Matters. A Sanscrit

Philosophical Poem. With a few Introductory Papers. By HURKYCHVND
CHINTAMON, Political Agent to H. H. the Guicowar Alulhar Rao Maharajah
of Baroda. Post 8vo. cloth, pp. 118. 6*.

Christaller. A DICTIONARY, ENGLISH, TSHI, (ASANTE), AKRA
;
Tshi

(Chwee), comprising as dialects Akan (Asante, Ake'm, Akuape'm, etc.) and
Punte*

;
Akra (Accra), connected with Adangme ; Gold Coast, West Africa.

F.nyiresi, Twi ne' Nkran Ehlisi, Otsui k.

nsem -
asekyere

- nhoma. wiemoi - asisitSomo- wolo.
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By the Rev. J. G. CHRISTALLBR, Rev. C. W. LOCHEB, Rev. J. ZIMMERMAN*.
16mo. 7*. 6</.

Christaller. A GRVMMA.R OF THE ASAXTE AND FANTE LANGUAGE, called
T*hi (Chwoe, Twi) : based on the Akuapem Dialect, with reference to the

other (Akan and Fante) Dialects. By Rev. J. G. CHRISTALLER. 8vo. pp.
xxiv. and 203. 1875. 10s. 6d.

Clarke. TKN GREAT RELIGIONS: an Essay in Comparative Theology.
By JAMKS FREEMAN CLARKE. 8vo. cloth, pp. x. and 528. 1871. 15*.

Clarke. MKMOIK <>\ Tin: COMI-VKATIVK GRAMMAR OF EGYPTIAN, COPTIC,
AND UDE. By HYDE CLARKE, Cor. Member American Oriental Society ; Mem.
German Oriental Society, etc., etc. Demy 8vo. sd., pp. 3'2. 2*.

Clarke. 1U> i.v PRE-HISTORIC AND PROTO-HISTORIC COMPARV-
TIVK PHII.OI or.v, MYTHOLOGY, AND ARCHAEOLOGY, in connexion with the

Origin of Culture in America and the Accad or Sumerian Families. By HYDB
RE. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. xi. and 74. 1875. 2*. 6rf.

Clarke. SKKPKNT AND SIVA WORSHIP, and Mythology in Central

America, Africa and Asia. By HYDE CLARKE, Esq. 8vo. sewed. 1*.

Cleasby. Ax 1< Ki.AMir-EM;i.isn DICTIONARY. Based on the MS.
of the lute Richard Cleasby. Enlarged and completed by G.
With an Introduction, and Life of Richard Cleasby, by G. WEHHB

D.C.L. 4to. 3 7.

Cleasby. APPENDIX TO AN ICELANDIC -ENGLISH DICTIONARY. See
Skeat.

Colebrooke. THE LIFE AND MIS<-T.U.ANEOUS ESSAYS OF HENRY THOMAS
COLKBROOKK. The Biography by his Son, Sir T. E. COLEBROOKE, Bart., M.P.,
The Essays edited by Professor Cowell. In 3 vols.

Vol. I. The Life. With Portrait and Map. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 492.
1 I*

Vols. II. and III. The Essays. A New Edition, with Notes by E. B. COWELL,
-krit in the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp.

xvi. 544, and X.-520. 1873. 28*.

Colleccao <!< Vocabulos e Erases uaados n;i IYovin<-i.-i do S. Pedro,
do Rio Grande do Sul, no Brasil. 1'Jmo. pp. 32, sewed. I.v.

ContOpOlllos. A I. MnM-i:\ (li;n K-K.\<.i i-i! AND K\;I.I<H
.. By N. C"XTirori.i's. In 2 vols. 8vo. cloth. Part I.

Modern Greek- English, pp. 4GU. 1'urt II. English-Modern Greek, pp. 582.
\ 7.

Conway. Tin: SACKED AN IIP. LOOT. A Book of Ethnical Script
Coll. v M. |. CONWAY. 4th edition. Demy 8vo. cloth,

pp. xvi. and 480. 12*.

Coom.ira Swamy. \ \ or, the ,,th-

I - \t and its Translation if

with
'

i. pp.
174. -. W.

Coom.ira Swamy. tie Tooth-
Heli< iih TraDfllation only. With Notes. Demy
8vo. 6*.

Coom.irn Swamy. Sn 1 Discourses
.1. wuli I : Notes.

*HA SWAMY. Cr. 8?o. ,l.,ih, pp.

Cotton.- i:. Cons: .:ti-.

to the Vocal Sy
I.;ui'i.i."-. !'. '

:. i.il .Siu AKIIHI: CoiioN, K. <">.!. Cr. StO. oloUl, pp.
38. 2i.
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Cowell and Egg-eling. CATALOGUE OF BUDDHIST SANSKRIT ^MANUSCRIPTS
in the Possession of the Royal Asiatic Society (Hodgson Collection). By Pro-
fessors . B. COWELL and J. EGGELINO. 8vo. sd., pp. 56. 2s. 6d.

Cowell. A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE ORDINARY PRAKRIT OF THE
S \NSKRIT DRAMAS. With a List of Common Irregular Prakrit Words. By
Prof. E. B. COWELL. Cr. 8vo. limp cloth, pp. 40. 1875. 3s. 6d.

Cunningham. THE ANCIENT GEOGRAPHY OF INDIA. I. The Buddhist
Period, including the Campaigns of Alexander, and the Travels of Hwen-Thsang.
By ALEXANDKR CUNNINGHAM, Major-General, Royal Engineers (Bengal Re-

tired). With thirteen Maps. 8vo. pp. xx. 590, cloth. 1870. 28*.

Cunningham. Tin-: BHIT.SA TOPES; or, Buddhist Monuments of Central
India: comprising a brief Historical Sketch of the Rise, Progress, and Decline

of Buddhism ; with an Account of the Opening aud Examination of ihe various

Groups of Topes around Bhilsa. I5y Brev. -Major Alexander Cunningham,
Bengal Engineers. Illustrated with thirty- three Plates. 8vo. pp. xxxvi. 370,
cloth. 1K>4. 2 28.

Cunningham. ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF INDIA. Four Reports,
made during the years lhG2-G3-64-'>5. By ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM, C.S.I.,

Majoi-Cinicral. etc. With Maps and Plates. Vols. 1 to 5. Svo.cloth. 6.

Cust. A SKETCH OF THI: MOUKKN LANGUAGES OF TIN: HAST INDIES.

Accompanied by Two Language Maps. By R. CUST. Post 8vo. pp. xii. and

198, cloth. 12*.

Da Cunha. MEMOIR ON THE HISTORY OF THE TOOTH-RELIC OF
('} \\ o.\ ; with an Essay on the Life and System of Gautama Buddha. By J.

OIK-UN DA CUNHA. Svo.cloth, pp.xiv. and 70. With 4 photographs and cuts.

7.v. <"/.

Da Cunha. THE SAHYADRI KHANDA OF THE SKANDA PURANA
;

a

Mythological, Historical and Geographical Account of Western India. First

edition of the Sanskrit Text, with various readings. By J. GKKSON DA CUXHA,
M.K.C.S. and L.M. Eng., L.R.C.P. Edinb., etc. 8vo. bds. pp. 580. 1 Is.

Da Cunha. NOTES ON THE HISTORY AND ANTIQUITIES OF CIT.UL AND
-MX. By J. GEKSON DA CIMIA. M.R.C.S. and L.M. Eng., etc. 8vo.

cloth, pp. xvi. and 26'2. With 17 photographs, 9 plates and a map. 1 5n.

Dalton. DESCRIPTIVE ETHNOLOGY OF BENGAL. By EDWARD Tim;
DALTON, C.S.I., Colonel, Bengal Staff Corps, etc. Illustrated by Lithograph
Portraits copied from Photographs. 3^ Lithograph Plates. 4to. half calf,

pp. 340. 6 6.

D'Alwis. A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT, PALI, AND SINHALESE
LITERARY WOHKS or CEYI.ON. By JAM TO D'ALWIS, M.R.A.S., Advocate of

the Supreme Court, &c., &c. In Three Volumes. Vol. I., pp. xxxii. and 244,
sewed. 1870. 8*. 6d.

Davids. THREE INSCRIPTIONS OF PARJIKRAMA Banu THE GREAT, from

Pulastipura, Ceylon. By T. W. RHYS DAVIDS. 8vo. pp. 20. 1*. tirf.

Davids. SIGIRI, THE LION ROCK, NEAR PULASTIPURA, AND THE 39TH
CHAPTER OF THE MAHAVAMSA. By T. W. RHYS DAVIDS. 8vo. pp. 30. 1*. 6d.

Delepierre. SUPERCHERIES LITTERAIRES, PASTICHES SUTMSITIOXS
D'AVTJUR, DANS LES LETTRKS ET DANS LES ARTS. Par OCTAVE DKI.KI-IEKRE.

Fcap. 4to. paper cover, pp. 328. 14*.

Delepierre. TABLEAU DE LA LITTERATURE DU CENTON, CHEZ LES A N

et chez les Modernes. Par Octave Delepierre. 2 vols. small 4 to. paper cover,

pp. 324 and 318. 21*.

Delepierre. ESSAI HISTORIQUE ET BIBLIOGRAPHIC.!- i: sn: LES I!

Par Octave Delepierre. 8vo. pp. 24, sewed. With 15 pages of Woodcuts.

1870. 3. 6d.
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Dennys. CHINA AND J.U-AX. A complete Guide to the Open Ports of
tlue countries, together with Pekin, Yeddo, Hong Kong, and Macao

; forming
a (iuide Book and Vade Meenm for Travellers, Merchants, and Residents in

general; with ">(> Maps and Plans. By WM. FRKDEHICK MAYERS, F. U.G.S.

JI.M.'s Con-ular Service ; N. l>. DI-NNYS, late H.M.'s Consular Service; and
CHAKI.KS KIM;, Lieut Hoval Marine Artillery. Edited by N. B. DENNYS.
In one volume. Svo. pp. b'OO, cloth. '2 2s.

Dennys. A HANDBOOK <>F mi: CANTON VERNACULAR OF THE CITIXESE

Being a Series of Introductory Lessons, for Domestic and
Business Purposes. By N. B. DENNYS, M.R.A.S., Ph.D. Svo. cloth, pp. 4,

i .-.;. ci 10*.

Dennys. A HANDBOOK OF MALAY COLLOQUIAL, as spoken in Singapore,
Beinir a Series of Introductory Lessons for Domestic and Business Purposes.

mre, Ph.D., F.R.G.S., M.R.A.S., etc, Author of 'The
Folklore of China," "Handbook of Cantonese," etc., etc. Svo. cloth, pp.

. \ Is.

Dennys. Tin: FOLK-LORE OF CHINA, and its Affinities with that of
the Aryan and Semitic Races. By N. 15. DKNNYS, Ph.D., F.H.G.S., M.R.A.S.,
author of " A Handbook of the Canton Vernacular," etc. 8vo. cloth, pp. 168.

]d-.

De Vere. -LISH
; or, Glimpses of the Inner Life

of our Language. By M. "MM ILK DE VERB, LL.D., Professor of Modern

Languages in the University of Virginia. Svo. cloth, pp vi. and 365. 12$. 6d.

De Vere. \ nca: TIN-: KN<;LISH OF THH NK\V WOULD. By
M. fi LL.D., Professor of Modern Languages in the

University of Virginia. 8vo. pp. 685, cloth. 12*.

Dickson. THK J'UIIMUKKIM, l.cin^ the Bu<MhisJ Office of the Con-
. of Priests. The Pali Text, with a Translal.^n, and Notes, by J. F.

UK K-.N. M.A. vo. sd.. pp. (ij). 2.
Dinkard (The). The ()ii-in;tl i\-hl\vi Text, the same teaiMtiterated

in Zi nd Cliaracters. Translations of the Text in the Gujrati and English

Languages; a Commentary and Glossary of Select Terms. By PESHOTUN
> \J\NA. Vols. I. and II. Svo. cloth. ._ ->.

Duhne. A Xn.r-K u n: I)K-I IMNAKV. rtymolo^icjilly explained, with
us ami examples, preceded by an introduction on the Zulu-

_'iajre. By the Rev. J. L. DdMUB. Koyal bvo. pp. xlii. and 418,
ewed -vn. 1857. 21*.

Duhne. THK IN /ri.u. By tin- IN v. .1. I.. IK'.IIM:,

to the Ameru in Hoard, C.P.M. Svo. pp. 20, cloth. 1'ietermaritx-

5*.

Doolittle. A !\M.I:<MK ! \\urAOE.
in the Mandarin 1'nilect. In 'I wo \'<>lnines conipriM-d in Three

art*. By Her. I Lite ot' tin- ''liinese."

and 648. Vol.11. I'arla II. and 111., pp. MI. and 695.
1 i . v.,1

Douglas.- CmM.H.-KM.i.i-n MKTIONABYOI >KEH

pal variations of tin < \v and

MiMintmry of i aid. 1 vol. High quarto,
ii, double c .. id 3*.

Douglas.- < HIM-;

and I ,->. St.

Douglas. , i hi- Chinese,
\WAY Doi

and rrnfpusor f Chitipw, King's College, Lon Ctvo. cloth, pp.
xxxvi.-106. 1877. 5*.

2
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Douse. GRIMM'S LAW
;
A STUDY : or, Hints towards an Explanation

of the so-called "
Lautverschiebun^." To which are added some Remarks on

the Primitive Indo-European K, and several Appendices. By T. LE MAKCHANT
DOUSE. 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 230. 10*. 6of.

Dowson. A GRAMMAR OF THE URDU OR HINDUSTANI LANGUAGE. By
JOHN DOWSON, M.R.A.S. 12mo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 264-. 10s. 6d.

Dowson. A HINDUSTANI EXERCISE BOOK. Containing a Series of

Passages and Extracts adapted for Translation into Hindustani. By JOHN
DOWSON, M.R.A.S., Professor of Hindustani, Staff College. Crown 8vo. pp.
100. Limp cloth, Is. 6d.

Dwight. MOHKKX PHILOLOGY: Its Discovery, History, and Influence.

N \v edition, with Maps, Tabular Views, and an Index. By BENJAMIN \V.

DWIGHT. In two vols. cr. 8vo. cloth. First series, pp. 360 ;
second series,

pp. xi. and 554. \.

Early English Text Society's Publications. Subscription, one guinea

per annum.

1. EARLY ENGLISH AI.I.ITKK \TIVK POKM^. In the West-Midland
Dialect of the Fourteenth Century. Edited by R. MORRIS, Esq., from an

unique Cottonian MS. 16*.

2. ARTHUR (about 1440 A.D.). Edited by F. J. FURNIVALL, Esq.,
from the Marquis of Bath's unique MS. 4.

3. ANE COMPENDIOUS AND BKU T; TRACTATE CONCERNYNG YE OFFICE
AND DEWTIE OF KYNGIS, etc. By WILLIAM LADDER. (1556 A.D.) Edited

by F. HALL, Esq., D.C.L. 4*.

4. SIR GAWAYNE AND THE GRKEN KXIGHT (about 1320-30 A.D.).
Edited by It. MORRIS, Esq., from an unique Cottonian MS. lU.s.

5. OF THE ORTHOGRAPHIE AND CONGRUITIE OF TIM: P>KITAN TONGUE;
a treates, noe shorter than necessarie, for the Schooles, be ALEXANDER HVME.
Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the British Museum (about
1617 A.D.), by HKNHY \\. WHKATLKY, Esq. 4*.

6. LANCELOT OF THE LATK. Edited from the unique MS. in the Cam-
bridge University Library (ab. 1500), by the Rev. WALTER W. SKKAT,
M.A. 8*.

7. THE STORY OF GENESIS AND EXODUS, an Early English Song, of

about 1250 A.D. Edited for the first time from the unique MS. in the Library
of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by R. MORRIS, Esq. 8s.

8 MORTE ARTHURE; the Alliterative Version. Edited from ROBERT
THORNTON'S unique MS. (about 1440 A.D.) at Lincoln, by the Hev. GEORGE
PERRY, M.A

, Prebendary of Lincoln, "in.

9. ANIMADVERSIONS UPPON THE ANNOTACIONS AND CORRECTIONS OF
SOME IMPERFECTIONS OF IMPHF.XIO.M > OF CHAUCER'S W..KKIS, reprinted
in 1598; by FRANCIS THYNNE. Edited from the unique MS. in the

Bridgewater Library. ByG. H.KINGSLEY, Esq., M.D., and F. J. FUIIXIVALL,

Esq., M.A. 10.

10. MERLIN, OR THE EARLY HISTORY OF KING ARTHUR. Edited for the

first time from the unique MS. in the Cambridge University Library (about
1450 A.D.), by HENRY B. WHEATLEY, Esq. Part I. 2*. 6d.

11. THE MONARCHE, and other Poems of Sir David Lyndesay. Edited

from the first edition by JOHNE SKOTT, in 1552, by FITZEDWARD HALL,

Esq., D.C.L. Part I. 3*.

12. THE WRIGHT'S CHASTE WIFE, a Merry Tale, by Adam of Cob>am

(about 1462 A.D.), from the unique Lambeth MS. 306. Edited for the first

time by F. J. FURNIVALL, Esq., M.A. 1*.
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Early English Text Society's Publications continual.

13. SKIMH .Mu;iii:u:n:. JM:
MKIIT.X AM MARTYR. Three Texts of ab.

1200, 1310, 1330 A.D. First edited in 1862, by the Rev. OSWALD COCKAYNE,
M.A., and now re-issued.

14. Kvxu HORN-, with fragments of Floriz and Blauncheflur, and the

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin. Edited from the MSS. in the Library of

the University ofCambridge and the British Museum, by the Rev. J. 11AW SON
LUMBT. 3*. firf

15. POLITIC \i. RKLIGIOUS, AND LOVE POEMS, from the Lambeth MS.
306, and other sources. Edited by F. J. FURNIVALL, Esq., M.A.

94.

16. A TRETICE rx ENGLISH breuely drawe out of f book of Quintis

ncijs in Latyn, J> Hermys f prophete and king of Egipt after
\>

flood

of Noe, fader of Philoaophris, hadde by reuelacioun of an aungil of God to him
sente. Edited from the Sloane MS. 73, by F. J. FURXIVALL, Esq., M.A. Is.

17. PARALI.KI. EXTRACTS from 29 Manuscripts of PIERS PLOWMAN, with
Comments, and a Proposal for the Society's Three-text edition of this Poem.

By the Rev. W. SKEAT, M.A. 1*.

18. HALI Mi:ii)Kxiir.AH. aliout 1200 A.D. Edited for the first time from
the MS. (with a translation) by the Rev. OSWALD COCKAYNE, M.A. 1>.

19. THE MuXAitcHK, and other Poems of Sir David Lyndesay. Part II.,
the Complaynt of the King's Papingo, and other minor Poems. Edited from
the First Kdition by F. HALL, Esq., D.C L. 3s. tid.

20. SMME Ti; i Kicn\i;i KHI.LK DE HAMPOLE. Edited from
Robert of Thornton's MS. (ab. 1440 A.J>.), by Rev. GEORGE G. PEKRV,
M.A. ],.

21. MEKLIX, OR THK KXIM.Y HISTORY OF KING ARTHUE. Partll. Edited

by HEXKT B. Win \II.IY, Esq. 4*.

22. Tin: 1 LY. OB I. r Edited for the first time
from the unique M.S. in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, by the

Rev. \V. \\. SKI \i. M.A. 6*.

23. ] AviMiin; or IXWYT, or Remorse of Conscience, in

the Kentish diali-rt, I::JIA.D. Kditi-d from the unique MS. in the British

MH-. '. \:,. :r, K: HARD Moiut is, Esq. 10>.

24. Jl .

; Tin; I'MM.I \MI:XT <>i

and ()tln : i ,!iti-d from the Lambeth MS. 853, by F. J.

l.A. 3*.

. and the ril-iiiu's Sea-Voyage and v

SickneM, with Ckne Maydcnliod. Kilned tiom tlu-. \diuin and Porkington

I.MJ . M \. U.

26. EKLIGIOUS PIECES IN PROHE AK YEEBI. Containing Dan Jon

Abbaye of > Sayne Jon, and other piece*
in th,- .\,,rthrrn Dialeet. Edited from Kolx-rt of Thurntane'i MS. (ab. 1460

A.D.), by M.A. 2.

27. MA.NIPULUS VOCABULOBTTM : a Rhyming Dictionary of the English
Language, by PKTRK LRVINS (1570). Edited, with an Alphabetical Index,

: V II \VEATLY. 12*.

28. T KRinxo Preiw PLOWMAIT, together witk
. de Dowel. I >obet. 1362 A.D., hy WILLIAM LANOLAND. The

earliest or Vcrnon T hted from the Vernon MS., with full

Collations, bv Rev. W. W. SKF.A r, M.A. It.
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Early English Text Society's Publications continued.

29. OLD ENGLISH HOMILIES AND HOMILETIC TREATISES. (Sawles Warde
and the "Wohunge of Ure Lauerd : Ureisuns of Ure Louerd and of lire Lefdi,

etc.) of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries. Edited from MSS. in the Brit-

ish Museum, Lambeth, and Bodleian Libraries ;
with Introduction, Transla-

tion, and Notes. By RICHARD MORRIS. First Series. Part I. 7*.

30. PIERS, THE PLOUGHMAN'S CREDE (about 1394). Edited from the
MSS. by the Rev. W. W. SKEAT, M.A. 2s.

31. INSTRUCTIONS FOR PARISH PRIESTS. By JOHN MYRC. Edited from
Cotton MS. Claudius A. II., by EDWARD PEACOCK, Esq., F.S.A.,ete., etc. 4.

32. THE BABEES BOOK, Aristotle's ABC, Urbanitatis, Stans Puer ad
Mensam, The Lytille Childreues Lytil Boke THE BOKES OF NURTURK of

Hugh Khodes and John Russell, Wynkjn de Worde's ISokeof Kervynge, The
Booke of Demeanor, The Boke of Curtasye, Seager's Schoole of Vertue, etc.,

etc. With some French and Latin Poems on like subjects, and some Fore-

words on Education in Early England. Edited by F. J. FURNIVALL, M.A.,
Trin. Hall, Cambridge. 15*.

33. THE BOOK OF THE KNIGHT DE LA TOUR LANDRY, 1372. A Father's
Book for his Daughters, Edited from the Harleian MS. 1764, by THOMAS
WHIGHT Esq., M.A., and Mr. WILLIAM ROSSITER. fca.

::i. OLD ENGLISH HOMILIES AND HoMii.mr T&IAXISBS. (Sawles \Varde,
and the "Wohunge of Ure Lauerd : Ureisuns of Ure Louerd and of Ure Lefdi,

etc.) of the Twrlfth and Thirtimth Outlines. Kdit.-d from MSS. in the

British Museum, Lambeth, and Boulrian Libraries; \vitli Introduction, Trans-

lation, and Notes, by RICHARD MORRIS. First Series. Part 2. 8*.

35. SIR DAVID LYNDESAY'S WORKS. PART 3. The Historic of ane
Nobil and Wailzeand Sqvyer, WILLIAM MI.LURUM, umqvhyle Laird of

Cleische and Bynnis, compylit be Sir DAUID LYNJ>ESAT of the Mont alias

Lyoun King of Annes. With the Testament of the said Willi.irm: Mel-

drum, Squyer, compylit alswa be Sir Dauid Lyndesay, etc. Edited by F.

HALL, D.C.L. 2*.

36. MERLIN, OR THE EARLY HISTORY OF KING ARTHUR. A Prose
Romance <about 1450-1460 A.D.), edited from the unique MS. in the

University Library, Cambridge, by HENRY B. Win vn i \. With an Essay
on Arthurian Localities, by J. S. STUART GLENNIE, Esq. PartlH. 189. 12*.

37. SIR DAVID LYNDESAY'S WORKS. Part IY. Ane Satyre of the
thrie estaits, in commendation of vertew and vitvperation of vyce. Maid
be Sir DAVID LINDESAY, of the Mont, alias Lyon King of Armes. At

Edinbvrgh. Printed be Robert Charteris, 16'U'J. Cvm privilegio regis.

Edited by F. HALL, Esq., D.C.L. 4s.

38. THE YISION OF WILLIAM CONCERNING PIERS THE PLOWMAN,
together with Vita de Dowel, Dobet, et Dobest, Secundum Wit et Resoun,

by WILLIAM LANGLAND (1377 A.D.). The "
Crowley" Text; or Text B.

Edited from MS. Laud Misc. 581, collated with MS. Rawl. Poet. 3S, MS.
B. 15. 17. in the Library of Trinity College, Cambridge, MS. Dd. 1. 17. in

the Cambridge University Library, the MS. in Oriel College, Oxford. MS.

Bodley 814, etc. By the Rev. WALTER WT
. SKEAT, M.A., late Fellow of

Christ's College, Cambridge. 10*. Gd.

39. THE "(JEST HYSTORIALE" OF THE DESTRUCTION OF TROY. An
Alliterative Romance, translated from Guido De Colonna's "

Hystoria
Troiana." Now first edited from the unique MS. in the lluntorian Museum,
University of Glasgow, by the Rev. GEO A. PANTON and DAVID DONALDSON.
Part L 10*. Bd.
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40. Exfii.iMi (in.Bs. The Original Ordinances of more than One
Hundred Early English Gilds : Together with the olde usages of the cite of

^Vynchestre; The Ordinances of Worcester; The Office of the Mayor of

Bristol ; and the Customary of the Manor of Tettenhall- Regis. From
Original M$S. of the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries. Edited with

Notes by the late TOULMIX SMITH, Esq., F.R.S. of Northern Antiquaries

(Copenhagen). With an Introduction and Glossary, etc., by his daughter,
LUCY Tri.MIX SMITH. And a Preliminary Essay, in Fire Parts, ON THB
HivrouY AND DEVELOPMENT or GILDS, by Lujro BRENTANO, Doctor Juris

Utri usque et Philosophise. 21s.

41. Tin: MINOR POEMS OF "WILLIAM LAUDER, Playwright, Poet, and
Minister of the Word of God (mainly on the State of Scotland in and about
1568 A.D., that year of Famine and Plague). Edited from the Unique
Originals belonging to S. CHRISTIE-MILLER, Esq., of Britwell, by F. J.

MVALL, M.A., Trin. Hall, Camb. 3s.

42. BERXARDUS DE CURA KEI FAMULIARIS, with some Early Scotch

Prophecies, etc. From a MS., KK 1. 5, in the Cambridge University

Library. Edited by J. RAWSOX LUMBY, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen
College, Cambridge. 2s.

43. RATIS RAVING, and other Moral and Religious Pieces, in Prose and
<. Ediu-d from the Cambridge University Library MS. KK 1. 5, by J.

RAWSOX LUMBY, M.A., late Fellow of Magdalen College, Cambridge. 3*.

44. JOSEPH OF ARIMATHIE : otherwise called the Romance of the
Seint Graal, or Holy Grail: an alliterative poem, written about A.D. 1350,
and now first printed from the unique copy in the V'ernon MS. at Oxford.
With an appendix, containing "The Lyfe of Joseph of Armathy," reprinted
from the black-letter copy of Wynkvn de "Worde ;

" De sancto Joseph ab

Arimathia." first printed by Pynson, A.D. 1516 ; and "The Lyfe of Joseph of

Arimathia," first printed by Pynson, A.D. 1520. Edited, with Notes and
Glossarial Indices, by the Rev. WALTER W. SKEAT, M.A. 5a.

4 "). 1 \Vi BT-SAXOM VI:I:SION OF GREGORY'S PASTORAL CARE.
i an KnglMi translation, the Latin Text, Notes, and an Introduction

n SWEET, Esq., of Balliol College, Oxford. Part I. ID,.

46. I. i nn: llm.v HMMH; SYMBOLS or THE PASSION AXD CROSS-
MS. In Old KiiL'li.-li of tin- F.h-vrnth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Cen-

turies. Edited from MSS. in the Briiish Museum and Bodleian Libraries;
with Introduction, Translations, and Glossarial Index. By RICHAKD
MORRIS, LL.D. 10.

WORKS. PART V. The Minor Poems oi

Lyndesay. Edited by J. A. 11. MIUUAY, Esq. 3*.

48. THE TIMES' WIH-IU:: or, A N< in h.ium-c <>f Si-vni Satires, and
other Poems : Compiled by I; . '..<< nt. Now tir.st Kditr.l from MS. ^

in the Library of Canterbury Cathedral; with Introduction, Notes, and

Glossary, by J. M. Cow PER C>*.

49. AN OLD I M a Bestiary, KM
rbn of All:

from the MSS. by the l:.v. I : h 10.

50. I WEST-SA i KOORY'S PASTORAL CARE.
. with an Knglish tran.i :v SWBKT, Esq.,

Balliol College. Oxford I'.u: II. 10s.

:>1.
]Tr.

I, in. A --ts of
K \YN1

and I;KOCK. Edited by the ! >cKATNB, M A. Iure2.
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o2. PALLADIUS ON HUSBONDRIE, from the unique MS., ab. 1420 A.D.,
ed. Kev. B. LODGE. Part I. 10s.

53. OLD ENGLISH HOMILIES, Series II., from the unique 13th-century
MS. in Trinity Coll. Cambridge, with a photolithograph ;

three Hymns to

the Virgin and God, from a unique 13th-century MS. at Oxford, a photo-

lithograph of the music to two of them, and transcriptions of it in modern
notation by Dr. RIMBAULT, and A. J. KLLIS, Esq., F.R.S.; the whole
edited by the Rev. RICHARD MORRIS, LL.D. 8*.

54. THE VISION OF PIERS PLOWMAN, Text C (completing the three
versions of this great poem), with an Autotype ;

and two unique alliterative

Poems: Kichaid the Kedeles (by WILLIAM, the author of the / '/*//,// ) ;
and

The Crowned King ;
edited by the Kev. W. VV. SKI- AT, M.A. 18.*.

55. GENERYDES, a Romance, edited from the unique MS.., ab. 1440 A.D.,

in Trin. Coll. Cambridge, by VV. ALDIS WRIGHT, Esq., M.A., Trin. Coll.

Cambr. Pact T. 3*.

56. THE (ii>i II Y-MIM u.i: OF THE DESTRUCTION OF TROY, translated

from Ouido de Colonna, in alliterative verse ; edited from ihe unique MS. in

the Hunterian Museum, Glasgow, by D. DONALDSON, Esq., and the late Rev.

G. A. Panton. Part 1 1. 10*. 6d.

57. THE EARLY ENGLISH VERSION OF THE " CURSOR MUNDI," in four

Texts, from MS. Cotton, Vesp. A. iii. in the British Museum ;
Fairfax MS.

14. in the Bodleian
; the Gbttingen MS. Theol. 107 ; MS. R. 3, 8, in Trinity

College, Cambridge. Edited by the Rev. R. Morris, LL.D. Part I. with

two photo-lithographic facsimiles by Cooke and Fotheringham. 10$. b'rf.

58. THE BLICKLTXG HOMIMKS, edited from the Marquis of Lothian's

Anglo-Saxon MS. of 971 A.D., by the Rev. R. MOURIS, LL.D. (With a

Photolithograph). Part 1. 8*.

59. THE EABLY ENGLISH VERSION OF THE " CURSOR MUNDI ;" in four

Texts, from MS. Cotton Vesp. A. iii. in the British Museum; Fairfax MS.
J4. in the Bodleian; the Gbttingen MS. Theol. 107; MS. R. 3, 8, in Trinity

College, Cambridge. Edited by the Rev. R. MORRIS, LL.D. Part II. 15*.

60. MEDITACYUNS ON THE SOPER OF OCR LORDE (perhaps by HOBERT
or BRUNNE). Edited from the MSS. by J. M. COWPER, Esq. 2*. 6d.

61. THE ROMANCE AND PROPHECIES OF THOMAS OF ERCELDOUNE, printed
from Five MSS. Edited by Dr. JAMES A. H. MURRAY. 10s. rf.

62. THE EARLY ENGFJSH VERSION OF THE "CURSOR MUNDI," in Four
Texts. Edited by the Rev. R. MORRIS, M.A., LL.D. Part III. 15s.

63. THE BLICKLING HOMILIES. Edited from the Marquis of Lothian's

Anglo-Saxon MS. of 971 A.D., by the Rev. R. MORRIS, LL.D. Part II. 4*.

64. FRANCIS THYNNE'S EMBLEMES AND EPIGRAMS, A.D. 1600, from the

Earl of Ellesmere's unique MS. Edited by F. J. FURMVALL, M.A. 4*.

65. BE DOMES D^GE (Bede's De Die Judicii) and other short Anglo-
Saxon Pieces. Edited from the unique MS. by the Rev. J. RAWSON LLMBY,
B.D. 2*.

66. THE EARLY ENGLISH VERSION OF THE "CURSOR MUNDI," in Four
Texts. Edited by Rev. R. MORRIS, M.A., LL.D. Part IV. 10*.

67. NOTES ON PIERS PLOWMAN. By the llev. W. W. SKEAT. M.A.
Part I. 21*.

68. The Early English Version of the " CURSOR MUNDI," in Four
Texts. Edited by Rev. R. MORRIS, M.A., LL.D. Part V. 25*.
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69. ADAM DAVY'S FIVK DKKAMS AHOUT EDWARD II. THE LITE OP
v olomon's Book of Wisdom. St. Jerome's 15 Tokens

before Doomsday. The Lamentation of Souls. Edited from the Laud MS.
... in the Bodleian Library, by F. J. FURNIVALL, M.A. 5t.

E.ctra .SnV?. Subscriptions Small paper, one guinea ; large paper
two guineas, per annum.

1. THK ; OF "\VILLIAM OF PALKRNE (otherwise known as the
Homance of William and the Werwolf). Translated from the French at the

command of Sir Humphrey de Bohun, about A.D. 1350, to which is added a

:nent of the Alliterative Romance of Alisaunder, translated from the

Latin by the same author, about A.D. 1340; the former re-edited from the

unique MS. in the Library of King's College, Cambridge, the' latter now
tir>t edited from the unique MS. in the Bodleian Library, Oxford. By the

Rev. WALTER W. SKEAT, M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp. xliv. and 3'JS. l 6s.

2. ON EARLY ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION, with especial reference to

Shakspere and Chaucer ; containing an investigation of the Correspondence
of Writing with Speech in England, from the Anglo-Saxon period to the

present day, preceded by a systematic dotation of all Spoken Sounds by
means of the ordinary Printing Types ; including a re-arrangement of Prof.

F. J. Child's Memoirs on the Language of Chaucer and Gower, and reprints
of the rare Tracts by Salisbury on English, 1547, and Welsh, 1567, and by
Barcley on French, 152J By ALEXANDER J. ELLIS, F.R.S. Parti. On
the Pronunciation of the xivth, xvith, xvnth, and xvnith centuries. 8vo.

sewed, pp. viii. and 416. 10.

3. CAXTON'S BOOK OF CURTESYE, printed at Westminster about 1477-8,
A.D., and now reprinted, with two MS. copies of the same treatise, from the

Oriel MS. 79, and the Balliol MS. 354. Kdited by FREDERICK J. FURNI-
VALI., M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp. xii. and 58. 5.

4. Tin: LVY OF HAVKI.I.K THK D\M:; r(.n)pn-r,l in tin- n-iirn of
ird I., about A.D. 1280. Formerly edited by Sir F. MAPI IN tor the

', and now re-edited from the unique MS. Laud Misc. 108, in

the Bodleian Library, Oxford, by the Rev. WAI/IKK \\ . >KI A i
,
M.A. 8vo.

sewed, pp. Iv. and 1GO. 10*.

5. CHAUCER'S T: 8 Of I

1

-'! mius's ""Hi: ' IONE
Pnn.'-'ii'iin." F.'iited from the Additional MS. ]0...I" in the Hritish

Museum. Collated with the Cambridge Univ. Libr. MS. 1 i. ;>. 21. By
Mtn MORRIS. 8vo.

6 THE KOM\ niE CHI-. . itrd frmn the
ue manuscript in the British M I, and

Glossarial Index, by HENEY 11. GIBBK, Esq., M.A. 8vo. sewed, pp.
xviii and 38. 3.

ir PBONI < to

. etc.

, of

Anglo-Saxon,! rr and Go' I 'I ililes of

the Value of Letters and Expression oi - 10*.

8. <: Mr MP 1 1

A I r.ili. i -it-. \

of t! -, LydgMtc'K Order of 1

bj
l .1 .

irly Italian and
man Books of Courtesy, \>\ VALD,

Esq. 8vo. 13*.
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9. THE FRATERNITYE OF VACABONDES, by JOHN AWDELEY (licensed
in 1560-1, imprinted then, and in 1565), from the edition of 1575 in the

Bodleian Library. A Caueat or Warening for Commen Cursetors vulgarely
called Vagabones, by THOMAS HARMAN. ESCIUIERE. From the 3rd edition of

1567, belonging to Henry Huth, Esq., collated with the 2nd edition of 1567,

in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and with the reprint of the 4th edition of

1573. A Sermon in P'raise of Thieves and Thievery, by PARSON HABEN OR

HYBERDYNE, from the Lansdowne MS. 98, and Cotton Vesp. A. 25. Those

parts of the Groundworke of Conny-catching (ed. 1592), that differ from

Harmon's Caueat. Edited by EDWARD VILES & F. J. FURNIVALL. 8vo.

7*. 6rf.

10. THE FYKST BOKE OF THE INTRODUCTION OF KNOWLEDGE, made by
Andrew Borde, of Physycke Doctor. A COMPEXDYOUS REOYMEXT OF A
DYETARY OF HELTH made in Mountpyllier, compiled by Andrewe Boorde,
of Physycke Doctor. BAKNKS IN TII K I)i;i KN< E OF THE BKRDE : a treatyse

made, answerynge the treatyse of Doctor Borde upon Berdes. Edited, with

a life of Andrew Boorde, and large extracts from his Breuyary, by F. J

FURNIVALL, M.A., Trinity Hall, Camb. 8vo. 18*.

11. THE BRUCE
; or, the Book of the most excellent rmd noble Prince,

Robert de Broyss. King of Scots : compiled by Master John Barbour, Arch-

deacon of Aberdeen. A.D. 1375. Edited from MS. G 23 in the Library of St.

John's College, Cambridge, written A.D. 1487 ;
collated with the MS. in the

Advocates' Library at Edinburgh, written A.D. 1489, and with Hart's

Edition, printed A.D. 1616 ; with a Preface, Notes, and Glossarial Index, by
the Rev. WALTER W. SKEAT, M.A. Parti 8vo. ]'2*.

12. ENGLAND IN THE RI.H.N OF KING HF.NKY THE EIGHTH. A
Dialogue between Cardinal Pole and Thomas Lupset, Lecturer in Rhetoric

at Oxford. By THOM s STAKKEY, Chaplain to the King. Edited, with

Preface, Notes, and Glossary, by J. M. COWPER. And with an Introduction,

containing the Life and Letters of Thomas Starkey, by the Rev.J. S. BRKWER,
M.A. Part II. 12*. (Part /., Starkey" s Life and Letters, is in preparation.

13. A SUPPLICACYON FOR THE BEGGARS. Written about the year 1529,
by SIMOX FISH. Now re-edited by FREDERICK J. FI.RNIVALL. With a

Supplycacion to our moste Soueraigne Lorde Kynge Henry the Eyght
(1544 A.D.), A Supplication of the Poore Commons (1546 A.D.),The Decaye
of England by the great multitude of Shepe (1550-3 A.D.). Edited by J.

MEADOWS COWPER. 6*.

14. ON EARLY ENGLISH PI;<>M-.\< I.\TION, with especial reference to

Shakspere and Chaucer. By A. J. ELLIS, F.R.S., F.S.A. Part III.

Illustrations of the Pronunciation of the xivth and xvith Centuries. Chaucer,

Gower, Wycliffe, Spenser, Shakspere, Salesbury, Barcley, Hart, Bullokar,
Gill. Pronouncing Vocabulary. 10*.

15. ROBERT CROWLEY'S THIRTY-ONE EPIGRAMS, Yoyce of the Last

Trumpet, Way to Wealth, etc., 1550-1 A.D. Edited by J. M. COWPEH, Esq.
12*.

16. A TREATISE ON THE ASTROLABE; addressed to bis son Lowys, by
Geoffrey Chaucer, A.D. 1391. Edited from the earliest MSS. by the Rev.

WALTER W. SKEAT, M.A., late Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge. 10s.

17. THE COMPLAYNT OF SCOTLANDE, 1549, A.D., with an Appendix of

four Contemporary English Tracts. Edited by J. A. H. MURRAY, Esq.
Part I. Id*.

18. THE COMPLAYNT OF SCOTLANLE, etc. Part II. 8.

19. OURE LADYKS MYROURE, A.D. 1530, edited by the Rev. J. H.
BLUNT, M.A., with four full-page photolithographic facsimiles by Cooke and

Fotheringham. 24*.
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20. LONKLICII'* IfiMoKY MK rin: UoLvGuviL (ab. 1450 A.D.), translated

from rhe l-'rcncli Prose of SIUES ROBIKKS DE BOKKON. He-edited frou the

Unique MS. i n Corpus Christ! College. Cambridge, by F. J. Furnivall, Esq.
M. A. Parti. 8*.

21. BAUROUU'S URUCE. Edited from the MSS. and the earliest

printed edition by the Rev. W. W. SKKAT, M.A.. Part II. 4*.

v BRINKLOW'S COMI-I.VYM- OF RODERTCK M!ORS, somtyme
a gray Fryre. unto the Parliament Howse of Ingland his naturall Country,
for thf Krdres.se of certen wicked Lawes, euel Customs, and cruel Decreys

(ab. 1542); and THE LAMENTACION OF A CHRISTIAN AGAINST THE CITIE
OK LONDON, made by Roderigo Mors, A.D. 1545. Edited by J. M. COWPER,
Esq.

23. Ox EARLY ENGLISH PRONUNCIATION, with especial reference to

Shakspere and Chaucer. By A. J. ELLIS, Esq., F.R.S. Part IV. 10s.

- 1. LMNKI.II-H'S HISTORY OF THE HOLY GRAIL (ab. 1450 A.D.), translated

from the French Prose of SIRES ROBIEKS DE BORRON. Re-edited from the

Unique MS. in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, by F. J. FUKMVALL,
M.A. Part II. 10s.

25. THE ROMANCE OF GUY OF WARWICK. Edited from the Cambridge
University MS. by Prof. J. ZUPITZA, Ph.D. Part I. 20*.

26. Tin: K-IMWH OF GUY OF WABWTCK. Edited from the Cambridge
University MS. by Prof. J. ZUPITZA, Ph. D. (The 2nd or 15th century version.)
Part 1 1. ll.v.

! HI Kv.ii I-H \VOKK* <>i' JOHN FISHER, Bishop of Rochester (died
:). Edited by Professor J. E. B. MAYOR, M.A. Part I., the Text. 16*.

28. LOM i inr's HISTOBY OF THE HOLY GRAIL. Edited by F. J.

MVAI.L, M.A. Part III. 10*.

29. BARBOUR'S BRUCE. Edited from the MSS. and the curliest Printed

Edition, by the Rev. W. W. !.A. Part III. 21s.

30. LONU.K u\ EnxoBl 0] : HOLY GRAIL. Edited by F. J.

31. A , . Translated from the Latin about
A.!.. 1240 60. i;.--i-(litr.l l.y the: Krv. \V. \V. SkKAT, M.A. -.

Edda Saemundar Hinns Froda Tin- Kdd-i <!' Sa< nmnd tin- Learned.

Prom tbe Old None or lodmdie. I'y Hi NJ \MIN 'I'mmiM.. l';nt l.ui'ii.i Mytlio-
il Index. I'Jmo. pp. 1

'

<></. 1'art II. with Index of Persons and
Places. 12iim. pp. \iii. and 17'J, cl.ith. IMUJ. 4*. ; or in 1 Vol. complete, 7s. 6d.

Edkins.- CHI Sn i.v OP MM '

D.I j M ;.; 10, paper boards. 18*.

Edkins. Cm I'HII.OI..M,Y. An attempt to .-h-.\\'that the

Language^ .uxl Asia have a common origin. Dy the Rev. JOSEPH
s. Crown Hvo

, pp. x\m. ID.;, doth. 10. 6rf.

Edkins. A VOCABULAIO SHAJCOHN D KOTS.

8to. half-calf, pp. vi. and 151. Shanghai, 1869. 21*.

Edkins.- MM, ( 'IIINESK, as exhibited in the

Second edition, corrected. 8?o.

.

Edkins. A GRAMMAR OF THE CIIIXESE COLLOQUIAL LANGUAGE, com-
monly railed the Mandarin ' By JosBfii i Second edition.

8vo. half-calf, pp. vin. and 2?'J. bbanfhai, 1B64. 1 10.
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Edkins. PROGRESSIVE LESSONS IN THE CHINESE SPOKEN LANGUAGE.
With Lists of Common Words and Phrases. By J. EDKINS, B.A. Third

edition, 8vo. pp. 120. 1869. Ms.

Edkins. HELIGION IN CHINA. A Brief Account of the Three Religions
of the Chinese. By JOSEPH EDKINS, D. D. Post 8vo. cloth. 7*. 6d.

Eger and Grime; an Early English Romance. Edited from Bishop
Percy's Folio Manuscript, about 1650 A.D- By JOHX W. HALKS, M.A.,
Fellow and late Assistant Tutor of Christ's College, Cambridge, and FKEDF.KICK
J. FUKMVALI., M.A., of Trinity Hall, Cambridge. 1 vol. 4to., pp. 64, (only
100 copies printed), bound in the Roxburghe style. 10*. 6d.

Egyptian Calendar for the Year 1295 A.H (1878 A.D.), corresponding
with the years Io94, 1505, of the Koptic Era. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. 98. 5s.

Eitel. A CHINESE DICTIONARY IN THE CANTONOI: Di.\LKCT. By
KK.M>T .loHN EITEL, Ph.D. Tubing. Will be completed in four parts. 1'art

J. (A K). 8vo. sewed, pp. 20'J. 12.v. 6rf. Part II. (
K M). pp. 202. 12*. 6

Eitel. HANDBOOK KM: TIM-: Sn IU;M OF CIIINJ>I: BUDDHISM. By the Rev.
K. .). l.iiKL, of the London Missionary Society. Crown 8vo. pp. viii., 224, cl.,

18*

Eitel. FENG-SHTJI : or, The Rudiments of Natural Science in China.

By Rev. E. J. EITEL, M.A., Ph.D. Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. vi. and 84. Ga.

Eitel. BUDDHISM: its Historical, Theoretical, and Popular Aspects.
Jn Three Lectures. By Hev. E. J. EITEL, M.A. 1'h.D. Second Edition.

Demy 8vo. sewed, pp. 130. 5*.

Elliot. THE HISTORY OF INDIA, as told by its own Historians. The
Muhammadan Period. Complete in Eight Vols. Edited from the Posthumous

Papers of the late Sir II. M. ELLIOT, K.C.B., East India Company's Bengal
Civil Service, by Prof. JOHN Dowsox, M.R.A.S., Staff College, Sandhurst.

Vols. I. and II. With a Portrait of Sir H. M. Elliot. 8vo. pp xxxii. and 542,
x. and 580, cloth. 18*. each.

Vol. III. 8vo. pp. xii. and 627, cloth. 24*.

Vol. IV. 8vo. pp. x. and 563 cloth 21 s

Vol. V. 8vo. pp. xii. and 576, cloth. 21.
Vol. VI. 8vo. pp. viii. and 574, cloth. 21*.

Vol. VII. 8vo. pp. viii. and 574, cloth. 21*.

Vol. VIII. 8vo. pp. xxxii., 444, and Ixviii. cloth. 24s.

Elliot. MEMOIKS ON THE HISTORY, FOLKLORE, AND DISTRIBUTION OF

THE RACES OF THE NORTH WESTFRN PROvixcEs OF INDIA
; being an

amplified Edition of the original Supplementary Glossary of Indian Terms.

By the late Sir HHNRY M. ELLIOT, K.C.B., of the Hon. East India Company's
Bengal Civil Service. Kdited, revised, and re-arranged, by JOHN MKAMKS,
M.H.A.S., Bengal Civil Service; Member of the German Oriental Society, of

the Asiatic Societies of Paris and Bengal, and of the Philological Society of

London. In 2 vols. demy 8vo., pp. xx., 370, and 396, cloth. V\ ith two

Lithographic Plates, one full-page coloured Map, and three large coloured

folding Maps. 36*.

Ellis. ON ^Nun.EALS, as Signs of Primeval Unity among Mankind.

By ROBERT ELLIS, B.D., I ate Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge.

Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 94. 3*. 6d.

Ellis. THE ASIATIC AFFINITIES OF THE OLD ITALIANS. By I'OHFKT

ELLIS, B.D., Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge, and author ot "Ancient
Routes between Italy and Gaul." Crown 8vo. pp. iv. 156, cloth. 1870. 5s.

Ellis. PEKTJYIA SCYTHICA. The Quichua Language of Peru : its

derivation from Central Asia with the American languages in general, ami with

the Turanian and Iberian languages of the Old World, including the Basque,
the Lycian, and the Pre-Aryan language of Etiuria. By ROBEUT ELLIS, B.D.

8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 219. 1875. 6*.
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Ellis. ETRUSCAN NUMERALS. By ROBERT ELLIS, B.D. 8vo. sewed,
pp. 52. 2*. 6d.

English and Welsh Languages. Tni: INFLUENCE OF THE ENGLISH AND
\\Vlsh Languages upon each other, exhibited in the Vocabularies of the two

Tongues. Intended to suggest the importance to Philologers, Antiquaries,

Ethnographers, and others, of giving due attention to the Celtic Branch of the

Indo-Germanic Family of Languages. Square, pp. 30, sewed. 1869. 1*.

English Dialect Society's Publications. Subscription, 1873 to 1876,
10s. 6J. per annum ; 1877 and following years, 20*. per annum.

1873.

1. Series B. Part 1. Reprinted Glossaries. Containing a Glossary
of North of England Words, by J. II.; five Glossaries, by Mr. MARSHALL

;

and a West-Riding Glossary, by Dr. WILLAX. 7*. (id.

2. Scries A. Bibliographical. A List of I>ooks illustrating English
Dialects. Tart I. Containing a General List of Dictionaries, etc.

;
and a

List of Books relating: to some of the Counties of England. 4s.

3. Series C. Original Glossaries. Part I. Containing a Glossary
of Swaledale Words. By Captain HARLAND. 4.

1874.

4. Series D. The History of English Sounds. By H. SWEET, Esq.
4.s. 6rf.

5. Seri' rt II. Reprinted Glossaries. Containing seven
Provincial English Glossaries, from various sources. 7*.

6.
-

I'irt ITT. Kay's Collection of English "Words not

generally used, from the edition of 1691
; together with Thoresby's Letter to

Kay, 1703. Re- arranged and newly edited by Rev. WALTEH W. SKEAT. 8*.

6*. Subscribers to the English Dialect Society for 187 1 al-

jy of ' A Dictionary of the Sussex Dialect.' By the Rev. W. D
PARISH.

1875.

s D. Part II. The Dialect of West Somerset. By F. T.

ELWOKTHT, Esq. St. 6d.

8. Series A. Pait II. Containing a List of Books 1U luting to

some of the Counties of England. 6.

u-.il in the Neighbourhood of

Whitby. ! itoBiKBON. Parti. 7*. W.

10. Series C. A Glossary of the 1 : Lancashire. By J. II.

NODAL .ndG.Mn.NKR. Parti. 3*

18.

11. (>M the Survival of Early English Words in our Present Dialects.

ML

1J. III. Containing 1

nal Prorin.

13. Scries C. A Glossary u*l in jhbourhood of

"biotoo. Part 1 1. GJ &/.

1 i. A Glossary of Mid-Yorkshire \ i Grammar. P.y ( .

CLOUOH KOHIXSOX. 90.
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1877.

15. A GLOSSARY OF WORDS used in the Wapentakes of Manley and
Corringham, Lincolnshire. By EDWARD PEACOCK, F.S.A. 9*. 6d.

16. A Glossary of Holder-ness Words. By F. Ross, R. STEAD, and
T. HOLDEKNESS. With a Map of the District. 4*.

17. On the Dialects of Eleven Southern and South-Western Counties,
with a new Classification of the English Dialects. By Prince Louis LUCIEN
HONAPARTE. With Two Maps. Is.

18. Bibliographical List. Part III. completing the Work, and
containing a List of Books on Scottish Dialects, Anglo-Irish Dialect, Cant
and Slang, and Americanisms, with additions to the English List and Index.

Edited by J. H. NODAL. 4*. 6rf.

19. An Outline of the Grammar of West Somerset. By F. T.

ELWORTHV, Esa. 6*.

1878.

20. A Glossary of Cumberland AVords and Phrases. By WILLIAM
DICKINSON, F.L.S. 6*.

21. Tussrr's Fivr Hundred Pointes of Good Husbandrie. Edited
with Introduction, Notes and Glossary, by W. PAINE and SIDNEY J.

HERRTAOE, B.A. 12s. 6rf.

22. A Dictionary of English Plant Names. By JAMES BRITTEN,
F.L.S., and ROBERT HOLLAND. Part I. (A to F). 8*. 6d.

1879.

23. Five Reprinted Glossaries, including Wiltshire, East Anglian,
Suffolk, and East Yorkshire Words, and Words from Bishop Kennett's
Parochial Antiquities. Edited by the Rev. Professor SKEAT, M.A. 7s.

24. Supplement to the Cumberland Glossary (No. 20). By W.
DICKINSON, F.L.S. Is.

Etherington. THE STUDENT'S GRAMMAR OF THE HiNof LANGUAGE.
By the Rev. W. ETHBRINGTON, Missionary, Benares. Second edition. Crown
8vo. pp. xiv., 255, and xiii., cloth. 1873. 12s.

Faber. A SYSTEMATICAL DIGEST OF THE DOCTRINES or CONFUCIUS,
aiTnrtlin.-r to the ANALECTS, GREAT LEARNING, and DOCTRINE of the MKAN,
\\ith an Introduction on the Authorities upon CONFUCIUS and Confucianism.

By EKNST FABEK, Khenish Missionary. Translated from the German by P.

G. von Mollt-mlorff. 8vo. sewed, pp. viii. and 131. 1875. 12*. 6d.

Facsimiles of Two Papyri found in a Tomb at Thebes. With a

Translation by SAMUEL BIRCH, LL.D., F.S.A., Corresponding Member of
the Institute of France, Academies of Berlin, Herculaneum, etc., and an
Account of their Discovery. By A. HENRY RHIND, Esq., F.S.A., etc. In

large folio, pp. 30 of text, and 16 plates coloured, bound in cloth. 21*.

Fallon. A XKW HINDUSTANI-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. With Illustra-

tions from Hindustani Literature and Folk-lore. By S. W. FALLON, Ph.D.
Halle. Parts I. to XIX. Roy. 8vo. Price 4*. 6d. each Part.

To be completed in about 25 Parts of 48 pages each Part, forming together One Volume.

Farley. EGYPT, CYPRUS, AND ASIATIC TURKEY. By J. LEWIS FARLEY,
Author of " The Resources of Turkey,'' etc. Demy 8vo. cl., pp. xvi.-270. 10*. 6d.

Fausboll. THE DASARATHA- TATAKA, being the Buddhist Story of King
Kama. The original Pali Text, with a Translation and Notes by V. FACSBO'LL.

8vo. sewed, pp. iv. and 48. 2*. 6rf.

Fausboll. FIVE JATAKAS, containing a Fairy Tale, a Comical Story,
and Three Fables. In the original Pali Text, accompanied with a Translation

and Notes. By V. FAUSBOLL. 8vo. sewed, pp. viii. and 72. 6*.
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Fausboll. TKX JATAKA^ Tlie Original Pjili Text, with a Translation

and Notes. By V. FAUSBOLL. 8vo. sewed, pp. xiii. and 128. 7*. 6rf.

Fausboll. JATAKA. See under JATAKA.

Fiske. MYTHS AND MYTH-MAKERS: Old Tales and Superstitions in-

terpreted by Comparative Mythology. By JOHN FISKK, M.A., Assistant

Librarian, and late Lecturer on Philosophy at Harvard University. Crown Svo.

cloth, pp. viii. and 252. 10s. 6rf.

Fornander. Ax ACCOUNT OF THE POLYNESIAN RACE: Its Origin and

Migrations. By A. FOUXANUKU. Vol. I. Post 8vo., cloth. 7*. 6rf.

Forsyth. UKPORT OF A MISSION TO YARKUND IN 1873, under Command
of SIR T. D. FORSYTH, K.C.S.I., C.B., Hengal Civil Service, with Historical

and Geographical Information regarding the Possessions of the Ameer of

"t . und. With 45 Photographs, 4 Lithographic Plates, and a large Folding

Map of Eastern Turkestan. 4to. cloth, pp. iv. and 573. j5 5s.

Foss. Xti:\vr;iA\ (.JKAMMAI:, Avilh Kxcrcises in the Norwegian and
and English Languages, and a List of Irregular Verbs. By FRITHJOI
Graduate of the University of Norway. Crown 8vo., pp. 50, cloth limp. 2s.

Foster. PI:K-HISTORIC RACES OF Tin: Uxin-.n STATIC <>i- AMI i:ic\. By
.!. V

: L.D., Author of the "Physical Geography of the Mississippi

Valley." bo. With I'l Illustrations. Svo. cloth, pp. xvi. and ll'i. 1 K
Fryer. VrrrunAYA. [Exposition of Metre.) By S\M,H \K\KKIMTA

THIKA. A Pali Text, Edited, with Translation aud Notes, by Major G. E.

'vo. pp. 44. 2.v. G/y.

Fumivall. J ix KVKI.Y KX<;LAXD. Some Notes used as

Forewords to a Collection of Treatises on " Manners and Meals in the Olden

." for the Early Kiii:li>h Text Society. By FKEDEHICK J. FUHNIVALL,
M. \.. Trinity Hall, Cambridge, Member of Council of the Philological and

Early Kaftluh lext Societies. Svo. sewed, pp. 74. 1*.

Garrett. A < I)I<HUN\I;V OF INDIA, illustrative of the ^Iy-

thology, Philosophy, Literature, Antiquities. Arts, Manners. < 'ustoms, etc., of

the Hindu>. Hy JOHN GAHKKTT. 8vo. pp. x. and 79N. cloth.

Garrett. SfiTi. I-M i XT ro TIM. IBOVE CLASStCAl I)HTI..\AI;Y 01 INDIA.

IT, Director of Public Instruction at Mysore. Svo. cloth, pp.

Gautama. Tir
' m 01 'i \II\MA. See .1 ^inncrifi.

Gesenius. Hi. 1.1:1.w .\ m pv \\\\. om TESTAMENT,
the Biblical Chaldee, from the l.it.n. l:\ l-'.i.-w \i.i> K,
'ii. hvo. clotli, j.p. xii. anil 1 li.n. .t'l 16*.

GesenillS. II KIB. Tr:ui>l:itcd tinin the Srv-nt'-nth
..lid ;i

>iomathy by the Translator. Hvo. cloth, ]>\-

Giles. CIIIM>K \ .

, of H.B.M.'s
< isular Service. SrO. eL, pp. 204. 10*. 6rf.

Giles.-- \
'

i in: M \M>\I:!\ I); \

1 8.

Giles.- SvX(.ITirM. Si ! SK ClIARACTKR. By HERBERT A.
K*. 8vo. pp. 118. !

Giles.- < 'inMM w v and
i DUIect.

'

ibulary. By HKUHKHT
A. (in i - ISmo, |'|>

60. 6f.

Gile- . 1 llir

Chin- >>> U. A. GILES, of 11. M. Consular Service. Svo. sewr.

x. i-y 5.
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Giles. THE SAN Tzu CHING
; or, Three Character Classic

;
and the

Ch'Jen Tsu Wen ; or, Thousand Character Essay. Metrically Translated by
HERBERT A. GILES. 12mo. pp. 28. 2*. 6d.

Giles. A GLOSSARY OF REFERENCE ON SUBJECTS CONNECTED WITH THE
Far East. By H. A. GILES, of H.M. China Consular Service. 8vo. sewed,

pp. V.-183. 7*. 6d.

Giles HEBREW AND CHRISTIAN RECORDS. An Historical Enquiry
concerning the Age and Authorship of the Old and Xew Testaments. By the

Rev. Dr. GILES, Rector of Sutton, Surrey, and formerly Fellow of Corpus
Christi College, Oxford. Now first published complete, 2 Vols. Vol. 1.,

Hebrew Records; Vol. II., Christian Records. 8vo. cloth, pp. 4-42 and 440.

1877. 24*.

Gliddon. AN< IKXT EGYPT, Her Monuments, Hieroglyphics, History,
Archaeology, and other subjects connected with Hieroglyphical Literature. By
GEOHGK R. GLIDDON, late United States Consul, at Cairo. 15th Edition.
Rrvi-ril and Corrected, with an Appendix. 4to. sewed, pp. 68. '2*. (\d.

God. HOOK OF GOD. By Q. 8 vo. cloth. Vol.1.: The Apocalypse,
pp. (147. 12*. 6rf. Vol 1 1. An Introduction to the Apocalypse, pp. 752. 14s.

V<>1. III. A Commentary on the Apocalypse, pp. 854. 10*.

Goldstiicker. A DICTIONARY, SANSKRIT AND ENGLISH, extended and
improved from the Second Edition of the Dictionary of Professor H. II. WILSON,
with his sanction and concurrence. Together with a Supplement, Grammatical

Appendices, and an Index, serving as a Sanskrit- Knglish Vocabulary. By
'I in (mini (ior.ii-TiicKKR. Parts I. to VI. 4to. pp. 400. 1856-lil()3. 6s. each.

Goldstiicker. I'AMM : His Place in Sanskrit Literature. An Inves-

tigation of some Literary and Chronological Questions which may be settled by
a study of his Work. A separate impression of the Preface to the Facsimile of

MS. No. 17 in the Library of Her Majesty's Home Government for India,
which contains a portion of the MANAVA-K.AU- \-SrrRA, with the Commentary
of KUMARILA-SWAMIN. By THEODOR GoLDSTiicKER. Imperial b'vo. pp.
28, cloth. 2 2*.

Goldstiicker. Ox THE DKFK n N( n> i\ TIM: I'I;I>I:NT ADMINISTRATION
OF HINDU LAW; being a paper read at the Meeting of the East India As-
sociation on the 8th June, 1870. By THKODOK GOLDSTUCKKH, Professor of

Sanskrit in University College, London, &c. Demy 8vo. pp. 56, sewed. Is. 6<f.

Gover. Tin: FOLK-SONGS OF SOUTHERN INDIA. By CIIARLES E. GOVER.
8vo. pp. xxiii. and 2<>9, cloth 10*. 6d.

Grammatography. A MANUAL OF REFERENCE to the Alphabets of

Ancient and Modern Languages. Based on the German Compilation of F.

BALLHORN. Royal 8vo. pp. 80, cloth. Is.M.
The "

Grammatography" is offered to the public as a compendious introduction to the reading
of the nr.ost important ancient and modern languages. {Simple in its design, it will he coii

with advantage l>y the philological student, the amateur linguist, the bookseller, the corrector of

the press, and the diligent compositor.

ALPHABETICAL INDEX.

Afghan (or Pushto). Czechian (orBohemian). Hebrew (current hand). Polish.

Amharic. Danish. Hebrew (Judsoo-Ger- Pushto (or Afghan).

Anglo-Saxon. Demotic. Hungarian. [man). Romaic (Modern Greek
Arabic. E>trangelo. Illyrian. ~'.;m.

Arabic Ligatures. Ethiopia. Irish. lluiu-s.

Aramaic. Etruscan. Italian (Old). : itan.

Archaic Characters. Georgian. Japanese. Sanscrit.

Armenian. German. Javanese. :an.

an Cuneiform. Glagolitic. Lettish. >nic (Old).
Bemjali. Gothic. Mantshu. Serbian (or NVendish).
Bohemian (Czechian). Greek. Median Cuneiform. Swedish.

Bfigfs. Greek Ligatures. Modern Greek (Romaic) Syriac.
Burn i' Greek (Archaic). Mongolian. Tamil.

Canarrse (or Carnataca). Gujerati(orGuzxeratte). Num'idian. Telugu.
Chinese. Hieratic. OldSlavonic(orCyrillic). Tibetan,

Coptic. Hieroglyphics. Palmyrenian. Turki>h.

Croato-Glagolitic. Hebnw. Persian. \\ullachian.

Cufic. Hebrew (Archaic). Persian Cuneiform. Wendish (or Serbian).

Crillic (orOld Slavonic). Hebrew (Rabbinical). Phoenician. Zend.
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Grassmaim. AVoun:uHrcH ZUM RIG-VEDA. Yon HERMANN < JKA^MAXX,
Professor am Marienstifts-Gymnasiuin zu Stettin. 8vo. pp. 1775. 1 10*.

Green. SHAKI>IM:VKI: AXP THI: KM IU.I.M- WRITERS : an Exposition of

their Similarities of Thought and Expression. Preceded by a View of the

Emblem-Hook Literature down to A.D. 1616. By HENKV (riti-r.x, M..\. In

one volume, pp. xvi. oT'J. profusely illustrated with Woodcuts and Photolith.

Plates, elegantly bound in cloth gilt, large medium Svo. \ 11s. 6rf; large

impei :'. jL'2 I'-'a. Gd.

Grey. IIvxiH<oK OF AFRICAN, ATTSTK U.IAX. AND POLYNESIAN PHI-

LOLOGY, as represented in the Library of His Excellency Sir George Grey,
K.I Mi.. Her Majesty's High Commissioner of the Cape Colony. Classed,

Annotated, and Edited by Sir Gi OK<.K (iuKY and Dr. H. I. BLKKK.
South Africa. 8vo. pp. 18>. 1

Vol. I. P;irt 2. At'rkM Xurth of the Tropic of Capricorn). Svo. pp. 70. 4s,

Part 3. Madagascar. Svo. pp. 24. 2s.

II. I'ait 1. Au-tralia. Svo. pp. iv. ami 44. 3s.

Vol. II. Part 2. Papuan I.aniru n:r> of the Loyalty Islands and New Hebrides, compris-
ing those of the I>lands of Neofone, Lifu, Aneituui, Tana, and
others. Svo. p. 12. la.

Vol.11. Part 3. Fiji Islands and Hotuma with Supplement to Part II., Papuan Lan-
. I'ait I.. An-- mi. :u. 2s.

Vol. II. Part 4. ^
i, the Chatham Islands, and Auckland Islands. Svo. pp.

76. 7*.

. Polynesia and Borneo. Svo. pp. 77-l.H. 7s.

and Inclinable*. Svo. pp. viii. and 24. 2s.

IV. Part l. Karly Printed I'.ooks. Knsjland. Svo. pp. vi. and 266. 1:N.

Grey. M.v'iui MKMI.NTOS: bein^ a Sri'ics of AddivsM-s 1 by
the \ e to His Kxct-lU'i.cy Sir George Grey, K.c.H.. K.K.s With

Introductory Remarks and Kxplanatory Notes
;
to which is added a small Collec-

tion.' .t-tc. By CH.OLIVKU B. DAVIS. 8vo. pp. iv. and _'_>% cloth. 12*.

Griffin. Tin: II UA- <>} nn: l'rx.i\u. I'.riiip; the History of tlu- Prin-

cipal States in the Punjab, and their Political lii-lations with the Mriti>h (iovern-

ment. |{y l.i ri:i. II (n:irn\, liei^al Civil Service; Under Secretary to the

Government of the, Punjab. Author of " The Punjab Chiefs," etc. Second
edition. Royal 8vo., pp. xiv. and 630. 21*.

Griffis. Tin: MIKAIHI'S KM PI I:K. Book I. History of Japan from
li'.nk II. |Vl-n;ial K\p,-ri,

'

Japan, 1S70-74. Uy \V. K. (iuirns. Illu>ir:ited. Svo cl., pp.

Griffith.- . Translated
ii.iMiT H. fJuirmn, M.A., Principal of the Benares College. Second

n Svo. pp. xviii., HI 1, cloth.

ice Ayodhya Ra\
M:mthar.r <,u ;.lr I>. I- ;r .;:,.'- n.,tli I in- Mep-iii,,ilier Mother and Son 'I'lie liiuin|>!i <>(

R.ima'- !)-;., t I . M.^rncer Cluud Kliuinli.ik.irn.i I lie Sii|.|,.iaijt I ),,ve -1'riie (il..r\-

Feed the Poor The Wine Scholar.

Griffith mi. T] Mi verse.
of the Benares College, fi

Vol. I., containing Books I. and II. Demy 8v<.
|

, in, |,.th.

>i. 18*.

Vol. II Hook II.. with additional Notes and Index of Names.

v Svo.
|.|>.

v. and :',71. -!..lh. I S72. 15*.

v Svo. pp. 18*.

I) . .

>
. ^, cloth. 1875. 15.

Griffith.

M A . Princip .1 of Uenares College. Secoi. 1-ost 8vo. clot!,, pp. \u.

and 11 6. 6.
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Grout. THE ISIZULTT: a Grammar of the Zulu Language ; accompanied
with an Historical Introduction, also with an Appendix. By Rev. LEWIS GKOCT.
8vo. pp. lii. and 432, cloth. 2 la.

Gubernatis. ZOOLOGICAL MYTHOLOGY
; or, the Legends of Animals.

By ANGKLO DE GUKERXATIS, Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Literature

in the Instituto di Studii Superior! e di Perfezionamento at Florence, etc. In
2 vols. 8vo. pp. xxvi. and 432, vii. and 442. 28s.

Gundert. A MALAYALAM AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY. By Rev. H.
GUNDKKT, D. Ph. Royal 8vo. pp. viii. and 1116. '2 10*.

Haas. CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT AND PALI BOOKS IN THE LIBRARY OF
TIM-: r.uiTi-ii Mrsr.iM. By Dr. EUNST HAAS. Printed by Permission of the

Trustees of the British Museum. 4to. cloth, pp. 200. 1 Is.

Hafiz of Shir.'iz. SKLKCTIOXS FKOM HIS POEMS. Translated from the
iVr.-ian l>\ H HUMAN BICKNKI.I.. With Preface by A. S. BICKNF.I.L. Demy
4to. , pp. xx. and 384, printed on fine stout plate-paper, with appropriate
Oriental Bordering in gold and colour, and Illustrations by J. It. HKKHKHT,
It. A.

J
2 2s.

Haldeman. l'i \N-VI.V\M\ Drnii: a Dialect of South Germany
with an Infusion of English. By S. S. I! AIM-MAN, A.M., Professor of Com-
parative Philology iu the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 8vo. pp.
viii. and 70, cloth. 1872. 3. </.

Hall. MODKIIN KNM.IMI. By FIT/KDWARD HALL, M.A., Hon. D.C.L.,
Ox.m. <'r. Svo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 394. 10*. 6rf.

Hall. <>\ K.\(,i.i-ii Ai'.M-:cTivi:s ix -AHLK, with Special Reference to

KKIIAIU.K. By FITZEDWAKU HALL, C.E., M.A., Hon.D.C.L. Oxon.
; formerly

Professor of Sanskrit Language and Literature, and of Indian Jurisprudence,
in King's College, London. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 238. 7*. tid.

Hans Breitmann. See under Li I.\M.

Hardy. CHIM-TIAMI v AND liri.imisM COMPARED. By the late BEv.

1;. SPXN< r H AKI.Y, Hon. Meinher lioyal Asiatic Society. 8vo. sd. pp. 138. 6*.

Hassonn. THE Di\v.\\ T HATIM 'J'Ai. An Old Arabic Poet of the

Sixth Century of the Christian Era. Edited by R. HA^.M N. With Illustra-

tions. 4to. pp. 43. 3*. 6d.

Haswell. (JKA.MMATM-AL NOTES AND VOCABULARY OF TIN-: I'FOUAN
LANGUAGE. To which are added a few pages of Phrases, etc. By Rev. .). M.
HASWELL. Svo. pp. xvi. and lb'0. 15s.

Hang. THE BOOK OF ARPA VIKAK. The Pahlavi text prepared by
Destur Hoshangji Jamaspji Asa. Hevised and collated with further MS 8.. with

an English translation and Introduction, and an Appendix containing the Texts

and Translations of the Gosht-i Fryano and Iladokht Nask. By MARTIN
HAIG, Ph.D., Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology at the Uni-

versity of Munich. Assisted by K. W. WKST, J'h.D. Published by order of

the Bombay Government. Svo. sewed, pp. Ixxx., v., and 316. \ at,

Hang. A LECTURE ON AN OHICINAL SPEECH OF ZOROASTER (Yasna 45),
with remarks on his age. By MARTIN HAUG, Ph.D. Svo. pp. '28, sewed.

Bombay, 18b'S. 2s.

Hang. THE AITARETA BRAHMANAM OF THE RIG VEDA: containing the

Earliest Speculations of the Brahmans on the meaning of the Sacrificial Prayers,
and on the Origin, Performance, and Sense of the Rites of the Vedic Religion.

Edited, Translated, and Explained by MAKIIN ll.\uo, Ph.D., Superintendent of

Sanskrit Studies in the Poona College, etc., etc. In 2 Vols. Crown Svo.

Vol. I. Contents, Sanskrit Text, with Preface, Introductory Es-ay. and a Map
of the Sacrificial Compound at the Soma Sacrifice, pp. 31-. Vol. II. Transla-

tion with Notes, pp. 544. '2 '2*.
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Haug
1

. Ax OLD ZAXD-PAHLAVI GLOSSARY. Edited in the Original
Characters, with a Transliteration in Roman Letters, an Knglish Translation,
and an Alphabetical Index. By Disxru HOSHKXCJI JAMASIMI. High-prie>t of
the I'arsis in Malwa, India. Rev. with Notes and Intro, by MARTIN HAUO,
]'li. I). Publ. by order of Gov. of Bombay. 8vo. sewed, pp. Ivi. and 132. 15?.

Haug. AN OLD Pv HI. AVI- PAZAND GLOSSARY. Ed., with Alphabetical
Index, by DKVITK HOSHANGJI JAMASPJI ASA, High Priest of the Parsis in

Malwa. Rev. dml I-'.nl., with Intro. Kssay on the Pahlavi Language, by M. HAUO,
Ph. l>. Pub. by order of Gov. of Bombay. 8vo. pp \vi. 1-VJ. i'ii;{. sd. 1870. 28*.

Hang. ESSAYS "X THE SACI;I:I> L\.\;rA<;i-:. WIMTIM.S. AND RKI.IGION

OF THE PAKSIS. I5y MAHIIN H.\ro. J'h D., late Professor of Sanskrit and
tr;itiv< Philology at the University of Munich. Second Edition. Edited

by I-:'. \\ \\ i sr, Pu.D. Post 8vo. pp. xvi. and -4L'S, cloth, 16*.

Hawken. UPA-SASTRA. : Comments, Linguistic and Doctrinal, on
1 and Mythic Literature. By J. D. HAWKEX. 8vo. cloth, pp. viii.-288.

Heaviside. Aurun-AN Ajrrwjmw : or, the New World the Old, and
Id World the New. By JuH.vT. C. HRAVISIDE. 8vo. pp. 46, sewed. Is. 6d

Hebrew Literature Society (Publications of). Sub>cription 11*.

]
: 1 S 7 '_'-.'>. J-'i/'xf Xeries.

Vol. I. Miscellany of Hebrew Literature. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and
228.

Vol. II. The Commentary of Ibn Ezra on Isaiah Edited from MSS., and
Translate! wit 'reductions, and Indexes, by M. Fun DI.UNDER,
I'h.I). Vol. I. Translation of the Commentary. Demy 8vo. cloth,

pp. xxviii. and '.V.V2. K'.s. (>d.

Vol. Ill The Commentary of Ibn Ezra. Vol. II. The Anglican Version of

tin- Hook of the Prophet Isahh amended according to the Commentary of

Ibn Ezra, Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. 112. 4*. 6rf.

1877. Second Series.

Vol. I. Miscellany of Hebrew Literature. Vol. II. Edited by the RCT. A.

Svo. cloth, pp. vi. and 276. I0.

Vol. II. I he Commentary of Ibn Ezra. Vol. III. Demy 8vo. cloth,

Vol. HI. Ihn 1 7.r;\ Liter-tun . Y,,l. IV. Essays on the Writings of Abraham
I hi, iy Svo. cloth, pp. x

an.)

Hepburn. A .I\r- LET. With an Engliah
an.! Japanese I: .

M I'. I.I I). Second edition.

'..".J and 'JO I. & 8*.

Hepburn. JAPANKSK-! f, By
M.I). LL.D As .i:.li{ed bythe Ami, larger work.

18.

Hemisz. A { > CHINESE
ililornia and C!M

-:v.HiuM'/ Bqoare 8tro. pp. 274| Mwed
' charmetrra cunt

rn.-r .-. .1 -, -... mA < !? nit-. MOTMM t\;.. ,. \ Mr. M.H.. liin I , kM.,i,.|. or^-r .,\ . r <( Uio

InperUI iTinUng Offlot at Parte. They are uicU bjr mot of the miMion* to Cbltt*.

Hincks. SprriMf w (
'

I'.y the late

44, sewed. 1.

Hodgson. KAT8 OK u, \MI HIMOION
or N - TIBKT; together with fn "i)*hy,

logr, and Commerce of thoM Conntrie*. '

! H II

b Minister at Nepbl. Hoy.l bvo. cloth, pp. 288. 14*.
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Hoffmann. SHOPPING DIALOGUES, in Japanese, Dutch, and English.

By Professor J. HOFFMANN. Oblong 8vo. pp. xiii. and 44, sewed. 5s.

Hoffmann, J. J. A JAPANESE GRAMMAR. Second Edition. Large
8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 368, with two plates. 1 1*.

Holbein Society. Subscription 1 Is. per annum. A List of Publi-

cations to be had on application.

Hopkins ELEMENTAHY GRAMMAR OF THE TURKISH LANGUAGE. With
a few Easy Exercises. By F. L. HOPKINS. M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Trinity

Hall, Cambridge. Cr. 8vo. cloth, pp. 48. 3s. 6rf.

Howse. A GRAMMAR o? THE CUKE LANGUAGE. With which is com-
bined an analysis of the Chippeway Dialect. By JOSEPH HOWSE, Esq.,
F.R.G.S. 8vo. pp. xx. and 321, cloth. 7s. 6d.

Hunter. A STATISTICAL ACCOUNT OF BENGAL. ByW. W. HUNTER, B.A.,
LL.D. Director-General of Statistics to the Government of India; one of

the Council of the Royal Asiatic Society; M.R.G.S. ;
and Honorary Member

of various Learned Societies.

VOL. VOL.
I. 24 I' <'ind:irbans.

II. N.idi\:i :n.il .!

III. Kidnaper, Hu-ii :ui<l Hourah.
u I'.'.rblHlm and liankura.

V. I' --iiij. Farfdpur and M.ii-

III .Ill-lllll.

VI. ChittauoiK? Hill Tracts, CbittTjfor.ff,

th, ;iiui IlillTippcrah

VTI. Molilnh. R niirpur and Dinajpur.
VIII. K.i|>h;',h'uM.l

IX. Ifonhidabid ami I'abna.

\. Dirjfling, Jalpiifrurl and Kuch Behar
X I. l':,t!i;'i ami ^iiran. (State.
Ml Gay* ;uui sii:iii.-iliiiil

XIII. Tirtuit :iiul rbamparan.
XIV. Bhagalpur and Santil I'argands.
XV. M.uu'hyr and run,
XVI. Hay/mbfiirh and l.i>!i;irdaRa.

X\1I. Siiisfbhmii. C'hini.'i. NYiu'pur Tributary
St;tt'- and Mimbhum.

XVIII. Ciittack and I'M! <

\\\. run, and Oriss.i Tributary States.
XX. 1 .-:. lies, Uotany, ;uid Ciencral Index.

Published by command of the Government of India. In 20 Vols. 8vo. half-

morocco. 5.

Hunter (F M.) AN ACCOUNT OF THE BRITISH SETTU:MI-:VT OF Aui:x
in Arabia. Compiled by Captain F. M. HUNTER, K.H.G.S., F.R.A.S.,
Assistant Political Resident, Aden. Demy 8vo. half-morocco, pp. xii.-2-32.

7*. 6rf.

Ikhwanu-s Safa; or, BROTHERS OF PURITY. Describing the Contention
between Men and Beasts as to the Superiority of the Human K-uc. Tra:

from the Hindustani by ProfVsxir J. Dowsox, Stuff College, Sandhurst.

Crown 8vo. pp. viii. and 156, cloth. 7s.

Indian Antiquary (The). A Journal of Oriental Research in Archaeo-

logy, History, Literature, Languages, Philosophy, Religion, Folklore, etc.

Edited by JAM is llruoK.ss, M. R.A.S., F.R.G.S. 4to. Published 1 2 numbers

per annum. Subscription '2.

Ingleby. SHAKESPEARE : the Man and the Book. By C. M. INGLEBY,
M. A., LL.D. 8vo. boards, pp. 172. 6*.

Inman. A NCI TNT PAGAN AND MODERN CHRISTIAN SYMBOLISM EXPOSED
AND Kxri.ArMo. By THOMAS INMVN, M.D. Second Edition. With Illustra-

tions. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xl. and 148. 1874. 7s. 6d.

Jaiminiya-Nyaya-Mala-Vistara See under AUCTORES SANSCRITI.

Jami, Mulla. SALAMAN U ABSAL. An Allegorical Romance; being
one of the Seven I'oems entitled the Haft Aurang of Mullfi JitmT, now first

edited from the Collation of Eight Manuscripts in the Library of the India

House, and in private collections, with various readings, by FOKBES;

FALCONEK, M.A., A1.R.A.S. 4to. cloth, pp. 92. 1850. 7s. (id.
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Jataka (The" : toother with its Commentary. Being Tales of the
Anterior liirth of Gotaraa Huddha. For the first time Edited in the original
Pali by V. PAOSBOLL, and Translated by T. W. RHYS DAVIDS. Vol. I. Text.

Demy 8vo. doth, p. 512. 28*.

The " Jutuka "
i a collection of legends in Pali,. relating

1 the history of Buddha's trans-

migration before he was born a- <;.>tnn:i. The grreat antiquity of this work is authenticated
by its forminx part of the sacred canon of the Southern Buddhists, which was finally settled at
the hi-i Cumuii in jjt; n.r. The col.ection has long been known as a storehouse of ancient
fables, and tl ripinal attninahle source to which almost the whole of this kind of

literature, from the I'.inchataiitiM and l^.lpuy's fables down to the nursery stories of the present
day. b :i considered desirable, in the interest of Huddhistic stu.i

well as for more irener.d literary purposes, that an edition and translation of the complete
work should be prepared. The present publication is intemlrd to supply tins want. Atheim inn.

Jenkins's Vest-Pocket Lexicon. Ax ENGLISH DICTIONARY of all

except Familiar Words ; including; the principal Scientific and Technical Terms,
and Foreign Moneys, Weights and Masures, By JABEZ JENKINS. 64mo.,
pp. 564, cloth. 1*. 6rf.

Johnson. ORIKMAL l!n.i.;i.)\<. See Triibner's Oriental Series.

Kalid-i-Afghani. TKAXSLVTIOX OF TIM: K.VLID-I-AFGHANI, the Text-
book for the Pakkhto Examination, with Notes, Historical. (Jeographical,
Grammatical, and Kxplaiiat<try. P>y TIU.VOR CHICHELE PLOWDEN. Imp. 8vo.

pp. xx. and 406, with a Map. Lahore, 1875. 2 2*.

K:i>ik:"l. -A <'.iMMKNTAl:Y DH I'vMNl's ( i KA M M \ IK '

\ I. Al'HORJSMS. Bj
ir JAVU.ITYA. Edited by PANDIT MALA SASTH?, Prof. Sansk. Coll.,

.res. Fir.-t p.irt, 8vo. pp. 490. 16*.

Kellogg". A i OP TIM-: llixnr LA.VCI \I.K, in wliich are tn
tin- St;,iul,inl Hindi, I.raj, ami the Eastern Hindi of the Ramayan of Tulsi

also the Colloquial Dialects of Marwar, Kninaon, Avadh, Maghelkhand,
Bljojpur, itr.. with Cupious I'hilolo^iral iNotcs. By the llcv. S. II. K i ...

M.A. Hnyjil Nv.i. cluth, pp. 400. 21.

Kern. TIM: IIYA, with the Commentary Bhatadipika of

I'.iramadiyvara, edited by l)r. II. KHUN. 4 to. pp. xii. and 107. 9*.

Kern. TIM: or, Complete Sysinn of Natural

logy of Vartiha-Mihira Translated from Sanskrit into Knuli-h by Dr. 11.

lessorof Sanskrit at the University of Leyden. Part I. 8vo. ]>p. 50,
I'.irt 4*pl- I-'-'' 21". Part .

r
t pp. '2\\ l'',f,.

Part 6 pp. -Jv. each part. [
U'/VY f>< . , AIM Partt.

Khirad-Afroz (The Illuminator of tin- Understanding. I>y M "iilavi

llafizu'd- v edition of the Hindustani fully reviw-d. with

.Ic.-M.r nf'lliiidi'i.-t.'iiii at the late I 'a.-t India Coinpaii)
'

*

ybury. 8*0. cloth, pp. M\. ..nd ;;-_M . 18.

Kidd. ( in lloYAL Asi
Ivii.o svo. pp. 58> sewed. It.

Kielhorn. A QBAMIUA OF i v F. KIKLII
U'Ke. Urgistered

under Act XXT. of ld*7. Demy bvo. pi v li. 1870. 10*. W.

Kielhorn. K AT v A YAITA AH i>

nd to Panmi. Jiy K. KII.IJKH.-. ing. TOOIMU bvo.

;</.

Kilgour i BREW 01 Uagians,
ooa. 8vo.

ewr (M.

Kistner. DOCTKINO iopraphical Estay. By
UITO KisTNKii. Imperial 8to., pp. IT. and 52, sewed. 2*. W.
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Koch. A HISTORICAL GRAMMAR OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. By C. P.

KOCH. Translated into English. Edited, Enlarged, and Annotated by 'the Rev.

R. MORRIS, LL.D., M.A. [Nearly ready.

Koran (The). Arabic text, lithographed in Oudh, A.H. 1284 (1867).
16mo. pp. 912. 7*. 6rf.

Koran (The). See Sale, and Trubner' s Oriental Series.

Kramers' New Pocket Dictionary of the English and Dutch
LANGUAGES. Royal 32mo. doth, pp. xvi. and 714. 4s.

Kroeger. THE MINNESINGER OF GERMANY. By A. E. KROEGER. 12mo.

cloth, pp. vi. and '284. 7*.

CONTKNTS. Chapter I. The Minnesinger and the Minnesonpr. IT. The Minnelay. III. The
Divine Minnesong. IV. Wulther von tier Vo^rlwiMde. V. Ulrich voa Lichtenstein. VI. The
Metrical Romances of the Minnesinger and Gottfried von Strassburg's

' Tristan and Isolde."

Lacombe. DICTIONNAIRE ET GRAMMAIRE DE LA LANSUE DES CRIS,

par le Rev. Pore ALB. LACOMBE. 8vo. paper, pp. xx. and 7 13, iv. and 190. 21\.

LaghuKaumudi. A Sanskrit Grammar. By Varadaraja. With an English
Version, Commentary, and References. By JAMES 11. BALLANTYNK, LL.D.,

Principal of the Sanskrit College, Benares. 8vo. pp. xxxvi. and 4'J4, cloth.

1 II*. 6rf.

Land. THE PRINCIPLES OF HEBREW GRAMMAR. By J. P. N. LAND,
Professor of Logic and Metaphypfc in tlie University of Leyden. Translated

from the Dutch l>y REGINALD LANE POOLE, Balliol College. Oxford. P;trt I.

Sounds. Part II. Words. Crown 8vo. pp. xx. and 220, < loth. 7*. 6d.

Legge. (V)MTriAMsM IN RELATION TO CHI:I>UAMTV. A Paper
Head before the Missionary Conference in Shanghai, on May 11, 1877. By
Rev. JAMKS LF.GGB, D.D., LL.D. 8vo. sewed, pp. 12. 1877. 1*. <W.

Legge. THE CHINESE CLASSICS. AVitli a Translation, Critical and

Kxegetical Notes, Prolegomena, and Copious Indexes. By JAMES LEGGE,
D.D., of the London Missionary Society. In seven vols.

Vol. I. containing Confucian Analects, the Great Learning, and the Doctrine of

the Mean. 8vo. pp. ;>2(i, cloth. L- ->.

Vol. II., containing the Works of Mencius. 8vo. pp. 634, cloth. 2 2*.

Vol. III. Fart I. containing the First Part of the Shoo-King, or the Books of

Tang, the Books of Yu, the Books of Hea. the Books of Shang, and the Pro-

legomena. Royal 8vo. pp. viii. and 280, cloth. 2 2*.

Vol. III. Part II. containing the Fifth Part of the Shoo-King, or the Books of

Chow, and the Indexes. Royal 8vo. pp. 281 73b', cloth.
J

2 2.v

Vol. IV. Part I. containing the First Part of the She- King, or the Lessons from
the States

;
and the Prolegomena. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. 182-214. L'l 2s.

Vol. IV. Part II. containing the 2nd, 3rd and 4th Parts of the She-King, or the

Minor Odes of the Kingdom, the Greater Odes of the Kingdom, the Sacrificial

Odes and Praise-Songs, and the Indexes. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. 540.
J
2 2s.

Vol. V. Part I. containing Dukes Yin, Hwan, Chwang;, Min, He, Van, Seuen,
and ChMng ; and the Prolegomena. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xii., 148 and 410.

'2 2s.

Vol. V. Part II. Contents : Dukes Seang, Ch'aon, Ting, and Gal, with Tso's

Appendix, and the Indexes. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. 526. 2 2s.

Legge. THE CHIMH: CLASSICS. Translated into English. With
Preliminary Essays and Explanatory Notes. By JAMES LEGGE, D.D., LL.D.

Vol. I. The Life and Teachings of Confucius. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. vi. and

338. IQs.tid.

Vol. II. The Life and Works of Mencius. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 412. 1'2..

Vol. III. The She King, or The Book of Poetry. Crown 8vo., cloth, pp. viii.

and 432. 12*.
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. TXAFGUKAL Ll-CirRF. (>X THE CONSTITUTING OF A CHINESE CHAIR
in the University of Oxford. Delivered in the Sheldonian Theatre, Oct. 27th,

. by Rev. JAMES LEGGI:. M.A . LL.D., Professor of the Chinese Language
and Literature at Oxford. 8vo pp. 28, sewed. 6d.

Leigh. THE HKLKJIMN* OF THK WORLD. By H. STONE LEIGH. 12mo.

pp. xii. (J6, cloth. 1869. 2s. (id.

Leitner. INTRODUCTION TO A PHILOSOPHICAL. GRAMMAR OF ARABIC.

Bein^ an Attempt to Discover a Few Simple Principles in Arabic Grammar.

By (J. \V. LEITXKK. 8vo. sewed, pp. 52. Lahore. 4s.

Leitner. SIM \-I-I SLAM. Being a Sketch of the History and
Literature of Muhammadanism and their place in Universal History, for the

tueo' Hy G. \V. LEITXER. Part I. The Karly History of Arabia
to the fall of the Abassides. 8vo. sewed. Lahore. 6s.

Leland. THE ENGLISH GIPSIES AND THEIR LANGUAGE. By CHARLES
G. LELAXD. Second Edition. Crown STO. cloth, pp. 276. 7s. 6d.

Leland. THE BRKUMVNN BALLADS. THE ONLY AUTHORIZED EDITION.

Complete in 1 vol., including Nineteen Ballads illustrating his Travels in Europe
(never before printed), with Comments by Fritz Schwackenhammer. By CHARLES

i.i.AMi. Crown 8vo. handsomely bound in cloth, pp. xxviii. and 2!'

HANS BUKITMANX'S PARTY. With other Ballads. By CHARLES
G. LELAND. Tenth Edition. Square, pp. xvi. and 74, cloth. 2*. 6rf.

HA '> (.'ni;i>r.MAs. With other Ballads. By CHARLES
G. LELAXD. Second edition. Square, pp. 80, sewed. 1*.

HA- .POLITICIAN. By CHARLES G. LELAND. Second
edition. Square, pp. 72, sewed. It.

HAN- ! -IN Cm i:ni. With other Ballads. By CHARLES
1 ui<i. With an Introduction and Glossary. Second edition. Square,

pp. 80, sewed. It.

H\ : \NN A> AN UHLAN. Six New Ballads, with a Glossary.
Square, pp. "-', sewed. I*.

Leland.^ or, the Discovery of America by Chinese Buddhist

.ry. liy CHAHLES G. LELAND. Cr. 8vo. cloth,

UZ. and '21*2. 7

Leland. KM.LIMI (iirsr SONGS. In llummany, \villi M -tric:il English
-ii (iipsres,"

etc., I'r.if. I-:, ii. TALME&; and JANET TDCKBY. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. \ii.

and 276. 7r

Leland.- SONG
;

or Songs ami s

Vocabulary. By CHARLES ( i Fcap,
STO. < i 10. 1876. 6*.

Leo ;i \rTKR8 OF NORTH'S PHTTARCH. Cont.iinin^ tin- I

mil MHIVUS

IH. u Sources to Shakepearr's Tragedies, Coriolanus, Juliu* CIP- .

>y and Cleopatra; and partly to I

face, Notes com.

1 the Text of the Kdiv 1 hil'J; n:.

>'otes to the T< lies of Sh>, F. A.

i;anlly bou - and
t facsimile^

< d to 250 copies, at tb< : I . (W.

i re been struck off on a superior large
band-made paper, price 3 3*. per copy.
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Leonowens. THE ENGLISH GOVERNESS AT THE SIAMESE COURT -

being Recollections of six years in the Royal Palace at Bangkok. By ANNA
HAUKIETTE LKOXOWEXS. With Illustrations from Photographs presented to

the Author by die King of Siam. 8vo. cloth, pp. x. and 332. 1870 12*.

Leonowens. THE ROMANCE OF SIAMESE HAREM LIFE. By Mrs. ANNA
H. LEONOWENS, Author of "

'1 he English Governess at the Siamese Court."

With 17 Illustrations, principally from Photographs, by the permission of J.

Thomson, Esq. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 278. 14*.

Literature. TRANSACTIONS OP THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF LITERATURE OF
the United Kingdom. First Scries, 6 parts in 3 vols. 4to. plates; 1827-39.

Second Series, 10 vols. or 30 parts, and vol. xi. parts 1 and '_', ttvo. plates,

1843-76. A complete set, as far as published, 10 10*. A list of the contents

of the volumes and parts on application.

Lobscheid.- ENGLISH AND CHINKS]- DICTIONARY, with the Punti and
Mandarin Pronunciation. By the Rev. W. l.;t-i ;n in, Knight of Francis

Joseph, C.M.I.R.G.S.A., N.Z.B.S.V., etc. Polk), pp. viii. and 24)16. In Four
I 'arts. 8 8*.

Lobscheid. Ciim>i-: AND KNM.ISH DICTIONARY, Arranged according to

the Radicals. By tin- K> v. \V. L.HIM 111 ID. Knight of Francis Joseph,
C.M.I.H.<;.S.A., N.Z.B.S.V., &c. 1 vol. imp. 8vo. double columns, pp. 600,
bound. 2 St.

Ludewig. The LITKI; vin:r. of AMI:I:K AN ABORIGINAL LANGI-ACTS. By
Hi K.MAN K. LiDhv K; \\ ith Additions and Corrections by Professor \\'M. W.
TORSKR. Edited by NICOLAS TIMUINKU. hvo. fly and general Title, 2 leaves ; Dr.

Ludewig's Preface, pp. v. viii.; Editor's Pn-face, pp. iv. xii ; Biographical
.Memoir of Dr. Ludewig, pp. xiii. xiv.

;
and Introductory Biographical Notices,

pp. xiv xxiv., followed by List of Contents. Then follow Dr. Ludewig's
Ilibliotheca Glottica, alphabetically arranged, with Additions by the Editor, pp.
1 'J(>9 ; Professor Turner's Additions, with those of the Editor to the same,
also alphabetically arranged, pp. 210 246; Index, pp. 247256; and List of

Errata, pp. 257, 258. Handsomely bound in cloth. 10.s. 6rf.

Lnzzatto. GRAMMAR OF THE BIBLICAL CIIALDAIC LANGUAGE AND THE
TALMUD BABYI.OXICAL IDIOMS. By S. D. LIT/.ZATTO. Trni.slatid from the

Italian by J. S. GOLDAMMER. Cr. Sv<>. d., pp. r_>j. 7*. 6rf.

Macgowan. A MANUAL OF THE AMOY COLLOQUIAL. By Rev. J.

MACOOWAX, of the London Missionary Society. 8vo. sewed, pp. xvii. and 200.

Amoy, 1871. 1 Is.

Mackay. THE GAELIC ETYMOLOGY OF THE LANGUAGES OF AVi>Ti J:N

Europe, and more especially of the P^nglbh and Lowland Scotch, and of their

Slang, Cant, and Colloquial Dialects. Bv CHARLES MACKAY, LL.D. Royal
8vo. cloth, pp. xxxii. and 604. 42*.

McClatchie. A TRANSLATION OF SECTION FOUTY-NINK OF TEE
"
Complete Works "

of the Philosopher Choo-Foo-Tze, with Explanatory
Notes. By the Rev. THOMAS MC-CLATCHIE, M.A. Small 4to. pp. xviii. and
162. 12s. 6rf.

Maclay and Baldwin. AN ALPHABETIC DICTIONARY OF THE CHINESE
LANGUAGE IN THE FOOCHOW DIALECT. By Rev. R. S. MAI LAV, D.D., of the

Methodist Episcopal Mission, and Rev. C. C. BALDWIN, A.M., ot the American
Board of Mission. 8vo. half-bound, pp. 1132. Foochow, 1871. 44*.

Mahabharata. Translated into Hindi for MADAN Monrx BITATT, by
KUIMINAI HANDRADHARMADHIKARIX of Benares. (Containing all but the

Harivansi.) 3 vols. 8vo. cloth, pp. 574, 810, and 1106. 3 3*.
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Maha-Vira-Charita
; or, the Adventures of the Great Hero Rama.

An Indian Drama in Seven Acts. Translated into English Prose from the
Sanskrit of Bhavabhuti. By JOHN PICKKOUD, M.A. Crown 8vo. cloth. 5s.

Maino-i-Khard The Book of the). The Pa/and and Sanskrit
-

(in Roman characters) as arranged by Neriosengh Dhaval, in the

fifteenth century. \\ ith an English translation, a Glossary of the Pazand
. containing the Sanskrit, Rosian, and Pahlavi equivalents, a sketch of

id (irammar, and an Introduction. 13y E. \V. \\EST. 8vo. sewed, pp.
1^71. 16*.

Maltby. A PRACTICAL HANDBOOK OF THE URIYA OR ODIYA LAXGI

Uy THOMAS J. MALTHY, Esq., Madras C.S. 8vo. pp. xiii. and 201. 1874.

Manava-Kalpa-Sutra ; being a portion of this ancient Work on Vaidik
Ritts, together with the Commentary of KUMARILA-SWAMIN. A Facsimile of

the MS. No. 17, in the Library of Her Majesty's Home Government for India.

\Vith a Preface by THEODOK GOI.DSTUCKEK. Oblong folio, pp. 268 of letter-

press and 121 leaves of facsimiles. Cloth. 4 4s.

Manipnlus Vocabulorum ;
A Rhyming Dictionary of the English

t_-c. By Peter Levins (1570) Edited, with an Alphabetical Index, by
11 1 N:.V l;. \ViiKATLfcY. 8vo. pp. xvi. and 370, cloth. Us.

Manning. Ax INQUIRY INTO THE CHAKA<TM: AND OIMMX OF THE
NT in English and in Cognate Dialects. By the late

JAV.K.> MANNING, Q.A.S., Recorder of Oxford. Svo.jip. iv. and '.(.

March. UATTVE GRAMMAR OF TI: '.VNGUAGE;
in which its forms are illustrated by those of the Sanskrit, Greek, Latint

:

.-, Old Saxon, Old Friesic, Old Norse, and Old Iliuh-dennan. By
\. MARCH, LL.D. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xi. and J ;. )>77. 10*.

Mariette. Tin: M - OF UPPKI: K.;vi-r. A Translation of the
Ituicraire de la Haute l^ypte, of Auguste Mariette Bey. By ALI-

Fcap. 8vo. cloth, pp. vii.-261. 7*. uV.

Markham. QrifHt'A CIRAMMAR anl DiOTIOVABT. Cin<ril.nti<>ns to-

wards a Grammar and Dictionary of Quichua, the Language of tin- V:

:y CLEMENTS K. MAKKIIAM. F.S.A., Corr. Mrm. !' IM- 1'ni-

, of ('Inlf. Autlmr of "Cn/co and Lima," and ''Travels in Peru and
i." In one vol. crown 8vo., j>j. 2J.1, cluth. .Cl. 11.-. Od.

Markham. <>i i \M \ : A DI:\M\ IN rai QUICHTTI I B. Text,
Introduction, l!y CLEMKNTi K. MAHKIIAM. ! Crown

8vo doth. Is. '

IffttrVham A MEMOIR OF ini 1 . \ i > ANA DE 0- i untess of

(luccn of 1 :!!. \\n: tot th-

.

i:c CnsareK
i- C urioworum Cognon .' nil a Map,

iiuerouB illustrations. Koxburghe binding. 2U.

Markham H
"

;LE,

. with Map* an.!

tr.i'i''ii.
[']'.

< i\i. :; i ). < i. 2\*.

Marsden's Numismata Orientalia. N i national

& under >IMI.MATA ORIENTALIA.
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Mason. THE PALI TEXT OF KACHCHAYANO'S GRAMMAR, WITH ENGLISH
ANNOTATIONS. By FRANCIS MASON, D.D. I. The Text Aphorisms, 1 to 673.

II. The Knglish Annotations, including the various Readings of six independent
Burmese Manuscripts, the Singalese Text on Verbs, and the Cambodian Text

on Syntax. To which is added a Concordance of the Aphorisms. In Two
Parts. 8vo. sewed, pp. 208, 75, and "28. Toongoo, 1871. jl 11*. 6rf.

Mathews. ABRAHAM BEN EZRA'S UNEDITED COMMENTARY ON THE CAN-

TICLFS, the Hebrew Text after two MS., with English Translation by H. J.

MATHEWS, B.A., Exeter College, Oxford. 8vo. cl. limp, pp. x., 34, 24. 2*. 6d.

Mathur.-iprasada Misra. A TRILINGUAL DICTIONARY, being a compre-
hensive Lexicon in English, Urdti, and Hindi, exhibiting the Syllabication,

Pronunciation, and Etymology of English Words, with their Explanation in

English, and in Urdu and Hindi in the Roman Character. By MATHURA-
PRASADA MISRA, Second Master, Queen's College, Benares. 8vo. pp. xv. and

13:30, cloth. Benares, 1865. 2 2*.

Matthews. KTHNOLOUV AND PHILOLOGY OF THE HIDATSA INDIANS.

By WASHINGTON MATTHEWS, Assistant Surgeon, U.S. Army. Cunt,',its :

l.tlmography, Philology, Grammar, Dictionary, and English- Hidatsa Voca-

bulary. 8vo. cloth. 111*. 6rf.

Mayers. ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE L\M\I-T SY-TKM IN TIUKT, drawn from
Chinese Sources. By WILLIAM FREDERICK MAYKHS, Esq., of Her Britannic

Majesty's Consular Service, China. 8vo. pp. 2i, sewed. 18b'9. \s. 6d.

Mayers. Tin: CHINFSI: Hi U.IK'S M \\UAL. A Handbook of Bio-

graphical, Historical, Mythological, and General Literary Reference. By W.
F. MAYKKS, Chinese Secretary to H. B. M.'s Legation at Peking, F.R.G.S.,

etc., etc. Demy 8vo. pp. xxiv. and 4 JO. 1 5*.

Mayers. TKI:ATII.S I;I.I\\I.IN mi; EMPIRE OF CHINA AND FOKEHJN
Powers, together with Regulations for the Conduct of Foreign Trade, etc.

Edited by W. F. MAYERS, Chinese Secretary to H.B.M.'s Legation at Peking.
8vo. cloth, pp. 2*6. 1877. 25*.

Mayers. THE CHINESE Govi KNMKNT. A Manual of Chinese Titles,

Categorically arranged, and Explained with an Appendix. By W. F. MAYKKS,
Chinese Secretary to H.B.M.'s Legation at Peking. Royal 8vo. cloth,

pp. viii.-160. 1878. \ 8s.

Mayers. THE ANGLO-CHINESE CALENDAR MANUAL. A Handbook of

Reference for the Determination of Chinese Dates during the period from

I860 to 1879. With Comparative Tables of Annual and Mensual Designations,
etc. Compiled by W. F. MAIKKS, Chinese Secretary, H.B.M.'s Legation,

Peking. 2nd Edition. Sewed, pp. 28. 7*. 6rf.

Medhurst. CHINESK DIALOGUES, QUESTIONS, and FAMILIAR SENTENCES,
literally translated into English, with a view to promote commercial intercourse

and assist beginners in the Language. By the late W. H. MEDHURST, D.D.
Anew and enlarged Edition. 8vo. pp. 226. 18*.

Megasthen.es. ANCIENT INDIA AS DESCRIBED BT Mi:r;\-rm:NKs AND
ARRIAN. Being a Translation of the Fragments of the Indika of Megasthenes
collected by Dr. SCHWANBERK, and of the First Part of the Indika of Arrian.

By J. W. McCitiNDLE, M.A., Principal of the Government College, Patna,
etc. With Introduction, Notes, and Map of Ancient India. Post 8vo. cloth,

pp. xii.-224. 1877- 7*. 6d.

Megha-Duta (The). (Cloud-Messenger.) By Kfilidfisa. Translated
from the Sanskrit into English verse, with Notes and Illustrations. By the

late H. H. WILSON, M. A., F. R.S., Boden Professor of Sanskrit in the Uni-

versity of Oxford, etc., etc. The Vocabulary by FRANCIS J<>HNM>N, sonu-time

Professor of Oriental Languages at the College of the Honourable the East India

Company, Haileybury. New Edition. 4to. cloth, pp. xi. and 180. 10*. 6d.
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Memoirs IT id before the ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 1863
l.vil. bvo.. pp. 5TJ. cloth. 2l.v.

Memoirs nu<l before the ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON, 1865-6.
Vol. II. 8vo., pp. x. 464, cloth, x'l.v.

Mills Tin- INI. IAN SAINT; or, Buddha and Buddhism. A Sketch
id Critical. By C. D. B. MILLS. 8vo. cl., pp. 192. 7*. 6rf.

Minocheherji. PAIILAVI, GLMAKVIL, AND ENGLISH DICTIOXAKY. By
M-JI DASTI-R MIXOCHEHEKJI JAMASP ASAXA, Fellow of the University of

iy, ami Member of the Hombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.
I. (To be completed in three volumes.) Demy 8vo. pp. clxxix and 10'8,

with Photographic Portrait of the Author. 1 \.<.

Mi'rkhond THE HISTORY OF THE ATAUKKS OF SVKIA \.\i> PKRSIA.
l!v MniAMMin HI.N KH \\vi.sn-n \n lit \ MAHMUD, commonly called

;UOND. Now first Edited from the Collation of Sixt.-c i \l'ss., by
W. H MORLEY, Barrister-at-law, M.K.A.S. To which is added a Series

of Facsimiles of the Coins struck by the At&beks, armi^d a. id described

by \V. s. \V. Vaux, M.A., M.K.A.S. Roy. 8vo. cloth, 7 plates, pp. 118.

6e/.

Mitra. Tin: AM UNITIES OF ORISSA. By RAJF.NIU: \I.M.\ MITRA.
1 Published under Orders of the Government of India. Folio, cloth,

pp. ISO. \V,th a Map and 3G I'l-.ti^. J. \- 4.

Molesworth. A I< v. MAK.VUII and ENGLISH. Compiled by
J. '!' Mui > -\\oKi H a>.i>t(.-d by GKOKGI and IHOM A> (

'

\M>Y. Sct>nd l--dition,

(1 and enlarged. By J. I MotMWORTM* Royal 4to. pp. xxx and 922,
boards. Bombay, 1857. 3 3*.

Molesworth. A COMI-KM.HM <>i KoLBSWOSIs'a MAKMIII ANH KN.;I.IMI

r. Uy I!A!'.A P\ . Kdition. Kcvixd ;.nd Kularged.
th, pp. xx. and on i. -Jl>.

Mollendorff. MAMAL LI CIIIM-I; iJiin.in., KAIMI v, licii)u
r

:i List of
Works ami ting to China. By P. G. and O. F. \i>\ M<i I.INDORFF,

I
< M. - Consulates at Shanghai and I vo. pp. viii.

and 37-s. J. I 10.

Morley. A DiMUFUti CAlixoen r th,- n M\M-<i:iris
-IA.S L \N(.I- M.I > pn M-rved m tin- l.ilnar).

Asiac. iitain and Irdand. Hy \\II.I.MM II. MoKLKY,
M.K.A>. 8vo. pp. viii. and l<iO, sewed. London,' \ '.',:, \. ;

Morris. A D*Ktirrm uno SmoRiCAi w MM QODI.I
..I' tin-

is Civil Service. Au il . : ->ol"
and other works. 8vo. cloth (with a map;, pp. MI. an ,8. \'2a.

Morrison. A IM U..N.\I:V of nn ( : i;\ th<

R. M x-.li,. Vol 1. pp. x. and 702; VoL II, pp.
cloth. Shar.yha JJ 6.

Mohammed. 'lin I.m \ M\ \i\\\\\\ \>. Ha- .li:ninnid Ibn
Islmk By Abd El Malik Ihn II

h\o. pp. 1

p,
Ixxii. and 2GO, sewed. 7

part old nepar
Tlir text iituied oo the Manu- ic, Ootba and Levdea Llbrmriet, hat

bMa duvfulljr rcviMd by UM learutd editor, and printed with ibe utOMMt txaotnMB.

Muir. OI:K,I.N vj. .

v
. i tin-

' of India, tli. , elated, Mid

y JOHN MI-IK, Kaq., I

Vol. I. Mythical and Legendary Account* of the aste, with an Inquiry
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into its existence in the Yedic Age. Second Edition, re-written and greatly enlarged.
8vo. pp. xx. 5.32, cloth. 1868. 21s.

Vol. II. The Trans- Himalayan Origin of the Hindus, and their Affinity with the

Western Branches of the Aryan Race. Second Edition, revised, with Additions.

8vo. pp. xxxii. and 512, cloth. 1871. 21*.

Vol. III. The Vedas: Opinions of their Authors, and of later Indian Writers, on
their Origin, Inspiration, and Authority. Second Edition, revised and enlarged.
8ro. pp. xxxii. 312, cloth. 1868. Hi.v.

Vol. IV. Comparison of the Vedic with the later representations of the principal
Indian Deities. Second Edition Hevised. 8vo. pp. xvi. and 524, cloth. 1873. 21j.

^ ol. V. Contrihutions to a Knowledge of the Cosmogony, Mythology, Religious
Ideas, Life and Manners of the Indians in the Vedic Age. 8vo. pp. xvi. 49'J, cloth,

1870. L'l.v.

Miiller. THE SACRED HYMNS OF Tin: I.UAHMINS, as jin-scrvod to us
in the oldest collection of religious poetry, the Kig-YeiU-Sanliita, translated and

explained. By F. MAX MUI.LI-K, M.A., Fellow of All Souls' College ; Professor

of Comparative Philology at Oxford ; Foreign Member of the Institute of

France, etc., etc. Volume I. Hymns to the Maruts or the Storm Gods. 8vo.

pp clii. and i>4. 12*. 6rf.

Muller. THK HYMN* <>K TIII: Ki<;-Yi:i>\ in the Samhitu and Pada Texts.

Reprinted from the Kditio Princeps. liy F. M.\\ Mui.u.u. M.A.. etc. Second
edition. With the Two Texts on Parallel Pages. In 2 vols. 8vo., pp. 1700,
sewed. 32*.

Miiller. LKTTOI <\ r>rni>iii>r XIUII.ISM. By F. MAX MULLER,
M. A. , Professor of Comparative Philology in the University of Oxford; Mem-
ber of the French Institute, etc. Delivered before the General Meeting of the

Association of German Philologists, at Kiel, 2Mb September, 1869. (Translated
from the Ge; man.) Sewed. 18M. I*.

Nagananda; OR THE JOY OF THE Sx\ HE-WOULD. A Buddhist Drama
in Five Acts. Translated into English Prose, with Explanatory Notes, from the

Sanskrit of Sri-Harsha-Deva. Hy PALMKR BOYD, B.A., Sanskrit Scholar of

Trinity College, Cambridge. With an Introduction by Professor COWELL.
Crown 8vo., pp. xvi. and 100, cloth. 4*. 6d.

Nalopakhyanam. Smiiv OF X.\i.\; an Episode of the MaM-Bhfirata.
'\ he Sanskrit Text, with Vocabulary, Analysis, and Introduction. I!y MOMKII
"\VII.I.IAMS, M.A. The Metrical Translation by the Very liev. II. II.' MILMAN,
D.D. 8vo. cl. l~*.v.

Naradiya Dhanna Sastram; OR, TTTI: IN-TMUTES OF XARADA. Trans-
lated for the First Time from the unpublished Sanskrit original. By Dr. Jvurs
JOLLY, University, W ur/hnrir. With a l'p lielly critical, :in Index

of Quotations from Narada in the principal Indian Digests, and a general Index.

Crown 8vo., pp. xxxv. 144, cloth. 10*. 6d.

Newman. A DICTIONARY OF MODERN ARABIC 1. Anglo-Arabic

Dictionary. 2. Anglo-Arabic Vocabulary. 3. Arabo-English Dictionary. By
F. W. XKWMAN, Kmeritus Professor of University College, London. In 2

vols. crown 8vo., pp. xvi. and o76 464, cloth. '1 I*.

Newman. A HANDBOOK OF MODERN ARABIC, consisting of a Practical

Grammar, with numerous Examples, Dialogues, and Newspaper Extracts, in a

European Type. By F. W. NKWMAN, Emeritus Professor of University

College, London ; formerly Fellow of Balliol College, Oxford. Post 8vo. pp.
xx. and 1<>2, cloth. London, 186'6'. 6*.

Newman. THE TEXT OF THE IGUVIXE INSCRIPTIONS, with interlinear

Latin Translation and Notes. By FRANCIS W. NEWMAN, late Professor of

Latin at University College, London. 8wo. pp. xvi. and 54, sewed. -.-.
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Newman. ORTHOCPY : or, a simple mode of Accenting English, for

the advantage of Foreigners and of all Learners. By FRANCIS W. NEWMAN,
Emeritus Professor of University College, London. 8vo. pp. 28, sewed. 1869. 1.

Nodal. 1 MAFICA QDICHUA 6 IDIOMA DE LOS YNCAS.

Bajo los Auspicios de la Kedentora, Sociedad de Fih'mtropos para mejorar la

suerte de los Aborijenes Peruanos. Por el Dr. JUSF, FI.KN \NDEZ NODAL,
Abogado de los Tribunales de Justicia de la Republica del Peru. Royal 8vo.

cloth, pp. xvi. and 441. Appendix, pp. 9. 1 1*.

Nodal. Los VINCULOS DE OLLANTA T CUSI-KCUYLLOR. DRAMA EN
QfiCHVA. Obra Compihda y Espurgada con la Version Castellana al Frente

de MI I f>to |K>r el Dr. JosT: FKHNANDKZ NODAL, Abogado de los Tribunales

de Justicia de la Republica del Peru. Bajo los Auspicios de la Redentora
Sociedad de Filantropos para Mejoror la Suerte de los Aborijenes Peruanos.

Roy. 8vo. bds. pp. 70. 1S7 k 7*. IM.

Notley. A COMI-AKATIVE GRAMMAR OF THE FRENCH, ITALIAN, Sp \M-II,
LANGUAGES. By EDWIN A. MOTLEY. Crown oblong 8vo.

cloth, pp. xv. and 396. Is. 6d.

Numismata Orientalia. Tin: INTERNATIONAL NUJTISMATA OKI I:\TAIJA.

Edited by EDWAKD THOMAS, F.R.S., etc. Vol. I. Illustrated with liO Plates

and a Map. Royal 4to. cloth. 3 13. 6d.

Also in 6 Parts sold separately, viz. :

Part I. Ancient Indian Wrights. By E. THOMAS, F.R.S., etc. Royal 4to. sewed,

pp. 4. w:th a Plate and a Map of the India of Manu. 9$. Gd,

Part II. Coins of the Urtuki Tiirknmans. ]5y STANLEY LANE POOLE, Corpus
ChrMi Ct,lit'!i- Oxford. Royal 4 to. sewed, j>p 44, with (i Plates, '.i.v.

Part 111. The Coinage of Lydia and Persia, from the Earliest Times to the Fall

of the Dynasty of the Achaemenidse. By BARCLAY V. HEAD, Assistant-

cr of Coins, llritish Museum. Royal 4to. sewed, pp. viii. and .")(j, with

K).v. (>(t.

Part IV. Tb Coiofl of the Tnluui Dynasty. By EDWARD THOMAS ROGERS.
KON <-d, ]ip. iv. and 22, and 1 Plate.

Part V. The Parthian Coinage. J!\ 1'iiav GARDNER, M.A. Royal 4to. sewed,
I |..

iv. and G.J, with 8 Autotype Plates. 18.
Part VI. On i .,.( M.^-urrs ot <

Vylnn. \Vith a Discussion of

..il,a\ Drath. J!y T. W. J:n\> D^YIOO, l;.-irn>t-r-

at-Law, late of the < e\ Ion Civil Service. Koyal4to. sewed, pp. (iU, with Plate.

10*.

Nutt. I ! M.'.iM. Edited from a Bodleian

i-Miitainint; a Skttch of SaiD.-iritJtn History,
ft, liy J. \V. Nin, MA. J). my 8vo. cloth, ]>|>. viu.,

17.

Nutt fOBT, J)-

Publi-hcd us an Intro. Inct inn to '

1' ragments of a Samaritan Tar-un
J. \V. NUTT, M A. I -.

...y 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 17'J. 1.^71. 5$.

Nutt. 'I I:BLE AND Doi
it< il ihtu II liginai

'

ii\ .1. \V. NuiT, M A

Oera Linda Book, from :\

MA; acwmpanifd

SAN (ti.
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Ollanta: A DRAMA IN THE QUICHUA LANGUAGE. See under MARKHAM
and under NODAL.

Oriental Congress. Report of the Proceedings of the Second Interna-
tional Congress of Orientalists held in London, 1874. Roy. 8vo. paper, pp. 76. 5s.

Oriental Congress TRANSACTIONS OF THE SECOND SESSION OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF ORIENTALISTS, held in London in September,
1874. Edited by ROBERT K. DOUGLAS, Honorary Secretary. Demy 8vo.

cloth, pp. viii. and 456. 21*.

Osburn. TIIK MOM .MI:M \L HISTORY of EGYPT, as recorded on the
Ruins of her Temples, Palaces, and Tombs. By WILLIAM OSBURN. Illustrated

with Maps, Plates, etc. '2 vols. Svo. pp. xii. and 461
;

vii. and (>43, cloth.

22*.

Vol. I. From the Colonization of the Valley to the Visit of the Patriarch Abram.
Vol. II. From the Visit of Abram to the Exodus.

Otte. How TO LEARN DANISH (Dano-Norwegian). A M.muul for

Students of Danish (Dano-Norwegian). Based on the Ollendorffiau System of

ling Languages, and adapted for Self- Instruction. By E. C. OTTE.
Crown hvo cloth, pp. xix.-338. 7*. Gd.

Key to the Exercises. Cloth, pp. 84. 3s.

Palmer. KKYIMIVN CHRONICLES, with a harmony of Sacred and

Egyptian Chronology, and an Appendix on Babylonian and Assyrian Antiquities.

By WILIIAM PALME, M.A.,and late 1-YUow of Magdalen College, Oxford,

vols.. 8vo. cloth, pp. Ixxiv. and 428, and viii. and 636. 1861. 12*.

Palmer. A ('DM mi DICTIONARY OF TIM: Pi KHAN LANGUAGE. By E.
H. PAI.MI.U, M.A., I'm!'. -',r of Arabic in the University of Cambridge.

Sqnurc IDmo. pp. viii. and 364, cloth. 10* 6d.

Palmer. LKAM:S I--K..M A \Yoi:i> Hi NTKK'S NOTE BOOK. Being some
Contribution-; t' English Etymology. By the Rev. A. SMYTHE PALMEK, B.A.,
sometime Scholar in the University of Dublin. Cr. 8vo. cl. pp. xii.-316. 7*. 6rf.

Palmer. THE SONG OF THE REED; and other Pieces. By E. H.
PALMI:K. M.A., Cambridge. Crown 8vo. pp. 208, handsomely bound in clotb. 5*.

Amonp the Contents will be fonnd translations from Ilafiz, from Omer el Kheiydm, and
from otfitr lVi>iun as well as Arabic poeta.

Pand-Ndmah. THE PAND-XAMAH; or, Books of Counsels. By
A'DAKKAD MAKASPAND. Translated from Pehlevi into Gujerathi, by Harbad

Sheriarjee Dadabhoy. And from Gujerathi into English by the Rev. Shapurji

Edalji. Fcap. 8vo. sewed. 1870. 6d.

Pandit's (A) Kemarks on Professor Max Mailer's Translation of the
'Rio-VEDA." Sanskrit and English. Fcap. 8vo. sewed. 1870. 6d.

Paspati. ETUDES SUE LES TCHINGHIANES (GYPSIES) ou BOHEMIENS DE
L' EMPIRE OTTOMAN. Par ALEXANDRE G. PASPATI, M.D. Large 8vo. sewed,

pp. xii. and 652. Constantinople, 1871. 28*.

Patanjali. THE VYAKARANA-MAHABHASHYA OF PATANJALI. Edited

by F. KIEI.HORN, Ph.D., Professor of Oriental Languages, Deccan College.
Vol. I., Part I. pp. 200. 8*. 6rf.

Patell. COWASJEE PATELL'S CHRONOLOGY, containing corresponding
Dates of the different Eras used by Christians, Jews, Greeks, Hindus,

Mohamedans, Parsees, Chinese, Japanese, etc. By COWASJEE SORABJEK
PATELL. 4to. pp. viii. and 184, cloth. 50*.

Peking Gazette. Ti anslation of the Peking Gazette for 1872, 1873,
1874, 1875, 1876, aud 1877. 8vo. cloth. 10*. 6d. each.
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Percy. BISHOP PKKCY'S FOLIO MAMX-KIITS BALLADS AND ROMANCES.
Edited by John W. Hales, M.A., Fellow and late Assistant Tutor of Christ's

College, Cambridge ;
and Frederick J. Furnivall, M.A., of Trinity Hall, Cam-

brid_
!>y

Professor Child, of Harvard University, Cambridge, U.S.A.,
W. f happell, Esq., etc. In 3 volumes. Vol. I., pp. 610 ; Vol. 2, pp. 681. ;

".. pp. 640. . half-bound, 4 4s. Extra demy 8vo. half-bound,
on Whatman's ribbed paper, 6 6*. Extra royal Svo., paper covers, on What-
man's best ribbed paper, 10 10*. Large 4to., paper covers, on Whatman's
best ribbed p.ipir.

Pfoundes. Fu So Mimi Bukuro. A BUDGET OF JAI-ANKSE NOTES.

By CAI-T. i if Yokohama. Svo. sewed, pp. 184. 7*. 6rf.

Philological Society (Transactions of The). A Complete Set, in-

cluding the IWerdin::-- of the Philological Su-ii-ty for the years 1842-1853.

5 rola, The Philolo L ions, 1854 to 1876. 15 vols. The

Philological Society's Kxtra Volumes. 9 vols. In all 30 vols. Svo. 19 13. 6rf.

Proceedings (The) of the Philological Society 1842-1853. 6 vols. Svo. 3.

Tran^ he Philological Society, 1854-1876. 15 vols. Svo. 10 16*.

% The Volumes for 1867, 1868-9, 1870-2, and 1873-4, are only to be had in

complete sets, as above.

Separate Volume*.

For 1854: containing papers by Rev. J. W. Blakesley, Rev. T. 0. Cocknyne,
Dr. .1. W. Donaldson, Dr. Theod. Goldstiiekcr, Prof. T. Hewitt

I. M. Kemble, Dr. R. G. Latham, J. M. Ludlow, lleiisleigh Wedgwood,
Svo. cl. 1 1*.

For 1855: with papers by Dr. Carl Abel, Dr. W. Bleek, Rev. Jno. I>

Prof. T. II. Ky, Dr. R. G. Latham, Henry M
W. Ridley, Thot. Wu:t-'. Hm-lei-h Wedgwood, etc. In 4 parts. Svo. 1 1*.

* of Australia, by W. Ridley ;
and False Etymologies, by

II . Wedgwood, m la.

by Prof. Aufnrht. Herbi-rt rob < Kr. Daa,
I'dain. .lanu-s Krnm-dy. I'n'f. K-y. Dr. O. I nhain. .1 . M .

nioiith, Jos.

irts. Svo. rs relating to the Society's Dictionary
are omitted.) i volume.

"hiine of Early English Poems, Lives of the Saints
.1. I'urniva'll ; and papers by Km. A

, M. <le:t Coleridge, Itev. Kr.inein Cra\vf..rd, M. <le Ilaan !!

. etc. Svo. cl. 12*.

For

tilszky,
12*.

For ,-an Arlii;

. in furnish and Kn^!ili, both fi

icy Stokes; and papers by
! II.

mouth, etc. 8v<

For 186-J

Weymoutli, etc. 8to

For Iv'l: , ontairiiii.- 1 M,t|ii',-\ '.]-.\*. Iiujiiirv inf tli< fliaraef.T .ui-i < i ] L-'ii

wman'n (I
i

the Jguvine Inscriptions, with luurlin. -..r Latin Translation; 3. Barnes's (Dr.
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Philological Society (Transactions of The) continued.

W.) Grammar and Glossary of the Dorset Dialect; 4. Gwreans An Bys The
Creation : a Cornish Mystery, Cornish and English, with Notes by Whitley
Stokes, etc. 8vo. el. 12*.

%* Separately : Manning's Inquiry, 3*. Newman's Iguvine Inscription, 3*.

Stokes's Gwreans An Bys, 8s.

For 1865 : including Wheatley's (FT. B.) Dictionary of Reduplicated Words in the

English Language; and papers by Prof. Aufrecht, Ed. Brock, C. B. Cavity,
Rev. A. J. Church, Prof. T. II. K.-y, Rev. K. |[. Knmvles, Prof. 1L Maiden,
Hon. G. P. M:ir>h, John Rhys, Guthbrand Vigfusson, Hensleigh Wedgwood, H.
15. Win-alley, etc. 8vo. cl. 12*.

For lsi;<; : including 1. Gregor's (Rev. Walter) BanflVUir<j Dialect, with Glossary
of Wmds omitted by .Jainioou; '_'. Kdinondstou's (T.) Glossary of the Shetland
Dial-ct : and papn> by Pn.f. C.i^al, C. ]{. Caylcy. Dauby P. Fry, Prof. T. H.

Key, Guthbrand Vigfusson, IlensK-igh Wedgwood, etc. 8vo. cl. 12*.

*,* Tin; Volumes for 1867, 1868-9, 1870-2, and 1873-4, are out of print.
Besides contributions in the shape of valuable and interesting papers, the volume for

1867 also includ.- : 1. I

1

- .truck's (Rob. B.) Glossary of the Hundred of Lonsdak- ;

and 2. Ellis (A. J.) On Paheotype representing Spoken Sounds; and on the

Diphthong
"

<>y." The volume for 1868-91. Ellis's (A. J.) Only English
Proclamation of Henry III. in Oct. I'J/iS; to winch are added "The Cuckoo's g

and "Tlu- Prisoner's Prayer/
1

Lyrics of the XIII. Century, with Glossary; and i
1

.

Stokes's (Whitley) Cornish Glossary. That for 1870-21. Murray's Jas. A. II.)
l)iahrt of the Southom Counties of Scotland, with a linguistical map. That for

1873-4 Sweet's (II.) History of English Sou ink

For 1875-6: containing the Rev. Richard Morris (President), Fourth and Fifth

Annual Addn-es. 1. Some Sources of Aryan Mythology by E. L. Hrandrclh ;

2. C. B. Cayley on Certain Italian Diminutives: 3. Changes
made by four

younir Children in Pronouncing English Words, by Jas. M. .Meii/.ies; 4. The
Manx . by H. .Tenner; 5. The Dialect of West Somerset, by F. T.

Elworthy ;
6. English Metre, by Prof. J. B. Mayor; 7. Words, Logic, and

Grammar, by 11. Sweet; 8. The Russian Language and its Dialer;-, by W. U.

Mortill ;
V. 1'elics of the Curnish I.;; Mount's Uiy, by H. Jenner.

10. Dialects and Prehistoric Forms of Old English. By Henry' Sweet, Esq.;
11. On the Dialects of Monmouthshire. Herefordshire, Worcestershire,

Gloucestershire, Berkshire, Oxfordshire, South Warwickshire, South North-

amptonshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Middlesex, and Surrey, with a

New Classification of the English Dialects. By Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte

(with Two Maps), Index, etc. Part I., 6s. ; Part 1 1., 6*.
;
Part III., 2v.

For 1877 8-9: containing the President's (Henry Sweet, Esq.) Sixth and Seventh

Annual Addresses. 1. Accadian Phonology, by Professor A. H. Sayce ; 2. On
and Tin re in Chaucer, by Dr. R. Weymouth ;

3. The Grammar of the

Dialect of West Somerset, by F. T. Elworthy, Esq. ; 4. English Metre, by
Professor J. B. Mayor; 5. The Malagasy Language, by the Rev. W. K.

Cousins; 6. The Anglo-Cymric Score, by A. J. Ellis, 'Esq., F.R.S. 8vo.

Part I., 3. ; Part II., 7*.

The Society's Extra Volumes.

Early English Volume, 1862-64-, containing: 1. Liber Cure Cocorum, A.D. c.

1440. -2. Hampole's (Richard Rolle) Pricke of Conscience, A.D. c. 134.0.

3. The Castell off Love, A.D. c. 1320. 8vo. cloth. 1865. 1.

Or separately : Liber Cure Cocorum, Edited by Rich. Morris, 3s. ; Hampole's

(Rolle) Pricke of Conscience, edited by Rich. Morris, 12*.
j
and The Castell off

Love, edited by Dr. R. F. Weyinouth, (i.
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Philological Society (Transactions of the) continued.

Dan Michel's Ayenbite of luwyt, or Remorse of Conscience, in the Kentish

From the Autograph MS. in Brit. Mus. Edited with

Jmroiluetion. Marginal Interpretations, and Glossarial Index, by Richard

Morris. Svo. cloth. iSCti. 1 '1*.

Li\ r, v.n. 1-370) Manipulns Vocabulorum : a Rhyming Dictionary of

the Kns:l:>!i Lm-n ;_-<. \Vi:h an Alphabetical Index by 11." 1!. Wheatley. Svo.

cloth. 1 B

Skeat's (Urv. W. \V.) Mceso-Gothic GlosScary, with an Introduction, an Outline of

ir, and a Li>t d \n:_!"-S ixon aud old and modern Eng-
li.-h v

.

"lo^-ieally ciimrteil with Mu\so-Gothic. 1868. 8vo. cl. 9*.

Ellis (A. J.) on Early English Pronunciation, with especial Reference to

-pere and Chaucer : containing an Investigation of the Correspondence of

Writing \\ith Speech in England from the Anglo-Saxon Period to the Present

Day. etc. 4 parts. 8vo. L869 ~->. '2.

Medieval (Jr.- M <>f tin- Earliest Compositions in Vulirar

.. prior to A.D. 1500. With lYolc-ijonu'na, and Critical Notes l>y NV.

Poem.-, tinc'c of which appear for the first time.

Svo. 10. 6d.

Phillips. Tin: DncriMM nr AHDAI THE APOSTLE. Now first K<lik-il

in a ' Form in the Original Syriac. with mi Enirli-li Translation and

,'iui.i.ir>. D.D., ,
. '.li'u', Camhridge.

Svo. pp. lL"J, doth. 7*. 6d.

Picard. A Ni \\ ]'<.< KI:I DKIIMNUIY OF THE ENGLISH v\r> Drnn
Ky 11. J'H-AKH. Revist-d and augmented b\ A. 11. MAATJES

and 11. J. VIK.IX. Fiflh edition. Small 4to. cloth, pp. xvi. aud II Mi. 1*77.

10*.

Pimentel. CUADRO DKsr-umvM v OOMPABATITO DE LAS l.:\

hi M r\ifi). n Tr n i :.i d M' no ioa.

2 Edicion unica complete. 3 Volsume Svo. Mexico, 1875.

Pischel.- \MM\IIK in u ri:\- Si.Mha-
i VIII. mit I\i itischcn uii'i M AiMiin K

.

i 236. 8*.

Pope. A TVMII. H vM'ijuiiK ; <>r. Full Introduction to the Common
Language, on tin- ; \rnol. 1

.. \\

1

.plaints. Otfici il D -, and a KtfV !o the I-'.\rici>c-s. I'. .

G. U. I'OPE. Third edition, Svo. cloth, pp. iv. and ;$88. 21*.

Prakrita-Prakasa : .--lii, with tin;

Commentary (Manorama) < -t eomplete cilition of the.

Readings t .nnscripf- in

'irii, and the Liliririi-^ ,,\ tlic J\o\al A-

and thp Kant India Houoi an lOnirli-li Tian-lation. Mini

U. to which is prefixed an easy IiitnMlu.-tn.ii to

Grammar
04. U*.

Prianlx. QU.FXTIOSES MOSAICS; or, the first part of the Book of
! with thr r.mains of Hi Bj OSMOND DB

viii. and 548, cloth.

Ramayan of Valmiki. 5 vola. Sec urn; n.
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Ram Jasan. A SANSKRIT AND ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Being an

Abridgment of Professor Wilson's Dictionary. With an Appendix explaining
the use of Affixes in Sanskrit. By Pandit RAM JASAN, Queen's College,
Benares. Published, under the Patronage of the Government, N.W.P. Royal
8vo. cloth, pp. ii. and 707. 28*.

Ram Raz. ESSAY on the ARCHITECTURE of the HINDUS. By RAM RAZ,
Native Judge and Magistrate of Bangalore. With 48 plates. 4to. pp. xiv. and

64, sewed. London, 1834. 2 2s.

Rask. A GRAMMAR OF THE ANGLO-SAXON TONGUE. From the Danish
of Erasmus Rask, Professor of Literary History in, and Librarian to, the

University of Copenhagen, etc. By BENJAMIN THOUPE. Second edition,
corrected and improved. 18mo. pp. 'JOO, cloth. 5s. 6d.

Rawlinson, A COMMENTARY ON THE CUNEIFORM INSCRIPTIONS OF
BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA, including Readings of the Inscription on the Nimrud
Obelisk, and Brief Notice of the Ancient Kings of Nineveh and Babylon,
by Major II. C. HAWLINSON. 8vo. pp. 8*, sewed. London, 1850. 2s. (id.

Rawlinson. OUTLINES OF ASSYRIAN HISTORY, from the Inscriptions of
Nineveh. By Lieut. Col. RAWLINSON, C.B. , followed by some Remarks by
A. H. LAYAHD, Esq., D.C.L. 8vo., pp. xliv., sewed. London, 185'J. 1*.

Rawlinson. IN'I:IPTION OF TK;I.\TII PH.ISKU I., KING OF ASSYRIA,
it . 11-".<i. us

tr:in>l:iti-(lby Sir H. RAWI.INM>\. I-'MX TALBOT, KM|.. I>r. II

and Dr. UITIKT. Published by the Koyul Asiatic Society. Svo. sd., pp. 74. 2*.

Rawlinson. \OTKS ON TIN: KARLY HISTORY OF BABYLONIA. By
Colonel KA\VI.INSO.\, C.B. 8vo. sd., pp. 48. 1*.

Redhouse. THE TURKISH CAMI-AI^M i:'s YAM'-Mi-cuM OF OTTOMAN
CoLLoariAL LANGUAGE ; containing a concise Ottoman Grammar ; a carefully
st Ucted Voc bulary, alphabetically arranged, in two parts, English and Turkish,
and Turkish and KnjrlMi: also a few Familiar Dialogues; the whole in Knglish
characters. By J. W. REDHOUSE, F.K.A.S. Oblong 32mo. limp cloth, pp.
iv. and 332. 6s.

Redhouse. ^jJoo^ ^.l^^, ^^^ jV^*^ ^? < j\i. A Lexicon

English and Turkish, showing in Turkish the Literal, Incidental, Figurative,

Colloquial, and Technical Significations of the English Terms, indicating their

pronunciation in a new and systematic manner, and preceded by a Sketch of

English Etymology to facilitate to Turkish Students the acquisition of the

English Language. By J. W. REDHOUSE, M.R.A.S. Second edition, pp. xvii.

and 827. 15*.

Redhouse. A VINDICATION OF THE OTTOMAN SULTAN'S TITLE TO

"CALIPH," showing its Antiquity, Validity, and Universal Acceptance. By
J. \V. REDHOUSE. 8vo. paper, pp. 20. 3d.

Renan. AN ESSAY ON THE AGE AND ANTIQUITY OF THE BOOK OF
NABATH^EAN AGRICULTURE. To which is added an Inaugural Lecture on the

Position of the Shemitic Nations in the History of Civilization. Hy M. EKNEST
RENAN, Membre de 1'Institut. Crown 8vo., pp. xvi. and 148, cloth. 3.i. tid.

Revue Celtique (The). A Quarterly Magazine for Celtic Philology,
Literature, and History. Edited with the assistance of the Chief' Celtic

Scholars of the British Islands and of the Continent, and Conducted by H.
GAIDOZ. 8vo. Subscription, jl per Volume.

Rhys. LECTURES ON WELSH PHILOLOGY. By JOHN BUYS, M.A.,
Professor of Celtic at Oxford. Second edition, revised and enlarged. Crown
8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 4G6. lf>s.

Rig-Veda. See Miiller.
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Rig-Veda-Sanhita : Tn ITYMNS OF THE BK.UIMANS. Trans-
lated and explained by F. MAX MULI.KH. M.A., LL.D., Fellow of All

Souls' Col -or of Comparative Philology at Oxford, Foreign Member
of the Institute of France, etc., etc. Vol. I. HYMNS TO TUB MARUTS, OK THE
STOKM-GUDS. 3vo. pp. clii. and 264. cloth. ISb'D. li. 6d.

Rig-Veda Sanhita. A COLLECTION OF ANCIENT HINDU HYMNS. Con-

stituting tin- First Ashtaku, or Book of the Rig-veda ;
the oldest authority for

the roliirious and social institutions of the Hindus. Translated from the Original
.nt !n- tin- late II. II. WII.SO.NV M.A. 2nd Ed., with a Postscript by

Dr. FirzXDWAED HALL. Vol. I. 8vo. cloth, pp. Hi. and 348, price 21s.

Rig-Veda Sanhita. A Collection of Ancient Hindu Hymns, constitut-

ing the Fifth to Eighth Ashtakas. or books of the Rig- Veda, the oldest

Authority for the Religious and Social Institutions of the Hindus. Translated

the Original Sanskrit by the late HORACE II AYMAN WILSON, M.A.,
F.R.S., etc. Edited by E. B. COWM.L, M.A., Principal of the Calcutta

Sanskrit College. Vol. IV., 8vo., pp. 214, cloth. 14s.

A few copies of Vols. II. and III. still left. [ TV*. V. and VI. in tJie Press.

Riola. How ToLi-:\i:\ Ht-si\y. A Manual for Students of Russian,
i upon the Ollendorfian system of teaching languages, and adapted for

MI. ];\ HIINKY RIOLA, Teacher of the Russian Lanirua^e. \Yitli

a Preface by W. R. S. K.U.SIMN, M.A. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 576'. 1878.

to the above. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 12J. l
w
-7^. 5*.

Roberts. AKYAN PHILOLOGY, according to the most recent Researches

ologia Aria Recentissima), Remarks Historical and Critical. By
'l.-mbro dt-11 1 Facolta de Filosofia e lettere della R.

1 ranslated by E. S. RDIM-KTS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor

of Gonville and Caius College. Crown Svo. cloth, pp. xvi. and !!>!).

Roe and Fryer. Ti:\vr.i.s IN I.M.IA IN THK SKVIMKKNTH CENTURY.
and Dr. JOHN Fuvtu. Reprinted from the "Calcutta

Nly Englishman." Svo. cloth, pp. 17 1. 7s. Gc/.

Roehrig. Tin: Siin;ri.-r HOAD TO (!I:I:M\\. Di-siirnod lor tho use

idente. \'>\ F. L. <>. KO.HUK;. Cr. Svo. cloth,

l>p. rii. :r :). 7*. 6rf.

Rogers.- N rv. Hy
I, 1 iti H. M. Consul, Cairo. 8vo. pp. 44, with a

ites. 5s.

Rosny. CAB OF mi: CEDTESI LivftOAAB. By Prod
s\i. pp. 48. 1874.

ROSS LeOIU for H(\uin
>,' to ilic I using Roman Letters Hy

Rev 6.

Ross .11 on all Onlin:,] y
jtrinrijilc- , .nd.irui I'nmcr l>y tl-

Xewchang .. .siiu-ln-d.

10*.

Routledge. 1 i\ I\m\. 1

years 1870-74. By JAMKS R<>

clo Qd.

Royal Society of Literature of the United Kingdom Transactions
Serio, 1

.r 30 Tarts, and \
H; 183-76.
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A complete set, as far as published, 10 Ws. Very scarce. The first series of

this important series of contributions of many of the most eminent men of the

day has long been out of print and is very scarce. Of the Second Series, Vol.

I.-IV., each containing three parts, are quite out of print, and can only be had
in the complete series, noticed above. Three Numbers, price 4s. 6d. each, form
a volume. The price of the volume complete, bound in cloth, is 13s. 6d.

Separate Publications.

I. FASTI MoNASTrci AEVI SAXON rci : or an Alphabetical List of the Heads of

Religious Houses in England previous to the Norman Conquest, to which is

prefixed a Chronological Catalogue of Contemporary Foundations. By WALTER
DE GIIAY BIRCH. Royal 8vo. cloth. 1872. 7s. 6rf.

II. Li CHANTARI DI LANCELLOTTO; a Troubadour's Poem of the XIV. Cent.

Edited from a MS. in the possession of the Royal Society of Literature, by
WALTEH UE GRAY BIRCH. Royal 8vo. cloth. 187K 7s.

III. INQUISIIIO TOMITATI-S CANTABUIOIENSIS, nunc primum, e Manuscripto
unico in Bibliotheca Cottoniensi asservato, typis mandata : subjicitur Inquisitio
Eliensis : curu N. E. S. A. Hamilton. Royal 4to. With map and 3 facsimiles.

1876. 2 Is.

IV. A COMMONPLACE BOOK OP JOHN MILTON. Reproduced by the autotype

process from the original MS. in the possession of Sir Fred. U. Graham, Bart.,

of Netherby Hall. With an Introduction by A. J. Horwood. Sq. folio.

Only one hundred copies printed. 1876. 2 2*.

V. CHUOMCON AD^: DE USK, A.D. 1377-1404. Edited, with a Translation and

Notes, by ED. MAUN UK Tn> MI-SON. Royal 8vo. 1876. 10s. 6rf.

Budy. THE CHINESE MANDARIN LANGUAGE, after OllendorfTs New
Method of Learning Languages. By CHARLES RUDY. In 3 Volumes.
Vol. I. Grammar. 8vo. pp. 248. 1 Is.

Sabdakalpadruma, the well-known Sanskrit Dictionary of RAJ!H
RADHAXANTA DEVA. In Bengali characters. 4to. Parts 1 to 40. (In
course of publication.) 3*. 6d. each part.

Sakuntala. KALIDASA'S CAKTJNTALA. The Bengali Recension. With
Critical Notr~. Edited by RICHAKD PISCHEL. 8vo. cloth, pp. xi. and 210. 14s.

Sakuntala. A SANSKRIT DRAMA IN SEVEN ACTS. Edited by MONIKII

WILLIAMS, M.A. Second Edition. 8vo. cl. 1 Is.

Sale. THE KORAN; commonly called THE ALCORAN OF MOHAMMKD.
Translated into English immediately from the original Arabic. By GEOKOE
SALE, Gent. To which is prefixed the Life of Mohammed. Crown 8vo. cloth,

pp. 472. 7*.

Sama-Vidhana-Brahmana. With the Commentary of Sayana. Edited,
with Notes, Translation, and Index, by A. C. BURNELL, M.R.A.S. Vol. I.

Text and Commentary. With Introduction. 8vo. cloth, pp. xxxviii. and 104-.

12.C</.

Sanskrit Works. A CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT WORKS PRINTED IN

INDIA, offered for Sale at the affixed nett prices by TRUBNER & Co. 16mo. pp.
52. J*.

Sarva-Sabda-Sambodhini
; OK, THE COMPLETE SANSKRIT DICTIONARY.

In Telugu characters. 4to. cloth, pp. 1078. 2 15s.

Satow. AN ENGLISH JAPANESE DICTIONARY OF THE SPOKEN LANGUAGE.

By ERNEST MASON SATOW, Japanese Secretary to H.M. Legation at Yedo, and

ISHIBASHI MASAXATA, of the Imperial Japanese Foreign Office. Imp. 32mo.,

pp. xx. and 366, cloth. 12*.
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Sayce. A\ A-YKIAN GRAMMAR FOR COMPARATIVE PURPOSES. By
A. H. SAYCE, M.A. 12rao. cloth, pp. xvi. and 188. 7s. 6d.

Sayce. Tin: PRINCIPLES OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY. By A. H.
SATCE, Fellow and Tutor of Queen's College, Oxford. Second Edition. Cr.

di. and 416. 10*. Orf.

Scarborough. A COLLECTION OF CHINESE PROVERBS. Translated and

:>y WILLIAM SCARBOROUGH, NVt-slcyan Missionary, Hankow. With
an Introduction, Notes, and Copious Index. Cr. 8vo. pp. xliv. and 278. IQs.Qd.

Schleicher. COMPENDIUM OF THE COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR OF THE INDO-

i-KAN, SANSKRIT, GREEK, AND LATIN LANGUAGES. By AUGUST
SCHLEICHER. Translated from the Third German Edition by HERBERT

\LL, B.A., Chr. Coll. Camb. Part I. Grammar. 8vo. cloth, pp. 184.

7s. 6d.

II. Morphology. 8vo. cloth, pp. viii. and 104. 6s.

Schemeil. EL MUBTAKER; or, First Born. (In Arabic, printed at

Beyrout). Containing Five Comedies, called Comedies of Fiction, on Hopes
and Judgments, in Twenty-six Poems of 1092 Verses, showing the Seven Stages
of Life, from man's conception unto his death and burial. By KM IN 1 BKAH IM

MEIL. In one volume, 4to. pp. 16'u', sewed. 1870. 5*.

Schlagintweit. KUDDIIISM IN TIBET. Illustrated by Literary Docu-
ments and Objects of Religious Worship. With an Account of the Buddhist

Systems preceding it in India. By EMIL SCHLAGINTWKIT, LL.D. With a

Folio Atlas of 20 Plates, and 20 Tables of Native Prints in the Text. Royal
8vo., pp. xxiv. and 40 1. <

Schlagintweit. (JI.O^SARY OF GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS FROM INDIA AND
i, with Native Transcription and Transliteration. By HERMANN DB

Forming, with a " Route Book of the Western Himalaya,
. and Turk istan," the Third Volume of II., A.,andR. DE SCIILAGINTWKIT'S

"Reaultsof a Scientific Mission to India and High Asia." With an Atlas in

imperial folio, of Maps, Panoramas, and Views. Royal 4to., pp. xxiv. and

Semitic 'Songs of The). In English Verse. By G. E. W. Cr. 8vo.
cloth, pp. 1 Ki. 5*.

Shakspere Society (The New). Subscription 1 1*. per annum.
List of publications on applic tion.

Shipurji Edalji. A GRAMMAR OF THE GuJAEXif LANGUAGE. By
Cloth, pp. IL'7. 10. 6d.

ShApurji Edalji. \ I* \IIANDENGLISH. By SnXpURjf
jf. Secot, Crown 8vo. .loth, pp. xxiv. and 874. 21.

Shaw. \ 8 ! : I,\\(,r M.I:. As Spoken in Kastrni
_u.r and Yarkand). i ^n \\v. I'M,

il Agent. In Two I'ari- \\i-i, I i.sts of Names of Bird* and I'l nits

by J. SCULLY. Surgeon, H.M. Bengal Army. 8ro. sewed, Part I., ri

Sherring \\ I.F B i>ua. An Account of
Bcnnr. f. If. A. fi :.;.- . M. \.,

iM Iiitri.dll. D.C.L.
L and 388, v Uf^tfllM JU.

Sherring. In. HINDOO PILGRIMS, i

Pcap. 8o. cloth, pp. ri. and 125. 5*.

Sing: ,1 of Gooroo Gol.in-1 Singh's
on and D- too Mukln into Mm

. 'lour. With the

author** photograph. 8v I5.
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Skeat. A LIST OF ENGLISH WORDS, the Etymology of which is illus-

trated by Comparison with Icelandic. Prepared in the form of an Appendix to

Cleasby and Vigfusson's Icelandic- English Dictionary. By the Rev. WALTER
W. SKEAT, M. A., English Lecturer and late Fellow of Christ's College, Cam-

bridge; and M.A. of Exeter College, Oxford; one of the Vice-President! of

the Cambridge Philological Society ;
and Member of the Council of the Philo-

logical Society of London. 1876. Demy 4to. sewed. Is.

Smith. A VOCABULARY OF PROPER NAMES IN CHINESE AND ENGLISH.
of Places, Persons, Tribes, and Sects, in China, Japan, Corea, Assam, Siam,
Burmah, The Straits, and adjacent Countries. By F. POUTER SMITH, M.B.,
London, Medical Missionary in Central China. 4to. half-bound, pp. vi., 72,
andx. 1870. 10*. G^/.

Smith. CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS THE MATI.KIA }I KDICA AND NATURAL
HISTORY OF CHINA. For the use of Medical Missionaries and Native Medical

Students. By F. POUTER SMITH, M.U. London, Medical Missionary in

Central China. Imp. 4to. cloth, pp. viii. and 210. 1870. \ Is.

Sophocles. A GLOSSARY OF LATKK AND BY/ANTINE GREEK. By E. A.
Sum..* i.i s. 4to., pp. iv. and 624, cloth. 2 2.

Sophocles. ROMAIC OR MODERN GREEK GRAMMAR. By E. A. SOPHOCLES.
8vo. pp xxviii. and 196.

Sophocles. GUEEK LEXICON OF THE ROMAN AND HYXANTIXE PERIODS

(from B.C. Ho1

to A.U. 1100). By E. A. SOPHOCLES. Jmp. 8vo. pp. xvi. 1188,
cloth. 1870. 2 10*.

Spurrell. A GRAMMAR OF THE WELSH LANGUAGE. By WILLIAM
SITKKELL. 3rd Edition. Fcap. cloth, pp. viii. -206. 1870. 3.

Spurrell. A WELSH DICTIONARY. English-Welsh and Welsh-English.
NYith Preliminary Observations on the Elementary Sounds of the English

Language, a copious Vocabulary of the Roots of English Words, a list of

Scripture Proper Names and English Synonyms and Explanations. By
WILLIAM SPUUUELL. Third Edition. Fcap. cloth, pp. xxv. and 732. 8s. 6rf.

Steele. AN EASTERN LOVE STORY. KUSA JATAKAYA : a Buddhistic

Legendary Poem, with other Stories. By THOMAS STEELE, Ceylon Civil

Service. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 260. 1871. 6s.

Steere. SHORT SPECIMENS OF THE VOCABULARIES OF THREE UN-
PUBLISHED African Languages (Gindo, Zaramo, and Angazidja). Collected

by EDWARD STEERE, LL.D. I2mo. pp. 20. 6<i.

Steere. COLLECTIONS FOR A HANDBOOK OF THE NYAMWEZI LANGUAGE,
as spoken at Unyanyembe. By EDWAKD STEERE, LL.D. Fcap. cloth, pp. 100.

Is. Gtf.

Stent THE JADE CHAPLET, in Twenty- four Beads. A Collection of

Songs, Ballads, etc. (from the Chinese). By GEORGE CARTER STKNT,

M.N.C.B. H.A.S., Author of " Chinese and English Vocabulary," "Chinese and

English Pocket Dictionary,"
" Chinese Lyrics,"

" Chinese Legeuds," etc. Cr.

80. cloth, pp. 176. 5s.

Stent. A CHINESE AND ENGLISH VOCABULARY IN THE PEKINESE

DIALECT. By G. E. STEVT. 8vo. pp. ix. and 677. 1871. 110*.

Stent. A CHINESE AND ENGLISH POCKET DICTIONARY. By G. E.

STENT. 16mo. pp. 250. 1874. 10s. 6rf.

Stoddard. GRAMMAR OF THE MODERN SYRIAC LANGUAGE, as spoken in

Oroomiih, Persia, and in Koordistan. By Eev. D. T. STODDARD, Missionary of

the American Board in Persia. Demy 8vo. bds., pp. 190. 10s. 6rf.
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Stokes. BKUNAN-
'

c. The Life of Saint ^foriasck, Bishop
and ConfV- msli Drama. Kdited, with a Translation and Notes, by
WniTLhY STOKES. Medium 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi., 280, and Facsimile. 1872.

15*.

Stokes. Goni:iiCA Old and Early-Middle Irish Glosses: Prose and
Edited by WHITLEY STOKES. Second edition. Medium 8vo. cloth,

pp. 19'J.

Strangford. OIUGIXAL LKTTKKS AND PAIM:KS OF TIM: I.ATK VISCOUNT
>n 1'hilological and Kindred Subjects. Edited byVix OUNTESS

Tost 8vo. cloth, pp. xxii. and -J84. 1878. 12. Or/.

Stratmann. A DICI-MNAKY OF THE OLD ENGLISH LA\(;T-.VGE. Compiled
from the writings of the xmth, xivth, and xvth centuries. By FRANCIS
Hi N MANN. Third Edition. 4to. In wrapper. 1 10*.

Stratmann. A .<,I.I-H POKM OF TIM: OWL AM> mi: XII.HII\<;AI i:.

i by 1 KAV STKATMANN. Svo. cloth, pp. GO. 3.

Strong.- .M THF. 1: SAM, translated into English
. By DAWSOXNE MEI.AM TIIOX STHOXO, Captain 11. M. 10th Bengal

Lancers. 12mo. cloth, pp. ii. and ,~>ii. ^. GU.

Sunjana. A (N:\MM\U r THK PAIM.VI LvxdiA'ii, with Quotations
and 1 nun Original Works and a Glossary of Words bearing affinity

I.angu;jgt -. -
. ..oi: l!i:in NJAXA,

l>;il
of Sir Jamsetjee Jejeeboy Zurthosi Madressa. Svo.cl., pp. 1

25*.

Snrya-Siddhanta (Translation of the). SW Whit:

Sweet. A Ili>ioi:Y ni
i, from the Earliest Period,

inrludinjr an Ji. -if tin- (u-uiTal Laws of Sound Change, and full

S\\ i .1 r. ])nny Svo. cloth, pp. iv. and 164.

4. 6</.

Syed Ahmad. A > KSSAVS \ mi LIM OF MIIHAMMI-D, and
^YKD AHMAD KUAN I;AMAI>I., G B I . Author

of tL> i-iiaii (

'oii.iiirntary on the Holy Hitilr," Honorary Mrinbc-r of

Society, and I.. '<> tin- All\i:urli

v. Svo. pp. .'..''.'. \\itli 4 ( Mnealogical Tables, 2 Maps, and a Coloured

handsomely bound in cloth. 1 10*.

Syro-Egyptian Society.* > rs read

>ociety of London. Volume I. 1'art 1. Kvo. se\\ - and a

nap. : :>. 111. . -
'

loclodinff. unonff other paper*, Rptnarks on the ObclUku of Ancient 1 11.

x Sharpc. i

.|>hratc. I

Grot, f.n.l.

T.iittiriya-Prati;:.khya.- -See WHUXKT.

Tarkavachaspati. VACHASPATTA, a ComprehcnsiTo 1

i 'immar
and I Mplia-

bettc^lly Arranu- . mil <

'IIJ-IOUH

i urn the Vedas, etc. I'aru I.

to VII. It. i.
|..ij.rr.

1-7-; 'i. 1--. ram i

Technolo^ial Dictionary. POCKET I IF.RMS

UftBD IX ART* AND 6CUXCB*. English-' .rrrnan- 1

larger Work by KARMARS( H. 3 TO!S imp. 16mo. .loth. 1
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Technological Dictionary of the terms employed in the Arts and
Sciences

; Architecture, Civil. Military and Naval
;

Civil Engineering, including

Bridge Building, Road and Railway Making ;
Mechanics ;

Machine and Engine

Making; Shipbuilding and Navigation; Metallurgy, Mining and Smelting;

Artillery ;
Mathematics

; Physics ; Chemistry ; Mineralogy, etc. With a Preface

by Dr. K. KARMARSCH. Second Edition. 3 vols.

Vol. I. English German French. 8vo. cloth, pp. 666. 12s.

Vol. II. German English French. 8vo. cloth, pp. 646. 12*.

Vol. III. French German English. 8vo. cloth, pp. 618. 12s.

The Boke of Nurture. By JOHN RUSSELL, about 1460-1470 Anno
Domini. The Boke of Keruynge. By WYNKYN DE WOUDE, Anno Domini
1513. The Boke of Nurture. By HUGH RHODBS, Anno Domini 1577. Edited

from the Originals in the British Museum Library, by FKFDERICK J. FURNI-
VALIM M.A., Trinity Hall, Cambridge, Member of Council of the Philological
and Early English Text Societies. 4to. half-morocco, gilt top, pp. xix. and 146,

28, xxviii. and 56. 1867. I/. 11. 6rf.

Thibaut. THE StJLVAstJTRAS. English Translation, with an Intro-

duction. By G. THIBAUT, Ph.D., Anglo- Sanskrit Professor Benares College.
8vo. cloth, pp. 47, with 4 Plates. 5*.

Thibaut. CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EXPLANATION OF JYOTISHA-VEDAMJA.

By G. THIBAUT, Ph.D. 8vo. pp. 27. 1*. 6rf.

Thomas. EARLY SASSANIAN INSCRIPTIONS, SEALS AND COINS, illustrating
the Early History of the Sassanian Dynasty, containing Proclamations of Arde-

shir Babek, Sapor I., and his Successors. "With a Critical Examination and

Explanation of the Celebrated Inscription in the Hajiabad Cave, demonstrating
that Sapor, the Conqueror of Valerian, was a Professing Christian. By EDWARD
THOMAS, F.R.S. Illustrated. 8vo. cloth, pp. 148. la. 6d.

Thomas. THE CHRONICLES OF THE PATHAN KINGS OF DEHLI. Illus-

trated by Coins, Inscriptions, and other Antiquarian Remains. By EDWARD
THOMAS, F.R.S., late of the East India Company's Bengal Civil Service. With
numerous Copperplates and Woodcuts. Demy 8vo. cloth, pp. xxiv. and 467.

1871. \ 8s.

Thomas. THE REVENUE KESOUBCES OF THE MUGHAL EMPIRE IN INDIA,
from A.D. 1593 to A.D. 1707. A Supplement to "The Chronicles of the Pat him

Kings of Delhi." By EDWARD THOMAS, F.R.S. Demy 8vo., pp. (JO, cloth.

3s. b'rf.

Thomas. COMMENTS ON HECENT PEHLVI DECIPHERMENTS, ^ith an
Incidental Sketch of the Derivation of Aryan Alphabets, and contributions to

the Early History and Geography of Tabaristan. Illustrated by Coins. Hy
EDWARD THOMAS, F.R.S. 8vo. pp. 56, and 2 plates, cloth, sewed. 3s. 6d.

Thomas. SASSANIAN COINS. Communicated to the Numismatic Society
of London. By E. THOMAS, F.R.S. Two parts. With 3 Plates and a Wood-
cut. 12mo. sewed, pp. 43. 5*.

Thomas. RECORDS OF THE GUPTA DYNASTY. Illustrated by Inscrip-
tions, Written History, Local Tradition and Coins. To which is added a

Chapter on the Arabs in Sind. By EDWARD THOMAS, F.R.S. Folio, with a

Plate, handsomely bound in cloth, pp. iv. and 64. Price 14s.

Thomas. JALNISM
; or, The Early Faith of Asoka. With Illustrations

of the Ancient Religions of the East, from the Pantheon of the Indo-Scythians.
To which is added a Notice on Bactrian Coins and Indian Dates. By KDWARD
THOMAS, F.R.S. 8vo. pp. viii., 24 and 82. With two Autotype Plates and

Woodcuts. 7s. 6rf.

Thomas. THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF CREOLE GRAMMAR. By J. J.

THOMAS. Port of Spain (Trinidad), 1S69. 1 vol. 8vo. bds. pp. viii. and 1 35. 1 2s.
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Thorburn. B .\\xtJ
; or, Our Afghan Frontier. By S. S. THORBURN,

lement Officer of the Bannu District. 8vo. cloth, pp. x. and 480.

18*.

Thorpe. PII'LOMATARH-M AM;I.ICIM JKvi SAXOXICI. A. Collection of

iindi.-h < 'h.-iruTs. from the reign of King jEthelberht of Kent, A.D., DCV., to

that of William the Conqueror. Containing: I. Miscellaneous Charters. II.

"Wills. III. Guilds. IV. Manumissions and Acquittances. With a Transla-

tion of the Anglo-Saxon. By the late BENJAMIN THORPE, Member of the Royal

Academy of Sciences at Munich, and of the Society of Netherlandish Literature

at Leyden. Svo. pp. xlii. and 682, clotb. 1865. \ Is.

Tiele Orn.rxKs OF THE HISTORY OF RELIGION to the Spread of the

.Minions. By C. P. TIELE, Dr. Theol. Professor of the History of

in the University of Leiden. Translated from the Dutch by J.

I:K. M.A. Post 8vo. cloth, pp. xix. and 249. 7*. 6d.

Tindall. A GKAMMVR \\nVocABULARY OF THE NAMAQUA-HOTTENTOT
I Uy 1 1 KNKY TINDALL, Wesleyan Missionary. Svo. pp. 124, sewed. Qs.

Triibner's Bibliotheca Sanscrita. A Catalogue of Sanskrit Litera-
tim . i-hirfly printed in Europe. To which is added a Catalogue of Sanskrit

Work- printed in India: and a Catalogue of Pali Books. Constantly for sale

by Tn.Snrr \- (',.. Cr. Svo. sd., pp. 84. 2s. 6d.

Triibner's Oriental Series.

I. K .HI S \.ur.n L.vNcrv;]-:, AVumxGS, AND RELIGION OF
TIII: I'AK-IS. l!y MARTIN HAVG, Ph.D. late Professor of Sanskrit and Com-
parative Philology at the University of Munich. Edited by Dr. E. W. WEST.
Second Edition. Post Svo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 428. 1878. 16*.

II. 1 ii DDIIIST CANOX, commonly known as Dhanima-
pada. With accompanying Narratives. Translated from the Chinese by S.

BEAL. 1; nc-c, University College, London. Post Svo. cloth,

pp. tiii. and 170. 1878. 7*. 6</.

III. Tir v nr INDIAN LITERATURE. By ALBRECHT WEBKR.
Translated from the German by JOHN MANN, M.A., and THKODOK ZACHAKI \i:.

>
, with the sanction of the Author. Post 8vo. cloth, pp. xxiii. and 360.

1878. 18*.

IV. A > i:;: Ifonrax LANGUAGES OF TIII I''\M IMUI^. By
An oiiipanifd by Two Language Maps. Post Svo. cloth, pp.

Xii. ;,: 1878, I*.

V. i
'

. \ Form ly K\i invM. Tninslatcd
Sanskrit into English \'<-r~ Ml T. H. ( JHIKKI 1 11. M . \

,

of Bcnareu College. S.rond Edition. I'ost Svo. cloth, pp. \ii.-llti.

1879. *.

arc in ':' ''>n.

A CLAS-. KV oi HiNM MVIHOLOGY ASH
GEO<, N. M ]; \.s.. !;,(,. h

Icge. In (i
, post 8vo., about .300 pages, price not to

exceed 21*.

SBLBCTIOXS FROM THE KU-RAN. With a ('..MM Tranalftted l.y
Autliorof HII "Arabic Kn-li-.li I.rxi.-n

"ii the History nl hrvrlop-
upecially with reference to In lia.

l'.y
Si \M i \ I.\M 1'ooLB.

Post Svo. cloth.

P\-M,,I-. lti.i.i.,n.r., M..mr., I'KI in M i \ r., \M. N \m: \ nvr. IV.. in the
'.haraU and other Sa.,-

rose Versions of the Original
M .li:'. i

-'
i o
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Triibner's Oriental Series continued.

ORIENTAL RELIGIONS in their Relation to Universal Religion. "By
SAMUEL JOHNSON. First Section India. Second Section China. In Two
Volumes, post 8vo. cloth.

MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS Relating to Indian Subjects. By B. H.
HODGSON, late British Minister at Nepal. In Two Volumes, post 8vo. cloth.

THE GULISTAN; or, Rose Garden of Shekh Mushliu'd-din Sadi of
Shiraz. Translated for the first time into Prose and Verse, with an Intro-

ductory Preface, and a Life of the Author, from the Atish Kadah, by EDWARD
B. EASTWICK, F.R.S., M.R.A.S., etc. Second Edition, post 8vo. cloth.

THE JATAKA STORIES. "With the Commentary and Collection of
Buddhist Fairy Tales, Fables, and Folk Lore. Translated from the original
Pali by T. W. RHYS I),\vn>s. (The first part of the Commentary contains the

most complete account we yet have of the Life of Buddha.) Vol. I., post 8vo.

cloth.

CHINESE BUDDHISM. A Volume of Sketches, Historical and Critical.

By J. KI.KIXS, D.D ,
Author of "China's Place in Philology,"

"
Religion in

China," etc., etc. Post 8"o. cloth.

BUDDHI-I IvKcoRDS OF TIN: Wi>iT.i:\ WORLD. Being the SI-YU-KI by
M \ i:\ THSANO. Translated from the original Chinese, with Introduction,

Index, etc. By SAMI u. I'.i \i. Trinity College, Cambridge; Professor of

Chinese, University College, London. In Two Vols., post 8vo. cloth.

THE POKM< <>F HAFIZ OF SHIRAZ. Translated from the Persian into

English Verse by E. II. I'ALMEK, M.A., Professor of Arabic in the University
of Cambridge. Post 8vo. cloth.

HISTORY OF THE PORTU<;I i:-i: IN INDIA. Based upon Documentary
Evidence, now for the first time made available. By J. GEHSON DA CUNHA,
M.D. Post 8vo. cloth.

INDIAN TALES FROM THIBETAN SOURCES. Translated from the Thibetan
into German by ANTON SCHIKFNEU. tendered into English, with Notes, by
W. R. S. RALSTON. In One Volume, post 8vo.

ON THE VICISSITUDES OF ARYAN CIVILISATION ix INDIA. One of the

Florence Prize Essays. By Dr. J. GEK.SON UA CCNHA. In Two Volumes,

post 8vo.

Trumpp. GRAMMAR OF THE PASTO, or Language of the Afghans, com-

pared with the Iranian and North-Indian Idioms, by Dr. ERNEST TRUMPP.
8vo. sewed, pp. xvi. and 412. 21*.

Trumpp. GRAMMAR OF THE SINDHI LANGUAGE. Compared with the

S;tn>krit-Prakrit and the Cognate Indian Vernaculars. By Dr. 1"

TIUMPP. Printed by order of Her Majesty's Government for India. Demy
8vo. sewed, pp. xvi. and 590. 15s.

Van der Tuuk. OUTLINES OF A GRAMMAR OF THE MALAGASY LANGUAGE
By H. N. VAN DER TUUK. 8vo., pp. 28, sewed. 1*.

Van der Tuuk. SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE MALAY MANUSCRIPTS BELONGING
TO THE ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY. By H. N. VAN DER TUUK. 8vo., pp.52. 2s. 6d.

Vedarthayatna (The); or, an Attempt to Interpret
the' V

Marathi and English Translation of the Hi? Veda, with the Original Samhitd

and Pada Texts in Sanskrit. Parts I. to XXVIII. 8vo. pp. 1896. Price

3s. 6rf. each.

Vishmi-Purana (The) ;
a System of Hindu Mythology and Tradition.

Translated from the original Sanskrit, and Illustrated by Notes derived chiefly

from other Puranas. By the late H. H. WILSON, M.A., F.R.S., Hoden Pro-

fessor of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford, etc., etc. Edited by FITZEDWARD
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HALL. In 6 vols. 8vo. Vol. I. pp. cxl. and 200 ; Vol. II. pp. 343 ; Vol. IN.,
ol IV. pp. 346, cloth; Vol. V.Part I. pp. 392, cloth. 10*. 6<1. each.

'ntiuiiing the Index, compiled by Fitzcdward Hall. 8vo. cloth,

Vissering, W. ON CHINKSK CI-KKKMY. Coin and Paper Money.
With Facsimile of a Bank Note. Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xv. and 219. Leiden,

1-77.

Wade. Yii-Y KKH Cm. A progressive course designed to

th> Student of Colloquial Chinese, as spoken in the Capital and the

;i<ilit;in Department. In eight parts, with Key, Syllabary, anil Writing

My THOMAS FRANCIS WADE, C.B., Secretary to Her Britannic

Majesty's Legation, Peking, o vols. 4to. Progressive Course, pp. xx. 296 and

iry, pp. 126 and 36
; Writing Exercises, pp. 48; Key, pp. 174 and

Wade. WKN-CMIKN T/u-Eini Cm. A series of papers selected as

specimens of documentary Chinese, designed to assist Students of the language,
'.ttt-n by the officials of China. In sixteen parts, with Key. Vol. 1. By

< WADR, C.B., Secretary to Her Britannic Majesty's Legation
at Peking. 4to., half-cloth, pp. xii and 465 { and iv., 7'J. and V2. 1 16*.

Wake. < M ur. With the Outlines of a Science of com-

_;y. By ('. STAMLANP \\ AKI , Fellow of the Anthropological

Society of London. Crown 8vo. pp. viii. and 314, cloth. 7*. 6rf.

Wake. 1 i M"i:vi.irv. In-in- a History of the

Development of Moral Culture. By C. STAMI AND WAKK, author of

"Chapters on Man, 'etc. Two vols. 8vo. cloth, pp. xvi. and 5Ub', xii. and 17 I .

Watson.- :ivi: VND SriiiMir; ^-INIUAXAM.
i. PLAHTB \ND PRODUCTS, originally prepared

under the authority of the Secretary of State for India in Council. By JOHN
M.D.. F.L.S., F.K.A.S., etc., Heporter on the

i Iiniia. Imperial 8vo., cloth, pp. 650. .t'l ll.v. <>//.

Weber. 1

i'.y
l>r. AXBBBCHI WI:I;I:K, Eorlin.

1:1 by the licv. I). (\ Boyd, U.A. Reprinted from
i. 8vo. sewed, pp 130. 5.

Weber.- L lly Ai.iti:i: in \\'i

Translated HI l>y JOHN- M\s\. M.A., and I>r. TH:

\KI.\K. with the Author's sanction. Post 8vo. pp. xxiii. and 30'0, cloth, ^7>.

Wedgwood. OLOOT. 1 i K;H

WOOD. I roughly revised and enlarged. With an Intro

>rination of Language. Imperial Nvo., d.>. . > lumn. \>\>.
l\\ii.

and 7

Wedgwood.- 1 ByB
v
\ WOOD,

late Fellow of Cbrtst't College, Cambridge. Fcap. bvo. pp. 17'J, cloth.

Orf.

West. GI.OS-- i. BOOK OP
Ard:i to some

Asa's Glossanr t<

i'ay. 8?o. sewed,

West and Buhler l.\\\ 01 VNCE

Bombay Presidency. ted by
RAYMOND WBST and ' I.KU. bccond Kdition. Demy 8vo. sewed,
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Wheeler. THE HISTORY OF INDIA FROM THE EARLIEST AGES. By J.
TALBOYS WHIIELEK, Assistant Secretary to the Government of India in the

Foreign Department, Secretary to the Indian Record Commission, author of
" The Geography of Herodotus," etc. etc. Demy 8vo. cl.

Vol. I. The Vedic Period and the Maha Bharata. pp. Ixxv. and ";?(>.

Vol. II., The Itamayana and the Brahmanic Period, pp. lxxx\iii. and 680, with
two Maps. 21*.

Vol. III. Hindu, Buddhist, Brahmanical Revival, pp.484, with two maps. 18*.

Vol. IV. Part I. Mussulman Rule. pp. xxxii. and 320. 14*.

Vol. IV. Part II. In the press.

Wheeler. KAKI.V II I-CORDS OF BRITISH IM.U. A History of the

English Settlement in India, as told in the Government Records, the works of
old travellers and other contemporary Documents, from the earliest period
down to the rise of British Power in India. l!y J. TALHOYS Wn
Royal 8vo. cloth, pp. xxxii. and 392. 1878. 15*.

Whitmee. A (H:\MMVR AVD I>KIIM\U;<> or mi: S\M<>\\ LANGUAGE.
lly Kcv. (Ir.oiMii: Pit ATT, forty years a Missionary of the London Miss 011:117

Society in Samoa. Second Edition. Edited by Rev. S. J. WHITMEE, P.R.G.S.
Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. 388. 18*.

Whitney. OKII.MVI. \ OTIC Siri.n>. liy \YII.LMM lhvi<;nT
\V iniNKY, Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Vale College.
First Series. The Veda; the Avesta

; the Science of Language. Cr. 8vo. cl.,

pp. x. and 41K
Second Series. The Eu>t and West Rrli-ri.m and Mythology Orthography and

Phonology Hindu Astronomy. Crown <s\,,. doth, pp. 4 1G. 12*.

Whitney. ATHAKVA Yri>\ I'IIATITAKIIYA
; or, (';iunakiyu Cuturadliyu-

yika (The). Text, Translation, and Note.*. By WILLIAM LI. \\: in NKY, Pro-
fessor of Sanskrit in Yale College. 8vo. pp. 286, boards. 'l 11*. (id.

Whitney. LANCI -\..r. \M mi: SITHY OF LANGUAGE : TV. Uires
on tlie Principles of Linguistic Science. By \V. I). WHITNKY. Third Kdition,

augmented by an Analysis. Crown 8vo. cloth, pp. xii. and 504. 10*. 6d.

Whitney. LAMM-MJK AMI ir> SITDY, with cspc.'-ial rcfi-rciif-c to the

Indo-Euro])i-an Family of Lant:u -tures by W. I). AV'niTXEY,
Professor of Sanskrit, and JiKtriK-t-ir in Modem I,:m^iriures in V.-iU- College.
Kiliti-d with Introduction, Notes, Tables of Dfrlri!-i<,n and Coinu

Grimm's Law with Illustration, and an Index, by the 11' v. It. MOKIU.S. M.A.,
LL.D. Cr. 8vo. cl., pp. xxii. and 318. o*.

Whitney. SuRYA-SiDDiiANTA (Translation of the) : A Text-book of

Hindu Astronomy, with Notes and an Appendix, containing additional Notes
and Tables, Calou.ations of Eclipses, a Stellar Map, and Indexes. By W. D.
WHITNEY. 8 vo. pp. iv. and 354, boards. \ 11s. 6d.

Whitney. TiiTTiRiYA-PnlTicjiKnYA, with its Commentary, the

Tribhashyaratna : Text, Translation, and Notes. By \V. D WHITNKY, Prof,

of Sanskrit in Yale College, ANew Haven. Svo. pp. 469. 1871. \. 5s.

Williams. A DICTIONARY, ENGLISH AND SANSCRIT. By MONIER
WILLIAMS, M.A. Published under the Patronage of the Honourable East India

Company. 4to. pp. xii. 862, cloth. 1851. :j 3s.

Williams. A SANSKRIT- KNGI.ISH: DICTIONARY, Etymol\u
r

io:illy and

Philologicully arranged, with special reference to (iivtk, Latin, German, Anglo-
Saxon, English, and other cognate Indo-European Lan^uaio'S. lly Yi

WILLIAMS, M.A., Eoden Professor of Sanskrit. 4to. cloth, pp. xxv. and 1186.

4 14s. Qd.
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Williams. A PRACTICAL GIIVMMAK OF THE SANSKRIT LANGUAGE, ar-

ranged with reference to the Cla>sioal I anuua<;es of Europe, for the use o(

. MOXIKK WILLIAMS, M.A. 1877. Fourth Edition,

ioth. 15*.

Williams. A : I>I.TIM\AUY OP THE CHINESE LANGUAGE,
vonlint: to tin- ~\Vu-Fan<r Yuen Yin, with the pronunciation of the

i ril in JYkiiiir. (';inton, Anioy, nnd Shanghai. I5y S. WKI.I.S

WILLIAMS. 4to. cloth, pp. Ixxxiv. and 1262. 1874. .',

Williams. 1 ;\ mi: MAORI LANGUAGE. With a Short
W. L. WILLIAMS. li.A. Fcap. 8vo. pp. 98, cloth. 5s.

Williams. Monri:\ IM-IV \M> TIM: INDIANS Bring a Series of

Imju ''os, and Kssays. I'.v M>MKU WILLIAMS, D.C.L. Second
: Svo. cloth, pp. 24*. 187& fa M.

Wilson. W.>rks of the late Hi:\ri: H \VM\N WILSON, M.A., F.R.S.,
HT of the Koyal ties of Calcutta and Paris, andof the Oriental

Soc. of Germany, etc , and Boden Prof, of Sanskrit in the University of Oxford.

Vols I. and II. ESSAYS AND LFCTUKF.S chiefly on the Religion of the Hindus,

by the late II. II. WIL-ON. M.A., F.R.S., etc. Collected and edited by Dr.
_' vols cloth, pp. xiii. and .'399, vi and 41G. 'Jl.v.

- 111. IV. .

'

. Bn*T AHALI [GAL, CIUTICAL, AND THILOLOOICAL, ON
ixuir LniiiKTiiu:. Collected and Kdited by

Dr. lli.is MOLD K-ivr. ;; vols. 8vo. pp. 408, 40(i, and 31)0. cloth. Price 36*.

Yols. VI.. VII.. YIII. IX. and X., Parti. VIMJM IIKANA, A BtOTBM or
JIis; u(iY AND TKADII ION. Vols. I. toV. Translated from the

original Sanskrit, and Illustrated by Notes derived chiefly from other I'm ana*.

By the late H. II. WIL-.N, Kdite.d by FITZEDW \KD II \LI,, M.A., D.ciL.,
Oxon. STO., pp. cxl. and 2CO ; .; 34U, cloth. 2/. \'ls. (\<I.

j; the Indix to, and completing the Vishnu Puruna,
.loth. pp. 'J68. l'2.

Volt. XI. and XI I. B i UK 'I'm A i KI: or Tin: UiNnrs. Trans-
lated : .rit.

I'.y tin- lute Homer. II AYM AN N\"n ->\, M.A.,
S, 3rd con .' vols. 8v"o. pp. Ixi. and 384 ; and iv. and 418, cl. 21*.

Wilson. MM: H INI. is. Trsins-

the Original Sanskrit. By the late HOHACE II \VM\N \\II.SON,
;cd edition. 2 vols. 8vo., pp. Ixxi. and :is-i

,
i\.

aud 4 1 8, cloth. 21*.

facc Treat: .f the Hindus- Dramas translated from thr

:. Million of ;:.

Tol. II.-Drmma* trannl.itrd h tvn, or tl,.

M n - HadH I; k
,

ui t ,. m-t <.) tht- Minimor U.itn.a.i.i. or the
Neck,

Wilson.- '

UATURB. '. i Royal Asiatic

Sociftr. I BMW II. II. WILSON. 8o. pp. 2, sewed.

London, 1

Wilson.- cm, T

brJagmMJ mt Tarlulnkan " -I Khettranmliana M....ki;ji. I'II'M-:,..! l.\

<\ Hi' II..I.L :, ,11-ir.i li .i\., ii- .ii'ilrui .itnl Hi- '!:,<!.. l\. \>\<. In^s. C.i]<u'ta.

Wilson (H. H.). Sac also Megha Duta, Rig-Veda, and Vishnu-
J'urkaa,
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Wise. COMMENTARY ON THE HINDU SYSTEM OF MEDICINE. By T. A.
WISE, M.D., Bengal Medical Service. 8vo., pp. xx. and 432, cloth. 7*. 6V/.

Wise. REVIEW OF THE HISTORY OF MKMCINK. By THOMAS A.
WISH, M.D. 2 vols. 8vo. cloth. Vol. I., pp. xcviii. and 397; Vol. II.,

pp. 574. 10s.

Withers. Tin; ENGLISH LANGUAGE SPELLED AS PRONOUNCED, with
enlarged Alphabet of Forty Letters. With Specimen. Uy CJK<>U;K WITHERS.

Itoyal 8vo. sewed, pp. 84. 1*.

Wordsworth. THE CHURCH OF THIBET, and the Historical Analogies
of Buddhism and Christianity. A Lecture delivered at Bombay by W. WORDS-
WORTH, B.A., Principal of Klphinstone College. 1877. 8vo. pp.51. 2.s. oV/.

Wright. I
1

1- rim, MAM-AIN OF K.\;I.I<II HISTORY. A Series of

1'opuiar Sketrhes of our National History, compiled at different periods, from
the Thirteenth Century to the Fifteenth, for the use ot the Feudal Gentry and

Nobility. No\v lir>t edited from the Original Manuscripts. l>\ THOMAS
RT&IOHT, KI.. M.A. Snull -it... cloth, pp. x\iv. and 184. 1872. 15s.

Wright. Tin: HOMIS or OTIIKR DAYS. A History of Doni-
Manners and Sentiments during the .Middle Ai,

rcs. l!y THOMAS WRIGHT, Ksi|..

M.A.. F.S.A. With lllu-tratinns from the Illuminations in contemporary
BlanUSOriptfl and oil; irawn and engraved by F. W. Fairholt, Ksq.,
K.S.A. 1 Vol. medium bvo. handsomely bound in cloth, pp. xv. and .112.

350 Woodcuts. 1 1*.

Wright. Tin: CLT, TIM-: KOMAN, AND Tin: SAXON; u Hi-tory of Ilic

Karly Inhabitanis of Britain down to the ( 'oiivti>i"ii of the Anirlo-Saxons to

Christianity. Illustrated \\\ the Ancient lit main- brought to Litrht by lit out
nh. BjrTuoMAi W'HI.JIIT, !>!., M.A., F.S.A'., etc., etc. 'third Cor-

Hdition. Numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth,

pp. \iv. and -lo'J. 1

Wright. ANGLO-SAXON AND Oi.n-Kxi.i.isu VocA!:rr,AiiiKs, Illustratin";
the Condition and Manners of our Forefathers, as well as the History of the

Forms of 1 Kducation. and of lie .<-n in this Island

from the Tenth Century to the Fii'teeiith. Kdited by THOMAS WRIGHT, Ksq.,

M.A., F.S.A., etc. Second Kdition, edited, collated, and corrected by KICHARD
Wri . [In tl

Wylie. I Lin IIAIUUK
;
with introductory Remarks

on the Progressive Advancement of the Art
; and a list of translations from the

Chinese, into various European Languages. By A. WYLIE, Agent of the

British and Foreign Bible Society in China. 4to. pp. 2!)6, cloth. Price, '1 1C*.

Yajurveda. Tin-: \Vnrn; YA.IIKVKDA i\ Tin: MADIIYANDINA Itr.n.N-

With the Commentary of Mahidhara. Complete in 36 parts. Large

square 8vo. pp. 571. 1 10s.

Yates. A BENGALI GRAMMAR. By the late Rev. W. YATES, D.D.

Reprinted, with improvements, from his Introduction to the Bengali Language

Editedby I.WENGER. Fcap. 8vo., pp. iv. and loO,bds. Calcutta, 1S64. 3s. 6c/.

STEl'HKN AUSTIN AND SONS, PRINTERS, HERTFORD.
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